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Preface

The Dravidian Languages ow es its existence to another book: it grew out of a 

chapter on the Dravidian language family written for The World’s Major Lan
guages a decade ago. At that time, when theoretical work commanded the at
tention and resources of most linguists, The World s Major Languages answered 

a call to provide both general readers and professional linguists with accessible, 
concrete descriptions of various languages around the world. That volume and 

the mandate underlying it came to serve as the basis for Routledge’s language 

reference series, o f  which The Dravidian Languages is the most recent 

instalment.
Handbooks of the Dravidian language family have appeared over the past 150 

years, but virtually all o f them are comparative studies geared towards the needs 
of specialists in historical and typological linguistics. These studies tend to jux
tapose individual forms from one language to the next; in doing so, they have 
often lost sight of the grammatical systems in which those forms originally ap
peared. None of them provides self-contained descriptions o f the individual Dra
vidian languages, their speakers, their structure and their historical 
development. This state of affairs reflects, in part, the fact that grammars and 

even raw data for the Dravidian languages are generally hard to come by, taxing 

the ingenuity o f the most dedicated specialist. So it comes as no surprise that 
nothing to date has appeared in print to which the layman or linguist might turn 

to satisfy his curiosity about these individual languages. The Dravidian Lan
guages attempts to fill in that gap in our knowledge o f this language family.

The present volume contains readable descriptions o f 12 o f the individual lan
guages written by internationally recognised experts. Each chapter introduces 

the reader to the language and its speakers, then proceeds to discuss its internal 
structure in sections devoted to phonology, morphology and the parts o f  speech, 
syntax and lexicon. The Dravidian Languages also serves the needs of historical 
linguistics: its design invites comparison among the various chapters. The con
tributors have been encouraged to depart from the general format where it 
would distort or diminish the prominence of a salient aspect of the language un-

x i i
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der description. A general introduction to the family and to the Dravidian writing 
systems round out the book.

The biggest editorial challenge in designing and preparing this volume lay in 
the selection of languages. There are simply too many Dravidian languages to 
fit into a single volume: at least 23 modem languages plus three ancient ones. 
Furthermore, what we know about the Dravidian languages varies greatly in 
depth and quality from one language to the next. Just four of the languages have 
a substantial writing tradition, and can provide linguistic examples from before 
the modem era. At the other end of the spectrum, some languages are barely at
tested; Naiki, for example, is known primarily from word-lists. While Gadaba 
has been described in two grammars, only two texts totalling 450 sentences have 
ever appeared in print. No major publication has appeared on Küi since the Rev
erend Winfield brought out his grammar in 1928. Examples may be all too easily 
multiplied. Some of the grammars of these languages are long out of print, some 
lie collecting dust in rarely visited libraries and others still exist only in manu
script form. Particularly where several of the non-literary languages are con
cerned and where the need for research is greatest, we lack scholars with an 
intimate knowledge of the language actively pursuing its study. Since this vol
ume, as others in the language reference series, relies on the informed contribu
tions of individual experts, some languages had to be passed over which I would 
otherwise have wished to include.

Given these conditions, I chose to offer as broad a selection as I could. At least 
two languages were chosen from each of the four major subgroups: this breadth 
is useful both for comparative purposes and to display the range of variation 
among the different languages of the family. The languages of the southern and 
south-central branches of the family, which include all of the literary languages 
of the Dravidian family, have been accorded a broader representation, with four 
languages each. Although each language omitted from this volume is an occa
sion for regret, languages from two areas are sorely missed. I would have liked 
to have included a chapter on the languages spoken on the Nilgiris Massif, Toda, 
Kota, Badaga and Irula, as well as one on the languages spoken in the Khond- 
mal Hills of Orissa, Küi, Küvi, Pengo and Manda. Besides the intrinsic linguistic 
and anthropological interest of these languages, several are faced with extinc
tion in the near term as their speech communities are dispersed and their speak
ers assimilated into the surrounding dominant regional languages. To appreciate 
the true embarass de richesses that these and other Dravidian languages offer, 
the reader can do no better than consult M.B. Emeneau’s 1984 Toda Grammar 
and Texts or M. Israel’s 1979 Λ Grammar of the Küvi Language, both excellent 
grammars of the ‘small’ languages. It is my hope that The Dravidian Languages 
will serve not just as a reference volume of our current knowledge of this family 
of languages, but also as an inspiration for others to take up their study.

To say that this book owes its existence to another book, as I did above, is, of 
course, to speak figuratively. It is people, and many of them, who are responsi
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ble for the conception, writing and production of The Dravidian Languages. It is 
only fitting to thank here those who participated in and supported the preparation 
of this volume. The first is Bernard Comrie, who first invited me to write an ar
ticle on the Dravidian languages for The Worlds Major Languages. Next is 
Jonathan Price at Routledge who originally commissioned me to design and edit 
the current volume for Routledge. During the initial stages, Murray B. Emeneau, 
William Bright, E. Annamalai and Peter T. Daniels gave me much valuable ad
vice, suggestions and leads. To the individual authors whose chapters appear in 
this volume, I offer my deepest thanks for their patience and commitment to this 
project. In particular, my guru Bhadriraju Krishnamurti has been involved at 
every stage of this book’s growth, advising me on its design and writing two 
chapters for it.

At an advanced stage of preparation, three contributors had to withdraw from 
the project. Since it was not possible to find suitable replacements in time to 
meet deadlines, I assumed the task of preparing three chapters. To minimise the 
decrease in the diversity of scholarship on which this volume rests, these chap
ters draw on the work of linguists whose work I admire and consider authorita
tive. While I have firsthand knowledge of Kannada, I have drawn on the 
scholarship of S.N. Sridhar and D.N. Shankara Bhat (the author of the chapter 
on Tulu) whose work is largely responsible for bringing insight and rigor to mod
em Kannada linguistics. Much has been written on the dialects of Gondi, but 
nothing to my mind approaches in insight and elegance Susie Andres’ study of 
Muria Gondi. Finally, B.P. Mahapatra’s grammar of Malto, through its alterna
tion of linguistic and anthropological insight, has become the most valuable 
sourcebook for this language. The three chapters prepared for this volume rely 
on these sources for crucial linguistic examples that could not be obtained any
where else. I hope these three chapters do justice to these scholars, and persuade 
others to give them their due recognition by consulting their work first-hand.

Routledge, the publisher, has my sincere gratitude for the commitment they 
have made to such a specialist volume. Many in the Routledge family have pro
moted the cause of this book, but three deserve special mention. I wish to thank 
Jonathan Price who first brought me on board several years ago. Just as impor
tant, in my mind, is Denise Rea, whose patience and determination have brought 
this volume to completion. She and her able colleagues, notably Sarah Hall, 
have provided me with invaluable help in editing and producing this book. And 
finally, I wish to thank Peter T. Daniels, who expertly typeset the volume, nanri 
marapatu nanru anru.

New Canaan, Connecticut 
Easter 1997



Linguistic Conventions

The conventional transcriptions of the original languages have been preserved 
to the extent possible. However, certain changes have been made to enhance 
comparability among the various languages. For example, while vowel length in 
the various languages may be indicated by a macron (<à), colon (a:), raised dot 
(a ) or doubled symbol (<aa), it has been uniformly transcribed here with a ma
cron. In transliterating Tamil I have followed the scheme of the Tamil Lexicon 
with one exception: to represent the retroflex approximant, I use z instead of_/.

To clarify morphemic identities, I follow Lehmann’s 1989 convention of plac
ing a dot before certain morphophonemically automatic segments to separate 
them from invariant morphological material. In the transcription of the Tamil 
sentence anta.p petti.y-ai.t tükku ‘lifi^ thatj box2\  the .p at the end of the demon
strative anta.p ‘that’ is triggered by the initial stop of the following word; the .y 
in petti.y-ai is a glide that is automatically inserted between the final vowel of 
petti ‘box’ and the initial vowel of the accusative case marker -ai; and the Λ in 
petti.y-ai.t is triggered by the following voiceless stop. I have extended the use 
of this symbol to other Dravidian languages, as well. This use of the dot should 
not be confused with the marker for a syllable boundary; the immediate context 
should help the reader determine which usage is intended.

Dravidian etyma are identified by their numbering in A Dravidian Etymolog
ical Dictionary (second edition), abbreviated as DEDR; for example, *en ‘say’ 
(DEDR 868). In the context of diachronic linguistics an asterisk denotes a 
reconstructed form; in synchronic linguistics it denotes an ungrammatical or 
unacceptable form.
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List of Abbreviations

The following list of abbreviations relate to the grammatical analyses of example 
sentences. The abbreviations used in the main text (sing., plur., etc.) need no fur
ther elaboration and in certain instances (SDr, etc.) are explained at their point of 
origin.

lpex first person plural end conditional
exclusive enj conjunctive form

lpin first person plural (Brahui)
inclusive cnt contingent tense

2 second person cont continuative
3sncl third person singular cplt completive

neuter clitic (Brahui) dat dative
a/a ablative-associative dat/acc dative-accusative case

case (Gondi) (Brahui)
abl ablative def definite
acc accusative dur durative
adn adnominal verb form echo echo syllable
adv adverbial eff effective voice
aff affective voice (Tamil)

(Tamil) emp emphatic
anp adnominal form end enclitic
ant anterior ep epicene
ante anticipative euph euphonic particle
aor aorist (Old Telugu) evt eventative (Gondi)
ass associative expl expletive particle
caus causative f feminine
cf conjunctive form fut future
els classifier gen genitive
clt clitic hbt habitual
cmp comparative form hon honorific

(Gondi) hrt hortative

x v i
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hum human
imp imperative
impf imperfect (Gondi)
impfe imperfective (Brahui)
imprf imperfect
inc increment
incl inclusive
indef indefinite
inf infinitive
ins/loc instrumental-locative

(Gondi)
inst instrumental
int interrogative
intr intransitive
loc locative
loci locative I (Brahui)
locll locative II (Brahui)
m masculine
neg negative
nfv non-finite verb
nhum non-human
nm non-masculine
nom nominative case
npst non-past tense
obj object
obl oblique
opt optative
pel particle
pdc predictive
Pe personal ending
pfc perfective aspect
pi plural

plhum plural human
plm plural masculine
pin plural neuter
plnhum plural non-human
plnm plural non-masculine
pn participium

necessitatis (Brahui)
prdc predictive (Gondi)
prf perfect
prm permissive
prs present tense
pst past tense
rlt resultative
rsn reason
s singular
sb subject
sf singular feminine
sm singular masculine
sml simultaneous
sn singular neuter
snhum singular non-human
snm singular non

masculine
soc sociative case
src source case
subj subjunctive
sup supine
tag tag-question marker
tpe truncated personal

ending
tr transitive
vn verbal noun
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1 Introduction to the 
Dravidian Languages

Sanford B. Steever

1.1 Background
The Dravidian language family is, in terms of speakers, the fourth or fifth largest 
in the world. The family comprises at least twenty-three languages spoken 
primarily in South Asia by as many as 220 million people. The majority of the 
Dravidian languages are concentrated in southern and central India, spreading 
south from the Vindhya Mountains across the Deccan Plateau all the way to 
Cape Cormorin. Elsewhere, they are spoken in Bangladesh, Nepal, Pakistan and 
Sri Lanka. Outside South Asia, the Dravidian languages, particularly Tamil, are 
also spoken in Fiji, Indonesia, Malaysia, Martinique, Mauritius, Myanmar, 
Singapore, South Africa and Trinidad.

The Dravidian language family has four subgroups: South Dravidian with 
Badaga, Irula, Kannada, Kodagu, Kota, Malayalam, Tamil, Toda and Tulu; 
South-Central Dravidian with Gondi, Konda, Küi, Küvi, Manda, Pengo and Tel
ugu; Central Dravidian with Gadaba, Kolami, Naiki and Parji; and North Dravid
ian with Brahui, Kurux and Malto. Since the 1950s reports of other languages 
have appeared, but the lack of adequate descriptions prevents us from saying 
whether these are new, independent languages or merely dialects of ones al
ready known. For South Dravidian, Bellari, Burgundi, Kaikudi, Koraga, Korava, 
Kuruba, Sholega, Yerava and Yerukula have been reported; for South-Central 
Dravidian, Âwë, Indu and Savara. Conversely, certain dialects of Gondi, Kola
mi, and Kurux could prove, under closer inspection, to be independent languages.

Apart from their intrinsic linguistic interest, the Dravidian languages consti
tute the single most important gateway to many aspects of Dravidian and Indie 
culture. They inform many facets of Dravidian culture, including literature and 
religion, the fine arts and philosophy. The ancient poems of love and war, the 
twin epics, the medieval devotional poems and magisterial Ramayana of 
Kampan, all landmarks of Tamil literature, are slowly coming to be known and 
enjoyed by a wider audience. The vacana literature of the Vlrasaiva saints, com
posed in Middle Kannada and Middle Telugu, are also beginning to cast light on 
vast literatures hardly known outside of South India. In more recent times, some
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2  INTRODUCTION TO THE DRAVIDIAN LANGUAGES

of the novels of T. Pillai are being translated from Malayalam into languages 
more accessible to a wider audience. The oral poetry and tales of many Dravid
ian groups attest to the richness of literary activity of communities without a 
written tradition, as is revealed in reading Gondi legends, Kota folktales or Toda 
songs.

Further, speakers of Dravidian languages have contributed to world thought 
and literature through other languages, notably Sanskrit and English. Three of 
India’s best-known philosophers, Sankarächärya, Rämänuja, and Mädhvä- 
chärya, who developed the advaita, visista advaita, and dvaita philosophies, re
spectively, lived in South India, spoke Dravidian languages and wrote in San
skrit. In modem times, we have such writers as R.K. Narayan, a speaker of 
Tamil, Kannada and English, writing a series of much-beloved novels in En
glish. A fellow Mysorean, the late A.K. Ramanujan, speaking and writing in 
Tamil, Kannada and English, has composed hymns to Murugan in Tamil, poems 
in Kannada and English, and made Tamil and Kannada classics available to the 
larger world with his unsurpassed translations.

Religious institutions, such as the bhakti movement, the school of Saiva Sid- 
dhanta and Vlrasaivism, stand rooted in South Indian, hence Dravidian, culture. 
Kamatic music, as distinct from Hindustani music, originates in South India: its 
songs set to music verses composed in Telugu, Tamil, Kannada and, of course, 
Sanskrit. Classical dance forms such as Bharatanatyam and Kuchuppudi, largely 
shaped and preserved in the south, interpret these songs. The linguistic and cul
tural influence of Dravidian India on Southeast Asia is evident in the spread of 
writing and literacy beyond South Asia: the Pallavas, a Tamil dynasty from the 
early centuries of the Common Era (c .  275 to 500 c e ) ,  carried their writing sys
tem on their voyages to the east. The Pallava writing system forms the basis for 
several writing systems of Southeast Asia and beyond: Myanmar, Thailand, 
Laos, Cambodia, Malaysia, Indonesia, Sulawesi (the Celebes) and the Philip
pines. While South Asia has not been politically united -  the time from the Mau- 
ryan Empire to the establishment of the Indian Republic has seen diverse 
kingdoms, dynasties and feudatory states -  it has been united culturally. Speak
ers of the Dravidian languages have contributed to this cultural unity in these 
many ways.

1.2 The Languages
The Eighth Schedule of the Indian Constitution (1951) mandates the creation of 
states within the Indian Union along linguistic lines. Four Dravidian languages, 
Kannada, Malayalam, Tamil and Telugu, serve as the basis for establishing the 
four states of Karnataka, Kerala, Tamil Nadu and Andhra Pradesh, respectively. 
These four languages are recognised as official languages of the Indian Union. 
Tamil also has the status of a national language in Malaysia, Singapore and Sri 
Lanka.

The number of both the Dravidian languages and their speakers have been
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fraught with uncertainty. Bishop Robert Caldwell (1814-91) listed nine languag
es in the 1856 edition of his comparative grammar of the Dravidian language 
family; that number had doubled by 1940 and has nearly tripled as we enter the 
twenty-first century. In the early years of the twentieth century, George Grierson 
(1851-1941) conducted a linguistic survey of India: he listed 179 languages and 
544 dialects. The survey covered all of British India except the provinces of Bur
ma and Madras and the princely states of Hyderabad, Mysore, Travancore and 
Cochin. With the exception of Burma, all the regions excluded from the survey 
lie in South India, the heartland of the Dravidian languages. Grierson neverthe
less presented descriptions of the major Dravidian languages spoken in these ex
cluded regions, such as Kannada, Malayalam, Tamil and Telugu, but omitted 
such others as Irula and Toda.

The advance of years has done little to remove this uncertainty over numbers. 
The Census of India is taken in the first year of each decade; accordingly, a Cen
sus is published for 1931, 1941 and so on. In the 1951 Census, the first taken in 
independent India, 782 language names were returned by individuals living in 
India as their mother tongue. In the 1961 Census that number rose to 1,652, and 
in 1971 it again nearly doubled to just over 3,000. The 1981 Census, by contrast, 
abruptly limited the number to 105 by applying the criterion that a language 
should be spoken by over 10,000 individuals before it might be included. Thus, 
some ‘small’ Dravidian languages, such as Toda and Kota whose speakers num
ber less than 1,000, appear in some editions of the Census but not in others. The 
1981 Census includes 17 Dravidian languages, giving the combined total of 
speakers as 157,836,723, or 23.9 per cent of the reporting population.

The Dravidian languages enumerated in the 1981 Census include the four lan
guages scheduled in the Indian Constitution: Kannada (26,887,837), Malayalam 
(25,952,966), Tamil (44,730,389) and Telugu (54,226,227). The thirteen remain
ing, non-scheduled languages include Gondi (1,954,693), Jatapu (23,366), Kisan 
(155,283), Kodagu (93,116), Kolami (78,500), Konda (11,062), Kondh 
(204,501), Koya (242,534), Küi (507,639), Kurux (1,264,590), Malto (94,614), 
Parji (33,091) and Tulu (1,376,306). Even though this Census contains a more 
manageable set of languages, it has not eliminated some prior confusions in the 
identification of languages. Respondents may on occasion return the name of 
their community or ethnic group as a language name. As early as Grierson, 
Kisan was recognised as an alternate name for Kurux; the name is vague in any 
event since the word means ‘cultivator’. Further, many who identify themselves 
as Gonds speak no Gondi. The group that identifies itself as Gadaba speaks two 
distinct languages, one Dravidian (Konekor Gadaba) and absent from the Cen
sus, the other Munda (Gotub Gadaba) and included in it. Scholarly consensus 
now views Koya as a dialect of Gondi. Jatapu, spoken in the hills of Srikakulam 
District in Andhra Pradesh, as well as in the Koraput and Ganjam districts of 
Orissa, may well be related to Küi and Küvi. Kondh, spoken primarily in Orissa, 
may also be a variety of Küi or Küvi. To add to the confusion, the term Kondh 
has traditionally been applied to the larger ethnic community that includes both
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Küi and Küvi speakers. Conversely, the term Küi as reported in the 1981 Census 
seems not to distinguish among Küi, Küvi and, perhaps, Kübi, another name for 
Konda. Absent from this Census are Irula, Kota and Toda from the South Dra
vidian languages; Badaga is listed as another name (dialect) of Kannada. Also 
missing are Küvi, Pengo, Manda, Naiki and Gadaba (though the Munda lan
guage Gadaba is listed). Brahui is absent because it is the only Dravidian lan
guage that has no speakers living within the Indian Union. The Census of India 
naturally omits information on the number of speakers outside Indian territory: 
Kurux, Mialto, Malayalam, Tamil and Telugu.

The World Atlas 1991 estimates that 48 million people speak Tamil as a first 
language, and that 66 million speak it as a first or second language. It further es
timates that 55 million people speak Telugu as a first language, and that an ad
ditional 14 million speak it as a second language. Similarly, Kannada is 
estimated to be the first language of 25 million, which number rises to 42 million 
when those who speak it as a second language are included. Malayalam is spo
ken, according to this source, by 34 million world wide. Thus, approximately 210 
million people speak the four literary languages as a first or a second language. 
It should be recalled that on the Indian subcontinent, where multilingualism is 
the rule rather than the exception, those who speak one of the four major Dra
vidian languages as a second language generally speak another Dravidian lan
guage as a first language. Many speakers of Konda thus speak Telugu or Oriya 
as a second language, depending on whether they live in Andhra Pradesh or 
Orissa. Speakers of Tulu and Kodagu may also speak Kannada, the politically 
dominant language of Karnataka. Speakers of Toda may also speak Kota and 
Badaga, two groups with whom they have traditional economic relationships. 
And since Todas live in what is now Tamil Nadu, they may also speak Tamil. 
Speakers of Tamil in Mysore may also speak Kannada while speakers of Telugu 
in Tamil Nadu typically speak Tamil.

Unlike many of the better-known languages and language families of the 
world, e.g. Indo-European, the majority of the Dravidian languages are spoken 
and lack a written tradition. Only four have extensive written traditions. The first 
Tamil inscription dates to c. 254 b c e , the first Kannada inscription to c. 450 c e , 

the first Telugu inscription to c. 620 c e  and the first Malayalam inscription to c. 
830 c e . In each of the four, literary composition begins -  more properly, begins 
to be committed to writing -  one or two centuries after the appearance of these 
first inscriptions. These four thus have longer literary traditions than most of the 
modem languages of Europe. The first inscription in Tulu dates to the fifteenth 
century while literary texts begin in the eighteenth century. Apart from these 
five, our knowledge of the Dravidian languages is quite recent, dating from the 
middle of the nineteenth century. A number have only been discovered in the 
latter half of the twentieth century. And it seems likely that new Dravidian 
languages remain to be discovered, particularly in Central India.

Each of the four literary languages has evolved its own distinctive writing 
system. As noted in the chapter on writing systems (Chapter 2), all four writing
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systems are alphasyllabic, and can be traced back to southern varieties of the 
Ashokan Brahmi script. The four scripts have also been used for other Dravidian 
languages. Tulu has been written in both Malayalam and Kannada scripts, 
Kodagu is written in Kannada script and Konda is written in Telugu script. Kurux 
is written in the Devanagari script, which is more broadly associated with San
skrit and Hindi. Brahui, because it is spoken in Pakistan and Afghanistan, is writ
ten in the Urdu script. A number of Dravidian languages discovered since Indian 
Independence, such as Parji and Pengo, have been committed to writing by lin
guists using phonemic transcriptions based on Roman script. As noted earlier, 
the writing system of the Pallava dynasty (275 to 500 c e ) ,  which ruled from Kan- 
chipuram in Tamil Nadu, forms the basis for many writing systems extending 
from Myanmar to the Philippines, from Sri Lanka to Java.

The Dravidian languages have shared the South Asian subcontinent with 
three other language families since prehistoric times: the Indo-Aryan branch of 
Indo-European, the Munda branch of Austro-Asiatic and Sino-Tibetan. The lin
guistic influence of Indo-Aryan and Dravidian on each other has been well stud
ied and documented; as Burrow has shown, the influence was not just in one 
direction: Dravidian languages had already exerted some influence on Indo- 
Aryan even in prehistoric times. The long co-existence of these four language 
groups has resulted in linguistic cross-influence and borrowing, to the extent that 
South Asia is now a linguistically defined area (Emeneau 1956; Masica 1976).

In historic times, the Dravidian languages have been in contact with languag
es from the West. From both literature and the archaeological record, we know 
that Roman merchants journeyed to the Tamil coastal emporia in the early cen
turies of the common era to buy spices, fabrics and other luxury goods with Ro
man gold coins. The spread of Islam to the subcontinent in the medieval period 
carried with it such administrative languages as Persian and Arabic. These in
fluences had reached as far south as Mysore in Karnataka and Tanjore in Tamil 
Nadu by the time the British appeared on the scene in the middle of the eigh
teenth century. English has had, and continues to have, an impact on the vocab
ulary and sound systems of Dravidian languages over the past two centuries.

Commerce and colonisation have carried a number of Dravidian languages, 
particularly Tamil, beyond their traditional spheres, e.g. to Myanmar, South Af
rica, Fiji and islands in the Caribbean. Trade links between South and Southeast 
Asia have been attested since the late classical period, and continue to the 
present day so that Tamil is an official language in both Malaysia and Sin
gapore. Such words as catamaran (Tamil kattamaram ‘[boat made of] tied tim
bers’), mango (Tamil, Malayalam mänkäy), coolie (Tamil küli ‘wages’), curry 
(Tamil kari ‘meat preparation’), mulligatawny soup (Tamil milakaittanmr 
‘pepper-water’) and coir (Tamil kayiru ‘rope’) have made their way into English 
from Dravidian sources.
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1.3 The Dravidian Languages 

South Dravidian
Tamil (tamiz), the best known of the Dravidian languages, belongs to the South 
Dravidian (SDr) subgroup. It is first recorded in a lithic inscription in a form of 
Ashokan Brahmi script which is dated to c. 254 b c e . It is therefore one of India’s 
two classical languages, alongside the more widely known Indo-Aryan language 
Sanskrit. However, Tamil is the only one of the two with a palpable continuity 
between its classical and modem forms. Records of Tamil reveal three distinct 
historical stages: Old Tamil ( c .  300 b c e  to 700 c e ) ,  Middle Tamil (700 to 1600 
c e ) and Modern Tamil (1600 c e  to the present). In all its forms, Modem Tamil 
consists of many geographic dialects, with the major distinction drawn between 
Sri Lankan Tamil and the continental dialects of India. Tamil also exhibits 
marked diglossia with a high and a low variety, called centamiz ‘pure Tamil’ and 
kotuntamiz ‘harsh Tamil’, respectively. The high variety is used in political ora
tory, belletristic writing and news broadcasts while the low variety is used in vir
tually all face-to-face communication. But in recent times, the high variety has 
begun to give way to the low. There are over 50 million speakers of the language 
today. Within India, it is spoken in the states of Tamil Nadu, Kerala, Karnataka 
and Andhra Pradesh, as well as the Union Territory of Pondicherry. Outside, the 
language is reported in Sri Lanka (3,346,000), Malaysia (274,218), South Africa 
(250,000), Singapore (191,200) Fiji (6,663), Thailand and Mauritius.

Between 800 and 1200 c e  the western dialects of Tamil, geographically sep
arated from the others by the Western Ghats, developed into Malayalam. The 
Vazappalli inscription, the first record of the language, dates to c .  830 c e . 

Malayalam has lost subject-verb agreement and has borrowed so many 
Sanskritic loans that the modem language now distinguishes aspirated from non
aspirated stops in its phonology. It is spoken in Kerala, Tamil Nadu and 
Karnataka, as well as Lakshadweep (the Laccadive Islands). As with the other 
major Dravidian languages, Malayalam has a number of geographic and caste- 
based dialects. With perhaps 34 million speakers, Malayalis boast the highest 
literacy rate in the Indian Union.

Not only do the Western Ghats separate Malayalam from Tamil, they are also 
home to several of the non-literary South Dravidian languages. Communities 
speaking Badaga, Kota, Irula and Toda live in and around the Nilgiri Mountains, 
a branch of the Western Ghats that rises sharply above the Coimbatore Gap. 
Relatively isolated from the mainstream of traditional Indian society, the Todas, 
Kotas and Badagas have over many generations developed close economic ties, 
even while speaking different languages. Toda and Kota are spoken by so few 
people that they appear and disappear in different editions of the Indian Census. 
No more than 800 people speak Toda while figures returned on Kota give a pop
ulation of 700. Despite the small number of speakers, these languages have at
tracted great anthropological and linguistic interest, starting in the nineteenth 
century with British adventurer Sir Richard Burton’s observations on Toda. In
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this century, Emeneau (1944-6) recorded four volumes of Kota texts; his 1984 
analysis of Toda grammar and texts is a model of scholarship, revealing the lin
guistic wealth of the ‘small’ Dravidian languages. While the grammar of Toda 
and Kota are relatively close, the phonology of Toda is perhaps the most diver
gent among the Dravidian languages. Badaga, often treated as a dialect of 
Kannada, may have as many as 50,000 speakers. This language has the distinc
tion of having one of the most extensive dictionaries of any of the non-literary 
Dravidian languages (Hockings and Pilot-Raichoor 1992). Irula, a language with 
perhaps 12,000 speakers, is spoken in the hilly spurs of the Nilgiri Massif be
tween Kerala and Tamil Nadu. It is closely related to Tamil and Malayalam. 
Zvelebil (1973) presents a sketch of this language. Toda and Kota, in particular, 
are threatened with extinction in the near term as cultural and social pressures 
compel their assimilation into the larger social matrix.

Tulu is spoken in between the Western Ghats and the coast of the Arabian 
Sea in western Karnataka, northern Kerala and southern Maharashtra. Although 
the language is not traditionally ranked as a literary language, many brahmin 
native speakers of Tulu have been literate in Sanskrit, Kannada and Malayalam. 
As a result, Tulu has been written down for nearly 250 years, first in Malayalam 
and then in Kannada script. Today there may be as many as three million people 
speaking Tulu in four or five dialects: one half speak it as a first language, the 
other half as a second language. Tulu appears to share several features with the 
South-Central Dravidian languages, so many in fact that some scholars place it 
in that subgroup. It may well be the first individual language to branch off of 
Proto-South Dravidian.

Inland in the Coorg District of Karnataka, Kodagu (kodava, Coorg) is spoken 
by as many as 95,000 people in three dialects. It is also spoken in neighbouring 
regions of Tamil Nadu and Kerala. It has recently come to be written in Kannada 
script, although this writing system is not sufficiently differentiated to handle the 
rich vowel system that has evolved in Kodagu.

Kannada 0kannada, Kannarese, Canarese) is spoken by perhaps 25 million 
people throughout Karnataka and in the neighbouring states of Maharashtra, 
Andhra Pradesh and Tamil Nadu. Written records of the language reveal three 
historically distinct stages: Old, Middle and Modem. It has at least four major 
geographical dialects, caste dialects and diglossia, although these differences do 
not seem as attenuated as in Tamil. For a full description of the language, see 
Sridhar (1990), to whose work the chapter on Kannada in this volume owes 
much.

Some of the isoglosses that define the southern subgroup are the general loss 
of *c- in such etyma as *cäru ‘six’ (DEDR 2485), *cïy ‘give’ (DEDR 2598) and 
*cuppu ‘salt’ (DEDR 2674), which in Tamil are represented by the reflexes äru 
‘six’, ïy ‘give’ and uppu ‘salt’. These languages have also innovated the use of 
the auxiliary verb iru ‘be’ (DEDR 480) as the perfect tense auxiliary to compen
sate for the loss of man ‘be’ (DEDR 4778) in that group (see Steever 1993: 96- 
102). Serial verb formations, though attested in Old Tamil and Old Kannada,
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have been lost in all the modem languages of this subgroup.

South-Central Dravidian
Telugu (telugu, tenugu, telungu), the language spoken by the greatest number of 
speakers (60 million), belongs to the South-Central Dravidian (SCDr) subgroup. 
The history of Telugu may be divided into three stages: Old Telugu (600 to 1100 
c e ) ,  Middle Telugu (1100 to 1600 c e ) and Modern Telugu (1600 to the present). 
Modem Telugu has four regional dialects in Andhra Pradesh (Krishnamurti and 
Gwynn 1985): northern, southern, eastern and central. It is also spoken in Kar
nataka, Orissa, Tamil Nadu and as far away as Kerala. The standard language 
underwent a number of reforms during the nineteenth century with the result that 
the written and spoken varieties of the modem language do not diverge as sharp
ly as in Tamil. Old Telugu had a two-way tense distinction, past and non-past, 
while Middle and Modem Telugu have a three-way distinction, past, present and 
future. In Middle Telugu a new past tense form developed in all areas of Andhra 
Pradesh except the Rayalseema which has retained the past tense form of Old 
Telugu to the present day.

The six remaining languages of this subgroup are non-literary languages spo
ken in Andhra Pradesh, Madhya Pradesh, Maharastra and Orissa. Gondi in all 
its forms has approximately two million speakers. Its numerous dialects form 
two groups: those to the northwest and those to the southeast. Koya, sometimes 
listed as a separate Dravidian language, appears to belong to the southeastern 
group of Gondi dialects. The Gondi dialect detailed in this volume is that of 
Muria Gondi, described by Andres (1977) whose work forms the backbone of the 
present description. Muria Gondi, spoken in the Bastar District of Madhya 
Pradesh, belongs to the southeast group of dialects.

Konda, also known as Kübi, is spoken in northeast Andhra Pradesh and south
ern Orissa. It stands linguistically between Telugu and Gondi on the one hand, 
and the four remaining South-Central languages on the other. It appears to be 
the most phonologically conservative language of the group, preserving the 
Proto-Dravidian distinction between the tap *r and the stop *r.

Küi, Küvi, Pengo and Manda are collectively known as the ‘Kondh’ languag
es because they are spoken primarily in the region of the Kondhmal Hills in 
western Orissa. They are closely related: in finer gradations, Küi is paired with 
Küvi and Pengo is paired with Manda. These four are distinct from the other 
three South-Central languages and, indeed, from all other Dravidian languages 
in having innovated a system of object-verb agreement alongside the inherited 
system of subject-verb agreement (see Steever 1993).

One of the most distinctive isoglosses of the South-Central group is the neu
tralisation of the distinction between long and short vowels in all but radical syl
lables. All these languages have innovated, to a greater or lesser extent, a rule 
of Metathesis or Apical Displacement (Krishnamurti 1961, 1978), which now 
permits resonants and laterals to appear word-initially, as in Telugu räyu/wräyu 
‘write’ from *varay ‘draw, make lines’ (DEDR 5263), Küi lävenju ‘youth’ and
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Gondi leyyoR ‘id.’ from *ilay-antu ‘young man’ (DEDR 513). Apart from Mod
em Telugu, which lacks the relevant verb base, all South-Central languages 
have a rule that permits the truncation or total deletion of the perfect tense aux
iliary verb man ‘be’. The truncation of this auxiliary verb has led to the creation 
of a new present perfect tense series in Pengo (see Steever 1993).

Central Dravidian
The Central Dravidian (CDr) languages comprise four non-literary languages: 
Gadaba, Kolami, Naiki and Parji. These languages are spoken in a belt that runs 
from northwestern Andhra Pradesh up through the Bastar District of Madhya 
Pradesh into western Orissa. The languages are not spoken by large numbers of 
people; Kolami is spoken by approximately 90,000 people. Most of these lan
guages are known from word-lists or a single grammar. Gadaba, also known as 
Ollari, Konekor Gadaba and Poya, is spoken in the Koraput district of Orissa and 
the Srikakulam District of neighbouring Andhra Pradesh. It is unusual in having 
been described in two grammars, Bhattacharya (1956) and Bhaskararao (1980).

Lexical stems, both nouns and verbs, in this subgroup typically exhibit pat
terns of alternation between two stems, related by anaptyxis, so that the Gadaba 
verb idig ‘get down! ’ is opposed to the basic form idg ‘get down’. In Kolami, the 
noun stem tedp-ltedep- ‘cloth’ also exhibits this alternation: monosyllabic tedp- 
ul ‘cloths’ contrasts with disyllabic tedep-t ‘in the cloth’ and tedep ‘cloth’. As 
Bhaskararao (1980) observes, when inflected, the basic forms reveal consonant 
and vowel harmony operating to a greater extent than elsewhere in the family 
(Pengo, for example, has limited consonant harmony). Even though both Gada
ba and Kolami have vowel anaptyxis, they differ in the rules that determine the 
identity of the anatyptic vowels. The Central Dravidian languages have not lost 
the perfect tense auxiliary verb man ‘be’, nor do they have rules that permit its 
truncation and deletion.

North Dravidian
The North Dravidian languages include Brahui, Malto and Kurux. Spoken by 
nearly two million people, Kurux {kurux, Oraon, Uraon, Kisan) comprises sev
eral dialects spoken in India, Bangladesh and, recently, in the Terai of Nepal 
(where it is known as Dhangar or Jhangar). Notable in its grammar is a distinc
tion between men’s speech and women’s speech, one which is present also in 
Malto. Malto (mal saba) is spoken by approximately 100,000 people in India 
and Bangladesh. It has at least three dialects distinguished according to phonol
ogy, morphology and lexicon: Kumarbhag, Malpaharia and Sawriya. Building 
on noun-noun compound constructions inherited from Dravidian, Malto appears 
to have innovated a classifier system. The chapter on Malto in the present vol
ume is endebted to Mahapatra’s 1979 authoritative grammar of the language.

Brahui, spoken in Baluchistan on the northwest frontier of South Asia, is so 
divergent from Kurux and Malto that it might well constitute its own subgroup, 
the first to branch off from the Dravidian proto-language. The geographic
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Figure 1.1 The Dravidian languages
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separation of Brahui from the remaining Dravidian languages has invited some 
to speculate that the Dravidian languages once blanketed the subcontinent and 
were broken up into linguistic islands with the advance of Indo-Aryan languag
es. This speculation has led, in turn, to the more remote conjecture that the lan
guage of the Indus Valley Civilisation was Dravidian. The position advanced in 
the chapter on Brahui in the present volume, less grand but perhaps more sober, 
is that the Brahuis migrated westward from a homeland somewhere in Orissa 
and Bihar to their current location in Pakistan, Afghanistan and Iran.

With a lack of adequate descriptions, the North Dravidian group is often treat
ed as an ‘elsewhere’ subgroup. Emeneau (1962) discusses the most common 
phonological isoglosses that the North Dravidian languages share, namely the 
uniform treatment of initial velar stops in the proto-language: *k remains a 
voiceless velar stop before */- and *ί-, and has a variety of other reflexes in other 
environments. The languages of the other three subgroups tend to palatalise the 
initial velar stop before */- and *F-.

1.4 The Diachronic Dimension of the Dravidian Languages
Two basic factors shape the historical study of the Dravidian languages. First, 
only four of the twenty-three languages have any extensive written documenta
tion. Second, even the earliest records occur relatively late in the development 
of the various languages. The diachronic study of the Dravidian languages 
therefore relies heavily on the comparative method to reconstruct an historical 
picture of the language family. During the past 150 years, linguists have applied 
this method to the Dravidian languages to reconstruct a proto-language, known 
as Proto-Dravidian (PDr). The proto-language not only embodies what is consid
ered to be ‘Dravidian’ in a language, but it is taken as the pre-historic predeces
sor of all Dravidian languages. Two languages are cognate Dravidian languages
-  are genetically related -  if both can be shown to descend from Proto- 
Dravidian.

The application of glottochronology and lexicostatistics suggests that Proto- 
Dravidian existed as a single language as late as 4000 b c e  (see Zvelebil 1970: 
18ff). Around that time, the PDr linguistic unity began to disintegrate with the 
development of distinct branches and individual languages. The development of 
Brahui, according to this method, started about that time. Though this method as
sumes a constant rate of replacement of native words with borrowed ones over 
time, the prolonged contact of Brahui speakers with speakers of non-Dravidian 
languages, as well as their bilingualism, may have accelerated this rate. The di
vergence of the last major branch, South-Dravidian, is calculated to have taken 
place around 1500 b c e , nearly twelve centuries before any Dravidian language 
was recorded.

To ensure that the reconstruction of Proto-Dravidian has historical plausibili
ty, care must be taken to distinguish it from an exercise in linguistic typology. 
The reconstruction must accordingly be anchored in concrete Dravidian forms
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and processes, and it must control for external borrowings. This is particularly 
important in South Asia where four language families have converged over mil
lennia to form a linguistic area, or Sprachbund. For example, transitive verbs in 
Dravidian generally mark animate objects with an accusative case marker. At 
this level of generalisation, we have merely said that the Dravidian languages 
manifest nominative-accusative agreement, something which may be said of 
many languages for which no genetic affiliation may be suspected. However, 
many Dravidian languages mark the objects of verbs of fearing with a distinct 
dative case marker (*-(k)ku). Furthermore, certain specific transitive verbs, such 
as *äku ‘become’ (DEDR 333), fail to impose the accusative case marker on 
their direct objects. These two idiosyncratic facets of the case system are as
cribed to the Dravidian proto-language rather than to typological generalities. 
As SOV languages, the Dravidian languages typologically resemble many other 
languages of the world for which no genetic affiliation can reasonably be assert
ed. The reconstruction of Proto-Dravidian remains fragmentary, and is subject 
to constant revision.

The linguistic forces that brought about the development of the individual 
Dravidian languages from Proto-Dravidian, as well as their continuing develop
ment through recorded history until today, include internal structural changes 
within the language, borrowings from other specific languages and universal 
tendencies of linguistic change. Some changes have arisen from within the 
grammatical systems of the individual languages. For example, Küi and the oth
er Kondh languages innovated a system of object-verb agreement when the 
main and auxiliary verb of a PDr benefactive construction fused into a single 
form (Steever 1993: 35-68). The development of a phonemic distinction be
tween aspirated and non-aspirated stops in such languages as Malayalam may 
be attributed to borrowing from external, Indo-Aryan sources. And universal lin
guistic tendencies such as markedness relations may also influence the historical 
development of individual Dravidian languages (see Steever 1993: 167ff); in 
this instance we cannot ascribe the historical operation to a specific Dravidian 
or non-Dravidian structure or process.

As linguistic change overtook Dravidian speech communities, separate 
branches and separate languages began to emerge. The literature on the Dravid
ian languages contains two systems of subgrouping. Both systems agree in plac
ing Brahui, Kurux and Malto within the northern branch and in placing Tamil, 
Malayalam, Irula, Toda, Kota, Badaga, Kannada, Kodagu and Tulu in the south
ern subgroup; they disagree on how to group the remaining languages and on the 
relation of the subgroups to the proto-language. The first system recognises 
three groups, Southern, Central and Northern, all of which radiate directly from 
the proto-language. The second subgrouping (Krishnamurti 1978) organises the 
daughter languages into four groups: Southern, South-Central, Central and 
Northern. The South-Central languages include Telugu, Gondi, Konda, Küi, 
Küvi, Pengo and Manda while the Central languages include Kolami, Parji, 
Gadaba and Naiki. In this subgrouping, the Northern languages branched off
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from the proto-language forms first, then the Central Dravidian languages 
branched off from the remainder and finally the South-Central and Southern 
groups split apart. Within each subgroup, even finer gradations of relatedness 
may be discerned. Within NDr, for example, Malto and Kurux are more closely 
related to each other than either is to Brahui. Within SCDr, Küi, Küvi, Pengo and 
Manda form a distinct group, and within that group, Küi is paired with Küvi and 
Pengo with Manda. Within SDr, Toda and Kota are closely related, as are Tamil 
and Malayalam. The second subgrouping is assumed in this volume; however, 
details of the subgrouping remain open to debate.

With these caveats in mind, we may proceed to examine a fragment of Proto- 
Dravidian grammar. This sketch outlines the basic phonological, morphological, 
lexical and syntactic aspects of the Dravidian proto-language. It illustrates some 
facets of PDr grammar with reconstructions and others with examples from ex
tant Dravidian languages; moreover, it discusses the extent to which the various 
daughter languages have preserved features of the proto-language or innovated 
new structures over time. Our goal is not to justify specific reconstructions in 
Proto-Dravidian, but rather to provide the reader with a framework to identify 
what is characteristically Dravidian about the individual languages described in 
the following chapters and to appreciate both the range of individual variation 
and the underlying unity of this language family.

1.5 Proto-Dravidian Phonology
The reconstruction of Proto-Dravidian phonology consists of a set of segmental 
phonemes and a body of rules that combine those phonemes into prosodic units 
such as moras and syllables. These units form the building blocks of larger lin
guistic structures such as metrical feet, morphemes and words. As the individual 
Dravidian languages have developed, their phonologies have retained some 
aspects of the PDr phonological system while innovating others.

The proto-language contained five pairs of vowels, with each pair containing 
one short and one long vowel. They are presented in Table 1.1, and are tradi
tionally enumerated as a , ä , i, Γ, u , ü , e , ê , o , ö. Some analyses propose to reduce 
these ten phonemes to five simple phonemes contrasting in quality plus a pho
neme of length (Zvelebil 1970: 35) while others keep ten unit phonemes 
(Emeneau 1970: 6).

Table 1.1 Proto-Dravidian vowel phonemes

Front Central Back
Short Long Short Long Short Long

High i I u Ö
Mid e ê 0 Ö
Low a ä
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The available evidence does not permit the reconstruction of tautosyllabic 
diphthongs, so wherever these appear in the daughter languages they are as
sumed to be innovations that have arisen from combinations of a vowel and a 
glide. For example, the Tamil diphthong ai descends from the PDr sequence 
+ *y. Yet the prohibition against diphthongs remains relatively strong in many 
languages so that if a diphthong should arise through a morphological process or 
borrowing, a number of phonological processes are brought to bear in order to 
eliminate it. One strategy is to change the diphthongs into monophthongs; the 
Tamil diphthong ay is generally replaced by simple e in non-initial syllables in 
speech so that varai ‘until’ becomes vare ‘id.’. Another strategy for dealing with 
a diphthong is to re-analyse it as a sequence of two syllables with a glide be
tween them; the English monosyllabic word ‘town’, for example, is borrowed 
into Tamil as bisyllabic [tävun].

Extensive tables of the correspondences between the vowel systems of Proto- 
Dravidian and the daughter languages appear in Emeneau (1970), Zvelebil 
(1970) and Burrow and Emeneau (1984). Changes have naturally occurred in 
phonological inventories of the different daughter languages. Kodagu has, for 
example, devel*oped four additional vowels, mid and high back unrounded vow
els, short and long. Many Toda vowels result from dissimilation so that in certain 
contexts becomes Toda wa. Muria Gondi has neutralised the phonemic dis
tinction between short and long vowels. Even so, after such changes are account
ed for, the correspondence in vowel quality is fairly transparent between the 
proto-language and the daughter languages. The treatment of vowel length is 
more involved inasmuch as the proto-language itself appears to have had sever
al morphophonemic alternations involving vowel length (Zvelebil 1970; Rao 
1973).

Proto-Dravidian appears to have sixteen or seventeen consonant phonemes, 
illustrated in Table 1.2.

Table 1.2 Proto-Dravidian consonant phonemes

Labial Dental Alveolar Retroflex Palatal Velar

Stop P t r t c k
Nasal m n n n
Lateral 1 1
Tap r
Approximant z
Glide V y (h)

The phoneme *A represents the predecessor of Old Tamil äytam, convention
ally transliterated as k. Recent proposals attempt to establish it as an indepen
dent phoneme in the proto-language, but it seems to have been an allophone of 
*y that appeared in the environment V_C. Because of the lack of consensus, it 
appears in brackets in Table 1.2. It is, however, not the predecessor of h as it

*a

*0
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appears in many daughter languages such as Kannada högu ‘go’ < *pöku ‘id.’ 
(DEDR 4572), Gondi hil ‘not be’ < *sil ‘id.’ < *cil ‘id.’ (DEDR 2559).

The Proto-Dravidian set of stops, which persists into modem Malayalam and 
appears to have become even more elaborate in Toda (Emeneau 1984: 1 Iff), is 
of typological interest because it exhibits a six-way contrast in point of articula
tion, one that is rare among languages of the world. Some have attempted to re
duce the complexity of this system by re-analysing the palatal stop as having an 
affricated manner of articulation rather than a full stop. In any event, the distri
bution of stops in the proto-language is not symmetrical: alveolars and retroflex- 
es do not occur initially. Inspection of Table 1.2 reveals a number of facets about 
the PDr consonant system. First and foremost, voicing is not phonemic in Proto- 
Dravidian even though the majority of the daughter languages have voiced 
stops, and in many of those languages voiced stops phonemically contrast with 
their voiceless counterparts. Caldwell’s Law of the Convertibility of Surds and 
Sonants (1856), which holds for the proto-language and several daughter lan
guages such as Old Tamil, observes that voiceless and voiced stops are in com
plementary distribution in the proto-language. This distribution is illustrated in 
Table 1.3. Tables 1.3, 1.4 and 1.5 indicate whether PDr consonants occur initial
ly, medially or finally. In medial position, many consonants may appear singly, 
doubled or in clusters; clusters are, in fact, limited to medial position. Here, the 
two most common kinds of cluster are those consisting of a geminate, or doubled, 
stop and those formed by a homorganic nasal and a stop. According to Cald
well’s Law, stops in Table 1.3 are voiced when intervocalic (row 2) or when they 
follow a homorganic nasal (row 4); elsewhere, they are voiceless, viz. when 
geminate (row 3) or initial (row 1). While stops might occur in initial and medial 
position, they could not appear in final position without a non-morphemic vowel, 
the so-called enunciative *-w, e.g. *nätu ‘country, cultivated land’ (DEDR 3638) 
(row 5).

A century and a half of research has confirmed Caldwell’s original insight: 
Proto-Dravidian has both voiced and voiceless stops, but voiced stops were 
allophones of their voiceless counterparts.

Voicing has become a distinctive characteristic of consonants in a number of 
daughter languages, often under the influence of borrowing from Indo-Aryan 
languages which have a phonemic distinction between voiced and voiceless 
stops. In other cases, internal changes have resulted in elevating the feature of 
voicing to phonemic status, as in the distinction between voiced and voiceless 
laterals in Toda.

Apart from appearing in the clusters enumerated in Table 1.3, all nasals could 
appear singly or doubled (Table 1.4). While the labial and dental nasals could 
appear in any position, the distribution of retroflex and palatal nasals was re
stricted. The single retroflex nasal appears to have occurred only finally. The 
palatal nasal occurred initially and intervocalically; evidence for it appearing in 
final position is meagre (Zvelebil 1970).
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Table 1.3 The distribution of PDr stops

Initial p- t- 
Intervocalic -p- -t- -r- 
Clusters:

Geminate -pp- -tt- -rr- 
After nasals -mp- -nt- -nr- 

Final -pu -tu -ru

-t-

-tt-
-nt-
-tu-

c-
-c-

-cc-
-nc-
-cu-

Table 1.4 The distribution of PDr nasals

m n -n (-)n
-mm- -nn- -nn- -nn-

Table 1.5 The distribution of other PDr consonants

V- -r -1 -z y
. v .  -r- - 1 -

1
-y-

-vv- -11- - i l - -yy-
(-V )

Of the remaining consonants, neither *r nor *z could appear geminate (Table 
1.5). The labial glide *v appears to have occurred only marginally in final 
position. As noted earlier, what is known as äytam in Old Tamil appears to be a 
reflex of *y that occurred before a consonant.

While these tables generally describe the distribution of consonants in Proto- 
Dravidian words, they more specifically describe the distribution of consonants 
in morphemes. Take */ for example: no word reconstructable to PDr starts with 
this sound, nor does any morpheme. That a constraint on possible word shapes 
applies equally to possible morpheme shapes reflects the fact that the morphol
ogy of the proto-language was agglutinating so that words consisted of relatively 
transparent strings of morphemes. These constraints have naturally changed for 
various languages. Modem colloquial Tamil permits the reflex of */ to occur 
both word- and morpheme-initially, e.g. lancam ‘bribe’ (a borrowing) and -le the 
locative case marker (from earlier -il).

Although a conclusive demonstration has yet to be made, it seems that most, 
if not all, consonant clusters appear only at morpheme boundaries in the proto
language (Zvelebil 1970: 77). A consequence of this would be that no consonant 
clusters would occur in root morphemes. Zvelebil extends this line of reasoning 
to the conclusion that Proto-Dravidian lexical roots were essentially mono
syllabic.

The tables indicate that no alveolar or retroflex consonant may appear word- 
initially in the proto-language. Metathesis, or apical displacement, has brought 
alveolars and retroflexes into initial position in South-Central Dravidian, with

k-
-k-

-kk-
-nk-
-ku-

1

-z-
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alveolars merging with dentals or retroflexes. Borrowing has also brought retro- 
flexes into initial position in other languages so that, going back to our earlier 
example, English ‘town’ is borrowed in Tamil as tävun.

In a number of daughter languages, the structure of syllables has changed. 
Borrowing of Sanskritic words has introduced initial clusters into many of the 
daughter languages, as in Kannada priti ‘love’. Internal changes in many lan
guages have also created initial clusters, so that metathesis changed *varay 
‘write, draw’ into Telugu vrâyu ‘id.’; however, the subsequent development of 
this Telugu form into räyu ‘id.’ indicates that the PDr prohibition against initial 
clusters was still operative at some level. Muria Gondi permits many more elab
orate clusters in medial position, although these may be broken up by the inser
tion of non-distinctive epenthetic vowels. The constraint against initial clusters 
is still strong in many languages: Malto has only two words with initial consonant 
clusters, prani ‘life’ andpraja ‘tent’, both borrowed from Indo-Aryan sources.

The prosodic structure of Proto-Dravidian is quantitative rather than qualita
tive. There are constraints governing the permissible prosodic structure of sylla
bles in the proto-language; Table 1.6 illustrates possible syllabic structures.

Table 1.6 Permissible syllable structures in Proto-Dravidian

Short
Vocalic nucleus

Long

V
VC VC
VCC
CV CV
CVC CVC
CVCC

In measuring length, each short vowel and each consonant counts as one unit; 
each long vowel counts as two. The minimum permissible prosodic unit is the 
mora (called acai ‘a move’ in Tamil): it must be two units in length, at least one 
unit of which must be a vowel, i.e. CV, VC, V. The mora constitutes the minimal 
permissible syllable. The syllable consists of an onset, nucleus and coda. The nu
cleus is always a vowel; the onset may be empty or may have at most one con
sonant; and the coda may have at most two consonants. The nucleus and coda 
combined may have a maximum of three units of length. Thus in sequences such 
as ...(Ci)V1C2C3V2..., C3 is always syllablified with the nucleus V2. The mora 
is also the basis of Dravidian meters: moras are organised into feet and feet into 
meters.

Several prosodic alternations, summarised in Zvelebil (1970: 184ff), have 
been reconstructed to the proto-language. First (Ci)ViC2 alternates with 
(Ci)V1C2V2, as reflected in Tamil kär ‘be pungent, brackish’ and kari ‘be saltish 
to the taste, smart’. Second, (C1)V1C2C2 alternates with (C1)V1C2V2 as in Tamil
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nacc(u) ‘to desire’ andTamil näci ‘to desire’. Third, (Ci)ViC2 V2 alternates with 
(Ci)VjC2  as in Tamil mettu ‘heap’ and Tamil mëtu ‘height, pile’ or Kannada 
nann(anu) ‘m e’ and nänu ‘I’. The function of these rules is to preserve the pro
sodic structure of the forms, more specifically to preserve their moraic structure. 
According to prosodic rules, each alternant in each rule is two moras in length.

These three rules come into play when two or more morphemes combine into 
larger structures that might violate the prosodic constraints on the permissible 
structure of syllables. These three rules apply primarily in derivational morphol
ogy, as v/ell as in limited cases of inflectional morphology such as personal pro
nouns. Rao (1973: 3Iff) argues that in cases of derivation, these rules apply not 
in cross-categorial derivation, but only in same-category derivation. Thus, they 
apply in cases of N—»N and V—»V, but not V—»N. (N—»V is not well attested as 
the set of verbal bases is closed.) These rules transform phonologically imper
missible sequences of phonemes into phonologically permitted ones. Such 
impermissible sequences may occur when, as noted above, two morphemes are 
joined or when a word is borrowed.

Stress occurs in many Dravidian languages, but is not distinctive. Typically, 
stress falls on the first syllable of a word. Emeneau (1970) and Zvelebil (1970) 
should be consulted for further discussion of Dravidian phonological systems.

1.6 Morphology and the Parts of Speech
Dravidian morphology distinguishes fundamentally between free and bound 
forms. The free forms are words, the bound forms are clitics. A clitic combines 
with its host to form a phonological word, but combines syntactically or seman
tically with an entire clause. The set of clitics includes a somewhat heterogenous 
assortment of items, including quantifiers, conjunctions, emphatic markers, ad
dress terms and discourse markers. In this volume, clitics are distinguished from 
simple bound morphemes by use of the boundary marker =, as in Tamil avan=ö 
ivan-ö  ‘either that man or this man’, where the sequence of clitics = ö ... - ö  ren
ders ‘either... or’.

Dravidian morphology is agglutinating and exclusively suffixal. Words con
sist of two or more morphemes strung together in a linear fashion with the min
imum intervention of morphophonemic processes. Morphemes appear in the 
order: lexical root (+derivative suffix) + inflectional suffix. In many of the 
daughter languages, what is called an inflectional increment in the literature 
may occur before an inflectional suffix, as the -d- in Kannada mara-d-alli ‘on 
the tree’ which appears after the noun root mara ‘tree’ and before locative case 
marker -alii. The derivative suffix may operate within the same category, e.g. 
noun to noun, or between categories, e.g. verb to noun. However, the derivation
al path from noun to verb is not well motivated, for the set of verbal bases ap
pears to be closed in Proto-Dravidian. The set of N+V compounds likely took the 
place of denominal verbs, as they still do in those languages that preserve the 
closure on the set of verbal bases.
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Proto-Dravidian has just two parts of speech, noun and verb, which are iden
tified by their characteristic inflectional morphology. The closure on the set of 
verbs might tempt one to identify verbs by reference to their lexical roots, but 
two factors prevent this simple identification. First, some lexical roots function 
equally as noun or verb. Second, the existence of derivation paths from verb to 
noun derivation invalidates this simple equation. Instead, reference must be 
made to the inflectional categories that a form encodes in its suffixes.

The reconstruction of further parts of speech such as adjectives and adverbs 
to the proto-language is controversial. While some scholars have projected the 
category of adjective to Proto-Dravidian, many of the candidates for adjectival 
status appear to be defective nouns or verbs. Although the scholarly literature 
speaks of certain forms as having an adjectival function, viz. modifying a nom
inal, conclusive evidence that those forms constitute a formally distinct class is 
largely lacking. Further, none of the putative adjectives in Dravidian exhibits a 
comparative or superlative degree. These degrees are expressed instead by syn
tactic means, as in Tamil räman-ai vita kannan nallavan ‘Kannan3 (is a) bet- 
ter.man4 than2 Raman^’, literally, ‘leaving Raman aside, Kannan is a good 
man’.

Just as the category of adjectives is suspect in Proto-Dravidian, so is a formal 
class of participles, viz. verb forms with the formal properties of an adjective. 
For that reason, this volume avoids use of the term ‘participle’ as much as pos
sible, and instead uses the terms ‘conjunctive form’ and ‘adnominal form’ where 
the literature uses the terms ‘adverbial participle’ and ‘adjectival participle’. 
Some of the daughter languages, such as Gondi, appear to have innovated a cat
egory of adjectives under the influence of neighbouring Indo-Aryan languages.

Perhaps just as important from a structural point of view are those parts of 
speech that Proto-Dravidian lacks, notably adverbs, articles and conjunctions. 
The functions that we ordinarily associate with such parts of speech are com
monly performed by nouns and verbs; a survey of the various daughter languag
es reveals that verbs bear most of the burden of these functions. The Dravidian 
languages typically lack adverbs, including such adverbs as English not. Nega
tion is instead conveyed through verbal morphosyntax: verbs have both positive 
and negative forms. Further, non-finite verb forms are conspicuously deployed 
in the construction of complex sentences where other languages might select 
coordinating or subordinating conjunctions, as illustrated below in the section on 
syntax.

While articles are generally absent as a formal class in the Dravidian lan
guages, their function may be conveyed through various means. The numeral 
‘one’ may on occasion modify a noun to convey the sense of an indefinite article, 
e.g. Tamil oru manitan ‘one man, a man’; accordingly, the absence of such a nu
meral modifier may in many circumstances be construed as conveying definite
ness, e.g. Tamil φ manitan may be understood as ‘the man’. Case and animacy 
may also interact to convey definiteness. In several Dravidian languages, an 
inanimate (non-human, neuter) direct object may occur with or without the
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accusative case marker. If it appears in the accusative case, it is construed as a 
definite NP, as in Kannada räma pustaka.v-annu ödida ‘Ramaj read3 the.book2\  
If it does not appear in the accusative case, however, it is construed as an indef
inite NP, as in Kannada räma pustaka ödida ‘Ramaj read2 a.book3’. The use of 
demonstrative modifiers and quantifiers may also be used to convey definite
ness. In the Tamil noun phrase manitar cilar ‘some.ones2 men^, the indefinite 
quantifier cila- ‘some’ stands in apposition to the plural noun manitar ‘men’.

Nouns
Nouns are inflected primarily for case and number, and secondarily for person 
and gender. Notionally, nouns include common nouns, proper names, numerals 
and pronouns, as well as certain modifiers. PDr nouns could be inflected for a 
variety of cases. The reconstruction of four cases is certain: nominative (*-0), 
accusative (*-ay -  *Vn), dative (* -(k)ku) and genitive (*-a -  *-m ). The nomi
native appears to be the least marked case form in the proto-language: it would 
have had such diverse functions as the citation form of a noun and the subject of 
a sentence. The accusative case typically marks the direct object of a transitive 
verb. The dative marks such diverse notions as recipient, goal and experiencer. 
The genitive is an adnominal case: it is the form that a noun assumes when it 
combines with another noun rather than with a verb. Its use is accompanied by 
such notions as possession and association. The reconstruction of other such cas
es as the sociative, instrumental, locative and ablative is less easily demonstrat
ed. While virtually all the daughter languages have a locative case, its form 
varies greatly from one language to the next. Since many of the daughter lan
guages treat animate and inanimate locatives differently, it may well reflect a 
distinction in the proto-language.

The case system has naturally changed in individual Dravidian languages 
over the course of time. The distinction between an ablative and an instrumental 
in Kannada has been collapsed to create a single ‘source’ case. In the four 
Kondh languages, namely Küi, Küvi, Pengo and Manda, the distinction between 
the accusative and dative cases has been neutralised in at least some persons in 
favour of what historically was the dative case. The Gadaba oblique case, which 
applies to all nouns except the first and second person pronouns, combines the 
functions of the accusative, dative and genitive. Old Tamil had a comparative 
case, which is absent from the modem language. Further examples may easily 
be multiplied; the reader may consult the individual chapters.

In addition to case markers, the Dravidian languages typically use postposi
tions to express more specific semantic nuances than are expressed by case 
markers. Postpostions follow the noun and may govern a specific case. For 
example, the locative typically has the meaning ‘in’ or ‘at’; to express more 
specific meanings such as ‘within’, ‘near’, ‘under’, etc., postpositions are used. 
Their use is so widespread that their reconstruction to the proto-language is all 
but a certainty; although the postpositional construction surely formed part of the 
language, the exact inventory of forms in the proto-language has yet to be
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determined. Some languages have borrowed prepositions under the influence of 
neighbouring languages; Brahui has, for example, borrowed four prepositions 
from Baluchi, an Indo-Iranian language.

Proto-Dravidian had two numbers, unmarked singular and marked plural. 
Throughout the Dravidian languages, the case markers follow the plural marker 
in nominal morphology. The use of the plural appears to be obligatory for human 
nouns, but optional for non-human nouns. At least two plural markers may be re
constructed to the proto-language, one for human nouns and one for non-human 
nouns, *-Vr and *-(n)kal(u).

Gender in Proto-Dravidian characterises the qualitative aspects of the partici
pants in the narrated event, distinguishing primarily between human (or ani
mate) and non-human (inanimate) nouns. Animate nouns are often further 
divided into masculine and feminine. Gender may be manifested in pronominal 
choice, nominal derivation and personal endings of verbs. Although many 
daughter languages further divide animate nouns into masculine and feminine 
genders, it is not yet clear whether and to what extent such a division existed in 
the proto-language (see Zvelebil 1977 for a discussion of the various different 
proposals).

The category of person is marked primarily in pronoun choice and secondarily 
in personal endings that may be suffixed to predicate nominals, as illustrated in 
the section on syntax. Some daughter languages such as Old Tamil and Malto 
preserve personal endings on predicate nominals; others such as Modem Tamil 
have lost them.

Pronouns 

Table 1.7 Reconstructed personal pronouns of Proto-Dravidian

Singular Plural
Nominative Oblique Nominative Oblique

First *yan *yan- *(y)en- Exclusive *yäm yam-
Inclusive *näm nam-

Second *nïn *nin- *nïm nim-
Third *tän *tan- *täm tam-

The personal pronouns of Proto-Dravidian are reconstructed in Table 1.7. Note 
that the oblique forms of the pronouns have short vowels while the correspond
ing nominative forms have long vowels. Note also that the first person plural dis
tinguishes between an inclusive plural ‘we and you’ and an exclusive plural ‘we 
but not you’. The exact shape of the reconstructed first person plural inclusive 
pronoun is uncertain; some scholars have proposed the reconstructed form as 
*näm. In the dissolution of Proto-Dravidian into the various daughter languages,
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the shape of several personal pronouns has naturally changed. In several South 
Dravidian and South-Central languages, for example, the first person singular 
and first person plural inclusive now begin with an initial ny due to analogic re
structuring with the first person plural inclusive and the second person pronouns 
so that all non-third person pronouns begin with n. This would have rendered the 
two first person plural pronouns homophonous; in fact the standard Modem 
Kannada pronoun nävu ‘we’ does not distinguish between inclusive and exclu
sive forms of the pronoun, even though the Havyaka dialect preserves reflexes 
of this distinction with exclusive ystjglu (cf. Tamil enkal, oblique base of nähkal 
‘we, not you’) and inclusive nävu. In other languages, however, the first person 
inclusive plural was restructured in response to the potential loss of this distinc
tion. In the development of Middle and Modem Tamil, a ‘double plural’ was 
formed by adding the plural marker -kal to the plural pronoun näm ‘w e’ pronoun 
or, perhaps, the singular pronoun nän T ,  giving nänkal ‘we, not you’. The for
mation of double plurals in the second person is well attested in the history of 
Tamil: the modem second person plural pronoun nmkal ‘you’ historically de
rives from nïr ‘you’ and plural marker -kal. In the northwestern dialects of 
Gondi, the inclusive plural, with forms such as äplo and äpan, has been borrowed 
from neighbouring Indo-Aryan languages to maintain the inclusive-exclusive 
distinction. Plurality may secondarily mark honorification, both in nouns and 
verbs; thus, certain kin terms take the plural suffix even though the referent is 
singular. The Tamil pronoun avar ‘he’, which functions as a third person honor
ific pronoun in many modem dialects, descends from an earlier human plural 
pronoun. A double plural, avar-kal ‘they’, has subsequently been innovated to 
assume the function that avar formerly held, although as a human plural pronoun 
avar-kal may now also be used as an honorific pronoun.

It should be noted that the Proto-Dravidian third person pronouns *tän and 
*täm function primarily as reflexive pronouns in many of the modem daughter 
languages. However, some of the southern dialects of Modem Tamil retain their 
use as third person anaphoric pronouns. By and large, series of third person pro
nouns, differentiated for number, gender and deixis, have taken over the func
tion of third person anaphoric pronouns in the modem languages. Supplementing 
the third person pronouns are a series of deictic forms with three degrees of deix
is: distal, medial and proximal. Observe that interrogative pronouns also pattem 
with the deictic pronouns. Table 1.8 illustrates the reconstruction of one series 
of masculine and neuter deictic and interrogative pronouns. Although such forms 
may appear at first glance to consist of a prefix and a nominal base, in direct op
position to the exclusively suffixal character of Dravidian morphology, they in 
fact have a different analysis. They are compounds of two nouns, the first ele
ment of which is a noun with a deictic meaning. All the deictic forms have long 
and short forms, e.g. ä- ~ a- ‘that one’, the allomorph with the long vowel tends 
to appear when the deictic noun freely combines with a following noun; as the 
two elements fuse into a single word, the allomorph with the short vowel tends 
to replace the allomorph with the long vowel. Compounding with these deictic
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Table 1.8 A sample of Proto-Dravidian deictic pronouns

Distal Medial Proximal Interrogative

Masculine *a.v-anru *u.v-anru *i.v-anru *e.v-anru
Neuter *a-tu *u-tu *i-tu *e-tu

elements gives rise to a broad array of forms, e.g. a- ‘that one’ + katai ‘place’ 
gives a.k-katai ‘that place, there’, a- ‘that one’ + pati ‘step’ gives a.p-pati ‘that 
way, thus’ and so on.

Several languages such as Modem Kannada and Modem Tamil (except the 
Sri Lankan dialect) have lost the medial degree. Other languages, such as Gondi 
and Küvi, have innovated additional degrees of deixis. Besides the three inher
ited deictic degrees, Muria Gondi has innovated an ultra-distal degree, a 
speaker-proximal degree and an addressee-proximal degree. The speaker- 
proximal forms, for example, are compounds of ill- (cf. Kannada illi ‘here’) and 
proximal pronouns; the form illid ‘this one close to m e’ thus consists of ill- and 
id ‘this one’. This illustrates just how productive a process the compounding of 
deictic elements is in the formation of pronouns.

Verbs
The Dravidian verb encodes such verbal categories as mood, tense and polarity. 
Proto-Dravidian distinguishes two tenses, past and non-past. It also distinguishes 
two kinds of polarity, affirmative and negative. These two categories are not 
symmetric: past and non-past are distinguished only in the affirmative.

All Dravidian verbs morphologically consist of a verb base and at least one 
verbal inflection. The verb base lexically identifies the verb, determining the 
kind of arguments and modifiers that may accompany the verb. Dravidian verb 
bases are simple or complex. A simple verb base consists of a morphologically 
indivisible verb root, e.g. *kan- ‘see’ (DEDR 1443) or *varu- ‘come’ (DEDR 
5270). A complex verb base consists of a simple verb root and a stem-forming 
suffix. The number of stem-forming suffixes that may be reconstructed to the 
proto-language is very small; the best candidates for reconstruction include suf
fixes which may alter a verb’s valency and which mark voice and causation. 
When Tulu, for example, forms the causative verb stem bar-pa- ‘cause to come’ 
by suffixing -pa- to the simpler verb root barui- ‘come’, it merely reflects an an
cient Dravidian morphological process. However, several daughter languages 
have innovated a variety of stem formatives (see Steever 1993). In Malto, for 
example, one creates the intransitive-reflexive stem nud-yr- ‘hide oneself by 
suffixing -yr- to the simple verb root nud- ‘hide’. In Küi, Küvi, Manda and Pen
go, one may create the motion stem meh-ka- ‘go and see’ by suffixing -ka- to the 
verb root meh- ‘see’. And in Tulu, one creates the intensive-completive base 
ben-driu- ‘work away’ by suffixing -drui- to the simple verb root ben- ‘work’. 
These may not be reconstructed beyond the individual language or individual
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subgroup to Proto-Dravidian; several such suffixes are the historical remnants of 
auxiliary verbs (Steever 1993).

The suffixes that follow the verb base specify the verb’s relation to the 
syntactic environment and to the speech event. Suffixes that anchor a verb to its 
syntactic surroundings include personal endings that mark subject-verb agree
ment and the conditional suffix that identifies the protasis, or if-clause, of a con
ditional proposition. Suffixes that describe a verb’s relation to the speech event 
include such forms as the imperative and tense markers. When a verb base com
bines with a following verbal suffix, a morphological adjustment may occur at 
the boundary between the two. For example, a number of common Dravidian 
verbs have two phonologically distinct alternants that are automatically condi
tioned by the identity of the following suffix. In some instances, the presence of 
negative polarity triggers one alternant over another; for example the verb *äku- 
‘become’ (DEDR 333) has the suppletive variant *«/- ‘not become’ which ap
pears in the negative conjugation; the verb *varu- ‘come’ (DEDR 5270) has the 
alternant *vär- in the negative conjugation. In such daughter languages as Kota, 
Toda, Küi, Küvi and Gadaba, this kind of stem formation has become elaborate.

Many Dravidian languages have several conjugation classes, usually based 
on the phonological shape of the verb base. Tamil, for example, has seven con
jugations while Küi has four and Gondi has two. However, the phonological cri
teria that define the four conjugation classes in Küi bear little obvious relation 
to the criteria that define the seven in Tamil. As yet, no consensus exists on the 
number of conjugation classes in the proto-language or their defining character
istics.

All Proto-Dravidian verbs are finite or non-finite. The distribution of finite 
and non-finite forms in Dravidian structures is governed by a syntactic rule (see 
Steever 1988). This syntactic distinction is in turn morphologically interpreted 
depending on the categories that a verb form encodes. Finite verbs mark 
subject-verb agreement and an additional category such as tense, polarity or il- 
locutionary force; non-finite verbs do not.

Proto-Dravidian has three finite paradigms, two affirmative and one negative. 
The two affirmative paradigms are the past and non-past. All the forms in these 
paradigms consist of a verb base, tense marker and personal ending. Corre
sponding to these two affirmative forms is a single negative paradigm. The neg
ative consists of a verb base, negative marker and personal ending. For 
example, the Tamil negative verb känöm ‘we do not see’ consists of the base 
kan-, the negative morpheme which lengthens the vowel of the base and the per
sonal ending of the first person plural -öm. Besides the reconstruction of these 
three paradigms, the reconstruction of such forms as an imperative and an opta
tive seems probable. These forms also function as finite verbs since they mark 
subject-object agreement even though they lack full paradigms. While the verb 
base appears to function as a singular imperative in many daughter languages, 
the singular imperative of such common verbs as *tar- ‘give to you or m e’ and 
*var- ‘come’ are not homophonous with the verb base. This simple system has
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changed in the various daughter languages; several have innovated a present 
tense paradigm as Modem Tamil and Modem Telugu; others such as Konda 
have innovated a past negative paradigm. The lack of compatibility among 
these various paradigms prevents their reconstruction to the proto-language.

In contrast to finite forms, non-finite verb forms do not typically mark subject- 
verb agreement; however, some, such as the adnominal forms, may mark tense 
or polarity. Non-finite verbs embrace two basic sets: verb forms that combine 
with a following verb and those that combine with a following noun. The first set, 
called vinaiyeccam ‘forms deficient in a verb’ in traditional Tamil grammar, in
cludes the infinitive, the conditional and the conjunctive form. It should be noted 
that the bare verb base could function as a non-finite verb form in a variety of 
compound verb constructions in Proto-Dravidian; while some daughter lang
uages such as Küi, Malto and Old Tamil preserve this structure, most do not. 
What is called the conjunctive here has been called the adverbial participle in 
much of the literature on Dravidian languages. These forms are crucial to the 
construction of such complex structures as compound verbs, coordinate clauses 
and other complex structures, as illustrated below. Most of the modem Dravidi
an languages retain an infinitive, a conjunctive and a conditional form, although 
these have various phonological forms from one language to the next.

The second set, called peyareccam ‘forms deficient in a noun’ in traditional 
Tamil grammar, includes the adnominal forms, which are infelicitously called 
adjectival participles in the literature. Inasmuch as most Dravidian languages 
lack a basic category of adjectives, use of the latinate term ‘participle’ is inap
propriate in these languages. The adnominal forms are verb forms that combine 
with a following noun, with or without intervening material. They are crucial to 
the formation of relative clauses, noun complements and adverbial clauses, as 
illustrated below in the section on syntax. The adnominal forms are best pre
served in the South and South-Central Dravidian languages, but are more or less 
modified in the languages of the other subgroups under the impact of borrowing 
from Indo-Aryan languages.

To supplement the somewhat limited set of simple verb forms, Proto- 
Dravidian made use of compound verbs consisting of two independent verb 
forms. These constructions are not conjunctions: despite the occurrence of two 
lexical verbs in such compounds, there is only one set of arguments and modifi
ers for the entire compound verb, not one for each of its components. Lexical 
compound verbs supplement the lexicon by providing a complex morphosyntac- 
tic vehicle to convey those lexical meanings that are not encoded in any single 
lexeme of the language. For example, the Tamil lexical compound kontu vara 
‘bring’ consists of the conjunctive form of the verb koUa ‘hold, contain’ and an 
inflected form of the verb vara ‘come’. In Malto, the compound verb tunda aqa 
‘know critically’ consists of two simple verbs, tunda ‘see’ and aqa ‘know’ while 
the compound verb nada pära ‘enjoy thoroughly’ consists of nada ‘dance’ and 
pära ‘sing’. Auxiliary compound verbs are internally complex morphosyntactic 
vehicles that express those verbal categories that are not encoded in any simple
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verbal morpheme of the language, e.g. perfect tense or benefactive voice. The 
Kannada auxiliary compound verb (nänu) bandu iddlni Tj have3 come2’ ex
presses the perfect tense series: it consists of the conjunctive form bandu ‘com
ing’ of the main verb bar a ‘come’ and an inflected form of the auxiliary verb iru 
‘be’. In a number of the daughter languages, the two component verbs of com
pound verbs have contracted to form new lexemes or new paradigms (see Steev
er 1993). For example, the verb kontara ‘bring’ in Modem Spoken Tamil is the 
contraction of the earlier lexical compound verb kontu vara ‘id.’.

Proto- Dravidian contains a special family of compound verb constructions. In 
the serial compound verb construction, two verbs -  both finite in form -  combine 
to form a compound verb. Both verbs always have congruent personal endings: 
the Muria Gondi serial compound verb ollvir atir ‘you did not bend over’ consists 
of the temseless negative form ollvir ‘you did/do/will not bend over’ and the past 
tense of ay a ‘become’. Both are finite verbs inflected with the personal ending 
for the second person plural, -(v)ir. Structurally similar, the Old Tamil serial 
compound verb cel-v-êm all-êm ‘we will not go’ consists of the main verb cel-v- 
êm ‘we will go’ and the auxiliary verb all-êm ‘we do not become’: both verbs are 
finite, bearing the personal ending for the first person plural, -êm. Despite severe 
restrictions on the distribution of finite verbs in Dravidian syntactic structures, 
several serial compound verbs have been reconstructed to the proto-language 
(Steever 1993). One is the past negative paradigm, which is the predecessor of 
the Muria Gondi and Old Tamil forms just noted. The serial compound verb per
sists into several daughter languages, such as Muria Gondi and Old Telugu, but 
is lost in others such as Modem Tamil.

The morphology and syntax of verbs in Dravidian is generally more compli
cated than that of nouns. A close reading of the individual chapters in this vol
ume will reveal just how versatile and how integral verbs are to the construction 
of the Dravidian sentence. Subrahmanyam (1971) should be consulted to gain an 
idea of the wealth of verb forms the Dravidian languages possess.

1.7 Lexicon
The phonological and morphological correspondences noted in the previous sec
tions exist only because scholars recognised that words are related from one lan
guage to the next. The existence of numerous cognate words and systematic 
correspondences among them permitted early scholars to advance the claim that 
certain languages were genetically related, forming the Dravidian family. Com
parative lexicon is thus one of the fundamental tools used in Dravidian linguis
tics. And it is the lexicon of Proto-Dravidian that has seen the greatest amount 
of comparative work. The pinnacle of this study is Burrow and Emeneau’s mag
isterial Dravidian Etymological Dictionary, 2nd edition (DEDR), a collection of 
approximately 5,750 etymological groups.

Table 1.9 gives correspondences among 22 languages for five etyma: *min 
‘fish’ (DEDR 4885), *yän ‘I’ (DEDR 5160), *kïz ~ kiz ‘place below’ (DEDR
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Table 1.9 Selected lexical correspondences

Language 4885
‘fish’

5160
T

DEDR
1619
‘place below’

5270
‘come’

990
‘one’

Tamil mïn yän, nän kïz varu-, vâ- oru, ör, okka
Malayalam min nän kïz, kizu varu-, vâ- oru, ör, okka
Irula nä(nu) kiye varu- or-
Kota mln ân kï, kïrm vâr-, va ör_, o
Toda mïn ön kï por-, pa- wir, wid, os
Badaga mlnu nä(nu) kïe bâ-, bar ondu
Kannada mïn nänu kïz, kela ba-, bäru- or, ör, ondu
Kodagu mïnï närii kï, kïlï bâr-, ba- ori, ör, onï
Tulu mïniu yänu, yënu kïjiu barpini or, oru
Telugu mïnu ënu, nënu kri, k(r)inda vaccu, râ- okka, ondu
Gondi mïn anä, nanna vaya or-, undi
Konda mïn nän(u) vâ-, ra- or-, unr-
Küi ' mïnu änu, nänu vâva ro-
Küvi mïnu nänu vâ- ro-
Manda än vâ- ru-
Pengo mïn än, äneq vâ- ro-
Kolami än var-, vâ ok-
Parji mïni än kiri ver- ok-
Gadaba mïn än var- uk-
Malto mïnu ën bare ort-, -ond
Kurux ën kiyyâ bamâ- ort-, on
Brahui ï ki-, kë- bar-, ba- asit, on-

1619), *varu ~ va  ‘come’ (DEDR 5270) and *ör- ~ or- ~ on- ‘one1’ (DEDR 990).
These correspondences illustrate the similarities and divergences among the 
various daughter languages. Note that reflexes of *mïn ‘fish’ occur in every sub
group of the family with little change. The only notable change is the addition of 
a final enunciative vowel, as in Telugu mïnu  ‘fish’. Although Proto-Dravidian 
words could end in -n, some languages now require words to end in a vowel. The 
development of the first person singular pronoun *yän ‘I’ is more complex. Note 
that several, but not all, South and South-Central languages now have an initial 
n in the reflexes of this form. The first person pronouns were analogically re
structured in these two subgroups on the model of the second person pronouns 
*nï ‘thou’ (DEDR 3684) and *nïm  ~ nlr  ‘you’ (DEDR 3688), both of which began 
with n. This restructuring took place in historical times since Old Tamil has both 
yän  ‘I’ and nän  ‘I’, the former being more frequent, while the modem language 
has only nän . It would appear that the Kondh languages of the SCDr branch div
erged from the rest of the subgroup before the re-analysis completely spread, as 
in Telugu and Konda. Reflexes of *kïz ~ kiz ‘below’ also occur in all four sub
groups; they function as postpostions meaning ‘below, under’. Note, however, in 
most of the SCDr and CDr languages it has been supplanted by other Dravidian 
etyma or replaced by other borrowings from Indo-Aryan languages. In Muria 
Gondi, the word that means ‘below’ and may be used as a postposition is addiy
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‘below’. This is a reflex of *ati ‘foot, base, bottom’ (DEDR 472), as found in the 
Tamil compound noun maratt-ati-nizal ‘shadow (nizal) at the base (afi) of the 
tree (maratt-)’. The etymon *varu- ‘come’ has a number of alternants that sur
vive throughout the family. Not only does it function as a main verb in all of the 
daughter languages, but, in many of them, also as an auxiliary verb expressing 
continual aspect. Reflexes of the numeral ‘one’, *ör-, have persisted in all of the 
daughter languages. This numeral could appear before or after a noun, as is still 
possible in Tamil. In Malto, on the other hand, the postposed form of the numeral 
now appears only in one restricted context: in construction with classifiers. In all 
other contexts, the numeral for ‘one’ has been borrowed from Indo-Aryan.

Proto-Dravidian words may be simple, derived or compound. The chapter on 
Kannada in this volume provides many examples of nominal derivation in a 
Dravidian language. A single word may be reduplicated to form an iterative 
compound; the resulting compound has a distributive, reciprocal, iterative or plu
ral sense. Thus, the Tamil pronoun avar ‘they’ may be reduplicated as avaravar 
‘each, every man’; the conjunctive form vantu ‘coming’ may be reduplicated as 
vantu vantu ‘coming again and again’. Similarly, in Gadaba, the numeral okur 
‘one (man)’ may be reduplicated as okur okur ‘one by one’.

A special subset of reduplicated compound words, applicable to nouns and 
verbs alike, is the echo compound. In echo compounds, the first syllable (C)VX. 
of the second member of the compound is replaced by the syllable *kiX.y instead 
of exactly replicating the initial syllable of the first word. The vowel of the echo 
syllable is long or short depending on whether the vowel of the syllable it replac
es is long or short. Thus, in Tamil, the nounpustakam ‘book’ serves as the basis 
of the echo pustakam-kistakam ‘books and the like’, while vltu ‘house’ serves as 
the basis of the echo compound vïtu-kïtu ‘houses and so forth’. In Kannada, the 
noun mane ‘house’ serves as the base for the echo compound mane-gine ‘houses 
and the like’; in Gadaba the nounpidir ‘name’ is the base of the echo compound 
pidir-gidir ‘names and such’. Echo compounds denote sets of objects or events, 
of which the first member of the compound represents a random example. Con
notations of sarcasm, dislike and similar affective reactions often accompany 
the use of these compounds. And, they generally occur only in certain grammat
ical frames, such as in the future tense, modal verb constructions or negative po
larity. Although such forms are not attested before the medieval period in the 
Vlrasaiva literature of Middle Kannada and Middle Telugu, their distribution 
throughout the family assures their reconstruction to the proto-language (see 
Steever 1993).

The set of verb bases is closed in Proto-Dravidian; to circumvent the obstacles 
that such a restriction places on word-formation and borrowing, most Dravidian 
languages make extensive use of noun-verb compounding. In Kannada, for ex
ample, the formation of a verb from a noun is ordinarily carried out by com
pounding the noun with one of a handful of verbs such as mädu ‘do, make’, ägu 
‘become’ andpadu ‘befall’. This process is illustrated with the following pairs: 
maduve ‘marriage’ vs maduve ägu ‘get married\p ä s  ‘passing grade’ (< English)
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vs päs ägu ‘pass an exam’, äse ‘desire’ vs äse padu ‘crave’, hälu ‘destruction’ 
vs hälu mädu ‘destroy’, tïrmana ‘decision’ vs tlrmana mädu ‘conclude, decide’. 
Further examples from Tamil reinforce this observation. For example, the com
pound verb vêlai ceyya ‘to work’ consists of the noun vêlai ‘work’ and the verb 
ceyya ‘do, make’; äcai pata ‘desire’ consists of äcai ‘desire’ and pata ‘to 
(be)fall’; möcam panna ‘deceive’ consists of möcam ‘deceit’ andpanna ‘make’. 
This process works equally well with borrowed nouns: caikkal atikka ‘ride a bi
cycle’ consists of the borrowed noun caikkal ‘bicycle’ and the Tamil verb atikka 
‘make a stroke’; passu panna ‘pass an examination’ consists of passu ‘passing 
grade’ and panna ‘do’; bör atikka ‘be bored’ from bör ‘bore’ and atikka ‘make 
a stroke’. Further examples appear in the following chapters.

1.8 Comparative Syntax
The Proto-Dravidian simple sentence consists of a subject and a predicate. The 
subject is in most instances a noun phrase in the nominative case (la, b, 2a, b); 
however, daughter languages in all four subgroups have dative-subject construc
tions. In this kind of sentence, the subject of a verb of emotion, sensation, cogni
tion or possession appears in the dative case (lc, d, 2c, d). Unlike datives with a 
purposive or an allative meaning, these datives have certain subject-coding 
properties that the other datives lack, such as the ability to serve as the anteced
ent of a reflexive pronoun. Though dative-subjects are infrequently attested in 
the early stages of Dravidian languages (see the chapter on Old Tamil), their 
broad distribution among the daughter languages strongly suggests their 
reconstruction to the proto-language.

Simple Sentence
The predicate of a simple sentence may be either a finite verb (lb, d, 2b, d) or a 
predicate nominal (la, c, 2a, c). Note that sentences with predicate nominals are 
well-formed without a copula. While some daughter languages have copular 
verbs, their presence may be traced to borrowing from neighbouring Indo-Aryan 
languages. The Wardha dialect of Kolami, for example, appears to have bor
rowed a copular construction from Marathi. While use of the copular construc
tion is obligatory in the Wardha dialect, it is not obligatory in other dialects of 
the language.

By combining the two kinds of subjects and two kinds of predicate, four basic 
sentence types are generated. These four are illustrated below with examples 
from Tamil (1) and Konda (2). On the strength of their distribution throughout the 
daughter languages, these four patterns may be reconstructed to Proto- 
Dravidian.
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(1) a. avar en äciriyar.
he-nom my teacher-nom 
‘he (is) my teacher’

b. avar pêc-in-âr. 
he-nom speak-pst-3shon 
‘he spoke’

c. avar-ukku oru makal. 
he-dat one daughter-nom 
‘he (has) a daughter’

d. avar-ukku.k köpam va-nt-atu. 
he-dat anger-nom come-pst-3sn 
‘he got angry’

(2) a. mäp sêna düram-ti löku.
we-nom very distance-loc people-nom 
‘we (are) people from far away’

b. bänza räza sur-t-an. 
barren king-nom see-pst-3sm 
‘the barren king saw’

c. aya guru.y-eng budi.
that guru-dat wisdom-nom 
‘that guru (has) wisdom’

d. lök-αη köpam va-n-ad 
man-dat anger-nom come-npst-3sn 
‘the man gets angry’

Sentences consisting of a nominal subject and a finite verb are the most common 
in the Dravidian languages and show the greatest range of variation; word-order 
generalisations therefore are framed in terms of this fundamental sentence type. 
We thus speak of Tamil as a SOV, or subject-object-verb, language rather than 
apply the more precise and pedantic label subject-object-predicate.

Simple sentences show agreement between subject and predicate whether the 
predicate is a finite verb or a predicate nominal. The basic agreement pattern is 
nominative-accusative: a predicate, transitive or intransitive, agrees in person, 
number and gender with its subject. Agreement between nominative subjects 
and their verbal predicates survives in all the daughter languages except Malay
alam, where personal endings have been lost. In the SCDr languages Küi, Küvi, 
Pengo and Manda, a system of object-verb agreement has been innovated (see 
Steever 1993). Importantly, Proto-Dravidian appears to have had agreement be
tween a subject and a predicate nominal, with the predicate nominal bearing 
personal endings to mark the person, number and gender of the subject. Agree
ment between subjects and predicate nominals survives into many of the daugh
ter languages, such as Old Tamil (3a) and Gondi (3b), but is lost in such others 
as Modem Tamil. In (3a), the first person singular personal ending -ên is suffixed
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to the predicate nominal töl ‘shoulder’; in (3b), the first person exclusive plural 
personal ending -om is suffixed to a series of predicate nominals.

(3) a. (yän) tôl-ën
I-nom shoulder-Is
‘I have (broad) shoulders’, lit. ‘I (am one with) shoulders.’

b. undi nattur'tor-om, undi pentor-om , undi puttul'tor-om.
one blood-gen-lplex one god-gen-lplex one offspring-gen-lplex 
‘We are of one blood, one god and one ancestral line.’

Note that in both examples the subject pronoun may be obviated due to the 
presence of the agreement marker on the predicate nominal.

The basic word order of Proto-Dravidian is robustly SOV, or subject, object 
and verb, even though the presence of case marking might otherwise suggest the 
possibility of free word order. But despite the morphological marking of gram
matical relations, the verb is the final element in the sentence and is displaced 
from that position only in marked circumstances. In Tamil, for example, a sub
ject may be postposed over the clause-final verb to the end of the sentence in 
order to emphasise that noun phrase. In keeping with the general head-final, 
SOV pattern of Proto-Dravidian, subordinate clauses precede main clauses, 
genitives precede the nouns they modify, main verbs precede their auxiliaries, 
and postpositions are used instead of prepositions.

In the evolution of the various daughter languages, some deviations from the 
basic SOV pattern have taken place. The North Dravidian languages have de
veloped a modified SOV word order under the impact of neighbouring Indo- 
Aryan languages. In this word order type, non-sentential objects precede their 
verb while sentential objects and some other subordinate clauses follow the verb 
they are dependent on. Even so, the word order within each clause remains 
SOV. The North Dravidian language Malto has instances of both the typical 
Dravidian SOV word order and the modified SOV type. The modified SOV word 
order occurs only where there has existed prolonged contact between a Dravid
ian language and a non-Dravidian language, and must be considered an innova
tion within those individual languages. As further evidence of such contact, 
Brahui has developed four prepositions alongside of the more numerous 
postpositions.

Complex Sentence
Complex sentences consist of two or more clauses: in keeping with the dominant 
SOV word order, dependent clauses precede main clauses. The distinction be
tween subordination and co-ordination seems not to be well defined in Proto- 
Dravidian. While some evidence is available to distinguish between subordinate 
and co-ordinate structures, such as the possibility of backward pronominalisation 
into subordinate clauses, Dravidian morphosyntax appears not to make much of 
this distinction, often using the same morphosyntactic device in both structures.
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The lack of a separate set of conjunctions in the proto-language shifts the burden 
of co-ordination and subordination to the two basic parts of speech, particularly 
verbs. 

Dravidian morphology encodes a fair amount of information that in other lan
guages would be considered syntax. Just as the case-marking of nouns contrib
utes much to the internal syntax of the clause, verb morphology bears much of 
the burden of specifying the syntactic relations that may hold between two or 
more clauses. Dependent clauses are generally signalled by non-finite verb 
forms whose morphology requires them to combine with an element of the fol
lowing clause. Non-finite verbs accordingly fall into one of two sets: those that 
combine with a following predicate and those that combine with a following 
nominal. The first set contains such forms as the conjunctive form (cnj), the in
finitive (inf) and the conditional (end), illustrated again with examples from 
Tamil (4) and Kol)<;ia (5). 

(4) a. ma?ai pey-tu veyil afi-ttu vii!Javil 
rain-nom rain-cnj sunshine-nom beat-cnj rainbow-nom 
fO!J[-i.y-atu. 
appear-pst-3sn 
'It rained, the sunshine beat down and a rainbow appeared.' 

b. ava!J piif-a ava! iif-i!J-ii/. 
he-nom sing-inf she-nom dance' 
'As he sang, she danced.' 

c. ava!J poy CO!J!J-iil ammii afi-pp-ii/. 
he-nom lie tell-end mother-nom beat-fut-3sf 
'If he tells a lie, (his) mother will beat him.' 

(5) a. or nend viiz-i darmam ki?a. 
one day come-cnj help do-imp 
'Come for a day, and help (us).' 

b. anasi U!J-4elJ bas-t-an. 
elder.brother-nom eat-inf sit-pst-3sm 
'The elder brother sat (down) to eat.' 

c. embe sur-til}a niiru sil-ed. 
where look-end town-nom not.be-pst-3sn 
'Wherever they looked, there was no town.' 

The conjunctive form, often called the adverbial participle in the literature, joins 
two or more clauses in (4a) and (5a). While the finite verb at the end of each sen
tence varies in person, number and gender with its subject, the conjunctive form 
remains invariant no matter what its subject may be. The infinitive, perhaps the 
most common non-finite form in the Dravidian languages, joins two clauses in 
(4b) and (5b). It uses are wide, ranging from marking a clause of circumstance 
( 4b) to a clause of purpose (5b ). The conditional, illustrated in ( 4c) and (5c ), most 
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commonly marks the protasis, or ‘if-clause’, of a conditional proposition. That 
usage may be extended, as in (4c), to certain universal statements: the sentence 
may be interpreted as meaning, ‘if one looked wherever (=anywhere), there was 
no town’.

The second set of non-finite verbs in Dravidian are the adnominal forms, com
monly called adjectival or relative participles. These combine with a following 
noun to form such complex structures as relative clauses (6a, 7a), noun comple
ments (6b) or adverbial clauses (6c). When an adnominal form combines with a 
pronominal head, it may create a verbal noun (6d, 7b). As before, the examples 
come from Tamil (6) and Konda (7).

(6) a. nän Nptst^j antanävalai ezut-in-a]s äciriyarai^p canti-tt-ên.
I-nom that novel-acc write-pst-adn author-acc meet-pst-ls
‘I met the author who wrote that novel.’

b. nän NP[S[ äciriyar va-nt-a]$ ceyti]Np kêt-t-ën.
I-nom author-nom come-pst-adn news hear-pst-ls 
‘I heard the news that the author came here.’

c. Np[^[makan va-nt-a]$ pötu]^p nän tünk-in-ên.
son-nom come-pst-adn time I-nom sleep-pst-ls 

‘When my son came home, I was sleeping.’
d. Np[s[<zv<2# conn-a tu]^p  unmai.

he-nom say-pst-vn-nom truth-nom 
‘What he said is the truth.’

(7) a. NP[st.r«-w-/]s guid-ed\^p soRad.
plough-npst-adn field-loc go-pst-3sn 

‘She went to the field they plough.’
b. aya bödel ^[s isur-t-ika]^]^  id?ed.

that woman-nom see-pst-vn leave-neg-pst-3sn 
‘That woman did not leave (alone) what she saw.’

Proto-Dravidian had no relative pronouns as such. Instead, the adnominal forms 
of the verb were used to create relative clauses. In (6a), for example, the clause 
äciriyar anta nävalai êzutinâr ‘the authorj wrote4  that2  novel3’ is embedded in 
the sentence nän äciriyarai cantittën ‘Ij met3 the author2’ under the head noun 
äciriyar ‘author’. The finite verb in the subordinate clause, ezutinär ‘he wrote’, 
is changed into the non-finite adnominal form ezutina ‘which/who wrote’ while 
the subject of the subordinate clause is deleted under identity with the head 
noun. The adnominal forms are also used in noun complements, as in (5b) where 
the adnominal form in a subordinate clause combines with a following head 
noun even though that head noun is not co-referential with any noun in the sub
ordinate clause.

Agreement in the complex sentence is more complicated than in the simple 
sentence, and is best approached through a series of steps. As a first approxima
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tion, the Proto-Dravidian sentence, no matter how internally complex, has just 
one finite predicate, whether it is a finite verb or a predicate nominal. That pred
icate occurs at the right end of the sentence and closes it. All remaining verb 
forms in the sentence must be non-finite. All the examples of complex sentences 
introduced thus far follow this rule. The rule is sufficiently well represented 
among the daughter languages to be reconstructed to the proto-language 
(Steever 1988). 

The restriction against multiple finite predicates in a sentence, however, 
makes it impossible to embed clauses with finite predicates or predicate nomi
nals. Among the many consequences of such a restriction is a prohibition against 
direct discourse. To circumvent these restrictions, Proto-Dravidian had recourse 
to a limited number of lexical and morphosyntactic devices to embed finite pred
icates. First, two verbs, *en 'say' (DEDR 868) and *tiku 'become' (DEDR 333), 
in all their various forms, may embed finite predicates without imposing any 
morphological change on them. This process is illustrated with reflexes of the 
verb *en from Tamil (8) and Koi:i<;la (9). 

(8) a. so[ nay SI [kannay nallavay]s1 eyru niyaikkireo]so· 
1-nom Kannan-nom good.man-nom say-cnj think-prs-ls 

'I think that Kannan is a good man.' 
b. so[s 1 [ avay inke vantay ls 1 eypatu u~mai.t=ttiy ]so 

he-nom here come-pst-3sm say-vn truth-nom=indeed 
'It is true that he came here.' 

(9) a. so[ma buba s1[reyna]s 1 iRan]so 
my father-nom beat-fut-ls say-pst-ls 

'My father said, "I will beat (you)".' 
b. so[s1[u~a]s 1 iRil)a anam si/edJso· 

eat-fut-ls say-end food-nom not.be-fut-3sn 
'There is no food for me to eat', lit. 'There is no food if I say, 
"I will eat".' 

In these four examples, reflexes of the Proto-Dravidian verb *en- 'say' are used 
to embed clauses with finite predicates: in Tamil it became eya 'id.' (8), in 
Koi:i<;la in 'id.' (9). In (8a) the conjunctive form embeds a clause with a predicate 
nominal, in (8b) the verbal noun of this verb embeds a clause with a finite pred
icate. Similarly, in (9a) a finite form of the verb embeds a clause with a finite 
verb while in (9b) the conditional form of the verb does the same thing. Reflexes 
of the verb *tiku 'become' also embed finite predicates. The following two 
examples come from Kannada (10) and Parji (11), respectively. 

(10) so[s1[ytiru avana edurige 
no.one-nom he-gen with 

tii;luttiralilla]s 1 tidar=u 
speak-pst-neg become-cnd=and 
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hengasara mülaka l mätu käveriya kivi muttuttittu\$0 
women-gen through this word-nom Kaveri-gen ear reach-pst.prs-3sn 
‘Even though no one had spoken directly with him, word of this matter 
reached Kaveri’s ears through women’s gossip.’

(11) s o h ù mettec^Sl er0(f  penda katrano ûy]so
be-pst-3sn become-cnd forest.field-nom cut-vn-nom be 

‘As conditions were proper, (he said), “The forest field ought to be 
cleared”.’

Thus, the number of finite predicates in the Dravidian sentence varies directly 
with the number of such special verbs as *en and *äku.

It further appears that certain clitics such as *=ö ‘or, any, whether, some’ and 
*=ê ‘even, and’ could also embed finite predicates in such constructions as 
dubitative (12) and correlative clauses (13). The examples, from Tamil and 
Konda, respectively, illustrate reflexes of the clitic *=J ‘or, any, whether, 
some’.

(12) s o h ù ava^ varuvan]$i=ö enakku cantêkam]so
he-nom come-fut-3sm=or I-dat doubt-nom

‘I doubt that he will come.’

(13) so[sùembe ™ istam kinid]$i=o bän id9a]\$o
where you desire do-fut-2s=or there put-imp 

‘Put it wherever you want to.’

While Proto-Dravidian had no relative pronouns as such, it appears to have had 
correlative relative clause constructions that paired interrogative and distal 
deictic pronouns, as in the Konda example in (13). The distribution of correlative 
constructions in the daughter languages, as well as the use of such clitics as =ö 
‘or, any’ in their formation, allows us to project the correlative construction to 
Proto-Dravidian (Steever 1988). The correlative construction is thus not a bor
rowing from Indo-Aryan as some have thought.

These examples show us that the number of finite predicates in the complex 
sentence varies directly with these two sets of verbs and clitics (Steever 1988). 
This rule allows us to predict the number of finite predicates in the Proto-
Dravidian sentence. While this might appear irrelevant at first glance, it should
be recalled that the presence of finite predicates in the sentence depends on 
linguistic units, i.e. words and clitics, that can be enumerated rather than on 
those that cannot, e.g. sentences.

This system of complementation in North Dravidian and certain Central Dra
vidian languages has evolved under the impact of neighbouring Indo-Aryan lan
guages. In the CDr language Gadaba, for example, the complementiser ki ‘that’ 
(14a), borrowed from Indo-Aryan, stands alongside inji ‘that’ (14b), which is
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inherited from PDr *en- 'say'. Note that both the borrowed and the inherited 
complementisers follow the sentential object in accordance with typical Dravid
ian word order pattern. 

(14) a. so[s1[ad in eten porcete]s1 ki anin pok]so 
that you-nom how get-pst-2s that I-dat tell"imp 

'Tell me how you got that thing.' 
b. so[s1[enan kedam]s1 ifiji vergin pokke~]so 

what-ace do-fut-1 pl that cat-dat ask-pst-3ms 
'He asked the cat, "what shall we do?"' 

In North Dravidian, Malto has gone a step further in the process of assimilating 
borrowed complementisers. Not only has it borrowed such complementisers as 
ki 'that' andje 'that' (15a) from Indo-Aryan, but also the modified SOY word 
order in which sentential objects follow these complementisers. Even so, many 
inherited Dravidian complementisers persist in the language, such as an- 'say' 
(<*ev 'say') and andih 'therefore'(< *aku 'become') in Malto. In these cases, 
the more typical Dravidian word order prevails, e.g. andih 'therefore' (15b). 

(15) a. so[ar awr;lnar je 51 [nlm tlql lotan ondratar]sdso· 
they say-prs-3pl that you rice pot-ace take-pst-2pl 

'They say that you took the pot of rice.' 
b. so[s1[nlm baksan ondratar]s1 andih em kirtaratam]so· 

you box-ace take-pst-2pl therefore we-excl return-tr-pst-lplex 
'Since you took the box, we returned it.' 

Interestingly, examples from the Central Dravidian language Parji show a tran
sition between the pure SOY type and the modified SOY type. Like Gadaba it 
has borrowed ki 'that' from Indo-Aryan and has inherited eni 'that' from Proto
Dravidian *en- 'say'. Note that in example (16) two complementisers are used: 
ki precedes the sentential object while eni follows it. 

(16) so[tandil pokra ki s1[an ebe naf) 
elder.brother's.wife say-pst-3ns that I-nom why I-dat 

cayuran, sat clkor;l sat pakta patten medan, lnl 

leave-neg-fut-ls seven day seven night hold-pst-ls be-fut-ls here 
anot bele jivom cenko]51 eni pokra]so· 
I-gen also life-nom go-op that say-pst-3ns 
'The elder brother's wife said, "Why should I not let go of him now; for 
seven days and seven nights I have held him; here let my life depart 
also".' 

The serial verb formation, illustrated earlier in the discussion of compound 
verbs, also constitutes another principled exception to the rule governing the 
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distribution of finite predicates in the Dravidian sentence. Much descriptive 
study remains to be done on the syntax of the Dravidian languages. See Bloch 
(1946) and Steever (1988) for further discussion of issues in Proto-Dravidian 
syntax.

1.9 External Affiliations
During the past 150 years, attempts have been made to link the Dravidian lan
guages or specific Dravidian languages with other languages, including Nubian, 
Scythian and Japanese. Three speculations in recent years include the Elamo- 
Dravidian hypothesis (MeAlpin 1981), the Dravidian-Finno-Ugric hypothesis 
and the hypothesis that the language of the Indus Valley civilisation was Dra
vidian. No persuasive demonstrations of these proposals have been made to 
date. The Elamo-Dravidian hypothesis seems dubious for several reasons: sys
tematic correspondences between Elamite and Dravidian are few; the ratio of 
rules to forms that is needed to justify the proposed cognates is high; those rules 
tend to be ad hoc and cumbersome, lacking transparency; and comparisons are 
often made directly with the modem Dravidian languages rather than with older 
languages or reconstructions. The Dravidian-Finno-Ugric hypothesis consists 
largely of typological comparisons without the phonological and morphological 
correspondences required to establish a genetic link. The Indus Valley hypothe
sis, that the language of the as yet undeciphered seals was Dravidian, is both the 
most tantalising and the hardest to prove. Due to the extremely short nature of 
the inscriptions on the seals, decipherment continues to elude scholars.

These three hypotheses falter not only because of the reasons just cited, but 
also because we still lack adequate descriptive studies of the individual Dravid
ian languages, their various dialects and their historical development. Some lan
guages such as Naiki are known primarily through a series of word-lists. The 
occupational dialect dictionaries of Telugu by Bh. Krishnamurti (1962-76) 
should serve as models of the kind of dialect work needed for further descriptive 
and historical study. And much remains to do in the historical study of the literary 
languages. Tamil, the most intensively studied Dravidian language, still lacks a 
historical grammar. And although we possess what might be considered author
itative editions of the earlier texts, we still lack critical editions in the Western 
sense of the term. What this means for comparative Dravidian linguistics is that 
the reconstruction of Proto-Dravidian is preliminary and fragmentary. So until 
more cogent descriptive and historical work is undertaken, attempts at determin
ing external relations will remain typological speculations. Though it may ap
pear somewhat dismaying, this state of affairs presents the Dravidian linguist 
with both a challenge and an opportunity. The chapters in this volume will 
present the reader with an indication of the wealth of linguistic material to be 
found in the study of the Dravidian languages.
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2 The Dravidian Scripts

William Bright

2.1 Historical Background
The major Dravidian scripts used today are those associated with the Kannada, 
Telugu, Malayalam and Tamil languages. All these are phonologically based, 
and are written from left to right. Historically, they derive from a South Indian 
branch of the Brahmi script, used in India from around 250 b c e  to write Pali (an 
Indo-Aryan language) as the medium for Buddhist inscriptions, carved at the or
ders of the Emperor Ashoka. The Brahmi script is also the ancestor of scripts 
used in North India to the present time, such as Devanagari (used for Sanskrit, 
Hindi, Nepali and Marathi); Bengali (used for Bengali and Assamese); Sinha
lese (used for the Sinhala language of Sri Lanka), as well as Tibetan and many 
scripts of Southeast Asia, such as Burmese, Siamese (Thai), Laotian and Khmer 
(Cambodian).

Many Indologists follow Bühl er (1895, 1896) in believing that both Kharosthi 
and Brahmi were derived from Semitic writing -  with Brahmi perhaps based on 
a Semitic script like the Phoenician, rather than on Aramaic. However, the Indie 
systems clearly reflected the phonetic sophistication of the ancient Sanskrit 
grammarians. Whereas the Semitic writing systems had no systematic way of in
dicating vowels, the inventors of Brahmi introduced a novel method of transcrib
ing consonants and vowels in a precise way. They did not write consonantal and 
vocalic phonemes as independent letters, as is done in Greek; nor did they write 
the vowels only with occasional diacritics added to consonant symbols, as is 
done in many modem Semitic writing systems. Rather, they adopted the strategy 
of writing each consonant-vowel (CV) syllable as a complex unit, called in San
skrit an aksara. The general characteristics of the resulting system continue to 
be used in the major writing systems of South and Southeast Asia.

Over the centuries, the Brahmi script evolved in a variety of ways in different 
parts of the Indian subcontinent, with distinctive developments in the south 
(Jensen 1958/1969: 398-403; Dani 1986: 193-214). Among southern scripts, the 
Kadamba and Cälukya of the fifth to seventh centuries c e  are especially impor
tant. After about the tenth century, these types took on a homogeneous form: the 
Old Kanarese script, which was used across the entire Indian peninsula, in the 
areas where both Kannada and Telugu are now spoken. By around 1500, this 
script had diversified into two closely related varieties, the Kannada and Telugu
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scripts; the modem forms of these were established when printing was intro
duced by Christian missions.

Another line of development is reflected in the Chera and Pallava scripts of 
South India, dating from the fifth to eighth centuries c e . This eventually took the 
form of the Grantha script (from a Sanskrit word meaning ‘book’), which pre
dominated especially in the Madras area. A western variety of Grantha is the 
ancestor of the modem Malayalam system, and an eastern variety of Grantha 
was formerly used to write Tamil. However, in the eighth century a competing 
script came into use for Tamil -  probably reflecting a northern variety of Brah
mi, but with strong influence from Grantha. This system, which has a reduced in
ventory of symbols and lacks ‘conjunct’ consonants (see section 2.2), is in fact 
better adapted to Classical Tamil phonology than is Grantha, and the newer 
script forms the basis for modem Tamil writing. A cursive variety of this Tamil 
script, called Vatteluttu, was used between the eighth and fifteenth centuries, 
and is said to be still used by the Muslim Mappillas of Malabar for writing 
Malayalam.

Tables 2.1a-2.1c show the basic shapes of symbols at major stages in the de
velopment of the scripts mentioned above. The order of listing is the traditional 
Indie order (see section 2.2, below). The first column shows probable Semitic 
prototypes; the original phonetic values in Semitic are given in parentheses 
when these are different from the values in the Brahmi adaptation. The remain
ing columns show forms of the Brahmi, Old Kanarese, Kannada, Telugu, Chera, 
Grantha, Malayalam and Tamil scripts.

2.2 General Characteristics
Features shared by the modem South Indian scripts are illustrated below in 
terms of the Malayalam system (cf. Gundert 1868).
(a) Each consonant is represented by a basic consonantal symbol, e.g. n_l /?, CD 

r. A following short vowel a is considered inherent in each consonant sym
bol; thus, unless these letters are modified by other attached symbols, n_J is 
pa, and CD is ra. Another way of stating the case is to say that o J  and CD 
stand for p  and r respectively, and that the short vowel a is represented by 
a ‘zero symbol’.

(b) All other vowels are written as obligatory diacritics. Some are on top of the 
associated consonant, some on the bottom, some on the left side, some on 
the right side, and some in combined positions -  depending on the language. 
Thus, in Malayalam, the diacritic for ä is 0 on the right-hand side, as in 
o J  0 pä. That for i i s l ,  also on the right-hand side, as in clj1  pi. That for u 
is traditionally (for most consonants) a circle underneath, as in n J  pu , but 
in present-day revised script it is ] to the right, as in o J ]  pu. That for e is 6), 
written to the left of the consonant, as in 6) o J  pe. And that for o is a com
bination of 0  on the left, with 0 (the same as the symbol for a) on the right, 
as in £) n J  0 po.
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(c) A vowel occurring in initial position, i.e. after a space rather than after a 
consonant, is written not with a diacritic, but with an independent symbol; 
each one is considered an aksara in its own right. Thus initial a is written 
(GTÖ, initial ä is (STÖ), initial / is ^D, and so on. (In traditional usage, ‘initial’ 
meant ‘at the beginning of a sentence or line of verse’. In modem usage, it 
means ‘at the beginning of a word’, with conventionally established word- 
boundaries which reflect European practice.)

(d) A consonant occurring in final position, i.e. before a space rather than be
fore a vowel, is written with a special diacritic, in Sanskrit called viräma, 
which may be translated as ‘zero vowel’; in other words, it ‘kills’ the vowel. 
Thus a final symbol CD would be interpreted as ra\ but with the added dia
critic, C8 corresponds to r.

(e) Consonants may also occur in sequence, especially in words borrowed from 
Sanskrit; these may involve both initial and medial clusters of two or three 
consonants, e.g. ty, pr, kv, st, ks, str, ksm. In such cases, ‘conjunct’ symbols 
are used to show that only the last consonant of the sequence is followed by 
a vowel. In traditional usage, most such compounds are formed by writing 
all consonant symbols in reduced or abbreviated form except the first one in 
the sequence. These reduced forms are written as diacritics, typically below 
or to the right of the first symbol. For example, o J  p(a) plus CQ) y(a) com
bine as a J ^  py(a); cfh k(a) plus CD r(a) combine as kr(a). Among the 
Dravidian writing systems, Tamil alone is exceptional in not using conjunct 
consonants (see section 2.5 below).

(f) A few consonant sequences correspond to special conjunct symbols in which 
the consonant symbols have reduced forms, e.g. c£b k(a) + a2û s(a) = dM3 
ks(a).

Note that, where conjunct consonants are involved, the aksara does not exact
ly correspond to a spoken syllable: thus the sequence alva would be syllabified 
as al + va in pronunciation, but it is written with the two aksaras (ŒTD a + EJ J 
Iva. It is therefore inaccurate to refer to the Indie writing systems as syllabaries.

Writing systems of this Indie type, which indicate CV combinations by vowel 
diacritics obligatorily attached to consonants, have arisen only rarely in the 
world; the other best-known example is Ethiopie, which is known to have been 
derived from South Semitic sources around 350 c e . Such systems create a prob
lem for typologies of writing systems, and for nomenclature. A system which 
writes consonants and vowels separately and independently, as in the Roman 
system, is an alphabet; a system with a unitary symbol for each (C)V combina
tion, like Japanese kana or Sequoyah’s Cherokee script, is a syllabary. But we 
need a distinctive name for the Semitic type of system, where vowels are largely 
neglected; and we also need a name for the Indie and Ethiopie type of system, 
where consonantal and vocalic elements are combined. The term neo-syllabic 
has been proposed (Février 1948); an alternative is alpha-syllabic, suggesting 
similarities to both alphabetic and syllabic systems.
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The traditional order of symbols in the South Indian scripts is based primarily 
on articulatory phonetics, as originally developed for Sanskrit by the ancient 
grammarians. Implicit in the order are a series of phonological tables, organised 
in terms of articulatory features. First come the ‘primary’ vowels, i.e. those rec
ognised as simple vowels in Sanskrit grammar, as in Table 2.2a. (The ‘alphabet
ical’, i.e. canonical, order proceeds from left to right in each of the following 
tables, continuing to following rows.)

Table 2.2a Primary vowels

Short Long
Low central unrounded a ä
High front unrounded i 1
High back unrounded u Ü
Syllabic vibrant r Ϊ
Syllabic lateral 1 I

Among the syllabic liquids, in the last two rows of Table 2.2a, the long syllabic 
lateral / in fact does not occur in Sanskrit; it was included by the phoneticians 
simply for symmetry. In the Dravidian writing systems, symbols for all the syl
labic liquids are sometimes listed; but only one is common, namely χ, and that 
only in certain loanwords from Sanskrit, such as the nameKxsna. In South India, 
χ is generally pronounced as [ru] or [ri].

Next come the ‘secondary’ vowels which, in Sanskrit, represent historical 
(and descriptively underlying) diphthongs, again in long and short pairs. Howev
er, historical ai äi au äu of Sanskrit have come to be pronounced ê ai ö au, and 
symbols for these vowels were introduced at an early date for writing the Dra
vidian languages. But Dravidian has contrast between short e o and long ê ö , and 
this was for some time ignored in writing systems. With the introduction of print
ing from Europe, Christian missionaries also introduced separate symbols for the 
short mid vowels, giving the system shown in Table 2.2b.

Table 2.2b Secondary vowels

Short Long Diphthongs

Front unrounded e ë ai
Back rounded 0 Ö au

Next in order come two symbols which are written only after vowels, and are 
normally listed in combination with a . In Sanskrit, they represent secondarily de
rived phonetic features. The first, anusvära, transliterated as m, may originally 
have been a feature of nasalisation, co-occurring with the preceding vowel. 
However, in Kannada, Telugu and Malayalam (as in Devanagari), it is often
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used for a nasal consonant homorganic with a following stop; e.g. in Kannada, 
aiïga ‘limb’ may be written amga, and anda as amda. When followed by other 
consonants, or final, it is pronounced in South India as m\ thus simha ‘lion’ is 
pronounced simha.

After anusvära comes visarga, transliterated h. In Sanskrit this was an ele
ment of voiceless breath, [h]. In Dravidian languages, it occurs only in a few 
Sanskrit loanwords, and is usually pronounced [ha], e.g. in punah ‘again’, 
pronounced punaha.

Next follow the occlusive consonants -  that is, the stops and nasals of Sanskrit. 
(What were originally palatal stops are pronounced as palatal affricates in mod
em times.) The alphabetical order proceeds horizontally within each row, as 
shown in Table 2.2c.

Table 2.2c Occlusives

Voiceless stops 
Unaspirated Aspirated

Voiced stops 
Unaspirated Aspirated

Nasals

Velar k kh g gh ή
Palatal c ch j jh n
Retroflex t th d dh n
Dental t th d dh n
Labial P ph b bh m

Among the nasals, velar ή and palatal ή are secondarily derived in Sanskrit, 
and have restricted occurrence in Dravidian.

There follow, again arranged from the back of the mouth towards the front, 
the oral sonorants and the voiceless sibilants, as shown in Table 2.2d.

Table 2.2d Sonorants and sibilants

Palatal Alveolar Dental Labial

Oral sonorants y r 1 V

Voiceless sibilants s s s

Finally comes a ‘miscellaneous’ category of sounds not classified in terms of 
articulation. In the Sanskrit prototype, this consists only of Λ, a voiced or mur
mured glottal fricative, and /, a retroflex lateral. But some of the Dravidian lan
guages have added sonorants which are not part of the Sanskrit system; these 
include z, a retroflex approximant; r, historically an alveolar stop, now often a 
trill; and n, an alveolar nasal. The order in which these are listed varies among 
the different languages.

Of the four literary Dravidian languages of South India, each has its own 
script; but Tamil script stands apart from the others in two respects. First, it lacks
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symbols for voiced or aspirated stops, which are absent as contrastive units in 
conservative Tamil pronunciation; thus its inventory of symbols is much re
duced. Second, consonant symbols are never combined in ligatures; syllable- 
final consonants are uniformly marked with a superscript dot, corresponding to 
the viräma symbol of Devanagari.

In the descriptions below, it should be noted that phonological representations 
reflect ‘reading pronunciations’, used in relatively formal situations. Pronuncia
tions used in informal, colloquial speech vary greatly, depending on social and 
geographical dialect.

2.3 Kannada and Telugu
The Kannada and Telugu scripts are closely related scripts. In the early nine
teenth century, separate scripts for Kannada and Telugu were standardised un
der the influence of printing presses established by Christian mission 
organisations. Standard reference grammars of Kannada, which include descrip
tions of the writing system, are Kittel (1903) and Spencer (1950); for Telugu, see 
Arden (1937) and Krishnamurti and Gwynn (1985).

The primary vowel symbols of these scripts are shown in Table 2.3a, the sec
ondary vowels in Table 2.3b, the occlusives in Table 2.3c, the resonants and sib
ilants in Table 2.3d. Equivalent Kannada and Telugu symbols are given in that 
order, with a slash between them.

The ‘miscellaneous’ category of sounds, not classified in terms of articulation, 
comprises 3o/ t l °  h and *$[$ I [[].

It can be seen that the Kannada and Telugu scripts have evolved in two direc
tions not typical of other Brahmi-derived scripts. First, the shapes of most conso
nants, when associated with the ‘inherent vowel’ a, have an upward-turning 
‘headstroke’ which is deleted when certain other vowel symbols are present; 
thus we find the headstroke in 5*/^  ka and 3 Ü /&) ku, but not in kä or
■&/5 ki. Second, the shapes of the aspirated stops (both voiceless and voiced) 
tend, though not with complete consistency, to contain a vertical stroke beneath 
the body of the letter; this stroke is thus almost a ‘componential’ marker of 
aspiration.

Tables 2.4a-2.4b show combinations of consonants and vowels in Kannada 
(omitting some theoretical possibilities which seldom or never occur); Tables 
2.5a-2.5b show the corresponding combinations for Telugu. Figures 2.1 and 2.2 
show some of the commonest consonant clusters of Kannada and Telugu, 
respectively.
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:dk ~ kk, ~ tk, ;u>6 sk 
Wkh kkh, skh ru ru Hg 7J:gg, ~Qg 
~gh %dgh 
Uc :ct kc, tJ CC, ~ SC 

't,j 't,j 't,j 

e;J'ch ~kch, ~cch 
~j ~·· 

~JJ 
~fi ~ jfi 

e3t 
~ 

eJeJ n, ~ ~t 
c:ith cg ~th 
ci<;l ~<;!<;! 
c.i <;lh ~<;l<;lh 
881) ~ w, ~!)I) 
3't t!., kt, ~ tt, ~ st 

cp' th 3' tth, ;u' sth 
cp cp 

Od Odd 
G:l 

Qdh 'W bdh 
Q 

tin :del. kn, ~ci. ghn, 3'ci. tn, tiel. nn, ;u'ci. sn 

cSp ~ pp, ~ lp, ~ ~p 
~ph ~sph 
'Wb ~bb 
~bh %dbh 
c:::Dm :ct0 km, H0 gm, c:::D0 mm, ;u>0 sm 

oj.:) y ~ ky, w6 khy, ~6_bhy, o:j.J6 yy, ~6 ty 
Or ~kr, ~gr, ~pr, ~mr 
eJI :cf kl, cS pi, c:::D ml, eJ II ,......, ,......, ,......, ,......, 

tiv ~kv, ~lv, ~ vv 
~s ~ss 
~~ E. k~, c[ ~~ 
;u's ~ts, ~ss 
~l ~n 

Figure 2.1 Kannada secondary consonant forms 
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~k ~& kk, I!:J& ~, j& sk 

~kh ~kkh, j skh 
:0 :0 

Xg ~ gg, ~ Qg 

q)J gh c:s dgh 
.,l) 

~ c ~J kc, ~J cc, ~J sc 

~ch ~J kch, ~J cch 

~j ~ .. 
<!l JJ 

c;;r-n ~ jfi 
~ 

i!:J~ ~n, ~ ~~ 
?:5 ~h j sth 0 .. 

6c,~ 6dd co .. 
~Qh 6ddh c;o •• 

E'<ll.l ~W,~I.ll.l 
~t ~ kt, ~ tt, j st 

~ ~ ~ 

4Sth ~tth, j sth 
4l 4l 

C:Sct c:s dd 
Cl 

~ dh 2.) bdh 
Q 

~n ~J kn, q)JJ ghn, ~J tn, ~J nn, jJ sn 

;:)p ;:)J pp, e),j lp, ~ ~p 

;;) ph jo) sph 

2.)b 2Jzj bb 

~ bh c:s~ dbh 

~m ~~ km, ~ gm, ~~ mm, j~ sm 

o:5Jy ~sky,~ khy, ~s bhy, o:5Js yy 

6r ~) kr, Xy gr, ;:)) pr, ~) mr 

e)J ~ kl, ;:) pi, ~ ml, e) II 
(') (') (') (') 

~v ~...) kv, e)...) lv, ~...) vv 

~s ~~ ss 

j~ ~ k~, j ~~ 
ol ol 

jg ~.J ts, j.J ss 

Figure 2.2 Telugu secondary consonant forms 
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2.4 Malayalam 
Publications on Malayalam which contain infonnation on the writing system 
include Gundert (1868) and Syamala Kumari (1972, 1981). 

The primary vowel symbols of these scripts are shown in Table 2.6a, the 
secondary vowels in Table 2.6b, the occlusives in Table 2.6c, the resonants and 
sibilants in Table 2.6d. 

Table 2.6a Malayalam primary vowels 

Short Long 
Initial Diacritic Initial Diacritic 

Low central unrounded <Ul() a c81 ka ~ a c81:::l kii 

High front unrounded g;Q c81l ki g;Q~ c81, ki 

High back unrounded g)_ u c£h ku g)_~ ii ~ kii 

Syllabic vibrant ~ r ~ kr ~ f ~ kf 

Table 2.6b Malayalam secondary vowels 

Short Long Diphthongs 
Initial Diacritic Initial Diacritic Initial Diacritic 

Front 
nB! 6)c81 ke ~ e ~c81 ke @nBj ai 6)6)c81 kai unrounded e 

Back 
63 6)c81:) ko 63:) 5 ~c81:) ko 63';) 6)c81~ kau rounded 0 au 

Table 2.6c Malayalam occlusives 

Voiceless stops Voiced stops Nasals 
Unaspirated Aspirated Unaspirated Aspirated 

Velar c81 k @j kh (f) g n.eJ gh 6B il 

Palatal .2.J c ..!l.(C) ch ~ (OU) jh 6m) fi 

Retroflex s 0 th (U) Q C'U9 Qh 6TT) I;\ 

Dental em LO th G d w dh m n 

Labial n.J p n..O ph 6TlJ b <S bh Q) m 
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Table 2.6d Malayalam non-occlusives

Palatal Alveolar Dental Labial

Oral sonorants C£> y ft) r e j  1 OJ V
Voiceless sibilants 03 s s (TO s

The miscellaneous category of sounds, not classified in terms of articulation, 
contains the following: a voiced breath o f )  h, a retroflex lateral f} /, a retroflex 
approximant S9 I (sometimes transcribed z), and an alveolar vibrant O r (con
trasting with the more palatalised ft) r).

Combinations of consonant + vowel symbols are shown in Tables 2.7a-2.7b. 
Common conjunct consonants are shown in Figure 2.3. In many cases a two- 
consonant sequence can be written either with a conjunct or with viräma after 
the first member, e.g. tv can be ftDJ or ft£)OJ.

Note that, with some consonants, the vowels u and ü are written beneath the 
consonant symbol. When these vowels follow a consonant cluster where the sec
ond consonant is written beneath the first, the vowels are attached to the bottom 
of the entire combination, e.g. CSffcJ têppi ‘tape’.

A cluster of ft) r plus another consonant is generally realised with gemination 
of the second consonant. The sequence is optionally written with the repha sym
bol, which in Malayalam takes the form of a dot, over the geminate consonant; 
e.g., ft) r + cfb k gives dEkn rkk, as in ftDCtfdBtno or ftftdEhno tarkkam ‘dispute’.

Clusters of nasal plus homorganic stop are written either with the appropriate 
conjuncts, or with anusvära o to represent the nasal, e.g. gQOBl ft) or €£) oGlft) 
indira ‘Indira’.

When resonant consonants occur word-finally, the usual viräma symbol is re
placed by special symbols as shown in Figure 2.4. Word-final CD m, however, is 
written with anusvära o, as in o J  6TT) o panam ‘money’.

A revised script, introduced in recent years, involves the following changes:
(i) The varying forms of u and ü are replaced with ] and J respectively; thus 

o_J6TTc)c£b pünulca ‘to put on’ becomes aJJCTTDJdEb.
(ii) Clusters of consonant plus ft) r are written with ^preceding the consonant;

thus rätri ‘night’ becomes ($3|CÜ)1.
Correspondences of written symbols with spoken sounds involve the following 
special features:
(a) A final vowel [i], contrasting with [u], is written by placing the viräma sym

bol after aksaras containing the vowel £) u\ thus Ç2) is tu, but ftp is [ti], 
as in (GTR)ftp ati ‘it’.

(b) The oral occlusives cffr 1c, JU  c, S /, ftD t and o J  p  are voiceless when ini
tial or geminate. When intervocalic, they occur in the voiced allophones [y 
j t δ β]. When preceded by nasals, they are voiced occlusives g jd d b ;  these
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cthk am kk, t1h Jik, ~ lk, ~ sk 
(f)g (f)gg 

(f) 

bT3n 6\ffi ilt'l 
.!LJ c ..!?d cc, b'!]W fie, t&J sc 
~ch .!LJ cch 

.!l.fil 
mj ~jj 
CU'Wjh ~jjh 

61'm ii 6T'OTtl')fifi 

St 3 n, 6T1S Qt. ~ ~t 
(U) Q (U) QQ 

(ill 

6TT) I) ~ ro. 6JJ? oo 
em t cth kt, C?JTti) tt, CT\5) nt, ffi) st 

(1j) (1j) 

L.O th (Ol.O tth, ffilO sth 

Gd Gdd 
(3 

Wdh G..D ddh 

mn n.eJ ghn, ern nn m 
n.Jp R::J pp, m.J mp, ~ ~p. ~ sp 
6T1J b 6T1J bb 

6l'll 
a:Jm am mm, ~ sm, ~ ~m. erg sm 
CQ)y cthJ ky, 61JJ khy, <SJ bhy, ~ yy 
(br ~ kr,Q'D gr.~ mr 
e.JI r!lJ kl, <}:.~ pi, ~ ll 
ruv cthJ kv, e.JJ lv, OJJ vv 

ua s ua ss 
C.IO 

n.9::l ~ dh9::l k~ 
ffi) s n.J ps, ffi) ss 

('f\) ('f\) 

~~ ~!l 
nr (')rr o-

Figure 2.3 Malayalam secondary consonant forms 
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are phonetically the same as (f) g, ~ j, (U) t/, G d, 6TlJ b, which are used 
in writing loanwords from Sanskrit and foreign languages. 

(c) The series labelled as 'voiced aspirates'- n.eJ gh, CO'W jh, CU9 t/h, W dh, 
@ bh - are pronounced by many Malayalam speakers either as the corre
sponding voiceless aspirates or the voiced stops. Thus @ ::> al o bhiiram 
'weight' may be [pha:ram] or [ba:ram]. 

(d) The conjunct dh9::l k~ corresponds to the pronunciation [t~] initially, [H~] me
dially, e.g. dh9::l, 6TT) o kii"(zam [t~II,lam] 'fatigue', rW dh9::ll pak~i [patt~i] 
'bird'. 

(e) The velar occlusives are pronounced with palatalisation in certain words, 
depending on dialect; but this is not always reflected in the writing system. 
Thus COTIH1Jll~ ammakki 'to mother' is sometimes pronounced 
[ammakk.Yi], and~ 6m3 @ffi ilifzane 'thus' may be [ii)I)Yane]. 

(f) The apical trill () r historically represents a Proto-Dravidian alveolar stop 
[, contrasting with the dental and retroflex stops. In Malayalam, when inter
vocalic, it is a trill, contrasting with the flap al r; cf. c:fhOl kari 'curry' with 
c:fhnll kari 'soot'. However, the cluster m !J[ is pronounced as alveolar 
[gg], e.g. "'4)@ffi e!Jre [egcje] 'mine'; and' geminated c;{ rr is pronounced 
as a geminate alv1olar stop [ll], e.g. QJ:)() o miirram [ma:nam] 'change'. 

(g) A geminate alveolar nasal [go], derived~istorically and morphophonemi
cally from certain occurrences of !J[, is in phonetic contrast with the gemi
nate dental nasal em nn [nn]; however, both are written nn. Thus the nasals 
are written the same in <Wcml [panni] 'pig' and c:fh::>cml [kaggi] 
'unmarried girl'. 

Consonant Word-final form Example 

6TT) I} 6TT8 QJ 6TT8 ma!'l 'earth' 

mn m COTII OJ m avan 'he' 

alr r8 COTIIOJ r8avar 'they' 

e..Ji C?58 QJ 6TT) C?J8 ma!'lal 'sand' 

~! Do COTIIOJDo ava! 'she' 

Figure 2.4 Word-final resonants in Malayalam 
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2.5 Tamil 
Of all the Dravidian scripts, Tamil has departed most from the structural princi
ples of Brahmi-based scripts; it is adapted to the phonological structure of Clas
sical Tamil, with only a few extra symbols adopted to represent Indo-Aryan 
phonemes. The principle is retained that CV sequences are written by attaching 
vowel diacritics to consonant symbols. However, there are no 'conjunct' sym
bols for consonant clusters; all consonants not followed by vowels are written by 
placing the 'zero vowel' symbol over them. Furthermore, the Sanskrit contrasts 
of voiced vs voiceless stops, aspirated and unaspirated, are largely ignored. The 
writing system provides a symbol for a single obstruent phoneme in each artic
ulatory position; in terms of pronunciation, this corresponds to stop and fricative 

Table 2.8a Tamil primary vowels 

Short Long 
Initial Diacritic Initial Diacritic 

Low central unrounded ,g;)f a ffi ka 
~ 

ii ffirr kii 

High front unrounded ~ $1 ki r=F £ ki 

High back unrounded 2.. u @) ku 2m ii 8n. kii 

Table 2.8b Tamil secondary vowels 

Short Long Diphthongs 
Initial Diacritic Initial Diacritic Initial Diacritic 

Front unrounded bT e Qffi ke 6J e ~ffi ke ta ai Emffi kai 
Back rounded 9 0 Qffirr ko 

~ 
0 ~ ffirr ko 6_)6ll au Qffi6ll kau 

Table 2.8c Tamil occlusives 

Obstruent allophones Nasals 
Initial/Geminate After nasal Intervocalic 

Velar ffi k [k] [g] (g, y, X, h) [@ n 
Palatal lF c [t] [J] [c;, f. s] ~ fi 

Retroflex L [t] [ctJ [r] 6m5T I) 

Dental 
~ 

[t] [d] [d, o] ~ n 

Labial u p [p] [b] [b, ~] LO m 
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allophones, voiced and voiceless. A standard reference grammar o f Tamil, 
which includes descriptions o f the writing system, is Arden (1942).

The primary vow el symbols o f these scripts are shown in Table 2.8a, the sec 
ondary vow els in Table 2.8b, and the occlusives in Table 2.8c. (The alternative 

allophones listed for the occlusives vary depending on geographical and social 

dialect.)
Three other groups o f non-occlusive consonantal symbols com e at the end o f  

the canonical order. First is the class o f oral resonants that occur both in Dravid
ian and in Sanskritic vocabulary: palatal approximant LU y , apical flap fj r, api
cal lateral 61) / and bilabial approximant 6U v. Second is a class o f resonants 

characteristic of native Tamil vocabulary: a retroflex approximant l ß z , a  retro
flex  lateral 6TT /, an apical trill HQ r and an alveolar nasal 6ÖT n. Finally com es a 

class o f consonantal symbols which occur only in borrowings from Sanskrit and 

other foreign languages: an alveo-palatal sibilant Q& s , an alveolar sibilant QTÜ 

s , a voiced palatal affricate S3 y, a consonant cluster ks and a glottal spirant 

OSD h.
Combinations o f all consonants with vowels are shown in Table 2.9. Note that 

the irregular combinations (6ÖÖ) nä , ( 0  rä  and (g )  nä  are now often regularised 

to 6 0 ϋ ϊ Γ Τ ,  Π } Γ Τ  and 65 ΤΓΤ, respectively.
Correspondences o f written symbols to spoken sounds include the following  

considerations:
(a) Many varieties o f Tamil contain loanwords which depart from the Classical 

Tamil phonological pattern; e.g. initial voiced stops may occur in words like 

dösai ‘a type o f pancake’, contrasting with the initial voiceless stops o f na
tive vocabulary. Tamil script, although it contains some consonantal sym
bols associated with loanword phonology (see above), in most cases 

provides no way to write such contrastive voicing; thus the written form of  
the above exam ple is (oö3rT6ö)<9F tösai.

(b) The retroflex approximant Lp z is pronounced the same as the retroflex lat
eral 6 Π  / in many dialects, or as the palatal approximant LLJ y in some; thus 

U ÿL Û  pazam  ‘ripe fruit’ is som etim es pronounced [palam] or [payam].
(c) The apical trill HQ L corresponds to a Proto-Dravidian alveolar stop */, con

trasting with the dental and retroflex stops. In some varieties o f Tamil, when 

intervocalic, it maintains its identity as a trill (contrasting with the flap FJ r), 

but more commonly is pronounced the same as the flap; thus *^60) HQ arai 

‘room’ and &\G5)\J arai ‘half’ are pronounced alike. The cluster 6OTiT) nr  is 

pronounced in some varieties as [ndr], but otherwise as dental [nd] or ret
roflex [nn]; e.g. <95OT£p kanru ‘ca lf’ is [kannui] or [kannui]. Geminated  

(TjpD rr is pronounced in some varieties as [tr], but otherwise as dental [tt]; 
e.g. <95ΓΤΠΓ)Γρ] kärru  ‘wind’ is [kaitrui] or [ka:ttui].
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3 Old Tamil

Thomas Lehmann

3.1 Background and History
Of all the Dravidian languages Tamil has the longest literary tradition, covering 
more than two thousand years. The earliest records are cave inscriptions from 
the second century b c e ; the earliest extant literary text is the grammar 
Tolkäppiyam  (100 b c e ) ,  which describes the grammar and poetics of Tamil dur
ing that period. During its two-thousand-year uninterrupted history, Tamil distin
guishes three different stages: Old Tamil (300 b c e  to 700 c e ) ,  Middle Tamil (700 
c e  to 1600) and Modem Tamil (1600 c e  to the present), each with distinct 
grammatical characteristics.

Causation, for example, is expressed lexically in Old Tamil, morphologically 
in Middle Tamil and syntactically in Modem Tamil. Old Tamil has verb bases 
whose causative stem is idiosyncratic and must be listed in the lexicon, e.g. iru 

‘sit’ and iruvu ‘make sit’, akal ‘disappear’ andakarru  ‘make disappear’. In Mid
dle Tamil causative stems are productively formed by suffixing -vi, -pi or -ppi to 
a verb base where the suffix chosen depends on the phonology of the base, e.g. 
cey ‘do’ and cey-vi ‘make do’, aru  ‘cut’ and aru-ppi ‘make cut’. And in Modem 
Tamil causation is expressed periphrastically by means of the auxiliary verbs 
vaikka  ‘place’, ceyya  ‘do’ and panna  ‘make’ following the infinitive of the main 
verb, e.g. arukk-a vaikka  ‘make cut’. The techniques used to form causatives in 
Middle and Modem Tamil occur sporadically in Old Tamil, e.g. cèr-vi ‘make 
join’ (pari 12.74) and väz-a.c cey ‘make live’ (pura 367.10). Thus, despite the 
grammatical individuality of each stage of the language, many features of Mid
dle and Modem Tamil are anchored in Old Tamil, demonstrating a grammatical 
continuity from the old to the modem language.

During the period of Early Old Tamil (100 b c e  to 400 c e ) ,  the Pântiya, Cëra 
and Cözä dynasties ruled over much of South India. These kings and other chief
tains patronised many bardic poets. Two anthologies of love and heroic poems 
composed by these bards survive: they contain 2,381 poems ranging in length 
from 3 to 782 lines. Totalling 32,000 lines, this corpus is known as Cankam  

(‘academy’) literature. During this period, with the propagation of Jainism and 
Buddhism in South India, a number of Prakrit and Sanskrit borrowings entered 
Old Tamil and appear in the Cankam  anthologies. The literature of Late Old 
Tamil (400 c e  to 700) comprises the two epics Cilappatikäram  and M  anim é kal ai,

7 5
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several ethical texts and certain poems conventionally included in the Cankam 
anthologies. The language of Old Tamil is thus embodied in a fixed corpus of 
poetic texts; conversely, poetic usage characterises the grammar of the 
language.

From its beginnings in Tolkäppiyam, traditional Tamil language study has 
linked grammar (ilakkanam ‘that which characterises’) and literature (ilakkiyam 
‘that which is characterised’) so closely that the texts and their commentaries 
have become symbiotic. As noted later, these texts are not readily accessible 
without the help of commentaries written during the ancient and medieval peri
ods. Although the Cankam corpus is ancient, many texts and commentaries were 
only recently rediscovered in the last century through the efforts of such scholars 
as U. Ve. Cäminäthaiyar. So, paradoxically, the modem study of Old Tamil 
grammar is quite new.

Abbreviations of Example Sources
äcär äcärakkövai
aink ainkurunüru
aka akanänüru
kali kalittokai
kuri (pattupättu) kurincippättu
kuru kuruntokai
narri narrinai
pari paripätal
pati patirrupattu
peri periyapuränam
pura puranänüru

3.2 Phonology and Orthography
The traditional Tamil grammar Tolkäppiyam describes phonetic, phonological 
and orthographic aspects of the Old Tamil sound system without distinguishing 
these three aspects as is done in modem linguistics. The phonemic inventory of 
the language consists of ten vowels and seventeen consonants (see Table 3.1).

Old Tamil has ten vowels, five short and five long: /a/, /ä/, /i/, A/, /u/, /u/, /e/, 
/ë/, /o/, /ö/. The seventeen consonants include six stops: /k/, /c/, /t/, /r/, /t/, /p/; five 
nasals: /η/, /n/> /θ/> /n/, /m/; two laterals: A/, /}/; two glides /y/, /v/; one tap /r/; and 
one approximant /z/. The articulatory descriptions in Tolkäppiyam are often in
complete: they do not, for example, distinguish between retroflex and non-ret- 
roflex consonants, leading some scholars (e.g. Meenakshisundaram 1965: 55) to 
speculate that retroflexes were distinguished from alveolars and dentals only at 
later stages of Tamil. However, comparative Dravidian phonology indicates the 
presence of distinct dental, alveolar and retroflex series in the proto-language.

In addition to these phonemes, traditional Tamil grammar recognises two 
more vowels and two more consonants. The two diphthongs /ai/ and /au/,
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Table 3.1 The phonemes of Old Tamil

High
Short Long

Mid
Short Long

Low
Short Long

Front i I e ê
Central a ä
Back u Ü 0 Ö

Labial Dental Alveolar Retroflex Palatal Velar

Stops P t r t c k
Nasals m n n n n (ή)
Laterals 1 1
Glides v y
Taps r
Approximants z

Note: ( ) = allophone

grouped with vowels, are combinations of /a/ and /i/ and /a/ and /u/. In the case 
of other possible vowel combinations, e.g. */ai/, */ei/, */oi/, the final /i/ is treated 
as the glide /y/. Old Tamil thus has only two diphthongs. The two additional con
sonants are merely allophones of other consonants but are represented by sepa
rate graphemes. With one exception cited below, /yäfmanam/, the velar nasal /ή/ 
is an allophone of other nasals and occurs only before the velar stop /k/. The fri
cative /h/, called ay tarn and transliterated as k , occurs only between a short vow
el and a stop, e.g. aktu  ‘it, that’: it may be regarded as an allophone of /y/ since 
/y/ is the only consonant that does not occur in this context.

These phonemes have the following distribution. All vowels and the diph
thong /au/ occur word-initially. All vowels and diphthongs occur after all conso
nants except /ή/ and /k/. There is, however, one occurrence of /a/ after /ή/: 
y ä m a n a m  ‘in which way’ {aka 27.12). All vowels and /au/ occur word-finally. 
Long vowels and /ai/ may be elongated for metrical purposes: this consists in the 
addition of a short vowel to a long vowel. For example, eläm  ‘everything’ {kali 

65.8) may be elongated as eläam  ‘id.’. This process may be repeated: a short 
vowel can be added to an already elongated vowel, as in cirär ‘small ones’ {pari

3.6) becoming ciräar {aka 107.17) and further ciräaar {pura 291.2). Only the 
nine consonants /p/, /t/, /c/, /k/, /m/, /n/, /n/, /y/, and /v/ occur word-initially. Only 
the ten consonants /m/, /n/, /n/, /n/, /l/, /I/, /y/, /v/, /r/ and /z/ occur word-finally.

Internal and external sandhi processes involve deletion, insertion or assimila
tion either when a suffix is added to a stem or when two words are compounded 
or stand in a particular syntactic relation. A stem-final /u/ that follows a long 
vowel, a consonant or two syllables, traditionally called ‘extra-short u \  is delet
ed when followed by a vowel-initial suffix, as in nätu  ‘country’ + in > nätin {pari 

2.55), karpu  ‘chastity’ + in > karpin {aka 6.13), varaku  ‘coming’ + in > varakin
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(aka 194.9). When a stem-final vowel, except extra-short /u/, is followed by a 
vowel-initial suffix, a glide is inserted, e.g. pala + in > palavin (aka 7.20), mozi 
+ in > moziyin (aka 13.8). When a stem-final retroflex consonant is followed by 
a dental-initial suffix, for example, that dental assimilates to a retroflex place of 
articulation, e.g. kän + ti > känti (pari 6.64).

The earliest records of Tamil are written in a southern version of the Asokan 
Brahmi script (254 b c e ) ,  an alpha-syllabic form of writing (see Chapter 2). It was 
adapted to Tamil phonology in two respects: graphemes for non-occurring pho
nemes such as aspirated stops were omitted and graphemes for characteristic 
Tamil phonemes such as / z /  were added. From the second century b c e  to the 
third century c e , there appear to have been three different versions of Tamil 
Brahmi script (see Mahadevan 1990); the third and last system was assumed as 
early as Tolkäppiyam. The principles of this writing system were maintained 
when Tamil Brahmi script evolved into Modem Tamil script, in which the 
Cankam texts are conventionally printed. This script has moved toward an al
phabet in one respect: the conjunct consonant symbols have been replaced by 
strings of consonant symbols (see Steever 1996).

3.3 Morphology and Parts of Speech
In what follows ‘morph’ refers to the parts into which a word form can be seg
mented and ‘morpheme’ to the lexical or grammatical meaning these morphs 
have. Old Tamil utilises six morphological operations: suffixation, incorpora
tion, compounding, cliticisation, ‘doubling’, and stem mutation. The most fre
quent process is suffixation. Up to four inflectional suffixes may be added to a 
stem, as in the verbal noun atai-nt-ar-ku ‘because of what happened’ (narri 
372.9) where the following suffixes are added to the verb stem atai- ‘happen’: 
the past tense marker -nt-, euphonic increment -an- (-ar- by sandhi), n o m in a t
ing suffix -atu and dative case marker -ku. A number of words in Old Tamil are 
formed by means of incorporation where this is defined as the morphological 
collocation of two adjacent lexemes, with each retaining its independent syntac
tic function. All cases of incorporation in Old Tamil involve the incorporation of 
a pronominal head by its immediately preceding modifier, which may be an at
tributive verb, noun or adjective. For example, in the participial noun ari.y-um- 
ön ‘he who knows’ (pura 137.4) the head nominal is incorporated as the pronom
inal suffix -ön ‘he’ by the predicate of the preceding relative clause, the adnom- 
inal form ariyum ‘who knows’ (< ari- ‘know’). There are some instances of 
‘doubling’ and stem mutation. Depending on the phonology of the noun stem, 
many nouns form an oblique stem when they are marked for case or function as 
a genitive attribute. Nouns ending in tu and rw, such as kötu ‘branch’ and eyiru 
‘tooth’, form oblique stems by doubling the consonant of the final syllable, as 
köt.tu and eyir.ru. Stem mutation (vowel shortening) applies in the formation of 
oblique stems of the personal pronouns (e.g. näm ‘we’ > nam-) and in the forma
tion of certain verb forms (e.g. kän-öm ‘we do not see’ vs kantu ‘seeing’).
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Cliticisation occurs when certain grammatical morphemes, realised by bound 
morphs, are cliticised to fully inflected words, nouns and verbs, but not adjec
tives. For instance, the interrogative morpheme - ö  and the co-ordinating mor
pheme =um are expressed by postclitic particles. When suffixation, 
incorporation and cliticisation co-occur, still longer chains of bound morphs may 
be created. Thus up to five bound morphs can be added to a stem: punar-nt-icin- 
ôr-kk=ê ‘even to those who united’ (aka 367.16) consists of the verb stempunar- 
‘unite’, past tense marker -nt-, inflectional increment -icin-, pronominal suffix
-ör, dative case -kk(u) and emphatic clitic -ë.

Old Tamil morphology is on the whole agglutinating, with a one-to-one corre
spondence between morpheme and morph. The noun form kilai-kal-ötu ‘with the 
herds’ (kali 25.8), for example, consists of the three morphs kilai ‘herd’, -kal· and 
-ötu which correspond to the three morphemes ‘herd’, ‘plural number’ and ‘so- 
ciative case’. The morphology also has certain fusional characteristics in which 
two morphemes are conveyed by a single morph as in the verb form cey.y-um 
‘he/she/they do’ where the two morphemes of non-past tense and third person 
agreement are expressed by the single morph -urn. As the earlier example of 
pronominal incorporation indicates, Old Tamil morphology also exhibits some 
mild polysynthesis wherein several syntactic elements of a noun phrase occur as 
one phonological word.

Old Tamil has two major parts of speech: noun and verb. Most lexical stems 
belong to one of these two classes; some stems have a double categorial status 
such as col (DEDR 2855) which can be the verb stem ‘say’ or the noun stem 
‘word’. A small number of words behave grammatically unlike nouns or verbs, 
and may be assigned to two minor classes -  adjectives and adverbs.

Nouns are classified according to semantic and formal criteria. Traditional 
Tamil grammar divides nouns into uyartinai ‘rational’ and akrinai ‘non-ratio- 
nal’. The first consists of nouns denoting rational beings such as humans and 
gods, the second consists of all other nouns, including those denoting children. 
This classification is relevant to the distribution of plural suffixes, noted below.

Nouns inflect for number and case. Singular number is opposed to plural, with 
plural being formally marked by a suffix. Case is expressed by bound suffixes 
or by postpositions, as in the locative case. Apart from number and case markers, 
two kinds of semantically empty morphs, called inflectional increments, occur in 
noun inflection: suffixes to form oblique stems and optional euphonic 
increments.

Where a noun is inflected only for case, the case suffix or postposition is suf
fixed to the oblique stem, where available; otherwise, directly to the noun stem.

(1) a. ulla-ttu-kku (kuru 60.6) b. annai-kku (aink 249.1) 
heart-obl-dat mother-dat
‘for the heart’ ‘to (the) mother’

The euphonic increment -in- (-ir- by sandhi) optionally occurs before a case suffix.
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(2) natp-ir-ku (pura 236.6) 
friendship-euph-dat 
‘for friendship’

Where a noun inflects only for number, a plural marker is suffixed to the noun 
stem. Where a noun inflects for number and case, the case marker is suffixed to 
the plural marker.

(3) a. pent-ir (a ink21\3) b. pent-ir-kku (aka 98.22)

Old Tamil nouns may also take pronominal suffixes: pent-ir-êm ‘we (are) wom
en’ (pura 246.10) consists of the plural noun pent-ir ‘women’ and the first person 
plural agreement marker -êm ‘we’. While it would thus seem that Old Tamil 
nouns inflect for person as well as number and gender class, this is a matter of 
incorporation rather than inflection.

Traditional Tamil grammar recognises eight cases, labelled serially with 
numbers or by their characteristic suffix. Western grammarians later applied lat- 
inate terms to the cases. Table 3.2 presents the Old Tamil case system in the 
form of a paradigm. Only singular forms are cited since plural forms inflected 
for case, as in (3b), occur very seldom. The various case markers occur with all 
nouns, rational and non-rational, unlike Modem Tamil where the choice of loc
ative and ablative case marker depends on the class of the noun. In Old Tamil 
only the choice of plural marker depends on the class of the noun.

Table 3.2 Declension of the noun malar ‘flower’

Nominative malar
Accusative malar-ai
Sociative-instrumental malar-otu, malar-ötu, malar-än, malar-äl
Dative malar-kku
Equative-ablative malar-in
Genitive malar-atu
Locative malar-il, malar-kän, etc.

The nominative, or first case is formally unmarked; hence a noun in the 
nominative is identical with the noun stem. However, since case markers are 
frequently elided, a noun in its stem form need not convey nominative case. The 
third, or instrumental-sociative case, has two case markers, each with two allo- 
morphs: -otul-ötu and -änl-äl. Both markers convey an instrumental meaning but 
whereas -otul-ötu frequently expresses a sociative meaning, -änl-äl often has 
causal and locative meanings. The fifth, or equative-ablative case, marked by 
-m, is peculiar to Old Tamil in that its characteristic marker did not survive into 
later stages of Tamil. Its predominant function is to mark the object of an

woman-pl
‘women’

woman-pl-dat 
‘for the women’
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equation (‘like, as’).

(4) mayil-in olku-v-an-af... (aka 158.5) 
peacock-abl walk-npst-euph-3sf
‘She walks like a peacock.’

In Modem Tamil this function is assumed by postpositions. Other functions of the 
fifth case are causal, instrumental and locative. Locative is expressed by the 
case suffix -il or by one of more than twenty postpositions. These latter are 
grammaticalised forms of various nouns with a locative meaning, e.g. kan 
‘place’, kal ‘proximity’, akam ‘interiority’. Depending on the phonology of the 
noun, the vocative case is marked by lengthening the final vowel, deleting the 
final consonant or adding the clitic -ê .

Traditional Tamil grammar sanctions the use of one case marker with the 
meaning of another. For example, in (5) the fifth case marker -in marks direct 
object, a function usually reserved for the second case suffix -ai.

(5) ninn-in vit-äa nizal (kali 61.8)
you-abl leave-neg+adn shadow
‘the shadow which does not leave you’

Case markers and plural markers alike are often deleted so that the noun occurs 
in its stem or oblique form even though case has been syntactically assigned to 
it. Sandhi changes, such as a doubling of the initial stop of the following word, 
may indicate case marker deletion. In (6) the noun ür ‘place’ indicates the goal 
of motion from which the dative case marker has been deleted while in (7) it sig
nals the source of motion from which the ablative case marker has been deleted.

(6) num ür.c cel-kam (aink 236.4)
you(obl) place go-npst+lpl
‘we are going to your place’

(7) num ü r ... var-al aruvi (am k25\3-A )
you(obl) place come-vn waterfall
‘the waterfall which comes from your place’

Old Tamil has four plural suffixes, -kal, -ar, -ir, -mär, whose distribution de
pends on noun class. While -kal occurs with non-rational nouns, e.g. kan ‘eye’ > 
kankal ‘eyes’ (kali 29.42), the other three occur only with rational nouns, e.g. 
arivi ‘woman’ > arivi.y-ar ‘women’ (pati 68.19), pentu ‘woman, girl’ > pent-ir 
‘women (aink 271.3), girls’, tannai ‘elder brother’ > tannai-mär ‘elder brothers’ 
(pura 342.15). In Late Old Tamil -kal also occurs with rational nouns, e.g. pen 
‘girl’ > pen-kal ‘girls’ (cila 30.50), and together with the plural suffixes of ratio
nal nouns as a double plural suffix, e.g. pent-ir-kal ‘women, girls’ (äeär 99.1).
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Such double plurals with rational nouns occur generally in Middle Tamil, e.g. 
matantai ‘woman’ > matantai.y-ar-kal (peri 65.4).

Old Tamil has three kinds of pronouns: personal, demonstrative and interrog
ative, and indefinite pronouns. Personal pronouns mark person and number, but 
not gender. The first person plural, however, distinguishes an inclusive plural, 
which includes the addressee, from an exclusive plural, which does not. See 
Table 3.3.

Table 3.3 Personal pronouns

Singular Plural

First yän, nän yäm (exclusive)
näm (inclusive)

Second nï nlr, nlyir
Third tän täm

Old Tamil demonstrative pronouns mark a three-way distinction with three 
demonstrative stems: proximal i- ‘this’, distal a- ‘yon’ and intermediate u- ‘that’. 
There are also two interrogative stems, yä- and e-, which pattern like the demon
strative stems. A range of pronouns is formed by adding to these stems third per
son pronominal suffixes which distinguish number and gender, as noted in Table 
3.4.

Table 3.4 Demonstrative and interrogative pronouns

Proximal Medial Distal Interrogative

SINGULAR
Masculine i.v-an u.v-an a.v-an yä.v-an
Feminine i.v-al u.v-al a.v-af yä.v-al
Neuter i-tu/i.k-tu u-tu/u.k-tu a-tu/a. k- tu yä-tu/yä.v-atu

PLURAL
Epicene i.v-ar u.v-ar a.v-ar yär
Neuter i.v-ai u.v-ai a.v-ai yä.v-ai/yä

Most often demonstrative pronouns function as anaphoric pronouns, freely 
varying with third person pronouns. Indefinite pronouns distinguish rational and 
non-rational forms: the non-rational pronoun onru ‘one, something’ contrasts 
with three rational pronouns oru.v-an/ottan ‘some male person’, oru-tti ‘some 
female person’ and oru.v-ar ‘one person’ (epicene).

Verbs are marked for illocutionary force, tense, subject-verb agreement, and 
the relational categories of complementation and nominalisation. They are also 
marked for negative polarity. Old Tamil verb forms are syntactically classified 
as finite, non-finite and nominalised, based on their syntactic function in the
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sentence. Non-finite and nominalised verbs play an important role in complex 
structures: they function as the predicate of an embedded clause or the first verb 
in a compound verb construction. Finite verbs are classified by illocutionary 
force into imperative, optative and indicative. Of these three, indicative forms 
are overtly marked for tense and subject-verb agreement, which marks the per
son, number and, in the third person, gender of the subject. Finite, non-finite and 
nominalised verbs have both positive and negative forms. Table 3.5 shows forms 
of the imperative and optative, with allomorphs.

Table 3.5 Imperative and optative forms of the verb olir ‘shine’

Singular Singular/Plural

Imperative olir, olir-äy olir-mati, olir-min, olir-m
Negative
imperative olir-al, olir-ël, olir-ati olir-an-min
Optative oiir-i, olir-iya, olir-iyar, olir-ka, olir-mö

Imperatives are correlated with the second person; unless a verb stem itself 
functions as an imperative, in which case an irregular verb like varu ‘come’ has 
a stem alternant (viz. vä), second person suffixes are added to the stem. Some of 
these suffixes are indifferent to number. And, on occasion, second person indic
ative forms are interpreted as imperative, as in va-nt-ai ‘come-pst-2s’ (kali 
63.12). The optative occurs in all persons; there are five suffixes for this catego
ry, displaying rich allomorphic variation.

Positive indicative verbs consist of three parts: stem, tense marker and per
sonal ending. This tripartite structure is not always reflected, however, in the 
verb’s phonological realisation. There are four structural possibilities at the pho
nological level. First, positive indicative verbs may directly mirror this tripartite 
structure with three morphs for the three morphemes.

(8) cey-t-än (kali 51.16) 
do-pst-3sm
‘(he) did’

Second, positive indicative forms may also include a euphonic particle -  an 
empty morph that serves as an inflectional increment -  before or after the tense 
suffix.

(9) a. cey-t-an-ai (aink 294.3) b. cey-ku-v-am (amk 288.2)
do-pst-euph-2s do-euph-npst- lpl
‘(you) did’ ‘(we) do’

Third, tense and subject-verb agreement may be marked by a single
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portmanteau morph.

(10) cey.y-um (aink 244.4) 
do-npst+3s
‘(it) will do’

Finally, in some instances the slot for the subject-verb agreement marker is 
filled by a pleonastic element, an expletive suffix, and the person it denotes is 
interpreted according to context, e.g. as first person singular in (11).

(11) va-nt-icin (pati 64.15) 
come-pst-expl
‘I came’

Among the various inflectional suffixes, tense and the personal endings have a 
relatively rich allomorphy. Old Tamil has two tenses, past and non-past. There 
are five allomorphs for past tense, -t-, -nt-, -in-, -i-, -tt-, and three for non-past 
tense, -v-, -p -, -pp-. These are lexically conditioned so that a verb stem selects a 
particular tense suffix. One class of verbs realises the past tense by doubling the 
consonant in the final syllable of the verb stem, e.g. totu ‘touch’ > tot.t-än ‘he 
touched’ (kali 55.19).

A system of three tenses develops in Middle Tamil when a series of present 
tense forms emerge and the inherited non-past assumes the function of the future 
tense. There are two suffixes for the innovated present tense, -äninr- and -kinr-. 
While they flourish in Middle and Modem Tamil, they first appear in Old Tamil, 
var-äninr-an-al ‘come-prs-euph-3sf’ ‘she comes’ (aink 397.3) and cêr-kinr-a 
‘join-prs-adn’ ‘due to joining’ (pari 22.35). Diachronically, both forms are peri
phrastic constructions (see Steever 1989, 1993: 167ff). The suffix -äninr- histor
ically consists of the non-finite durative suffix -ä and the past stem nin-ru of the 
verb nil ‘stand’ while -kinr- is historically the past stem of kil ‘be able’.

Personal endings of verbs have up to four allomorphs in Old Tamil; their dis
tribution is conditioned by the preceding tense or euphonic suffix, as noted in Ta
ble 3.6. All personal endings except the third person neuter have two 
allomorphs, one with a short and one with a long vowel. As Akattiyalinkam 
(1983) notes, those with short vowels predominate in Early Old Tamil while 
those with long vowels predominate in Late Old Tamil, making this one possible 
criterion for subdividing the language into Early and Late Old Tamil.

Characteristic of Old Tamil is the number of portmanteau, or cumulative, mor
phs which realise both tense and subject-verb agreement in a single morph (Ta
ble 3.7). In such instances, the tense morpheme is always non-past. For example, 
-ku simultaneously expresses non-past tense and first person singular agree
ment, as in ëttu-ku ‘(I) praise’ (kali 40.9).

Negation is expressed exclusively by verb forms in Old Tamil, either morpho
logically through verb inflection, lexically by means of negative verb stems or
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Table 3.6 Pronominal suffixes

Singular Plural

First -en, -ën, -al, -an -am, -äm, -em, -ëm
Second -ai, -äy, -öy -ir, -ïr
Third: Masculine -an, -än, -ön Epicene -ar, -är, -ör

Feminine -al, -äl, -öl
Neuter -tu, -ttu, -atu -a

Table 3.7 Cumulative suffixes

Singular Plural

First -ku/-kku -tum, -kum, -kam
Second -ti, -tti -tir
Third -urn -um

Epicene -pa, -mär

syntactically with auxiliary verb constructions. For verb inflection there are 
three negative allomorphs, -ät-, -ä- and a zero morph. -ä- and the zero morph oc
cur in finite forms between the verb stem and personal ending, that is, where the 
tense suffix occurs. Due to this complementarity, negative verbs never mark 
tense. The suffix -ä- occurs only in the third person neuter, e.g. vär-ä-tu ‘it 
didn’t/doesn’t/won’t come’, while the zero morph occurs everywhere else in the 
paradigm, e.g. vâr-ën ‘I didn’t/don’t/won’t come’ (pati 61.11). Old Tamil has 
two lexical negative verbs, al ‘not be/become’ and il ‘not be’. Both are defective 
and occur only with copular and existential functions.

Importantly, they also function as negative auxiliaries in compound verb con
structions. They may occur bound to the stem of the main verb, e.g. väz-al-al 
‘live-be.not-3sf’ = ‘(she) doesn’t live’ (aka 12.4), unn-il-an ‘know-be.not-3sm’ 
= ‘(he) doesn’t know’ (pura 310.6), or freely after a non-finite form of the main 
verb, in which case past tense is conveyed, e.g. va-nt-il-ar ‘come-nfv-be.not-3pl- 
hump’ = ‘(they) didn’t come’ (pari 9.25). Further, the negative auxiliary al ‘not 
become’ may also combine with a finite form of the main verb in a serial verb 
formation (Steever 1988). Here the main verb marks tense and the auxiliary ne
gation, e.g. varu-v-ai all-ai ‘come-npst-2s not.be-2s’ = ‘(you) don’t come’ (aink 
233.1) and ari-nt-an-al all-af ‘know-pst-euph-3sf not.be-3sf’ = ‘(she) didn’t 
know’ (aka 98.6).

Non-finite verbs in Old Tamil are classified as primary and secondary non- 
finite verb forms. Primary non-finite forms are generated by adding a suffix to 
the verb stem or, rarely, to the tensed stem. Secondary forms are generated by 
adding a clitic to a primary non-finite form. Both are illustrated in Table 3.8.

Old Tamil has four primary non-finite verb forms: the conjunctive, infinitive, 
conditional and adnominal forms. The suffixes for the conjunctive and the
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Table 3.8 Non-finite and nominalised forms of the verb olir ‘shine’

Conjunctive 
Negative conjunctive 
Infinitive 
Conditional 
Adnominal: Past

Non-past 
Negative adnominal 
Causal 
Equative
Concessive conditional 
Factive concessive 
Tenseless verbal noun 
Tensed verbal noun: Past

Non-past
Negative verbal noun

olir-ä, olir-ü, olir-ntu, olir-pu
olir-ä, oiir-ä-tu, olir-ä-mal, olir-ä-mai
olir-ä, oiir-iya, olir-iyar, olir-mär, olir-vän
oiir-in, olir-nt-äl
oiir-nt-a
oiir-um
olir-ä, olir-ä-ta
oiir-nt-ena
oiir-nt-änku
oiir-in-um, olir-nt-äl-um 
olir-a.v-um
olir-al, olir-kai, olir-tal, olir-pu, olir-vu
oiir-nt-a-mai, olir-nt-atu
oiir-v-atu
olir-ä-mai

conditional have several allomorphs occurring in free variation. The infinitive 
comprises five subtypes with various semantic functions. The adnominal form 
has two tensed and two negative forms. The four secondary non-finite forms 
combine a primary form with a suffix or clitic: the causal (< conjunctive in -ntu 
+ ena), the equative (< conjunctive in -ntu + änku), the concessive conditional (< 
conditional + =um) and the factive concessive (< infinitive + =um).

Nominalised verb forms or verbal nouns are divided into tensed and tenseless 
verbal nouns. The latter have five variants. As the predicate of a nominalised 
clause, verbal nouns are inflected for case according to context. Some verbal 
nouns, such as those with -pu, never mark case.

Old Tamil has two small sets of words that semantically encode various qual
ities and differ grammatically from nouns and verbs. The first includes aru ‘dif
ficult’ (DEDR 221), nal ‘good’ (DEDR 3610),putu ‘new’ (DEDR 4275) andperu 
‘big’ (DEDR 4411). Morphologically, these are uninflected words; syntactically, 
they do not behave like nouns or verbs in that they neither occur as subject or 
object nor subcategorise verbal arguments or assign case. They occur only as ad
nominal attributes with an adjectival function.

The second and smaller set of uninflected words occurs only as attributes of 
verbs, nouns and adjectives, and lacks the grammatical properties of these other 
three classes. Words such as uru (DEDR 711), nani and tava (DEDR 3106), all 
meaning ‘much’, are classified as adverbs. Some word forms are grammatica- 
lised as adverbs with a particular lexical meaning, e.g. the conjunctive form azi- 
ttu from azi ‘finish’ idiomatically means ‘again’.

Old Tamil has several clitics which may be added to noun and verbal forms, 
but not adjectives. Although they morphologically combine with a noun or verb, 
their scope is an entire phrase or clause, whose head is that noun or verb. The 
clitic =um ‘and’ co-ordinates noun phrases and non-finite clauses; =ö and =kol 
mark a clause as an interrogative one; and - ê  ‘even’ indicates emphasis.
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3.4 Syntax
Old Tamil, like other Dravidian languages, displays the general properties of 
head-final languages. As head of a clause, a verbal predicate generally occurs 
in final position. Non-finite verbs, for instance, mark the end of an embedded or 
adjoined clause and must therefore be the final element in a clause. Old Tamil 
also has postpositions since these express the semantic relation between the pre
verbal NP arguments and the clause-final verbal predicate. Similarly, the nom
inal head of NPs occurs finally with all adnominal attributes and modifiers 
preceding it. Auxiliaries follow a main verb in a compound construction which 
is derived from a structure in which the main verb is a complement of the auxil
iary (Steever 1983). Subordinate and dependent clauses precede main clauses.

Phrase and Compound
In noun phrases the nominal head element may be modified at the word level by 
a verb in root form, a noun in stem form and an adjective. None of these three 
types of modifier is morphologically marked in any way; they function as adjec
tival attributes simply by juxtaposition, as the following examples show.

(12) [V N]np
malar tär (aka 82.18) 
be.wide garland 
‘wide garland’

(13) [N N]np
vaya näy (aka 182.5) 
strength dog 
‘strong dog’

(14) [Adj N]np
nal mä (am k22\3)  
good mango 
‘good mango’

Such uninflected modifiers may occur in any order.

At the phrase level, a noun phrase may function as an adnominal attribute. 
The attributive noun phrase is either marked for genitive case, marked with the 
inflectional increment -in or occurs unmarked in its oblique or stem form. 
Whereas an attributive noun phrase marked for genitive case always has a pos-

(15) Adj V N N 
peru matar ma'?ai.k kal) (kuri 248) 
big be.cheerful coolness eye 
'big, cheerful, cool eyes' 
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sessive or partitive function, one that is either unmarked or marked with the in
crement -in can additionally have a locative, equative or appositive function.

(16) a. koticci kural (aink 289.1) b.
girl voice 
‘the girl’s voice’ 

c. tämarai.k kan (kali 39.2) d.
lotus eye 
‘eye like a lotus’

käna mancai (k u r u ^ A )  
forest peacock 
‘the peacock in the forest’ 
tëm pali (aink 259.4) 
honey food
‘the food which is honey’

If the head of a NP is pronominal, a special kind of compounding occurs, 
namely incorporation. In such a case two adjacent syntactic elements, the mod
ifier and the pronominal head of the NP, are morphologically collocated while 
retaining their separate syntactic functions. Thus in the relative construction N 
=> [S'] PRO, the verbal predicate of the relative clause S' incorporates the pro
nominal head PRO, resulting in a word form commonly known as a participial 
noun. Recall from the earlier example ari.y-um-ön ‘he who knows’ (pura 137.4) 
that the head pronominal element -ön is incorporated by the adnominal form 
ari.y-um. Depending both on the form and person of the pronominal head and on 
the form of the adnominal verb, four morphologically distinct variants of the par
ticipial noun may realise the same syntactic structure. First, an adnominal verb 
incorporates a pronominal suffix, as in the preceding example. Second, a verb 
in its tensed or negative stem incorporates a pronominal suffix, e.g. ari.y-ât-ën 
‘know-neg-ls’, Ί , who do not know’ (kali 37.19). Third, a verb in its stem form 
with the non-past suffix -(u)n, which occurs only in this construction, incorpo
rates a pronominal suffix, as ari.y-un-ar ‘know-npst-3hon’, ‘he who knows’ 
(narri 309.7). And fourth, a verb in its tensed or negative stem form incorporates 
a remote demonstrative pronoun, as ari-p-avar ‘know-npst-they’, ‘they who 
know’ (kali 125.3).

In the structure NP => [NP] PRO, an attributive noun phrase incorporates a 
pronominal head, yielding a word form called an appellative or personal noun, 
e.g. vill-an ‘bow-3sm’, ‘he with the bow’ (aka 48.12), tôl-ën ‘shoulder-Is’, ‘I, 
with (broad) shoulders’ (aka 82.18), küntal-äy ‘hair-2s’, ‘you, with the hair’ (kali
64.6). Finally, an adjective may incorporate a pronominal head, resulting in 
what has been called an adjectival noun, e.g. nall-äy ‘good-2s’ ‘you who are 
good’ (kali 39.30) andperi.y-an ‘great-3sm’, ‘he who is great’ (aka 100.2). The 
process is recursive; in putu.v-ör-ttu ‘the one with the new ones’ (kuru 385.7), 
the adjective putu ‘new’ incorporates the pronominal head -ör ‘3pl’, resulting in 
putu.v-ör ‘new ones’. This intermediate form in turn incorporates the pronominal 
head -ttu ‘3sn’, giving rise to putu.v-ör-ttu ‘new-3pl-3sn’, ‘the one with the new 
ones’.

Verbs combine with each other to form several types of syntactic compound 
verb constructions, Vq => Y \  + V2, which are distinct from the lexical compound 
verbs discussed in section 3.5. These constructions consist of a lexical verb V]
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in its stem, conjunctive or infinitive form, followed by an auxiliary verb V2 -  
often a bound form -  inflected according to context. These auxiliaries are lexical 
verbs which function non-lexically in this context. The passive auxiliary verb 
patu ‘experience, suffer’, for example, governs the infinitive of the main verb, 
e.g. en-a.p patu-tal ‘say-inf-experience-nom’, ‘being said’ (kuru 263.5). The 
verb kil ‘be able’ is the only verb that functions with its literal meaning as a mod
al auxiliary; it governs the stem form of the main verb, e.g. kara-kir-p-en ‘hide- 
be.able-npst-ls’, ‘I am able to hide’ (kali 39.40). In most instances, however, the 
function of Old Tamil auxiliary verbs is not well understood today. Subrahman- 
ya Sastri (1934: 152) even claims that they are used without any special sense. 
Examples are the verbs taru ‘give’, itu ‘put’ and I ‘bestow’, taru occurs after the 
stem form of the main verb, e.g. puku-ta-nt-än ‘enter-give-pst-3sm’, ‘(he) en
tered’ (kali 40.32), while I occurs after the conjunctive form of the main verb, 
e.g. va-nt-ï-m ‘come-cnj-bestow-imp’, ‘come’ (aka 218.22).

Simple Sentence
The subject of a clause is a NP in the nominative case. While there are dative- 
subject constructions in many Dravidian languages, including Modem Tamil, so 
that such a construction might be projected to the proto-language, inspection of 
the Old Tamil corpus reveals that the subject of a clause is almost always a noun 
phrase in the nominative case. Only a few examples may be cited which are 
probable instances of a dative-subject construction, as in (17).

(17) nin-akk-ö ari.y-un-af (narri 44.5) 
you-dat-int know-npst-3sf
‘Do you know her (lit.: is she one known to you)?’

The predicate may be verbal or nominal. A nominal predicate may occur alone
(18) or with the copular verb äku ‘become’ (19).

(18) turukal piti. (amk 239.2) 
stone female, elephant
‘The stone (is) a female elephant.’

(19) tö l... anaùku äk-um (kali 56.50-52) 
shoulder distress be-npst+3sn
‘(Your) shoulder ... is a distress (to me).’

Adjectives cannot baldly function as predicates, but must first be pronominalised 
in predicate position so that they incorporate a pronominal head coreferential 
with the subject.
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(20) kämam per.i-tu (kuru 18.5) 
passion great-3sn 
‘Passion (is) a great thing.’

Predicates agree with their subjects in person, number and gender. In the case 
of verbal predicates, only finite verbs are marked for subject-predicate 
agreement.

(21) annai... ari-nt-an-a! {aink 236.1 ) 
mother know-pst-euph-3sf 
‘Mother ... knew (it).’

Predicate nominals show full agreement only for pronominalised nouns and ad
jectives, as in (22); otherwise agreement is restricted to the category of number. 
However, this often goes unmarked since the subject NP is not marked for plural 
number, as in (23).

(22) yä m ...ö r  uyir-am. (aka 12.4-5) 
we one breath-1 pi
‘We (are) of one breath.’

(23) inpam ... ari.y-a. (aka2A0) 
pleasure rare-3pln 
‘Pleasures (are) rare (things).’

Due to the poetical nature of the Cankam corpus, which imposes metrical and 
other constraints, any sentence element can be deleted, not just the subject or ob
ject but the verbal predicate of a clause as well. Thanks to subject-predicate 
agreement, the subject NP can readily be omitted in a clause with a verbal or a 
nominal predicate. The complex sentence in (24) illustrates both possibilities: 
both the subject aval ‘she’ of the embedded clause and the subject avar ‘they’ 
of the main clause are deleted, leaving tell-tale agreement features on their 
respective predicates.

(24) 0  \0  nall-al...] en-pa. (aink 204.4)
good-3sf say-npst+3pl-hum 

‘(They) say that (she) (is) (a) good woman.’

The direct object of a transitive construction may also be deleted.

(25) ennai tänum 0 malai-nt-än. (aink 201.1-2) 
my lord he-incl wear-pst-3sm
‘My lord himself also wore (it = a garment of leaves).’
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Any sentence element, nominal or verbal, can be marked with any of the three 
interrogative clitics =ö, -ko l or =kol.l=ö to form a yes-no question from a 
declarative sentence.

(26) vêlan ... kênmai... ari.y-um=ö ... (aink 241.2-4) 
priest friendship know-npst-3spl=int
‘Does the priest know friendship?’

(27) itu-v=ö nin cemmal (aka 306.9) 
this=int your greatness
‘Is this your greatness?’

Question words are formed by means of an interrogative pro-form, morpho
logically marked with one of the two interrogative stems e- (28a) or yä- (28b).

(28) a. iktu ottan e-van perän (kali 61.1)
this someone what get-neg-3sm
‘What did this person not get?’ 

b. ivar yä-r ... ( pur a 201.1 )
these.people who-nom 
‘Who are these people?’

Optionally, one of the three interrogative clitics marks may co-occur with a wh- 
question word in a question.

(29) yän en cey-k=ö (aka 50.14)
I what do-npst+ls=int 
‘What shall I do?’

Old Tamil word order is relatively free: argument NPs and adverbial adjuncts 
may occupy any position to the left of the predicate. As a rule, the predicate gen
erally stands at the end of the sentence. However, any NP or adverbial adjunct 
may for stylistic reasons be moved to the right of sentence-final finite verb. In
(30) the locative NP is postposed over the finite verb.

(30) pöy-äka vïz-nt-ên [avan märp-in] (kali 37.12)
deceit-adv fall-pst-ls he-obl breast-loc 
‘I fell on his breast in a deceitful manner.’

The constraint against arguments and adjuncts being postposed to the right of a 
non-finite verb, because it marks a right clause boundary, is often relaxed in the 
poetic usage of Old Tamil. In (31) the non-finite clause is postposed over the fi
nite clause; moreover, the subject NP tinai ‘millet’ of the non-finite clause is 
also postposed over its non-finite predicate.
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(31) kili öpp-al-ar... [vifai-nt-ena tinai]^p (aink 260.4)
parrot chase-be.not-3pl ripen-cnj-caus millet
‘Because the millet has ripened, they will no longer chase the parrots 
away.’

In the poetic usage of Old Tamil, stylistic word movements can even separate a 
head NP from its normally adjacent modifier. Although the NP nätu ‘country’ in
(32) is the head of a relative clause, it has been separated from the adnominal 
verb form it combines with and moved from its conventional position to the 
end of the sentence.

(32) käntal när-um t\ ... cel-v-ar ... nät.t=e (aink 254.2-4)
flower smell-npst+adn go-npst-3hon country-obl=emp
‘He goes to his country, where the flowers smell.’

Complex Sentence
The formation of complex sentences in Old Tamil always involves embedding 
or adjoining. A clause may be embedded in a sentence as an adverbial or com
plement clause, as an adnominal complement or as a nominalised clause. Oth
erwise a clause is adjoined to another sentence as an adverbial or conjunctive 
complement of that sentence. There is, however, no co-ordination of two finite 
clauses; only two or more non-finite clauses may be conjoined.

Old Tamil has several strategies to mark an embedded or adjoined clause. 
The basic strategy is to use non-finite and nominalised verb forms to mark the 
end of an embedded or adjoined clause. Some non-finite verbs that function 
adverbially, such as the conditional or causative form, express one particular 
concept such as conditionality or cause.

(33) [pakal var-in] kavvai ancu-tum (aka 118.6) 
day come-cnd rumour fear-npst+lpl
‘If (you) come during the day, we will be afraid of the rumours.’

(34) [mä mazai vïz-nt-ena] aruvi iyamp-um (kuru 42.2) 
great rain fall-cnj-cause waterfall roar-npst+adn 
‘Because a great rain fell, the waterfall is roaring.’

The infinitive, by contrast, expresses many semantic functions such as purpose, 
time, cause, circumstance or result, as in (35).

(35) [m in i... nalam tolai.y-a] ... tuyarum cey-t-ön (aka 278.13-14) 
body beauty lose-inf distress do-pst-3sm
‘(He) gave (her) distress so that her body lost its beauty.’

Annamalai (1980) shows that all these semantic functions persist in Modem

t1
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Tamil so that the infinitive in -a evidences the continuity from the old to the 
modem language.

To conjoin two or more propositions with temporal or non-temporal ‘and’, Old 
Tamil eschews co-ordinate structures of two or more finite clauses. Instead, one 
or more non-finite clauses in the conjunctive are adjoined to a finite clause. 
Where the subjects are identical, the finite verb form governs the preceding 
conjunctive forms with respect to tense, mood and subject-verb agreement.

Old Tamil has a particular form not mentioned so far, the finite conjunctive form. 
Called murreccam in traditional grammar, it is a formally finite verb (murru) 
that functions in a non-finite (eccam) capacity. The murreccam always takes the 
form of the positive or negative verb on which it depends and thus marks concord 
with the governing verb. In the following example, despite its finite form, 
marantanan functions as a non-finite verb, the conjunctive form marantu 
‘forgetting’, and varies freely with it.

(38) nät-an mara-nt-an-an... en nï-tt-ôn. (aink 265.3-4)
country-3sm forget-pst-euph-3sm I-obl leave-pst-3sm
‘The man of the country forgot (me) and left me.’

A murreccam occasionally functions as a purposive infinitive.

(39) ira-kku vâr-ên. (pati 61.11)
beg-npst+ls come-neg-ls
Ί  am not coming to beg.’

The murreccam is an instance of the widespread serial verb formation (Steever 
1988) in the Dravidian languages, not a peculiarity of Old Tamil.

The adnominal form, traditionally called a relative participle, is used to em
bed a clause as the complement of a noun or noun phrase. Adnominal clauses 
include relative (40) and appositive clauses (41).

(40) [niram päy-nt-a] kanai... (kali 57.14)
breast pierce-pst-adn arrow
‘the arrow which pierced (his) breast’

(36) niif-a!J . . . noy ta-ntu ... na/am km:i-f-a!)-a!J (aink 278.4-5) 
country-3sm suffering bring-cnj beauty take-pst-euph-3sm 
'The man of the country brings suffering and takes beauty away.' 

(37) a!)!)ai ... e!J mukam nokk-i . . . nak-uu ... peyar-nt-o! ... 
mother my face look.at-cnj laugh-cnj depart-pst-3sf 
'(Her) mother looked at my face, laughed and went away.' 

(aka 248.14-16) 
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(41) [pantu eri-nt-a] a y ä ... (kali 40.22)
ball throw-pst-adn fatigue
‘the fatigue from throwing a ball’

In relative clause formation the head NP governs a co-referential NP within 
the relative clause, triggering its deletion. Old Tamil relative clauses with such 
an NP gap allow certain morphological variations in the embedded predicate. A 
simple verb root may occur in place of the adnominal form (42) or, occasionally, 
a nominalised verb form in -al may take its place (43).

(42) [mancai arai In] muttai... (kuru3SA)
peacock rock breed-vs egg
‘the egg which the peacock lays on the rock’

(43) [nirai cel-al] ... konmü ... (kuri 50)
row wander-vn cloud
‘the clouds which wander in rows’

Old Tamil has another strategy for forming relative clauses, correlative clauses 
which are widely used in Indo-Aryan languages. As Ramasamy (1981) shows, 
the correlative strategy is used where a variety of constraints prohibit use of the 
adnominal strategy. It is thus an integral part of Tamil syntax. In correlative 
clauses a demonstrative head NP, marked by the distal deictic stem a- ‘that’, 
subordinates a relative clause that contains a finite predicate and a co-referen- 
tial NP, marked by the interrogative stem e- or yä- ‘which’. The correlated NPs 
e-vazi ‘which place’ and a-vazi ‘that place’ in (44) mark the correlative construc
tion. Note that the correlative strategy must be used here because the subordi
nate predicate ätavar ‘men’, as a predicate nominal, lacks the adnominal form, 
a verb form, used in the adnominal strategy.

(44) [e-vazi nall-avar ätavar] a-vazi nall-ai... (pura 183.3-4)
which.place good-3plm men-3plm that.place good-2s
‘You (are) good in a place where the men are good/
Lit.: ‘At which place men are the good ones, at that place you are good.’

In this correlative construction a finite clause is directly embedded under a head 
NP without any embedding device; later in Modem Tamil, a correlative clause 
must be embedded with a clitic such as - ö  or -è .

When a clause functions as a noun phrase within a higher clause, as in (45), it 
is nominalised, taking the form of a verbal noun.

(45) [kuvalai... malar-tal] ari-tu. (aink 299.2-4)
flower blossom-nom rare-3sn
‘It is rare for the kuvalai flower to blossom.’
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Nominalised clauses may be inflected with various case markers; the dative in 
(46) expresses purpose.

(46) [puravi pann-ar-ku] virai-ti. {pura 304.3-4)
horse make.ready-vn-dat hurry-npst+2s
‘(You) are hurrying to make the horses ready.’

The use of non-finite and nominalised verbs to form complex sentences has 
certain limitations. No clause with a predicate nominal can be so embedded be
cause, as a noun form, it lacks verbal morphology, finite or non-finite. Nor can 
finite clauses be embedded for the purposes of direct discourse. Old Tamil uses 
another strategy to embed such clauses, complementising verb forms. The verbs 
en ‘say’ (DEDR 868), aku ‘become’ (DEDR 333),pöl ‘resemble’ (DEDR 4517) 
and, to a lesser extent, ör ‘know’ (DEDR 1059) have the non-lèxical function of 
marking complements. In this capacity these verbs can embed a finite clause. As 
a complementiser, en embeds the complement of cognitive verbs.

(47) [varai-nt-an-ai nï en-a] kêt-tu yän (aink 280.4)
marry-pst-euph-2s you say-inf hear-cnj I-nom
‘I heard that you are marrying her.’

Not only does äku embed complements of cognitive verbs, in its conditional and 
nominalised forms, where the latter is inflected for the ablative, it embeds a 
finite clause as an adverbial clause.

(48) [kolli äram ä-tal-in] am pukai tavaz-um ...
firewood sandalwood become-vn-abl beauty smoke spread-npst+3spl
‘Because the firewood was sandalwood, a beautiful smoke spread.’

(pura 108.2-3)

The verb pöl marks an embedded finite clause as a hypothetical comparison.

(49) [aiyan-ai êttu-v-âm pöl-a]... pätu-v-äm ... (kali 43.5-7)
Murugan-acc praise-npst-lpl resemble-inf sing-npst-lpl
‘(We) are singing as if praising Murugan.’

Less frequently, ör ‘know’ appears in root form in relative or appositive clauses 
to embed a nominalised clause of the -atu type under a head noun.

(50) [nät-an... varu-v-atu ör] kälai. (kuru 252.2-3)
country-3sm come-npst-nom know time
‘The time at which the man of the country comes.’

Finally, Old Tamil has the conjunctive verb cettu ‘thinking’, unattested in other
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forms, which embeds a finite clause as in turukal piti cettu ‘thinking the rock 
(turukal) was a female elephant (piti)' (aink 239.2). This form is cognate with 
the Old Kannada form gettu ‘thinking’ (Steever 1988: 27), which has a similar 
function.

Apart from complementising verbs, Old Tamil has complementising nouns 
that can embed a clause. In such instances the head noun, which combines with 
the adnominal form of the embedded verb, lacks a strict lexical function, having 
instead the grammatical function of a complementiser. Such a complementising 
noun may have a semantic function, temporal or conditional, echoing its original 
lexical meaning. The noun käl ‘time’ in (51), for example, combines with an ad
nominal verb form to create a conditional rather than a temporal clause. Simi
larly, the noun märu ‘manner’ in (52) marks a clause with a causal rather than a 
circumstantial adverbial function.

(51) nät-an mann-v-ä.k kâl= ê ... (aka 292.15) 
country-3sm marry-neg-adn time=emp
‘if the man of the country does not marry (her)’

(52) verp-an va-nt-a m âr=ê ... (aka 42.13) 
mountain-3sm come-pst-adn manner=emp 
‘because the man of the mountains came’

Co-ordination in Old Tamil, in the sense of conjoining two or more elements 
of the same category with ‘and’, is restricted to noun phrases and to non-finite 
and nominalised clauses. Adjectives and adverbs cannot be conjoined, neither 
can finite clauses. Where nouns are co-ordinated, they represent full noun phras
es. The clitic =um is used in Old Tamil after each element of the conjunction, as 
illustrated by the conjoined object NPs in (53) and the conjoined infinitival 
clauses in (54).

(53) nât-um kunr=um orunku ï.y-um ... (pura 109.18) 
country=co hill=co also bestow-npst-+3spl
‘He also bestows countries and hills.’

(54) nin men töl nekiz-a.v=um tiru nutal 
your body shoulder grow.thin-inf=co beauty forehead 
paca.pp-a.v=um ... (aink 230.3) 
get.pale-inf=co
‘so that your soft shoulders grow thin and your beautiful forehead pale’

The co-ordinator -um  is frequently deleted in Old Tamil, resulting in asyndetic 
parataxis. In the relative construction in (55), for example, the co-ordinate NPs 
are conjoined without benefit of =um.
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(55) [väzai=0 önk-i.y-a vazai=0] amai cilamp-il... (narri 222.7)
banana.tree rise-pst-adn tree have-vs hill-loc
‘on the hill which has banana trees and high vazai trees’

Old Tamil possesses at least two syntactic rules that move a sentence element 
to the right of the sentence-final verb for emphasis: one is Scrambling, illustrated 
earlier in (31) and (32), which moves a sentence element over a finite verb; the 
other is Clefting which simultaneously moves a sentence over the sentence-final 
verb and nominalises that verb.

(56) yän oru-pp-atu numar-ai. (kali 58.20)
I punish-npst-nom relation-acc
‘It is the relations whom I punish.’

The transformation of Raising to Object Position, postulated for Tamil by Steev
er (1981), is already attested in Old Tamil. It raises the subject NP of an embed
ded clause into a higher clause, changing its case from nominative to accusative.

(57) vênkai.y-ai atu ena unar-ntu ... (kali 49.5-6)
tree-acc this say-inf think-cnj
‘thinking this to be a venkai tree’

3.5 Lexicon
At the time Old Tamil literature was composed, nouns were an open set, which 
permitted the borrowing of Prakrit and Sanskrit words. Even Tolkäppiyam, which 
describes the earliest stage of the language, recognises ‘northern words’ as part 
of Old Tamil vocabulary. Moreover, specific rules were stipulated for borrowing 
those words: they had to conform to Tamil phonology and undergo assimilation 
where necessary. Examples of Prakrit borrowings in Old Tamil include päkutam 
‘gift’ < Pktpähuda ‘id.’, kavanai ‘sling’ < Pkt khavana ‘eject’, kaccai ‘girdle’ < 
Pkt kacchä ‘girdle, loin cloth’, töni ‘boat’ < Pkt döni ‘id.’, palinku ‘crystal’ < Pkt 
phalika ‘id.’ and natta ‘dance’ from Pkt natta ‘id.’. Examples of Sanskrit borrow
ings include nakar ‘town’ < Skt nagara andpütam ‘demon’ < Skt bhüta ‘id.’.

Old Tamil has at least two productive processes of noun derivation. The suffix 
-mai creates abstract nouns from verbs, adjectives and other nouns, e.g. il ‘not 
be’ > in-mai ‘non-existence’, aru ‘difficult’ > aru-mai ‘difficulty’ and än ‘male’ 
> än-mai ‘manliness’. Rational nouns are derived from non-rational by means of 
third person suffixes, e.g. kätal ‘love’ suffixes masculine -än to form kätal-än 
‘male lover’ and with feminine -i to form kätal-i ‘female lover’.

Nominal compounds in Old Tamil are distinct from noun phrases which, like 
compounds, may also consist only of lexical stems. Nominal compounds are de
fined in this context as the formation of lexemes whose meaning is not just the 
sum of the meaning of their constituents (Zvelebil 1967: 40, 103). A verb,
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adjective or noun stem may combine with a noun stem to form a nominal com
pound: uyar ‘be high’ + nilai ‘state’ > uyarnilai ‘world of gods’, katu ‘wild’ + min 
‘fish’ > katumin 'shark’, and än ‘male’ + talai ‘head’ > äntalai ‘cock’.

Verb stems, consisting of native stems, form a closed set in Old Tamil. Middle 
Tamil admitted borrowed verb stems but the set is once again closed in Modem 
Tamil. As noted earlier, the causative of some verbs is idiosyncratic and must be 
listed in the lexicon. Lexical compound verbs consist of a noun or verb plus a 
verb stem. Certain verb stems, such as uru ‘experience’, are added to nouns to 
create compound verbs, e.g. pëtu ‘bewilderment’ + uru > pêturu ‘be bewil
dered’. There are also some verb-verb compounds where the second stem 
appears to have no function, adding nothing tangible to the meaning of the first 
stem, e.g. tuyal ‘swing’ + vara ‘come’ > tuyal-vara ‘swing’.

3.6 Special Features
One prominent feature of Old Tamil is the frequent omission of morphological 
or syntactic material which marks semantic relations, such as case markers, co
ordinators, attributive markers, etc. This often gives rise to strings of uninflected 
words, mainly noun and verb stems, as discussed earlier. For example, the verb 
root may occasionally stand in place of any inflected verb form, be it finite, non- 
finite or nominalised. Its use in place of the adnominal form in relative clauses 
is illustrated in (42). The verb root il ‘not be’ in (58) functions as a finite verb 
that subcategorises a nominalised subject clause while the verb root urai ‘stay’ 
functions as a verbal noun in (59), specifically as the object of the conditional 
verb nït-in.

(58) väzkkai... efi-tu äk-al i l . . .  (aka 208.8-9)
living easy-3sn be-nom be not
‘it is not (the case) that living is easy’

(59) avan urai nït-in... (aink 269.3)
that.place stay prolong-cnd
‘if he prolongs (his) staying in that place’

Because of this, in many instances the syntactic and semantic relations between 
words, phrases and clauses can only be determined by referring to commentaries 
of the texts which contain fully inflected paraphrases.
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4 Modern Tamil

E. Annamalai and S.B. Steever

4.1 Background and History
Tamil (tamiz) belongs to the South Dravidian subgroup of languages. Spoken in 
southern India and northeastern Sri Lanka from prehistoric times, Tamil litera
ture and other documents reveal three distinct historical stages of the language: 
Old Tamil (300 b c e  to 700 c e ) ,  Middle Tamil (700 to 1600 c e ) and Modem 
Tamil (1600 c e  to the present). This chapter treats the modem language.

Lehmann (Chapter 3) traces both continuities and discontinuities from one 
stage to the next in the historical development of Tamil. Greater continuity may 
be observed between Old Tamil and modem Sri Lankan Tamil than between the 
old language and the modem mainland dialects spoken in India. Sri Lankan 
Tamil preserves the medial deitic series in μ - ,  as in u-van ‘man in between’, and 
the synthetic present perfect in -an-, as in con.n-än-än ‘I have said’. The main
land dialects have lost these forms. Modem Sri Lankan Tamil has also resisted 
the borrowing of contrastive voiced stops in the spoken register: mainland döcai 
‘rice pancake’ corresponds to Sri Lankan töcai ‘id.’.

Although Old Tamil lacked a present tense form, Middle Tamil developed 
two: one with the present tense marker -(k)kir-/-(k)kinr-, the other with the mark
er -äninr-. Only the first survives in Modem Tamil, and has been phonologically 
reduced to -(Jc)kr- in several dialects (Steever 1993). The negative synthetic verb 
survived into Middle Tamil, e.g. vâr-êm ‘we did/do/will not come’, but is lost in 
Modem Tamil, surviving only in such stock phrases as avanai.k känöm ‘he is not 
around’ (lit. ‘we.don’t.see2 himj’). Old Tamil stands alongside Sanskrit as one 
of India’s two classical languages, but Tamil alone has a recognisable continuity 
with a modem Indie language.

The best known of the Dravidian languages, Tamil is spoken today as a first 
language by approximately 50 million people. During its history, but especially 
during the Chola Empire and the British Raj, it was transplanted to Malaysia, 
Mauritius, Myanmar, Guyana and Martinique. In the modem world it is an offi
cial language in India, Malaysia, Singapore and Sri Lanka. The Eighth Schedule 
of the Indian Constitution (1951) recognises Tamil as one of India’s eighteen 
constitutional languages. The Tamil Nadu Language Act (1956) accords Tamil 
the status of first official language within the state of Tamil Nadu, with English 
as the second.

1 0 0
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Of the four literary languages, Tamil has the oldest history, dating from about 
300 b c e . The earliest records, inscriptions in Ashokan Brahmi script, date to c .  

254 b c e . Its literature, preserved on palm-leaf manuscripts, in copper-plate in
scriptions and by rote memory, covers 2,000 years. Three stages of Tamil appear 
in these records: old (300 b c e  to 700 c e ) ,  medieval (700 to 1600 c e ) and modem 
(1600 c e  to the present). Its closest relatives are Malayalam, spoken in neigh
bouring Kerala, and Irula, a tribal language spoken in the Nilgiris District of 
Tamil Nadu.

Apart from the historical variation just noted, Tamil varies along three other 
dimensions: geography, society and diglossia. The major geographical distinc
tion is between conservative Sri Lankan Tamil and relatively innovating conti
nental Tamil. Sri Lankan Tamil preserves the three-way deictic distinction 
found in the ancient and medieval forms of the language, e.g. ivan ‘this man’, 
uvan ‘that man nearby’, avan ‘that man yonder’, whereas the continental dia
lects have eliminated the medial degree uvan ‘that man nearby’. Continental 
Tamil itself comprises several geographical dialects. Caste dialects cross-cut the 
geographical ones and distinguish primarily between brahmin and non-brahmin 
dialects, although finer gradations exist and are easily recognised. A brahmin 
speaker will, for example, say ättukku vänkö ‘come2  to.the.house^ ’ while a non
brahmin will say vlttukku vänka ‘id.’. Finally, Tamil exhibits diglossic variation: 
centamiz, a ‘high’, formal variety, and kotuntamiz, a ‘low’, informal variety, 
which are discussed at the end of this chapter.

The central dialect spoken by educated non-brahmins around the cities of 
Tanjore (Tam. tancävür), Trichy (Tam. tirucciräppaUi) and Madurai (Tam. 
maturai) is considered to be the basis for the standard dialect.

4.2 Phonology and Orthography
Lacking an adequate phonology of modem Tamil, linguists take the transcrip
tion of the written language as the underlying phonological representation -  si
multaneously the output of the syntax and the input to the phonology -  and the 
corresponding spoken form as the surface representation. The rules that convert 
one into the other are considered to be the content of Tamil phonology. While 
inadequate in some respects, particularly in overlooking diglossic variation, this 
practice offers a good view of Tamil phonology because the transparent, agglu
tinating morphology of the language inhibits the development of complex mor- 
phophonemic patterns.

Modem Tamil phonology has a native core and a borrowed periphery, as in
dicated in Table 4.1. The core inventory contains twelve vowels and sixteen 
consonants.

The five simple vowel qualities, <z, /, «, e, o, occur short or long. The diph
thongs ai and au are treated as phonemes because they have the length of short 
vowels. Borrowed vowels include æ and λ. Apart from the fact that long vowels 
tend to be tense and their short counterparts lax, the ten simple vowels have no
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Table 4.1 The core inventory of Modern Tamil

Consonants 

Labial Dental Alveolar Retroflex Palatal Velar Glottal

Stops
Voiceless
Voiced

Tap
Flap
Nasal
Lateral
Approximant
Glide

P
(b)

m

V

t
(t)
r

n
1

Lr]
[Q]

t
(d)

n
i
z

c
(j)

n

y

k
(g)

[n]

(h)

Vowels
Front Mid Back
Short Long Short Long Short Long

High i I u ü
Mid e ë (A) 0 Ö
Low (æ) a â

Diphthongs ai, au

significant positional variants, except u, which is unrounded and further short
ened in word-final position. Word-initial front vowels are pronounced with a 
preceding y ; word-initial back vowels with a preceding v. Word-final combina
tions of vowel plus nasal consonant are replaced in speech by corresponding 
nasalised vowels, e.g. /avan/ ‘that man’ becomes [avä] ‘id.’.

The core contains sixteen consonants in three groups: stops: k, c, t, t,p; nasals: 
ή , n, n, m; and liquids: y, r, /, v, r, z, /. The periphery includes the additional con
sonants b, d , d j ,  g, s,f\ h. These additional consonants come largely from Indo- 
Aryan, Perso-Arabic and English sources.

Vowel sequences do not occur in simple words. Vowels occur initially, medi
ally and finally; however, initial e- and o- are always preceded by their respec
tive onglides, y- and v-. Minimal and near-minimal pairs, indicating distinctive 
sounds capable of distinguishing lexemes and grammatical forms, are as fol
lows: kal ‘stone’ vs käl ‘leg’ vs kal ‘hand’; nil ‘stand’ vs nlla ‘blue’; pukai 
‘smoke’ vs mülai ‘brain’; ezuttu ‘letter’ vs êzu ‘seven’; oru ‘one’ vs öram ‘edge’ 
vs vauval ‘bat’.

In the native core, all consonants may occur medially; all consonants except 
alveolars occur initially; only nasals and liquids occur finally. Initial retroflexes 
are lexically restricted to native onomatopoeia, e.g. nan ‘sound of a coin’, and 
borrowed words, e.g. tävun ‘town’. All consonants except r and z can occur dou
bled; phonemic /ή/ occurs double only in a few bimorphemic words, e.g.
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a M änam  ‘that manner’. Consonant clusters are restricted in native words: there 
are no clusters in word-initial or word-final position. Medial clusters are restrict
ed to combinations of liquids and/or nasal plus stops, and these occur only in 
syllable offsets.

Clusters in loanwords are removed by deletion ( Skt jnäna  > nänam  ‘knowl
edge’) or epenthesis (Skt vyäbhara > viyäparam  ‘business’ in standard dialects, 
yäparam  in the Nagercoil area). Reflecting Caldwell’s Law, the core stops are 
voiced when following a homorganic nasal or when occurring intervocallically; 
otherwise, they are voiceless. Additionally, intervocalic stops tend to be spiran- 
tised, e.g. adu  ‘that thing’ > [aöu], käcu  ‘coin’ > [kasu]. Native onomatopoeic 
words often violate the phonotactic constraints, e.g. the word [naq], which rep
resents a metallic sound, such as a dropped coin, starts with a retroflex and ends 
with a velar nasal.

In the spoken language, virtually all words end in vowels, while in the literary 
language, words may end in certain nasals and liquids as well. The mainland di
alects also permit voiced stops in word-initial position. Minimal and near-mini
mal pairs include kavitai ‘poetry’ vs gavanam  ‘attention’; cani ‘Saturn’ vs jannal  

‘window’ vs nänam  ‘wisdom’; tävun ‘town’(< English town) vs däppä  ‘contain
er’; pävam  ‘sin, shame’ vs bävam  ‘facial expression’.

In rapid, unguarded speech, sounds of the periphery are assimilated to sounds 
of the core, so that œ in bœnku  ‘bank’ becomes either ä  or ë\ /film/ ‘film (for a 
camera)’ becomes [pilim]. Diphthongs tend to be reduced to simple vowels in 
non-initial syllables.

When morphemes or words combine, certain morphophonemic changes oc
cur. These include the loss o f final segment (pättu ‘song’ plus -äl instrumental 
case > pätt-äl  ‘by song’, maram  ‘wood’ + vltu ‘hom e’ > mara-vïtu  ‘wooden  

hom e’); doubling a consonant at the boundary (e.g. kal+äl > kal.l-äl ‘by stone’, 
tamiz+pättu  > tamiz.p-pättu ‘Tamil song’); assimilation (vil+ttu  > virru ‘having 
sold’, pal+poti > parpoti ‘tooth powder’); and glide insertion, e.g. katti+äl > 
katti.y-äl ‘by knife’. Such processes had broader application in earlier stages of 

the language, but are now more limited. They are obligatory with a bound mor
pheme, less frequent between members o f a compound and least frequent when  

the combination does not result in a compound.
Like other South Asian languages, Tamil is written alpha-syllabically with a 

writing system that descends from the southern branch of Ashokan Brahmi script 
(see Chapter 2). It is adequate to represent the core phonology of the language. 
It contains some non-phonemic symbols, e.g. ή for the non-contrastive velar 
nasal and n for a non-contrastive alveolar nasal. Some peripheral consonants, as 
well as core consonants occurring in non-traditional positions in loanwords, e.g. 
s j  and h , are represented by the so-called grantha  letters. Others, such as initial 
b , g , d , lack separate symbols. No new vowel symbol is used to represent foreign 
vowels in borrowed words, the [æ] in English bank is written as ê or ä , but read 
as [æ] by literate speakers. Finally, the symbol for a velar glide which occurred 
in Old Tamil (see Chapter 3) is now prefixed to stops to represent the
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homorganic fricative, as in fail (< Eng. file) jiräks (< Eng. ‘xerox’).
In terms of suprasegmentais, Tamil is a quantitative language whose basic 

prosodic elements are acai ‘mora’. Stress in Tamil is non-contrastive, and falls 
upon the first syllable of a word. Intonation patterns in Tamil have yet to be stud
ied satisfactorily. A change in an intonation pattern can, for example, change a 
declarative sentence into an interrogative.

4.3 Morphology and Parts of Speech
Tamil morphology is agglutinating and suffixal: inflections are marked by suf
fixes attached to a lexical base, which may be augmented by derivational suf
fixes. Allomorphy is comparatively simple so that complex morphophonemic 
alternations are limited.

Tamil grammar distinguishes primarily between free forms, i.e. parts of 
speech, and bound forms, i.e. clitic particles. Clitic particles are postclitic: they 
appear to the right of their host and form part of the phonological word; for ex
ample, the interrogative clitic - ä  suffixed to avan ‘that man’ in avan-ä  ‘is it that 
man?’ blocks the nasalisation of the preceding vowel and subsequent loss of n 
in word-final position. Although realised on words, clitics often bear a semantic 
relation to a whole clause. Clitics rarely distinguish between the two basic parts 
of speech as bound desinences do; one exception, =um ‘and, all’, does not com
bine with finite verb forms. Certain clitics are general between conjunctions and 
quantifiers, e.g. - ö  can mean ‘or’ as in kamala.v=ö caröja.v=ö ‘either Kamala 
or Saroja’ or ‘some’ as in yär-ö  ‘someone’ (< yär ‘who’ and = 0 ). At one level 
of abstraction, conjunctions and quantifiers are equivalent, being differentiated 
in accordance with how they apply to sets that are enumerated by definite de
scription (conjunctions) or set description (quantifiers). Clitics also play an im
portant role in the construction of complex sentences.

The two basic parts of speech, noun and verb, are mutually distinguished by 
their grammatical inflections. What the literature calls ‘indéclinables’, embrac
ing such categories as adjective, adverb and postposition, appear formally to be 
defective nouns or verbs. Inflectional morphology appears to be more highly de
veloped in Tamil than derivational morphology. Cross-categorial derivation is 
highly restricted; its function is instead borne by compounding. For example, af
ter being open in Middle Tamil, the set of verb bases is now closed so that N—>V 
or V—»V derivational paths do not exist in the modem language. Both nouns and 
verbs occur in simple and compound forms.

4.4 Nominal Morphology
Nominals in Tamil serve a variety of functions. As in many other languages, 
they generally correspond to arguments in logical structure, may be associated 
with referential indices and may be used in address. Importantly, a noun in the 
nominative case may also function as a predicate nominal. Case marking serves
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three purposes: it represents grammatical relations, helps form certain com
pounds and introduces adjuncts (roughly, NPs without ö-roles) into clauses. The 
accusative case suffix -ai in (la) marks the direct object of the verb. The nomi
native case noun vätam  ‘discourse’ in (lb) is the form this lexeme takes when it 
is compounded. The nominative case NP anta näf ‘that day’ in (lc) introduces 
an adverbial adjunct.

(1) a. avan [paiyan-ai] ati-tt-än.

that.man-nom boy-acc beat-pst-3sm 
‘He beat (the) boy.’

b. v [N[vâtam]N cey.y-a]y

discourse-nom make-inf 
‘to debate’

c. avan AOy[ a n ta  nä\\ va-nt-än. 

that.man-nom that day-nom come-pst-3sm 
‘He came (on) that day.’

Nouns grammatically mark gender, number and case. Unlike Old Tamil, predi
cate nominals are not inflected to agree with their subjects. Gender is based on 
natural, not grammatical, classes. The two basic genders are uyartinai ‘rational’ 
and akrinai ‘non-rational’, roughly corresponding to human and non-human. Hu
man nouns are further classified as masculine, feminine or honorific. Gender de
termines, for example, the choice between the human locative case marker 
-itam  and the non-human -il (in spoken Tamil, -kitte and -le). Gender is also rel
evant to the selection of verbs: the verb ‘take’ has different interpretations ac
cording to gender. Non-human objects select the compound verb kontu vara 

‘bring’ (lit. ‘hold and come’) while human objects select the compound azaittu.k 
kontu vara ‘bring’ (lit. ‘call, hold and come’).

Tamil nouns distinguish singular and plural number in eight cases: nominative
(0), accusative (-ai), dative (-(k)ku), sociative (-ötü), genitive (-utaiya), instru
mental (-äl), locative -itaml-il, and ablative -itamiruntuf-iliruntu. Formally, the 
morphemes combine in the order noun stem, number and case. Singular is the 
unmarked number, nominative the unmarked case. In the singular, the non
nominative cases combine with an oblique stem, which in some cases is the 
same as the nominative. From one perspective, Modem Tamil has a single de
clension: once the gender and the phonological shape of a noun are known, all 
its remaining forms can be determined. As an example, four nouns are declined 
in Table 4.2.

The nominative case serves as the subject of a sentence, as in (2a). As the un
marked case, it serves several other functions. Predicate nominals appear in the 
nominative case (2b), as do indefinite inanimate direct objects (2c) and adverbi
al adjuncts (2d).

NP
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Table 4.2 Singular and plural noun declension in Modern Tamil

Singular 
manitan ‘man’ kälam ‘time’ nätu ‘country’ ï ‘fly’

Oblique stem manitan- kälatt- nätt- I.y-
Nominative manitan kälam nätu ï
Accusative manitan-ai kälatt-ai nätt-ai I.y-ai
Dative manitan-ukku kälatt-ukku nätt-ukku i-kku
Sociative manitan-ötu kälatt-ötu nätt-ötu I.y-ötu
Genitive manitan-utaiya kälatt-utaiya nätt-utaiya I.y-utaiya
Instrumental manitan-äi kälatt-äi nätt-äi I.y-äi
Locative manitan-itam kälatt-il nätt-il I.y-il
Ablative manitan-itamiruntu kälatt-iliruntu nätt-iliruntu I.y-iliruntu

Plural
manitar-kal kälan-kal nätu-kaj ï.k-kal

Nominative manitar-kal kälan-kal nätu-kal I.k-kal
Accusative manitar-kai-ai kälan-kai-ai nätu-kai-ai Lk-kai-ai
Dative manitar-kai-ukku kälan-kai-ukku nätu-kai-ukku I.k-kai-ukku
Sociative manitar-kai-ötu kälan-kai-ötu nätu-kai-ötu I.k-kai-ötu
Genitive manitar-kai-utaiya kälan-kal-utaiya nätu-kai-utaiya ï.k-kai-utaiya
Instrumental manitar-kal-al kälan-kai-äi nätu-kai-äi I.k-kai-äi
Locative manitar-kai-itam kälan-kai-il nätu-kai-il Lk-kai-il
Ablative manitar-kal-itamiruntu kälan-kal-iliruntu nätu-kal-iliruntu I.k-kai-iliruntu

(2) a. avan va-nt-än.

that.man-nom come-pst-3sm 
‘He came.’

b. avan nalla manitan.

that.man-nom good man-nom 
‘He is a good man.’

c. avan oru pustakam  vänk-in-än.

that.man-nom one book-nom buy-pst-3sm 
‘He bought a book.’

d. avan münru näl tahk-in-än.

that.man-nom three day-nom stay-pst-3sm 
‘He stayed three days.’

The accusative case marks the direct object of a verb. When the direct object is 
human, the accusative case marker is obligatory (3a). When the object is non
human, as in (3b), the presence of the accusative case marker signals 
definiteness.
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(3) a. nän avan-ai.p pär-tt-en.
I-nom that.man-acc see-pst-ls
‘I saw him.’ 

b. nän anta.p pustakatt-ai vânk-in-ên.
I-nom that book-acc buy-pst-ls 
‘I bought that book.’

The dative case marks the indirect object of a transitive verb (4a). It also marks
the subject of a clause in certain constructions (4b-c); while these dative sub
jects do not control subject-verb agreement, they may serve as the antecedent 
of a reflexive pronoun, a capacity other datives -  and, indeed, all other oblique 
case forms -  lack.

(4) a. nän avan-ukku anta.p pustakatt-ai.k kotu-tt-ên.
I-nom that.man-dat that book-acc give-pst-ls
‘I gave that book to him.’

b. avan-ukku oru makan. 
that.man-dat one son-nom 
‘He has a son.’

c. avan-ukku cankltam piti-kk-um. 
that.man-dat music-nom like-fut-3sn 
‘He likes music.’

The sociative case conveys the general notion of accompaniment or instrument.

(5) nän αναη-ötu ankê pôy iru-kkir-ên.
I-nom that.man-soc there go-cnj be-prs-ls 
‘I have gone there with him.’

The genitive case signals possession and similar notions. It is a purely adnominal 
case: it marks the relation of one noun phrase to another rather than to a verb or 
clause.

(6) nän avan-utaiya vïttukku.p pôy va-nt-ên.
I-nom that.man-gen house-dat go-cnj come-pst-ls 
‘I came back from his house.’

The instrumental case marks an instrument or cause. In passive sentences (7b), 
it marks the demoted subject.
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(7) a. avan oru pärkkar pen.n-äl anta.k katitattai

that.man-nom one Parker pen-inst that letter-acc
ezut-in-än.

write-pst-3sm
‘He wrote that letter with a Parker Pen.’ 

b. rävanan räman-äl atikka.p pät-t-än.

Ravana-nom Rama-inst beat-inf befall-pst-3sm 
‘Ravana was beaten by Rama.’

The locative case, as its name suggests, conveys location. The gender of the 
noun determines the case marker: -il for non-human, -itam  for human. Posses
sive constructions such as (8b) appear to have locative subjects, but without 
more study of their subject-coding properties, this proposal remains speculative.

(8) a. avan anta.k köyil-il utkär-nt-än.

that.man-nom that temple-loc sit-pst-3sm 
‘He sat in that temple.’ 

b. en-itam panam  iru-kkir-atu.

I-loc money-nom be-prs-3sn 
‘I have money (on me).’

The ablative case marks the source of a motion. As the ablative is a composite 
form in Tamil, incorporating the locative case marker, it has one form for non
human nouns, -iliruntu, and another for human, -itamiruntu .

(9) a. räman ür-iliruntu varu-v-än.

Raman-nom town-abl come-fut-3sm 
‘Raman will come from (his) village.’ 

b. nän räman-itamiruntu panam  vânk-in-ên.

I-nom Raman-abl money-nom get-pst-ls
‘I received some money from Raman.’

The vocative case, used in address, may be formed in several ways. One com
mon method is to add a clitic particle, e.g. =ë, to the nominative or oblique stem 
of the noun, kataikkâran=é Ό  shopkeeper’. Another is to drop the final -n of a 
masculine noun and lengthen the final vowel, e.g. nom. kannan  ‘Kannan’ and 
voc. kannä  Ό  Kannan’.

In addition to case, Tamil uses postpositions to signal more specific relations 
between nouns and other components of a clause. These historically derive from 
independent nouns or verbs: pärttu  ‘towards’ in (10a) is the conjunctive form of 
the verb pärkka  ‘look at’. Like the verb from which it derives, it governs the ac
cusative case of the noun it combines with; unlike the source verb, it cannot sub- 
categorise its own subject or adverbial modifiers. The postposition varaikkum  

‘until, up to’ in (10b) comes from the dative case of the noun varai ‘limit,
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boundary’ and the inclusive clitic =um ‘all, and’.

(10) a. avan np[köyil-ai.p pärttu.p\ pöy iru-kkir-än.
that.man-nom temple-acc towards go-cnj be-prs-ls 
‘He has gone towards the temple.’

b. avan NP[ ẑw mani varaikkum] vêlai cey-kir-än.
that.man-nom seven o’clock until work-nom do-prs-3sm
‘He works until seven o ’clock.’

Modem Tamil has no formal class of articles; other grammatical devices serve 
their function. The numeral oru ‘one’ may serve as an indefinite article. Further, 
by way of contrast, the absence of oru with a human noun may convey the notion 
of a definite article, e.g. [oru manitan] ‘a man’ vs [0  manitan] ‘the man’. The 
distal deictic adjective anta ‘that’ may also combine with a noun to signal defin
iteness, e.g. anta manitan ‘that man’. Non-human direct objects are interpreted 
as indefinite when they occur in the nominative case, e.g. nän mar am pârttën ‘Ij 
saw3 a tree2 \  but as definite when they occur in the accusative nän maratt-ai.p 
pârttën Tj saw3 the tree2\

The personal pronouns of Modem Tamil appear in Table 4.3. This system for
malises the distinction between first person inclusive and exclusive plural. The 
personal pronouns of Tamil exhibit a fair degree of variation. For example, the 
first person inclusive plural may be pronounced as nämpa or näma. The genitive 
is marked by a variety of cases and postpositions, including a zero marker: en, 
ennutaiya, ennin, and ennöta all mark the first person singular genitive, viz. 
‘my’. While the phonological shape of most pronouns in spoken Tamil can be 
transparently derived from their written counterparts, the locative and ablative 
cases for human nouns cannot. In written Tamil the locative and ablative case 
markers for human nouns are -itam and -itamiruntu, while in spoken Tamil they 
are -kitte and -kitteruntu.

Some dialects, particularly those centred on Tinnevelly, include a second per
son honorific pronoun nïr, which was a plural in Old Tamil. The reflexive pro
nouns typically require an antecedent in the third person, although the 
antecedent need not be in the same clause as the pronoun. However, the reflex
ive plural may also serve as a second person honorific pronoun. The remaining 
third person pronouns illustrated below are deictic, and are more precisely trans
lated as ‘that man’, ‘that woman’, ‘those people’, etc. All of them have counter
parts that mark proximal deixis, e.g. ivan ‘this man’, ival ‘this woman’, ivar 
‘these people’, itu ‘this thing’, etc. The third person neuter plural pronouns are 
largely absent from spoken Tamil.

The more common interrogative pronouns include yär ‘who’, enna ‘what’, 
enkë ‘where’, en ‘why’, eppati ‘how’, evan ‘which man’, eval ‘which woman’. 
Third person pronouns are reduplicated to indicate distribution, as in avanavan 
‘various men’, yäryär ‘who all’, etc. Indefinite pronouns are formed by joining 
clitics to third person pronouns: in yär=um vara.v illai ‘no one came’ the
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Table 4.3 Personal pronouns of Modem Tamil

First person
Singular Exclusive plural Inclusive plural

Nominative nän nänkal näm
Accusative enn-ai enkal-ai namm-ai
Dative ena-kku erikai-ukku namakku
Sociative enn-ötu enkai-ötu namm-ötu
Genitive enn-utaiya enkai-utaiya namm-utaiya
Instrumental enn-äi enkal-ai namm-äi
Locative enn-itam enkai-itam namm-itam
Ablative enn-itamiruntu enkai-itamiruntu namm-itamiruntu

Second person
Singular Plural

Nominative nï nlnkal
Accusative unn-ai unkal-ai
Dative una-kku unkal-ukku
Sociative unn-ötu unkal-ötu
Genitive unn-utaiya unkal-utaiya
Instrumental unn-äi unkal-al
Locative unn-itam unkal-itam
Ablative unn-itamiruntu unkai-itamiruntu

Third person reflexive
Singular Plural

Nominative tän tänkal
Accusative tann-ai tankai-ai
Dative tan-akku tankal-ukku
Sociative tann-ötu tankal-otu
Genitive tann-utaiya tankal-utaiya
Instrumental tann-äi tankal-äl
Locative tann-itam tankal-itam
Ablative tann-itamiruntu tankai-itamiruntu

Third person deictic
Masculine singular Feminine singular Human plural

Nominative avan aval avar
Accusative avan-ai avai-ai avar-ai
Dative avan-ukku avai-ukku avar-ukku
Sociative avan-ötu avai-ötu avar-ötu
Genitive avan-utaiya avai-utaiya avar-utaiya
Instrumental avan-äi avai-äi avar-äi
Locative avan-itam avai-itam avar-itam
Ablative avan-itamiruntu avai-itamiruntu avar-itamiruntu

Third person deictic
Neuter singular Neuter plural

Nominative atu avaikal
Accusative at-ai avaikai-ai
Dative at-ukku avaikai-ukku
Sociative at-ötu avaikai-ötu
Genitive at.an-utaiya avaikai-utaiya
Instrumental at.an-äl avaikai-äi
Locative at.an-il avaikai-il
Ablative at.an-iliruntu avaikai-iliruntu
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universalising clitic - u m  ‘and, all’ is joined to yär  ‘who’; in y ä r -ä v a tu  the clitic 
=avatu  ‘or’(in modal contexts) is joined to yär ‘who’; in ‘someone’, ën=ô  ‘some 
reason or other (lit. some why)’ =ö ‘or, some’ is joined to en ‘why’.

4.5 Verb Morphology
Tamil verbs formally consist of a lexical stem and a set of bound suffixes. The 
stem consists of a base and, optionally, a set of stem-forming suffixes. Bases typ
ically correspond to predicates in logical structure, while verb suffixes corre
spond to such morphosyntactic functions as agreement, co-ordination or 
subordination. As noted below, some verbs, particularly äka  ‘become’ and ena 

‘say’, have lost their lexical meaning and now serve primarily syntactic func
tions.

The set of verb bases in Modem Tamil is effectively closed so that a form 
might be identified as a verb by reference to the base it incorporates. However, 
the existence of a derivational path from verb to noun -  the opposite path, from 
noun to verb, is not well motivated -  makes this criterion only necessary, but not 
sufficient, for identifying a verb form. Reference must also be made to the suf
fixes accompanying the stem and the grammatical categories they represent.

All verb forms encode the verbal category of mood: this category qualifies the 
narrated event as either actual (indicative) or potential (modal). The past and 
present finite and non-finite forms, as well as the conjunctive, are indicative; all 
other forms are modal. Mood is a cryptotype: while there is no specific mor
pheme for either indicative or modal forms, certain syntactic phenomena are 
sensitive to this distinction. For example, the indefinite quantifiersyär=ö  ‘some
one’ and yär=ävatu  ‘someone’ respond to this category: y ä r - ö  co-occurs only 
with indicative forms, y ä r -ä v a tu  only with modal forms.

Fully 60 per cent of all verb bases have two related stems, one weak, the other 
strong. This distinction corresponds to a semantic one: weak stems encode what 
Paramasivam (1979) calls affective voice; strong stems, effective voice. The 
distinction is not one of transitivity or valence: there are numerous minimal pairs 
of transitive verbs, one affective and the other effective. An affective verb char
acterises the action of the verb as affecting the subject (11a); an effective verb 
characterises the action of the verb as being directed or carried out by the subject 
(lib ). Further, effective verbs do not behave like true causative forms. The af
fective verb in (11a) is signalled by the ‘weak’ -k-\ the effective verb in (lib ), 
by the ‘strong’ -kk-.

(11) a. vanti pätai.y-iliruntu vila+k-i.y-atu.

cart-nom path-abl separate+aff-pst-3sn
‘The cart moved off the path.’

b. avan vanti.y-ai pätai.y-iliruntu vila+kk-in-än.

that.man-nom cart-acc path-abl separate+eff-pst-3sm
‘He moved the cart off the path.’
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The modem language also includes some causative stems which are formed by 
suffixing -vil-ppi to a verb stem. As Lehmann observes (Chapter 3), the morpho
logical causative is restricted in the modem language whereas the syntactic 
causative (12), consisting of a compound verb, is in general use.

(12) so[äciriyar mänavan-ai s\[veUyil nir-ka]$i vai-tt-är]so
teacher-nom student-acc outside-loc stand-inf place-pst-3hon 

‘The teacher made/caused the student to stand outside.’

A handful of stems exhibit morphophonemic variation under the influence of a 
following negative morpheme, e.g. iru- ‘be located’ vs il- ‘not be located’.

Tamil grammarians recognise seven morphophonemically distinct conjuga- 
tional patterns, which are largely predictable by the phonological shape of the 
root and by its voice, viz. whether it is affective or effective, so that the number 
of classes may ultimately be reduced. Table 4.4 gives the conjugation of the af
fective verb piriya ‘separate’; it is paired with the effective verb pirikka 
‘separate’.

Inflected verbs in Tamil are finite or non-finite. Finite verbs mark both tense 
and subject-verb agreement; non-finite verbs do not. Finite verbs occur only in 
restricted contexts in the syntactic structure of a sentence; they typically mark 
the end of a sentence. All other verbs must be non-finite.

Subject-verb agreement does not mechanically copy inherent features of a 
subject onto a finite verb. Consider the polite request tänkal värunkal ‘please 
come’, whose subject tänkal ‘self’ is a third person plural reflexive pronoun and 
whose verb is a second person plural imperative. The referent here is clearly 
second person and singular. The verb agrees with the underlying (intended) per
son but with the surface number. This and other examples show that subject- 
verb agreement in Tamil actually comprises a family of closely related rules 
(see Steever 1981, Chapter 6).

Non-finite verbs divide into two broad sets according to their combinatoric 
properties. The first set, called vinaiyeccam ‘verbs that anticipate another verb’ 
in traditional grammar, includes those non-finite verbs that combine with a fol
lowing verb, with or without other intervening grammatical material: the con
junctive (piri-ntu), the infinitive (piri.y-a), the conditional (piri-ntäl), the 
negative (piri.y-ämal/piri.y-ätu), and the negative conditional (piri.y-ävittäl). 
Their use implies the existence of another verb -  more generally, a predicate -  
elsewhere in the sentence with which the non-finite forms are construed.

The second set of non-finite verbs, calledpeyareccam ‘verbs that anticipate a 
noun’, includes those verb forms that combine with a following nominal to form 
a variety of structures. When these adnominal forms combine with a following 
noun, a number of structures may be formed, including relative clauses, e.g. 
va-nt-a manitan ‘(the) man2 who.camej’, factive clauses, e.g. vanta ceyti ‘(the) 
news2 that.X.camej’ and adverbial adjuncts, e.g. vanta pötu ‘(the) time2 
when.X.camej’, all of which use the adnominal form va-nt-a ‘which.came’.
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Table 4.4 Conjugation of piriyä

Finite verb forms
Past Present Future Future negative

1 sing.
2 sing.
3 sing, (hon.)
3 sing, (masc.) 
3 sing, (fern.)
3 sing, (neut.)
1 plur.
2 plur.
3 plur. (hum.) 
3 plur. (neut.)

piri-nt-ën
piri-nt-äy
piri-nt-är
piri-nt-än
piri-nt-äl
piri-nt-atu
piri-nt-öm
piri-nt-ïrkal
piri-nt-ärkal
piri-nt-ana

piri-kir-ën
piri-kir-äy
piri-kir-är
piri-kir-än
piri-kir-äl
piri-kir-atu
piri-kir-öm
piri-kir-ïrkal
piri-kir-ärkal
piri-kir-ana

piri-v-ën
piri-v-äy
piri-v-är
piri-v-än
piri-v-äl
piri.y-um
piri-v-öm
piri-v-irkal
piri-v-ärkal
piri.y-um

piriyä mâtt-ën 
piriyä mätt-äy 
piriyä mätt-är 
piriyä mätt-än 
piriyä mätt-äl 
piri.y-ätu 
piriyä mätt-öm 
piriyä mätt-irkal 
piriyä mätt-ärkal 
piri.y-ätu

Non-future negative: piriya.v illai for all persons, numbers and genders.

Imperative Neg. imper. Optative

Singular 
Plural (hon.)

piri
piri.y-unkal

piri.y-âtë
piri.y-ätlrkal piri-ka

Non-finite verb forms
Past Present Future Negative

Adnominal form piri-nt-a piri-kir-a piri.y-um piri.y-äta
Verbal noun piri-nt-atu piri-kir-atu piri-v-atu piri.y-ätatu
Infinitive piri.y-a
Conjunctive piri-ntu
Neg. verbal form piri.y-ämal
Conditional piri-ntäl
Neg. conditional piri-ävittäl
Deverbal nouns piri-tal, piri-■kai, piri-vu

Non-finite forms serve two primary functions, illustrated in the section on syn
tax. With the severe restriction on the number and position of finite verbs in a 
sentence, they are instrumental in joining two or more phrases to create complex 
structures. And within a single clause, they serve to form compound verbs.

Beside simple verb forms, Tamil also possesses periphrastic forms consisting 
of two or more verb forms. Compound verbs syntactically combine two simple 
verb forms into a unit that functions as a single verb within the syntactic frame; 
despite the multiplicity of individual verb forms within a compound, there is just 
one set of arguments and modifiers for the entire compound, not one set for each 
of its components. The rich system of compound verbs has developed in re
sponse to three structural properties of Tamil: it extends the somewhat limited 
set of simple verb forms, compensates for the dearth of parts of speech and over
comes the virtual closure on the set of verb bases.

Tamil has two kinds of compound verb construction: auxiliary compound
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verbs and lexical compound verbs. Auxiliary compound verbs extend the verbal 
resources of the language: the compound conveys grammatical categories that 
are not expressed by any simple verbal inflection of the language. For example, 
in the mainland dialects, the perfect tense is conveyed by periphrastic verb 
forms, e.g. avan vantu irukkirän ‘hej has3 come2 ’. While Old Tamil had a syn
thetic negative conjugation, e.g. vâr-ém ‘we do not come’, the modem language 
expresses negation through compound verbs, e.g. vara mätt-än ‘he.will.not2 
com ef. In fact, periphrastic verbs often compensate for the lack of a category 
of adverbs: Tamil lacks a negative adverb such as English not.

A variety of auxiliary compound verbs appear below: they mark such catego
ries as tense, aspect, voice and mood. The auxiliary verb combines with the con
junctive form of the main verb in (13) and (14), but with the infinitive of the main 
verb in (15). In (13a) the auxiliary irukka ‘be’ marks perfect tense. The auxiliary 
vita ‘leave, depart’ marks temporal disjunction in (13b): one event ends before 
another begins. In (13c), however, it marks epistemic disjunction: the event 
named by the main verb contrasts with what the speaker expects. The auxiliary 
koUa ‘hold, contain’ in (13d) marks conjunctive taxis: the occurrence of two 
events is represented as overlapping in time. The auxiliary taUa ‘push’ in (13e) 
indicates that the activity named by the main verb occurs at an accelerated rate. 
And the auxiliary kotukka ‘give’ in (13f) marks benefactive voice: the subject 
carries out an activity for someone else.

(13) a. äciriyar anta.p putu kataiyai v i[v2[ez«ft]v2 irukkirar]V1
author-nom that new story-acc write-cnj be-prs-3hon 
‘The author has written that new story.’

b. avan y i[y2[päti]Y2 vittu.k]y\ kulittän.
he-nom sing-cnj leave-cnj bath-pst-3sm
‘After he sang, he bathed.’

c. tirutan nakaiyai elläm v i[v2[W//«]y2 vittu.p\y\ pönän
thief-nom jewels-acc all leave-cnj leave-cnj go-pst-3sm
‘The thief went, leaving behind all the jewels.’

d. avan v i[v 2 [kuUttu.k]y2 kontu]V1 pätinän.
he-nom bathe-cnj hold-cnj sing-pst-3sm
‘While bathing, he sang.’

e. aval oru mätattil rendu nävalai ν ι[ γ 2[^ζ«ί/.ί]γ2 
she-nom one month-loc two novel-acc write-cnj 
tallinäl]y\
push-pst-3sf
‘She wrote two novels in one month!’

f. amma kuzantaikku.k kari v i[v2[we«£w]v2 kotuttä\]y\
mother-nom child-dat meat chew-cnj give-pst-3f 
‘The mother chewed the meat for the child.’

The auxiliary verbs illustrated in (14) mark the verbal category of attitude,
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which characterises the speaker’s subjective evaluation of the narrated event. In 
short, these auxiliaries convey the speaker’s opinion -  usually a pejorative one 
-  about the subject-matter of the sentence. The auxiliary tolaiya  ‘be lost’ in 
(14a) signals the speaker’s antipathy towards the activity named by the main 
verb. The auxiliary oziya ‘purge’ in (14b) conveys not only the speaker’s antip
athy towards an event, but also terminative aspect. These two semantic ele
ments combine in the one auxiliary to convey the speaker’s relief that the event 
is over. Auxiliary kizikka ‘tear’ in (14c) combines the speaker’s negative attitude 
towards an activity with an element of tense. Its use indicates the speaker’s 
opinion that the event cannot be accomplished, or carried through, and in this, it 
is the antithesis of the perfect tense series. Annamalai (1982) and Steever (1983) 
discuss these and other auxiliaries in detail.

(14) a. avan  γ ι [ γ 2[ ν< 3 Λί« ]γ2 tolaintän]V1
he-nom come-cnj lose-aff-pst-3sm 
‘He came here, damn it.’

b. vïttu tarakan γ ι [ γ 2[ρ0 )> ]γ2 ozintän]v l . 
house broker-nom go-cnj purge-pst-3sm
‘The real estate broker left (whew, am I ever glad).’

c. kutirai γ ι [ γ 2[ öti.k]y2 kizittatu]γ^. 
horse-nom run-cnj tear-pst-3n 
‘The horse can’t run well, sure it can’t.’

The auxiliary verbs in (15) all combine with the infinitive form of the main verb, 
and all convey mood. In (15a), auxiliary irukka ‘be’ expresses prospective tense. 
In (15b), auxiliary kütätu  ‘should not’ expresses prohibition and in (15c) auxili
ary vëntam  ‘must not’ conveys necessity.

(15) a. avan ankë  γ ι[γ 2[/?0 &ύ(]γ2 irukkirän]y\

he-nom that.place go-inf be-prs-3sm 
‘He is to go there.’

b. atikkiraveyilil γ ι[γ 2[ natantu pöka]y2 kü tä tu]^ χ 
beating.sunshine-loc walk-cnj go-inf should-neg-3sn 
O ne should not walk in the beating sunshine.’

c. appati ν ι[γ 2[α?//α]γ2 vëntam ]yi 

that.way speak-inf must.neg-3sn 
O ne must not speak that way.’

Lexical compound verbs make up for the virtual closure on the set of verb bases 
in the language. They are complex morphosyntactic vehicles, consisting of two 
or more verbs, that encode lexical meanings not encoded in any single lexeme. 
The lexical compound kitta vara ‘approach’ consists of an inflected form of kitta 

‘be near’ and the verb vara ‘come’, viz. ‘come so that one is near’. The com
pound verb kontu vara ‘bring’, noted earlier, consists of an inflected form of the
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verb kolla ‘hold’ and vara ‘come’. Further, extensive N + V compounding en
larges the set of verbs. The compound vêlai ceyya  ‘work’ consists of the noun 
vêlai ‘work, job’ and the verb ceyya ‘do, make’; the compound caikkil atikka  ‘to 
bicycle’ consists of the noun caikkil ‘(bi)cycle’ and the verb atikka  ‘beat, stroke’; 
the compound m ukam malar a ‘smile’ consists of the noun mukam  ‘face’ and the 
verb malara  ‘bloom’.

The imperative and optative are finite verb forms. While for the majority of 
verbs, the verb base is homophonous with the singular imperative, a number of 
verbs have a distinct imperative form, e.g. the verb ‘come’ has the verb base 
varu-y but the singular imperative vä  ‘come’. The imperative has four basic 
forms: singular, plural, negative singular and negative plural. A number of other 
individual finite verb forms may be listed here, such as the hortative in -aläm ,
e.g. pök-aläm  ‘let’s go’ and the permissive in -attum , e.g. pök-attum  ‘let him/her/ 
them/it go’.

4.6 Minor Parts of Speech
When enumerating the parts of speech, all grammars of Tamil readily list nouns 
and verbs; but beyond this, consensus rapidly deteriorates. Different grammars 
present different parts of speech, including, almost haphazardly, such parts of 
speech as adjective, adverb, conjunction, particle and postposition. Many forms 
included in these minor parts of speech transparently derive from nouns or verbs: 
the so-called adverb ippötu ‘now’ is formally a compound noun consisting of i- 
‘this thing’ and pötu  ‘time’ while the putative subordinating conjunction enru 
‘saying’ is formally the conjunctive form of the verb ena ‘say’. While recognis
ing this fact, some grammars argue that such forms are specialised uses of lex
emes that have over the course of time come to be frozen in a given form. In 
short, these are words with defective morphology, incapable of participating in 
the full range of nominal or verbal inflection. Yet, to say that a form is a defec
tive noun or verb is still to say that it is a noun or verb.

The putative category of adjectives illustrates this debate. In the NP oru nalla 

nä! ‘ a/one ! good2 day3’, the form nalla ‘good’ is taken to be an adjective be
cause it cannot directly bear nominal inflections. Alternatively, it can be analy
sed as the defective noun nal- ‘good thing’, one that must occur in a compound 
but never as the head, viz. in a position where it must bear inflectional morphol
ogy. The form nalla ‘good’ is thus a combining form of the noun. The form nal- 

does participate in nominal derivational morphology, as in nal.l-avan  ‘good 
man’, nan-mai ‘goodness’. It is of typological interest that the forms commonly 
listed among ‘adjectives’ are words indicating colour, size and basic qualities.

To say that Tamil lacks such formally defined parts of speech as conjunctions 
and adverbs is not to say that the language lacks grammatical devices that per
form the functions traditionally associated with such forms in Western European 
languages. Non-finite verb forms figure prominently among the devices used to 
perform functions that, in English or German, would be carried out with a
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conjunction or adverb.
Clitic particles also perform functions that quantifiers and conjunctions per

form in other language types. Clitics are not free forms, but must occur bound to 
their host as part of the phonological word. Unlike the words they are bound to, 
Tamil clitics are generally monomorphemic. They are exclusively postclitic, and 
serve many important syntactic and pragmatic functions, from conjunction and 
subordination to emphasis. Consider the clitic -ö  ‘or, whether, some’ in the ex
amples below. In (16a), it serves as a co-ordinating conjunction between two 
NPs, in (16b) it functions as a subordinating conjunction in a dubitative construc
tion and in (16c) it combines with a single interrogative pronoun to form an in
definite NP.

(16) a. NPi[NP2[^am<3̂  v]NP2=^ NP3[car<ÿa -vlNP3=^lNPi varu-v-äL
Kamala-nom=or Saroja-nom=or come-fut-3sf

‘Either Kamala or Saroja will come.’
b. s\[s2[avaQ varu-v-än\^i~ö enakku.t

that.man-nom come-fut-3sm=or I-dat 
teriyätu]$\.
be.known-neg-fut-3sn
‘I don’t know whether he will come.’

c. yär-ö  va-nt-än.
who-nom=or come-pst-3sm 
‘Someone (or other) came.’

4.7 Syntax
Tamil constituent structure is head-final and left-branching so that, for example, 
a complement clause precedes its matrix instead of following it. Syntactic cate
gories are not as elaborate as in many other languages, due partly to the dearth 
of basic lexical categories and partly to the system of verbal inflections. Tamil 
is a non-configurational language: no compelling evidence has been presented 
for structures such as a VP which may be used to define grammatical relations 
such as ‘object of’. As the discussion of morphology above suggests, Tamil de
ploys its morphological and lexical devices to perform certain grammatical func
tions where other languages use syntactic devices. Explicit case marking of 
nouns conveys information which in English is conveyed by word order or syn
tactic category; non-finite verb forms such as the conjunctive and adnominal 
forms encode information which in other languages is expressed by such devices 
as conjunctions or relative pronouns.

The basic order of constituents in the Tamil clause is subject-object- 
predicate. Although predicates may be either nouns or verbs, word-order gener
alisations are expressed in terms of verbs because these show the greatest 
variety in subcategorisation features among predicates; hence, the basic order is 
SOV. In conformity with robust SOV typology, the following harmonic general
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isations apply: genitives precede the nouns they modify, postpositions are used 
instead of prepositions, auxiliaries follow main verbs and matrix clauses follow 
their complements. Though explicit noun morphology allows some freedom in 
word order, verbs remain at the right end of their clause: since they mark the 
clause boundary, they are displaced from that position only in marked circum
stances.

The Tamil noun phrase minimally consists of a nominal, optionally preceded 
by a variety of modifiers. The nominal in head position, i.e. at the extreme right, 
bears the inflections imposed by the syntactic context. Modifiers are distin
guished according to function, rather than form, and include quantifiers, demon
stratives and adjectives. Certain quantifiers may be postposed after the noun 
they modify; thus, the quantifier ellä ‘all’ in (17a) may be optionally postposed 
rightward over the adjective and noun, as in (17b).

(1 7 )  a. ellä nalla puttakahkal-um
all good book-pl=and 
‘all good books’

b. nalla puttakankaf ellä=m 
good book-pl all=and 
‘all good books’

Since such quantifiers are formally nouns -  they take case endings -  the basic 
rule of noun-last is preserved. The claim that Tamil lacks the formal category of 
adjective, discussed earlier, bears on the internal structure of noun phrases: it 
suggests that many Tamil NPs are in fact large compound nouns. Contrary to this 
proposal is the fact that the order of modifiers is often fixed, suggesting that 
‘adjective’ is functionally defined by position, rather than by form.

The verbal group minimally consists of a verb, simple or periphrastic. No ev
idence has been educed that Tamil has a verb phrase constituent, one that com
bines a noun and a verb and so defines such notions as ‘object of’. Adverbs, a 
functional not a formal category, are treated as adjuncts of a clause or phrase 
rather than adjuncts of a verb.

The simple sentence in Modem Tamil consists of a subject and predicate. The 
subject may appear in the nominative or dative case; the predicate may be nom
inal or verbal. Combining the two kinds of subject with the two kinds of predicate 
gives rise to four basic sentence types, illustrated below. Note that predicate 
nominals have the same distribution as finite verb forms in the Tamil sentence.

(1 8 )  a. s[NP\lavaß] NPi NP2[manitan\ np21s
that.man-nom man-nom 

‘He is a man.’ 
b· s[Np[aVi™]NP v[va-nt-än] v ]s 

that.man-nom come-pst-3sm 
‘He came.’
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c· s[NPÙavan-ukku]N?lN?2[°ru makan]NP2]s 
that.man-dat one son-nom 

‘He has a son.’
d. s[Npi[avan-ukku.k]wp\ p2 [&0 /?tfw]Np2 v [va-nt-atu] ]s 

that.man-dat anger-nom come-pst-3sn 
‘He got angry.’

The most common type, represented in (18b), has a subject in the nominative 
case and a verbal predicate. This type also exhibits the greatest syntactic flexi
bility and variation, thanks primarily to the extensive variety of subcategorisa
tion and selection features exhibited by verbs. As this type is the least marked, 
generalisations concerning Tamil word order are stated in terms of subject, 
object and verb, as above.

Speech acts, such as declaratives, interrogatives, imperatives and the like, are 
not syntactically differentiated. They are instead realised by modifying the four 
basic sentence types through phonological, morphological or lexical means. A 
rising intonation at the end of a sentence can signal an interrogative sentence 
(19a). Questions may also be formed by the use of a clitic particle, such as =ä 
(19b), or an interrogative pronoun (19c). The use of an imperative verb form 
may signal an order (19d).

(19) a. räman nälaikku varu-v-άηΊ
Raman-nom tomorrow come-fut-3sm
‘Will Raman come tomorrow?’

b. avan nêrru va-nt-än=ä?
that.man-nom yesterday come-pst-3sm=int 
‘Did he come yesterday?’

c. kannan eppozutu varu-kir-än?
Kannan-nom when come-prs-3sm
‘When is Kannan coming?’

d. oru käppi kotunkaL 
one coffee give-imp-pl 
‘Give (me) a coffee.’

Tamil is a pro-drop language. As finite verbs indicate the person, number and 
gender of the subject, the subject may be obviated without recourse to pronom
inal substitutes. Pleonastic subjects are rarely used so that the pattern itikkiratu 
‘it thunders’ without a nominal subject is far more common than the pattern äl 
varränka ‘someonej is.coming2’ with a ‘dummy subject’.

Finiteness is an essential ingredient of the Tamil sentence. Although our ear
lier discussion of verbs divides them morphologically into finite and non-finite 
forms, finiteness is primarily a syntactic property of the Tamil sentence (Steever 
1988). As a first approximation, each sentence has one finite predicate, which 
occurs rightmost and highest in the syntax structure, c-commands all other
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predicates and is itself c-commanded by none. All other predicates are non- 
finite. Finite predicates are then morphologically interpreted according to their 
basic lexical category. Verbs take tense/negation and subject-verb agreement 
markers. Nouns take the nominative case, although in Old Tamil they also bore 
subject-predicate concord markers. This rule, while unremarkable for simple 
sentences, has important consequences for the structure of complex sentences.

4.7.1 Complex Sentences
Tamil lacks a separate lexical category of conjunctions. Subordination and co
ordination are carried out by verb morphology. All complex structures are 
formed using such non-finite verb forms as the conjunctive, infinitive or condi
tional. These forms mark dependent clauses; they anticipate another predicate.

(20) a. sotsi 1ma?ai Pey-tu]$i si[veyM ati-ttu\ $ 2  S3 [vänavil
rain-nompour-cnj sunshine-nom beat-cnj rainbow-nom

tönr-i.y-atu]S3\S0. 

appear-pst-3sn
‘It rained, the sun shone and a rainbow appeared.’

b. $o[nän $\[kumär kär ô t.t- i.p ]^  pàr-tt-ën\§§

I-nom Kumar-nom car-nom drive-cnj see-pst-ls 
‘I saw Kumar driving a car.’

c. so \nän avan-ai s i [ Vùrac]si C°Q-D~ën\s  o
I-nom that.man-acc come-inf tell-pst-ls
Ί  told him to come.’ 

d· so[s\[m akaQ kallürikku.c cel.l-a]$\ 52t aPPä vayil-il
son-nom college-dat go-inf father-nom field-loc

pätupa.t-t-är]S2h  0
toil-pst-3hon
‘As the father toiled in the field, his son went to college.’
‘The father toiled in the field so his son could go to college.’

e. sok lfava/i afikê pon-äl]S i nän avan-ai
that.man-nom there go-cnd I-nom that.man-acc 

canti-pp-en\SQ. 

meet-fut-ls
‘If he goes there, I will meet him.’

f. sotsi[evvalavu kê.t-t.âl=um]si räman onrum ceyya
how.much ask-cnd=and Raman-nom nothing do-inf

mättän]sQ.
fut-neg-3sm
‘No matter how much Raman is asked, he will do nothing.’

The conjunctive form is used twice in (20a) to form a co-ordinate structure; it is 
used to form a subordinate structure in (20b). In (20c) the infinitive marks the 
complement of a verb of ordering. In (20d) it has two interpretations: the first
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marks a circumstantial clause, the second a purposive clause. The conditional 
form in (20e) marks the protasis of a conditional sentence; and in (20f) it com
bines with the clitic -urn ‘and, all’ to form a concessive conditional.

The adnominal form appears in such complex nominal structures as relative 
clauses (21a), factive clauses (21b) and adverbial clauses (21c). The adnominal 
combines with a following noun, and consists of a verb base, a tense marker and 
the adnominal suffix -a . The construction differs from a simple compound in that 
other grammatical material, e.g. a demonstrative or quantifier, may occur be
tween the adnominal verb form and the head noun, e.g. (21a). At an abstract lev
el, verbal nouns that mark tense may be treated as the composite of an 
adnominal verb form and a pronominal head, as in (21d).

(21) a. NptslA nêrru va-nt-a\$ anta.p paiyan^ P 
yesterday come-pst-adn that boy-nom 

‘that boy who came yesterday’
b. NP [s[mantiri nêrru va-nt-a]$ ceyti]NP

minister-nom yesterday come-pst-adn news 
‘the news that the minister came yesterday’ 

c· n[s[mantiri cennai.k-ku.p pö-n-a]$ pötu]N
minister-nom Madras-dat go-pst-adn time 

‘when the minister went to Madras’
d. so[nän tfp[si[mantiri va-nt-at-aiI s iW  pàr-tt-ên]^q.

I-nom minister-nom come-pst-vn-acc see-pst-ls 
‘I saw the minister coming.’

These examples of complex structures all obey the constraint against more than 
one finite predicate per sentence. But this constraint poses several syntactic and 
pragmatic problems. It rules out the possibility of embedding a simple sentence 
with a predicate nominal: as a noun, a predicate nominal lacks the requisite non- 
finite verb morphology. Furthermore, it prevents the formation of direct 
discourse, since verb forms such as imperatives, etc., must be altered when em
bedded under verbs of communication, as was done in (20c). To circumvent 
these problems, Tamil makes use of certain lexical and morphological devices 
to embed finite predicates within a complex sentence (see Steever 1988). The 
number of finite predicates consequently varies directly with these devices. Two 
transitive verbs, ena ‘say’ and äka ‘become’, may take as their direct objects 
expressions of any category and internal complexity without imposing any mor
phological conditions on those objects. This allows them to embed finite 
predicates, as in (22a) and (22b).

(22) a. so[nän $\[αναη ηα11αναη\$χ en-ru ninai-kkir-ên\$Q
I-nom that.man-nom good.man-nom say-cnj think-prs-ls 
‘I think that he is a good man.’
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b. so[s1[avatz va-nt-atz]s1 atz-a[ natz parkka.v 
that.man-nom come-pst-3sm become-end 1-nom see-inf 

illai.]so 
not-be 
'Although he came (here), I did/do not see (him).' 

Besides these verbs, there is also a set of clitic particles that may embed finite 
predicates. Clitic particles are well suited to this function because while they 
combine with their hosts to form a phonological word, they impose no morpho
logical conditions on the host. This set includes =o 'some, or, whether', which 
occurs in dubitative constructions (23a) and correlative relative clauses (23b), 
and =e 'even, and', which occurs in correlative constructions (23c, d). 

(23) a. so[s1[ramatz na/aikku varu-v-atz]s 1 =o etzakku 
Raman-nom tomorrow come-fut-3sm=or 1-dat 

cantekam]so· 
doubt-nom 
'I doubt whether Raman will come tomorrow.' 

b. so[s 1[yari alike mutalil vantu ceru-v-ar]s 1 =o avari 
who-nom there first come-cnj arrive-fut-3pl=or they-nom 

!ikke!fu valikalam] so 
ticket-nom buy-prm 
'Let whoever reaches there first buy the tickets.' 

c. so[s1 [ti nerru va-nt-atz]s 1 =e avatz-aii natz 
yesterday come-pst-3sm=and that.man-ace 1-nom 

par-tt-etz]so 
see-pst-ls 
'I saw him, the man who came yesterday.' 

d. so[s1[kuppatz cappi!fatz]s 1=e atai.p parttu natz payandu 
Kuppan eat-pst-3sm=even it-ace see-cnj 1-nom be.shocked 

vif-!-etzlso 
leave-pst-ls 
'I was shocked seeing Kuppan eat.' 

While these two verbs and two clitics serve these functions in all registers of 
Tamil, in the colloquial language other verbs and other clitics may on occasion 
combine with finite predicates to form complex structures. The verbs typically 
include verbs of propositional attitude and perception, as in (24 ). 

(24) so[s1[ni etztza ceficu irukka-~um]s 1 
you-s what do-cnj be.must 

'Do you know what you must do?' 

teriyum=a?]so 
know-fut-3sn=int 

Transformational patterns appear less elaborately developed in Tamil than in 
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Western European languages. Passivisation and Relative Clause Formation, for 
example, involve no movement, but are executed through morphological means. 
Transformations tend to involve the permutation of nominal constituents within 
a clause, as with the rule of Scrambling (Annamalai 1969). The four basic sen
tence patterns in (18) act as filters for certain transformational patterns, as illus
trated below by the rule of Clefting.

(25) a. nän maturai.y-il pira-nt-ën.
I-nom Madurai-loc be.bom-pst-ls 
‘I was bom in Madurai.’ 

b· s[np iM « pira-nt-atu]NP] NP2[ maturai(-y.il)]NP2h ·
I-nom be.bom-pst-vn-nom Madurai-nom(-loc)

‘Madurai is where I was bom.’

Sentence (25b) is the clefted version of (25a): the clefted nownmaturaHy.il) ‘(in) 
Madurai’ is postposed to the right of the verb. Simultaneously the verbpirantên 
‘I was bom’ is transformed into a verbal nounpirantatu ‘being bom’. In the cleft
ed sentence, the locative case marker -il is optional and is frequently substituted 
by the nominative. The resulting syntactic structure corresponds to the basic sen
tence type in (18a): it consists of a subject in the nominative case, here the verbal 
noun pirantatu, and a predicate nominal, maturai, also in the nominative case.

Most ‘long-distance’ phenomena involve anaphoric relations, rather than 
movement. Relative Clause Formation is unbounded: the head noun may bind a 
position embedded indefinitely deep within a relative clause, subject to island 
constraints. The so-called reflexive pronoun tän ‘self’ may occur indefinitely 
deep within a structure, separated from its antecedent by any number of clause 
boundaries.

(26) so[Np[s2[sitii nêrru vanta]S2 nän pärtta\sl
0j yesterday come-pst-adn I-nom see-pst-adn 

m anitan^p  oru mantiri]^ 
manj-nom one minister-nom
‘The man who I saw who came yesterday is a minister.’

4.8 Lexicon
The lexicon of Tamil consists of a native Dravidian core and borrowings from 
numerous, predominantly Indo-European, sources. The noun läpam ‘profit’ is 
borrowed from Sanskrit läbha; vakkll ‘lawyer’ from Perso-Arabic; mêcai ‘table’ 
from Portuguese mesa; bassu ‘bus’ from English; (h)artäl ‘demonstration’ from 
Hindi hartal. At the beginning of this century, a movement called the tani.t tamiz 
iyakkam, or ‘Pure Tamil Movement’, was initiated to remove Sanskritic ele
ments from Tamil vocabulary and replace them with Tamil ones. This move
ment coincided with the rediscovery of Old Tamil texts and the Dravidian socio
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political movement. As a result, much of today’s bureaucratic terminology 
makes new use of Old Tamil roots in administrative vocabulary.

The set of nouns is open, but the set of verbs is not. To compensate for the vir
tual closure on the set of verb bases in modem Tamil, N+V compounding is used. 
For example, the compound vêlai ceyya ‘to work’ consists of the noun vêlai 
‘work’ and the noun ceyya ‘do, make’; äcai pata ‘to desire’ consists of äcai 
‘desire’ and pata ‘to (be)fall’; möcam panna ‘to deceive’ consists of möcam ‘de
ceit’ and panna ‘make’. Borrowed nouns also occur in this frame: caikkil atikka 
‘to ride a bicycle’ consists of the borrowed noun caikkil ‘bicycle’ and the Tamil 
verb atikka ‘make a stroke’; p äspanna ‘to pass an examination’ consists o fpäs 
‘passing grade’ and panna ‘do’; bör atikka ‘to be bored’ from bör ‘bore’ and atik
ka ‘to make a stroke’. This process is highly productive, and the resulting N+V 
compound has distinct grammatical properties. The noun in such a construction 
generally cannot be modified by adjectives, demonstratives or quantifiers; it 
cannot take the accusative case marker; it cannot be extracted from the com
pound by means of relative clause formation; nor can it be questioned, clefted 
or passivised.

Further, the meaning of many common compounds tends not to be composi
tional, viz. they have become idiomatic as 'mais vaikka ‘to flatter’ which consists 
of the noun ais ‘ice’ and the verb vaikka ‘place’, or mukam malara ‘to smile’ 
which comes from mukam ‘face’ and malara ‘bloom’. A list of some common id
iomatic N+V compounds would also include: ataiyä\am kätta ‘identify’ from 
ataiyäfam ‘mark’ and kätta ‘to show’; Itu kotu ‘to keep up with’ from itu ‘com
pensation’ and kotu ‘give’; ucci kuUra ‘to feel happy’ from ucci ‘top of the head’ 
and kulira ‘to be cool’; kayiru tirikka ‘to spin a yam ’ from kayiru ‘rope’ and 
tirikka ‘to twist’; kuzai atikka ‘to please someone’ from kuzai ‘margossa leaf’ 
and atikka ‘to strike’; talai ita ‘to interfere’ from talai ‘head’ and ita ‘place’; 
pulan vicäri ‘to investigate’ from pulan ‘perception’ and vicäri ‘to enquire’; 
mottai atikka ‘to rob’ from mottai ‘bald head’ and atikka ‘to strike’; vazi kätta ‘to 
guide’ from vazi ‘path’ and kätta ‘to show’; väl pitikka ‘to be a yes-man’ from 
väl ‘tail’ and pitikka ‘please’.

One of the most basic kinds of compounding in Tamil is the reduplication of a 
word. The noun vïti ‘street’ is reduplicated as vlti vlti ‘each, every street’; the 
interrogative pronoun yär ‘who’ is reduplicated as yäryär ‘which different per
sons’; the conjunctive form azutu ‘crying’ is reduplicated as azutu azutu ‘sob
bing’. As is common in languages with such a process, reduplicated compounds 
may have a distributive, intensive, or universalising sense. Tamil has a special 
subset of reduplicating compounds in which the second member of the com
pound ‘echoes’ the first, rather than exactly replicating it. In echo compounds, 
the second member of the compound -  the echo word -  partially duplicates the 
first word. The echo word substitutes the first CV of the echoed word with the 
syllabic nucleus ki-, which is short or long depending on the length of the vowel 
of the echoed word. Thus, the noun pustakam ‘book’ serves as the basis of the 
echo compound pustakam kistakam ‘books and the like’ and the noun cäppätu
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‘meal’ serves as the basis of the echo compound cäppätu klppätu ‘meals and the 
like’. Words that begin in ki- use another echo syllable to avoid homophony with 
simple reduplicating compounds: the alternative echo syllable is hi-. Thus, kiU 
‘parrot’ is echoed as kiU hifi ‘parrots and the like’. (However, [h] is an allophone 
of k.) While pronouns do not participate in echo compound formation, verbs do.

(27) anta.t tënkâyai utaittäy kitaittäy enräl amma
that coconut-acc break-pst-2s echo say-cnd mother-nom
unnai atippäL 
you-acc beat-fut-3sf
‘If you broke that coconut or did any such thing, mother will beat you.’

In (27) the finite verb utaittäy ‘you broke’ serves as the basis for the echo com
pound utaittäy kitaittäy ‘you broke or did any such thing’. Echo compounds typ
ically occur in rhetorically marked settings, which include such modal forms as 
the future tense or the conditional, as in (27). Echo compounds express two com
ponents of meaning. First, they have a distributive meaning so that the com
pound conveys the notion ‘entities or actions, of which the echoed word refers to 
a random example from a general range’. Thus, the echo compound mätu kïtu 
‘cattle and the like’, based on mätu ‘cattle’, could refer to a group of domestic 
animals, part of a dowry or traffic obstacles. Second, echo compounds convey a 
pejorative nuance to the effect that the speaker does not care enough about the 
entity or action to specify it. The echo compound formation is found in many 
Dravidian languages with natural variations in phonology: in Kannada (see 
Chapter 5) the echo syllable is gi-. In many respects, echo compounds in Tamil 
resemble those in Yiddish English where the echo word is made with shm-, e.g. 
fancy-shmancy.

4.9 Diglossia
As noted earlier, Tamil has diglossia: it possesses two functionally complemen
tary varieties. The low variety, called kotuntamiz ‘harsh Tamil’, is used in virtu
ally all face-to-face communication, while the high variety (centamiz ‘pure 
Tamil’) is used in formal situations, e.g. radio broadcasts, formal lectures, polit
ical oratory, belletristic writing. The high and low varieties are functionally com
plementary: low and high form a privative opposition in which low is unmarked. 
Over the years, the high centamiz variety has lost some ground to kotuntamiz. In 
particular, kotuntamiz has found a permanent place in fiction. The distinction 
between the two varieties is not just a difference between the spoken and written 
varieties of the language, for although education generally increases one’s 
active command of the high variety, most illiterate speakers have some degree 
of competence in centamiz.

The distinction between the diglossic varieties impacts most strongly on lexi
con, morphology and phonology, viz. components of grammar organised accord
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ing to markedness relations. Syntax and semantics by contrast seem less 
susceptible to variation. Consider the plural imperative of the verb varu- ‘come’. 
In centamiz, it has the form väruhkal ‘please come’, while in kotuntamiz it may 
have several forms depending on caste and region, e.g. brahmin vänkö ‘please 
come’ and non-brahmin vänka ‘id.’. This morphological difference also illus
trates a phonological one: while centamiz words may end in consonants, virtually 
all kotuntamiz words end in vowels. A command of centamiz includes the ability 
to block those phonological processes, such as nasalisation of final vowel-nasal 
sequences into nasalised vowels, that eliminate final consonants in kotuntamiz. 
It also blocks the lowering of high vowels before a sequence of a single conso
nant and low vowel, e.g. the centamiz noun vilai ‘price’ corresponds to kotun
tamiz vele ‘id.’. In noun morphology, for example, the locative case markers 
exhibit diglossic variation. In centamiz, the locative is -il and -itam for inanimate 
and animate nouns, respectively; but in kotuntamiz, -le and -kitte, respectively. 
While it might be possible to derive the kotuntamiz form -le from -il through pho
nological processes, this is not possible for centamiz -itam and kotuntamiz -kitte.

Several putative examples of syntactic diglossia are best treated lexically. 
Britto (1986) claims that the two varieties differ: centamiz uses the copular verb 
äka ‘become’ (28a) while kotuntamiz does not (28b). In fact both varieties have 
both patterns: the copular sentence attributes an accidental property to the sub
ject, the non-copular an essential property. The difference is that in kotuntamiz 
the verb äka ‘become’ has no personal forms; thus the ‘dummy’ verb irukka ‘be 
located’ is syncategorematically inserted into the construction to bear personal 
endings for which äka ‘become’ lacks appropriate morphology. This gives rise 
to (28c) where äka ‘become’ appears in a non-personal form, the infinitive.

Certain infinitival constructions have been claimed to belong to centamiz, but not 
to kotuntamiz (Britto 1986): marukka ‘refuse’ governs the infinitive in centamiz 
(29a) but not in kotuntamiz, which uses a circumlocution to express the same 
content (29b). However, the constraint is lexical, not syntactic: ärampa ‘begins’ 
governs the infinitive in both varieties, as in (29c). Although both verbs do not 
appear in both varieties, the infinitival construction does.

(28) a. itu avaciyam iikum. 
this-nom necessity-nom become-fut-3sn 
'This is necessary.' 

b. itu avaciyam. 
this-nom necessity-nom 
'This is necessary.' 

c. itu avaciyam iika irukkum. 
this-nom necessity-nom become-inf be-fut-3sn 
'This is necessary.' 
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(29) a. avan ankê pöka maru-kkir-än.
that.man-nom there go-inf refuse-pst-3sm 
‘He refuses to go there.’

b. avan ankê pöka mâttên enkirän.
he-nom there go-inf fut-neg-ls say-prs-3sn
‘He refuses to go there’ (lit. ‘It is said of him, “I will not go there’” ).

c. mantiri cattàcapaiyil pêc-a ärampi-tt-är.
minister-nom assembly-loc speak-inf begin-pst-3hon 
‘The minister began to speak in the assembly.’

Passive voice occurs primarily in centamiz, but is largely absent from kotun
tamiz. The alternation between active and passive is shown in (30a) and (30b): 
in passivisation, the notional patient of the action is promoted to subject, marked 
by the nominative case, while the notional agent is demoted to the instrumental 
case. The simple active verb is replaced by a compound verb in which the verb 
that denotes the action appears in the infinitive while the auxiliary verb pata 
‘(be)fall’ bears tense and personal endings. The absence of the passive in kotun
tamiz may be directly traced to the lexical entry of the auxiliary pata ‘(be)fall’: 
it does not govern the infinitive in kotuntamiz, and so cannot form the passive. 
Again, the difference between the two varieties is lexical, rather than syntactic.

(30) a. räman kannan-ai ati-tt-än.
Raman-nom Kannan-acc beat-pst-3sm 
‘Raman beat Kannan.’

b. kannan räman-äl ati-kka.p pat-t-än.
Kannan-nom Raman-inst beat-inf befall-pst-3sm 
‘Kannan was beaten by Raman.’

Certain constructions and expressions that appear in kotuntamiz are absent from 
centamiz because they are characteristic of conversational interchanges, not a 
formal narrative. Neither the ki-echo compound nor the attitudinal auxiliaries 
occur in centamiz: both are informal forms of discourse. The diglossic varieties 
of the language thus respond to differences between formal and informal social 
intercourse in a society that has traditionally been highly stratified.

The standard dialect of Tamil is a result of dropping stereotypes (in Labov’s 
sense) of regional and dialect features; when a non-stereotype alternative is not 
available a form hybridised from formal Tamil is used. For this reason, the stan
dard dialect is closer to centamiz than regional and social forms. Thus, aspects 
of centamiz appear to be drawn into the standard spoken language because this 
variety does not emphasise the social and regional differences that distinguish 
many dialects of the language. Nonetheless, diglossia appears to be a stable fea
ture of the Tamil grammatical system.
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5 Kannada

Sanford B. Steever

5.1 Introduction
Kannada (kannada) belongs to the southern branch of the Dravidian languages. 
First attested in an inscription found near Halmidi village in Hassan District dat
ing to c. 450 c e , Kannada has a continuous literary tradition from the ninth cen
tury c e  to the present. It is one of the four literary Dravidian languages; only 
Tamil has a longer literary tradition.

The Eighth Schedule to the Indian Constitution, which mandates the creation 
of states along linguistic lines, lists Kannada among the official languages of the 
Indian Union. It is spoken today by over 25 million people throughout the state 
of Karnataka, where it is the official language. While most inhabitants of Kar
nataka speak Kannada as a first language, it is also the second language of many 
whose first language is Kodagu or Tulu.

Kannada varies along several dimensions: historical, geographic, social and 
register. The language shows three historically distinct stages: Old Kannada 
dates from 450 c e  to 1200, Middle Kannada from 1200 to 1700 and Modem 
Kannada from 1700 to the present.

Kannada includes four major dialect areas, which may be subdivided accord
ing to finer gradations. The southern dialect area includes the varieties spoken 
in and around the major cities of Bangalore and Mysore (Bright 1958; Sridhar 
1990). The northern dialect area is centred on the city of Dharwar (Hiremath 
1980; McCormack 1966); the western dialect in Mangalore District; and the 
northeastern in and around Bijapur. For example, the northern and northeastern 
dialects show the influence of neighbouring Marathi, an Indo-Aryan language.

The existence of caste dialects in Kannada reflects the historical fact that 
much traditional social and economic interaction respected caste structures. The 
primary distinction appears to be among brahmin, non-brahmin and harijan va
rieties of the language. As Sridhar (1990) observes however, under the influence 
of modem trends, one of which is the propagation of universal education, social 
dialect differences are shifting from caste-based to class-based lines.

Finally, Kannada exhibits diglossia (Nayak 1967), although the differences 
between the two varieties appear not to be as prominent as in, say, Tamil. Ex
amples of diglossic variation are given below in the finite verb paradigms. The 
variety of Kannada presented here, Standard Colloquial Kannada, reflects the

1 2 9
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speech of educated speakers in and around the two southern cities of Bangalore 
and Mysore. This standard is historically based on the speech of brahmin Kann- 
adigas. Though it differs from Standard Literary Kannada, it remains somewhat 
closer to the literary form than, say, the northern and northeastern dialects.

5.2 Phonology and Orthography
Standard Kannada has eleven vowels: a, d, /, f, m, m, e, ê, o, ô, œ\ and thirty-four 
consonants (shown in Table 5.1). Of these sounds œ ,f  and z occur only in loan
words; in other dialects œ occurs in native etyma. The five aspirated and five 
breathy voiced stops occur only in loanwords, principally those borrowed from 
Sanskrit. Many of these are completely assimilated in Modem Kannada: in rap
id speech, and in some dialects, these modified stops have been assimilated to 
their unmodified counterparts.

Table 5.1 The consonants of Standard Kannada

Labial Dental Retroflex Palatal Velar

Stop
Voiceless P t t c k
Aspirated ph th th ch kh
Voiced b d d j g
Breathy voiced bh dh dh jh gh

Fricative
Voiceless f s s s h
Voiced z

Nasal m n n
Lateral 1 1

Glide V y
Tap r

Virtually all native words end in vowels. While loanwords may end in a con
sonant, they often take an enunciative vowel, u or /, as in bassu ‘bus’ (< English). 
All consonants except retroflex / and n may occur initially. Initial clusters do not 
occur in Dravidian etyma, but the influx of foreign words has introduced clusters 
in initial position. Even so, in uneducated speech, epenthetic vowels may be 
inserted to break up clusters, e.g. priti ‘love’ (< Skt) becomes [piriti].

A variety of sandhi changes may occur when two morphemes or two words 
come together. While one of several outcomes can occur when two vowels abut, 
the changes that do occur prevent the creation of diphthongs, whose presence is 
limited in the modem language. The sequence Vj + V2 may become V2, as when 
höguvudu ‘coming’ + ilia ‘is not’ join to become höguvudilla ‘does not come’. A 
glide, -y- or -v-, may be inserted: hull ‘tiger’ and the source case marker -inda 
‘from’ combine as huli.y-inda ‘from the tiger’ while hü ‘flower’ and the source 
case marker combine as hü.v-inda ‘from the flower’. In some spoken varieties,
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a sequence of two short vowels across a morpheme boundary may be replaced 
by a single long vowel: while mane ‘house’ combines with the locative -alii to 
form mane.y-alli ‘in the house’ in both the literary language and careful speech, 
the result may be pronounced as manêlli ‘id.’ in spoken Kannada.

Consonants may also undergo sandhi. The initial voiceless stop of a word may 
be voiced when it is compounded with a preceding word that ends in a vowel, so 
that hosa ‘new’ and kannada ‘Kannada’ combine as hosagannada ‘modem 
Kannada’ while kela ‘lower’ and tuti ‘lip’ combine as keladuti ‘lower lip’. Fur
ther changes involve assimilation, as when her ‘big’ and kädu ‘forest’ combine 
as heggädu.

One of the most common phonological processes in spoken Kannada is the 
syncope of a short vowel the a second syllable of words of three or more sylla
bles, so that literary hesaru ‘name’ becomes hesru ‘id.’, nanage ‘to m e’ becomes 
nange ‘id.’, kelasa ‘work, job’ becomes kelsa ‘id.’, ädare ‘if one becomes’ be
comes ädre ‘id.’. Bright (1958) uses this process as an indirect argument for the 
existence of prefixes in Kannada. The syncopated, allegro pronunciation of the 
verb prakatisu ‘publish’ is prakatsu, which implies the analysis /pra+katisu/ with 
an internal boundary, instead of the ungrammatical *praktisu which would come 
from a form without an internal boundary. Sridhar (1990) gives additional, mor
phological evidence to support the existence of prefixes in the language.

Suprasegmental phenomena in Kannada include non-contrastive word stress, 
which falls on the first syllable of every word. Intonation patterns have yet to be 
studied adequately.

Kannada is written in the modem form of the Kannada-Telugu script. The 
script is adequate to the representation of the language. Where graphs do not ex
ist to represent borrowed or innovated sounds, certain writing conventions have 
arisen, so that œ in /bænku/ ‘bank’, for example, is represented by a combination 
of the conjunct graph for y and the graph for ä.

5.3 Morphology and Parts of Speech
Kannada morphology fundamentally distinguishes between words and postclitic 
particles. Words are independent forms, clitics are dependent. Independent 
words may be pronounced in isolation; they are polymorphemic forms with a 
lexical base and one or more inflections. Clitics always combine with a host to 
form a phonological word; however, they make take an entire constituent in their 
scope. Further, they are generally monomorphemic.

Kannada morphology is agglutinating and primarily suffixal. Unlike the ma
jority of Dravidian languages, however, Kannada has developed productive pat
terns of prefixation due to the influx of loanwords which have been resegmented 
into prefix and base, as suggested below under the section on the Kannada 
lexicon.

Kannada has two major parts of speech: noun and verb. There are also inde
clinable words, which include what have been called adjectives and adverbs.
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Nouns
Nouns in Kannada mark case, number and gender. The language has seven cas
es: nominative, accusative, genitive, dative, locative, source (which combines 
instrumental and ablative functions) and vocative. Unmarked singular contrasts 
with marked plural number. Gender is marked in pronoun choice, declensional 
patterns and, secondarily, certain derivational patterns.

Kannada recognises a primary gender division between human and non
human (neuter) nouns. The class of human nouns is further divided into mascu
line and feminine. This classification is supported by verbal morphology: where
as neuter nouns have a distinct plural suffix, all human nouns, masculine and 
feminine, share a common plural suffix. Gender is natural, not grammatical. 
Supernatural beings and planetary bodies, which figure in traditional mythology, 
are treated as human, e.g. sürya ‘sun’, candra ‘moon’ and the names of 
planetary bodies are masculine.

Nouns ending in -a take a gender-based inflectional augment under specific 
conditions. Traditionally, when the nominative case marker -u of written Kanna
da is used, the augment -n- is used for masculine nouns, -I- for feminine nouns 
and -0- for neuter nouns, e.g. huduga.n-u ‘boy’, kamala.l-u ‘Kamala’, mara.v-u 
‘tree’. In both the written and spoken varieties, these augments precede such 
clitics as the inclusive - ü  ‘all, and’, e.g. (avafu) sundara.l-ü buddhivänta.f=ü 
‘shej (is) beautiful and intelligent3 ’.

Number marking is obligatory for human nouns but optional for non-human 
nouns, particularly if modified by a quantifier. Most human nouns take the plural 
suffix -aru: hudugaru ‘boys’ (sing. huduga)Jäne.y-aru ‘smart girls’ (sing.jäne), 
vidhave.y-aru ‘widows’ (sing, vidhave). Kinship terms ending in a final -a have 
plurals in -andiru: ann-andiru ‘elder brothers’ (sing, anna), akk-andiru ‘elder sis
ters’ (sing, akka), mav-andiru ‘fathers-in-law’ (sing. mava). All other nouns form 
plurals in -galu: mara-gafu ‘trees’ (sing, mara), kivi-galu ‘ears’ (sing, kivi), 
svämi-gafu ‘pontiffs’ (sing, svämi), mêstru-gafu ‘teachers’ (sing, mëstru). Note 
that some human nouns take -galu; foreign words, in particular, are pluralised 
with -galu whether they denote humans or not, e.g. ästronät-galu ‘astronauts’ 
(sing, ästronätu).

The order of morphemes in a noun is lexical base, number and case. The lex
ical base may be a simple root or may consist of a root and derivative suffix (see 
below). Though the nominative of many nouns is the form to which other case 
markers are added, certain nouns have a separate oblique stem in specific con
texts. The inflectional increment -n- is added after masculine and feminine 
nouns ending in a , e.g. nominative huduga ‘boy’ contrasts with accusative 
huduga.n-annu, while nominative akka ‘elder sister’ contrasts with the dative 
akka.n-ige. The increment -d- is added after neuter nouns ending in -a for the 
genitive, source and locative cases. Compare nominative käla ‘time’ with loca
tive käla.d-alli ‘in time’, nominative mara ‘tree’ with genitive mara.d-a, nomi
native pustaka ‘book’ with source pustaka.d-inda ‘from the book’. The 
increment -in- is used for nouns that end underlyingly in consonants or in -u for
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the same three cases. Compare nominative kälu (/käl/) ‘foot’ with source käl.in- 
da, nominative duhka ‘sorrow’ with genitive duhka.d-a. Finally, the increment 
-ar- is used for the same three cases for numerals ending in -u and for neuter sin
gular de-adjectival nominals such as hosadu ‘new thing’ (< hosa ‘new’), 
doddadu ‘big thing’ (< dodda ‘big’), astu ‘that much’, elladu ‘all the things’. 
Compare nominative doddadu ‘big thing’ with locative doddad.ar-alli ‘in the big 
thing’, nominative müru ‘three’ with locative mür.ar-alli ‘in the three (things)’.

The declension of nouns is regular: given the phonological shape of the noun 
and its gender, all other forms may be easily derived. Consider the three nouns 
mar a ‘tree’, mane ‘house’ and huduga ‘boy’. The distribution of the oblique is 
not uniform across cases; ioxmara ‘tree’, it is used in only the genitive, locative 
and source cases, while for huduga ‘boy’, the oblique occurs in all non
nominative cases.

SINGULAR

Nominative mara mane huduga
Oblique mara.d- mane- huduga.n-
Accusative mara.v-annu mane.y-annu huduga.n-annu
Dative mara-kke mane-ge huduga.n-ige
Genitive mara.d-a mane.y-a huduga.n-a
Locative mara.d-alli mane.y-alli huduga.n-alli
Source mara.d-inda mane.y-inda huduga.n-inda
PLURAL

Nominative mara-galu mane-galu huduga-ru
Accusative mara-gai-annu mane-gai-annu huduga-r-annu
Dative mara-gai-ige mane-gai-ige huduga-r-ige
Genitive mara-gai-a mane-gai-a huduga-r-a
Locative mara-gai-alli mane-gai-alli huduga-r-alli
Source mara-gai-inda mane-gai-inda huduga-r-inda

Pronouns
The personal pronouns are given in Table 5.2. Unlike many other Dravidian lan
guages, Kannada makes no distinction between first person plural inclusive and 
exclusive pronouns.

Table 5.2 Personal pronouns in Standard Kannada

First
Singular Plural

Second
Singular Plural

Nominative nänu nävu ninu nivu
Accusative nannannu nammannu ninnannu nimmannu
Dative nanage namage ninage nimage
Genitive nanna namma ninna nimma
Locative nannalli nammalli ninnalli nimmalli
Source nanninda namminda ninninda nimminda
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The reflexive pronoun tän ‘self’ comes from the Proto-Dravidian third person 
anaphoric pronoun *tän ‘self’. It patterns like the first and second person pro
nouns (Table 5.3).

Table 5.3 Third person reflexive pronoun tän ‘self

Singular Plural

Nominative
Accusative
Dative
Genitive
Locative
Source

tänu
tannannu
tanige
tanna
tannalli
tanninda

tämu
tammannu
tamige
tamma
tammalli
tamminda

Kannada also has demonstrative pronouns that commonly function as third 
person anaphoric pronouns. The modem language has a proximal series marked 
with i- ‘this’ and a distal series marked with a- ‘that’. It is the distal series which 
is unmarked and appears in contexts of neutralisation, e.g. the head of a relative 
clause. Old Kannada had a medial series, now lost, which was identified by the 
characteristic vowel w-, e.g. udu ‘this one in between’. The language exhibits a 
great variety of third person pronouns. Besides those noted in Tables 5.4 and 5.5 
are the pronouns ätanu ‘that male’ and äke ‘that female’, which have direct 
counterparts in Telugu.

Table 5.4 Third person distal demonstrative human pronouns

Singular
Masculine Feminine

Plural

Nominative
Accusative
Dative
Genitive
Locative
Source

avanu
avanannu
avanige
avana
avanalli
avaninda

avalu
avalannu
avaiige
avaia
avaialli
avalinda

avaru
avarannu
avarige
avara
avaralli
avarinda

Table 5.5 Third person non-human pronouns

Distal
Singular Plural

Proximal
Singular Plural

Nominative
Accusative
Dative
Genitive
Locative
Source

adu
adannu
adakke
adara
adaralli
adarinda

avu
avannu 
avakke 
avugala 
a v alii 
avugalinda

idu
idannu
idakke
idara
idaralli
idarinda

ivu
ivannu
ivakke
ivugala
ivalli
ivugalinda
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Interrogative pronouns include the following, which appear in their nomina
tive case form: yäru ‘who’, yävudu ‘which (thing)’, entha ‘what kind’, ênu 
‘what’, yäke ‘why’ (literary ëke ‘id.’). These may be combined with certain 
quantifiers to form indefinite pronouns, e.g. yäru combines with =ö ‘or, any’ to 
form yär-ö  ‘someone’.

When using pronouns to refer, a speaker’s choice is governed not merely by 
the quantity of the referents but also by notions of status and intimacy. The sec
ond person plural pronoun may be used to show respect to a singular addressee. 
In addressing persons of high rank, such as a judge or cabinet minister, various 
epithets may be used, usually a noun phrase in the third person combined with a 
verb in the second person plural. In example (1), a special honorific term is used 
to address a religious figure: (nimma) päda, literally ‘your foot’. The develop
ment of this particular euphemism may be an extension of the logic that gave
rise to the animate postpositional complex -kai.y-alli ‘in the hand’ which func
tions as a locative or dative case for animate nouns. Apparently, greater defer
ence is shown the further one moves away from the addressee’s face.

(1) ïga eradu-müra tmgaUnalli tânê päda hosa batte tagondu 
now two-three month-pl-loc just foot-nom new clothes get-ant.cnj 
hôgidar=alla, ïga istu bêga ... 
go-pst-3pl-hon=tag now this.much speed
‘Why now (do you want new clothes) so soon, you who just two or three 
months ago got new clothes?’

The nominative case is both the unmarked and the citation form of a noun. A 
noun in the nominative marks the subject of an intransitive (2a) or transitive (2b) 
sentence. Many NPs, particularly those without a 0-role, often appear in the 
nominative case, as does the temporal noun in (2c). Importantly, the nominative 
is also the case form in which a predicate nominal appears (2d). As examples 
below indicate, inanimate direct objects may also occur in the nominative case 
when they appear in their canonical position just before the verb (4a).

(2) a. avanu ödihö-d-a.
he-nom run.away-pst-3sm 
‘He ran away.’

b. avalu ä pustaka.v-annu cennägi bare-d-alu
she-nom that book-acc well write-pst-3sf
‘She wrote that book well.’

c. avalu näle hâlëbïd-ige hôg-utt-âlê
she-nom tomorrow-nom Halebid-dat go-npst-3sf
‘She’s going to Halebid tomorrow.’

d. avaru olleya méstru 
he-nom good teacher-nom 
‘He (is) a good teacher.’
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The accusative case marks an animate (3a) or inanimate (3b) direct object. It 
also marks the nexus of certain postpositional phrases, noted further below. 

(3) a. niinu avan-annu no<J,-id-e. 
1-nom he-ace see-pst-ls 
'I saw him.' 

b. avaru era<J,u pustaka-ga/-annu bare-d-aru. 
he-nom two book-pl-ace write-pst-3hon 
'He wrote two books.' 

The accusative case may be omitted when an inanimate direct object lacks def
inite reference. However, it must occur when the direct object, animate or not, 
is moved from its canonical position next to the verb ( 4b ). 

(4) a. riima pustaka od-id-a 
Rama-nom book-nom read-pst-3sm 
'Rama read a book.' 

b. pustaka. v-annu ava/u mane .y-alli bi!fu bif-f-a/u. 
book-ace she-nom house-Joe leave-ant.cnj leave-pst-3sf 
'She left the book in the house.' 

The dative case marks such various notions as indirect object (5a), goal (5b) or 
reason. It also marks the subject in dative-subject constructions (5c, d). Theda
tive also serves as the nexus of certain postpositional constructions. 

(5) a. niinu avar-ige ondu ciffi.y-annu bare-d-e. 
1-nom he-gen one letter-ace write-pst-ls 
'I wrote a letter to him.' 

b. avara tandetiiyi tirthayiitre-ge hogiddare. 
they-gen parents-pl-nom pilgrimage-dat go-prs.prf-plhon 
'Their parents have gone on a pilgrimage.' 

c. avar-ige adu gottu. 
he-gen that-nom knowledge-nom 
'He knows that.' 

d. hu<J,uga.n-ige hedarike iiyitu. 
boy-dat fear-nom become-pst-3sn 
'The boy was frightened.' 

The genitive case is strictly adnominal: it marks a relation between two nomi
nals. The relation expressed is not limited to possession but includes a wider se
mantic field. The genitive also functions as the nexus for a broad range of 
postpositions. 



(6) a. avana tandetiiyi ka<je.y-inda bar-utt-iire. 
he-gen parents-nom store-src come-npst-3pl 
'His parents are coming from the store.' 

b. nanna-avana snehita 
I-gen-he-gen friendship-nom 
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'the friendship between him and me' ('his and my friendship') 
c. kari slreya hengasu 

black saree-gen woman-nom 
'a woman in a black saree' 

d. maisur.in-alli mane-ga/-a bele 1ast1. 
Mysore-Joe house-pl-gen price-nom excess-nom 
'The price of houses in Mysore is high.' 

The locative case marks such notions as 'in' and 'at'. Though the distinction be
tween human and non-human locative case markers is not as obligatory as in 
Tamil, certain postpositional phrases are commonly used with human nouns in 
preference to the plain locative case, e.g. verbs of motion towards a human may 
have such a locative form as avana ka<je 'to him, near him', while verbs of com
munication mark a human recipient with such constructions as nanna kai.y-alli 
'to me', nanna hattira 'near me'. 

(7) a. hu<jugi mane.y-alli hii<ju hiifj-utt-ii/e 
girl-nom house-Joe song sing-npst-3sf 
'The girl is singing songs in the house.' 

b. 1os1 era<ju gal)!e.y-alli uru talup-utt-iine 
Josi-nom two hour-Joe town-nom reach-npst-3sm 
'Joshi will reach (his) town in two hours.' 

What is called the source case in this chapter combines functions normally 
served by the instrumental and ablative cases in other South Dravidian languag
es. It appears to descend from an earlier ablative case marker. 

(8) a. lga tiine sabhe.y-inda ba.n-d-e 
now just meeting-src come-pst-ls 
'I came from the meeting just now.' 

b. kall.in-inda el)l)e tege.y-alu siidhya.v=e? 
stone-src oil-nom take-inf possible-nom=emp 
'Is it possible to extract oil from a stone?' 

c. siinkara kol.in-inda jhari.y-annu ett-id-a. 
Shankara-nom stick-src centipede-ace lift-pst-3sm 
'Shankara lifted the centipede with a stick.' 

d. ava/u avana miit.in-inda tallanis-id-a/u. 
she-nom he-gen word-src wince-pst-3sf 
'She winced at his words.' 
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Kannada has an impressive range of postpostions which supplement the case 
system: they express more specific semantic relations than the simple case 
forms do. Postpositions historically descended from nouns or non-finite verb 
forms govern specific cases. Certain postpositions, such as kai.y-alli (lit. ‘in the 
hand’), govern the genitive case (9a); others, such as -inta ‘than’ (9b) or -öskara 
‘for the sake of’ (9c), govern the dative. As bound forms, the latter two postpo
sitions form part of the nouns they combine with, and are separated here just to 
illustrate the constituent structure of the NPs.

(9) a. avalu npi[nP2[övöwö]np kai.y-alli]^ mätinä-d-afu.
she-nom he-gen hand-loc speak-pst-3sf 
‘She spoke with him.’

b. ninna carma NPÙNP2 [ameya cipp-ig(e)]^p-inta]^p dappa. 
you-gen skin-nom tortoise-gen shell-dat than thick 
‘Your skin is thicker than a tortoise shell.’

c. täyi Npi[Np2[maga.n-ig(e)]Np-öskara]Np bahala kasta
mother-nom son-dat sake much difficulty
pattafu.
befall-pst-3sf
‘Mother suffered much hardship for the sake of her son.’

Certain postpositions such as bittu ‘without, apart from’ (10a) and togondu ‘with’ 
(10b) historically descend from non-finite verb forms; they typically govern the 
accusative case. The postposition bittu ‘without’ is homophonous with the ante
rior conjunctive form of bidu ‘leave’; the postposition togondu (10a) is in fact a 
contraction of two non-finite verb forms (tegedu kondu ‘having taken’). Certain 
other postpositions derived from verbs, such as Made ‘without’, combine with 
nouns in the nominative (10c). While these constructions might historically 
descend from clauses consisting of a noun phrase and verb, they have been 
reduced to the status of a complex NP in the modem language.

(10) a. ^pi[^p2 [avan-annu]^p W#m]np êke ba.n-d-iri?
he-acc without why come-pst-2pl

‘Why did you come without him?’
b. avanu ^pi[^p2 [guddali]^p togondu]^p nela age-d-a.

he spade with ground dig-pst-3sm
‘He dug the ground with a spade.’

c. avanu aval-annu ^pi[^p2 [utsäha.v]^p illade]^p cumbis-id-a.
he she-acc enthusiasm-nom without kiss-pst-3sm
‘He kissed her without enthusiasm.’

Many postpositions may themselves be inflected for case forms to form complex 
postpositional phrases with yet more specific meanings. In example ( lib ), the 
locative postposition ofage ‘within’, which governs a noun in the genitive, is
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itself inflected for the source case to yield the complex meaning ‘from within X ’.

(11) a. nänu ^pi[^p2 \-ma^ r^n'a^N? kade .y]^p-inda baruttiddïni
I-nom Mysore-gen side-src come-prs.cnt-ls
‘I am coming from the vicinity of Mysore.’

b. NP 1 [nP2 [mane .y-a\Np olag.in]^p-inda ja gala këlisitu.
house-gen within-src quarrel hear-pst-3sn 

‘A quarrel was heard (coming) from within the house.’

Numerals and proper nouns also fall within the set of nominals. Lists of numerals 
may be found in most handbooks of the language.

Verbs
Kannada verbs are those forms that mark such verbal categories as tense and 
mood. The verb consists of a lexical base and a set of suffixes. The lexical base 
may contain a simple root, or a root and a suffix such as the causative marker 
-isu.

Conjugational Patterns
Kannada has two basic conjugations: the first includes most verbs whose stem 
ends in -u, e.g. mädu ‘do, work’; the second includes most verbs whose stem 
ends in -e or -/, e.g. kare ‘call’, kudi ‘drink’. Kannada also has a number of irreg
ular verbs; as noted below, their irregularity is localised primarily in the forma
tion of their past stems.

All inflected verb forms in Kannada are based on two basic forms: the primary 
stem and the past stem. The past stem forms the basis of the past tense paradigm, 
the contingent paradigm, the anterior conjunctive, the past adnominal and the 
conditional; the primary stem serves as the basis of all other forms. The past 
stem shows great allomorphic variation; the more important patterns are illus
trated here with the anterior conjunctive form, sometimes called a gerund or an 
adverbial participle. The anterior conjunctive form of regular verbs presents two 
major allomorphs: first conjugation verbs, viz. those ending in -w, add the suffix 

as in mäd-i ‘having done, made’; all other verbs add -du, e.g. kare-du ‘having 
called’, kudi-du ‘having drunk’. Compare these forms with the past tense forms 
mäd-id-a ‘he did’, kare-d-a ‘he called’, kudi-d-a ‘he drank’; the contingent forms 
mäd-i.y-äru ‘they may do’, kare-d-äru ‘they may call’ and kudi-d-äru ‘they may 
drink’; and the conditional forms mäd-id-are ‘if one does’, kare-d-are ‘if one 
calls’ and kudi-d-are ‘if one drinks’.

Some verbs form a past stem with -tu: kali-tu ‘having learned’, kali-t-are ‘if 
one learns’ (kali- ‘learn’). Others ending in -u take the past formative -du or -tu: 
viz. andu ‘having said’, an-d-a ‘he said’ (<annu- ‘say’); tindu ‘having eaten’, tin- 
d-anu ‘he may eat’ (tinnu- ‘eat’); mêy-du ‘having grazed’, mëy-d-a ‘which 
grazed’ (mêyu- ‘graze’); taUr-tu ‘having sprouted’, talir-t-are ‘if it sprouted’ 
(taliru- ‘sprout’). These verbs ended in consonants in Old Kannada and conse
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quently took past stems in -du (or -tu); while the root-final -u was subsequently 
added so that they now resemble first conjugation verbs, they have retained their 
Old Kannada past stems. Certain verbs lose a stem-final consonant in the past 
stem, e.g. ä-du ~ äy-du ‘having chosen’, ä-d-a ‘he chose’ (äyu- ‘choose’); sö-tu 
‘having lost’ (sölu- ‘lose, be defeated’). In certain other verbs, the consonants at 
the morpheme boundary undergo sandhi changes: iddu ‘having been’, idde ‘I 
was’ (ir- ‘be’), eddu ‘having risen’ (elu- ‘rise’), kondu ‘having taken’ (kollu- 
‘take’). In a handful of verbs, a long vowel in the root is shortened: nondu ‘hav
ing ached’ (nöyu- ‘ache’), ittu ‘having given’ (ïyu ‘give’), sattu ‘having died’ 
(säyu- ‘die’). Finally, disyllabic verbs ending in -du or -gu with a short initial syl
lable form the past stem by geminating and devoicing the final consonant: attu 
‘having cooked’ (<adu- ‘cook’), nettu ‘having planted’ (nedu- ‘plant’), nakku 
‘having laughed’ (nagu- ‘laugh’), mikku ‘having abounded’ (migu- ‘abound’).

Finite and Non-finite Forms
Verb forms in Kannada are finite or non-finite. Finite forms mark tense/mood 
and subject-verb agreement. As noted below, their distribution in the Kannada 
sentence is strictly limited; the majority of forms are non-finite. Modem Literary 
Kannada has five finite paradigms: past, present, future, contingent and nega
tive. The first three convey tense, the second two mood. The corresponding spo
ken register has three: past, non-past and contingent. The future finite paradigm 
is largely absent from the spoken language; the literary present formally corre
sponds to the spoken non-past. One important exception to this neutralisation of 
present and future is the auxiliary verb iru ‘be’ which retains three tenses in the 
spoken language (idde ‘I was’, iddïni ‘I am’, iruttïni ‘I will be’), and is instru
mental in the formation of several compound tense forms. The negative para
digm is replaced in the spoken register by compound verbs. To express the past 
negative, the infinitive in -al of the main verb is combined with ilia ‘not be’, the 
negative form of iru ‘be’ (12a); to express the non-past negative, the verbal noun 
in -uvudu is combined with ilia ‘not be’ (12b). Unlike the literary negative 
paradigm, these forms do not vary for person, number or gender.

(12) a. nänu allige hög-al-illa. b. avanu allige hög-uvud-illa.
I-nom there go-inf-not.be he-nom there go-vn-not.be
‘I didn’t go there.’ ‘He isn’t going there.’

These developments in the tense system are not uniform throughout Karnataka; 
for example, the present perfect, which is a compound verb formation in the 
standard dialect, has contracted into a simple finite verb form in the Dharwar 
dialect. These paradigms are illustrated in Table 5.6 with the verb mädu ‘do, 
make’. Note that in all paradigms there is one form for the third person human 
plural.

In modem spoken Kannada, forms of the synthetic negative occur primarily 
in certain proverbial sayings; however, a few verbs, among them the modal
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Table 5.6 The verb mädu ‘do, make’

Literary past tense 
Singular Plural

Colloquial past tense 
Singular Plural

1 mädidenu mädidevu mädide mädidivi
2 mädidenu mädidiri mädide mädidiri
3 masculine mädidanu mädidaru mädida mädidaru

feminine mädidalu mädidaru mädidalu mädidaru
neuter mäditu mädidavu mäditu mädidavu

Literary present tense Colloquial non-past tense
Singular Plural Singular Plural

1 mäduttene mädutteve mäduttlni mäduttivi
2 mäduttiye mäduttiri mäduttiya mäduttira
3 masculine mäduttäne mäduttäre mäduttäne mäduttäre

feminine mäduttäle mäduttäre mäduttäle mäduttäre
neuter mäduttäde mäduttave mädatte mäduttave

Literary future tense Contingent
Singular Plural Singular Plural

1 mäduvenu mäduvevu mäd(iy)enu mäd(iy)evu
2 mäduve mäduveru mädiye mädiri
3 masculine mäduvanu mäduvaru mädiyänu mädiyäru

feminine mäduvalu mäduvaru mädiyälu mädiyäru
neuter mäduvudu mäduvavu mäditu mädiyävu

Negative
Singular Plural

1 mäde(nu) mädevu
2 mäde mädari
3 masculine mäda(nu) mädaru

feminine mädalu mädaru
neuter mädadu mädavu

auxiliary är- ‘can, be able’, retain a full negative paradigm, e.g. adannu mäd-al 
är-en ‘I.cannot3 do2 it\ \  nlvu hög-al är-iri ‘youj cannot3 go2’.

The contingent form is modal, conveying the likelihood or unlikelihood that 
an event may occur. When it is embedded in a subordinate clause, it often 
expresses the meaning conveyed by the English adverb ‘lest’.

(13) a. kasi.y-annu niinu yiiviiga kii!)-<f-enu? 
Kasi-ace 1-nom when see-cnt-ls 
'When am I ever to see Benares?' 

b. i ka<fe tale hiik-gik-i-ya! 
this side-nom head-nom put-echo-cnt-2s 
'Don't dare show your head here.' 
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c. joke, tapp-ï-ri 
care-nom err-cnt-2pl 
‘Careful, (lest) you might be wrong.’

Besides these full paradigms, Kannada has other finite forms, among them the 
imperative, the optative and the hortative.The imperative has familiar and polite 
forms, mäd-u ‘do, make’ and mäd-iri ‘please do’, respectively. Further grada
tions of politeness can be expressed by the addition of certain clitics to these two 
forms. Modem Kannada lacks a simple negative imperative, resorting instead to 
compound forms in which such modal auxiliaries as bëda ‘must not’ or bäradu 
‘should not’ combine with a non-finite form of the main verb, as mäda bêda 
‘don’t do, make’, mäda bäradu ‘one shouldn’t do, make’. The optative adds the 
suffix -ali to the verb stem, e.g. mäd-ali ‘may it be done, made/it should be done, 
made’; the hortative adds -öna, as in mäd-öna ‘let us do, make’. As with the im
perative, the negative of the optative and hortative are also compound verbs.

Non-finite verbs encompass two sets of forms: those that combine with a fol
lowing verb and those that combine with a following nominal. The first set in
cludes the conjunctive, the infinitive and the conditional forms; the second set 
includes the adnominal forms and certain verbal nouns.

Non-finite verb forms that combine with a following verb appear in complex 
structures such as compound verb constructions and complex clause structures. 
There are two conjunctive forms: the anterior conjunctive suffixes -i and other 
allomorphs to the verb stem, e.g. mäd-i ‘having done, made’, kare-du ‘having 
called’; the simultaneous conjunctive suffixes -(u)ttä to the verb stem, e.g. mäd- 
uttä ‘while doing, making’, kare.y-uttä ‘while calling’. These forms mark taxis, 
or relative tense, not absolute tense. Corresponding to these two positive forms 
is a single negative conjunctive form which suffixes -ade to the verb stem, e.g. 
mäd-ade ‘not doing, making’.

The simple infinitive in modem literary Kannada suffixes -al(u) to the verb 
stem, e.g. mäd-al(u) ‘make’; it is one of the most common non-finite forms in the 
literary language and occurs in a variety of contexts discussed below. Its occur
rences, however, are somewhat narrower in spoken Kannada, e.g. it appears in 
compound verbs mäd-al ären ‘I.cannot2  do, m ake^, hög-al ilia ‘(one) didn’t go’. 
Spoken Kannada often suffixes the dative case marker -ikke to the simple infin
itive, e.g. tar-al-ikke ‘(in order) to bring’, in purpose constructions. Another form 
that suffixes -vudakke to the verb stem also occurs, e.g. mäd.u-vudakke ‘make’. 
This form, commonly pronounced as -ödakke or even -ökkey formally consists of 
the verb stem mäd(u)-, the future verbal noun formative -v.udu and the dative 
case marker -kke.

The conditional verb form, which marks the protasis of a conditional proposi
tion, suffixes -are to the past stem, e.g. mäd-id-are ‘if one does, makes’, kare-d- 
are ‘if one calls’. The negative conditional is a compound verb that consists of 
the negative conjunctive of the main verb and the conditional of the auxiliary iru 
‘be located’, e.g. mäd-ade idd-are ‘if one does not do, does not make’. When the
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auxiliary högu ‘go’ replaces iru ‘be’ in this context, it conveys the speaker’s 
negative attitude towards the event, e.g. adannu mäd-ade höd-are ‘if one does 
not do it’. When the clitic =w ‘and’ combines with the conditional, it creates a 
concessive conditional so that kared-ar=ü ‘even if one calls’ consists of kared- 
are ‘if one calls’ and -ü  ‘and’.

The adnominal forms distinguish between the past and the non-past, e.g. mäd- 
id-a ‘which did, made’, kare-d-a ‘which called’, mäd-u.v-a ‘which does, makes’, 
kare.y-u.v-a ‘which calls’. There is but one simple negative form corresponding 
to both: mäd-ada ‘which didn’t/doesn’t do, make’, kare.y-ada ‘which didn’t/ 
doesn’t call’. As the discussion on Kannada syntax shows, adnominal forms are 
instrumental to the formation of relative clauses, adverbial clauses and noun 
complements.

Besides these simple verb forms, Kannada makes extensive use of periphras
tic verb forms, some of which are discussed here. Auxiliary compound verbs ex
press those verbal categories that are not expressed by any simple verbal suffix 
of the language, such as perfect tense or benefactive voice. The verb iru ‘be’ 
and its negative suppletive variant ilia ‘not be’, noted earlier, function as auxil
iaries in several constructions, iru combines with the anterior conjunctive form 
of the main verb to create a perfect tense series (14). Here the existence of a dis
tinct future tense form for iru ‘be’ in spoken Kannada permits the formation of 
a future perfect series. Auxiliary iru also combines with the simultaneous con
junctive form to create a progressive tense series (15).

(14) a. ninne akka jätrege y \[y2 ^S (i)]w i
yesterday elder.sister-nom fair-dat go-ant.cnj 
y i \ id - d - a lu \ y ^ \ \ j \ .
be-pst-3sf
‘Yesterday, (my) elder sister had gone to the fair.’

b. avanu allige y \[y2^S (0]w 2  ^ [ id d ä n e^^ w i·  
he-nom there-dat go-ant.cnj be-prs-3sm 
‘He has gone there.’

c. nîvu efu.v-asta.r-alli nänu v \[v 2 [hög(i)]y2

you-nom get.up-adn-that.much-loc I-nom go-ant.cnj 
y/ [̂îrilttïnÎ\y/2\wi·
be-fut-ls
‘By the time you get up, I will have gone.’

(15) nänu ïga.l=ê kuvempunagara-kke v \[v 2 [höguttä]y2

I-nom now=emp Kuvempunagara-dat go-sml.cnj
y3[ iddïni]y3 ]y j .
be-prs-ls
‘I am going to Kuvempunagara right now.’

Additional auxiliaries that combine with the anterior conjunctive form include
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bidu ‘leave’, högu ‘go’, kodu ‘give’ and häku ‘put’, among many others. Auxil
iary bidu, like its Tamil counterpart vita ‘leave’, may indicate that the action of 
the main verb is completed or is unexpected relative to the context (16). The 
auxiliary kodu ‘give’ indicates that the action is done for the benefit of someone 
other than the subject (17).

(16) eradu nimisadalli entu mayli \j\[\j2 [ödi}\j2 \^[bittà\y^[y\.
two minute-loc eight mile run-ant.cnj leave-pst-3sm
‘He ran eight miles in two minutes! (it was unexpected).’

Sripati-nom clothes-nom wash-ant.cnj give-pst-3sm 
‘Sripati washed the clothes (for someone else).’

A number of modal auxiliaries govern the infinitive of the main verb, bëku 
‘must, must, want’ (18a), bahudu ‘be possible’ (18b) being two of the more com
mon ones.

(18) a. nivu allige jarurägi v \[v 2 [höga(l)]y2 Y3 [bëku]y3]yi.
you-nom there-dat urgently go-inf must-prs-3sn
‘You must go there urgently.’

b. laksmi manege v \[v 2 [höga]y2 yj3 [bahudu]v3\ v i .
Lakshmi-nom house-dat go-inf be.possible-prs-3sn 
‘Lakshmi can/may go there.’

Indéclinables
The question of whether Kannada contains a class of adjectives that is distinct 
from nouns is still debated in the literature (Spencer 1950: 239ff; see Sridhar 
1990:248ff for a summary). In the examples below, the so-called adjective tunta 
‘naughty’ functions predicatively or attributively. As a predicate, it behaves like 
a noun in that it agrees with its subject in number and gender, but as an attribute, 
it is invariant.

(19) a. avanu tunta(nu).
he-nom naughty-m 
‘He’s (a) naughty boy.’

b. avalu tuntalu. 
she-nom naughty-f 
‘She’s (a) naughty girl.’

c. avaru tuntaru. 
they-nom naughty-pl 
‘They’re naughty persons.’

a', ä tunta huduga 
that naughty boy-nom 
‘that naughty boy’ 

b \ ä tunta hudugi 
that naughty girl-nom 
‘that naughty girl’ 

c'. ä tunta hudugaru 
that naughty boy-pl-nom 
‘those naughty boys’

The majority of scholars treat tunta as a noun meaning ‘naughty person’

(17) Sr'ipati ba!fe v1[v2[ogedu]v2 y3[kof!a]y3]v1· 
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which has an invariant form when it occurs attributively. While some have coun
tered that such prenominal modifiers cannot host the emphatic clitic particle =ë 
‘even’, this restriction appears to be syntactic in nature, not an argument for a 
separate part of speech.

There is also a small set of words which seem to function as adverbs. The form 
bêga ‘quickly’ in avanu bêga banda ‘hej came3 quickly2’ functions adverbially 
here, but in other contexts behaves like a noun meaning ‘speed’ as in the phrase 
avanu banda bêga ‘the speed3 with which hej came2 ’. Many forms that are 
translated into English as adverbs end in -ägi, which is historically the anterior 
conjunctive form of ägu ‘become’, e.g. husar-ägi ‘carefully’. A form such as 
tumba ‘very’, as in the phrase tumba jorar-ägi ‘very! loudly2 \  is historically the 
infinitive of tumbu ‘fill’. These so-called indéclinables, adjectives and adverbs, 
may be treated as defective verbs or nouns; their number is, in any event, very 
small in the language.

Clitics
All clitics in Kannada are postclitic: they attach at the extreme right of their host 
constituent. While they form a phonological word with their host, they often take 
a full constituent, clause or sentence in their scope. Their functions range from 
emphasis, to quantification, to discourse markers. Perhaps the most common one 
in Kannada is the interrogative clitic =ä, which makes a yes-no question out of 
a declarative sentence (20a) when it appears at the end of the sentence (20b). 
When a particular constituent within the sentence (21a) is questioned, the clitic 
is attached to the questioned constituent and the sentence is transformed into a 
clefted structure (21b). The finite verb of the unclefted sentence becomes a 
verbal noun in its clefted counterpart.

(20) a. avanu maneyalli iddäne.
he-nom house-loc be-prs-3sm
‘He is in the house.’ 

b. avanu maneyalli iddän-ä?
he-nom house-loc be-prs-3sm=int 
‘Is he in the house?’

The clitic =ê is attached to a constituent for emphasis; it often indicates that the 
information conveyed by its host is salient or unexpected in the current context,
e.g. maneg=ê högöna ‘let’s go home (not somewhere else)’. It attaches to all

(21) a. rangana i pustaka ko1J4a 
Rangana-nom this book buy-pst-3sm 
'Rangana bought this book.' 

b. rangan=ii i pustaka kolJ4iddu 
Rangana-nom=int this book buy-pst-vn 
'Is it Rangana who bought this book?' 
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types of constituents except demonstrative adjectives, e.g. ä ‘that’, and prénom
mai adjectives, e.g. *kuU=ë huduga ‘a very short boy’.

Two clitics appear to be general between quantifiers and conjunctions. The 
clitic -Ü ‘and, all’ may conjoin two noun phrases, e.g. nän-ü nïv=ü ä sinima 
nödidevu ‘both.you2  and.Ij saw5 thatß movie^. It combines with the conditional 
verb form to generate a concessive form, so that ödidar=ü ‘even though one 
reads’ may be interpreted as ‘in all cases where one reads’. The clitic - ö  ‘some, 
or’ may express alternation, uncertainty or indefiniteness. It conjoins two NPs in 
nàn=ô nïv=ô ‘either.you2 or.Ij’. In a common usage, it combines with interrog
ative pronouns to derive indefinite pronouns, e.g. yär=ö ‘somebody’ (cf. yär 
‘who’), ellig=ô ‘somewhere’ (cf. eilige ‘where’). As a quantifier, it also func
tions in such complex structures as dubitative constructions and correlative rel
ative clauses (see below). In some dialects, it has also assumed the function of 
the general interrogative clitic =ä.

The tag-question clitic, =allavä, =allay has two functions. When it attaches to 
the end of a sentence, it is a request for confirmation, e.g. avanu ninne ban- 
da.n-allava? ‘hej cameß yesterday2 , didn’t he?’ It also appears in appositional 
and correlative constructions to subordinate a clause to a head noun. This latter 
function is confined predominantly to the spoken language.

5.4 Syntax
Kannada is a left-branching, head-final language. The canonical word order is 
subject, object, verb, which forms the basis of several word order permutations. 
In keeping with basic SOV word order, complements precede matrix clauses, 
genitives precede their nouns and main verbs precede their auxiliaries.

The simple sentence consists of a subject and a predicate. The subject may oc
cur in the nominative case (22, 23) or, under specific conditions, the dative case
(24). The predicate may be a finite intransitive or transitive verb (23a-b, 24b). 
In another important pattern, the predicate may be a predicate nominal without 
any copula (22a, 24a). A sentence with a predicate nominal such as (22a) is ne
gated with the verb form alia ‘not become’ (22b), the negative of the verb äga 
‘become’. The most common simple sentence, however, consists of a nomina
tive subject and a finite verb as predicate (23); this is the structure in terms of 
which constituent structure generalisations are framed. The dative-subject con
struction aside, the agreement pattern in Kannada is nominative-accusative.

(22) a. avaru oUeya mëstru
he-hon-nom good teacher-nom
‘He (is) a good teacher.’ 

b. avaru oüeya mëstru alla.
he-hon-nom good teacher-nom not.become
‘He (is) not a good teacher.’



(23) a. ntinu ninne manege bande. 
1-nom yesterday house-dat come-pst-ls 
'I came home yesterday.' 

b. nivu a pustakav.-annu torisuttir=ti? 
you-pl that book-ace show-npst-2pl=int 
'Will you show (me) that book?' 

(24) a. ava/annu km:uJu ti/uga/ige kutuhtila. 
she-ace see-ant.cnj man-pl-dat curiosity-nom 
'Seeing her, the men were curious.' 

b. adu nanage sariytigi ti/iyal ilia. 
that-nom 1-dat really know-inf be.not 
'I didn't really know that.' 
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A complex sentence consists of two or more clauses. Aside from parataxis, 
Kannada has three sets of morphosyntactic devices to form complex clauses. In 
order of increasing markedness, they are non-finite verb forms, finite predicate 
embedding operators and independent conjunctions. Unless specific conditions 
are met, there is only one finite verb per sentence: it occurs rightmost in the 
structure and c-commands all other verbs. The occurrence of more than one fi
nite predicate in a sentence is, by contrast, relatively marked; additional finite 
predicates, if any, occur under well-defined conditions. 

The marked status of independent conjunctions in Kannada renders the con
junction of two or more finite predicates marked, as well. Nouns, by contrast, 
may be conjoined through the use of clitics such as =ii 'and, all' and =a 'or, 
some' (25a). Nouns may also be compounded to create conjoined NPs; these 
dvandvti compounds are so productive that pronouns may be compounded in this 
way (25b). 

(25) a. ntin=u nin=u hodavarsa a sinima nor/,idevu. 
1-nom=and you-nom=and last.year that movie see-pst-lpl 
'You and I saw that movie last year.' 

b. nanna-ava/a sambandha enthadu? 
I-gen-she-gen relation-nom what.kind-3sn 
'What kind of relationship was there between me and her?' 

The three conjunctive forms, the anterior (26a-c), the simultaneous (27) and the 
negative (28), are often used to link two clauses in a complex structure. 

(26) a. so[s1[neravtigi maisurige hog-i]s 1 s2[avanann=e n0r/,a]s2 
directly Mysore-dat go-cnj he-acc=even see-inf 

beku enisitu]so· 
must think-caus-pst-3sn 
'She felt that she should go directly to Mysore and see him.' 
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b. so[s1[f hosa iifannu ka~(iu]s1 s2[iifugafige kutuhiila]s2lso· 
this new man-ace see-ant.cnj man-pl-dat curiosity-noun 

'The men saw this new man, and were curious.' 
c. so[s1[ma/e bandu]s1 s2[hofe heccitu]s2lso· 

rain-nom come-ant.cnj river-nom increase-pst-3sn 
'The rain fell and the river rose.' 

(27) so[s1[iikiifoda ka(ie no(iuttii na(iedare]s1 gu~(ii.y-alli blfuttlya]so· 
sky-gen side watch-sml.cnj walk-end hole-lac fall-npst-2s 

'If you walk while staring at the sky, you'll fall in a hole.' 

(28) so[s1[tarakarigaf-annu tofe.y-ade]s1 tinna biiradu]so· 
vegetable-pl-ace wash-neg.cnj eat-inf must-neg 

'One should not eat vegetables without washing (them).' 

The infinitive in -al (spoken -alikke) may also link two clauses (29a-d). As 
example (29) shows, it may also subordinate a clause to a noun. 

(29) a. so[miidhurai s1[0i bombiiy-ige hogalu]s1 nirakaris-id-afu]so 
Madhura Bombay-dat go-inf refuse-pst-3sf 

'Madhura refused to go to Bombay.' 
b. so[miidhura ansigei s1[0i patre tofeyalu]s1 hef-id-afu]so 

Madhura-nom Ansi-dat dishes wash-inf tell-pst-3sf 
'Madhura told Ansi to wash the dishes.' 

c. so[s1[riiju janakige ha~a ko(ialu]sr ellar=u 
Raju-nom Janaki-dat money give-inf all-nom=and 

cappafe taf!idaru]so· 
applause strike-pst-3hon 
'As Raju gave Janaki the money, everybody applauded.' 

d. so[amma sr[tarakari taral-ikke]sr anga(i-ige hi5dafu]so· 
mother-nom vegetables get-inf-dat shop-dat go-pst-3sf 

'Mother went to the shop to get vegetables.' 
e. so[iidare yiirig=u sr [biiyi biffu ii(ialu]s1 bhiiya]so· 

but who-dat=and mouth open-ant.cnj speak-inf fear-nom 
'But everyone was afraid to open his mouth and speak.' 

The simple conditional verb form marks the prostasis in a conditional proposition 
(30a). A counterfactual conditional is formed by a compound verb in which the 
main verb appears in the anterior conjunctive form and the auxiliary iru 'be' ap
pears in the conditional (30b ). Also, a concessive conditional is formed by 
cliticising =u 'and' to the conditional form (30c). 
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(30) a. so[s1[cennagi odid-are]s1 o!!e kelasa sigatte]so· 
well study-end good job-nom get-npst-3sn 

'If one studies well, one will get a good job.' 
b. so[s1[nanage avakafa vo[v1[kotf(u)]y1 v2[iddare]v2lvols1. i 

1-dat chance give-ant.cnj be-end this 
sanghada mugavann=e badalayisi birjutt(u) 
association-gen face-acc=even change-ant.cnj leave-ant.cnj 
idde] 50. 
be-pst-ls 
'Had I been given the chance, I would have changed the entire com
plexion of this association.' 

c. so[s1[ho!fege hi!fu vo[v1[ illad(e)]v1 v2[iddar]v2lvo=il]s1 
stomach-dat flour not.be-cnj be-cnd=and 

ju!fige mallige hit. 
hair-dat jasmine flower 
'Even though he has no flour (i.e., bread) for his stomach, (he wants) 
jasmine for his hair.' 

Adnominal verb forms subordinate a clause to a head noun, forming such struc
tures as relative clauses (3 la), adverbial phrases (3 lb) and nominal comple
ments (31c-e). Certain verbal nouns may be analysed as adnominal forms with 
incorporated pronominal heads (32a, b ); they commonly occur in cleft sentences 
(32c). 

(31) a. so[Np[s1[nivu odi-d-a]s1 pustaka.v-annu]NP avaf-ige 
you-nom read-pst-adn book-ace she-dat 

korji]so· 
give-imp-pl 
'Give her the book that you have read.' 

b. so[Adv[s1[mafe banda]s1 me/e]Adv hofe bandu 
rain come-pst-adn after river come-ant.cnj 

ide.y=e norjona]so 
be-prs-3sn=emp see-hrt 
'Let us see whether the river is rising after the rain came.' 

c. so[Adv[s1[nlvu i cafa birj-a-da]s1 horatu]Adv 
you-nom this habit leave-neg-adn unless 

nannannu mu!fa/u birjuvudilla ]so· 
I-ace touch-inf allow-npst-neg 
'Unless you give up this habit, I won't let you touch me.' 

d. so[Np1[s1[siva mandirada munde basava1p:ia mal)fapa 
Siva temple-gen before Nandi-gen pavilion-nom 

iruvudu]silNPI NP2[s2[ellarig=u gott(u) iru-v-a]s2 
be-vn-nom all-dat=and know be-npst-anp 
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(32) 

saligati]NP2lso 
fact 
'It's a fact known to everyone that a Nandi hall stands before a Siva 
temple.' 

e. N[s[maga/-ige gm:u;ia hw;luk-uva]s ka.)'fa]N ... 

a. 

daughter-dat husband find-npst-adn difficulty 
'(the) difficulty in finding a husband for his daughter' 

so[s 1 [ tinti"ni 
eat-npst-ls 

koi;ii]so· 
give-imp 

iind(a)re]s1 NPi[s2[avaru ke!iddu]s2lNPl 
say-end he-nom ask-pst-vn 

'If he wants to eat, give him what he asks for.' 
b. so[Npi[s1[ba/ya innu hintirugade iruvudu]s1lNPl 

Balya yet return-neg.cnj be-npst-vn-nom 
NP2[iifriirya]NP2lso· 
surprise-nom 
'It's a surprise that Balya hasn't returned yet.' 

c. so[Np1[s1[ava/u illige bandiddudu]silNPl itihdsavanna 
she-nom here come-pst-prf-vn history-ace 

noi;ialu]so· 
see-inf 
'What she came here for, is to see history.' 

The complex sentences above obey the constraint against multiple finite predi
cates in the Kannada sentence. Such a constraint, however, prevents the forma
tion of a variety of structures, including direct discourse and complex sentences 
with embedded predicate nominals. To overcome such limitations, certain oper
ators - verbs and clitics - may embed finite predicates within complex struc
tures. The most common verb form functioning in this capacity is anta 'saying' 
(33a), the simultaneous conjunctive of the verb annu/ennu 'say'; its literary 
counterpart is endu 'having said' (33b ), the anterior conjunctive form. As is com
mon in other Dravidian languages, certain other verbs of communication, per
ception or cognition may on occasion enter this set, such as noi;iu 'see' (31 b, 33c ). 
In fact, the Dharwar and Havyaka dialects have largely replaced anta with he!i 
'having said', the anterior conjunctive form of he/u 'say' (33d). 

(33) a. so[siistriga!u pisumiifinalli s1[enu di;ia bei;ii. yiira 
Sastri-nom whisper-Joe anything say-inf must.neg who-gen 

kivig=iidaru bi#ltu]s1 endu eccarisidaru]so· 
ear-dat=some fall-cnt-3sn say-ant.cnj warn-pst-3hon 
'Sastri warned (her) in a whisper, "You mustn't say anything. It 
might fall in someone's ear".' 
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b. so[nenne ella ktide, s1[nivu iispatre ka<f,e bartir=ii 
yesterday all wait-pst-ls you hospital side come-npst-2pl=int 

anta]sdso· 
say-sml.cnj 
'I waited all day yesterday, wondering whether you would come to 
the hospital.' 

c. so[s1[samsiira siigarad(a) o/ege bidde]s1 nO<f,a]so 
rebirth ocean-gen within fall-pst-ls see-imp 

'See how/that I fell into the ocean ofrebirth.' 
(akkana vacanaga/u, 44.1) 

d. so[s1[marne dina bc/iggE abb<J-hatr<J akka b<Jnju, 
next day morning mother-near sister-nom come-ant.cnj 

yen kajjaya mii<f,te ]s1 he!(i) ke!da]so· 
what special.dish make-prs-2s say-ant.cnj ask-pst-3sm 
'The next morning he asked his mother, "Now that sister has come, 
what special dish are you going to make?".' 

Forms of the verb iigu 'become' may also embed finite predicates. Certain 
verbs are defective: the modal beku 'must' in (34a) and the past perfect negative 
compound verb iiduttirailla 'had not spoken' in (34b) both lack conditional 
forms; both are embedded in a protasis withiidare 'ifX becomes', the condition
al form of iigu. 

(34) a. so[s1[avarige i pustaka a$fU iirjentiigi bek(u)]s1 
he-dat this book that.much urgently want-prs-3sn 

iidare niin=e hOgi taruttene] 50. 
become-end l=emp go-ant.cnj bring-npst-ls 
'If he needs this book so urgently, I'll go and get it myself.' 

b. so[s1 [yiiru avana edurige ii<f,uttiralilla.v ]51 iidaru 
who=and he-gen opposite speak-pst-prf-neg become-cnd=and 

hengasara mu/aka i miitu kiiveriya kivi 
women-gen through this word-nom Kaveri-gen ear 
muttuttittu]so· 
reach-pst-prf-3sn 
'Even though no one had spoken directly to him (about this), word of 
this matter had reached Kaveri's ears through women's gossip.' 

Certain clitics may also be used to embed finite predicates. Two of the most 
common clitics are =o 'some, or' and =alla 'isn't it'. Both =o (35a-c) and =alla 
(35d) form correlative relative clauses; a greater variety of NPs are accessible 
on these strategies than are accessible on the adnominal strategy. 
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(35) a. so[s1[ellige h6dan]s1=6 yang=ii gott(u) 
where-dat go-pst-3sm=or who-dat=and knowledge-nom 

illa]s0. 
not.be 
'No one knew where he went to.' 

b. so[s1[brahmanar aga bek(u) anta yaruyange 
brahmin-nom become-inf want say-cnj who-who-dat 

ase ide.y] 51 =o avarella brahmanaru]50. 
desire-nom be-prs-3sn=or they-nom-all brahmin-pl-nom 
'Everyone is a brahmin who has the desire to become a brahmin.' 

C. so[Sl [52[yavud-annUj hui;iukafu]s2 nivu i$fU ka$fa 
which.one.ace seek-inf you-nom such difficulty 

paffirJs1 =6 a pustakaj ill=e ide ]so· 
befall-pst-2pl=or that book here=just be-prs-3sn 
'The book, looking for which gave you such trouble, is right here.' 

d. NP[s[a havugafu band(a) aga ittu]s=alla hage]NP· 
that snake-pl come-pst-adn time be-pst-3sn=tag that.manner 

'the way it was when those snakes came' 

The conjunctions mattu 'and' and athava 'or' may conjoin also two finite clauses 
(36). Their use is more marked than that of the non-finite forms, but they permit 
greater syntactic flexibility. For example, Sridhar (1990) shows that co-ordinate 
constructions with conjunctions such as mattu 'and' permit greater flexibility 
than those with such clitics as =ii 'and, all': one can question one member of a 
conjunct when mattu conjoins the two (37b), but not when just the clitic is used 
(37a). The conjunctions mattu 'and' (38a) and athava 'or' (38b) may conjoin two 
adnominal forms. 

(36) so[s1[dinefa til)i;ii til)i;ia]51 mattu 52 [halu kui;iida]52]50. 
Dinesh-nom snack eat-pst-3sm and milk drink-pst-3sm 

'Dinesh ate a snack and drank some milk.' 

(37) a. *raju bengaliir-ig=ii ell-g=ii hoda 
Raju Bangalore-dat=and where-dat=and go-pst-3sm 
'Where did Raju go to Bangalore and?' 

b. gaui;ia kar-ann=ii mattu en-ann=ii kol)i;iiddane. 
Gowda car-acc=and and what-acc=and buy-prs.prf-3sm 
'What did Gowda buy a car and?' 

(38) a. so[gumpu seri NPo[s1[mai;iikeri.y-inda hora h6guva]51 
crowd-nom join-ant.cnj Mercara-src outside go-npst-adn 

mattu 52 [baruva]52 NPI[ella bassuga!annu]NPilNPO 
and come-npst-adn all bus-pl-ace 



ta(i,eyuttiddaru lso 
block-pst-prf-3hon 
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'A crowd gathered and blocked all buses leaving or entering 
Mercara.' 

b. so[Nro[s1[avaru geluva]s1 athava s2[tanu soluva]s2 
he-nom win-npst-adn or self-nom lose-npst-adn 

N[pra§ne.y]NlNro=e alla]so 
question-nom=even not.become 
'It's not a question of his winning or my losing.' 

The three sets of devices that embed finite predicates may combine with other 
forms to create a complex form with a specific meaning that can embed a finite 
predicate. For example, the combination of the clitic =e and horatu 'outside' 
may embed a finite predicate. 

(39) so[s1 [ava/a jatiya gu(i,iya o/akke hoga bahud]s1 =e 
she-gen caste-gen temple-gen within go-inf may=even 

horatu melina jatiya gu(i,iya o!akke hoguvudu endigu 
outside upper caste-gen temple-gen within go-vn-nom never 
sadhya.v illa]so· 
possibility-nom not.be 
'Apart from being able to enter her own caste's temple, there was never 
a possibility of entering the temple of a higher caste.' 

Even though Kannada has developed a set of conjunctions, their use in the con
struction of complex sentences remains marked relative to the use of non-finite 
verb forms, verbs such as annu!ennu 'say' and clitics such as =o 'or, whether'. 

5.5 Lexicon 
Word formation is very productive in Kannada. There are numerous Dravidian 
lexical bases that may be inflected as verbs or nouns without any derivational 
suffix to indicate class membership: na(i,e 'walk', ha(i,u 'sing', tegu 'burp'. The 
influx of pairs of nouns from Sanskrit into the language, one with a prefix and 
one without, has been extensive enough to compel the re-analysis of nouns with 
prefixes into a prefix and a base within the matrix of Kannada morphology. As 
a result, Kannada now has prefixation alongside suffixation. One argument for 
the productivity of prefixation in the language comes from the extension of these 
Sanskritic prefixes to nominal bases from such different sources as Kannada, 
Persian, Marathi, Hindi and English. 

Masculine and feminine personal nouns may be formed from some abstract 
nouns by suffixing -a and -i, respectively, as in the triads su//u 'lie', su!/-a 'liar 
(masc.)', su//-i 'liar (fem.)' and kivu(i,u 'deafness', kivu(i,-a 'deaf man', kivu(i,-i 
'deaf woman'. The suffix -dara from Perso-Arabic sources combines with a 
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noun to derive personal nouns; its use seems to be restricted to ‘institutional’ 
contexts (see Sridhar 1990: 265). Note the following pairs: jamïnu ‘land’ and 
jamln-dära ‘land-owner’; balake ‘use’ and balake-dära ‘consumer’; bädige 
‘rent’ and bädige-dära ‘tenant’; uddime ‘enterprise’ and uddime-dära ‘entrepre
neur’. The suffix -käral-gära derives an agentive noun; the feminine form is 
-gärti. Note in the following pairs that this suffix, which is probably of Indo- 
Aryan origin, combines first with a Sanskritic noun and then with a Dravidian 
noun: kate ‘story’ andkate-gära ‘storyteller’, mätu ‘talk’ andmätu-gära ‘conver
sationalist’. The suffixes -köra and -köri, both from Persian khor, also form 
agentive nouns, but they additionally convey a pejorative connotation: lanca 
‘bribe’ vs lanca-köra ‘bribe-taker’, daga ‘cheating’ vs daga-köra ‘a cheat’. The 
suffix -ïkarana, from Sanskritic sources, helps to create translation equivalents 
of English nouns in -isation: nagara ‘city’ vs nagar-ïkarana ‘urbanisation’, nava 
‘new’ vs nav-ïkarana ‘modernisation’, islam ‘Islam’ vs islam-ïkarana ‘Islamisa
tion’.

The Sanskritic prefix apa- derives the negative counterparts of the nouns to 
which they are attached: khyati ‘fame’ vs apa-khyati ‘disgrace’, nambike ‘trust’ 
vs apa-nambike ‘mistrust’. In the second instance, the Sanskritic prefix has been 
joined to a Dravidian base. The prefix ati- derives nouns with the meaning ‘ex
cessive’ or ‘over-’: äse ‘desire’ vs ati-äse ‘greed’, indriya ‘sense organ’ vs ati- 
indriya ‘extra-sensory’. The prefix prati- creates derivatives with the sense of 
‘opposite’, ‘counterpart’ or ‘contrary’: mätu ‘speech’ vsprati-mätu ‘retort\kriye  
‘action’ vs prati-kriye ‘reaction’. It should be noted that prati has also become 
an independent noun in Kannada meaning ‘copy, offprint, imitation’. It may 
therefore be possible to re-analyse these forms as common N+N compounds, 
following the prevalent Kannada pattern.

The suffix -tana (cf. Tamil -tanam) forms abstract derivatives. From oleya 
‘good’, we derive ofeya-tana ‘goodness’, from huccu ‘craze’, huccu-tana ‘crazi
ness’. This suffix may even be attached to phrases to form delocutive nouns, e.g. 
the compound appane-mahäsvämi-tana ‘yes-my-lord-ism’, ‘yes-man-ism’ cre
ates an abstract noun from the phrase appane mahäsvämi ‘yes, lord’. Similarly, 
the phrase dina nänu ‘humble I ’ may combine with this suffix to form dina-nänu- 
tana ‘humble-me-ness’, viz. ‘inferiority complex’. This suffix may also attach to 
echo compound formations, e.g. -tana may be suffixed to kaUa-giUa ‘theft and 
the like’ to form kaUa-giUa-tana ‘crimes such as theft’ (see below).

The derivation of verbs from nouns is more restricted, reflecting the inherited 
closure on the set of verb bases in Dravidian. The suffix -isu (cf. Telugu -incu) 
is used increasingly to derive verbs from nouns, as in patr-isu ‘write letters’ 
(patra ‘letter’) andprayätn-isu ‘try’ (prayätna ‘attempt’). It is used extensively 
with loans from Sanskritic and other sources, sometimes with a truncation of the 
lexical base as in mand-isu ‘propose’ (mandane ‘proposition’) and cunäy-isu 
‘elect’ (cunävane ‘election’ < Marathi). Further, the suffix -isu may be used to 
increase the valence of a verb: it makes a transitive verb out of an intransitive, 
and a causative verb out of a transitive. Consider the following pairs: tinnu ‘eat’
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vs tinn-isu ‘feed’, kali ‘learn’ vs kal-isu ‘teach’, kollu ‘kill’ vs koll-isu ‘cause to 
kill’. The creation of verbs from nouns is most commonly achieved through com
pounding a noun with one of a handful of verbs such as mädu ‘do, make’, ägu 
‘become’, andpadu ‘befall’. Consider the following pairs: maduve ‘marriage’ vs 
maduve ägu ‘get married’, päs ‘passing grade’ (< English) vs päs ägu ‘pass an 
exam’, äse ‘desire’ vs äse padu ‘crave’, hälu ‘destruction’ vs hälu mädu 
‘destroy’, tirmäna ‘decision’ vs tirmäna mädu ‘conclude, decide’.

Compounding is used in many other instances. The following noun-noun com
pounds consist of two members, the first of which is often a hyponym of the sec
ond, as in bësige käla ‘summer season’, mävina käy ‘mango unripe.fruit’, batte 
angadi ‘cloth shop’. The process is recursive so that complex compounds may be 
formed, as in are-tale-növu ‘half head ache’ and nere-mane-suddi ‘neighbouring 
house news’.

Kannada has productive dvandvä compounding in which two nouns of equal 
status combine to signify the set that contains both. Only the second member is 
inflected for nominal morphology. The compound tande-täyi ‘parents’ consists 
of tande ‘father’ and täyi ‘mother’, kannu-mügu ‘facial features’ consists of 
kannu ‘eye’ and mügu ‘nose’, bassu-käru ‘vehicles’ consists of bassu ‘bus’ and 
käru ‘car’, both nouns borrowed from English. The process is so productive that 
even pronouns participate, e.g. nanna-avala snëhita ‘the friendship between me 
and her’. Similar to this are reduplicating compounds, as in manusya-manusya.ra 
sambandha ‘the relationship between men’, bïdi-bïdi ‘every, any street’ (bïdi 
‘street’). Reduplication is not, however, restricted to nouns; verbs may also be 
reduplicated as in attu attu ‘crying and crying’.

Kannada, like many other Dravidian languages, has an echo compound for
mation which applies to nouns and verbs alike. These resemble reduplicating 
compounds, but the first syllable of the second member of the compound is re
placed by an ‘echo’ syllable, gi-,pa-, or, in Havyaka, bi-. The echo syllable has 
the same length as the first syllable of the echoed word. Such compounds give 
the meaning ‘...and the like’; they tend to appear in affective contexts such as 
modal forms, the contingent, the negative and the conditional. Their use is fre
quently emotionally charged, indicating that the speaker does not care to specify 
the subject matter further. Consider hallu-gillu ‘teeth and the like’ (hallu 
‘tooth’), äta-glta ‘games and the like’ (äta ‘game’), snëhitaru-gïhitaru ‘friends 
and the like’ (snëhitaru ‘friends’). If the word to be echoed begins in gi- or gï-, 
however, the echo syllable used is pa-, otherwise the echo compound would be 
indistinguishable from an ordinary reduplicating compound, e.g. gida-pada 
‘plants and the like’ (gida ‘plant’), gïtu-pâtu ‘lines and the like’ (gïtu ‘lines’). 
However, the syllable pa - is frequently substituted for gi-: enjalu-panjalu ‘pollu
tion and the like’ (enjalu ‘pollution, filth’), suUu-paUu bëda ‘lies and the like 
(are) unnecessary’, kälij-pälij ‘college and the like’. Both (40b) and (40c) echo 
the dative noun holakke ‘to the field’ in (40a): note that in (40a) the dative case 
suffix attaches to the entire compound while in (40b) it attaches to each member 
of the compound. While echo compounds are attested in the medieval vacana
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literature, they come from the spoken register of the language. In the Havyaka 
dialect, they have lost much of the emotional connotation their use carries and 
are often mere variants of ordinary reduplicating compounds.

(40) a. avanu hola-kke hög(i) ira bahudu.
he-nom field-dat go-ant.cnj be-inf be.possible-prs-3sn
‘He may have gone to the field or some place.’

b. avanu hola-gila-kke hög(i) ira bahudu.
he-nom field-echo-dat go-ant.cnj be-inf be.possible-prs-3 sn
‘He may have gone to the field or some place.’

c. avanu hola-kke gila-kke hög(i) ira bahudu.
he-nom field-dat echo-dat go-ant.cnj be-inf be.possible-prs-3sn 
‘He may have gone to the field or some place.’

In the two examples below, a contingent verb form serves as the basis of the 
echo compound: in (41a) only the past stem, the basis of the contingent form, is 
echoed while in (41b) the entire contingent form is echoed.

The productivity of word-formation in Kannada is yet another illustration of the 
extent to which the Dravidian languages make use of their morphological and 
lexical processes. As noted in the section on syntax, morphology and lexicon fig
ure prominently in the construction of complex structures. Even though Kannada 
has borrowed such phenomena as prefixes and conjunctions, it has more or less 
assimilated them to the core Dravidian processes in the language.
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6 Tulu

D.N.S. Bhat

6.1 Background and History 

Introduction
Tulu (tulu) is spoken by more than three million people, half as their mother 
tongue and half as a second language. Its use is confined to a discrete area in
cluding most of the South Kanara district (except the north) in Karnataka and 
Kasaragod Taluk in the north of neighbouring Kerala. Tulu speakers have also 
migrated within India in pursuit of commercial opportunities; they are conse
quently found in most major cities even though the Census of India generally 
counts them as Kannada speakers.

Tulunad (tulunädm), where Tulu is traditionally spoken, is geographically and 
sociolinguistically compact. Its geographic compactness derives from the natu
ral boundaries that enclose it: the rivers Suvama and Chandragiri form its north
ern and southern boundaries while the Western Ghats and the Arabian Sea set 
its eastern and western boundaries. Tulunad thus lies wholly on the coastal belt 
of Karnataka and Kerala. Its sociolinguistic compactness comes from the fact 
that throughout the region there is a uniform, two-layered system of communi
cation consisting of two common languages, Tulu and Kannada. People who 
speak different mother tongues, including Tulu with its different dialects, 
Kannada (Havyaka, Gowda and Baira dialects), Konkani, Marathi, Malayalam 
and Koraga, all use a common variety of Tulu for informal communication, as 
in business, and standard Kannada for formal communication, as in education.

Tulunad was administratively cohesive when it formed part of the Madras 
Presidency; but the reorganisation of Indian states in 1956-57 disrupted this with 
the accession of Kasaragod Taluk in the southwest of Kerala. The remainder of 
the area joined Karnataka.

Dialect Variation
The Netravati river divides Tulunad into two nearly equal parts, a division that 
has produced distinct north and south dialect areas. Several phonological and 
morphological isoglosses coincide with this division, and are discussed later. 
There are also several social and cultural differences between the two divisions. 
As a result of closer contacts now being established across the Netravati, how
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ever, these differences appear to be gradually diminishing.
One notable distinction between these two areas is the relative prestige ac

corded to Tulu as a lingua franca. In the north Tulu commands high prestige so 
that even educated people with different mother tongues use it to communicate. 
In the south, however, it has less prestige and educated people prefer Kannada 
for mutual communication. Even so, the rise of Tulu in novels, drama, cinema, 
and political and cultural forums has recently enhanced the language’s status in 
the south, where its use in formal communication is gaining ground.

This spread of Tulu as a lingua franca has also had the effect of establishing 
a standard dialect, one used in writing and on formal occasions through the en
tire Tulu-speaking region. Because of the lead taken by northern Tulu speakers 
in this movement, Common Tulu of the north appears to be emerging as the stan
dard throughout Tulunad.

Geographical distinctions among Tulu dialects are further compounded by so
cial ones based on caste distinctions: the result is an extremely complex network 
of dialects. A preliminary survey of this network is reported in D.N.S. Bhat 
(1970), and detailed research based on data for the Tulu Lexicon Project appears 
in Padmanabha (1990). Monographs of individual dialects (D.N.S. Bhat 1970; 
S.L. Bhat 1971; Rama 1978), taken together, provide a fairly good picture of 
Tulu dialects.

Bhat (1970) divides the Tulu-speaking region into four geographical areas: 
northeast, northwest, southeast, and southwest. Padmanabha (1990) postulates 
an additional south-central area. There are in each area several caste groups 
which distinguish primarily among three major divisions: brahmin (Sivalli and 
Shiva), common (including such castes as Bunt, Billava, Gowda, Mogavira) and 
the rest (Harijans and tribals). There is a tendency among speakers of the third 
group to abandon their own caste dialects and adopt the common variety of their 
area, particularly in the north (Padmanabha 1990: 5). Brahmins, at the other end 
of the social spectrum, generally maintain their distinctive caste dialect, and use 
Common Tulu only for communicating with other, non-brahmin Tulu speakers.

The geographical distinction between north and south and the social distinc
tion between brahmin and common thus give rise to four major dialects: South 
Brahmin (SB), North Brahmin (NB), South Common (SC) and North Common 
(NC). This chapter describes primarily North Common Tulu, which is apparently 
becoming the standard variety for the entire region. The examples given here 
come from that dialect unless otherwise stated.

History and Proto-history
The earliest record of Tulu is an inscription dated to the fifteenth century c e . The 
seventeenth century saw the composition of two epic poems, Sri Bhägavato and 
Kâvêri. The language did not subsequently produce much literature save the folk 
genre called päddana and oral forms such as stories, riddles and proverbs. With 
the arrival of Christian missionaries in the nineteenth century, Tulu saw a reviv
al of written forms through publication of Bible translations and related writings.
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Brigel’s grammar of Tulu appeared in 1872, Manner’s Tulu-English dictionary 
in 1886 and Paniyadi’s grammar of Tulu, written in Tulu after the Paninian tra
dition, in 1932.

A further resurgence of Tulu writing began twenty years ago and continues to 
the present. During this period, authors have written novels, collections of 
poems, stories and dramas in Tulu. An excellent lexicon of Tulu in six volumes 
is under way; four volumes have already appeared. The lexicon emphasises 
spoken Tulu, displaying its rich geographical, social and historical variants and 
copiously illustrating word usage with forms from speech and writing, from the 
epics and folk literature.

The prehistory of Tulu, particularly its relation with other Dravidian languag
es, is disputed. According to Subrahmanyam (1968), Tulu belongs to South 
Dravidian whereas Rao (1982) places it closer to Central Dravidian. Subrah
manyam does concede that Tulu branched off from Proto-South Dravidian 
earlier than the other South Dravidian languages.

6.2 Phonology 

Introduction
Tulu has twenty-one consonants and fourteen vowels, seven short and seven 
long, given in Table 6.1. This core system is variously enlarged or reduced in 
different dialects.

Table 6.1 The phonemes of Tulu

Labial Dental Retroflex Palatal Velar

CONSONANTS
Stop

Voiced P t t c k
Voiceless b d d j g

Sonorant
Nasal m n n n ή
Oral V y
Lateral 1
Trill r

Fricative s s

Front Back
Short Long Short Long

Round Unrounded Round Unrounded

VOWELS
High i ϊ u Ul Ü Ul
Mid e ê 0 Ö

Low ε Ë a â
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The Brahmin dialects add a retroflex lateral / and two fricatives, s and h. It 
also includes a series of aspirated stops; however, these freely vary with their 
unaspirated counterparts, mostly in Sanskritic borrowings. The phonological 
core is reduced in the Koraga and Holeya dialects of the south where, for exam
ple, s and s merge with c. (While the Koraga community speaks a separate Dra
vidian language, some parts of it have abandoned that language in favour of a 
distinct Koraga dialect of Tulu.) The core is enlarged in the South Common 
dialect which preserves the earlier contrast between / and /.

A number of automatic processes occur. Word-initial i and e take an automatic 
y- onglide and word-initial u and o take an automatic w- onglide. Short vowels 
are slightly long in word-final position, c and j  are affricates rather than plosives; 
the labiodental glide v has the bilabial allophone w after rounded vowels and be
fore consonants; and single consonants are slightly longer before glides or trills.

Phonotactic Constraints
Initial consonant clusters are rare in Tulu, occurring mainly in Sanskritic borrow
ings. There are no vowel clusters -  no diphthongs -  as such. Palatals occur be
fore other palatals or before v, y, or r, but not before other consonants. A 
voiceless stop may never precede a voiced stop. Three-consonant clusters occur 
only medially; most consist of a nasal, homorganic stop and sonorant. Among the 
nasals, n and ή occur only medially; h, ή and, in the North Common dialect, n 
occur only in homorganic clusters in medial position.

The occurrence of ε and tu, short and long, is restricted. Diachronically, ε de
rives principally from *ay; m from the split of u into u and ui in medial and final 
positions. The pairs e/ε and u/iu now contrast in all dialects: kêdiu ‘jealousy’ 
(NB) vs nëdiu ‘pain’, batte ‘he came’ vs bam  ‘I came’, αΐιινε ‘mouth of a river’ 
vs αΐιιινε ‘I weep\pa ttu  ‘it will catch’ vspattui ‘catch! ’. ε generally occurs word- 
finally. ui does not occur after labial consonants or, in the northern dialects, 
rounded vowels.

Basic Phonological Processes
All noun and verb bases are either light or heavy, a classification that is central 
to Tulu morphophonemics. Light bases include monosyllabic bases and disyllab
ic bases with the shape (C)VCV; heavy bases, all others. Several suffixes such 
as dative -gu, genitive -da, and locative -dm have the voiceless alternants -ku, 
-ta, and -tui after light bases: light pü-ku ‘to the flower’ vs heavy kombu-gu ‘to 
the horn’, mara-ta ‘of the tree’ vs kallui-da ‘of the stone’, mara-tiu ‘on the tree’ 
vs kalliu-diu ‘on the stone’. Further, in northern dialects the plural suffix -kulu 
follows light bases and -lu heavy bases: pü-kulu ‘flowers’ vs kombu-lu ‘horns’. 
Note that the reduced form -lu occurs only in the northern dialects.

The distinction between light and heavy bases also governs the allomorphy of 
several verbal suffixes. However, among (C)VCV verb bases, only those ending 
in i and e are counted light; those ending in u or ui are heavy. For example, the 
non-past suffix has the allomorph -p- after light bases and -v- after heavy: pö-p-e
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‘he goes’, bare-p-e ‘he writes’, ödu-v-e ‘he reads’ (NB). The present perfect has 
the allomorph -t- after light bases and -d- or -tuid- after heavy: pö-t-e ‘he has 
gone’, bare-t-e ‘he has written’, ödu-d-e ‘he has read’. Unlike noun morphopho
nology, disyllabic bases of the form (C)VC are treated as heavy: kat-v-e ‘he 
ties’, kat-md-e ‘he has tied’.

Several irregular formations and dialectal variations complicate the allomor- 
phy of verbal suffixes. For example, (Cj)VC2 V bases where C2  is a nasal, such 
as tiniu ‘eat’ and uniu ‘dine’, though heavy from what was said above, take the 
‘light’ suffixes -p- for the non-past and -t- for the present perfect: tin-p-e ‘he 
eats’, tin-t-e ‘he has eaten’.

Tulu does not permit diphthongs to arise either in internal sandhi, where suf
fixes combine with stems, or in external sandhi, where words are juxtaposed. 
Elision of one of the vowels or insertion of a glide between the two effectively 
prevents this. Elision generally occurs where both vowels have the same quality 
or where the first vowel is u or ui. Elsewhere an interesting contrast is seen: in 
internal sandhi y is generally inserted if the first vowel is i or Γ, otherwise v is 
inserted: mugi- + -ontu yields mugi.y-ontu ‘finishing’,pö- + -are yieldspö.v-ars 
'in order to go’, kale- + -adui yields kale.v-adui ‘let him spend’.

In external sandhi the first vowel is generally retained and the second deleted: 
iccs ‘desire’ + itnuc ‘was’ yields iccetnm ‘had a desire’, kalleda ‘of stone’ + onji 
‘one’ yields kallsdonji ‘one of stone’, kinni ‘small’ + uppuna ‘being’ yields kin- 
nippuna ‘being small’, duddu ‘money’ + iddi ‘is not’ yields dudduddi ‘there is no 
money’. The precise rules that underlie these and other sandhi changes affecting 
vowel combinations are rather complex.

Writing System
Tulu has been written in two orthographic systems. Tulu script is an early adap
tation of Malayalam script used by Tulu brahmins travelling to Kerala to study 
Sanskrit texts (Upadhyaya 1988). Inscriptions in Tulu script have recently been 
discovered and dated to the fifteenth century c e . The two epics, Sri Bhägavato 
and Kàvêri, both from the seventeenth century, were originally set down in this 
script. Save these and some other writings, Tulu script has been primarily used 
by brahmins to transcribe Sanskrit texts, a practice that continues to the present. 
It is otherwise no longer used for writing or publishing Tulu texts.

During the early nineteenth century, Christian missionaries introduced 
Kannada script for Bible translations and related religious material (see Chapter 
2). This practice continues and is followed in Brigel’s (1872) Tulu grammar, 
Männer’s (1886) dictionary of Tulu and Paniyadi’s (1932) Tulu grammar. The 
renaissance of Tulu writing in the twentieth century has further consolidated the 
practice of using Kannada script for Tulu.

In adapting Kannada script for Tulu, writers use the unvocalised consonant 
graph to represent the combination of consonant + m\ this is possible because 
Tulu lacks consonant-final words as such. Specifically, a diacritic called tale- 
kattu, which suppresses the inherent vowel a, is added to the basic consonant
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graph (see Chapter 2). The contrast between e and £, however, is generally left 
unmarked. Paniyadi used a special convention to differentiate these vowels in 
his 1932 grammar, which Upadhyaya uses in his 1988 Tulu Lexicon: this is the 
addition of two talekattus to the basic consonant graph.

6.3 Morphology and Parts of Speech
Tulu has three morphologically distinct word classes: nouns, verbs and indéclin
ables. The language has only two types of inflectional suffixes: nominal suffixes 
marking number and case, and verbal suffixes marking such categories as caus
ative, reflexive, completive; tense and mood; and person, number and gender. 
Indéclinables, including what have been called adjectives and adverbs, gener
ally take no inflections when they are used to modify nouns and verbs.

Nouns
Noun morphology is simpler than verb morphology. Nouns mark a singular- 
plural number distinction, with singular unmarked. Plurality is conveyed by the 
suffixes -riu, -allu and -kulu. -rm occurs primarily with animate nouns ending in 
e (e marks masculine gender in some of these nouns): kalve ‘thief’ becomes 
kalve-riu ‘thieves’; kudke ‘fox’, kudke-riu ‘foxes’, -allu (~ adlu) occurs with kin
ship terms: ajje ‘grandfather’ becomes ajj-adlu/ajj-allu ‘grandfathers’; αΐγε ‘sis- 
ter-in-law’, αίγε-άΙώαΐγε-Ι^ ‘sisters-in-law’. This North Common suffix has the 
counterparts adiklm in South Common and adiklu in North and South Brahmin. 
-kulu occurs elsewhere. The full form -kulu occurs after light bases (i.e. mono
syllables and disyllables with the shape (C)(C)VCV, and has the reduced form 
-lu elsewhere: eli ‘rat’ becomes eli-kulu ‘rats’ while küli ‘tooth’ becomes küli-lu 
‘teeth’. However, the reduced form -lu appears not to occur in the southern dia
lects (Padmanabha 1990: 195).

Case
Tulu has eight cases, of which the nominative is unmarked. The remaining seven 
are signalled by case markers suffixed directly to the nominal base in the singu
lar and to the plural marker in the plural. Accusative case is signalled by -nui, 
which may in some contexts be left unmarked. There are two directional cases, 
dative -gui and ablative -ddm, and two locative suffixes, -dui ‘in, on, with’ and 
-άε ‘at, through’. Finally, -da marks sociative case and -da genitive case. The 
genitive case has the allomorph -na with nouns denoting humans, other nouns 
ending in e and plural nouns.

Case suffixes that begin with a voiced stop, except ablative -ddm, have allo
morphs with the corresponding voiceless stop after light bases. These suffixes 
also exhibit dialectal variation: for example, the Brahmin dialects have the ab
lative suffix -ttml-tm, and insert a nasal increment between nouns ending in a or
o and case suffixes beginning with a stop.

Some nouns undergo certain changes before case suffixes, usually substitut-
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ing one vowel for another. For example, before case markers base-final e regu
larly becomes e and base-final e becomes a : the nominative form ire ‘leaf’ has 
the accusative ire-niu ‘leaf’, dative ire-km ‘lea f , and genitive ire-ta ‘leaf’ while 
nominative kudke ‘fox’ has accusative kudka-nm and dative kudka-giu. (Base- 
final ε derives from *ay and base-final e from *an.) In numerals, all final vowels 
change to e before case suffixes, even if the final vowel is the m or u of the plural 
or the u in the feminine singular suffix -lm\ onji ‘one’ has accusative onjenui, 
dative onje-gm and genitive onje-ta while äliu ‘she’ has accusative äle-nm and 
sociative äle-da. Table 6.2 illustrates the case forms and their allomorphy.

Table 6.2 Tulu case forms and their allomorphy

Singular Plural Singular Plural

Nominative mara ‘tree’ mara-kulu mage ‘son’ maga.l-lu
Accusative mara-nui mara-kul-enui maga-nui maga.l-l-enui
Dative mara-kui mara-kul-egui maga-kui maga.l-1-egui
Ablative mara-ddui mara-kul-eddui maga-ddui maga.l-l-eddui
Locative 1 mara-tui mara-kul-edui mag a-tui maga.l-l-edui
Locative 2 mara-te mara-kul-ede — —

Sociative mara-ta mara-kul-eda maga-ta maga.l-l-eda
Genitive mara-ta mara-kul-ena maga-na maga.l-l-ena
Nominative kallui ‘stone’ kallu-lu pü ‘flower’ pü-kulu
Accusative kallui-nui kallui-l-enui pü-nu pü-kul-enui
Dative kallui-gui kallui-l-egui pü-ku pü-kul-egui
Ablative kallui-ddui kallui-1-eddui pü-ddu pü-kul-eddui
Locative 1 kallui-dui kallui-1-edui pü-tu pü-kul-edui
Locative 2 kallui-de kallui-l-ede pü-te pü-kul-ede
Sociative kallui-da kallui-l-eda pü-ta pü-kul-eda
Genitive kallui-da kallui-l-ena pu-ta pü-kul-ena

Nouns also have a vocative form which is formed by changing base-final vow
els: for example, e becomes ä, bäve > bävä ‘brother-in-law!’ ; i > ye , taâgadi > 
taûgadye ‘younger sister! ’; and u > ö, arasu > arasö ‘king! ’. In plural nouns final 
u becomes ë, arasulu > arasulë ‘kings!’.

In addition to case markers, postpositions may follow fully inflected nouns, es
pecially in the genitive, to indicate more specific case relations. Examples in
clude mittm ‘above’, tirtm ‘below’, ulayi ‘inside’, andpideyi ‘outside’: gudde-da 
mittm ‘on the hill’ {mittm governs the genitive), äle-ddm dumbu ‘before her’ 
{dumbu governs the ablative).

Pronominal Distinctions
Pronouns, particularly first and second person, have irregular inflections. The 
first person singular, yänm {ënm in dialects other than North Common), has the 
oblique stem en- before case suffixes. The first person plural distinguishes two 
forms, exclusive enkulu ‘we (not you)’ and inclusive nama ‘we (and you)’, but 
the corresponding verb morphology supplies only one form for both. The second
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person singular is ï (oblique stem ni-); its plural, nuwgulu. In the third person, 
Tulu pronouns mark a proximal-distal spatial distinction as well as a masculine- 
feminine-neuter gender distinction.

The proximal pronouns have two alternants, one starting with /, the other with 
μ, which are not semantically distinct; the feminine singular has a third alternant, 
mölu, derived through loss of the initial vowel and simplification of the resulting 
cluster. The forms are listed below.

Proximal Distal

Masculine imbe/umbe aye
Feminine imbolu/umbolu/mölu äliu
Neuter (non-human) indu/undu avu

Corresponding to the proximal and distal pronouns, singular and plural, mascu
line and feminine, there is a single interrogative form, ëriu ‘who’. For non
humans, there is singular ovu ‘which thing’ and plural oyikulu ‘which things’. 
There is also a third person anaphoric pronoun, often called a reflexive: tärnu 
(obi. tan-, plur. tatikulu). The Common dialects, but not the Brahmin, distinguish 
honorific singular and plural in the second and third persons by adding -rm in the 
singular and -kulu in the plural to the pronominal base: singular ï ‘you’, singular 
honorific ïrm ‘you’, and plural nugulu ‘you’; singular äye ‘he’, singular honorific 
ärm ‘he’, and plural agulu ‘they’.

Verbs
Tulu is a tense-prominent language in which verbal inflections fundamentally 
denote tense distinctions. Distinctions of mood and aspect are conveyed by aux
iliary verb constructions or by secondary usages of tense markers. Tense mark
ing is thus obligatory and pervasive in the language while modal and aspectual 
marking may be optional. This distinction characterises finite and non-finite 
verbs alike.

The Tulu finite verb consists of a verb base, tense suffix and personal ending. 
The base may incorporate such suffixes as the transitive (restricted), causative, 
reflexive-continuative or completive. The tense markers involve a primary 
opposition between past and non-past. The past marks a secondary opposition to 
the simple past and the present perfect; the non-past, between a present-future 
and a subjunctive. Personal endings mark the person (first, second or third), num
ber (singular or plural) and gender of the subject. Gender marking occurs only in 
the third person, distinguishing human and non-human in the plural and mascu
line, feminine and neuter in the singular (i.e. the singular further divides human 
into masculine and feminine).

Finite verbs have a restricted, but special distribution in Tulu. With a set of im
portant, principled exceptions, every Tulu sentence generally has one finite 
predicate, usually a finite verb. All other verbs are non-finite. The position of
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finite predicates within the Tulu sentence, as with other South and South-Central 
Dravidian languages, is governed by syntactic rules.

Verb bases belong to three groups: group I includes monosyllabic bases, 
(C)VCV bases ending in i or e, and causative stems; group II includes bases end
ing in -pu , whether it marks transitivity or not; group III includes all other bases. 
The allomorphy of verbal suffixes is sensitive to this classification of bases. The 
formative -pu of group II bases is generally dropped when certain suffixes are 
added.

Stem Formation
Various verb stems are formed by suffixing the causative, reflexive-continua- 
tive or completive marker to a verb base. The causative has two allomorphs. -pä 
occurs after group I bases and some group III bases; -ä , elsewhere: bar-pä 
‘cause to come’ (< barm ‘come’), päd-ä ‘cause to put’ (< pädui ‘put’), malp-ä 
‘cause to do’ (< malpu ‘do’) as in malpäye ‘he caused (someone) to do it’. The 
reflexive-continuative has two allomorphs. -onu occurs after group I and III 
bases: koyy-onu ‘pluck oneself’ (< koy ‘pluck’), näd-onu ‘search oneself (< 
nädm ‘search’), -tonu occurs after group II bases: oy-tonu ‘pull oneself’ (<oypu 
‘pull’), mal-tonu ‘do oneself’ (<malpu ‘do’) as in maltonbe ‘he may do (it) him
self’. The reflexive-continuative also conveys continuity, as un-ton-d-erm ‘they 
were standing’, and there are several irregularities in this form. The completive 
has two allomorphs. -rm occurs with group III bases, -trml-drm with all others: 
öd-rm ‘read away’ (< ôdm ‘read’), oy-trm ‘pull away’ (< oypu ‘pull’), sü-drm 
‘finish looking’ (< sü ‘look’), ben-drm ‘work away’ (< ben ‘work’) as in bendre 
‘he may work away’. The reflexive-continuative and completive suffixes ap
pear to historically derive from earlier auxiliary verbs (see Steever 1993): the t 
and d in the second allomorphs of the reflexive-continuative and completive 
suffixes appear to be the remnants of earlier conjunctive forms.

Tense Suffixes
The allomorphy of tense markers is broadly outlined in Table 6.3. The first part 
of this table gives the allomorphs of the markers while the second part gives 
tense forms in the third person masculine singular for three different bases. 
These forms come from the North Common and North Brahmin dialects.

Several irregularities and dialect variations affect the allomorphy of tense 
markers. When, for example, a verb base ends in a nasal and u or m , the imme
diate past suffix is d or d, as in tin-d-e ‘he ate’, un-d-e ‘he dined’. It also has a 
zero allomorph after group I and III bases in the third person neuter singular, as 
in pönu ‘it went’, ödunu ‘it read’. The non-immediate past has devoiced alter
nants -tmt- and in the southern dialects (bat-tmt-e ‘he has come’, ödm-t-e ‘he 
has read’). In the southern dialects, the indefinite non-past suffix is -v- after 
group III bases, as well.
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Table 6.3 The North Common and North Brahmin tense markers

Bases Past Present perfect Non-past Subjunctive

NC TENSE MARKERS

Group I
pö
‘go’

-y-
po-y-e 
‘he went’

-t-
pö-t-e
‘he has gone’

-p-
pö-p-e 
‘he goes’

-V-

pö-v-e 
‘he may go’

Group II
kalpu
‘learn’

-t-
kal-t-e 
‘he learned’

-d-
kal-d-e
‘he has learned’

-V-

kalpu-v-e 
‘he learns’

-0 -
kalp-e
‘he may learn’

Group III
paterui
‘speak’

-y-
pater-y-e 
‘he spoke’

-d-
päter-d-e 
‘he has spoken’

-V-

päter-v-e 
‘he speaks’

-0 -
pater-e
‘he may speak’

NB TENSE MARKERS

Group I
pö
‘go’

-y-
pö-y-e 
‘he went’

-t-
pö-t-e
‘he has gone’

-p-
pö-p-e 
‘he goes’

-V-

pö-v-e 
‘he may go’

Group II
balipu
‘run’

-t-
bali-t-e 
‘he ran’

-tmd- 
bali-tuid-e 
‘he has run’

-V-

balip-v-e 
‘he runs’

-0 -
balip-e 
‘he may run’

Group III
odu
‘read’

-y-
öd-y-e 
‘he read’

-d-
ödu-d-e 
‘he has read’

-V-

ödu-v-e 
‘he reads’

-0 -
od-e
‘he may read’

Personal Endings
Personal endings are suffixed to the tensed stems described earlier, and show lit
tle allomorphic variation: only the third person neuter singular endings exhibit 
any. Likewise, dialect differences occur mainly between North Common Tulu 
and the other dialects. Table 6.4 illustrates these suffixes for North Common 
Tulu with the past tense of kalpu ‘learn’ and North Brahmin Tulu with the past 
tense of katm ‘tie’.

The neuter singular suffix has the allomorph -mu in the immediate and non- 
immediate past (katmu ‘it tied’, katmdmu ‘it has tied’), -unu in the definite non
past (kattunu ‘it ties’) and -u in the indefinite non-past (kattu ‘it may tie’). This 
holds for the Brahmin dialects; the Common dialects have the allomorphs 
-vundiu, -undu and -w, respectively, in these contexts. Besides these alternants, 
North Common Tulu has -a for the first person plural and the third person plural 
non-human, so that katya means ‘we tied’ or ‘those things tied’. This dialect has 
-olu for the third person feminine singular: barpolu ‘she comes’.

Other Finite Forms
Besides these four paradigms, Tulu also forms a counterfactual paradigm by suf
fixing the non-past suffix -(u)v- to the present perfect stem, which is then inflect
ed for personal endings (pö-t-v-e ‘he would have gone’, bat-tmd-v-e ‘he would
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Table 6.4 Personal endings for North Common and North Brahmin Tulu

Singular Plural Singular Plural

NORTH COMMON

I -ε -a kalt-ε kalt-a
II -a -arui kalt-a kalt-arm
III Masc. -e -erui kalt-e kalt-erm

Fem. -olu kalt-olu
Neut. -uindui -a kalt-mndm kalt-a

NORTH BRAHMIN

I -ε - 0 katy-ε katy-o
II -a -arm katy-a katy-arui
III Masc. -e -erm katy-e katy-erui

Fem. -alui -erm katy-alui katy-erui
Neut. -nui - 0 kat-nui katy-o

have come’, päd-udu-v-olu ‘she would have put’). This suffix has a zero allo- 
morph in the third person neuter singular {pötu ‘it would have gone’).

Corresponding to these five finite affirmative paradigms are five negative fi
nite paradigms. There are two primary negative suffixes: -ji and -ayI-and. -ji fol
lows the tense marker in the immediate past, present perfect and non-past, and 
suffixation of personal endings in these paradigms is optional: pidädijolu/ 
pidädiji ‘she did not start’, pidäddijolu/pidäddiji ‘she has not started’, 
pidäduijolu/pidäduiji ‘she does not start’ (< pidäd ‘start’), -ayI-and follows the 
tense suffix in the subjunctive and counterfactual negative paradigms: 
pidädayolu ‘she would not start\pidäddvayolu ‘she would not have started’. The 
allomorph and occurs in the third person neuter singular: pidädandiu ‘it will not 
start’.

Forms Signalling Illocutionary Acts
Tulu also has partial finite paradigms such as the imperative, prohibitive, horta
tive, assertive (past and non-past), prospective and permissive. The latter three 
apparently derive from earlier periphrastic constructions whose second member 
is now reduced to suffixal status.

Tulu has two main types of imperative. The first suffixes singular -la and plu
ral -le to the verb base: ben-la ‘you (sing.) work!’, ben-le ‘you all work!’. The 
second uses the bare base for the singular and suffixes -i for the plural: kalpu 
‘study (sing.)!’, kalpi ‘you all study!’. The second type is restricted, however. It 
is not available for monosyllabic bases, exceptp o ‘go’ and some others, nor does 
the plural suffix -i occur after (C)VCV bases ending in i or e or after causative 
bases (Padmanabha 1990). Prohibitives suffix singular -da and plural -de to the 
verb base:para-da ‘don’t drink (sing.)\\ para-de ‘don’t drink (plur.)!’.

Rama (1978:267) observes that South Common Tulu has different imperative 
suffixes to indicate the addressee’s caste, gender or social status: -be is used for
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a male servant or boy (pölam-be ‘you go!’), -di for a maidservant or girl (tinladi 
‘you eat! ’), -ya for servants (panleya ‘you do! ’), -ga for male Harijans (käpulega 
‘you wait!’) and -gale for female Harijans (tuttiulagate ‘you wear (it)!’).

The hortative suffixes singular -ge and plural -ga to the verb base: oppuge ‘let 
me agree’, oppuga ‘let us agree’. After group I bases the initial stop of these suf
fixes is devoiced: barks ‘let me come’. The southern dialects use only a plural 
hortative, whose form is -go.

The assertive suffix -odu and the prospective suffix -oli are added directly to 
the verb base or the present perfect stem. Those formed on the present perfect 
stem have an irrealis meaning: pövodu ‘should go’ vs pötodu ‘should have 
gone’, pövoli ‘could go’ vs pötoli ‘could have gone’. The permissive and nega
tive permissive suffix -adm and -odd (Brahmin -otri), respectively, to the verb 
base: pôvadiu ‘let (him) go\pövodci ‘let him not go’.

Non-finite Verb Forms
Some non-finite forms make temporal distinctions that resemble those noted 
earlier: the conjunctive, adnominal, conditional and verbal nouns. However, 
these distinctions are relative (taxis) rather than absolute (tense). Further, the 
system of temporal distinctions differs in non-finite forms: the adnominal and in
finitive forms distinguish non-past, past and present perfect; the conditional 
forms, anterior and posterior. Conjunctive forms, on the other hand, use wholly 
different formations to distinguish anterior, simultaneous and posterior. Finally, 
for each set of these non-finite forms, there is only a single negative form.

Since the distribution of finite predicates is restricted, and since there is no 
formal class of conjunctions in Tulu, non-finite forms figure prominently in the 
formation of complex sentences. They also function in the formation of com
pound verbs.

Adnominal forms suffix -I to the definite non-past, past and present perfect 
stems: malp-l ‘who does’, malt-ï ‘who did’, maltmd-l ‘who has done’. The lone 
negative adnominal form suffixes -andl directly to the verb base: malp-andl 
‘who does not do/did not do/has not done’. All adnominal forms, with certain ex
ceptions, may have extended forms that additionally add -na (which resembles 
the genitive suffix): malpuna ‘who does’, maltina ‘who did\maltiudina ‘who has 
done’, malpandina ‘who has/did/does not do’.

Verbal nouns resemble the extended adnominal forms; however, they add -ni 
instead of -na: maltini ‘doing’, maltmdini ‘having done’, malpandini ‘not doing’.

The anterior and posterior conditional forms suffix -nda {-nta in southern dia
lects) to the past and non-past stems, respectively: pönda ‘if (one) went’, 
pöpunda ‘if (one) goes’. There is no simple negative conditional: it is expressed 
by cliticising -d a  {-ta  in southern dialects) to the appropriate negative finite 
form, popujje=da ‘if he does not go’, potujje=da ‘if he did not go’. Besides the 
simple conditional form, the affirmative conditional may also be conveyed by 
cliticising =da/=ta to the appropriate affirmative finite form, e.g.pöpe=da ‘if he 
goes’, pöye=da ‘if he went’.
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The anterior conjunctive suffixes -ui to the past stem: pädmd-iu ‘having put’. 
The posterior conjunctive, also called the purposive, suffixes -are (-ara in south
ern dialects) directly to the bare base: päd-ere ‘for putting’. The simultaneous 
conjunctive has a complex form, one homophonous with the past conjunctive of 
the reflexive-continuative form: päd-ondu ‘(while) putting’. The negative con
junctive suffixes -ande directly to the verb base:päd-ande ‘without putting’. This 
last form shows that the final vowel of the conjunctive is rounded by a round 
vowel in a preceding syllable, as seen in the anterior conjunctive forms tüdu 
‘having seen’ and ündu ‘having dined’.

Clitics
Tulu clitics signal diverse notions: dubitative =do (South Common korte ‘he has 
given’, korte=do ‘he might have given’); conditional =da (barpe ‘he comes’, 
barpe=da ‘if he comes’); additive =la ‘also’ (barediu=la ‘having also written’); 
interrogative =ä (yäniu barod=ä ‘shall I come?’); and emphatic - ë  (âyen-ë  
baradiu ‘let him come himself’). Extra emphasis can also be added to a word by 
lengthening particular segments: Brahmin itte ‘now’ vs ittte ‘right now’, ücu 
‘good’ vs üucu ‘very good’.

As in other southern languages, Tulu uses clitics in the formation of some 
complex sentences.

6.4 Syntax
Tulu sentences consist of a subject and a predicate. Subjects are noun phrases in 
the nominative or dative case; predicates may be either nominal or verbal. Sen
tences with nominal predicates typically consist of two noun phrases and express 
relations such as characterisation: avu kempu ‘it (is) red’; equation: dye arasiu 
‘he (is) king’; location: nama üru ä pudetiu ‘our village (is) on that side’; posses
sion: enkiu muji jökulu ‘I have three children’; and experience: äyagiu Jcöpa ‘he 
(is) angry’. Note these last two examples have subjects in the dative case.

Sentences with verbal predicates obligatorily have a finite verb and, option
ally, a set of associated noun phrases. Such sentences tend to denote events rath
er than relations, and are further classified into action and non-action sentences, 
where action sentences, but not non-action sentences, involve volitionality. Tulu 
has two general verbs, malpu ‘do, make’ and ä ‘become’ which represent action 
and non-action predicates, respectively. They paraphrase specific predicates, 
i.e. unasui malpe ‘he does dining’, viz. ‘he dines’ paraphrases the action predi
cate unpe ‘he dines’. These two verbs also form action and non-action predicates 
when combined with borrowed words: stöpm malte ‘he stopped (it)’ and stöpm 
ändm ‘it stopped’ create a Tulu action and non-action predicate respectively 
based on the English word ‘stop’.

Postulation of grammatical relations such as subject, direct object and indirect 
object is unnecessary: Tulu does not grammaticalise its case markers, nor does 
it conflate representations of semantic relations such as actor, undergoer,
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experiencer and the like with representations of pragmatic relations such as top
ic and focus. Semantic relations are conveyed by case marking while pragmatic 
relations are conveyed by word order, emphasis and clitics (see Bhat 1991).

In action sentences, for example, nominative denotes the actor, accusative the 
undergoer and dative the experiencer. The undergoer may go unmarked when it 
is an inanimate object, but may be marked for the accusative when emphasised: 
the object kelasa ‘work’ is not emphasised in äliu kelasa maltolu ‘she did some 
work’ but is in äliu kelas-an=lä maltolu ‘she did the work also’. The undergoer 
appears in the nominative only in non-action sentences, that is, in sentences 
without an actor. Use of case suffixes such as locative, sociative and ablative is 
also conditioned exclusively by semantic factors. The crucial point is that Tulu 
does not distinguish between core and non-core arguments as far as case suffix
es are concerned.

Word order is free in Tulu in that any NP to the left of a finite verb can be 
moved to sentence-initial or preverbal position without affecting the semantic 
role it represents: aye mara(-nm) kadpuve ‘he cuts trees’ may be transformed 
into mara-nm aye kadpuve ‘trees, he cuts’. This movement does affect pragmatic 
role, however, as the translations indicate. The sentence-initial NP is generally 
regarded as topic and the NP immediately preceding the verb as focus. A NP 
may also move rightwards over the finite verb to focus it more strongly; but dur
ing this clefting, the verb becomes a verbal noun: mara kadpuni aye ‘it is he who 
cuts trees’. The position of the question word in interrogative sentences also 
depends on the notions of topic and focus. It appears sentence-initially only if 
emphasised: the neutral question illadegm yêrm pöyerm ‘who went home?’ is 
emphasised as yêrm illadegm pöyerm ‘who is it that went home?’.

Within the NP, modifiers such as adjectives, numerals, possessive nouns and 
adnominal verbs precede the head noun. There is no agreement between the 
modifiers and head noun, and only the head is inflected for number and case: 
boldu näyi ‘white dog’, müji näyi-le-gm ‘for three dogs’, älna näyi ‘her dog’, 
jeydina näyi-gm ‘for the dog which has lain down’.

Verbal modifiers, including adverbial words and conjunctive verbs, tend to 
precede the nuclear verb: bêga batte ‘he came quickly’, tindmpöyolu ‘after eat
ing, she went’, kanare pöye ‘he went to bring (something)’. Tulu also uses com
pound verb constructions to express certain aspectual and modal notions. For 
example, an inflected form of auxiliary budu ‘leave’ combines with the anterior 
conjunctive of the main verb to denote completion of an event: äye märdm budye 
‘he sold (them) off’ (cf. Tamil vitu ‘leave’, Kannada bidu ‘id.’).

Complex sentences are commonly formed by using non-finite verb forms such 
as the adnominal, conjunctive forms, conditionals and verbal noun. Relative 
clauses are formed in Tulu by replacing the finite verb of a sentence by one of 
the four adnominal forms: non-past, yänm parpi perm ‘milk that I drink’, 
madmegmpöpi änjovu ‘man who goes to the marriage’, kelasogm barpiponjovu 
‘woman who comes for work’; past, kelasogm battipohjuvu ‘woman who came 
for work’, könedm sämänm pädi(na) parabbe ‘old man who put luggage in the
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room’; present perfect, kelasogvu baydi ponjuvu ‘woman who has come for 
work’, älui nadti mara ‘tree that she has planted’; or negative, kelasogiu barandi 
ponjuvu ‘woman who does/did not come for work\pada  kalpandi bäle ‘boy who 
did not learn the song’.

Conjoined sentences may be formed by using the conjunctive forms: anterior, 
äye santegmpödupustaka kanate ‘he has gone to the market and bought a book’; 
simultaneous, äye jökulenui lesondu sälegui pöye ‘he went to school taking the 
children along’; posterior, älrn parndm tinare idegui battolu ‘she came here to 
eat fruit’; and negative, äye säleguipövande oytena untude ‘he is standing some
where without going to school’. These conjunctive forms, however, can only be 
conjoined with clauses containing verbal predicates, not nominal ones. Further, 
if they are agentive, the clause they combine with must have a co-referential 
subject.

Sentences may also be combined using such words as bokka ‘and, afterwards’ 
or ijjanda ‘or’ (lit. ‘if not’): äye illegiu batte bokka jette ‘he came home and lay 
down’, nigulu idegui balle ijjanda yänui adegui barpe 'you come here or I will 
come there’. Certain clitics such as =lä ‘and’ may also be used to conjoin noun 
phrases or nominalisations, but not independent clauses: räju=lä hari=lä sälegui 
pöyerui ‘Raju and Hari went to school’, älui pöpini=lä ï barpini=lä sama ändui 
‘her coming and your going coincided’ (lit. ‘were the same’).

Conditionals are formed by using the conditional verb form in -nda or by cliti
cising =da to a finite verb form: nigulu adegiupö-nda ‘if you go there’, ï ödudu- 
nda ‘if you have read’, yänui adegiu barpe=da ‘if I come there’, älui adegiu 
pötal=da ‘if she goes/went there’, avenui kanatuija=da ‘if you have not brought 
it’.

Verbal nouns are used primarily in cleft sentences, as in the non-past adegiu 
pöpini yänui ‘it is I who go there’, past adegui pöyini yänui ‘it is I who went 
there’, past perfect idegm battuidni äye ‘it is he who had come here’. Verbal 
nouns also occur in questions (e.g. adegui pöpini êrui ‘who is it that goes there?’). 
Verbal nouns are also used to form nominalisations of sentences and can there
fore function as predicate nominals or as arguments with case markers, e.g. äye 
panpinedui arto ijji ‘there is no meaning in what he says’, onji pakki bultondu 
pöpunenui kënde ‘I heard a bird going singing’.

The complementiser =ndui ‘that’ (< *en+tu ‘saying’) is also used to subordi
nate finite clauses within a sentence: [äye [kate mugindvu-ndm\ pande] ‘he said 
that the story is over’.

6.5 Lexicon
Derivational suffixes in Tulu pertain primarily to nouns: several suffixes are 
used to derive nominal bases from verbal bases, from other nominal bases, as 
well as from other forms. Verbal derivation, on the other hand, involves only two 
suffixes, -pu and -su. In some cases -pu transforms intransitive into transitive 
stems, as in ori ‘remain’ vs ori-pu ‘preserve’ and bigi ‘be tight’ vs bigi-pu
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‘tighten’, but in others it is only a meaningless inflectional increment, as in kodil 
kodipu ‘sprout’, -su occurs in just a few bases, as in Brahmin böfu ‘be shaved’ vs 
böli-su ‘shave’, apparently a borrowing from Kannada.

The most frequent nominal derivational suffixes are -elm, -kel-ge and -ηεΙ-ηε. 
These serve to derive nouns from verbal bases: Brahmin jappu ‘descend’ + -elm 
yields jappelm ‘ebb tide’, biri ‘crack’ + -k8 yields birike ‘a crack’, tirgm ‘turn’ + 
-ηε yields tirgam  ‘screw’; or from non-verbal bases: Brahmin kondi ‘hook’ + 
-elm yields kondelm ‘wasp’, gatti ‘hard’ + -gε + -e ‘masc.’ yields gattige ‘clever 
fellow’. Also common are the feminine suffixes -i and -ti: Brahmin keppe ‘deaf 
man’ vs kepp-i ‘deaf woman’ andäcäri ‘carpenter’ vs äcär-ti ‘carpenter’s wife’.

The Brahmin dialects differ from the others in having more Sanskritic borrow
ings: compare Brahmin rämmani ‘wife’ with Common bodedi ‘id.’, Brahmin 
puruse ‘husband’ with Common kandani ‘id.’, Brahmin turfe ‘thirst’ with Com
mon angadaw  ‘id.’ and Brahmin vastra ‘cloth’ with Common kuntu ‘id.’. The 
southern dialects, particularly in the west, show more Malayalam borrowings 
than the others.

6.6 Special Features

Relation with Other Dravidian Languages
As noted earlier, the position of Tulu within the Dravidian language family is un
der dispute. Subrahmanyam (1968) argues that it is a South Dravidian language, 
one that branched off from this subgroup earlier than the other languages. Rao 
(1982), however, claims it is closer to the South-Central Dravidian languages. 
The debates in the specialist literature generally focus on ways in which Tulu 
phonology and morphology differ from those of other Dravidian languages. But 
the most solid conclusion one may draw from many of these arguments is that 
these differences represent independent innovations within Tulu rather than 
shared innovations with the South-Central languages. The further question of af
filiating Tulu to a specific subgroup requires a greater understanding of the his
tory and synchrony of languages which are at present only fragmentarily 
understood. Hence, arguments for subgrouping cannot be considered decisive at 
our current state of knowledge; as the languages involved come to be known in 
greater detail and clarity, this issue can be more adequately debated.

Comparison of Dialects
The history of Tulu has to be written primarily on the basis of its dialect differ
ences and on comparison with other Dravidian languages. Its written history is 
neither long nor extensive. The epic form differs only slightly from modem spo
ken forms: it preserves *z as distinct from */ and *r whereas this sound merges 
with */ in Brahmin dialects and with *r in Common dialects, Epic azu ‘cry’, 
Brahmin aim ‘id.’, Common arm ‘id.’; Epic azedm ‘bowl (cattle)’, Brahmin 
aleddm ‘id.’, Common aredm ‘id.’
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As noted earlier, spoken Tulu shows two major types of dialect distinctions: a 
geographical one between north and south, and a caste-based one between 
Brahmin and Common. These two distinctions crosscut each other, giving rise to 
the four major dialects: North Brahmin, North Common, South Brahmin and 
South Common. The most linguistically innovative appears to be North Com
mon, the most conservative South Brahmin.

Characteristics o f North Common Tulu
Several changes have affected only North Common Tulu but not the other three 
dialects, helping to distinguish it from the others (Padmanabha 1990). The mid 
vowels e and o are raised to i and w, respectively, when they precede a single 
consonant followed by a or e. The retroflex sonorants / and n merge with dental 
/ and n, respectively. The following table illustrates some of the differences that 
polarise North Common from the remaining dialects.

North Common Other dialects Gloss Phenomenon

isalm esafui ‘petal’ Vowel raising
kilenji kelenji ‘housefly’ Vowel raising
pusatm posat(t)ui ‘new’ Vowel raising
puli puli ‘tamarind’ / to /
ballm baUm ‘rope’ / to /
änui änui ‘male’ n to n
kannui kannui ‘eye’ n to n

A notable change is the loss of Vj in words of the type V 1C 1V2C2C3 V3 - where 
Cj is retroflex and C2 C3 is a geminate or nasal+stop cluster. Consequent upon 
this is the change of the retroflex to a dental consonant. This occurs regularly in 
North Common but only sporadically in South Common or North Brahmin.

North Common Other dialects Gloss

dakkuc adak(k)ui ‘throw’
lappu alap(p)u ‘measure’
nungu unungu ‘dry’
dekkärui edekkärui ‘space between the legs’
laccilui ofac(c)ilui ‘pasture’

The voicing of intervocalic or postnasal voiceless stops is a frequent innova
tion in North Common Tulu, less frequent in South Common and least of all in 
North Brahmin. In the intermediate South Common dialect, it is optional in sev
eral instances. For example, the substitution of voiced stops for voiceless in case 
suffixes when they attach to heavy bases occurs in both northern dialects, is op
tional in South Common and absent in South Brahmin. Similarly, the non-imme- 
diate past suffix is -tmd- after group II bases in both the northern dialects, -tucd-/
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-tmt- in South Common, and -twt- in South Brahmin. The hortative suffix exhib
its a similar pattern; but the conditional suffix undergoes voicing only in the 
northern dialects.

Voicing occurs only in North Common Tulu in such suffixes as the negative 
conjunctive in -ntel-nde, the non-immediate past when suffixed to group I bases, 
the feminine derivative suffixes -rtU-rdi and -tif-di and the plural marker -kulu/ 
-gulu when suffixed to the second and third person human pronouns.

North Common Tulu also tends to syncopate V2  in words of the type 
(Ci)V 1C2 V2 C3 V3 whereas the other dialects do not: North Common kajpu 
‘curry’ vs kajip(p)u elsewhere; North Common nalpu ‘dance’ vs nalip(p)u else
where; and North Common kurde ‘blind’ vs kurude elsewhere.

North-South Dialect Differences
The North-South split is further marked by several important isoglosses. Words 
with the shape (C1)V 1C2 V2 C3 C4 V3 - in southern dialects regularly degeminate 
to (Cj)V 1C2 V2 C3 V3 - in northern dialects: southern nadatte ‘character’ vs north
ern nadate, southern pelakkäyi ‘jackfruit’ vs northern pelakäyi. This pattern also 
applies when certain suffixes attach to (C)VCV bases: southern irettm ‘on the 
leaf’ vs northern iretui, southern maratta ‘of the tree’ vs northern marata, south
ern pilikkui ‘to the tiger’ vs northernpilikui, and southern nadmtte ‘he has plant
ed’ vs northern naduite. One exception to this rule is a set of words of the type 
VCVCCV- where North Common Tulu has lost the initial vowel (see above); in 
these words North Common, but not South Brahmin which generally preserves 
the initial vowel, preserves the cluster: southern afappu ‘measure’ corresponds 
to North Brahmin alapu and North Common lappu.

Another important North-South isogloss is the correspondence of southern 
nouns ending in o to northern ones ending in a: southern anyäyo ‘injustice’ vs 
northern anyäya, southern nugo ‘yoke’ vs northern nugalniga, southern tiyo/siyo 
vs northern tiga. Further, the change of word-final u to tu after back vowels has 
occurred in the southern dialects but not the northern: southern ürui ‘village’ vs 
northern wrw, southern untui 'having dined’ vs northern untu/undu.

Certain irregular changes also differentiate northern dialects from southern: 
the loss of the nasal between long vowels and stops in southern dialects: south
ern öte ‘reed’ vs northern önte, southern pâte ‘moth’ vs northern pänte\ the op
tional change of tt to ss in northern dialects: southern ottui ‘press’ vs northern 
ottu!ossu\ and the absence of the reduced plural marker -lu in southern dialects.

Brahmin-Common Dialect Differences
The social distinction between Brahmin and non-Brahmin (Common) is reflect
ed linguistically in several isoglosses. The most prominent is the retention of the 
distinction between *c- and *t- in Brahmin dialects as against their merger in the 
Common dialects. Brahmin dialects change *c- to s- and preserve t- unchanged 
while the Common dialects merge the two as t- in northern dialects and as s- in 
southern: Brahmin sappu ‘leaf’ corresponds to North Common tappu and South
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Common sappu (*c-, DEDR 2673); Brahmin settiu ‘decay’, to North Common 
tettiu and South Common settui (*c-, DEDR 2426); Brahmin tare ‘head’, to North 
Common tare and South Common sare (*t-, DEDR 3103); and Brahmin tingaliu 
‘month’, to North Common tmgoliu and South Common sirigolu (*t-9 DEDR 
3213).

The merged consonant has several realisations in the Common dialects, 
depending on caste and region. It becomes h- in northeastern Common, 0  in 
southeastern Common and c- in the Koraga and Holeya dialects of the southeast: 
compare northeastern Common (Jain) happu ‘leaf’, hare ‘head’, and hettiu 
‘decay’ with southwestern Common appu ‘leaf’, are ‘head’, ettiu ‘decay’ and 
Koraga cappu ‘leaf’, care ‘head’, cettiu ‘decay’.

Another important isogloss concerns the fate of PDr *z which, while preserved 
in Epic Tulu, becomes / in Brahmin dialects and r in Common dialects: compare 
Brahmin oli ‘remain’ with Common ori\ Brahmin köli ‘fowl’ with Common köri. 
Further, in some words initial d in the Common dialects corresponds to j  in the 
Brahmin dialects when followed by a palatal vowel: compare Brahmin jekkm 
‘wash’ with Common dekkiu and Brahmin jinjiu ‘fill’ with Common dinjiu.

Several morphological and lexical differences further characterise the 
Brahmin-Common dialect split. The vowel ä of the causative suffix is ö in the 
Brahmin dialects: compare Common tinpä ‘make eat’ with Brahmin tinpö. 
Nouns ending in ä (ö in southern dialects) take a nasal increment in Brahmin, but 
not Common dialects. Finally, as noted earlier, the Common dialects, but not the 
Brahmin, make an honorific-plural distinction in the second and third person 
pronouns.
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7 OldTelugu

P. R a m a n a ra sim h a m

7.1 Introduction
Old Telugu belongs to the South-Central branch of the Dravidian languages. All 
the languages of this subgroup underwent the phonological change of metathesis 
or apical displacement whereby certain resonants and sonants which in Proto- 
Dravidian (PDr) occurred only in the offset of a syllable now appear in the onset. 
The PDr verb *varay ‘sketch, draw, write’ becomes varai ‘id.’ in Tamil, but be
comes first vräyu ‘id.’ then räyu ‘id.’ in Telugu. While the six non-literary lan
guages of this subgroup have contrastive vowel length only in initial syllables, 
Telugu words may have contrastive length in any syllable. Of the seven lan
guages of this subgroup, it is the only one with a written literary tradition. Old 
Telugu and Gondi retain serial verb constructions in the negative, while the oth
er languages, including Modem Telugu, have lost them.

Linguistic evidence divides Telugu into three historical stages. The Old 
Telugu period runs from the seventh century c e  to about 1100; the Middle 
Telugu period runs from 1100 to 1600; and the Modem Telugu period runs from 
1600 to the present. Our knowledge of the language before the twentieth century 
comes from two basic corpora: inscriptions and literary works. Beginning with 
the seventh century c e , Old Telugu first appears in inscriptions; and from 1100 
onwards in a much larger literary corpus. The language stages in these two cor
pora do not coincide in time: the inscriptional corpus is the more innovating of 
the two, the literary corpus is more conservative and, indeed, resolutely archais
ing. Nannaya, writing in the early medieval period, uses forms attested in Old 
Telugu inscriptions and avoids the more innovating forms attested in contempo
raneous inscriptions. With the exception of Vlrasaiva literature introducing col
loquialisms into the language of medieval devotional texts, the literary language 
generally lagged behind the spoken language as reflected in inscriptions until 
the early twentieth century when the spoken form finally took precedence (see 
Chapter 8  on Modem Telugu). Literary forms of the early medieval period are 
often cited as instances of Old Telugu because they are more abundant, more 
cohesive and deliberately archaic.

The keystone of classical literature is the epic Ändhramahäbhärata (c. elev
enth century c e  to fourteenth century) written by three authors (kavitraya ‘trinity 
of poets’): Nannaya (eleventh century), Tikkana (thirteenth century) and Errana
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(fourteenth century). While establishing a division between Old Telugu and 
Middle Telugu remains somewhat problematic in view of the discontinuity be
tween the inscriptional and literary varieties, the latest date ascribed to Old Tel
ugu is the fourteenth century. Around this time, literary genres diversify to 
include the vacana literature (thirteenth century onwards), influenced by the 
Vlrasaiva movement that began in Karnataka. This introduces a more colloquial 
diction into the literature. The prabandha literature of the sixteenth century 
retains -  perhaps self-consciously -  many features of the epic language. The 
classical period, which includes both Old and Middle Telugu, begins to wind 
down in the late nineteenth century when reforms are initiated to write and print 
Telugu in a manner that more closely matches the language spoken in Andhra 
Pradesh.

7.2 Phonology
On the basis of inscriptional evidence and literary texts, the phonemes in Table
7.1 can be established for the native core of Old Telugu. Of particular note in 
this table is the development of a voiced series of stops alongside the voiceless 
stops inherited from Proto-Dravidian.

Table 7.1 Core phonemes of Old Telugu

Labial Dental Alveolar Retroflex Palatal Velar Glottal

CONSONANTS
Stop P t t k

b d d g
Affricate c

j
Nasal m n n n
Lateral 1 1
Spirant s h
Flap r
Trill r
Approximant z
Glide V y

Front Back

VOWELS
High i 1 u Ü
Mid e ë 0 Ö
Low a â

With the great influx of Indo-Aryan loanwords into Old Telugu, the aspirated 
stops and sibilants given in Table 7.2 are attested in the phonological periphery 
of the old language.
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Table 7.2 Non-core phonemes of Old Telugu

Labial Dental-
Alveolar

Retroflex Palatal Velar

ph th th ch kh
bh dh dh jh gh

s s

While these sounds are attested in literature, they may well have never spread 
down into certain spoken dialects. Today, uneducated speakers of Modem 
Telugu typically assimilate aspirated stops to their unaspirated counterparts; 
even educated speakers do so in rapid, unguarded speech.

Traditional grammars include two diphthongs in their enumeration of Old Tel
ugu sounds: ai and au. In poetry these two diphthongs have two treatments. In 
words that belong to the native core of the language they are treated as disylla
bles, rhyming with VCV sequences; in words that belong to the Sanskritic ele
ment they are treated as monosyllables, rhyming with long vowels.

Very little is known about Old Telugu phonetics. It appears to have been in a 
state of flux. The phoneme /z/, attested in early inscriptions, had already fallen 
together with /d/ and /r/ in complementary environments by the literary period 
of the eleventh century. While /r/ and /r/ minimally contrast in early Old Telugu, 
/arugu/ ‘go’ vs /arugu/ ‘decay’, this distinction began to collapse during the early 
literary period.

The development of nasals in Old Telugu is of interest. Before stops and 
affricates, nasals are largely predictable: most are homorganic to the following 
stop. However, konku ‘hesitate’ with a velar nasal contrasted with känka ‘gift’ 
with a dental nasal, although the latter has variants känuka and kinuka ‘id.’ 
where an epenthetic vowel separates the dental nasal from the velar stop. In the 
writing system, a single symbol borrowed from Devanagari, anusvära, repre
sents homorganic nasals before stops and affricates. Further, in sequences of 
long vowel and nasal, the nasal was invariably lost by the early literary period 
so that /ëngu/ ‘go’ in ninth-century inscriptions corresponds to /ëgu/ ‘id.’ in 
eleventh-century Telugu. In sequences of a short vowel and nasal, the nasal was 
optionally lost: inscriptional /kalangu/ ‘be disturbed’ became either/kalangu/or 
/kalagu/ in early literary Old Telugu. To represent this phenomenon, Old Telugu 
script adapted a new symbol, called ardhänusvära ‘half an anusvära’ or 
arasunna ‘half circle’, which is transcribed here as /N/.

The phonemes /η ή 1 y/ do not occur word-initially. While the glide /v/ never 
occurs before /u o/, all remaining consonants may occur initially before all vow
els. The frequency of the various classes of consonants that may occur in initial 
position, in descending order of frequency, are voiceless stops, nasals, /v/, 
voiced stops, trills, laterals and spirants. The only consonant clusters permitted 
in initial position consist of one of /p t k b d g m v s/ and /r/. These clusters never
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occur medially in native words.
Old Telugu was written in a script that developed out of southern versions of 

the Ashokan Brahmi script (see Chapter 2).

7.3 Morphology and the Parts of Speech
Old Telugu, like other Dravidian languages, is an agglutinative language whose 
morphemes may be segmented and identified with relative ease. Despite the in
fluence of Sanskrit and other Indo-Aryan languages on it, Old Telugu lacks pre
fixes and infixes, using only suffixes. As early as the Old Telugu stage, many 
original Proto-Dravidian suffixes were being replaced by innovated suffixes. 
Several new suffixes are historically traced to independent words: the locative 
suffix -löN, for example, probably derives from the noun base *w/ ‘interior’ 
(DEDR 698), which in turn is related to the verb base *w/- ‘be (within)’ (DEDR 
697). The inflectional morphology is well enough developed in the language to 
permit flexible word order.

Old Telugu lexical bases are traced to native Dravidian sources or to 
borrowed Indo-Aryan sources. Noun bases were borrowed more freely than verb 
bases; the closure of the set of verbal bases, inherited from Proto-Dravidian, 
inhibited the borrowing of verb bases. However, this constraint became some
what relaxed in Old Telugu; Sanskritic verbal bases were introduced into the 
language, particularly through the use of the suffix -incu. Towards the end of the 
Classical period, with the incursions of the Mughals into Central India, borrow
ings from Perso-Arabic sources began to appear in the language, mainly in the 
administrative vocabulary.

Most native lexical bases in Old Telugu are either noun or verb bases. Other 
parts of speech, such as adjectives, adverbs and conjunctions, are not well de
fined formally. As elsewhere in Dravidian, nouns and verbs are mutually distin
guished by their inflectional morphology and their syntax. Nouns mark case, 
number and gender; verbs mark tense and mood.

Most native noun bases in Old Telugu can function as free forms and do not 
explicitly mark gender, e.g. anna ‘older brother’, amma ‘mother’, tala ‘head’. Of 
the two numbers, singular and plural, singular is the unmarked member of the 
opposition. While bare verb bases in many Dravidian languages function as free 
forms signalling an imperative, verb bases in the early Old Telugu period were 
not free forms. The imperative is marked by the suffix -mu. In the texts of the 
late Old Telugu period, the use of the bare verb base as an imperative is occa
sionally recorded and is, in fact, the prevalent usage in the modem language.

7.4 Nouns
Nouns are forms that take case suffixes. They may also mark number and 
gender. As noted earlier, singular number is unmarked, plural number marked. 
Gender, where it is overtly expressed, is largely natural, not grammatical.
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Gender markers combine with a noun base to form a stem to which the number 
and case suffixes are subsequently added.

Old Telugu nouns are classified into several different varieties. As noted ear
lier, a noun base may itself serve as a free form, e.g. tandri ‘father’, talli ‘moth
er’, eddu ‘ox’, illu ‘house’. Certain nouns consist of a bound noun base and 
gender marker, with -Ndu for masculine, -alu for feminine and -mu for neuter 
gender, as in manuma-Ndu ‘grandson’, köd-alu ‘daughter-in-law’ and anda-mu 
‘beauty’. The gender suffixes may, on occasion, combine with a free form, as in 
ill-älu ‘housewife’ which suffixes the feminine marker -älu to the free form illu 
‘house’. In certain circumstances, inflectional increments automatically appear 
between the noun base and gender marker, as in pêda.r-âlu ‘poor woman’ and 
vilu.kä-Ndu ‘archer’. The increment .kä-, likely a reflex of the verb *äku 
‘become’ (DEDR 333), appears to be an innovation in South-Central Dravidian 
and is attested elsewhere in the subgroup, as in Konda negi.k-an ‘good man’.

Some nouns appear to consist of an adjectival base and nominalising suffix, 
e.g. nalla-na ‘blackness’ consists of the adjective nalla ‘black’ and the nominal
ising suffix -na (cf. Old Tamil nan-mai ‘goodness’ consisting of nal- ‘good’ and 
the nominalising suffix -mai)\ oka-Ndu ‘one man’ consists of the numeral adjec
tive oka ‘one’ and the masculine gender marker. In some instances, an incre
ment appears in these nouns, as when the abstract suffix -tanamu ‘the property 
of’ is suffixed to nalla ‘black’ in nalla.N-danamu ‘blackness’. As in all Dravidian 
languages, there are cases of V=>N derivation so that the verb base pädu ‘sing’ 
combines with the nominalising suffix -ta to form päta ‘song’. Further, the verb 
base caduv- ‘read’ combines with the nominalising suffix -u to yield caduv-u 
‘reading’ which, in turn, may combine with the agentive suffix -ari to form 
caduv-ari ‘reader’. Such deverbal nouns may participate further in noun deriva
tion by taking a gender marker, as in päta.kä-Ndu ‘a (male) singer’. The noun 
kall-ar-lNdu ‘(male) liar’ thus consists of the noun base kalla ‘lie’, the agentive 
suffix -ari and the masculine gender marker -INdu.

Old Telugu nouns, based on stem formation patterns, are classified as native 
and borrowed. Native nouns include those inherited from Dravidian and na- 
tivised forms that are borrowed from Indo-Aryan sources along with changes 
adapting them to the Old Telugu phonological system. Borrowed nouns come 
largely from Sanskrit and Prakrit nominals to which Old Telugu suffixes are 
added.

Most of the primary native nouns in Old Telugu do not overtly mark gender. 
The first layer of derivative suffixes mark gender only occasionally, such as the 
neuter nouns with the marker -mw. All nominalised forms, and some of the 
second layer of derivative suffixes, mark gender.

Noun classes, as distinct from noun stem classes, are distinguished according 
to semantic criteria as common nouns, proper nouns and pronouns. Common 
count nouns distinguish between singular and plural number while common 
mass nouns do not. Common count nouns include such examples as talupu 
‘door’, puli ‘tiger’ and koduku ‘son’. According to the lexical identity of the
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noun, mass nouns may trigger singular agreement, e.g. uppu ‘salt’, telivi ‘intel
lect’, or plural agreement, e.g.pälu ‘milk’, biyyamu ‘rice’. Proper nouns typical
ly occur only in the singular; some trigger plural agreement to mark 
honorification.

Masculine gender is marked by -Ndu, suffixed directly to the primary stem of 
nouns. These generally include kin terms and social relations, e.g. maga-Ndu 
‘husband’, allu-Ndu ‘son-in-law’, ballidu-Ndu ‘strong man’, ganda-Ndu ‘id.’, 
minda-Ndu ‘paramour’, kurra-Ndu ‘lad’, bäNpa-Ndu ‘brahmin’, bidda-Ndu 
‘male child’, golla-Ndu ‘man of the Golla tribe’, böya-Ndu ‘man of the Boya 
tribe’. Otherwise, -Ndu is suffixed to a secondary stem, one with an inflectional 
increment, e.g. vilu.kä-Ndu ‘archer’ (cf. vilu ‘bow’), banis.ï-Ndu ‘male slave’.

The suffixes that mark feminine gender include -ta, -eta, -tiya (~ -te), -Ndi, 
-alu and -älu. All except -alu are suffixed to secondary stems, viz. those with in
flectional increments. The suffix -alu tends to occur with kin terms, e.g. köd-alu 
‘daughter-in-law’, celiy-alu ‘younger sister’ and marad-alu ‘younger brother’s 
wife’, -älu also occurs in such nouns as ill-älu ‘housewife’ (cf. illu ‘house’). It 
further occurs with secondary stems with the formatives r or y, e.g. blda.r-älu 
‘poor woman’ and vela.y-älu ‘courtesan’. The suffix -Ndi occurs with secondary 
stems with the formative ä, e.g. vannel.ä-Ndi ‘fashionable woman’ (cf. vannelu 
‘fashions’). The free variants -tiya and -te occur with secondary stems with the 
formatives -kat or -gat, e.g. celi-kat-tiya, celi-kat-te ‘confidante’, anda-gat-tiya, 
anda-gat-te ‘beautiful woman’ (cf. anda-mu ‘beauty’). The suffix -eta occurs 
with a few stems, e.g. cenc-eta ‘woman of the Cencu tribe’, gubb-eta ‘full
breasted woman’ (cf. gubba ‘breast’). The suffix -ta occurs with a few caste 
names, e.g. sale-ta ‘woman of the weaver caste’.

Neuter gender is marked by -mu, in free variation with -mmu and -mbu. It oc
curs with nominal bases explicitly marked for neuter gender; abstract deriva
tives marked with the suffixes -tana and -arika (— rika)\ and the primary 
derivative suffixes -pa and -aka. Examples include alla-mu/alla-mmu/alla-mbu 
‘ginger’, manci-tana-mu ‘goodness’ (<manci ‘good’),pedda-rika-mu ‘eldership’ 
(<pedda ‘big’), muri-pa-mu ‘joy’, and add-aka-mu ‘dyeing’. There is one in
stance where -mu marks a human singular noun: cutta-mu ‘a relative’.

Whether or not an Old Telugu noun overtly incorporates a gender suffix, it sig
nals gender indirectly in three ways: first, by the personal ending it triggers on a 
finite verb ( 1 ), by the concord marker it triggers on a predicate nominal (2 ), or 
by the pronoun it selects (3). Consider the following examples.

(1) a. tandri vacc-in-aNdu. b. 
father-nom come-pst-3 sm 
‘The father came.’ 

c. talli vacc-in-adi. d.
mother-nom come-pst-3snm 
‘The mother came.’

tandru-lu vacc-in-äru. 
father-pl-nom come-pst-3plhum 
‘The fathers came.’ 
tallu-lu vacc-in-äru.
mother-pl-nom come-pst-3plhum 
‘The mothers came.’
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e. ävu vacc-in-adi. f. ävu-lu vacc-in-avi
cow-nom come-pst-3 snm cow-pl-nom come-pst-3 plnhum
‘The cow came.’ ‘The cows came.’

The primary gender opposition in the singular is masculine as against non
masculine while in the plural it is human as against non-human. A similar pat
tern occurs in the concord markers on predicate nominals.

(2) a. tandri manci.vä-Ndu. b. 
father-nom good.one-3sm 
‘The father (is a) good man.’

c. talli manci-di.
mother-nom good.one-3snm 
‘Mother (is a) good woman.’

e. bandi manci-di.
cart-nom good.one-3 snm 
‘The cart (is a) good one.’

tandru-lu manci.vä-ru. 
father-pl-nom good.one-3 plhum 
‘The fathers (are) good men.’ 

d. tallu-lu manci.vä-ru.
mother-pl-nom good.one-3plhum 
‘Mothers (are) good women.’ 

f. band-fu manci-vi.
cart-pl-nom good.one-3plnhum 
‘The carts (are) good ones.’

Although the pronominal system also reflects this split-gender system, so that 
in the singular feminine and neuter nouns pattern together over against mascu
line nouns, independent feminine singular pronouns such as äme ‘she’ are also 
available.

(3) a. väNdu nä tammu-Ndu.
that-3sm my younger.brother-3sm 
‘He (is) my younger brother.’

b. väru nä tammu-lu.
that-3plhum my younger.brother-3plhum
‘They (are) my younger brothers.’

c. adi/äme nä cellelu.
that-3sn/that-3sf my sister-nom
‘She (is) my sister.’

d. väru nä cell-endru. 
that-3plhum my sister-3plhum-nom 
‘They (are) my sisters.’

e. adi ävu. 
that-3sn cow-3sn-nom 
‘That one/it (is a) cow.’

f. avi ävu-lu
that-3pln cow-3pln 
‘Those ones (are) cows.’

Finally, in the case of numeral and interrogative predicate nominals, there are 
separate feminine forms, viz. okkate ‘one (female)’ and evvate ‘which (female)’.
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The neuter singular forms ondu ‘one (thing)’ and êmi ‘which (thing)’ may not be 
substituted here, as was possible in (3c) above.

(4) a. rämu-Ndu oka-Ndu. b. rämu-Ndu eva-Ndu?
Rama-3sm one-3sm-nom Rama-3sm who-3sm
‘Rama (is) one man (i.e. alone).’ ‘Who (is) Rama?’

c. lata okka-te. d. lata evate?
Lata-3sf one-3sf Lata-3sf who-3sf
‘Lata (is) one woman (i.e. alone).’ ‘Who is Lata?’ 

e. ï mokka ondu. f. ï mokka êmi?
this plant-3sn one-3sn this plant-3sn which-3sn
‘This plant (is) one.’ ‘What/which one (is) this plant?’

For the purposes of agreement and concord, all nouns denoting male persons 
are masculine, all those denoting female persons are feminine and all others 
neuter. The only major exceptions to this are the borrowed nouns süryu-Ndu 
‘sun’, candru-Ndu ‘moon’ and the names of the planets, which are treated as 
masculine. These planetary bodies figure in traditional Hindu mythology and as
trology, and are personified as agents capable of governing human destiny. As 
such, they were probably borrowed into the language as proper names as well 
as common nouns.

Old Telugu has a two-way number distinction: singular and plural. All noun 
stems other than those that are inherently plural are singular. Count nouns may 
take the plural number suffix which is added to the noun stem. The plural of fem
inine and neuter nouns suffixes the plural marker directly to the noun stem with 
the gender marker: thus, the feminine singular noun andaga.t-te ‘beautiful wom
an’ has the plural andaga.t-te-lu ‘beautiful women’ while the neuter singular 
noun anda-mu ‘beauty’ has the plural anda-mu-lu ‘features of beauty’. The plu
ral of masculine nouns, on the other hand, adds the plural marker to the noun 
stem, obviating the masculine gender marker so that the masculine singular 
noun andagä-Ndu ‘handsome man’ has the plural andagä-ndru ‘handsome 
men’.

The basic plural marker is -lu with the allomorphs -lu, -ru, -ru, -ndlu, -ndru. 
The allomorph -ndru pluralises such masculine nouns as gandaNdu ‘strong man’ 
and mindaNdu ‘paramour’; stems ending in -käNdu and -gäNdu; and feminine 
stems ending in -alu and -älu. Examples include ganda-ndru ‘strong men’; vi- 
lukä-ndru ‘archers’, bëraga-ndru ‘buyers’; and köda-ndru ‘daughters-in-law’ 
(sing, ködalu), illä-ndru ‘housewives’ (sing, illälu).

The marker -ndlu pluralises the stems rëNdu ‘king’, vrëNdu ‘shepherd’, as 
well as stems with the formative -Γ, stems with the canonical pattern (C)V/w, and 
stems with the canonical pattern XCVli where X is any phonemic sequence oth
er than (C)V. In this last pattern, -ndlu varies with -lu. Examples include rë-ndlu 
‘kings’, mokkalï-ndlu ‘obstinate men’, indlu ‘houses’ (sing, illu ‘house’). The 
marker -ru, in free variation with -ndru, pluralises noun stems with the formative
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suffix -kä: thus vilukä-ru ‘archers’ alternates with vilakä-ndru ‘id.’. The plural 
marker -ru occurs with a small set of nouns: pagatu-ru ‘enemies’, märtu-ru ‘id.’, 
allu-ru ‘sons-in-law’, neyyu-ru ‘friends’.

The plural marker -lu occurs elsewhere. The corpus shows a certain amount 
of variation in the preceding stem. In some nouns an -i in the stem is harmonised 
to the -u of the plural marker, in others a stem final vowel is lost, and in still oth
ers sandhi takes place between the stem-final consonant and the -/ of the plural 
marker. Often the same lexeme shows several variants in this corpus. Examples 
include pulu-lu ‘tigers’ (sing, puli); balumu-lu ‘strengths’ (sing, balimi); bandu- 
lu/band-fu ‘carts’ (sing, bandi); p idikü u -1 u/p idikü u -1 u/p idikü - I u ‘fists’ (sing. 
pidikili); trädu-lu/trälu-1u/trä!-Iu ‘ropes’ (sing, trädu); kälu-lu/kalu-lu/kaf-lu 
‘legs’ (sing. kälu)\ üru-lu/ür-lu/ülu-lu/üf-lu ‘villages’ (sing, üru); êNdu-lu/ênd-lu 
‘years’ (sing. ëNdu); anaNtu-lu/anant-fu ‘plantains’ (sing. anaNti); oddu-lu/od- 
lu ‘river banks’ (sing. oddu). The noun stems cênu ‘com field’, pênu ‘louse’ and 
mlnu ‘fish’ drop their final -nu before the plural marker, yielding the plural forms 
cê(u, pëlu and mllu, respectively.

Case
In formal terms, case markers are added to noun stems. Case markers appear at 
the outer layers of noun morphology, and are suffixed to plural markers. Thus 
the structure of the Old Telugu noun is lexical stem (+ gender marker) + number 
marker + case marker. Most Old Telugu stems suffix case markers directly with
out the augmentation of an oblique marker. Oblique stems are noun forms that 
require augmentation by an inflectional increment before taking a case suffix. 
The most common oblique formatives are -/, -ni, -atiy -i(n)ti, -//, -nti, and -a. As 
with plural suffixes, individual lexemes in this corpus may have several oblique 
forms.

The oblique marker -a occurs with the noun pälu ‘milk’ and plural number 
stems. Examples include the oblique stemspäla- ‘milk’, bommala- ‘dolls’ (nom. 
plur. bomma-lu), allura- ‘sons-in-law’ (nom. plur. alluru) and illändra- ‘house
wives’ (nom. plur. illändru). The oblique marker -nti occurs with pagalu ‘day
time’ (paganti-) and nouns of the canonical shapes (C)V/h and (C)Vm*, e.g. ilu 
‘house’ and kanu ‘eye’ have the oblique forms inti- and kanti- respectively. The 
oblique marker -ti occurs with êmi ‘what’ (ëmiti- -  ëti-), modalu ‘first’ Cmodati-), 
pagalu ‘daytime’ (pagati-), nosalu ‘forehead’ (nosati-), rendu ‘two’ (renti), 
müNdu ‘three’ (müNti-), neuter nouns ending in du such as trädu ‘rope’ (träti-), 
some ru/ru ending nouns such as nöru ‘mouth’ (nöti) and ëru ‘river’ (ëti), and 
stems with the shape XCWli where X is other than (C)V. Examples of this last 
group include kodavati- ‘sickle’ (nom. kodavali) and aNkati- ‘hunger’ (nom. 
äNkali). In all these cases the oblique markers -nti and -ti replace the final CV 
of the stem, except in êmi ‘what’ which optionally drops its final CV before the 
marker.

The oblique marker -i(n)ti occurs with modalu ‘first’ (modali(n)ti-), pagalu 
‘daytime’ (pagali(n)ti-) and pekku ‘many’ (pekki(n)ti-). It also occurs with the
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deictic forms anni ‘this much’ (obi. anni(n)ti-), inni ‘this much’, enni ‘how much’ 
and konni ‘a few’, as well as all numerals except ondu ‘one’. Examples include 
rendi(n)ti- ‘two’ (nom. rendu) and nalugi(n)ti- ‘four’ (nom. nalugu). The oblique 
marker -ati occurs with such nouns as krindu ‘lower surface’ (obi. krindati-), 
mXNdu ‘upper surface’, mundu ‘foreground’, mäpu ‘evening’, rêpu ‘morning, 
tomorrow’. It also occurs with the triad appudu ‘that time’, ippudu ‘this time’ and 
eppudu ‘what time’, which all drop -du before the marker, e.g. ippati-i ‘this 
time’.

The oblique marker -ti occurs with the nouns cêyi ‘hand’ (obi. cêti-), göyi ‘pit’, 
nêyi ‘ghee’, nüyi ‘well’, väyi ‘mouth’, däyi ‘work bench, anvil’, röyi ‘stake’ and 
räyi ‘stone’, which all drop -yi. It also occurs with stems ending in -rru which 
change to -ri, as in ariti- ‘neck’ (nom. arru). The oblique marker -ni occurs with 
masculine nouns ending in -Ndu, and replaces the gender marker when forming 
the oblique stem. For example, magani- ‘husband’ (nom. maga-Ndu). The ob
lique marker -i occurs with all other nouns ending in tu, nu, ru, and lu: cöti- 
‘space’ (nom. cötu), mräni- ‘tree’ (nom. mränu), üri- ‘town’ (nom. üru), käli- 
‘leg’ (nom. kälu).

In declension, certain nouns exhibit a pattern of stem alternation which is 
based on the canonical shape of the noun. Nouns with the shape (C)V7w alternate 
with (C)V//w. The former occurs before the plural suffix -ndlu and the oblique 
marker -nti while the latter occurs before the plural suffix -lu. Elsewhere both 
forms vary freely although the former tends to occur mainly in compounds; the 
latter mainly in free forms. Thus ilu ‘house’ alternates with illu ‘id.’ and indlu 
‘houses’ with illulu ‘id.’. Similarly, mulu ‘thorn’ ~ mullu, palu ‘tooth’ ~ pallu 
‘id.’, vilu ‘bow’ ~ villu. These come from Proto-Dravidian nouns that ended in / 
or /. The fusion of the enunciative vowel u to the noun base, characteristic of so 
many Telugu nouns, would have resyllabified the root-final consonant to the 
next syllable obscuring the lexical identity of the root. Gemination of the root- 
final consonant effectively prevents that reanalysis from occurring. The gemi
nate forms are standard in the modem language. Stems with the canonical shape 
(C)Wnu similarly alternate with (C)Wnnu. The former occurs mainly before the 
oblique marker -nti and in compounds, the latter occurs in free forms. Both vary 
freely before the plural marker -lu. The form kanu ‘eye’ varies with kannu ‘id.’, 
as in ka-nti ‘of the eye’, kanu-cüpu ‘eyesight’, kanulu ‘eyes’ and kannulu ‘id.’. 
Other words that exhibit this pattern are minu ‘sky’ ~ minnu ‘id.’ and manu 
‘earth’ ~ mannu ‘id.’.

The nominative forms cêyi ‘hand’, göyi ‘pit’, nêyi ‘ghee’, nüyi ‘well’, väyi 
‘mouth’, däyi ‘anvil, work bench’ and röyi ‘stake’ all replace final yi with tu be
fore the plural marker -lu, as in cêtu-lu ‘hands’, nütu-lu ‘wells’, etc. By contrast 
the nouns rêyi ‘night’, vêyi ‘thousand’, räyi ‘stone’, vräyi ‘letter of the alphabet’, 
döyi ‘pair’ and präyi ‘hard seed of a plant’ drop the final yi before the plural 
marker; hence, vê-lu ‘thousands’, vrä-lu ‘alphabet’.

Certain nouns ending in nu replace this final syllable with Nku obligatorily be
fore the plural marker and optionally elsewhere, as in kolanu ‘pond’ and
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kolaNku-lu ‘ponds’, mränu ‘tree’ and mräNku-lu ‘trees’. Other nouns in this set 
are kalanu ‘war’, kelanu ‘side’, koranu ‘hedge’, gavanu ‘gate of a fort’, neranu 
‘secret’, varanu ‘intricacy’, valanu ‘direction’. Certain other nouns ending in nu 
replace their final syllable with Ngu under the same conditions as the first set, 
as in gönu ‘hemp plant’ and göNgu-lu ‘hemp plants’. Another example is rênu 
‘zizyphus jujuba’. It is tempting to see in this increment the remnants of the 
Proto-Dravidian plural suffix *-(n)kaL

The noun stems ävu ‘cow’ andpüvu ‘flower’ optionally drop their final vu be
fore the plural marker so that ävulu ‘cows’ alternates with älu ‘id.’ andpüvulu 
‘flowers’ withpülu ‘id.’. The final vu in both is an innovation within Telugu, and 
cannot be reconstructed to the proto-forms of these two words.

Old Telugu has a nominative-accusative case system. As elsewhere in Dra
vidian, cases are supplemented by a system of postpositions that, in general, ex
press more specific semantic relations than a case marker. Further, case is 
conditioned by gender: certain cases occur only with neuter nouns. Such gaps in 
the declension of human nouns are filled by combinations of nouns and postpo
sitions. Old Telugu has six cases: nominative, accusative, dative, genitive, in
strumental and locative. The so-called sociative, ablative and purposive cases 
may be analysed as postpositions or composite expressions in which a postposi
tion governs a specific case form of a noun, such as the dative or locative.

The nominative case is the unmarked case form in Old Telugu. It marks var
iously the subject of a sentence, an indefinite inanimate object, a predicate nom
inal, or an adverbial function. It also serves as the citation form of the noun.

The accusative case, signalled by the addition of the marker -N to the oblique 
base, marks the direct object of a verb. The oblique marker -ni is optionally 
dropped before the accusative case marker. The masculine noun tammu-Ndu 
‘younger brother’ has the oblique base tammu-ni- and the various accusative 
case forms tammuni-N, tammuni, tammuni-n(i) and tammu-N. The feminine noun 
ativa-lu ‘women’ has the oblique form atival-a- and the accusative forms ativa- 
la-N and ativala-nu. The neuter noun kukka ‘dog’ has the accusative forms kuk- 
ka-N and kukka-nu, but inanimate direct objects often appear in the nominative 
case.

The dative case is marked by the allomorphs -kuN and -kiN. The form -kiN oc
curs after a base ending in i or Γ, except for the second person pronouns; -kuN 
occurs elsewhere. Examples include väri-kiN ‘for them’, göda-kuN ‘to the wall’, 
ηϊ-kuN ‘to you’. The base to which the dative case marker is suffixed may show 
some variation. Nominative bases ending in -u optionally take the inflectional 
increment -na before the dative suffix, as in camuru.na-kuN ‘for oil’ (nom. ca- 
murü). Nouns ending in -mu may take the increments -na or -äni which replaces 
the final mu, giving rise to the dative case forms kayyamu.na-kuN ‘for war’ and 
kayy.äni-kiN ‘id.’ (nom. kayyamu). Although prescriptive grammars consider the 
use of the increment -na to be standard, the texts of canonical authors contain 
datives that omit it: täku-kuN ‘for an attack’, kavnu-kuN ‘to the waist’, koluvu- 
kuN ‘to the court’ and äkasambu-kuN ‘to the sky’. Masculine nouns ending in
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-Ndu take the increment -na, not -ni, before the dative, as in tammu.na-kuN ‘to 
the younger brother’.

The genitive case is not marked by an explicit suffix in Old Telugu. Syntacti
cally, it always precedes another noun. Morphologically, the oblique base of a 
noun functions as the genitive form of a noun, as in vâni pêru ‘hisj name2’. 
Where the noun has no distinct oblique form, the nominative functions as the 
genitive form, as in puli tôlu ‘the tiger’sj skin2’.

The instrumental/sociative case occurs only with inanimate nouns, and signals 
such notions as instrument and accompaniment. This is marked by -aN ~ -N. The 
allomorph -N occurs with nouns that lack a distinct oblique base, as in köla-N 
‘with an arrow’ (nom. kola), balimi-N ‘with strength’ (nom. balimi), while -aN 
occurs with nouns that have a distinct oblique base, as in gör-aN ‘with the nail’ 
(nom. göru, obi. gôri-), cêtan ‘with the hand’ (nom. cêyi, obi. cêti-). Nominal 
bases that end in u insert the inflectional increment -na before the instrumen
tal/sociative suffix, for example, ammu.na-N ‘with an arrow’. A postpositional 
phrase with mayN ~ meyiN may be substituted for the instrumental case of ab
stract nouns only on the sociative reading, as in dappi-mayN ‘with thirst’ and 
jägarükata-meyiN ‘with care’.

Two additional postpositions may be used to convey the meaning of the instru
mental/sociative case: -tö(da)N ~ -tödutaN and -cê(ta)N. The first comes from a 
noun that means ‘companion’ (*tözan, DEDR 3563), the second from a noun that 
means ‘hand’ (DEDR 2023), and both survive in Modem Telugu as -tö ‘with’ 
and -cëta ‘with’. The first conveys either an instrumental or a sociative meaning, 
as in katti-tö(da)N ‘with a knife’ and vëdka-tô(da)N ~ vêdka-tôdutaN ‘with joy’, 
while the second conveys only an instrumental meaning, as in katti-cê(ta)N ‘with 
a knife’. The second postposition also occurs with animate nouns. In this capac
ity it marks a demoted subject in passive and certain causative constructions, 
where that subject is the agent of the action. The passive sentence bandi väni- 
cêtaN nadupaN badinadi ‘the cartj was4  driven3 by him2’ marks the agent with 
the postposition -cëtaN.

The locative case is marked by several suffixes: -(a)N, -lö(na)N -löpalaN), 
and andu. The distribution of -(a)N is the same as the instrumental case suffix 
-(a)N, as in adavi-N ‘in the forest’, int-aN ‘in the house’ (nom. ilu), mukku.na-N 
‘in the nose’, inti-lö(na)N ‘in the house’, inti-löpalaN ‘id.’. The form andu, 
though listed with suffixes, is an independent word and, hence, does not undergo 
internal sandhi. Nouns whose nominative form ends in u insert the increment -na 
or -n before andu. Examples include väri.y-andu ‘in them’ (nom. väru) and 
kadupu-n-andu ‘in the stomach’ ~ kadupu-na.y-andu ‘id.’.

The ablative case is represented by the forms -(a)N, -(a)Nundi, -(a)NgöleN 
and valanaN (~ vallaN). The distribution of -(a)N is the same as the locative case 
-(a)N, e.g. odal-aN ‘from the body’. Such examples are in fact ambiguous, with 
the meaning of the more general locative case including the more specific in
strumental. The other ablative markers appear to be composite forms consisting 
of the locative case marker and an independent word. The infrequent form

(-
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-(a)NgôleN occurs with temporal nouns, and consists of the locative case marker 
-(a)N and the form -köleN (possibly related to kölana ‘elongation’, DEDR 2237). 
The ablative form nätangole ‘from that day’ (nom. näNdu) is morphologically 
parsed as naNti- + -(a)m- + -köleN. The form -(a)Nundi appears to be a compos
ite of the locative form -(a)N and undi, as in ür-an-undi ‘from the village’ (nom. 
üru). This form undergoes reanalysis in the history of Telugu so that later it ap
pears to consist of the accusative case marker -N and undi, a non-finite verb form 
of undu (< *ul) ‘be within’ (DEDR 697), as in the form ürinundi ‘from the vil
lage’ (< üri-ni-undi < üru + -ni + undi). Finally, by the seventeenth century, in
scriptions show that it has been reanalysed as -nunci, the ablative case marker 
in Modem Telugu. The ablative marker -vallaN, as in calimala-vallaN ‘from the 
Himalayas’ (sixteenth century) comes from earlier -valanaN through the inter
mediate stage -valnaN (which appears in the thirteenth century). While the ab
lative case appears not to have been a simple, monomorphemic form in Old 
Telugu, it is so in the modem language.

Some further examples of common postpositions include ponteN , -kay(i) and 
-korakuN, all with a purposive meaning. The form -ponteN dates to the earliest 
period of Old Telugu and occurs predominantly with inanimate nouns, as in 
neyyamu ponteN ‘for (the sake of) 2  friendshipj’. The other forms emerge late: 
-korakuN first appears in the thirteenth century, but is attested only twice in four- 
teenth-century inscriptions, as in näkorakuN ‘for me, for my sake’. It appears to 
be a reanalysis of the noun kora ‘use’ (DEDR 2161) and the dative case marker 
-kuN. The form -kay(i) is similarly a reanalysis of the dative case marker -ku and 
the conjunctive form ayi of the verb agu ‘become’ and is structurally analogous 
to the Tamil purposive for -(k)käka ‘in order to’. Examples include väni-kay(i) 
‘for him, for his sake’ and caidyuna-kay ‘for Chaidya’ (eleventh century). The 
inflectional increment -na occurs before the purposive marker in the same cir
cumstances where it would occur before the dative case marker.

Pronouns
The pronominal system marks person, number and gender. Table 7.3 shows that 
the first and second person pronouns mark the categories of person and number, 
but not gender as such. The first person plural distinguishes between inclusive 
manamu, which includes the addressee as well as the speaker, and exclusive 
ému, mêmu, which does not. The second person plural pronouns, Iru, Iralu, mlru, 
mïralu, may on occasion signal honorification when applied to a referent denot
ing an individual. The reflexive pronouns, singular tänu ‘self’ and plural tämu, 
are reflexes of Proto-Dravidian forms; their antecedents must be third person 
nominals. As the contrast between nominative forms with long root vowels and 
oblique forms with short root vowels demonstrates, they pattern with the first and 
second person pronouns.

Third person pronouns include demonstratives, interrogatives, indefinites and 
reflexives. Demonstratives and interrogatives pattem similarly, as in other 
South and South-Central Dravidian languages.
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Table 7.3 The pronominal system in Old Telugu

Nominative Oblique Accusative

1 singular ënu/nënu nä- nan/nan(n)uN
1 plural (excl.) ëmu/mëmu mä- mam(m)uN/mammulaN
1 plural (incl.) manamu mana- manalaN
2 singular Ivu/nlvu nï- nin/nin(n)uN
2 plural îru/ïralu/mïru/mïralu mï- mim(m)uN/mimmulaN
3 singular reflexive tänu tana- tannuN/tanaN
3 plural reflexive tämu/täru tama- tammuN/tamaN

The oblique marker -a occurs with the plural pronouns ending in lu and ru, as 
well as the reflexive pronouns tänu ‘self’ and tämu ‘selves’ (the root vowels 
shorten before the oblique marker). Examples include the oblique forms värala- 
‘they’ (nom. väralu), kondara- ‘some people’ (nom. kondaru), tana- ‘self’ and 
tama- ‘selves’. The oblique marker -ni occurs with masculine pronouns ending 
in -Ndu, replacing the gender marker, as in väni- ‘he’ (nom. väNdu). The deictic 
forms adi ‘that one’, idi ‘this one’, ëdi ‘which one’, avi ‘those ones’, ivi ‘these 
ones’ and ëvi ‘which ones’ have the oblique forms däni-, dïni-, dëni-, väni-, vïni-, 
vëni-, respectively. The oblique marker -i occurs with deictic forms ending in ru 
and da, as in väri- ‘they’ (nom. väru) and akkadi- ‘that place’ (nom. akkada).

Table 7.4 presents a sample of Old Telugu deictic pro-forms, including pro
nominal, adjectival and adverbial forms.

7.5 Verb
Old Telugu verbs are forms that mark such verbal categories as tense and mood. 
These categories are suffixed to verb bases; the stems so formed are subse
quently inflected with suffixes that indicate a variety of syntactic relations.

Old Telugu verbal bases divide into native and borrowed. Native bases are 
subdivided into simple, complex and compound bases. Simple bases are mono- 
morphemic forms incapable of further segmentation; complex bases are formed 
by suffixing a transitive or causative marker to a simple base; and compound 
bases are periphrastic forms consisting of two independent bases. Compound 
bases include auxiliary compound verbs. Simple bases are inherently intransi
tive, e.g. vacc- ‘come',pöv- ‘go’, or transitive, e.g. tin- ‘eat’, äd- ‘play’.

Complex verb bases include derived transitive stems and causative stems. 
Derived transitive bases are formed by adding such suffixes as -p-, -c-, -inc- and 
-pine- to intransitive bases, e.g. intransitive atuk- ‘get stuck’ becomes transitive 
atik-inc- ‘paste’ while intransitive mröy- ‘ring’ becomes transitive mröy-inc- 
‘ring’; intransitive däNg ‘hide’ becomes transitive däN-c ‘hide’ while intransi
tive tël ‘float’ becomes transitive tël.u-c ‘float’; and intransitive nadac ‘walk’ 
becomes transitive nada-p ‘drive’ while intransitive äNg ‘stop’ becomes transi
tive äN-p ‘id.’.
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Causative bases are formed through the suffixation of -inc---- ipinc- to a tran
sitive base. This process is lexically conditioned as certain bases do not take the 
causative suffix, e.g. pane- ‘divide’, kör- ‘ask’. A small set of verbs form their 
causative with -ipinc-: an- ‘say’, kan- ‘see’, tin- ‘eat’, vin- ‘listen to’, män- ‘give 
up’, e.g. an-ipinc- ‘make someone say’. All other forms take the causative suffix 
-me-, including on occasion män- ‘give up’, e.g. kott- ‘beat’ becomes causative 
kott-inc- ‘cause to beat’.

Denominal verbs may be formed in Old Telugu by suffixing -ginc- to a nomi
nal base. Thus adda-mu ‘obstruction’ becomes adda-ginc- ‘obstruct’. This suffix 
freely varies with -inc- which occurs with such nouns as appa-na ‘permission’ 
and oppa-na ‘giving’, so that appa-na ‘permission’ becomes the verb appaginc- 
‘entrust’ or appinc- ‘id.’. Such denominal verbs are by and large transitive.

To the various stems, simple or complex, basic or derived, are added suffixes 
that signal a syntactic relation of the verb to some part of the sentence. These 
forms may function as independent words. A personal ending signals the verb’s 
syntactic relation to the subject of the clause, an adnominal suffix signals the 
verb’s relation to a following noun, etc.

Old Telugu verb forms are finite or non-finite. The finite verb consists of a 
verbal base, a tense or mood suffix, and a personal ending. The personal ending 
marks subject-predicate agreement with the subject NP of the sentence.

Old Telugu has three full finite paradigms: past, non-past and negative. It also 
has four other finite forms which are restricted by person. The classical language 
has two past tense forms. The first appears in the earliest inscriptions and oldest 
texts. The past tense marker for this paradigm has three allomorphs: -iti-y -/-, -e-. 
This is illustrated below with the verb cepp- ‘tell, say’. The verb forms are 
underdifferentiated in comparison to the pronominal system: there is a single 
first person plural form for the inclusive and exclusive pronouns, and there is a 
single form for the third person singular masculine, feminine and neuter forms, 
as well as for the third person neuter plural form.

The second past tense form appears from the thirteenth century onwards. The 
third person exhibits a more elaborate system. The masculine singular is now 
formally differentiated from the other third person singular form, which 
embraces feminine and neuter, while the neuter singular is differentiated from 
the plural.

Singular Plural

First 
Second 
Third: Human

cepp-iti-ni cepp-iti-mi
cepp-iti-vi cepp-iti-ri
cepp-e-nu cepp-i-ri
cepp-e-nu cepp-e-nuNeuter
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Singular Plural

First 
Second 
Third: Human

cepp-inä-nu cepp-ina-mu
cepp-inä-vu cepp-inä-ru

Masculine
Feminine

Neuter

cepp-inä-ru
cepp-inä-Ndu
cepp-ina-di
cepp-ina-di cepp-ina-vi

The second past tense form did not merely supersede the first. The first has per
sisted into the Rayalseema dialect of Modem Telugu (Krishnamurti and Gwynn 
1985:181-2). It is only now that this form is being replaced by the past tense par
adigm of the standard Coastal dialect, e.g. cepp-œ-nu ‘I told’, cepp-œ-ru ‘they 
told’, etc. The second form of the past tense also survives, with minor modifica
tions, in the Telangana and Rayalseema dialects of Modem Telugu (Krishna
murti and Gwynn 1985: 151). The past tense form for ‘I told’ is ceppœnu in the 
Coastal dialect, ceppinänu in the Rayalseema dialect and ceppinä in the 
Telangana dialect.

The non-past finite verb, also called an indefinite aorist in the literature, re
fers to non-past time reference; it also has a habitual meaning. This form has two 
basic allomorphs: -eda- which freely varies with -du-, and -u- which freely var
ies with -edi-. This form makes the same formal distinctions as the first past 
tense form.

While this paradigm has been displaced in Modem Telugu by such forms as cep- 
t-änu ‘I will tell’, some of its forms persist into the modem language (Krishna
murti and Gwynn 1985: 175ff). It occurs with certain durative-stative verbs (5a), 
polite imperatives (5b) and in certain counterfactual conditionals (5c). All these 
uses are slowly giving way to other forms.

(5) a. nênu mï tätagärini erugu-du-nu.
I-nom your father-h-acc know-aor-ls 
‘I know your father.’

b. kürcöndi, tarawäta pö-du-ru gäni. 
sit-imp-pl later go-aor-2 pl pel 
‘Please be seated, you can go later.’

Singular Plural

First 
Second 
Third: Human

cepp-eda-nu, ceppu-du-nu cepp-eda-mu, ceppu-du-mu
cepp-eda-vu, ceppu-du-nu cepp-eda-ru, ceppu-du-ru
cepp-edi-ni, cepp-u-nu cepp-eda-ru, ceppu-du-ru
cepp-edi-ni, cepp-u-nu cepp-edi-ni, cepp-u-nuNeuter
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c. wâdu cebitê, nënu cë-ddu-nu. 
he-nom tell-cnd I-nom do-aor-ls
‘If he told me, I would do it’ or ‘If he had told me, I would have done 
it’ implying ‘but he did not tell me’.

The negative finite paradigm is presented below. It is marked by the morph -a-. 
This form does not distinguish between past and non-past time reference. It 
persists into the modem language as negative future and habitual with only 
minor changes to some personal endings.

Singular Plural

First cepp-a-nu cepp-a-mu
Second cepp-a-vu cepp-a-ru
Third: Human cepp-a-ru

Masculine cepp-a-Ndu
Feminine cepp-a-du

Neuter cepp-a-du cepp-a-vu

Besides these three full paradigms, Old Telugu has additional finite forms: the 
hortative, imperative, negative imperative and optative. The horative consists of 
a verb base, hortative suffix -da-, and the first person plural suffix -mu, as in cep- 
pu-da-mu ‘let us tell’. This form seems to have a first person plural inclusive ref
erence. The imperative has second person reference: the verb base takes -mu in 
the singular and -Ndu in the plural, as in ceppu-mu ‘you tell’ and ceppu-Ndu ‘you 
all say’. The negative imperative inserts the suffix -aku- between the verb base 
and the second person ending, as in cepp-aku-mu ‘don’t tell’ and cepp-aku-Ndu 
‘don’t tell’. The optative, which is also called the benedictive in the literature, 
consists of the verb base, optative suffix -edu- (~ -ta-) and the third person neuter 
suffix -nu, as in kalugu-ta-nu ‘may it happen’ -  kalig-edu-nu ‘id.’. The change in 
the verb is due to sandhi.

Old Telugu has a series of non-finite verbs with a variety of uses: they help 
form complex syntactic structures and periphrastic verb forms. Non-finite verbs 
are dependent forms that necessarily combine with a following predicate, usu
ally another verb form, with or without other material intervening.

There are three conjunctive forms, called adverbial participles in the litera
ture: simultaneous, anterior and negative. The simultaneous conjunctive form, 
indicating that the action of the dependent clause and of the main clause overlap 
in time, suffixes -cun to the verb base, as in ceppu-cun ‘while telling’. The ante
rior conjunctive, indicating that the action of the dependent form temporally pre
cedes that of the main clause, suffixes -i to the verb base, as in cepp-i ‘having 
told’. The negative conjunctive, serving as the negative form of both affirmative 
conjunctive forms, suffixes -aka to the verb base, as in cepp-aka ‘not telling, not 
having told’.
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The conditional form, which marks the protasis of a conditional sentence, suf
fixes -inan to the verb base, e.g. cepp-inan ‘if (X) tells’. The post-action form 
suffixes -dun to the verb base, as in ceppu-dun ‘after telling’.

Old Telugu has three adnominal forms, commonly known as adjectival parti
ciples. These dependent verb forms combine with a following noun to form rel
ative clauses, factive clauses, adverbial clauses and similar noun-headed 
structures. The past adnominal form suffixes -ina to the verb base: cepp-ina 
‘which told’. The non-past and habitual form suffixes -edu (~ -edi ~ -u) to the 
verb base, as in cepp-edu ‘which tells, will tell’, cepp-edi ‘id.’ and cepp-u ‘id.’. 
The negative adnominal suffixes -ani to the verb base: cepp-ani ‘which did, does 
not tell’.

The Old Telugu infinitive is a component of certain complement construc
tions, as it is in the modem language. Thus, vand-aN göritini ‘I wished to cook’ 
and vand-aN êgitini ‘I went to cook’ both incorporate the infinitive vand-aN 
‘cook’. However, in Old Telugu, it also functions adverbially to mark a clause 
of circumstance. It suffixes -aN to the verb base, as in cepp-aN ‘as X tells’. In 
this function it is superseded by the verbal noun in -atam in the modem language.

The Old Telugu gerund, a verbal noun, suffixes -ta to the verb base, e.g. 
ceppu-ta ‘telling’.

Several non-finite forms appear in compound verbs. The present tense form 
is transparently a periphrastic formation in Old Telugu. In Nannayya (eleventh 
century), the present tense combines the simultaneous conjunctive form in -cun- 
or -c- of the main verb with a verbal noun based on the defective auxiliary un- 
‘be’. The verbal noun itself consists of the adnominal form unna ‘being’ and the 
noun väNdu ‘person’ which, like other nouns in Old Telugu, may bear concord 
markers to signal agreement with its subject. Thus, the construction in (6 a), for 
example, consists of the simultaneous conjunctive form ceyu-cun ‘doing’ and the 
verbal noun unna-väNdu ‘he is (the) doer’. The entire compound is interpreted 
as ‘he is one who is in the process of doing’.

(6 ) a. cëyu-cun + unna-vä-Ndu (Mbr 3, 2, 26) 
do-sml-be-vn-3sm 
‘He is doing, he is the doer.’

b. ceyu-c-unna-vä-Ndu (.Mbr 1, 7, 36) 
do-sml-be-vn-3sm
‘He is doing, he is the doer.’

c. perugu-c-unnadi (Mbr 1,3,93) 
grow-sml-be-vn-3sn
‘She is growing, the one who is growing.’

d. (äpaday) äpädincu-c-unna-väNd-avu (Mbr 2 ,2 ,44) 
hardship become-cause-sml-do-vn-2 s
‘You are causing hardship.’
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e. navayu-c-unna-väNd-anu (Mbr 3, 4, 119) 
suffer-sml-be-vn- 1 s 
‘I am suffering.’

The form begins to contract over the course of time, with forms in -cun becoming 
rarer than those in -c. Two centuries later in Tikkana’s portion of the 
Mahäbhärata we find further coalescence of the compound verb through the loss 
of the v of vaNdu.

(7) a. nopp-incu-c-unnäNdu (Mbr 2, 5,44) 
pain-caus-sml-be-vn-3sm 
‘He is afflicting (someone).’

b. pövu-cun-unnäru (Mbr 4,3,138) 
go-sml-be-vn-3pl
‘They are going.’

c. cëyu-c-unnâNdavu (Mbr 11,2,81) 
do-sml-be-vn-2 s
‘You are doing.’

This form ultimately becomes the present tense form in the modem language.
While the simple negative conjugation does not specify any tense by itself, a 

serial verb formation is used to specify a past negative finite verb (Steever 
1993). This compound verb consists of two verb forms: the negative conjugation 
of the main verb and the past tense form of the auxiliary agu ‘become’, both 
forms inflected with congruent personal endings. The compound verb ceppan(u) 
äytini ‘I did not tell’ consists of ceppanu ‘I did/do not tell’ and äytini ‘I became’.

First 
Second 
Third: Human

Masculine
Feminine

Neuter

Singular

cepp-a-n(u) ay-ti-ni 
cepp-a-v(u) ay-ti-vi

cepp-a-Nd(u) ayy-e-N 
cepp-a-d(u) ayy-e-N 
cepp-a-d(u) ayy-e-N

Plural

cepp-a-m(u) ay-ti-mi 
cepp-a-r(u) ay-ti-ri 
cepp-a-r(u) ay-i-ri

cepp-a-v(u) ayy-e-N

As the earlier past tense form disappeared from the language, so did this serial 
verb; its cognate remains in Muria Gondi and, in contracted form, in Konda. It 
was replaced by a past negative compound verb consisting of the infinitive of the 
main verb and the invariant negative auxiliary lêdu ‘it is not’; thus ceppaN lëdu 
means ‘I, you, we, they, he, she, it did not tell’. It is paralleled by a non-past neg
ative compound verb consisting of the verbal noun of the main verb and the neg
ative auxiliary lêdu; thus, cepputa lëdu ‘I, you, we, etc., are not telling’.

As earlier discussion of the past and non-past tense forms indicates, an under
standing of Old Telugu grammar proves to be essential to an explanation of the
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diversification of the language into the modem dialects. Many changes in the 
verbal system from Old to Modem Telugu consist in innovated forms displacing 
inherited ones, particularly among the finite paradigms. As shown earlier, these 
displaced forms do not always disappear but are often reinterpreted to serve in 
more restricted functions within the various modem dialects. There is thus a fair 
degree of continuity between the various stages of Telugu.
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8 Telugu

B h . K rish n a m u rti

8.1 B a c k g ro u n d  a n d  H is to ry
Telugu, a literary Dravidian language, is spoken by 54.2 million people (1981 
census) and is the official language of Andhra Pradesh. Its literary texts date 
from the eleventh century c e  onwards. Telugu (telugu < telungu) is also known 
as Tenugu (tenügu < tenungu) and Ändhram. On comparative grounds, Telugu 
belongs to the South-Central subgroup of South Dravidian. Its other close sisters 
are Gondi, Konda, Kui, Kuvi, Pengo and Manda spoken to its north and north
east. Culturally it has had closer links for centuries with the other two literary 
languages to its south and west, i.e. Tamil and Kannada.

South Dravidian (SDr) and South-Central Dravidian (SCDr) must have split 
from Proto-South Dravidian (PSDr) several centuries b c e . This is illustrated by
(1) the change *avantu > *avan (loss of -tu) ‘he’ in SDr, and (2) the development 
of a sound change called ‘apical displacement’ in SCDr, viz. *(C)VL-V- > 
*(C)LV- (L = non-nasal apical liquid or stop, i.e., *r, */, */, *t [r], */, *z), which 
produced word-initial apicals and consonant clusters. Both SDr and SCDr share 
two innovations: ( 1 ) *nän/*nan (backformed from *näm ‘we (incl.)’) besides 
Proto-Dravidian (PDr) *yän/*yan, of which the latter occurs in all branches, and
(2) the sound change PDr *i, u> e,o  / # (C) C-a, a change not shared by Cen
tral or North Dravidian.

Palatalisation of PSDr *k before front vowels (F, è), change of radical vowels 
/, u to e, o before C-a, and apical displacement are prehistoric changes, already 
attested in early Telugu place names, e.g. ceruwu ‘tank’ (< *keru-), *pozal place 
name suffix (> pzölu).

Three stages can be traced within the history of Telugu. The early stage (sec
ond to tenth century) is marked by such sound changes as /, n>  /, n (between 
vowels and in gemination), t [r] (alveolar trill) > r (flap) intervocalically and ini
tially; tt (geminate alveolar stop) > tt (retroflex); nt [nr] > nd, and the retention 
of PDr *z (retroflex frictionless continuant) in writing although it started merging 
with d and r\ for example, êl > élu ‘to rule’ -koni > -koni ( r e f x  v p p l ) ,  wänru > 
wändu > wädu ‘he’, êzu > ëdu ‘seven’, kzocce ‘(one) engraved’ (> krocce). The 
anuswära [o] progressively replaced homorganic nasals in writing following the 
Sanskrit writing tradition. Already the preconsonantal nasal was becoming na
salisation of the preceding long vowel, for example, wändu > wädu.

2 0 2
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Middle Telugu (1100-1599 c e )  was marked by the merger of *z with r and d 
in complementary environments and its eventual loss from writing. Word-initial 
d- (< -z, -/- through apical displacement) merged with d- (< t- sporadically); 
C/V]r- (< *-/-) completely merged with C/V]r- (< *r); word-initial consonant 
clusters formed through apical displacement were getting simplified, Cr- 
(< * 0 - ,  *Cr-, *Cz-) > C-, for example, mränu (< *maram) > mänu ‘tree’. A ma
jor morphosyntactic change was the change of a NP predicate (verbal adj+pro- 
noun) with subject agreement to a finite verb, for example, waccinawädu ‘he 
who came’ > waccinädu ‘he came’. The late medieval period saw the replace
ment of the non-past verb forms like waccedanu (old) Ί  will come’ > waccënu 
(medieval) ‘id.’ by the spoken form wastänu, which was attested in the colloqui
al language since the twelfth century. The classical durative -cu(n) was replaced 
by -tü from the spoken stream even by the Middle Telugu period. A large num
ber of loanwords of Arabic and Persian origin like träsu ‘balance’, dölu ‘drum’ 
were absorbed into Telugu from the thirteenth century onwards.

During the Modem Telugu period (1600-1900 c e ) ,  many spoken Telugu 
forms excluded from earlier written literature started surfacing, for example, 
lyaka > iyyaka ‘not giving’; räyanni (räyadi+ni) ‘king’ (acc.) (lit. räyani), cêstimi 
‘we did’ (lit. cësitimi), nadacënu (lit. nadacedunu) ‘he will behave’, and so on. 
The literary language of the poetic works continued to remain archaic from the 
beginning until the early part of the twentieth century. The evolution of Modem 
Telugu is, therefore, traceable to the usage found in prose inscriptions and me
dieval devotional songs meant for the common people (see Krishnamurti 1974).

Dialects and Standard Language
There were two styles, literary and colloquial, even during the period of early 
Telugu. The differences between them became pronounced from the eleventh 
century onwards: the poets maintained the archaic literary style while prose in
scriptions, some commentaries, chronicles and devotional songs reflected the 
spoken form.

Modem prose writings in the form of essay, fiction, play, criticism, etc., start
ed mainly from the nineteenth century under the influence of English. At the be
ginning of the twentieth century there was a prolonged battle between the 
classicists who wanted the grammar of the literary language used for prose and 
modernists who wanted it closer to the educated speech. Finally, Modem Telugu 
became the vehicle of all prose from 1940 onwards, with the model set by 
creative writers, newspapers and radio.

Modem Telugu has four regional dialects: Northern (nine districts of Telan- 
gana), Southern (four districts of Rayalasima, Nellore and Prakasam), Eastern 
(Srikakulam, Vijayanagaram and Visakhapatanam) and Central (East and West 
Godavari, Krishna, Guntur) (see Figure 8.1). There are many social dialects, 
based on the level of education and sensitivity to standard written form. The ed
ucated speech has a larger inventory of phonemes, less variation in grammatical 
marking, and more borrowings from Sanskrit and English. Modem Standard
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Figure 8.1 The regional dialects of Telugu in Andhra Pradesh 
(from Krishnamurti and Gwynn 1985)
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Telugu (MST) has evolved from the writings of educated speakers of the central 
dialect. The geographical base of MST is far more widespread than that of stan
dard Bengali (Calcutta based) or standard Marathi (Pune based) and thus its 
evolution is unlike that of English and many other modem European languages 
(see Figure 8.2).

8.2 Phonology and Orthography 

Phonology
MST has thirty-three consonant phonemes and eleven vowel phonemes (see 
Table 8.1).

Table 8.1 Phonemes of Modern Standard Telugu

Labial Dental- Retroflex Palatal Velar
Alveolar

CONSONANTS

Stop: Voiceless P ph t (th) t th c ch k kh
Voiced b bh d dh d dh j jh g gh

Fricative f s s s h
Nasal m n η
Flap r
Lateral 1 1
Semi-vowel w y

Front Back

VOWELS

High i I u Ü
Mid e ë 0 Ö
Lower mid æ
Low a ä

In standard Telugu, /th/ tends to merge with /dh/ except after /s/. Sanskrit and 
Prakrit loanwords, found from the earliest historic period of Telugu, introduced 
the aspirated consonants and the sibilants s and s. Persian and Arabic loanwords 
occur from the thirteenth century onwards and loanwords from English from the 
eighteenth century. The phoneme /f/ is traceable to these sources. Non-standard 
speakers replace aspirated stops by the corresponding unaspirated ones; similar
ly, they replace /s s/ by /s/ and /f/ by /p/. The lower mid /æ/ is found mainly in the 
standard speech of coastal districts.

Consonantal segments /I n y/ do not begin a free form (word), and only /m w 
y/ end words. Most Telugu words end in short vowels (except /of). Final long 
vowels occur mostly in loanwords, e.g. söfä ‘sofa’ (E), dabbä (n) ‘can’ (Urdu).
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Native words do not have word-initial clusters. Two-consonant clusters in V__V
position are either geminates, or homorganic nasal + stop; other kinds of clusters 
occur in loanwords. Q C 2 C3 in V__V environment have Q  = nasal and C3 = lat
eral or trill; e.g. tandri ‘father’, pendli ‘marriage’. Many other clusters occur in 
non-native vocabulary. A morpheme has one to four syllables of V, CV (long or 
short vowel) type. The frequent types are (C)VCV, (C)VCCV, (C)VCVCV, e.g. 
kälu ‘leg’, äta ‘game’, nakka ‘fox’, palaka ‘slate’, tiragali ‘grinding stone’, etc. 
After a long vowel CC does not occur in single morphemes. There are a few 
fused compounds which permit this sequence, e.g. nänna ‘father’ (< nä + anna 
‘my father’), bämma ‘grandmother’ (dial.).

All stops (voiced and voiceless) have lenis articulation in intervocalic position 
within a word, e.g. mogudu [y r], talupu [φ]Jalubu [β], caduwu [δ], etc.; they are 
fortis initially and in gemination, /m/ is [wj finally, between vowels and before 
/w s h/; elsewhere it is [m]. /c j/ have two articulations each: [ts dz] (alveolar 
affricates) before non-front vowels /ä, ü, ö/, and [ts dz] (alveolo-palatal affri
cates) before front vowels /I, ë, æ/, e.g. [ts] for/c/ in cali ‘cold’, cäpa ‘mat’, cukka 
‘droplet’, cüpu ‘sight’, cokkä ‘shirt’, cötu ‘place’; [dz] for /j/ in jalleda ‘sieve’, 

jali ‘pity’,yw#w ‘hair\jüdam  ‘gambling\jonna  ‘millets’, etc. In cilaka ‘parrot’, 
cipuru ‘broom’, cettu ‘tree’, cëra ‘open palm’, jila ‘itch’, jira  ‘stripe’, jelaga 
‘leech’, jênà  ‘span’ /c j/ are [ts dz] respectively. Sanskrit words spelled with a 
word-initial ca, ja  are pronounced as ce, je, e.g. Skt candra ‘moon’ : Te. 
/cendrudu/.

Word-initial front vowels /i e æ/ are pronounced with a non-distinctive [y] on- 
glide, and those with rounded vowels /u 0 / with a non-distinctive [w] on-glide. 
All root vowels (i.e. #(C)Vj ...) whether long or short, have lowered allophones 
when followed by a low vowel in the following syllable, e.g.pilla [pilU] ‘a girl’, 
pilli [pilli] ‘cat’, göda [görA] ‘wall’, gödu [göru] ‘worry’. Sometimes a final short 
vowel is lost in sandhi, but the lowered allophone of the preceding vowel per
sists, e.g. göd(a)-ekkada? [gör-ekkara?] ‘where is the wall?’, göd-ekkada? 
[gör-ekkara?] ‘where is the worry?’.

Sandhi
MST has both internal (intra-word) and external (inter-word) sandhi. Some rules 
apply to the whole language, and others to particular parts of speech, such as 
nouns, verbs, etc.

General Rules
(‘# ’ = word boundary; ‘+’ = morpheme boundary)

1. [+ V, -  long] —» 0  / {J } [+ V]
A short vowel is lost before another vowel (short or long) across a mor
pheme or word boundary. The rule is optional between words, but obliga
tory within a word.

ammu ‘to sell’ + i (perf. ppl.) —> amm-i;
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wii<;lu1 ekka<;la2 unnii<;lu3 ~ wii<;/1 ekka<;/2 unnii<;lu3? 'where2 is3 he1?' 
2. C1C1 ~C1/_+C 

A geminate is simplified before another consonant across a morph 
boundary. 

cettu 'tree'+ !u (plural marker)~ cef-!u 'trees'; (high vowel loss by 
another rule). 

This rule operates where two of the three consonants are obstruents: 
nc +t ~st 
cey-inc- 'to cause to do'+ tu (durative suffix)~ cey-is-tu 'doing' 

3. c~s/_+t 

An affricate becomes a sibilant before a stop. 
wacc 'to come'+ tu (durative suffix)~ was-tu 'coming' 
(wacc +tu~ *wac-tu ~was-tu) 
piluc 'to call' +tu (durative suffix)~ pilus-tu 'calling' 

Although restricted to verbs, this is a phonological process which is 
phonetically motivated, i.e. *ct is an impossible sequence in MST. 

4
. [: ~ h] ~[ex round] I (C)VC_C_ + [: ~gh ] 

g ex round 
In morphemes or words of three or more syllables, the non-root vowels, if 
they are high, have to be either[+ round] u ... u, or [-round] i ... i, e.g. 

a<;lugu 'to ask', a<;lig-i 'having asked', gadi 'room', gadu-lu 'rooms', 
enimidi 'eight', enumudu-lu 'eights' 

5
· [_iong ]~01c1_ {;}c2 

(Condition C1 = C2 in point of articulation or C1 and C2 are both coronal/ 
apical, i.e. /l r n o t Q./ or C1 = coronal sonorant and C2 is a dental, apical 
or palatal obstruent ft d c j/, e.g. 

ceruku # ga<;la ~ *ceruk-ga<;la 'a sugar-cane' 
biidu 'to flog' +tu (durative suffix)~ biid-tu 'flogging' 
piila 'white'# riiyi 'stone'~ piil # riiyi 'a marble stone' 

6
· [+ obstruent] ~[ex voice]/ {#+}{+ ob~tr} 

- ex vmce 
An obstruent (stop) is assimilated to the voicing feature of the following 
consonant across a word or morpheme boundary. 

ceruku # ga<;la ~ cerug-ga<;la 'a sugar-cane' 
liigu 'to pull' + ko (refl. imp. sg.) ~ liik-ko 'pull it yourself' 

7. y~0/_+C 
A morph final semi-vowel /y/ is lost before another consonant, e.g. 

mey 'to graze'+ ta~ meta 'fodder' 
koy ~to cut' +ta~ kota 'a cut' 
wey 'thousand' +Lu (plural marker)~ welu 'thousands' 
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Particular Rules
Sandhi rules restricted to nouns or verbs:

8 . [am, em] —> [â, æ] /__+ lu
Noun stems ending in -am and -em replace these by ä and œ in plural 
formation, e.g. 

pustakam ‘book’ + lu —> pustakä-lu ‘books’ 
pandem ‘bet’ + lu —> pandœ-lu ‘bets’

9a. [+ low] / _ C  + + V 
_+ low

In three syllable stems, the medial vowel becomes low when the following 
vowel is low, e.g.

adugu ‘to ask’ + an (inf.) —> adag-an ‘to ask, asking’ 
adugu + a (neg.) + du (3rd per. masc. sing.) —> adag-a-du ‘he will not 

ask’
adugu + äli —> adag-äli ‘one must ask’

9b. V -> -b a c k  
.+ high /# (C )V C _C  + + v

-  back
When a non-back vowel occurs in the third syllable, the vowel of the sec
ond syllable must be i (high front ), e.g. 

adugu + i —> adig-i ‘having asked’ 
adugu + œ (past) + d u - ï  adig-œ-du ‘he asked’ 
adugu + ë (non-past adj.) —> adig-ë ‘asking’

Certain non-productive phonological processes occur only in compound forma
tion, e.g.

palle+üru —> palle-t-üru ‘small village’ 
uppu+ëru —> uppu-t-ëru ‘salt stream’ 
müdu+päwu —> müdu-m-bäwu ‘three and one quarter’ 
bomma+illu —» bomma-r-illu ‘doll’s house’

Orthography
Telugu script is derived from the Ashokan Brahmi with modifications introduced 
in the Southern varieties for short and long e, o in vowels. New symbols for r 
(alveolar trill) and z (retroflex fricative) were innovated. Modem Telugu has no 
symbols for œ (represented by a) or/(represented by ph)\ native speakers can 
identify these by lexical and grammatical information.

Consonants and vowels have primary and secondary forms. The primary 
forms (see Chapter 2) occur word-initially. In the postconsonantal position, only 
the secondary forms of vowels and consonants occur. The Telugu writing system 
is alphasyllabic, each syllable of the type V, CV, CCV, CCCV.

Therefore, all orthographic syllables end in vowels. Telugu characters are 
round in shape, probably conditioned, originally, by the writing medium (dried 
palm leaves) and the instrument (iron stylus).

V -> [

[[

]

]]
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8.3 Morphology
Telugu has five main parts o f speech: nouns (including pronouns, numerals, ad
verbs o f time and place), verbs, adjectives, adverbs and clitics. Grammatical re
lations within a word are expressed by suffixation; there are no prefixes or 

infixes. In some cases, such suffixes are historically traceable to earlier words,
e.g. -äli ‘must, should’ obligative suffix derives from an older defective verb wa- 

layu(nu) ‘is n eeded’.

Nouns
Nouns are distinguished for number and gender and are inflected for case. Pro
nouns, numerals and adverbs o f time and place which carry case inflexion are 

treated morphologically as subclasses o f nouns. Adverbs of time and place lack 

number and gender; first and second person pronouns lack gender.
A nominal stem can be simple, complex or compound, e.g. bomma  ‘a doll’, 

manci-di ‘a good on e’ (non-masc.), bommal(a)-äta  ‘a dolls’ p lay’. There are two 

numbers: singular and plural. Singular is unmarked, while plural is formed by 

adding the suffix -lu!-lu, e.g. bomma-lu  ‘dolls’, guUu (<— gudi + lu) ‘tem ples’. 
The variant -lu occurs when a stem-final high vow el (/, u) is lost between a coro
nal consonant and the plural marker, e.g. kälu ‘le g ’, källu  ‘le g s’; pandiri ‘pan- 
daF, pandiüu  ‘pandals’; göru  ‘fingernail’, göllu ‘fingernails’. Irregular plurals 

include cêyi/ceyyi ‘hand’, cêtulu ‘hands’; cênu ‘field ’, cêlu ‘fields’; kannu  ‘e y e ’, 
kandlu/kallu  ‘e y e s’; illu ‘house’, indlulillu ‘houses’, etc. A geminate consonant 

is simplified after high vow el loss in the plural, e.g. cettu ‘tree’, cetfu ‘trees’; 
guddu  ‘eg g ’, gudfu  ‘eggs’. Synchronically, it would facilitate description if 4u  
was taken as the basic form of the plural suffix, and -lu (the more commonly 
used form) could then be derived when there is no consonantal sandhi, e.g. 
*bomma-lu  —» bomma-lu. A human plural suffix -ru survives in certain human 

pronouns: wäru  ‘they, he (polite)’, anda-ru  ‘that m any’, inda-ru ‘this m any’, and 

enda-ru  ‘how many?’, and in the numeral classifier -guru (mu-gguru  ‘three 
persons’, nalu-guru  ‘four persons’, etc.).

There are two genders: masculine (masc.) vs non-masculine (non-masc.) in 

the singular and human vs non-human in the plural. Gender is largely natural,

e.g. tandri (masc.) ‘father’, talli (non-masc.) ‘mother’, anna  (masc.) ‘elder broth
er’, akka  (non-masc.) ‘elder sister’. The third person pronouns reflect the above 

distinction. Gender manifests in the substitution of demonstrative pronouns for 

nouns, in numerals and in finite verb agreement with the subject noun phrase.

Pronouns

Singular Plural

1 nënu T  mêm(u) ‘we’ (excluding the
speaker addressed) 
manam(u) ‘w e’ (including the 
speaker addressed)
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2 nïwu/nuwwu ‘you’ mlru ‘you’
3 masculine wädu ‘he’ (polite forms: wändlu/wällu ‘they’ (human)

atanu, äyana, wärü)
3 non-masculine adi ‘she/it’ (polite forms: awi ‘they’ (non-human)

äme, äwida, wäru ‘she’)

Politeness is expressed by the appropriate choice of pronouns in reference or 
address: nuwwu ‘you’ (sing.) informal, mlru ‘you’ (plur.) also honorific singular. 
In the third person, there is a four-way distinction in male human and a three- 
way distinction in female human, viz. wädu/atanu/äyana/wäru ‘he’, 
adi/äme/wäru ‘she’ (from low to high politeness). In reference and address, per
sonal names and kinship terms carry -gäru as a respect marker. The choice of 
the appropriate level of politeness is conditioned by the age, education, social 
setting and intention of the speaker vis-à-vis the hearer.

Numerals
Cardinal numerals (cited free forms) are non-masculine; the human forms are 
derived by suffixing -guru ~ -mandi to the adjectival bases of the numerals.

Cardinals (non-masc., non-human) Masculine and human

okati ‘1 thing’, okate ‘1 woman’ okadu ‘1 man’, okaru ‘1 person’
rendu/rondu ‘2 things’ id-daru (< ir-daru) ‘2 persons’
müdu ‘3 things’ mu-gguru ‘3 persons’
nälugu ‘4 things’ nalu-guru ‘4 persons’
aydu ‘5 things’ ay du-guru ‘5 persons’ 

‘6 persons’äru ‘6 things’ äru-guru
ëdu ‘7 things’ ëdu-guru ‘7 persons’
enimidi ‘8 things’ enimidi-mandi ‘8 persons’
tommidi ‘9 things’ tommidi-mandi ‘9 persons’
padi ‘10 things’ padi-mandi ‘10 persons’
pada-kondu ‘11 things’ pada-kondu-mandi ‘11 persons’
pan-nendu ‘12 things’ pan-nendu-mandi ‘12 persons’ 

‘13 persons’pada-müdu ‘13 things’ pada-müdu-mandi
padh-nälugu ‘14 things’ padh-nälugu-mandi ‘14 persons’ 

‘15 persons’padih-ênu ‘15 things’ padih-ënu-mandi
padah-äru ‘16 things’ padah-äru-mandi ‘16 persons’
padih-ëdu ‘17 things’ padih-ëdu-mandi ‘17 persons’
paddh-enimidi ‘ 18 things ’ 
pajjh-enimidi (dialectal)

paddh-enimidi-mandi ‘18 persons’

pan-dhommidi ‘19 things’ pan-dhommidi-mandi ‘19 persons’
ira-way ‘20 things’ ira-way-mandi ‘20 persons’
mu-pphay ‘30 things’ mu-pphay-mandi ‘30 persons’
nala-bhay ‘40 things’ nala-bhay-mandi ‘40 persons’
ë-bhay ‘50 things’ ë-bhay-mandi ‘50 persons’
ara-way ‘60 things’ ara-way-mandi ‘60 persons’
de-bbhay ‘70 things’ de-bbhay-mandi ‘70 persons’
ena-bhay ‘80 things’ ena-bhay-mandi ‘80 persons’
tom-bhay ‘90 things’ tom-bhay-mandi ‘90 persons’
nüru, wanda ‘100 things’ wanda-mandi ‘100 persons’
weyyi
wëlu

‘1,000 things’ 
‘thousands’

weyyi-mandi ' ‘1,000 persons’
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Note the lexically conditioned variants of the morpheme meaning ‘10’. This is 

the only native word which carries aspiration in the form o f h and ph/bh; -guru
is from *war (underlying *awar ‘they’) with w —» g / V__V and vow el harmony;

-mandi ‘persons’ is originally a free form; -daru must be another older form 

meaning ‘persons’ in SCDr (cf. Konda döru ‘peop le’).

Adverbs o f Time and Place

Distant Proximate Interrogative

appudu ‘then’ ippudu ‘now’ eppudu ‘when?’
annäüu ‘that many days’ innäüu ‘this many days’ ennällu ‘how many

days?’
akkada ‘there’ ikkada ‘here’ ekkada ‘where?’

Also the non-deictic ones: rêpu ‘tomorrow’; ellundi ‘day after tomorrow’; ninna 
‘yesterday’; monna ‘day before yesterday’, nirudu ‘last year’, etc.

The Oblique Stem
All nouns have an oblique stem to which the case suffixes are added. In the plu
ral, the oblique stem is formed uniformly by adding -a , e.g. bomma-lu ‘dolls’, 
bomma-l-a ‘dolls’ (obi.); ind-lu ‘houses’, ind-l-a ‘houses’ (obi.); wäüu ‘they’, 
wäü-a ‘they’ (obi.). The human numeral plurals form the oblique by the addition 

of -i, e.g. nalu-gur-i ‘4 persons’ (obi.); aydu-gur-i ‘5 persons’ (obi.); etc. In the 

singular, the oblique stem has several grammatically conditioned allomorphs, 
viz. 0 ,  -i, -ti, -ti (also -ati), -(i)nti, -ni. An oblique stem, when no case suffix fo l
lows, can function as a noun in the genitive, e.g. inti1 kappu2 ‘roof2 o f a house1’; 
inti-ki ‘to the house’.

(a) Human nouns ending in -du, -ru, -nu, -lu, and adverbs of place take -i in 
the oblique, e.g. tammudu ‘younger brother’, tammud-i; küturu ‘daugh
ter’, kütur-i; cellelu ‘younger sister’, cellel-i; wädu ‘h e’, wäd-i; akkada 
‘there’, akkad-i.

(b) Some non-human nouns ending in -I or -r preceded by a long vow el take
-i in the oblique, e.g. kälu ‘le g ’, käl-i; üru ‘v illage’, ür-i.

(c) Disyllabic nouns ending in Vyi (where V = non-low vow el) form the ob
lique by adding -ti, e.g. cêyi ‘hand’, cê-ti; nüyi'weW , nü-ti; etc. /y / is lost 

before a consonant by a general phonological rule.

(d) Disyllabic stems in Ÿdu replace -du by -ti (-d + ti —> ti) in the oblique, e.g. 
güdu ‘nest’, güti; tädu ‘rope’, täti.

(e) A few  non-human nouns ending in Vru replace the final -ru by -ti (-r + ti
—» ti; here the r goes back to Early Telugu r from SCDr */), e.g. êru ‘riv
er’, êti; nöru ‘month’, nöti; etc. A number of polysyllabic forms with final 
-ri or -li also replace the final syllable by -ti, e.g. nägali ‘plough’, nägati; 
pandiri ‘pandal’, panditi; etc., but several others are migrating to the 0  

oblique class, e.g. tiragali ‘grinding stone’, earlier tiragati, but now
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tiragali-ki ‘to grinding stone’, etc.
(f) A small set of stems ending in final -llu, -llu and -nnu replace these by 

-nti, e.g. illu ‘house’, inti; oUu ‘body’, onti; kannu  ‘eye’, kanti.

(g) Cardinal numerals add -itil-inti in the oblique, e.g. rendu  ‘two’, rend-iti-/ 

rend-inti-. Indefinite pronouns of number (non-human) form the oblique 
by the addition of -itil-inti, e.g. anni ‘that many’, ann-iti!ann-inti; inni 

‘this many’, inn-itilinn-inti\ enni ‘how many’, enn-iti/enn-inti.

(h) Adverbs of time and place form the oblique stem by suffixing -ati, e.g. 
ninna  ‘yesterday’, ninn-ati; monna  ‘day before yesterday’, m onn-ati; 
repu ‘tomorrow’, rêp-ati; -ati replaces the final syllable -udu in appudu  

‘then’, app-ati\ ippudu  ‘now’, ipp-ati; eppudu ‘when’, epp-ati.

(i) All noun stems ending in Ÿ m  take -ni in oblique formation; the final -aml- 

em  are replaced by -â!-œ as in the case of plural formation, e.g. pustakam  

‘book\pustakä -n i;  pandem  ‘bet\  pandœ-ni. In this subclass, the changed 
oblique stem occurs only before accusative and dative cases. The un
changed stem occurs elsewhere:pustakä-ni-ki ‘to the book\p u s ta ka m -lö  

‘in the book\  pustakam 1 dhara2 ‘the price2 of the book1’.
(j) All stems ending in -a , -e (non-high vowel) or a long vowel and those 

stems ending in -u preceded by consonant clusters or geminates (exclud
ing those in subclass (f) above) form the oblique by 0  in the singular, i.e. 
there is no overt oblique marker. Such stems have genitive meaning in 
attributive position, e.g. cettu-0-ku  ‘to the tree’, cettu1 kom m a2 ‘branch2 
of a tree1’.

(k) The oblique stems of personal pronouns.

Nominative Oblique
(Accusative) (Other cases)

singular nënu nan- nä
plural (excl.) mëm(u) mammal(a)- mä
plural (incl.) manam(u) manal-(a)- mana
singular nlwu/nuwwu nin- ni
singular mlru mimmal-(a)- ml
singular (masc.) wädu wäd-i

atanu atan-i
plural (human) wäru wär-i

wändlu/wällu wändj-a/wäll-a
sing, (non-masc.) adi da-ni
pi. (non-human) awi wat-i (wa-ti)

Cases and Postpositions

The nominative is the unmarked case. A noun in the nominative as the head of 
a noun phrase (NP) denotes that the NP is the subject of the sentence. Other case 
markers are: accusative -nu!-ni\ dative -kul-ki\ instrumental-commitative -tö ; 
ablative -nunci!-ninci\ locative -lö , -a , -na. There are many postpositions which

1 
1 
1 
2 
2 
3 

3 

3 
3 
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function like cases syntactically, e.g. -walla ‘because o f ,  -kante ‘than’, -gundä  

‘though’, -cêta ‘through the agency o f’, -däkä  ‘up to, until’, -löpala  ‘inside’, 
daggara  ‘near’, wenaka  ‘behind’, mundu  ‘in front’, mïda  ‘above’, kinda  ‘below ’, 
etc. Complex cases are formed by combining bound case morphemes with post
positions in a variety o f meanings, e.g. inti-mldi-ki ‘to the top o f the house’, 
inti-lö-nunci ‘from inside the house’.

The direct object of a transitive verb takes the accusative case suffix -nut -ni 
if it is [+Animate]; [-Animate] NPs take a 0  accusative; e.g. rämudu1 
rävanunni2 (-di + ni) campœdu3 ‘Rama1 killed3 Ravana2’; nênu1 pülu2 kôsœnu3 
(not pül-a-nu) ‘I1 plucked3 the flowers2’. A transitive verb that requires an inan
imate instrument uses the instrumental case, e.g. kott- ‘to beat’, kös- ‘to cut’, räs- 
‘to write’, campu ‘to kill’, koluc ‘to measure’, tuduc ‘to sweep’, marks the NP 
with the suffix -tö, e.g. rämu1 karratö2 pämunu3 campœdu4 ‘Rama1 killed4 the 
snake3 with a stick2’. The comitative or sociative case -tö marks an NP which 
occurs as a complement of verbs of motion, e.g. donga1 dabbulasancitö2 
parigettœdu3 ‘the thief1 ran away3 with the money bag2’. Certain stative NPs 
take -tö with such verbs as ‘to be’, ‘to suffer’, etc., e.g. kamala1 äkalitö2 undi3 
‘Kamala is hungry’ (lit. Kamala1 is3 with hunger2). With verbs meaning ‘join’, 
‘meet’, ‘fight’, ‘wrestle’, etc., requiring two participants, the non-topic NP adds 
-tö, e.g. amerikä1 wiyatnämtö2 yuddhamcësindi3 ‘America1 fought3 with 
Vietnam2’. With verbs meaning ‘speak’, ‘tell’, the NP specifying the recipient 
takes -tö, e.g. äyana1 nätö2 telugulö3 mätlädutädü4 ‘He1 speaks4 with me2 in 
Telugu3’.

The dative case marker -ku (-ki after stems ending in a front vow el) is added 
to the complement NP to denote: a goal (with motion verbs); a recipient (with 
verbs of giving, telling, etc.); an experiencer (with stative verbs); a natural cause 

(rain, sun, wind) of a sudden action specified by the verb; e.g. nênu1 m ä üriki2 

w ehänu3 ‘I1 will go3 to my village2’; w ädu1 näku2 dabbu3 iccœdu4 ‘h e1 gave4 m e2 

the m oney3’; nännaku1 köpam2 waccindi3 ‘father got angry’ (lit. ‘to father1 
anger2 cam e3’); ä cettu1 gäliki2padipöyindi3 ‘that tree1 fell down3 because o f the 

wind2’. Further uses include: a purpose, a focal point in time, adnominal rela
tionship, etc., e.g. räm u1 kamalaku2 bharta3 ‘Rama1 (is) K am ala’s2 (lit. to Kama
la) husband3’; ä wulu1 mêtaku2 w eüœy3 ‘the cow s1 have gone out3 to graze2’ (lit. 
for fodder); nênu1 aydugantalaku2 wastänu3 ‘I1 will com e3 at 5 o ’clock2’.

The purposive suffix -kösam  is added to a complement NP to denote purpose, 
e.g. w ädu1 panikösam 2 waccœdu3 ‘H e1 cam e3 for work2’ nênu1 m andukösam2 

ikkada3 ägäli4 ‘I1 must stop4 here3 for medicine2’. The comparative -kanna, 

-kante marks the NP that serves as the standard of comparison, e.g. m lru1 

näkante2 cälä3 podugu4 ‘you1 (are) very3 tall4 compared to m e2’.
The ablative suffix -nuncil-ninci is added to a complement NP in the sense of  

‘from’, e.g. äyana1 indiyänunci2 waccœru3 ‘h e1 has com e3 from India2’.
The locative -lö, -löpala  ‘in, inside’ marks a NP in construction with the verbs 

‘to b e ’, ‘to exist’, or in specifying one out of many, e.g. ram äräw1 intlö2 unnädä3? 

‘is3 Ramarao1 home2? (lit. in the house2)’, m ïlô1 ewaru2peddaw ädu3!  ‘who2 (is)
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the older3 among you1?’. A fixed number o f nouns of time and place take -a or 

-na as the locative suffix, e.g. rêpupoddu-na ‘tomorrow morning’, türpu-na ‘in 

the east\padamat-a ‘in the w est’, oddu-na ‘on the bank’, etc.
The postpositions -kürci, -gurinci and -batti (past participles o f archaic verbs 

*kürcu, *gurincu and *pattu) follow NPs already inflected in the accusative 

case, e.g. wällu1 mimmal-ni gurinci!gürci2 ceppœru3 ‘they1 told3 (us) about you 

(pl.)2’, mï-mâtal(a)ni batti1 äyana sangati2 mäku3 telisindi4 ‘from your words (on 

the basis o f your words)1, w e3 cam e to know4 about him3 (lit. his new s).’ The oth
er postpositions -dwärä, -gundä ‘through’, -däkä ‘until, up to’, -daggara ‘near’, 
and all those denoting directions, i.e. -mlda ‘above’, -kinda ‘below ’, -mundu ‘be
fore’, -wenaka ‘behind’, occur with oblique stems. Most also occur with verbal 
adjectives, e.g. intidäkä ‘up to the house’ vs waccëdâkâ ‘until (somebody  

com es)’.

The declension of three nouns and one pronoun is given below.

bomma ‘doll’ Singular Plural

Nominative bomma bomma-lu
Oblique bomma-0 bommal-a
Accusative bomma-0 bomma-lu-0/bommal-( a)-nu
Instrumental-sociative bomma-tö bommal-a-tö
Dative bomma-ku bommal-a-ku
Ablative bomma-nunci bommal-(a)-nunci
Locative bomma-lö bommal-(a)-lö
Genitive bomma cokkä bommal-a cokkä

‘a shirt of a doll/ 
doll’s shirt’

‘a shirt of dolls/dolls’ shirt’

tammudu ‘younger brother’ Singular Plural

Nominative tammudu tammul-lultammu-lu
Oblique tammud-i tammuU-a
Accusative tammunni 

(tammudi + ni)
tammuU-a-nu

Instrumental-sociative tammud-i-tö tammuU-a-tö
Dative tammud-i-ku tammuU-a-ku
Ablative tammun-ninci tammull-a-ninci
Locative tammud-i-lö tammuU-a-lö
Genitive tammudi cokkä tammulla cokkälu

‘younger brother’s ‘younger brothers’ shirts’ 
shirt’

illu ‘house’ Singular Plural

Nominative illu ind-lu/il-lu
Oblique inti ill-a
Accusative illuUnti-ni il-lu-0Hll-a-nu
Instrumental-sociative inti-tö ill-a-tö

(2)

(1)

(3)
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Dative
Ablative
Locative
Genitive

inti-ki 
inti-ninci 
int(i)-lö 
inti kappu 
‘roof of a house’

iU-a-ku
iU-a-nunci
iU-a-lö
il!-a kappulu
‘roofs of houses’

With postpositions, inti-daggara ‘near the house’, inti-mundu ‘in front of the 
house’, inti-lö-ninci ‘from inside the house’, inti-däkä ‘up to the house’, etc.

(4) adi ‘she/it’

Nominative
Oblique
Accusative
Instrumental-sociative
Dative
Ablative
Locative
Genitive

Singular

adi
dän-i
dän(i)-ni
dän(i)-tö
däni-ki
dän(i)-ninci
dän(i)-lö!dänt-lö
däni pani
‘its/her work’

Plural

awi
wät-i
wäti-ni
wäti-tö
wäti-ki
wät(i)-ninci
wäti-a-lö
wäti pani
‘their (non-human) work’

Verbs
Verbs are inflected for tense, aspect, mood and mode. A verb stem can be sim
ple, complex or compound, e.g. simple: kägu ‘to boil’, wandu ‘to cook’; complex: 
kä-c (v.t.) ‘to boil’, käy-inc ‘to cause to boil’, wand-inc ‘to cause to cook’; com
pound: kägabett (v.t.) ‘to put (something) to boil’ (-pett ‘to put’ is used as a voice 
marker), nidrapö ‘to go to sleep’. Inflected verbs are finite or non-finite. Finite 
verbs have the structure Stem + Tense-mode + Person. The personal suffixes 
agree with the subject in gender, number and person.

Voice
Verbs are inherently transitive or intransitive. Transitives are also formed by 
derivation- e.g. inherent intransitives: uduku ‘to cook' ,pö  ‘to go', padu ‘to fall’, 
undu ‘to be’, etc.; inherent transitives: ammu ‘to sell’, wandu ‘to cook (some
thing)’, tin ‘to eat’. A transitive stem is derived from an inherent intransitive by 
adding -c(u), -nc(u), -pu, -mpu. In several cases, these suffixes replace the final 
consonant + vowel of the intransitive.

Intransitive Transitive

(a) kälu  ‘to bum’ kalu-c ‘to bum’
düru ‘to enter’ düru-c ‘to insert’

(b) kägu ‘to boil’ kä-c ‘to boil’
(c) ägu ‘to stop’ ä-pu ‘to prevent’
(d) cacc ‘to die’ ca-mpu ‘to kill’
(e) tadus ‘to get wet’ tadu-pu ‘to soak’
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The most productive process is the addition o f -inc to intransitive stems o f the 

types (C)VCCV, (C)VCVCV, e.g. antu ‘to stick’ : ant-inc ‘to join’; ekku ‘to 

clim b’ : ekk-inc ‘to raise’. Causative stems are derived by adding -inc to transi
tive stems, e.g. camp-inc ‘to cause (somebody) to be killed (by another agent)’, 
käy-inc ‘to cause (something) to be boiled (by som ebody)’. Syntactically caus
ative verbs require three arguments: agent1 (causer), agent2 (causee), object, 
e.g. sugrïwudu1 rämudi cêta2 wälini3 campincœdu4 ‘Suriwa1 got4 W äli3 killed4 by 

Rama2’. Compare this sentence with the intransitive: wäli1 caccœdu2 ‘W äli1 
died2’ and the transitive rämudu1 wälini2 campœdu3 ‘Rama1 killed3 W äli2’.

In MST, certain auxiliary verbs are added to the infinitive stems of intransi
tive verbs to form compound transitive stems with various shades o f meaning, 
e.g. kott ‘to beat’ is added to stems such as pagulu ‘to break’ —> pagal-a gott ‘to 

break up violently’; rälu ‘to drop o ff’ —> räl-a gott ‘to fell (leaves, fruit)’; padu 
‘to fall down’ —> pad-a gott ‘to fell down’; pett ‘to put’ is added to stems such as 

nänu ‘to becom e w et’ —> nän-a bett ‘to soak’; kälu ‘to bum ’ —> käl-a bett ‘to bum 

down’; wês ‘to throw’ is added to stems such as padu ‘to fa ll’ —> pad-a wês ‘to 

fe ll’. Note that the underlying form o f the infinitive morpheme is -an ; a voiceless  

obstruent becom es voiced after the infinitive -an; the final n is lost before a con
sonant. These rules are ordered as (l)p , t, c, k —> b, d ,j, g /  [inf.]an + __and (2)
n —̂ 0  / __+ C. kott and wês are added to verb roots denoting a sudden change
o f state; pett is added to verb roots meaning a gradual change o f state.

A reflexive auxiliary -konl-kun is added mainly to transitive and causative 

stems to denote that the result o f the action in question goes to the agent. As a 

main verb, kon means ‘to buy’. It is also used to denote reciprocal action, e.g. ‘to 

kick one another’, ‘to talk among -selves’, etc. R eflexive uses include pös ‘to 

pour (water)’, nlllu pös-u kon ‘to pour water on oneself, i.e. to bathe’; wandu ‘to 

cook’, wand-u kon ‘to cook for on eself’; nêrcu ‘to learn’, nêrc-u kon (mostly re
flexive) ‘to learn by/for on eself’; cês ‘to do’, cês-u kon ‘to do for on eself’. R e
ciprocal uses include mätlädu ‘to speak’, mätläd-u kon ‘to speak among -se lves’; 
kott ‘to beat’, kott-u kon ‘to beat each other’; etc. Historically, kon is added to 
the perfective participles formed by adding e.g. pös-i kon, wand-i kon, etc. In 

m odem  Telugu, -i has been harmonised to -u by the rounded vow el in kon-.
The morphology o f the -kon auxiliary differs from that of the main verb kon. 

The infinitive o f the auxiliary is kö-n (< kö + an < kon + an); that o f the main 

verb, kon-an. Its perfective form kon-i often contracts to -ku, e.g. tls-u koni wellu 
‘take it and g o ’ is realised as tlsuku wellu or even tïsukeüu (w is lost in some 

verbs). In causative reflexive stems, -kon follows -inc, but never precedes it, e.g. 
cepp- ‘to te ll’, cepp-u kon ‘to appeal’, cepp-inc ‘to cause (something) to be told 

by som ebody’, cepp-inc-u kon ‘to have a recommendation made by som ebody’. 

In the lexical expansion o f a verb stem, kon marks the last constituent, e.g. 
pagala-gott-inc-u kon ‘to have something broken for/by on eself’.

Some transitive stems develop inchoative meanings by adding -kon, e.g. guc- 
cu ‘to p ierce’, gucc-u kon ‘to pierce like a needle/thorn’; teruc ‘to open’, teruc-u 
kon ‘(door) to open by itself’. A few  transitive and intransitive stems develop id-
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iomatic meanings with the addition o f -kon, e.g. an- ‘to say’, an-u kon ‘to think’; 
padu ‘to fa\\\pad-u kon ‘to lie down’; naduc ‘to w alk’, naduc-u kon ‘to beh ave’; 
ür-u kon ‘to remain quiet’ does not have other inflected forms with *«r-. In the 

two com plex stems kürcon/kürcun ‘to sit’ and nilcon/nilcun (dial, nuncon-lnun- 
cun-) ‘to stand’ the final elem ent -conl-cun morphologically behaves like kon- 
/kun- ‘reflex ive’, e.g. kürcö ‘sit down!’, kürcö-nu ‘I will/do not sit’, kürcunnädu 
‘he is/was seated’. Here there is possible contamination between -kon reflexive 

and un- ‘to b e ’. In two verbs, -konl-kun has an initial consonant geminate, e.g. 

kon-u-kkon ‘to buy for o n e se lf ,  kan-u-kkon ‘to find out’ (*kan- ‘to s e e ’ is archa

ic).

Finite Verbs
The finite verb, e.g. ammu ‘to se ll’, has six paradigms: past, non-past (future- 
habitual), imperative, hortative, negative (future-habitual) and negative 

imperative (Table 8.2).
The verb un- ‘to b e ’ and its negative counterpart lê ‘not to b e’ are inflected as 

follows:

un-nä-nu ‘I am/was’ un-nä-m(u) ‘we are/were’
un-nä-wu ‘you are/were’ un-nä-ru ‘you are/were’

3 masc. un-nä-du ‘he is/was’
3 non-masc.
1
2
3 masc.

un-na-di
lê-nu
lê-wu
lë-du

3 non-masc. lê-du

‘ she/it is/was ’ un-nä-y(i)
‘I am/was not’ lë-m(u)
‘you are/were not’ lë-ru 
‘he is/was not’ lë-ru
‘she/it is/was not’ lë-w(u)

un-nä-ru ‘they (hum.) are/were’
they (non-hum.) are/were’

‘we are/were not’
‘you are/were not’
‘they (hum.) are/were not’ 
‘they (non-hum.) are/were not’

These are the only two verbs with both present and past tense meanings as 

against future and habitual meanings. Morphologically {-nä- (~ -na-)} (restrict
ed to stems o f (C)Vn- type) signals past tense as an allomorph o f {-œ- (~ -in-)}. 
In the rest o f the verbs, {-œ----- in-} signals past as opposed to {-tä-----tun-} non
past (future and habitual). A present continuous or durative finite verb with 

present and past meanings is formed by adding the finite inflection o f un- to any 
verb stem + -t- (non-past), e.g.

Singular

1 ammu-t-unnänu
‘I am/was selling’

2 ammu-t-unnäw(u)
‘you are/were selling’

3 masc. ammu-t-unnädu
‘he is/was selling’

3 non-masc. ammu-t-unnadi
‘she is/was selling’

Plural

ammu-t-unnäm( u )
‘we are/were selling’ 

ammu-t-unnäru
‘you are/were selling’ 

ammu-t-unnäru
‘they (hum.) are/were selling’ 

ammu-t-unnäy(i)
‘they (non-hum.) are/were selling’

This form is a compound verb, since it has two constituent verb roots, i.e. 
ammu-t-un-. The negative o f such forms adds lëdu ‘it is not’ (3rd person singular

1 
2 
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non-masculine) to the gerund of the main verb by adding -atam or -adam, e.g. 
amm-atam lêdu ‘(all persons and numbers) are/were not selling’. The negative 

of the past finite adds lêdu to the infinitive o f the main verb, e.g. amm-a lêdu ‘(all 
persons and numbers) did not se ll’.

Non-finite Verbs
Non-finite verbs mark subordinate clauses and consist of two elements: stem + 

tense-mode. There are four kinds: conjunctive forms, adnominal (relative) 

forms, infinitive and gerund.

(1) Conjunctive forms

Affirmative
(a) Perfective amm-i ‘having sold’
(b) Durative ammu-tü ‘selling’
(c) Conditional amm-itë ‘if one sells/sold’
(d) Concessive amm-inä ‘even if one sells/sold’
Negative
(e) Perfective amm-aka ‘not having sold, without selling’
(f) Durative amm-ak-undä ‘not selling, without selling’
(g) Conditional amm-aka-pô-të ‘if one does/did not sell’
(h) Concessive amm-aka-pöy-inä ‘even if one does/did not sell’

Note that the conditional and concessive forms o f the verb are periphrastic 

forms with the auxiliary pö ‘to g o ’ added to the perfective negative in -aka.

(2) Adnominal forms

(i) Past
(j) Non-past
(k) Negative

(3) Infinitive
(4) Gerund (nominal)

amm-ina ‘that which sold/is or was sold’
amm-ê ‘that which sells’
amm-ani ‘that which does/did not sell’
amm-a(n) ‘to sell’
amm-atam!-adam ‘selling, the act of selling’

The infinitive occurs in the formation o f compound verbs with modal auxiliaries. 
Some modals are also built on the past conjunctive.

Compound Verbs with Modal Auxiliaries
The exam ples in (b), (c), (g), and (h) illustrate only the first person singular cell. 

All cases are based on stem + infinitive -an.

(a) Obligative
(in all persons and numbers)

(b) Capabilitative

infinitive + -älil-wäli 
amm-äli (amm-(a) + äli <— amm-an + 

wäli) ‘(one) must/should sell’, 
rä-wäli ‘(one) must/should come’; 
infinitive + kala + person (kala ‘to be’ is an 

archaic verb) 
amm-a gala-nu ‘I can sell’;
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(c) Non-capabilitative

(d) Probabilitative
(in all persons and numbers)

(e) Prohibitive
(in all persons and numbers)

(f) Prohibitive

(2nd person singular only)
(g) Inceptive

(h) Permissive

(i) Passive

infinitive + lê + person 
amm-a lë-nu ‘I cannot sell’; 
infinitive + waccu (wacc ‘to come’) 
amm-a waccu ‘one may/can sell’; 
infinitive + küd-a-du (*küdu ‘*is allowed’) 
amm-a güd-a-du ‘one may/should not sell’; 
infinitive + waddu (*wal(a)du < *walayu, an 

archaic verb) 
amm-a waddu ‘don’t sell/(you) must not sell’; 
infinitive + pö + tense + person 
amm-a bö-tä-nu ‘I am about to sell’, 
amm-a bôy-œ-nu ‘I was about to sell’; 
infinitive + icc + tense + person (icc ‘to give’) 
amm-an-is-tä-nu ‘I will let (somebody) to sell’, 
amm-an-icc-œ-nu ‘I let (somebody) to sell’, 
amm-an-iyy-U-iww-u ‘let me/him sell’ 
amm-an-iyy-andil-iww-andi ‘let us/them sell’ 
infinitive + padu + tense + person (padu ‘to fall’) 
amm-a badu-tun-di ‘it will be sold’.

Note that (d), (e) and (f) are not tense-based; they lack non-finite forms. Ex
amples (b) and (c) have auxiliaries kala and lë, which include two morphemes 
each: stem + non-past tense. They have suppletive non-finite verbs with some 
restrictions, e.g. amm-a galig-i ‘having been able to sell’, amm-a lë-ka ‘not being 
able to sell’. Examples (g), (h) and (i) have compound stems which are inflected 
like simple verb stems to give finite and non-finite constructions. Example (a) 
also has certain non-finite forms with suppletive variants of -äW-wäli, e.g. amm- 
als-i ‘(it) having been necessary to sell’, amm-äls-in-di ‘one should have sold 
(it)’.

Morphophonemic Classification o f Verb Stems in Inflection 

Suffixes
All verb suffixes that combine with verb roots can be divided into three groups: 
(A) suffixes whose main variants begin with a consonant (t, d)\ (B) suffixes 
whose main variants begin with a front vowel (/, e, œ)\ and (C) suffixes whose 
main variants begin with a back vowel (a, ä , u).

Grammatical category Suffix Environment
1. Durative participle tü/tü before a pause (marking a subordinate

clause)
2. Durative tit before un-
3. Future-habitual tä/tä before all personal suffixes except -di

~tun/tun before third person singular neuter suffix
Ai

4. Conditional të/të
-ill
after consonant-ending roots and before

(A)
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a pause
5. Hortative dä before -m (first person plur.)

The variants beginning with t occur after roots o f Class V (below), i.e. those 

ending in -n preceded by a short vowel.

Grammatical category Suffix Environment

1. Past conjunctive i before a pause
2. Past tense œ before all personal suffixes except -di

~ in before third person singular neuter suffix
-di

~ nä after Λ-final roots: before all personal
suffixes except -di

~ na after Λ-final roots: before third person
singular neuter suffix -di

~ dä after pad- ‘fall’, ced- ‘be spoiled’: before
all personal suffixes except -di

~ da after pad- ‘fall’, ced- ‘be spoiled’: before
third person singular neuter suffix -di

3. Past adnominal ina/na before a noun or pronoun
4. Concessive inä/nä before a pause
5. Future-habitual

adnominal ë before a noun or pronoun
6. Conditional itë after vowel-ending roots and before a

pause

Grammatical category Suffix Environment

1. Infinitive anlal0 before another verb in compound verbs
~ a/nu sentence finally as admonitive

2. Negative tense a/0 before all personal suffixes
3. Negative conjunctive aka/ka before another verb

akundä/ before a pause
kundä

4. Negative adnominal anil ni before a noun or pronoun
5. Negative imperative aku/ku before a sentence-final pause
6. Imperative plural andi/ndi before a sentence-final pause
7. Imperative singular u/i/0 before a sentence-final pause

The phonological conditions for the variation in the above suffixes can be 

found in Krishnamurti (1961).

Stem Classes

Telugu verbs are divided into several conjugations, o f which Classes I, II and III 

contain two, four and four subclasses respectively. Class VI consists o f  irregular 

verbs.
Class I verb roots end in -u, which remains before (A) suffixes but is regularly

(B)

(C)
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lost before B and C suffixes:

Subclass Basic root (A) Suffixes (B) Suffixes (C) Suffixes
(a) ammu ‘sell’ (1-5) ammu- (1-6) amm- (1-7) amm-
(b) adugu ‘ask’ (1-5) adugu- (1-6) adig- (1-6) adag-

(7) adug-

Class II verb roots end in -c or -s, which regularly become -w or -y before (C
suffixes:

Subclass Basic root (A) Suffixes (B) Suffixes (C) Suffixes
(a) piluc ‘call’ (1-3) pilus- (1-6) pilaw-

(4) pilis- (1-6) pilic- (7) piluw-
(5) pilud-

(b) kalus ‘meet’ (1-3) kalus- (1-6) kalaw-
(4) kalis- (1-6) kalis- (7) kaluw-
(5) kalud-

(c) fis ‘take’ (1-4) tls- (1-6) tls- (1-7) tly-ltiyy-
(5) tid-

(d) wäc ‘swell’ (1^4) wäs- (1-6) wäc- (1-7) wäy-
(5) *wäd-

Class III verb roots end in -c, which remains unmodified before (B) and (C) 
suffixes:

Subclass Basic root (A) Suffixes (B) Suffixes (C) Suffixes
(a) cäc ‘stretch out’ (1-4) cäs- 

(5) cäd-
(1-6) cäc- (1-7) cäc-

(b) käluc ‘bum (tr.)’ (1-3) kälus-
(4) kälis-
(5) kälud-

(1-6) kälc- (1-7) kälc-

(c) kuduruc ‘settle’ (1-3) kudurus-
(4) kudiris-
(5) kudurud-

(1-6) kudirc-
(1-6) kudarc- 
(7) kudurc-

(d) cüpinc ‘show’ (1-3) cüpis- 
(5) cüpid-

(1-6) cüpinc- (1-7) cüpinc-

Class IV verb roots end in -tt (and one in -pp) preceded by a short vowel; the 
final consonant group is modified before (A) suffixes:

Subclass Basic root
(a) kott ‘beat’
(b) cepp ‘say’

(A) Suffixes (B) Suffixes 
(1-5) koda-/kodu-(l-6) kott- 
(1-5) ceba-lcebu-(1-6) cepp-

Class V verb roots end in -n preceded by a short vowel:

(B) SuffixesSubclass Basic root 
(a) win ‘hear’

(A) Suffixes 
(1-4) win-
15) win- (1-6) win-

(C) Suffixes 
(1-7) kott- 
(1-7) cepp-

(C) Suffixes 

(1-7) win-
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Class VI are irregular verbs as follows:

Subclass Basic root (A) Suffixes (B) Suffixes (C) Suffixes
(a) icc ‘give’ (1-4) is- 

(5) id-
(1-6) icc- (1-7) iww- 

(1-7) iyy- (dial.)
(b) cacc ‘die’ (1-4) cas- 

(5) cad-
(1-6) cacc- (1-7) câw-

(c) tecc ‘bring’ (1-4) tes- 
(5) ted-

(1-6) tecc- (1-5) tœ- 
(6-7) të-

(d) wacc ‘come’ (1-4) was- 
(5) wad-

(1-6) wacc- (1-7) rà-

(e) aw  ‘become’ (1-3, 5) aw- (1,3, 4, 6) ay- (1-7) awa-
(4) ay- (2, 5) ayy- (1-7) kâ- (dial.)

(f) p ö  ‘go’ (1-5) pö- (1) pôy- 
(2, 5)pôy-/poyy-  
(3, 4) poy-lpôy-

( l - l ) p ô -

(g) cüc/cüs  ‘see’ (1-4) cüs- 
(5) cüd-

(1-6) cüc-lcüs- (1-7) cüd-

(h) lëc ‘rise’ (1-4) lës- 
(5) lëd

(1-6) lëc- (1-5) lœw- 
(6-7) le-/lë-

(i) tann ‘kick’ (1-5) tan- (1-6) tann- (1-7) tann-
0) well ‘go’ 

p a d  ‘go’
(1-5) wel- (1-6) weü- (1-7) welh

(k) (6) pad-andi
(7) pad-a

Adjectives
Most adjectives are syntactically nouns in the genitive. Morphologically, adjec
tives are either basic or derived. Basic adjectives are those which are generally 
used as attributives to nouns or NP heads. They include determiners, e.g. remote 
ä  ‘that’, proximate ï ‘this’, interrogative ë  ‘which’, oka ‘one’, prati ‘each’, etc. 
They also include descriptive adjectives, which may be classified semantically.

(a) Dimension pedda ‘big’ cinna ‘small’,
podugu ‘tall’ potti ‘short’,
läwu ‘stout’ sanna ‘lean’,
ekkuwa ‘more’ takkuwa ‘less’;

(b) Position ekkuwa ‘high’ takkuwa ‘low’,
goppa ‘socially high’ takkuwa ‘socially low’
kudi ‘right’ edama ‘left’;

(c) Physical property gatti ‘hard’ metta ‘soft’,
baruwu ‘heavy’ tëlika ‘light’,
moddu ‘coarse’ sannam ‘fine’,
pacci ‘raw’ pandu ‘ripe’,
tadi ‘wet’ podi ‘dry’,
cikka ‘thick’ palaca ‘thin’,
wecca ‘hot’ calla ‘cold’;

(d) Taste tiyya ‘sweet’ pulla ‘sour’,
cëdu ‘bitter’ uppa ‘salty’;

(e) Colour nalla ‘black’ tella ‘white’,
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erra ‘red’ pacca ‘green-yellow’;
(f) Age pedda ‘old’ cinna ‘young’,

päta ‘old’ kotta ‘new’;
(g) Value manci ‘good’ cedda ‘bad’.

Determiners always function as adjectives in attributive position to nouns, e.g. 
ä illu ‘that house’, oka illu ‘one house’, prati illu ‘each house’. Descriptive ad
jectives have the following properties:

(1) By adding -tanaml-danam, abstract nouns are derived, e.g. pedda-tanam 
‘old age/respectability’, nalla-danam ‘blackness’, tiyya-danam ‘sweet
ness’, etc.

(2) Most members of the semantic types (c), (d) and (e) have derived adjec
tives, abstract nouns, adverbs and inchoative verbs through suffixation, 
e.g.

Adjective Abstract noun Adverb Inchoative verb
metta-tH-ni ‘soft’ metta-na ‘softness’ metta-gä ‘softly’ metta-badu ‘soften’

Those meaning ‘size’ add -äti to derive adjectives used attributively in 
Adj + N phrases:podugu ‘long/tali’,podug-äti ‘tali’; läwu ‘stout’, läw-äti 
‘fat’; etc. The adjectival roots of ‘taste’ and ‘colour’ occur in compounds 
and derived nominals, e.g. nallawädu ‘a black man’, tellawädu ‘a white 
man’, tiyyamämidi ‘sweet mango’. Derived adjectives with -ti occur in 
phrases, e.g. nallati manisi ‘a dark person’, tellati manisi ‘a fair- 
complexioned person’.

(3) When adjectives occur in the predicate position, they are derived nomi
nals, e.g. ï illu tellana/telupu ‘this house is white’, ï pandu tiyyanaltipi 
‘this fruit is sweet’. Most of them occur without change, e.g. wädu 
podugu ‘he is tali’, ï pustakam tëlika ‘this book is light’. We infer from 
this behaviour that most of the adjectives also function as nominals. They 
become marked adjectives in Adj + N phrases by adding -ayna ‘that 
which is’ (from aw ‘to be’), e.g. baruw-ayna ‘heavy’, tellan(a)-ayna 
‘whitish’, têlik(a)-ayna ‘that which is light’, etc. Numeral adjectives (or
dinals) are derived by adding -ö to numerals, e.g. rend-ö ‘second’, ayid-ö 
‘fifth’, iraway-ö ‘twentieth’.

When more than one adjective occurs in a noun phrase, their order is deter
miner + numeral + descriptive + N, e.g. äx rendu2 manci3 kotta4 tellati5 pedda6 
pustakälu7 ‘those1 two2 good3 new4 white5 big6 books7’. Endocentric compounds 
are more common than exocentric ones in Telugu. The names of plants and plant 
products have the structure specific + generic, e.g. malle1 cettu2 ‘jasmine plant’, 
mämidi1 pandu2 ‘mango fruit’,pacci1 mirapa2 käya? ‘green chili fruit’, töta1 küra2 
‘garden leaf (spinach)’. Names of towns and villages are also Nj + N2 type en
docentric compounds in which Nj is specific and N2 is generic, e.g. gunt(a)1 +
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üru2 —> guntüru ‘a pit-town’, gändhl1 nagar2 ‘gändhl nagar’ (nagar ‘settlement’, 
gàndhî ‘name of a national leader’). Surnames and personal names also fit this 
pattern.

Adverbs
Adverbs of time and place are inflected for case (but not number or gender), e.g. 
appatiki ‘by then’, ninnatinunci ‘since yesterday’. They are therefore treated 
morphologically as a subclass of nouns. Adverbs of manner are generally de
rived by adding -gä to an adjective, e.g. pedda-gä ‘loudly’, tinna-gä ‘smoothly’, 
bä-gä ‘well’ (< *bägu-gä); also alä(gä) ‘that way’, ilä(gä) ‘this way’, elä(gä) 
‘which way’. These occur as complements to the verb. Expressives or echo ex
pressives function as adverbs, e.g. gadagada ‘fast in talking or drinking a liquid’, 
gajagaja ‘shivering’, galagala ‘jingling’, ganagana ‘ringing (of a bell ) \ ja r  ajar a 
‘(snake) crawling fast’, etc.

Postpositions are mostly adverbial nouns denoting time and place, e.g. dagga- 
ra ‘near’, löpala ‘inside’, mlda ‘above’, kinda ‘below’, pay ‘above’, pakka ‘be
side’, mundu ‘front’, wenaka ‘behind’; däkä ‘up to’ and waraku ‘until’ are two 
inflected words which are used adverbially, e.g. rëpati waraku/däka ‘until to
morrow’, inti däka/waruku ‘up to the house’.

Clitics
Clitics are bound forms added to any major grammatical category other than Adj 
or AdjP (except numerals), viz. S, NP, VP, AdvP, N, V, Adv. Clitics express cer
tain presuppositions on the part of the speaker towards the hearer and the speech 
act. Clitics modify the meaning of the constructions to which they are added in 
specialised ways.

The grammatical properties of clitics are: they have greater mobility in a sen
tence as opposed to morphological affixes, whose occurrence is restricted to par
ticular word classes; they lack the ‘freedom’ of words, but the hosts to which 
they are added are free and grammatically well-formed; their meaning is co
determined by the meaning of the constituents to which they are affixed.

The following are the most commonly used clitics in MST, e.g. (1) - ë  (em
phatic), (2) - ä  (interrogative), (3) =kadä/gadä, =kadü/gadü, =gä (tag question, 
related to kädu ‘it is not’ + à interrogative, meaning ‘is it not?’), (4) =ata, -ta , 
=an-ta (presumptive), (5) -lë/lendi (declarative), (6) - δ  (indefinite). The fol
lowing sentences illustrate the use of clitics (emphasised constituents are shown 
in bold type):

( 1 ) a. adi1 nä pustakam2. ‘That1 is my book2. ’
b. adëx nä pustakam2 ‘That1 is my book2.’
c. adi1 näpustakamë2. ‘That1 is my book2.’

Clitics occur together with the infinitive in emphatic constructions.
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d. wädu1 ràn=ê2 waccœdu3 (ran <— ra-/î <— rä+αή).
‘He1 has come3 indeed2.’

e. wädu1 ä mäta2 ceppan=ê3 cebutädü4.
‘He1 will say4 that matter2 anyway3.’

Note that infinitives without £ cannot occur in such constructions. These are 
consequently treated as a special kind of compound verbs. Any constituents can 
be questioned with =ä, e.g.

(2) a. kamala1 moguditö2 sinimäku3 weUindi4. 
‘Kamala1 went4 to a movie3 with her husband2.’

b. kamala1 moguditö2 sinimäku3 w eilind-öl1.

‘Has4 Kamala1 gone to a movie3 with her husband2 ? ’
c. kamal=ä? ‘Is it Kamala th a t ...?’
d. moguditön-ä? ‘ with her husband? ’
e. sinimäk-ä? ‘to a movie?’

(3) a. idi1 ml2 illu3. ‘This1 (is) your2 house3.’
b. idi1 mi2 illu3 gadü4. ‘This1 (is) your2 house3, isn’t it?’
c. idi1 gadü2 m t  illu4. ‘Isn’t2 this1 your3 house4?’

(4) a. cakrawarti1 wastädu2. ‘Chakrawarti1 will come2.’
b. cakrawarti1 wastädu2=ta3. ‘It seems3 Chakrawarti1 will come2.

A tag question particle can follow presumptive ta/ata, but not conversely.

(5) nuwwu1 ïpani2 ceyyalëwu3 Z#4.
‘You1 cannot do3 this work2 (to be sure)4.’

(6) a. ewaru1 wastäru2? ‘Who1 will come2?’
b. ew ar^ ö 2 wastäru3. ‘Someone1,2 will come3.’
c. ewarw1 wastär2=ö3l  ‘Who1 will come2? (I don’t know.)3’

The clitic =ö is added to interrogative words to derive indefinite words; when 
added to a whole clause, =ö makes the meaning of the clause indefinite. For a 
detailed treatment of clitics, see Krishnamurti and Gwynn (1985).

8.4 Syntax
Telugu, like other Dravidian languages, has sentences with the verb in the final 
position (SOV). Sentences can be simple, complex or compound. A simple de
clarative sentence has two constituents: NP (topic); Pred (comment). The predi
cate may be a noun phrase (NP) or a verb phrase (VP). Equative sentences have 
NP as predicates.
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NP Predicates 

(1) a. ayana1 peddamani$i2. 
b. Ramayya1 <J,akfaru2

. 

c. wa<J,u1 naku2 tammu<J,u3
. 

'He1 (is) a gentleman2.' 

'Ramayya1 (is) a doctor2.' 
'He1 (is) my (to me)2 younger brother3.' 

(2) a. wa<J,iki1 piccikopam2• 

'He (to him)1 (is) terribly angry (maddening anger)2
.' 

b. ameku1 namida2 apek$a3
• 

'She (is) fond of me (lit. to her1 fondness3 on me2).' 

In the sentences above, the topic can be a NP in the nominative or dative; the 
predicate is a NP in the nominative with or without a complement. An equative 
sentence thus has the structure NP + NP or PP (postpositional phrase, i.e. NP + 
postposition) + NP. In equative sentences, the predicate is always a stative, de
noting 'being' (a state) and not 'doing' (an action). 

The equative sentences with the subject NP (nominative) can be negated by 
adding kadu 'it is not' (3 non-masc. neg. of aw 'to become'); thus the negatives 
of ( 1 a--c) are (3a--c ). 

(3) a. ayana1 peddamani$i2 kadu3
• 

b. ramayya1 <J,akfaru2 kadu3• 

c. wa<J,u 1 naku2 tammu<J,u3 kadu3. 

'He1 is not3 a gentleman2
.' 

'Ramayya 1 is not3 a doctor2.' 
'He1 is not3 my2 younger brother3.' 

It can then be argued that sentences (la--c) have an affirmative form of the cop
ula aw 'to be/to become' which is dropped in the surface structure in affirmative. 
Sentences (2a) and (2b) can optionally have a verb undi 'it is' (3 non-masc. sing. 
of un 'to be') and they may be negated by adding ledu 'it is not', as in (4a) and 
(4b): 

(4) a. wa<J,iki1 piccikopam2 undi3. 

'He1 has3 terrible anger2 (lit. to him 1 maddening anger2 there is3).' 

b. wa<J,iki1 piccikopam2 ledu3. 

'He1 does not have3 terrible anger2 (lit. to him maddening anger2 
there is not3

).' 

Notice that in NP1 + NP2 type of sentences, NP2 agrees with NP1 in gender
number-person and they are co-referential. The predicate NP can also carry first 
and second person suffixes, e.g. 

(5) a. nenu1 peddamani$i-ni2
. 

b. mem(u)1 peddamanU$Uf-am2
. 

c. niwu1 peddamani$i-wi2
. 

d. miru1 peddamanu$ulu2
. 

'I1 (am) a gentleman2
.' 

'We1 (are) gentlemen2.' 

'You1 (are) a gentleman2
.' 

'You1 (pl.) (are) gentlemen2
.' 
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A sub-type of verbless sentences has NPs with abstract noun heads as predi
cates. They do not agree with the subject, e.g. 

(6) a. ii1 k01:u;l.a2 ciilii3 ettu4. 

'That1 hill2 (is) very3 high4
.' 

b. mii1 tammuffu2 iir a<f,ugula3 po<f,ugu4. 

'My1 brothers2 (are) six-feet3 ta114.' 

Verbal Predicates 
In a simple declarative sentence, the verb phrase consists of an inflected finite 
verb, optionally preceded by one or more PPs (postpositional phrases) occurring 
as complements; an AdvP of manner may also occur as part of the VP. An AdvP 
referring to time may occur either as a sentential adverb or as a constituent of 
the VP depending on its meaning. 

(7) a. subbiiriiwu1 [NP subj] repu2 [Adv time] wastiir;lu3 [V fin]. 
'Subbarao1 will come3 tomorrow2

.' 

b. subbiiriiwu1 [NP subj] repu2 [Adv time] [ wimiinamlo3 [PP Joe] 
madriisununcu4 [PP ab!] haydariibiiduku5 [PP dat] wastiir;lu6 [V fin] 
VP] 
'Subbarao1 will come6 to Hyderabad5 by plane3 from Madras4 

tomorrow2
.' 

There is no strict word order in Telugu. In the unmarked order, the verb takes the 
final position. The phrase which receives the 'focus' of information is placed just 
before the finite verb; any one of the arguments can be focused by shifting it to 
the preverbal position. Any of the arguments becomes the topic by placing it in 
the sentence-initial position. In unmarked word order, the subject NP occurs as 
the first constituent of a sentence. 

Interrogative sentences are formed by adding the interrogative particle =ii at 
the end of the declarative sentence (see yes/no type above), or by replacing any 
of the NPs or PPs by a corresponding question word, e.g. 

(8) a. subbiiriiwu1 repu2 wastiir;l=ii3? 
'Will3 Subbarao1 come3 tomorrow2?' 

b. subbiiriiwu1 repu2 madriisununci3 wastii<f,=a4? 
'Wi114 Subbarao1 come4 tomorrow2 from Madras3?' 

(9) a. ewaru1 repu2 wastiiru3? (ewaru 'who' always requires plural 
agreement with the finite verb.) 
'Who1 will come3 tomorrow2?' 

b. subbiiriiwu1 eppw;l.u2 wastii<},u3? 
'When2 will3 Subbarao1 come3?' 
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c. subbiiriiwu1 repu2 ekka<jininci3 wastii<ju4? 
'From where3 will4 Subbarao1 come3 tomorrow2?' 

Cleft sentences are formed in Telugu by changing the finite verb into a corre
sponding nominal, i.e. adnominal form + di (non-masc. sing.), e.g. wastii<ju, 
wastiinu, wastiimu (non-past finite), etc. ~ wacce (non-past adnominal) +di. 
The sentence is then divided into two parts: 'given' (non-final) and 'new' (final). 
Each argument can then be put in the 'new' position as follows: 

(10) a. repu 1 madriisununci2 haydariibiiduku3 waccedi4 subbiiriiwus. 
'(It is) Subbaraos who will come4 from Madras2 to Hyderabad3 

tomorrow 1.' 
b. subbiiriiwu1 madriisununcu2 haydariibiiduku3 waccedi4 repus. 

'(It is) tomorrows that Subbarao1 comes4 from Madras2 to 
Hyderabad3

.' 

Similarly, madriisununci 'from Madras', haydariibiiduku 'to Hyderabad', 
wimiinam/6 'by plane' can be placed in the 'new' position. Sentences of this kind 
are negated by the addition of kiidu 'it is not', e.g. 

( 11) repu 1 subbiiriiwu2 wimiinam/63 haydariibiiduku4 waccedis madriisununci6 

kiidu1. 

'It is not7 from Madras6 that Subbarao2 will comes tomorrow1 to 
Hyderabad4 by plane3

.' 

This clefting also works with interrogative sentences in which the question word 
can be placed in the 'new' position, e.g. 

(12) repu 1 wimiinam/62 waccedi3 ewaru4. 

'Who is it4 that will come3 by plane2 tomorrow1?' 

In interrogative sentences, the non-past finite verb (e.g. wastii<ju, wastunnii<ju) 
can also be replaced by a nominal form in -afam!-a<jam (riiwafam/riiwa<jam 
'coming'), which has the same grammatical privileges as the -di form, e.g. 

(13) subbiiriiwu1 madriisununci2 riiwafam3 eppu<ju4? 
'When is it4 that Subbarao1 will come/is coming3 from Madras2?' 

The nominalised verb can occur in the sentence-final position, if a clitic is at
tached to any of the non-final constituents of the sentence thereby shifting the 
focus to that element, e.g. 

(14) repu 1 ta-gadd2 subbiiriiwu3 waccedi4. 

'(I believe) it is tomorrow1 (is it not?)2 that Subbarao3 is coming4
.' 
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Transitive and Causative Verbs
The following sentences illustrate the composition of VPs with transitive and 
causative finite verbs:

(15) a. nïllu1 kâgœy2.
T he water1 boiled2.’

b. kamala1 nïllu2 käcindi3.
‘Kamala1 boiled3 the water2.’

c. rämu1 kamalacêta2 nïllu3 kâyincœdü4.
‘Ramu1 got4 the water3 boiled4 by Kamala2.’

Note that the causative verb requires three minimal arguments, viz. agentj = 
causer (rämu), agent2 = causee (kamala), and object (nïüu). An adverb like sala- 
salä ‘to a boiling point’ can occur in any of the three sentences. But it apparently 
refers to the underlying intransitive verb kägu ‘to boil’.

(16) a. nïUu1 salasalä2 kâgœy3.
‘The water1 boiled3 seethingly2.’

b. kamala1 salasalä2 nïUu3 kâcindï
‘Kamala1 boiled4 the water3 to a boiling point2.’

c. rämu1 kamalacêta2 nïUu3 salasalä4 kâyincœdü5.
‘Ramu1 got4 the water3 boiled5 seethingly4 by Kamala2.’

It is not necessary to express the direct object in a transitive sentence, or the 
causee agent in a causative sentence, since this information is already coded in 
the verb form.

Compound Sentences
Clause and phrase co-ordination is illustrated below. (Final vowels of the co
ordinated phrases are lengthened.)
Nominal predications (NP + NP):

(17) a. kamalä1 wimalä2 podugu3.
‘(Both) Kamala1 and Wimala2 (are) tall3.’ 

b. ämeku1 mogapillawäd2(ä)3, (ämeku) ädapillA-ä3?
‘Does3 she1 have3 a male child2 or a female child4?

Dative subject deletion and repetition of question.
Compound verbal predications (NP + VP) using non-finite verbs:

(18) rämu1 intiki2 weUi3 pêparu4 caduwutâdu5/cadiwœdu6.
‘Ramu1 goes (having gone)3 home2, reads5/read6 the newspaper4.’ Or: 
‘Ramu goes home and reads the newspaper.’
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Clause co-ordination by replacing weltâdulwellœdu ‘he goes/went’ by the par
ticiple weffi. Note the lengthening of the final vowels of the subject NPs.

(19) a. râmu1 kamalä2 intikPweUœru4.
‘Ramu1 and Kamala2 went4 home3.’

b. râmu1 intikï2 kamala3 bajärukü4 weUœru5.
‘Ramu1 went5 home2 and Kamala3 (went5) to the bazaar4.’

Co-ordinated phrases have lengthened final vowels, verb deletion, and change 
in number marking of the finite verb. In (20b) the question is repeated and the 
second identical subject is deleted. In (20c) and (21a) the co-ordination is ex
pressed by juxtaposition of questioned object phrases.

(20) a. mïku1 tï2 käwäl(if-äΐ4, (mïku) käfi5 käwäl(if-ä1 ? 
‘Do4 you1 want3 tea2 or do7 (you) want6 coffee5?’

b. mïku1 tï2 nä3 käfi4 nä5 käwäli6? 
‘You1 want6 tea2,3 or coffee4,5?’

c. mïwâru1 intlö2 unnäP-äl· lër^-â6?
‘Is3,4 your husband1 home2 or (is he) not5,6?’

(21) a. nënu1 rëp(u)2-ô3 ellund(if-ö5 tirigiwastänu6.
‘I1 will return6 either3 tomorrow2 or5 the-day-after4.

The complementiser =ö is attached to co-ordinated phrases in ‘either or’ rela
tionship; alternatively, rëp-aynâ!-annä, ellundi-aynä/-annä.

b. äyana1 rëpu2 wastäd3=ö4 räd5=ö6!
‘Maybe4 he1 will come3 tomorrow2, maybe6 he will not (come)5.’

ö ... ö is attached to clause final verbs in dubitative constructions; wastädu ‘he 
will come’, rädu ‘he will not come’. Alternatively, the second clause can be re
placed by lëdô uniformly, irrespective of the subject.

Some idiomatic co-ordinate phrases -  for example, telisï teliyaka ‘knowing 
and not knowing’, i.e. ‘with half-knowledge’; waccl räni bhäsa ‘language come 
and not come’, i.e. ‘not fully acquired language’; cällcälani jltälu ‘sufficient and 
not-sufficient income’, i.e. ‘moderate income’ -  do not seem to be derivable 
from underlying independent clauses.

Complex Sentences
Subordinate clauses are formed from simple sentences by changing the finite 
verb into a conjunctive or adnominal form or by adding complementisers. In the 
following examples, conjunctive forms replace finite verbs in the subordinate 
clauses. This can alternatively be treated as a co-ordinate clause (see above), as 
shown in (22b-f).
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(22) a. nenu1 [laybrariki2 we!!i3] pustakam4 testiinus. 
'Having gone3 to the library2

, 11 will brings the book4
.' (perfective 

conjunctive) 
b. wii<;/,u 1 pustakam2 [custu3] caduwutunnii<;/,u4. 

'He1 is reading4
, looking3 (into) the book2

.' (durative conjunctive) 
c. abbiiyi1 [annam2 tinakw:ujii3] we!!ticju4. 

'The boy1 has gone4 without eating3 food2.' (negative of perfective 
and durative) 

d. wiicju 1 [sarigii2 tinaka3] cikkipoyticju4. 

'Not eating3 well2
, he 1 became thin4

.' (negative adnominal in 
subordinate clause denoting cause) 

e. [wiinalu 1 kuriste2
], pal)falu3 pal)cjutiiy4. 

'If it rains (lit. if rains1 fall2), crops3 will grow4
.' (conditional clause 

marked by te) 
f. [miru 1 wef!inii2], nenu3 riinu4• 

'Even if2 you1 go2
, 13 will not come4

.' (concessive clause marked by 
inii) 

Adnominal Form 
A relative clause is formed by replacing a finite verb by an adnominal form (ver
bal adjective) and shifting the whole string to the attributive position of the noun 
head that it qualifies. A relative clause can function as a subject NP, an object 
NP or a complement NP in the predicate phrase, or as an adverbial of time or 
place. 

(23) a. riimu 1 [kamala2 piicjina3 (piifa)] piifa4 winniicjus. 
'Ramu1 listened tos the song4 that3 Kamala2 sang3.' 

b. [pli'fa 1 piicjina2] kamala3 riimu waypu4 cusindis. 
'Kamala3 who sang2 the song1 lookeds at Ramu4.' 

c. [nenu 1 teccina2 (pal)cjlu)] pal)c}lu3 ballamida4 unniiy5. 
'The fruit3 that 11 have brought2 ares on the table4

.' 

A head noun can be replaced by the corresponding demonstrative pronoun to 
form a verbal noun, e.g. piicjina piifa ~ pacjin(a)di 'the thing sung', teccina 
pal)cjlu ~ teccinawi 'the ones brought', etc. 

(24) a. [iiyana1 waccin(a)2 appucju3] niita4 ceppus. 
'Tells me4 when3 he1 came/comes2

.' 

b. [miru 1 we!!ina2 cofu3] mancidi4 kiidus. 
'The place3 you1 had gone2 is nots good4

.' 

Many adnominal forms combine with temporal postpositions to form predicate 
complements, e.g. mundu 'before', tarwiita 'after', warakuldiikii 'until/up to', 
antawaraku 'up to that point (time/place)', etc. 
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Another type of nominal complement takes attu ‘that event/that manner’ as 
head/complementiser, e.g.

(25) a. [nênu1 ceppin(a)2 attu3] ceyyi4.
‘Do4 as311 have said2.’ 

b. mïku1 [nênu2 waccin(a)3 attu4] ewaru5 ceppœru6?
‘Who5 told6 you1 that4 12 came3?’

An abstract noun denoting ‘thought’, idea’, ‘intention’, ‘necessity’, etc., can be 
the head of a relative clause. Only the habitual relative participle occurs here, e.g.

(26) näku1 [sigaretlu2 tâgê3 alawät(u)4] undêdi5.
Ί 1 used to have5 the habit4 of smoking3 cigarettes2.’

Correlative clauses are only used rhetorically in writing and in public speeches,
e.g.

(27) eppudu1 âkali2 aytê3 appudu4 tinäli5.
‘When1 (one) feels3 hungry2, then4 (one) must eat5.’

A noun functioning as head of a relative clause can be replaced by an appropri
ate pronoun, e.g.

(28) a. miru1 ceppina2 mäta3 näku4 telusu5.
‘I4 know5 the matter3 that you1 have told (me)2.’

b. mïru1 ceppina-di2 näku3 telusu4.
‘I3 know4 what2 you1 have told (me)2.’

Gerundive or Action Clause
Any sentence can be embedded in another sentence as a subordinate clause by 
changing the finite verb into a corresponding gerundive, viz. by adding -atam/ 
-adam to the verb stem. Such an embedded clause can function as a subject NP, 
object NP or a complement NP.

(29) a. mïru1 udyögam2 räjmämä ceyy-atam3 eppudu4.
‘When4 (are) you1 resigning3 (your) job2?’ (lit. ‘you1 job2 resigning3 
when4?’)

b. äfisar1 lêkapôwatam2 walla3 gumästälu4 pani5 ceyyatam6 
mânêsœru1.
‘Because3 of the officer1 not being (there)2, the clerks4 stopped7 
doing6 the work5.’

Certain interrogative sentences can be embedded in the matrix sentence by 
adding -ö as complementiser.
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(30) a. [wäru1 ewar-δ2] näku3 telusu4.
Ί 3 know4 who2 he (is)1/

b. [âme1 e/â2 und(i)-ö3] cüsi4 rä5.
‘See4 how2 she1 is3 and come (back)5.’

ëm-ô ‘whether/if replaces the interrogative marker ä as a complementiser:

c. [äyana1 mämsam2 tintâd(u)-êm-ô3] kanukkö*.
‘Find out4 if3 he1 will eat3 meat2.’

The perfective conjunctive of the verb an- ‘to say’ (i.e. ani) is used as a com
plementiser in forming quotative and causal clauses, e.g.

(31) a. nênu1 [rëpu2 wastän(u)3 ani4] ceppœnu5.
‘I1 said5 that4 (I) will come3 tomorrow2.’

b. äyana1 [rêpu wastäwä3 ani4] adigœdu5.
‘He1 asked5 (me) if41 will come3 tomorrow2.’ (lit. ‘tomorrow2 will 
you come3 so4’)

c. ontiki1 mancidi2 käd(u)3 ani4 sigaretlu5 tägatam6 manêsœnu1.
‘(I) quit7 smoking6 cigarettes5 because4 (it) is not3 good2 for health1.’

When an imperative singular sentence is followed by the quotative complemen
tiser -ani, the imperative singular suffix -uf-i is replaced by -aml-amm, e.g.

(32) a. wädu1 Unuwwu2 wellu3” ani4 ceppœdu4.
‘He1 said5 “you2 go3!”.’ [direct speech] 

b. wädu1 nannu2 weU-am3 ani4 ceppœdu5.
‘He1 told^ me2 to4 go3.’ [indirect speech]

Historically, the imperative -u is derived from an older -um, which lost the final 
consonant in sentence final position. The vowel was later harmonised to a in ani. 
The morphophonemic retention of m has become a feature of indirect speech as 
opposed to direct speech with accompanying change in the case marking of the 
subject of the embedded imperative sentence, ani is also used as a complemen
tiser subordinating a simple sentence as the direct object of such verbs as ‘write, 
intend, guess, know, imagine, think, believe, find out, hesitate, fear’, etc., which 
belong to the domain of knowledge and perception.

(33) [[adi1 elä2 ceyyäl(i)-ä3] ani4] digulupadutunnänu5.
‘(I) am worried5 -  how2 should (I) do3 it1.’

(34) mïru1 peddamanusulu2 ani3 näku4 telusu5.
‘I4 know5 that3 you1 (are) a gentleman2.’
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Another use of ani is as a complementiser of desiderative clauses in which the 
obligative is attached to a main clause with the finite verb undi ‘it (a desire) is’, 
‘one wants to . . . ’. The subject NP occurs in the dative.

(35) a. näku1 amerikä2 weüäl(i)3 ani4 undi5.
‘I1 have a desire5 (lit. to me it is) that4 (I) should go3 to America2.’ 

b. näku1 amerikä2 weldäm3 ani4 undi5.
‘I want to go to America.’ (lit. to me1 -  America2 -  let us go3 -  so4 
it is5)

In almost all cases, (35a) and (35b) are synonymous.
Similarly, ante ‘if’ and annä ‘even if’ are used as complementisers of condi

tional and concessive clauses. A finite verb + ante = verb stem + conditional 
suffix -têl-itê. Therefore, (36b) is synonymous with (36a).

(36) a. [wädu1 wastädu2] antê3 nênu4 weltänu5.
‘If3 [he1 comes2], I4 will go5.’ 

b. [wädu1 wastê2] nênu3 weltänu 
‘[If2 he1 comes2], I3 will go4.’

In sentences of the type X  means Y, or X  is F, antê is used as a conditional com
plementiser to conjoin the two phrases or clauses, e.g.

(37) ‘Book1, antê2 telugulö3 pustakam*.
‘“Book1” means2pustakam4 in Telugu3.’

(38) ‘J.F. Kennedy1’ antê2 okappudu3 amerikä4 adhyaksudu5.
‘ “J.F. Kennedy1” means2 the President5 of America4 at sometime (in the 
past)3.’

Interjections and Vocatives
These can be treated as minor sentences without internal structure.

(39) a. ayyö!1 äyana2 canipöyärä3? ‘Alas!1 has he2 passed away3?’
b. öhö!1 mira2? O h ! 1 is it you2?’

a. orêy! ‘H e y !’ (Informal, addressing a m ale person younger

or low er in social status than the speaker.)

b. oséy! ‘H e y !’ (Informal, addressing a fem a le  person; now

considered derogatory.)

c. êmandi! ‘H e llo !’ (Polite, formal, addressing a m an or w om an.)

d. êmamma! ‘H e llo !’ (Polite, addressing a w om an.)

T he exam p les above and m any others o f  that kind occur m ainly at the beginning

(40)
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of utterances to signal the topic of discourse (39a and 39b) and to establish a for
mal or informal relationship between the speaker and the hearer. (For a fuller 
treatment of minor sentences, see Krishnamurti and Gwynn 1985.)

8.5 Lexicon 

Borrowings
The earliest borrowed vocabulary in Telugu is from Sanskrit and Prakrit. Assim
ilated loanwords (called tadbhavas) conform to Telugu phonology, e.g. Skt 
maryädä ‘ocean shore’ > OTe. mariyäda ‘etiquette’; Skt nidrä- > Te. niddura 
‘sleep’; Skt ratha- > OTe. aradam ‘chariot’. Aspirated consonants of Sanskrit 
and Prakrit are de-aspirated, e.g. Skt aksara-, Pkt akkhara- > OTe. akkaramu ‘a 
letter, syllable’; Skt udghätana, Pkt ugghàdana > Te. uggadana ‘exhortation’. 
The Sanskrit sibilants s and s are replaced by s or assimilated to the adjacent 
consonant, e.g. Skt visnu-, Pkt vinhu- > Te. wennüdu ‘God Vishnu’, Skt sikhä, Pkt 
sikhä > Te. seka, sega ‘flame’. Progressive assimilation of consonant clusters is 
common, e.g. Sktpürnimä, Pktpunnimä > Te. punnama ‘full moon’. Even by the 
eleventh century, unassimilated Sanskrit words and compound constructions 
find place in Telugu literature. Structural borrowing of Sanskrit grammatical 
features like the use of passive voice and correlative constructions follows in the 
final phase of prolonged contact. Borrowed vocabulary from Sanskrit and 
Prakrit accelerated the development of a contrast between voiced and voiceless 
obstruents in early Telugu.

During the Moslem rule of South India (thirteenth century to nineteenth cen
tury), a number of Perso-Arabic words, mainly relating to administration, 
entered Telugu through Urdu, e.g. U(rdu) zilä > Te.jillä  ‘district’; U. zapt > Te. 
japtu ‘auction’; U. xarïd, xarc > Te. kharïdu ‘price’, kharcu ‘expenditure’. The 
agentive suffix -där as in U .fauzdär ‘army chief’ has become quite productive 
in Telugu, even in native constructions, e.g. pettandäru ‘elderly person’; 
konugöludäru ‘a buyer’ (lit. buying person). Phonological changes include the 
replacement of Urdu fricatives by corresponding stops (see above): z x y f - ^ j k  
(kh) g p , and q - ^ k ,  etc.

Portuguese was the first European language to influence Telugu. The Portu
guese had trade relations with the Vijayanar rulers from the early sixteenth cen
tury c e . The Portuguese brought red chilies, tomatoes, cabbage, papaya, etc., to 
India, leading to Telugu words like tomätö ‘tomato’, göbi ‘cabbage’, boppäyi 
‘papaya’. Other loanwords include istrï ‘ironing’, kamïz ‘shirt’, bàlcï ‘bucket’, 
sabbu ‘soap’, mêjâ ‘table’, etc. There is no limit to the number of English words 
and phrases which have entered Telugu from the eighteenth century onwards, 
including such high-frequency items as käfi ‘coffee’, äfisu ‘office’, telïfônu ‘tele
phone’, etc. In newspaper language, we notice many instances of Anglicisation 
of Telugu syntax (Krishnamurti and Mukherjee 1984).

Most of the borrowed words happen to be nouns. Sanskrit nouns add -inc- in
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verbalising, e.g. Skt santösa ‘joy’, Te. santösam ‘joy’, santös-inc- ‘to be glad’. 
Hindi-Urdu causal verbs in final long vowels also add -inc- in Telugu, e.g. U. 
dabänä ‘to press down’, Te. dabäy-inc- ‘to protest, to question’.

Word Formation

Derivation
New words are formed by adding derivational suffixes to nouns, adjectives, or 
verbs or by compounding. Abstract nouns are derived from adjectives and verbs. 
Only a few suffixes are productive.

(a) De-adjectival nouns: X]Adj + tanam]N, e.g. manci-tanam ‘goodness’, tel- 
la-danam ‘whiteness’, goppa-danam ‘greatness’, tiyya-danam ‘sweet
ness’, etc.

(b) Deverbal adjectives: X]v + udu]A d j ,  e.g. pemp-udu ‘tamed, domesticat
ed’, egu-du ‘rising’ (*egu is archaic), digu-du ‘descending’, etc.

(c) Denominal adjectives: X]N + edu]Adj where edu is added to words of 
measurement, e.g. cêr(a)-edu ‘palmful’, dös-edu ‘two palmsful’, (dösili 
‘two palms held togetherJ)Jên-edu ‘span-long’ (Jêna ‘a span of stretched 
fingers’), etc.

(d) De verbal nouns: X]y + Wka/rikam/akam]N, e.g. kör-ika ‘desire’ (köru ‘to 
wish’), tïr-ika ‘leisure’ (tïru ‘to be finished’),pad-aka ‘bed’ (padu ‘to lie 
down’), pedda-rikam ‘elderliness’, cinna-rikam ‘being youthful’, pamp- 
akam ‘sending’ (pampu ‘to send’), etc.

(e) Denominal nouns: X]N + kädu ‘man '/katte ‘ woman’]N, e.g. anda-gädu ‘a 
handsome man’, anda-gatte ‘a handsome woman’ (andam ‘beauty’); 
wêta-gâdu ‘a huntsman’, wêta-gatte ‘ a hunter woman’ (wëta ‘hunting’), 
etc.

Compounds
Nominal compounds are extensively used in Telugu. Compound formation is 
more productive and frequent than creating new words by adding derivational 
suffixes. Most compounds are endocentric; i.e. the entire compound belongs to 
the same grammatical category as the head. Co-ordinate compounds (co-com
pounds) with more than one head are also common. Exocentric compounds are 
rare. A few typical patterns of compounding are illustrated below, taking two 
words, A and B in each case.

Attributive Compounds

1. Λ is a descriptive adjective and#  is a noun (head), e.g. mancilmata2 
‘good1 word2’, tellaldora2 ‘white1 ruler2’ (idiom), cinnaxpilla2 ‘small1 
child2’.
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2. A is a noun used attributively to B (head). A carries an oblique marker 
which makes it genitive, e.g. êtixgattu2 ‘bank2 of a stream1’ (ëru ‘stream’), 
cêti1 gadiyäram2 ‘wrist1 watch2’ (lit. hand’s clock: cêyi/ceyyi ‘hand’).

3. B refers to a specific (proper) item of class A (common) in the names of 
flora and fauna, e.g. guläbi'puwwu2 ‘rose1 flower2’, cintalcettu ‘tamarind1 
tree2’, mâmidilpandu2 ‘mango1 fruit2’. Most place names belong to this 
type, e.g. gunt(a)1 + üru2 lit. ‘pi^-town2’, cintaxpalli2 lit. ‘tamarind1 
village2’.

4. B is made of A, e.g. mattilbomma2 ‘clay1 doll2’, wendilkancam2 ‘silver1 
plate2’.

5. A is the contained, B is the container, e.g. pälalcembu2 ‘milk1 vessel2’, 
neti1 ginne2 ‘ghee1 cup2’.

6. A is the cause, B is the result, e.g. kattildebba2 ‘knife1-wound2’ (wound 
caused by a knife), pämulkätu2 ‘snakebite2’.

7. B is in or on A, e.g. bâwilnïru2 ‘well1 water2’, kondalräyi2 ‘hill1 stone2’ (a 
stone taken from a hill).

8. B is characterised by A , e.g. jartcira2 ‘a sari2 with a border in silver/gold 
thread1’, gaUalduppati2 ‘a bedsheet2 with square design1’).

Co-compounds
annadammulu ‘elder and younger brothers’ ([anna + tammudu] + lu), küragäyalu 
‘leaves and vegetables’ ([küra + käya] + lu), sïtàrâmu-lu ‘Sita and Rama’ ([sïta 
+ rämudu] + lu). Such compounds are established in usage and few new ones 
are created.

Telugu has many expressive compounds like galagala ‘jingling’, dadadada 
‘thumping’, gajagaja ‘shivering’ which are used adverbially. A limited number 
of iterative interjected compounds occur as minor sentences, e.g. ayy(ö)-ayyö 
‘Alas’ (expresses pity), öh(ö)-öhö, äh-ähä ‘Hoh, Hah’ (expresses surprise). 
There is a type of echo compound (of the co-compound type) in which the first 
member is a true free form while the second is assigned meaning only in the 
compound, e.g. pilläjellä ‘children, etc.’, kürägaträ ‘vegetables, etc.’ (jellä and 
gaträ do not occur as free forms.)
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9 Konda
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9.1 Background and History
Konda belongs to the South Central Dravidian languages; its sisters are Telugu, 
Gondi, Küi, Küvi, Pengo and Manda. Its speakers number about 34,000 (1971 
Census) and live in the Agency tracts of Visakhapatnam, Vijayanagaram and 
Srikakulam districts. They are known by various names: Konda Dora (lit. Hill 
lord), Konda Käpu, Öja, Pändava Raytu. They call themselves Κοηςίβη or Küb^ 
(-η plural suffix) and their language Kübi. Konda means ‘hill’ in Telugu, the 
dominant regional language. Konda speakers, particularly men, are bilingual in 
Telugu or Oriya, depending on where they live. This chapter is based on Bh. 
Krishnamurti (1969), which consists of texts, grammar and lexicon. The main in
formants for the data come from Araku Valley, about 80 miles northwest of 
Visakhapatnam. However, lexical variants for a number of items have also been 
taken from other dialects.

Konda comprises several local dialects representing variations which do not 
affect mutual intelligibility to any degree. The most important isogloss, an alter
ation of r!l (< PDr */), separates the western and northwestern areas of Araku as 
the r-zone, from the southern and southeastern areas as the /-zone, e.g. äru ~ älu 
‘wife’. Other minor variations include the following: a nasal plus stop (Sova) vs 
a stop (Araku), e.g. zanta : zata ‘a grinding mill’, gampa : gapa ‘a basket’; and 
metathesis of the first two syllables (Sova) vs its absence (Araku), e.g. mränu : 
mar an ‘tTee\prêl : per el ‘to explode’.

Krishnamurti (1969) notes that a distinct dialect boundary runs between the 
Konda dialects spoken to the east of Käsipatnam (for instance, in Güri, close to 
the Telugu-speaking area) and the rest of the Konda-speaking dialects extend
ing from Anantagiri far into Orissa. Between these two groups of dialects, mu
tual intelligibility is very low, even though there is adequate evidence to show 
that they are still dialects of the same language. The main distinguishing fea-

*This chapter is based on Krishnamurti (1969). Brett Benham is a graduate student in lin
guistics at the University of Texas at Arlington. He has summarised most of the chapters of 
the grammar of Krishnamurti (1969) for this article, under the guidance of Krishnamurti, 
and both authors are responsible for the presentation. Krishnamurti is responsible for the 
data and analysis.

2 4 1
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tures between the Guri dialect and the remaining Konda dialects are as follows:

1. ‘hill’

Pre-Konda

*goron

Other Konda dialects 

goron, grönu

Guri dialect 

goro
2. ‘tree’ *maran maran, mränu mara
3. ‘bullock’ *saranu ränu sara, saranu
4. ‘burning piece of coal’
5. ‘daughter’

*tirimbu rïmbu tirimbu
*magal, *makalsi galu, gäru makasi

6. ‘pig’ 
7. ‘he’

*panri panri pari
*vänru vänru vär

8. ‘ear’ *kibi gibi kibi
9. ‘two men’ *river rPer river

10. ‘three men’ *muver mu?er muver
11. ‘you eat’ (2nd sing, imp.)
12. ‘winnowing basket’

*unvu un7 a unu
*sërri sëRi sëri

13. ‘suspended net’
1 4 .‘ey e ’

*urri uRi uri
*kan kanu, kanka (plur. kanku) kanu

These examples are diagnostic for the phonological variations that separate 
the two areas. The Guri dialect retains pre-Konda initial syllables as against 
their loss in all the northern dialects (items 3-5); it also retains intervocalic -v-, 
reduced to a glottal stop elsewhere (items 9-11). By contrast, the northern dia
lects preserve the difference between sequences *nr and *rr as nr and/?, where
as they fell together with r (< *r) in the Güri dialect. Furthermore, the Güri 
dialect changes an older n to ny which is retained elsewhere. Practically, the 
morphology of both the dialects is identical. The first split probably occurred be
tween these two groups of dialects; the further minor dialectal changes, resulting 
from the migration of Kondas from their original centre, are mainly confined to 
the northern dialects. However, these variations are not many and significant for 
intercommunication, because a speaker from ‘Gorra Gura’ in Araku can under
stand a Konda speaker from ‘Sova’ or ‘Sembli Gura’ without much difficulty. 
The Güri people are separated from the other Kondas by over fifty miles and 
they all rarely meet since they have no common market centres.

All Konda dialects, including Güri, possess a common phonetic feature: they 
accent the second syllable of a word pronounced in isolation. This feature seems 
to have intensified in the dialects north of Güri leading to metathesis and vowel 
contraction followed by a subsequent loss of the initial syllable, e.g. *sarânu > 
*srânu > ränu ‘bull’; *magâ\ > *mgâl > gäru/gälu ‘daughter’. However, this de
velopment is not uniform throughout the north and west, and the change seems 
to be still in process. The Araku dialect recorded by Krishnamurti at Gorra Gura 
has maran, perel, etc., corresponding to the Sova speakers’ mränu, prël. But no 
dialect has yet developed *ränu and *rel as might be expected with loss of the 
initial syllable. In the Araku dialect, items like ränu and gälu -  where loss of ini
tial syllables follows metathesis, beside forms like maran, perel, etc. where no 
metathesis has yet occurred (as in the Güri dialect) -  may provide a clue to the 
original home of the Konda Doras and the direction in which migration has taken 
place. The original home of these people was probably in the Koraput hills along
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the present Andhra-Orissa border. People in Güri and the surrounding hamlets 
must have been the first to migrate at a time when accentuating the second syl
lable of a word was prevalent. Subsequent emigrants to the north and west of 
Güri bear evidence to the operation of this phonetic change, as attested by the 
universal occurrence oiränu  ‘bull’ in all dialects of Konda except that of Güri. 
However, migration in waves must have begun where the phonetic change in 
question was still in operation at a time when it had not completely affected all 
the forms vulnerable to the shift. Thus, for instance, the Konda Dora ancestors 
of the present Gorra Gura dialect were pronouncing ränu ‘bull’ but only maran 
‘tree’ when they migrated from the metathesis zone, which is around Sova on 
the Andhra-Orissa border, where the word for ‘tree’ is now m*ränu anticipating 
a further change to *ränu.

Konda is linguistically quite interesting within South-Central Dravidian. It is 
the only language to preserve the Proto-Dravidian alveolar obstruents *i, and 

as r, R (voiceless alveolar trill) and nr which most of the other languages of 
all branches have merged with the reflexes of *r, *#/*#, *nd/*nd. Konda also 
shows no change of s to h as found in Gondi, Küi, Küvi, Pengo and Manda. In 
this respect, it is closer to Telugu, which also does not attest the change within 
the historic period. It shares with the other languages of the subgroup the mor
phological process of forming transitive stems by changing intransitive (N)B 
[nasal + voiced stop] to (P)P [single or geminate voiceless stop] from similar un
derlying sequences of Proto-Dravidian, a pattern now lost in Telugu. It also 
shares the structure of the negative past tense form found in Old Telugu.

9.2 Phonology
Konda has twenty-three consonant and ten vowel phonemes (see Table 9.1).

All consonants are more sharply articulated in initial position than in final. 
Single stops are markedly fortis when they occur between two short vowels and 
the second vowel bears phonetic stress, /r/ is a voiced apico-alveolar trill, distin
guished from flap /r/ by the number of apical taps. /R/ is the corresponding voice
less trill, sounding phonetically as a trilled voiceless [h].

Consonants are obstruents or sonorants. Obstruents carry voiced/voiceless 
contrast: stops (except Pf), spirants and trills. Sonorants are always voiced flaps, 
nasals, liquids, semi-consonants and PI which is always voiceless. Clusters of 
voiced and voiceless obstruents are rare; but any obstruent can cluster with a so- 
norant. All consonants except P  R η η/ occur word-initially, and all of them occur 
intervocalically and in clusters; however, /R/ is never the second member of a 
cluster, and PI is never the first member of a cluster. Voiceless obstruents are 
much more common finally than voiced obstruents.

Consonant clusters occur frequently between vowel peaks. Clusters are very 
rare in word-initial position. Clusters may consist of two or three consonants. 
Two-consonant clusters occur in four classes: Obstruent + Obstruent, Sonorant + 
Obstruent, Sonorant + Sonorant, Obstruent + Sonorant. Within a morpheme or

*nt
*tt
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Table 9.1 Phonemes of Konda

Labial Dental Alveolar Retroflex Velar Glottal

CONSONANTS

Obstruents
Stop
Fricative
Trill

P b t d
s z 
R I

t d k g ?
(h)

Sonorants
Flap
Nasal
Lateral
Semi-consonant

m

v

r
n
1

y

r
n D

Front Back

VOWELS

High
Mid
Low

i I 
e ë

a ä

u Ü 

0  Ö

lexical root, clusters involving two obstruents are infrequent, while those involv
ing at least one sonorant are frequent. Obstruent + Obstruent clusters which do 
occur, usually have identical voicing between the two consonants. Triliteral 
clusters are usually Sonorant + Obstruent + Sonorant, and nasal sonorants tend 
to be homorganic with the following obstruent. Many derivational and inflec
tional morphemes are consonant initial. Therefore, two- and three-consonant 
clusters often occur in derived or inflected words. Across a morpheme boundary, 
it is not uncommon for the consonants of Obstruent + Obstruent clusters to have 
disparate voicing, nor is it uncommon for nasals to be followed by non- 
homorganic consonants (the initial consonant of the affixed morpheme).

All short vowels contrast with long vowels, but only in the first syllable. Pho
netically stressed, phonemically long vowels A ë ö ü/ have higher tongue posi
tions than the corresponding unstressed short vowels. Stressed and long /â/ = 
[â :à ]  is lower and more central than its corresponding short unstressed /a/= [a ]. 

Final /u/ of disyllabic and trisyllabic words has an occasional free variant [ï], 
particularly after stop consonants; in many cases, it is non-morphemic.

A phonological word in Konda consists of one to five syllables of the follow
ing types: open, (C)Ÿ; closed, (C)ŸC, (C)^CC. Monosyllabic words of the open 
type are only CV, e.g. su, le, ge, etc. (all clitics). Ÿ, ŸC, ŸCC, CV, CVC, and 
CVCC only occur word-initially; the remaining types occur initially, medially or 
finally.

In words of two or more syllables, if the initial syllable contains a long vowel, 
it receives primary stress. But if the initial syllable contains a short vowel, the
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second syllable receives primary stress. Non-initial stressed syllables receive 
secondary stress. Stress patterns alternate stressed and unstressed syllables, e.g. 
/arbazinad/= [Ar.bâ-.zi.nàd].

The final short vowel of a phonological word is always phonetically half-long.
Konda has no diphthongs. Two vowels in sequence only occur across word 

boundaries.

Morphophonemics
External sandhi is infrequent in Konda. Word-final /u/, which occurs in slow nar
ration or before a pause, occasionally alternates with 0. The final consonant of 
the stem or affix does not seem to be a conditioning factor for the omission of 
/u/, since most consonants may occur word-finally. Final /u/ seems to be non- 
morphemic and tends to aid in (re)syllabification after derivational and inflec
tional morphemes have been added. Similarly, word-final /i/ optionally alter
nates with 0  in running speech, after r, r, I and y. Word-final /i/ of the genitive 
morpheme {ti ~ di ~ Ri} is sporadically lost before another vowel across word 
boundaries. Word-final /a/ of the conjunctive verb form -enda alternates with 0  
in some cases.

Internal sandhi is more common in Konda, but it is mostly non-automatic. San
dhi rules for vowels involve elision. (Morphophonemic transcription is enclosed 
within ‘// //’, and phonemic within 7 / ’.)

Rule 1: fu]
//... ji j+ku//->/...0 + ku/

Word-final non-morphemic vowels /u/, /i/ and rarely /a/ are 
commonly lost before the plural morpheme //ku//. Such vowels 
appear in parentheses in the texts.

Sandhi rules for consonants mainly involve assimilation of voicing; simplifi
cation of geminates and sonorant clusters; and occasionally elision of dissimilar 
consonants.

Assimilation

Rule 2: //... (N) B1 + P2 / / —»/... P1 + P2/
Voiced obstruents (optionally preceded by homorganic nasals) 
become devoiced before voiceless obstruents, e.g.

//räz(U) + ku// —> //räz + ku// —> /räsku/ ‘kings’
//pand(U) + ku// —> //pand + ku// —> /patku/ ‘fruits’
//sur + 1// —> /suRt/ ‘to roast’ (past tense stem)

Rule 3: //... P1 + B2/ / -> /. . .  P1 + P 2/
Initial voiced obstruents of the suffix are devoiced after voiceless 
obstruents of the stem, e.g.

//kap + zi// —> /kapsi/ ‘having covered’
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//dät + du// -» /dattu/ ‘jump! ’
//üs + bis-// -> /üspis-/ ‘to cause to apply (oil, etc.)’

To account for certain sandhi changes in certain lexical items, it is necessary to 
set up the morphophonemes Lj and L2 which behave differently from phoneme 
/l/. Historically, Lj was a root final alveolar and L2  was a retroflex.

Rule4: (i) II...y  | ^ | +  d / / —» /... Vnr/

(ii) II... {^2} + d / / - > / . . .nd/

//niL i + du// —> /ninru/ ‘ stop ! ’ //man + du// —> /manru/ ‘stay ! ’
//müL2 + du// —» /mündu/ ‘ urinate ! ’ //un + du// —> /undu/ ‘ eat! ’

Rule 5: (i) //...Lj + n //-> // ...n  + n//

(ii) / / . . ^ 2}+ n //-> // .. .n + n //

//niL i + n-// -> //ninn-//
//müL2 + n-// -> //münn-// //un + η-// -> //unn-//

Simplification

Rule 6: //C 'C 7/-W C 1/
Two identical consonants in sequence (except /t/) become a single 
consonant.

//lök(U) + ku// -» //lök + ku// -» /löku/ ‘men’
//niLj + n + an// —> //nin + n + an// —» /ninan/ ‘he will stop’ 
//müL2 + n + an// -» //mün + n + an// -» /münan/ ‘he will urinate’ 
//as + zi// -> //as + si// -» /asi/ ‘having held’

Rule 7:
(i) II... { j ^ } + t - / / R - /

(ii) II... {n2}+1-//->/-.-t-/
//niLj + 1-// -» /niR-/ //ven + 1-// -» /veR-/
//koL2 + 1-// -» /kot-/ //un + 1-// -» /ut-/

Elision

Rule 8: //.. .C + ku// -> /.. .0  + ku/
The final consonant of certain noun stems is lost before the plural 
morpheme //ku//, e.g.

//rän(U) + ku// -» //ran + ku// -» /räku/ ‘bulls’
//bödel + ku// -» /bödek/ ‘young women’

Konda lacks its own orthography. Literacy among the Konda Dora tribe is 
being promoted through the adoption of the Telugu writing system with certain 
modifications proposed by Krishnamurti in 1969 (pp. 26-8).
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9.3 Nouns
Nouns are words whose stems are inflected for one or more of the categories of 
gender, number and case. Pronouns, numerals and adverbs of time and place are 
subclasses of nouns. Pronouns are distinguished for number and inflected for 
case. Numerals are distinguished for gender and number and inflected for case. 
Adverbials are not distinguished for gender and number, but are inflected for 
case. The order of morphemes in nouns is stem + gender-number + case. A nom
inal stem can be simple (root), complex (root + one or more derivatives) or com
pound (multiple roots).

Konda has two genders, masculine and non-masculine. Gender is generally 
determined by meaning, i.e. male persons belong to the masculine gender, and 
all others -  female persons, non-persons (plants and animals) and inanimate ob
jects -  belong to the non-masculine gender, e.g. anasi ‘elder brother’ (masc.) vs 
bïbsi ‘elder sister’ (non-masc.). Gender is specified by substituting appropriate 
third person pronouns for nouns, and by numeral and verbal agreement, e.g. ana
si (or vänru) vätan ‘the elder brother (or he) came’, bïbsi (or adi) vätad ‘the elder 
sister (or she/it) came’, ri? er anasir ‘two elder brothers’, ri?ek bïbsik ‘two elder 
sisters’.

There are two numbers, singular and plural. Singular is unmarked; plural is 
marked by two groups of suffixes, one exclusively for masculine nouns, and the 
other mainly for non-masculine nouns.

The common plural morpheme {(/: ~ ku) ~ sku ~ (rj ~ yu)} is suffixed to non
masculine nouns, -k and -η are added to those with final morphemic vowels; -ku 
~ -qu to noun stems ending with final consonants (stems whose free forms end 
in non-morphemic /u/). A final non-morphemic vowel of the stem is deleted; a 
non-morphemic vowel is inserted to aid syllabification if addition of the plural 
marker creates a consonant cluster.

A final non-morphemic vowel (if any) in the singular is lost in the plural. The 
final consonant cluster of the stem is not altered in the case of voiceless ob
struents and sonorants; simplified and de voiced in the case of nasal + homorgan
ic voiced obstruents; devoiced in the case of voiced obstruents; devoiced and 
simplified in the case of /rg/; simplified in the case of velar obstruents; deleted 
in the case of a few lexical forms; e.g.

Singular Plural

(a) ‘braid of hair’ kopu kop-ku
(b) ‘arrow’ ambu ap-ku
(c) ‘king’ räzu räs-ku
(d) ‘thigh’ kurgu kuR-ku
(e) ‘person’ löku lö-ku
(f) ‘bull’ ränu rä-ku

Many disyllabic, and a few trisyllabic, stems ending in morphemic short vow
els add -k in the plural. The final vowel is altered to /e/ in the case of /a/, not
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altered in the case of the remaining vowels, and a few forms ending in conso
nants have the final consonant deleted, but add /k/ instead of /ku/; e.g.

Singular Plural

(a) ‘head’ tala tale-k
(b) ‘wife’ älsi älsi-k

‘wife’ älu älu-k
‘which one?’ aye aye-k
‘child’ (female) koro koro-k

(c) ‘bride’ bödel böde-k

One compound stem forms its plural with -sku, e.g. ‘a nursing mother’ 
koronali (sing.), koronal-sku (plur.).

Another class of non-masculine nouns forms its plural with -q(u). Stems of this 
class generally end in morphemic vowels or semi-vowels. The final vowel is 
usually altered to /e/ in the case of /a/; not altered in the case of the remaining 
vowels; and many disyllabic stems ending in -y , -l(i), -r(i) and -r(u) add -q(u) in 
the plural. In the last example, the non-morphemic vowel may be retained, in 
which case the plural morph is -//; or the non-morphemic vowel in the singular 
may be freely lost in the plural, in which case the plural morph is -//w. Therefore, 
there is free variation between the two formations. For example, -a: stem-final 
-a becomes -e in the plural (except küra/küla), e.g.

Singular Plural

‘heap’ kupa kupe-q
‘rice’ küli küli-q
‘joint’ atku atku-q
‘field’ gude gude-q
‘crab’ rëto rëto-q
‘plan’ upay upay-qu
‘rabbit’ kundeli kundeli-q, kundel-qu
‘central pole’ kurar(u) kuraru-q, kurar-qu

Many nouns exhibit several variants, e.g.

Singular Plural

‘daughter’ gälu gäl-ku, gälu-k
‘old woman’ dokri dokri-k, dokri-q
‘terrace’ kapu kap-ku, kapu-q
‘torch’ koroy koroy-ku, koroy-qu

Phonological complementation among two sets of plural allomorphs, -k(u) and 
-//fwj, could have been established but for several unpredictable cases, e.g.

(a)
(b)

(c)
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Singular Plural

‘fruit’
‘ball’
‘fowl’
‘tank’

pandu
sendu
koru
seru
gudu
dudu

pat-ku
sendu-q
koR-ku
seru-q
gudu-k‘eyeball’

‘stick’ dudu-q, etc.

Nevertheless, the following generalisations apply to plural formation.

(a) All nouns ending in -m, all disyllabic stems ending in p , t, /; /, r, r\ and j  with a 
final non-morphemic -w, and all disyllabic stems ending in voiceless obstruents 
(other than k) take -ku.

(b) Stems ending in a short vowel preceded by a consonant cluster (other than a na
sal + homorganic voiced obstruent) and almost all nouns ending in -i and -e (other 
than those which refer to persons) take -η.

(c) Nouns ending in -i or -a referring to non-masculine persons take -k.

The plural marker -r is added to masculine nouns exclusively (although some 
masculine nouns take the common plural marker).

Stems ending in vowels suffix -r:

‘elder brother’ anasi anasi-r
‘male friend’ tönda tönda-r

In one compound stem, the final -i is changed to -e in the plural, viz.

‘wife and husband’ älu + mâsi âlmase-r

Where the singular noun bears the gender-number marker -n/-any -r replaces 
the final -n in the plural, e.g.

‘which man’ aye-n aye-r
‘the man who ate’ utik-an utik-ar

A few masculine nouns take the common plural marker, e.g.

‘king’ räzu räs-ku, räzu-q
‘god’ dëvun dëvun-ku
‘teacher’ guru guru-q

Some nouns referring to persons distinguish gender in the plural according to 
their plural markers, e.g.

‘friend’ (male) tonda tonda-r
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'friend' (female) toi:ic.la 
'relative' (male) kiila 
'relative' (female) kiila 

toi:ic.le-k 
kiila-r 
kiila-1) 

Case establishes relationships between nouns and other words, particularly 
verbs. Kol)c;la has five cases: nominative, oblique-genitive, accusative-dative, 
instrumental-ablative and locative. The nominative is unmarked. 

Nouns in singular or plural which are unmarked for case are said to be nomi
native. As a consequence, there are a few temporal adverbial nouns that never 
occur in the nominative case. Nouns in the nominative case function as the sub
ject of a clause. 

The stem of the noun used before case inflexions is called the oblique stem. 
The oblique stem usually differs from the nominative stem. The oblique stem is 
also usually formally identical to the stem of a noun used in the genitive as an 
attribute to the following noun. The oblique of non-masculine stems is usually 
formed by adding -di in the singular and -a in the plural, e.g. 

Singular 
'bride' 
'wing' 

Nominative Oblique 
bodel b6del-di-
reka reka-di-

Plural 
'brides' 
'wings' 

Nominative Oblique 
bOde-k- bOde-k-a-
reke-i:i reke-i:i-a-

Some stems have unmarked oblique stems: r:jokri 'old woman', gudeli 'pick
axe', goreli 'axe', gumevr:ji 'pumpkin'. 

The oblique of masculine stems (and all kinship terms ending in -si regardless 
of gender) in the singular is identical with the unmarked nominative stem. In the 
plural, masculine stems add -i after the -r plural marker, e.g. 

'elder brother' 
'male child' 

anasi 
koro 

anasi 
koro 

'elder brothers' anasi-r 
'male children' koro-r 

anasi-r-i
koro-r-i-

The following are the oblique stems of demonstrative and interrogative pro-
nouns: 

(a) Non-masculine: 
'that one/she/it' adi dan-i- 'those (ones)/they' avi van-k-a-
'this one/she/it' idi den-i- 'these (ones)/they' ivi ven-k-a-
'which one?' ayedi ? 'which ones, who?' ayevi ? 

(b) Masculine: 
'that man/he' vanru van-i- 'those men/they' var(u) var-i-
'this man/he' venru ven-i- 'these men/they' ver(u) ver-i-
'which man?' a yen ayen-i- 'which men, who?' ayer ayer-i-

The genitive stem is ordinarily identical with the oblique stem. Thus, the gen
itive marker is {di - ti - iti - Ri - ni - IJ.i - 0} in the singular, and { i - a - e} in 
the plural. Genitive forms in -vi denote a special type of genitive, with the rela
tions of possession and location combined in one, e.g. 



abe-r.iilbii-r.ii 
ibe-r.iil be-r.ii 
eme-r.ii 
inro-r.ii 1 savkari2 

'belonging there, of that place' 
'belonging here' 
'belonging where?' 
'the merchant2 in and of the house 1' 
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The accusative-dative suffixes -1) to the oblique stem ending in final {di - ti 
- Ri - ni - i - 0} in the singular, and { i - a} in the plural. The range of meanings 
of this case is 'to, for, because of, for the sake of', 'goal/object', 'purpose', 
'cause' and 'direction'. 

When inanimate nouns are used as objects, use of the accusative-dative 
morpheme is optional. Thus, its form is often indistinguishable from that of the 
unmarked nominative. The accusative-dative use of such nouns is determined 
only on syntactic grounds. There is no formal contrast between the marked 
accusative-dative and the other marked non-nominative cases in the plural. 

The instrumental-ablative case suffixes { al)C;l - IJ} to the oblique stem ending 
in {di - ti - Ri} in the singular. The final /i/ of the oblique stem in the singular is 
lost before the vowel-initial marker of this case. The general meaning of this 
case is 'by, by means of, with'; when added to noun stems denoting 'time' or 
'place', it means 'from, since'. There is only one type of exclusive ablative 
formed by adding -1) to oblique stems ending in -l)i. 

Use of instrumental-ablative in the plural is rare. 
The locative case suffixes { d - du - t - tu - R - Ru - do - to - ro - to - i} to 

the nominative stem in the singular. The locative plural is indistinguishable from 
the accusative-dative, and is rarely used. The morphophonemic distribution of 
the allomorphs of the locative does not parallel the distribution of the allomorphs 
of the oblique stem, e.g. 

Nominative Oblique stem Acc.-dat. Locative 

'bank' gatu gatu-di- gatu-di-1) gat-tu 
'lap' gatu gatu-di- gatu-di-IJ ga-tu 
'night' reyu reyu-di- reyu-di-IJ rey-tu 
'mouth' veyu veyu-di- veyu-di-1) vey-du 
'house' ilu ilu-di- ilu-di-1) in-ro 
'village' naru naru-di- naru-di-IJ na-to 
'cave' salam salam-ti- salam-ti-1) salam-i 

Noun Derivation 
Complex noun stems consist of one root morpheme and one or more derivational 
suffixes. Complex stems behave like simple stems with regard to inflectional 
morphemes representing gender, number, and case. All complex derived stems 
fall under the following classes. 

One class of nouns consists of pairs of stems, in which the roots refer to per
sons, and the derivative suffixes {a - yen} and { i - I)i - ni} refer to the gender 
of the person. 
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*kan
guru
katka

‘blind person’ kan-a 
‘priest’ guru-yen
‘miserly person’ katka-yen

‘blind man’ kan-i 
‘priest’ guru-ni 
‘miserly man’ katki-ni

‘blind woman’ 
‘female priest’ 
‘miserly woman’

Some complex noun stems are derived from noun or verb roots through prima
ry derivative suffixes, viz. -ki, -un, -ku, -u, -pu, etc., e.g.

eru
nênz
mül

‘water’
‘to breathe’ 
‘to urinate’

êR-ki ‘thirst’ 
nénz-un ‘breath’ 
mül-ku ‘urine’

The demonstrative and interrogative pronouns are a subclass of nouns with 
complex stems derivable from demonstrative and interrogative roots by suffix
ing gender-number markers or certain suffixes denoting time or place.

Remote
a-di ‘that one’ (non-masc. sing.) 
vä-nru ‘that man’ (masc. sing.) 
a-vi ‘those’ (non-masc. plur.) 
vä-r(u) ‘those men’ (masc. plur.) 
a-tal ‘that side’ (AdvPl) 
a-be ‘that place, there’ (AdvPl)
na-so-k'that many’ (non-masc. sing.)ni-so-k'this many’

Proximate
i-di ‘this one’ 
vë-nru ‘this man’ 
i-vi ‘these’ 
vë-r(uy these men’ 
i-tal ‘this side’ 
i-be ‘this place, here’

Interrogative
aye-d ‘which one, who?’ 
aye-rt ‘who?’ 
aye-k ‘which ones, who?’ 
aye-r ‘who?’ 
e-tal ‘which side?’ 
e-mbe‘which place/where?’ 
e-so-k"how many?’

Kinship terms, when used in the third person reference, acquire a suffix -si, 
along with certain other morphophonemic changes, e.g.

Root Derived singular Plural

‘younger brother’ tamberi tamber-si tamber-si-r
‘older brother’ däda däd-si däd-si-r
‘elder brother’ ana ana-si ana-si-r
‘wife’ älu äl-si äl-si-k
‘younger sister’ taqi taqi-si taqi-si-k
‘elder sister’ bibi blb-si bib-si-k
‘son’ marin mari-si mari-si-r
‘daughter-in-law’ korya kore-si kore-si-k
‘mother’ yäya ay-si ay-si-k
‘father’ buba apo-si apo-si-r

One productive type of complex noun derivation suffixes gender-number to 
bound adjectives. All adjectives, basic and derived, add a stem formative -k be
fore the gender-number suffixes -an, -ar, -a(d), and -βη, e.g.

Adjective

‘that’ a- 
‘ another’ a9i

Masc. sing, 
-an (man)
a-k-an
ä9i-k-an

Masc. plur. Non-masc. sing. Non-masc. plur.
-ar (men) -ad (one) -eq (ones)
a-k-ar
a9i-k-ar

a-k-a(d)
ä^i-k-a(d)

a-k-eq
ä7i-k-eq
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‘good’ negi negi-k-an negi-k-ar negi-k-a(d) negi-k-eq
‘red’ era-ni erani-k-an erani-k-ar erani-k-a(d) erani-k-eq
‘near’ dagru dagu-Ri-k-an dagu-Ri-k-ar dagu-Ri-k-a(d) dagu-Ri-k-eq
‘stupid’ veri veri-di-k-an veri-di-k-ar veri-di-k-a(d) veri-di-k-eq
‘there’ abe abe-ni-k-an abe-ni-k-ar abe-ni-k-a(d) abe-ni-k-eq

Compound noun stems contain two or more roots or stems and act as a single 
morphological nucleus, which can be replaced grammatically in context by a 
single noun stem. Compounds cannot be expanded by inserting other material 
between their constituents.

Endocentric compounds consist of two morphemes each. The first is a noun or 
adjective acting as an attribute to the following noun head.

• Both constituents may occur as free forms with the attribute describing the 
head, e.g. ilux älu2 ‘housewife2’, rämbi1 bala2 ‘attic1 plank2’; the attribute 
may mark sex, e.g. ändu1 nukuri2 ‘female1 dog2\p ö tu x nukuri2 ‘male1 dog2’; 
or it may be a specific subclass of the generic class of the head, e.g. beza1 
käya2 ‘tomato1 fruit2’, beza1 kusa2 ‘tomato1 leaves/greens2’, bezax dolu2 
‘tomato1 plant2’, molix püyu2 ‘jasmine1 flowers2’, damna1 saras2 ‘whip1 
snake2’, pâvrax poti2 ‘pigeon1 (bird)2’, etc.

• One constituent may occur as a free form, while the other may have limited 
distribution, e.g. piru ‘rain’, darka piru ‘hail-storm’; kälu ‘leg’, marma kälu 
‘heel’; raska ‘finger’, motla raska ‘thumb’; sanin ‘son-in-law’, sanin köndli 
‘nephew’; puta ‘ant-hill’, puta küru ‘white-ant ant-hill’.

• Both constituents occur only in the compounds, e.g. nir putrivar ‘a couple 
without children’; putro zanam ‘male children’, etc. These are apparently bor
rowed wholesale from Oriya.

• Co-ordinate compounds contain two nuclei which may occur as free forms, but 
they occur without an overt connective, e.g. yäya ‘mother’, buba ‘father’, yäya 
buba ‘parents’; söru ‘salt’, miram ‘pepper’, söru miram ‘salt and pepper’, etc.

• Fused compounds contain two roots; one or both of the roots may exhibit 
unique morphophonemic variants in the fused compound, e.g. älu ‘wife’, mäsi 
‘husband’, älmaser ‘husband and wife’; reyu ‘night’, zäy ‘day’, reyzal ‘day 
and night’, etc.

One class of noun stems, simple as well as derived, denotes time and place. 
They do not distinguish number or gender, but bear certain case suffixes. The ob
lique stems function adjectivally before other nouns.

Oblique

‘yesterday’ i^en i^eRi-
‘tomorrow’ vige vigeRi-
‘bottom, below’ adgi adgiRi-
‘above’ musku muskuRi-
‘before, in front’ muqgal muqgaRi-
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‘here’ ibe/bën ibeni-/bëni-
‘there’ abe/bän abeni-/bäni-, etc.

Personal pronouns of the first and second persons distinguish number (but not 
gender), and are inflected for case. Personal pronouns of the third person are de
rived from demonstrative and interrogative stems, and are inflected for number, 
gender and case.

Nominative Oblique-genitive Accusative=dative

1 sing. ‘I’ nän(u) nä na-qi
2 sing, ‘you’ nïn(u) nï ni-qi
1 plur. (excl.) ‘we’ mäp(u) mä ma-qi
1 plur. (incl.) ‘we’ mât(u) mä ma-qi
2 plur. ‘you’ mïr(u) ml mi-qi

Numerals are inflected for number, gender and case. Konda has native 
numerals for 1 to 7; other numerals are borrowed. All simple numerals belong to 
the non-masculine gender and are used both as nouns in the nominative and as 
attributes to following nouns. The numerals 1 to 4 have bound variants which 
occur with certain bound noun stems, classifiers and other derivative suffixes.

Simple Complex

‘1’ unri or-en ‘one man’
‘2’ rundi ri-9er ‘two men’
‘3’ münri mu-7er ‘three men’
‘4 ’ nälgi näl-7er ‘four men’
‘5’ aydu aydu-guru ‘five men’
‘6’ äru äru-guru ‘six men’
‘7 ’ ëru ër-guru ‘seven men

9.4 Verbs
Verbs are inflected for tense and/or mode. The nucleus of a verb form is a verb 
stem. Verb stems are either simple, complex or compound. Simple stems consist 
of a single root, and have the following shapes: (C)V, (C)V, (C)VC, (C)VC, 
(C)VCC, (C)VCC, (C)VCV, (C)VCVC, (C)VCCV, (C)VCCV, (C)VCVCC, 
(C)VC-is, (C)VC-w, (C)VC-pa. (Stems of the last three types appear to consist 
of a root and a derivative suffix; however, the apparent roots do not appear with
out the suffix.) Most roots in Konda are monosyllabic and end in consonants, i.e. 
(C)VC, (C)VCC, (C)VC, (C)VCC.

Complex stems have two constituents: a simple root and derivative suffix. The 
derivative suffixes are usually those which form transitive/causative or reflex
ive stems.

A transitive/causative stem most commonly suffixes the transition/causation
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morpheme {s -  is -  pis ~ bis} to the root, -s is suffixed after roots ending in 
e.g. ηαΐηί- ‘be crushed’, παΐηί- s -is is suffixed to (C)^CC roots in which the fi
nal consonant cluster involves a flap or trill, e.g. uRk- ‘run’, u R k - i s örp- 
‘cleanse hair with water’, örp-is-; -is is also suffixed to (C)^C roots ending in 
flaps or trills, e.g. ür- ‘be over-boiled’, ür-is-\ toR- ‘build’, toR-is-\ tör- ‘appear’, 
tör-is-. -is is also suffixed to some (C)^C roots ending in other obstruents, e.g. 
Hz- ‘crawl’, üz-is-\ mat- ‘trample’, mat-is-. -is occurs in free variation with -pis 
after some (C)^C roots ending in voiceless obstruents, e.g. kat- ‘bite’, kat-is- 
/ka t-p isk ls -  ‘scrape’, kïs-is-lkïs-pis-.

-pis is suffixed to (C)^C roots ending in single voiceless obstruents, e.g. käk- 
‘open up’, käk-pis-\ dös- ‘plunder’, dös-pis-. -pis also occurs after (C)^C roots 
ending in sonorants «, n, and v, e.g. un- ‘drink’, üt-pis-\ tin- ‘eat’, t ïR - p i s näv- 
‘cross (a river)’, nä-pis-. -pis also occurs after (C)^Cs roots in which the final -s 
is deleted, e.g. ürs ‘sweep’, ür-pis-\ bals- ‘grow stout’, bal-pis-. -bis is suffixed 
to a few roots ending in i or y, e.g. *iy- ‘bathe’, iy-bis-; ki- ‘do’, k i-b is s i-  ‘give’, 
s ï - b i s and after ris- ‘release’, ri-bis-.

A transitive/causative stem can also be formed by suffixing a transitive/ 
causative morpheme /p/ to the root, e.g. muru- ‘be lost’, muru-p- ‘lose’; kür- 
‘join’, kür-p- ‘attach’; nêrs- ‘learn’, nêr-p- ‘teach’; dig- ‘descend’, di-p- ‘bring 
down’; nil- ‘stand’, nil-p- ‘set up’; son- ‘go, pass’, sol-p- lose’; sä- ‘die’, sa-p- 
‘kill’; etc. A transitive/causative stem can also be formed in (C)^C and
(C)^CC(i) roots by simplifying and/or de voicing the final consonant cluster, e.g. 
tev- ‘be cut off’, tep- ‘cut’; ïmb- ‘fly off’, Ip- ‘let fly’; üd- ‘get wet’, üt- ‘soak’; 
marzi- ‘learn’, mars- ‘teach’; kinz- ‘be tom’, kis- ‘tear’; ninri- ‘be filled’, niR- 
‘fill’; müg- ‘be closed’, mük- ‘close’; murg- ‘sink’, murk- ‘dip’; day- ‘be beaten’, 
dak- ‘beat’; toryi- ‘be spilt’, tork- ‘spill’; etc.

A plural action (or frequentative) stem is formed by suffixing (pa ~ ba} to the 
transitive root, e.g. üs- ‘apply oil’, üs-pa- ‘apply a lot of oil’; nor- ‘wash (uten
sils/hands/feet), nor-ba- ‘wash one’s own hands or feet frequently’; etc. Some 
stems occur only with (pa -  ba}, e.g. iy-ba ‘to bathe’, ar-ba ‘to cry’, etc.

The infinitive is the natural form of elicitation in Konda. It functions as a ver
bal noun and as a finite verb in the obligative mood, e.g. anasi] ... undeq2 bastan3 
‘the elder brother1 sat down3 to eat2’; malu1 unden2 sonrey3 ‘(we) must go3 to eat2 
the wedding dinner1’. (This second example illustrates both predicative and in
finitive uses.) The infinitive is formed by adding {deq ~ deq -  req -  eq ~ teq} to 
the stem. The distribution of the allomorphs of the infinitive morpheme is pre
sented in Table 9.2. Obligative verbs denoting ‘must’ or ‘should’ are identical in 
form with the infinitive. This mode is therefore treated as a predicative function 
of the infinitive.

All verbs in Konda fall into two categories, finite and non-finite, on morpho- 
syntactic grounds. Syntactically, finite verbs function as predicates, and non- 
finite verbs function as heads of subordinate phrases or clauses. Morphological
ly, finite verbs possess person-reference, while non-finite verbs do not. (The 
only exception to this is the predicative use of the infinitive, which lacks person-

-i,
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reference.)
There are nine finite verb types in Konda: past affirmative, non-past affirma

tive, past negative, non-past negative, durative, imperative, prohibitive (nega
tive imperative), desiderative, and obligative. Past and non-past affirmative and 
negative are temporal, the durative is aspectual, and the remaining types are 
modal.

The past, non-past, negative non-past, durative and desiderative verbs have 
three constituents: stem + tense/modal affix + personal suffix. The negative past 
has four constituents: stem + negative affix + tense affix + personal suffix. Im
perative and prohibitive verbs have two constituents: stem + modal and person 
suffix. Obligative verbs consist of two constituents: stem + modal (undistin
guished for person).

Affirmative finite verbs suffix the following personal endings after the 
tense/aspect morpheme, which is added to the verb stem.

Singular Plural

1 -a -ap (exclusive)
-at (inclusive)

2 -i ~ -id[-V -id-er
3 masculine -an ~ -anr- -ar

non-masculine -ad -e

Past tense verbs suffix the past morpheme {t ~ it} to the stem, followed by the 
personal suffixes. The distribution of the allomorphs of the past tense morpheme 
appears in Table 9.2. The past tense conjugation of two typical verbs, ki- ‘to do’ 
and dig- ‘to get down, descend’, is as follows.

Singular Plural

1 ki-t-a ki-t-ap (excl.)
ki-t-at (incl.)

2 ki-t-i -  ki-t-id[V ki-t-ider
3 masculine ki-t-an ~ ki-t-anr[V ki-t-ar

non-masculine ki-t-ad ki-t-e

1 dig-it-a dig-it-ap (excl.)
dig-it-at (incl.)

2 dig-it-i -  dig-it-id[V dig-it-ider
3 masculine dig-it-an ~ dig-it-anr[V dig-it-ar

non-masculine dig-it-ad dig-it-e

The past stems of nor- ‘to wash’: noR-t-\ in- ‘to say’: iR-\ niLj- ‘to stand’: niR-\ 
un- ‘to eat’: ut-\ müL2 ~ ‘to urinate’: müt-d- illustrate allomorphic variations of the 
past tense morpheme.

The non-past refers to a habitual or future action. Non-past verbs suffix the 
non-past morpheme {n -  0} to the stem, followed by personal suffixes, e.g.
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ki-n-an ‘he does’, man-0-an ‘he is, lives’, etc. The distribution of the allomorphs 
of the non-past tense morpheme appears in Table 9.2.

The durative paradigm refers to an action in progress in the past or non-past 
time. Durative verbs suffix the durative morpheme {zin -  sin -  in} to the verb 
stem, followed by personal suffixes, e.g. ki-zin-an ‘he is/was doing’, kük-sin-an 
‘he is/was calling’, as-in-an ‘he is/was holding’. The durative morpheme ap
pears to have developed through the contraction of a complex form (see Steever 
1993: 91). The distribution of the allomorphs of the durative morpheme appears 
in Table 9.2.

Table 9.2 Allomorphs of the durative morpheme

Stems ending in Infinitive Past Non-past Durative

k,t, t, p, R, V]r, V]r
1, Ü, 1, Ö teq t n sin
s teq t n in

£  M deq t n zin
V]r deq r + 1 —> Rt n zin
V]d deq d + t —> tt n zin
V]n, V]LX n/Lj + deq —̂ n/Lj + t —> R n/Lj + n —y n zin

n]req
Ÿ]n, Ÿ]L2 11/L2 + deq —̂ n/L2 + t —> t n/L2 + n —y n zin

n]deq

η ,  m, v, V]r, 1, r
g, d, b, V]r deq it n zin
z deq it n in
d eq it n zin

The non-past negative suffixes the non-past negative tense morpheme P /  to 
the verb stem before the negative personal suffixes, which differ slightly from 
those for affirmative tenses. A few verbs have suppletive stems for negative par
adigms.

Singular Plural

1 -9-e -9-ep (excl.)
-9-et (incl.)

2 -?-i ~ -9-id[V -'Mder
3 masculine -9-en -  -9-enr[V -9-er

non-masculine -9-ed -9-u
Thus, a sample paradigm of non-past negative ioxki- ‘to do’:

Singular Plural

1 ki-9-e ki-9-ep (excl.) 
ki-9-et (incl.)
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2 ki-9-i -  -'MdfV ki-'Mder
3 masculine ki-?-en -  -^-enrfV ki-?-er

non-masculine ki-7-ed ki-7-u
Note that the non-past negative stem of man- ‘to be’ is not man-7-, but sil- 

which encodes both the root and negation, vänru1 inro2 man-0-an3 ‘he1 is3 
home2’, vänru1 inro2 sil-en3 ‘he1 is not3 home2’ (not *man-?-en), sile sile ‘no, no’ 
is frequently used as an expletive in conversation and negation.

The past negative paradigm suffixes the affirmative past tense morpheme /t/ 
and personal suffixes after the negative marker as follows:

Singular Plural

1 -7-e-t-a -7-e-t-ap (excl.)
-7-e-t-at (incl.)

2 -7-i-t-i ~ -9-id[V -'M-t-i-der
3 masculine -9-e-t-an — 9-e-t-anr|V -9-e-t-ar

non-masculine -9-e-t-ad -9-u-t-e

The formation of the past negative can be analysed in a number of ways: (1) the 
past negative morpheme has three variants {7et -  ?it ~ 7ut} ; (2) the negative per
sonal suffixes are discontinuous morphemes, which have an embedded past 
tense morpheme with the following variants {ta -  ti -  te}, i.e. third person mas
culine is stem- ?-E-ta-N (the discontinuous negative personal suffix in capitals);
(3) the past negative is formed by suffixing the (affirmative) past tense and per
sonal suffixes after the non-past negative and personal suffixes, and the nega
tive personal suffixes are collapsed, retaining only their initial vowels, i.e. third 
person masculine -?-en-t-an > - ?-e-t-an. Steever (1993) explained with ade
quate evidence that these forms were derived historically from two serial finite 
verbs, of which the second was a copula, e.g. *ki?en#ä-tan —» k i?en+ätan —» 
k i?en+tan —» k i?e-t-an.

Imperative verbs suffix /?a/ and {du -  du -  ru -  u -  tu} in the second person 
singular and plural, respectively, e.g. ki-?a ‘do!’ (2 sing.), ki-du ‘do!’ (2 plur.). 
The verb si-lsi- ‘to give’ has two imperatives: with first person object, si-da 
(subj. sing.) ‘give m e \\si-da-t (subj. plur.) ‘give me!’; and si-?a ‘give! (sing.)(to 
third party)’, si-du ‘give! (plur.) (to third party)’. The distribution of the allomor
phs in the plural is parallel to the distribution of the infinitive allomorphs {de η ~ 
dei]- r e g - e g - t e g } .

Prohibitive, or negative-imperative, verbs suffix /ma/ and /mat/ in the second 
person singular and plural respectively, e.g. ki-ma ‘don’t do!’ (sing.), ki-ma-t 
‘don’t do!’ (plur.), etc.

Desiderative-permissive verbs denote a wish or permission. They have non
past time reference, although there is no tense marker. They have three constit
uents, viz. stem + desiderative + personal suffixes. The desiderative morpheme 
{i -  pi} is -i after consonant final stems and -pi after vowel final stems. The per
sonal suffixes that are attested in the data are as follows:
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Singular Plural

2 -i
3 masculine -n -r

non-masculine -d -v

Examples: bitek1 korodiy2 et-i-n3 ‘let3 Bitek1 take up (look after)3 the child2’, 
utiyga1 un-i-d2 ‘let it eat2, if it wanted to eat1’.

Morphologically, non-finite verbs do not bear personal endings; syntactically, 
they are adverbial or adjectival and do not occur as predicates. Non-finite verbs 
are classified as tense-based, i.e. past, non-past, durative or negative) or aspect- 
based (i.e. infinitive, imperfective/incompletive, and simultaneative).

Imperfective verbs suffix {zi ~ si ~ i} to the verb stem. The distribution of the 
imperfective allomorphs parallels the distribution of the durative {zin -  sin -  in}. 
These verbs denote actions that are just completed and antecedent to or are si
multaneous with the action denoted by the following verb in a sequence, e.g. 
vaniy1 reyzi2 rebazi3 doRkistar4 ‘having searched2,3 for him1, they found him4’.

Simultaneative verbs suffix {pu ~ bu} to the verb stem. Stems with tey in the 
infinitive have -pu in the simultaneative, and the others take -bu. These verbs 
are used in the sense of ‘as soon as’ or ‘at the time of’ with two simultaneous 
actions, e.g. koRku1 kerepu2 niyitan3 ‘he got up3 as the cock1 was crowing2’.

There are four categories of tense-based non-finite verbs: resultative/perfec- 
tive -iy , conditional -iya, and extentive -enda, and adnominal -/. One of these re
lational morphemes is added after the appropriate allomorph of the tense 
morpheme, i.e.

Tense Adnominal Resultative Conditional Extentive
(a) Past t -t-i -t-iq -t-iqa -t-enda
(b) Non-past n -n-i -n-iq -n-iqa -n-enda
(c) Durative zin *-zin-i -zin-iq *-zin-iqa *-zin-enda
(d) Negative ? -?-i -9-iq *-9-iqa -9-enda
(e) Negative past 9it *-9it-i -9it-iq *-9it-iqa *-9it-enda

(*Forms marked with asterisks are not found in the data, but seem to be grammatically
possible.)

When two actions are related as cause and effect or occur in a plausible chro
nological order, the verb denoting the first action occurs in the resultative. Thus, 
the resultative is used in the sense of ‘after, soon after, as soon as’, etc.

(a) koRku1 kere-t-iy2 zäy3 ätad4.
‘After the cocks1 crowed2, the day3 broke4.’

(b) vaniban1 vä-n-iy2 mari3 unriA sôpta5 manan6.
‘(He) hardly came back2 to him1, (when) he had already pulled5 yet3 another 
(corpse)4 out5.’

(c) dinami [nän2 büd ki-zin-iy su3 nênru4 inikad ο5 ηΐηΐΐαά6.
‘Because312 have been bathing3 (here) daily1, something5 emerged6 today4 (to

-i
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kill me).’
(d) pota1 ραηζ-9-ιη su2, veyuz käkta manar4.

‘Because2 (their) stomachs1 are not filled2, (they) have opened4 (their) mouths3.’
(e) run1 ke-?it-iq2 mäp3 soRap4.

‘Because2 you1 did not agree2, we3 left4.’

Conditional verbs mark subordinate clauses that serve as the protasis of a con
ditional proposition. Thus, the conditional is used in the sense of ‘if, when’ for 
affirmative verbs, and ‘if not’ for negative verbs.

(a) utidey1 bas-t- ι η α 2, undeq3 basinad4.
‘If (when) he sat down2 to eat1, she would also sit4 to eat3.’

(b) dig-η-ιηα1 dig 7a2 iRanr e3 aylidiq4 diptan5.
“‘If you get off1, get off2” he said3 and he put5 the girl4 down5.’

(c) inika1 doRk-?-iya2, vädeq3 enda ne4.
‘If2 nothing1 is found2, why4 (to) come3?’

The extentive denotes that an action will not or should not occur until some 
condition occurs, or that an action will continue to occur until some condition 
occurs.

(a) terka1 rê-t-enda2 man?a3.
‘Wait3 until (I) opened2 the door1.’

(b) nän1 vä-n-enda2 bäga3 mëpsi4 man ?a5.
‘Keep5 grazing4 (the cattle) well3, until211 come2.’

(c) inriy1 tap-9-enda2 bülatad3.
‘It roamed3 without missing2 a single house1.’

Adnominal forms function syntactically as attributes to a following noun or 
adverbial heads.

(a) kïdu1 as-t-i2 perku3.
‘The rice3 which (he) held2 in (his) hand1.’

(b) rü-n-il guded2 so Rad3.
‘She went3 into the field2 which they plough1.’

(c) käki1 kär2 in-?-i3 bän4.
‘A place4 where (even) a crow1 does not say3 “caw”2.’

Compound verbs are morphological constructions containing more than one 
verb stem. They can be divided into iterative and non-iterative compounds. Non- 
iteratives can be subdivided into co-ordinate and subordinate compounds. Sub
ordinate compounds may be intensive, aspectual or reflexive. The final constit
uent of a compound nucleus is inflected in the same manner as a simple nucleus.

Iterative compounds repeat a non-finite verb to express intensity or amplifi
cation of the action. The most common iteratives are the perfective (-z/), resul- 
tative (rt-ιή) and simultaneative (-pu), e.g. nênz- ‘to breathe’, nênzi1 nênzi1
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väzinider2 ‘you are coming2 breathing2 hard1’; son- ‘to go’, aRu1 soRiy2 soRiy2 
‘as he kept going2 for a long time2 like that1’; veR- ‘to say’, veRpu veRpu ‘as (he) 
was still saying

Co-ordinate compound verbs are used to express a sequence of multiple suc
cessive actions, e.g. vàta surtan ‘he came and saw’, surta vätan ‘he saw and 
came’, idta pösta väta ‘I left it, forgot and came’. The entire compound can be 
replaced by a simple verb with any one of the co-ordinate stems as the simple 
nucleus; furthermore, the following characteristics distinguish co-ordinate com
pounds:

(a) The form of the final verb (S2) governs the form of the preceding verbs (S^, e.g. 
väta surtan ‘he came and saw’, väti surti ‘you (sing.) came and saw’, väte surte 
‘they came and saw’.

(b) Only past and non-past affirmative tenses occur in co-ordinate compounds.
(c) The different verbs of the compound should be in the same tense.
(d) The vowel following the tense morpheme of S! is identical to the vowel follow

ing the tense morpheme of S2.
(e) Any two verb stems may enter into co-ordination; reversal of the order results

only in the corresponding reversal of the actions in time.
(f) Each co-ordinate stem in the compound has equal privileges to perform this sub

stitution.

Co-ordinate compounds may also occur as non-finite verbs, e.g. maRti1 bëstiy2 
... ‘as (he) turned1 back and looked2 . . . ’, êru1 loti2 sitiya3 ... ‘if (you) took out2 
and gave3 (them) water1 . . . ’.

In subordinate compounds S\ is the main carrier of meaning, while S2 modi
fies it in some manner. Unlike feature (f) for co-ordinate compounds, only Sj has 
the privilege of substituting for the subordinate compound, in which case S\ will 
bear the finite or non-finite inflection of S2.

Intensive compounds have the same structural features as (a)-(d) of co-ordi
nate compounds. Regarding feature (e), Sj may be any simple or complex stem; 
however, S2 must be from a small set of simple auxiliary verbs that serve to in
tensify the meaning of Sj, e.g. ekta rista ‘I climbed it up’, egrita soRad ‘it flew 
away’, dip ta sitad ‘she took it down’, etc.; and as non-finite verbs: säti soRiy ... 
‘as they had died . . . ’, vënru1 visirti2 ristiy3... ‘as he1 threw2 (it) away3 . . . ’.

Aspectual compounds are the most numerous verb compounds. They possess 
features (a) and (d). Regarding (b), the compound may be inflected for past, non
past and imperative; regarding (e), S\ may be any stem, but S2 must be man- ‘to 
be’; regarding (c), the two stems may be inflected for disparate tenses with the 
following aspectual meanings:

Sj S2 {man-) Aspectual meaning
(1) past (-t-) past (maR-) past perfect
(2) past (-t-) non-past (man-) present perfect
(3) non-past (-n-) durative (manzin-) non-past continuous
(4) incompletive (-zi) past (maR-) past continuous
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Examples: (1) soRa maRan ‘he had gone’; (2) soRa manar ‘they have gone’;
(3) nän idna manzina ‘I shall keep (them)’; (4) väzi maRa ‘I was coming’; and as 
non-finite verbs: däyiti maRii;... ‘as he remained hidden...’; karzizi maRiy ... ‘as 
they were playing . . . ’.

Reflexive compounds are transitive verb stems that suffix -ay to the stem and 
then add the auxiliary verb ä ‘to become’, e.g. düs- ‘to comb’, düs-ay ä- ‘to get 
one’s hair dressed’; toR- ‘to tie’, toR-ay ä- ‘to tie oneself; pas- ‘to scratch’, pas- 
ay ä- ‘to scratch oneself’, etc.; and as non-finite verbs: tör-ay ä-?enda ‘without 
being noticed’.

A small subclass of reflexive compounds, denoting reciprocal action, suffixes 
-as to the stem and the addition of the auxiliary verb ä ‘to become’, e.g. kat- 
‘cut’, kat-as ä- ‘to cut each other’; eR- ‘throw, fling’, eR-as ä- ‘to shoot each 
other’, etc.

Noun-Verb Compounds
A number of noun stems may be verbalised when followed by a small set of verb 
roots (ä- ‘become’, ki- ‘do’, son- ‘go’, etc.). These constitute compound morpho
logical constructions with idiomatic meanings, e.g.

ä- ‘become’ 

ki- ‘do’ 

son- ‘go’ 

rey- ‘beat, strike’

‘happiness’
‘anger’
‘bath’
‘sin, crime’ 
‘sharpness’ 
‘flower, cataract’ 
‘rain’
‘whip’

sarda
köpam
büd
sani
tevgu
puyu
piru
saboki

sarda ä- 
köpam ä- 
büd ki- 
sani ki- 
tevgu son- 
puyu son- 
piru rey- 
saboki rey-

‘be happy’
‘be angry’
‘to bathe’
‘to commit sin’
‘to become blunt’
‘to develop cataract’ 
‘to rain’
‘to whip’, etc.

9.5 Adjectives
Adjectives function syntactically as attributes to the nouns they modify. Adjec
tives may be simple, complex, or compound. Adjectives may be monomorphe- 
mic words that function solely as adjectives, or they may be derived from other 
adjectives, nouns, or derived from verbs.

Simple adjectives are all monomorphemic words that function as attributes to 
nouns. These include the demonstrative and interrogative adjectives aya ‘that’, 
yä ‘this’, aye ‘what?’. These have bound variants as well. Simple adjectives also 
include descriptive adjectives: kuri ‘short’, niri ‘tali’, izri ‘small’,pen  ‘big\p ina  
‘young\parya  ‘old’, etc.

The numeral adjectives 1, 2, and 3 have bound variants used in compounds,
e.g. or- ‘one’: or nend ‘one day’; ri- ‘two’: ri nende ‘two days only’; mu- ‘three’: 
mu nende ‘three days only’; or-, ri-, mu- and nal- can also occur bound to the 
derivative suffixes -en ‘man’ and -?er ‘men’ or as pronominal suffixes in 
derived pronominals, e.g. ri-?er ‘two men’.

Certain bound adjectives occur in restricted co-occurrence with certain noun 
heads in compounds, e.g. bänz raza ‘barren king’; bänz rani ‘barren queen’; sir
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narun(d) ‘frail human’; etc.
Complex adjectives consist of a single root with additional morphemes. Cer

tain derivative suffixes are added to bound or free adjectival roots to derive 
complex adjectives, e.g. na-ni ‘that sort of’, ni-ni ‘this sort of’, na-so ‘that much’, 
ni-so ‘this much’, e-so ‘how much?’; *era- ‘red’: era-ni, *tiya- ‘sweet’: tiya-ni, 
mis- ‘superior’: mis-ti, mansi ‘good’: mansi-di, etc. To form the oblique-genitive 
stems of nouns, the derivative suffixes -ti, -di, -Ri, ni, -i are added in the singular, 
and -i, -a, -ani in the plural, e.g. goro-tix konda2 dêvun3 ‘the Konda2 God3 of the 
hills1’; kanka-dix päpam2 ‘sin2 of the eyes1’; itaRi1 kaner2 ‘tears2 of this side1’; 
var-i ‘of those men’; ver-i ‘of these men’; vank-ax pätey2 ‘their1 (women’s) 
clothes2’; êrux gorok-ani2 namil potiy3 ‘the peafowls3 of the seven1 hills2’. A 
small class of nouns denoting measures become adjectives by the addition of 
-end, e.g. kunda ‘pot’: kund-end1 êru2 ‘potful1 of water2’; muti ‘fist’: mut-end1 
iska2 ‘handful1 of sand2’. Verbal stems with past, non-past, and negative tense
mode morphemes become adjectives by suffixing -i, e.g. avi1 ros-t-i2 baten? ‘the 
provision3 that they1 collected2’; nlnx so-n-i2 sari ne3 ra?a4 ‘come4 the same way3 
that you1 go2’; eseyx re-?-i2 dêsem3 ‘a place3 which (I) have never1 visited2’.

Syntactically free adjectives, simple or complex, acquire a stem formative -k- 
when they add personal suffixes, e.g. negi- ‘good’: negi-k-a Ί  am good’, negi-k- 
ider ‘you (plur.) are good’, etc. A few complex adverbs in final -y take -ti or -di, 
to which the formative -k- is added before personal suffixes, e.g. sala ‘cold’: 
sala-y ‘being cold’: sala-y-di-k-ad ‘that which is being cold’, etc.

Many words that are fundamentally nouns function as adjectivais in endocen- 
tric compounds with noun heads, e.g. räzu1 gälsiy2 ‘king’s1 daughters2’, sêrux 
räku2 ‘oxen2 (tied to) plough1’, etc. Numerals with masculine or non-masculine 
classifiers can occur as either nouns or attributes to nouns, e.g. unrix mäta2 ‘one1 
word2’, ri?erx marisir2 ‘two1 sons2’, etc.

Compound adjectives found in the data are generally iterative adjectives or 
iterative nouns used attributively, e.g. kogri1 kogri2 päsey3 ‘small1 small2 pieces 
of cloth3’, dagru1 dagru1 potiy2 ‘the birds2 very nearby1’, etc.

9.6 Adverbs
Adverbs syntactically function as sentence-complements or modifiers of verbs. 
Adverbs are simple, complex or compound. Morphologically, a small class of 
forms occur exclusively as adverbs of time or manner, e.g. el ‘now’, mari ‘then’, 
velaru ‘all day long’; ay a ‘separately’, gadem ‘suddenly’, etc. Complex adverbs 
are derived from adjectives, verbs and nouns by the addition of adverbial suffix
es, e.g. ä ‘that’, F ‘this’, e- ‘which’ (all adj.): ä-Ru ‘that manner’, l-Ru ‘this man
ner’, e-lag ‘which manner’; kür ‘to join’: kür-aya ‘together’, negi (adj.): ‘good, 
fine’: neg-end(a) ‘nicely’, ako (n.) ‘distance’: ako-nd ‘distantly’. Compound ad
verbs are mainly reduplicated expressions denoting onomatopoeia or manner,
e.g. tupku tapku ‘imitation of drops of rain on dried leaves’, tuvek tuvek ‘throb
bing like pulse’, ade bide ‘in an ill-formed manner, zig-zag’.
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Many adverbs of time and place are morphologically nouns with case but not 
gender or number. They are classifiable as simple, complex and compound. 
Simple: nênru ‘today’, sanem ‘a moment’, podu ‘day’, ako ‘distance’, pasa ‘be
hind’, veli ‘outside’; complex: i-?en ‘yesterday’, o-?en ‘day before yesterday’, 
a-tal ‘that side’, i-tal ‘this side’; compound: es nend ‘any day’, nis nend ‘these 
many days’, or nend ‘one day’, ri nend ‘two days’, embe vare ‘which side?’.

Certain suffixes or particles are added to nouns, verbs and adjectives to derive 
adverbial phrases, e.g. uRku laka ‘one each’, rutku laka ‘two each’ (< Telugu 
lekka ‘count, sum’), ml lakenda ‘like you’, piru1 väni lakenda2 ‘as if2 rain1 will 
come2’, n ïban ‘to you’, embe ban ‘which place?’, goron1 reyni ban2 ‘at the place 
of clearing2 the woods1’.

9.7 Clitics
Clitics are a class of syntactic affixes consisting of one or two syllables which 
occur in construction with words, phrases or clauses. They are always phonolog
ically bound to free forms. They signal many modalities like interrogation, em
phasis, concession, probability, surprise, etc. Clitics have forms that are 
invariant or phonologically conditioned.

Interrogative {a ~ na} (a after a consonant, na after a vowel): 
niyi1 löku2 manar3 a sile na4? ‘Do3 you1 have3 folks2 or no4?’

Emphatic {e ~ ne} (e after a consonant, ne after a vowel) ‘only, self’:
ambu1 soRi2 sari ne3 sona f . ‘Let us go4 only the way3 the arrow1 had gone2.’
daniy el ona2. Ί  will carry2 that only1.’

Additive ba ‘also, even’:
naqi ba1 tinad le2. ‘It will eat2 me, too1.’
niktiqa ba1 niq9er2. ‘Even when woken up1, they do not wake up2.’

A question word followed by ba acquires an indefinite meaning, e.g. ayer 
‘who?’, ayer ba ‘anybody’, inika ‘what?’, inika ba ‘anything’. The concessive 
apidam means ‘at least, even’, as in

ködiy1 apidam2 asnal3.
‘Let us3 at least2 get hold of3 some cattle1 (to graze).’ 
unri1 kaner2 apidam3 kin a f .
‘Let us4 at least3 drop4 one1 tear2.’

There is a class of exclamatory, vocative and declarative clitics which occur 
in construction with whole phrases or clauses with a variety of subtle meanings. 
Exclamatory kote expresses sudden surprise, e.g.

aba gande1 nor es2 kote3. Ό  terrible!1,3 it is a tiger2! ’
aya1 dipa2 vätad3 kote4. ‘That1 dipa (shell)2 has come3, how?4!’
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gade marks a tag question with surprise:

ohe re1 yä sir narun2 vätanr e3 ne la rundi ne ley4 ätad5 gade6.
O h1, it has been5 (already) a month or two4 since3 this human2 has come3; isn’t 
it6?’

Most disyllabic kinship terms of the type (C)ŸCV have cliticised variants with 
the loss of the first syllable (C)Ÿ, e.g. yäya ‘mother’: ya in ö y a ö  ya Ό  mother, 
mother’; the clitic re is used when addressing a familiar person or personified 
animal, e.g.

η α η ι 1 sidat re2. ‘Give2 me1 (also) some2.’
surdu re1 yä ayli2. ‘Hey, look1 at this girl2.’

A class of eight monosyllabic particles occurs in declarative and imperative 
sentences in construction with whole phrases or clauses, viz. le, me, ni, lu, ft, ta, 
ge, su; le means ‘somehow, no doubt, then, never mind, etc.’, e.g.

η α η ι 1 ba2 tinad3 le4 su5; nän6 elag7 äna% le9.
‘It will eat3 me1 also2, see5 I’m sure4; how7 will816 be8, then9?’ 
sa?l lu2 sonat3.
‘Get along1, dear2, let us go3.’ 
nênru1 sona2 süna3 ge4 ...
‘I shall go2 and see3 today1, then4.’

ge often occurs as a narrative marker in story telling.

9.8 Syntax
Vocatives and interjections are syntactically autonomous and can be treated as 
minor sentences. They may be followed by major (or normal) sentences with 
which they are related only at the discourse level. Personal names, descriptive 
titles, kinship terms may be optionally preceded by certain bound or free forms 
(simple or iterative) which can be called pre-vocatives, e.g. ô, ê , ör, ore, ale, etc. 
Some of these signal the gender of the addressee. Kinship terms become en
clitics losing the initial syllable (C)Ÿ, e.g. ö ya ö ya Ό  mother, mother’ (yäya 
‘mother’), ö b a ö b a  Ό  father, father’ (buba ‘father’), atek na ‘Brother Atek’ (na 
from ana), ale ma ale mi ‘hello uncle, hello aunt’ (mäma ‘uncle’, mïmi ‘aunt’), 
ore ore (in addressing a male person), Bitek ‘hey, Bitek’, ore bäbu guruqu Ό  sir 
Priest’.

Interjections can be more than one word. Sometimes, kinship terms occur as 
the first constituent of interjectional expressions, e.g. surprise: aba gande, ana 
gande; sorrow: öho,päpam (lit. ‘sin, pity’), räm räm Ό  God!’; anger: nores la- 
bam! ‘tiger’s prey’, sigu sigu ‘shame, shame’; endearment: ale (ale); attention 
drawing: o ?o ‘yes’ (in listening to a story’), sile sile ‘no no’.
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A sentence can be simple, complex or compound. A simple sentence has one 
main clause; a complex sentence has one main clause and one or more subordi
nate clauses; a compound sentence has more than one main clause connected by 
conjunctions. A simple sentence has the following phrase structure: 

1. S ~NP+ (Adv-time)+ (Adv-place)+ Pred +(Cl) 
2

· Pred ~(Comp)+{~~} 
3. Comp ~NP"' Case 
4. VP ~ (Adv-manner) + V 

5. V ~ {(~P-obj.)"' V tr} 
vmt 

6. Cl~ e, le, Ii, lu, su, etc. (see clitics above) 

These rules generate two kinds of sentences, verbal predications and nominal 
predications. Nominal predications, often called equative sentences, have the 
structure NP+ NP in which the second NP functions as predicate, e.g. vani1 peru1 

sota3 'his1 name2 [NP] (is) Sota3[NP)'. A verb phrase develops into an optional 
string of adverbial of manner and finite verb; if the finite verb is transitive, it has 
an optional string of direct object, i.e. NP carrying accusative-dative case, oth
erwise it is intransitive. A complement is a NP with any non-nominative case 
and it occurs as a predicative complement conditioned by the selectional restric
tions imposed by the finite verb or the predicate NP. There can be more than one 
complement in a simple sentence but with different case relations. The symbol 
'+' indicates flexible ordering of the element that it follows, but ',,,' represents 
stringent ordering. Rules of clitic movement have not been formulated. 

7. NP~ {(AdjP)"' Nn} 
Pron 

A noun phrase can be a noun preceded optionally by an adjectival phrase or a 
pronoun. 

8. AdjP ~ (Det)"' (Num)"' (Quan)"' (Poss)"' (Des) 

(At least one of the elements must be non-null.) 

9
· AdvP-time ~ {NP [ ~ ~:~J} 

Adv-time 

lO. AdvP-place ~ {NP [ ~ ~!~~~J} 
Adv-place 
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11. {{AdjP} I k d } AdvP-manner ~ NP "' a ei:z. a 
Adv-manner 

An adjectival phrase is developed into a maximum of five elements which oc
cur in a particular order. An adverbial of time or place can be a NP marked for 
the semantic features time or place, or an adverb of time or place which cannot 
occur as subject or object NP. The features [+time] and [+place] may be realised 
as postpositions of time and place, if the head noun of NP does not carry these 
semantic features lexically. An NP with a count noun as head, such as rui:zrj,i 
desemku 'two countries', can occur as subject NP unlike adverbs of time and 
place. 

Examples of Phrases 

NP: rwu;ii 1 mutirl pi111u3 

mii1 yiiya2 buba3 mokom4 

aya1 marisi2 
kogri1 kogri2 piise1J3 

'two1 handfuls2 of flowers3 ' 

'faces4 of my 1 mother and father3' 
'that1 son2' 

'small1 small2 waist clothes3 ' (piise1J from Telugu 
pance). 

AdvP-time may be any NP carrying a postposition of time or a simple adverb 
of time, e.g. niso1 sikat-daka2 'until it2 got this1 dark2

', dinami 'daily'. 
AdvP-place may be any NP inflected in the locative or carrying a postposition 

denoting direction or place or a simple adverb of place, e.g. boru1 maran2 arj,gi3 

'under3 the banyan1 tree2
', dani 1 aysi2 aposi3 ban4 'to the place4 of its1 mother2 

and father3'. 
AdvP-manner may be meleka 'slowly', nela1 podu2 lakei;zrj,a3 'like3 the moon1 

and the sun2', mi1 lakei;zr;f,a2 'like2 you1'. 
VP consists minimally of a finite verb, simple, complex or compound, e.g. 

miip1 (NP-subj.) ba2 (Cl.) anam3 (NP-obj.) ui:zat4 (V) 'we1 also2 will eat4 food3'. 

Complex Sentences 
There are several types of subordinate clauses. 

Any NP or an AdvP can be converted into a relative or relative-like clause by 
changing the finite verb into an adnominal form and moving it to the position 
preceding the noun head as its attributive. Rule 7 can be expanded to generate 
a relative clause in a complex sentence by making an S an alternative to AdjP. 

7'. 
NP ~ {{~djP} = Nn} 

Pron 

viinru1 i</.ti maRi2 banti pit1Ju3 'the marigold flowers3 (that) he 1 had placed2' 

('¢=' indicates 'is a transform of') (lit. he 1-the ones placed2-marigold flowers3) 

¢= viinru1 banti pit1]u2 i</.ta maRan3 'he 1 had placed2 the marigold flowers3 ' 
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In the case of a subject relative clause, the head noun may be replaced by a de
rivative pronominal suffix, -k-an (masc. sing.), -k-ad (non-masc. sing.), etc., as in

nülud1 mats '? digiti-kan3.
‘The man who descended3 having stepped2 on the string1.’
<= vänru1 nülud2 matsi3 digitan4.
‘He1 descended4 having stepped on3 the string2.’

A relative-like clause is formed by using a word or postposition denoting time 
or place as head of the clause:

nän1 muyal2 rii ban3 väti4 vale5.
‘At the time5 that I1 came4 to you3 before2.’
<= nän1 muyal2 nl ban3 väta*; nastivale5.
Ί 1 came4 to you3 before2; that time5.’ 
käki1 kär2 in?i3 ban4.
‘Where4 a crow1 does not say3 “caw”2.’
<= bän1 käki2 kär3 in?ed*.
‘There1 a crow2 does not say4 “caw”3.’

A manner clause has lakenda as head, e.g.

püqu1 koyzi2 mnu3 alpati4 lakenda5 alpa?a6.
‘Having cut2 the flowers1, sew (them)6 as5 you3 had sewn (before)4.’

Quotative complementiser izi ‘having said’: with finite verbs of speech or 
thought, a sentence is subordinated to the main clause by the complementiser izi,
e.g.

‘radu bâbu sonat le’ izi variq küktan.
“‘Come, sir, let us go,” thus he called them.’

The conditional complementisers ϊΚίηα ‘if one said’, and aRiqa ‘in that case, 
but then’ are added to simple sentences to create dependent clauses, e.g.

êll väta2 iRiya3, tina pokna4.
‘If3 1 came2 now1,1 would eat (you) up4.’

The interrogative complementiser {o -  no} embeds finite predicates. The re
sultant complex sentence is sometimes a correlative relative clause, e.g.

[mäl kidu2 inika3 manad4] o dani5 pêru6 veRtu1.
‘Tell us7 the name6 of that5 [what3 is4 in our1 hands2].’
[embe1 idta2] no bän e3 digitan4.
‘He descended4 there3 [where11 put (it)2].’

All non-finite verbs as final constituents of clause mark them as subordinate
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to the main clause, e.g.

goneRu1 müladu2 zäva3 idzi4, kanda5 idzi6, gapcP mus9a*.
‘In the kitchen1 (in the) comer2, leave4 the porridge3, leave6 the meat5 and cover 
(them)8 with a basket7.’

Clauses with conditional, concessive, resultative and extentive non-finite 
verbs also mark subordinate clauses.

Two or more main clauses can be connected by co-ordinating conjunctions to 
form compound sentences, e.g.

{e -  ne} (e after a consonant and ne after a vowel) ‘and’: 
vari mäta1 veRanr2 e3... visaristanr4 e5 däyi ta ristan6.
‘He heard2 their words1, and3 got worried4 and5 hid himself6.’

{o ... o ~ no ... no} ‘either ... or’, normally the co-ordinated clauses have the
same verb identical in all respects:
αν/1 zäva ne2 vaRte no3 kanda ne4 vaRte no5.
‘They (the women)1 cooked3, maybe some porridge2, or cooked5 maybe some 
meat4.’
(Note that the identical subject is deleted in the second clause.)

{kaka} ‘therefore, then, because’: 
nores1 uRktad2 kaka3 nänu4 väta5.
‘Because3 the tiger1 ran away2,14 came away5.’

{gani} ‘but, notwithstanding’ (probably borrowed from Telugu käni/gäni ‘but’) 
vizu dariy1 son9a2 gani3 yä4 dariy5 sonma6.
‘Go2 in any direction1, but3 don’t go6 in that4 direction5.’

These last two complementisers, kaka and gani, appear to be non-finite forms 
of the verb ä ‘become’, which throughout Dravidian has the ability to embed 
finite predicates. See Steever (1988).
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10 Gondi

Sanford B. Steever

10.1 Introduction
Gondi belongs to the South-Central branch of Dravidian. It is spoken by perhaps 
two million people in the central Indian states of Maharashtra (1,300,000), 
Madhya Pradesh (450,000), Andhra Pradesh (270,000) and Orissa (84,000). 
Gondi’s extensive dialect variation may be attributed to several factors: it covers 
a wide geographic area, has no written tradition and lacks official status.

As a South-Central Dravidian language, Gondi belongs to the same subgroup 
as Telugu, Konda, Küi, Küvi, Pengo and Manda. Like Telugu and Konda, but 
unlike the other four, Gondi lacks a system of object-verb agreement. Like Old 
Telugu, but unlike Konda, Gondi still uses serial verb constructions with the aux
iliary verb ä ‘become’ (DEDR 333) in the negative conjugation. And, unlike the 
remaining South-Central languages, certain dialects of Gondi have lost contras
tive vowel length.

Traditional accounts hold that Gondi once extended from the Godavari River 
north across the Deccan Plateau to the Vindhya Mountains. Such a broad geo
graphic dispersion would have naturally contributed to the proliferation of dia
lects. When Muslim writers chronicled the region in the late medieval period, 
they named it Gondwana after the people living there and the language they 
spoke. Gonds do not use the term Gondi themselves. The term they prefer, if 
they speak Gondi at all, is koytor, which probably derives from the Dravidian 
etymon for ‘mountain’ (DEDR 2176, *kö) or possibly ‘hill’ (DEDR 1864 *kuntu). 
In Muria Gondi, the dialect presented here, the term koytoR applies to males, 
koytor to females.

Gondi is a non-literary language: no written records of the language exist be
fore the middle of the nineteenth century c e . Historical accounts are therefore 
fragmentary. Reconstruction of the linguistic milieu suggests an extended period 
of co-existence with other language communities. Languages from three fami
lies converge here: Indo-Aryan, Dravidian and the Munda branch of Austro- 
Asiatic. The linguistic complexity of the situation has been muddled by the in
discriminate application of the terms Gond and Gondi to all people who inhabit 
Gondwana, including Bhatras, Halbas, Kolams, Parjas and Gadabas. The first 
two groups speak Indo-Aryan languages, the next two speak Dravidian languag
es, and the last, the Gadabas, includes two subgroups, one speaking a Dravidian,

2 7 0
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the other a Munda language. Moreover, the Dravidian languages in this area be
long to two subgroups: South-Central Dravidian, which includes Telugu and 
Gondi, and Central Dravidian, which includes Kolami, Parji and Konekor 
Gadaba.

Central India has witnessed political struggles for nearly two millennia. Dif
ferent groups have successively ruled the territory in which Gondi is spoken, and 
have brought with them such languages as Hindi, Marathi, Telugu and English, 
which functioned more or less as administrative languages within the area. This 
linguistic contact has naturally left its mark on Gondi. With India’s indepen
dence and the creation of states along linguistic lines, Gondi, as a non-official 
language of the Indian Union, came by legislative fiat to be spoken in four dif
ferent states. Today Gondi speakers live in eastern Maharashtra, southern 
Madhya Pradesh, southwest Orissa and northwest Andhra Pradesh whose 
respective state languages are Marathi, Hindi, Oriya and Telugu.

These factors contribute to the diversity of dialects, as well as the lack of a 
recognised standard variety of the language. Only half of those who identify 
themselves as Gonds speak Gondi. Conversely, certain groups of non-Gonds 
speak Gondi as a second language. Of these latter, the most striking group is the 
Pardhans, a band of singers and reciters who preserve traditional Gondi oral 
literature.

Though some word lists predate it, Hislop’s (1866) study is the first to describe 
Gondi as a separate language. Grierson’s (1906) linguistic survey records sever
al varieties of the language, but an adequate dialect survey is still lacking. More 
recently, linguists have described or identified several dialects, but have yet to 
catalogue all varieties of the language. The isoglosses that differentiate these 
dialects are phonological, morphological, syntactic and lexical. Perhaps the best 
known are the Adilabad and Koya dialects, spoken in the Adilabad District in 
northwest Andhra Pradesh. P.S. Subrahmanyam (1968) describes and analyses 
these dialects, while Tyler (1969) describes the Koya dialect. Another dialect, 
based on a preliminary survey, is the Maria dialect spoken in the Chanda District 
of neighbouring Madhya Pradesh. Others spoken further afield in Maharashtra 
and Madhya Pradesh include the Betul and Dorli dialects. One further dialect, 
and the basis of this chapter, is Muria Gondi. Studied intensively by Andres 
(1977), Muria Gondi is spoken in the Bastar District of Madhya Pradesh. All di
alects of Gondi appear to cluster into one of two sets on the basis of shared fea
tures: one set is spoken towards the northwest of the Gondi-speaking area, the 
other towards the southeast. Muria Gondi belongs to the latter set of dialects.

The Muria Gonds live on a plateau in the Bastar District. Their settlements 
usually stand atop ridges and their rice fields lower down the slopes. One social 
institution that distinguishes the Muria Gonds from other Gond communities 
(such as the Raj Gonds of Adilabad in Andhra Pradesh) but unites them with cer
tain Munda-speaking groups, is the gottul -  a dormitory in which unmarried 
young men and women live. Muria Gond clans are divided into two moieties, 
called par, probably from *pätu ‘share, lot’ (< DEDR 3852 patu ‘befall’, DEDR
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4065). Membership of a moiety determines how Muria Gonds address each oth
er and whom they may marry. For example, members of a single moiety address 
other members of that moiety with kin terms rather than names. Further, the dif
ferent families in a moiety may share a religious centre, called a manda (DEDR 
4777 *manru ‘assembly hall, court’, a nominal derivative of man ‘be located’, 
DEDR 4778).

10.2 Phonology
The phonology of Muria Gondi generally resembles that of the other South- 
Central languages. What is unique, however, is its treatment of vowel length. In 
Gondi, as in the other South-Central languages, the phonemic distinction be
tween long and short vowels has been neutralised in non-initial syllables of the 
word. Andres’ (1977) analysis of Muria Gondi shows that this dialect has carried 
this neutralisation into initial syllables as well. The contrast between long and 
short vowels is thus no longer phonemic.

Muria Gondi has five qualitatively contrastive vowels: a, i, u, o and e. In pho
netic transcription, vowels exhibit two further contrasts: they may be nasalised 
or oral; they may be long or short. Nasalisation and length are, however, not pho
nemic. All five vowels appear in initial, medial and final position: ih ‘to split’, 
eh ‘to jounce’, ah ‘to stretch out’, oh ‘to itch’, uh ‘to give to drink’; kisse vaRR ‘to 
mourn’, kesseR ‘knife’, kassin ‘fruit starters’, kossoy ‘soot’, kuss'in ‘to let drop 
out’; atti ‘you went’, atte ‘she went (emph.)’, atta ‘she has gone’, attu ‘she went’, 
att'o ‘she won’t carry on her hip’.

Andres uses the symbol /N/ to represent the nasalisation of a preceding long 
vowel. This segment appears in the morphophonemic ‘spelling’ of a word but 
does not function as a consonant when determining vowel length. No phonetical
ly short vowels are nasalised, and no root ends with just /N/.

Vowel length depends on phonological and morphological criteria. Gondi has 
both monosyllabic and polysyllabic words, but the issue of length arises only in 
initial syllables. Syllables in initial position may consist of an optional conso
nant, a vowel and several consonants, or #(Cq)V(Co3). When the vocalic nucleus 
is followed by two or more tautosyllabic consonants, the vowel is pronounced 
short #(C)VCC; otherwise it is pronounced long, #(C)Ÿ(Cq1). In polysyllabic 
words, the composition of the second syllable may in some cases influence the 
first. Although the sequence #(C)VCCV- is generally syllabified as 
#(C)VCC.V-, certain consonant clusters are not. Most of these exceptions con
sist of an obstruent plus a liquid, and are syllabified as #(C)VC.C-, e.g. kasra 
‘rope’ is pronounced [käs.ra]. The diacritic ' optionally appears in such a cluster,
e.g. kas'ra, as a reminder that it doesn’t follow the more general pattern.

There are unexpected short vowels, which occur only when the postvocalic 
consonant is R or r. [var] ‘to leak’ contrasts with[va:r] ‘to pass’, [maR] ‘son’ con
trasts with [ma:R] ‘bamboo cot’. Andres spells the words containing phonetically 
short vowels with a geminate stop at the systematic phonemic level. Thus the
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four words are phonemically: /varr/, /var/, /maRR/ and /maR/. As these two con
sonants never occur phonetically long, a rule shortens the geminates after vowel 
length is assigned. Gondi morphophonology supports this step. Certain suffixes 
exhibit allomorphic variation between voiceless and voiced counterparts. The 
oblique marker of nouns -t- has [t] and [d] allomorphs: [d] occurs after such gem
inates as II, vv and yy while [t] occurs after single v and y. Where Andres postu
lates r or R, [t] appears; where she postulates underlying rr or RR, [d] appears. 
Thus, the dative-accusative of ‘chicken’ consists of the root koRR-, the oblique 
marker -t- and the dative-accusative suffix -un, koRR-t-un, and is pronounced 
[koRduin]. The dative-accusative of ‘water’ consists of the root eR-, the oblique 
marker -t- and the dative-accusative suffix -un, which is pronounced [eiRtuin].

Unexpected long vowels also occur when a consonant cluster is formed by 
adding a consonantal-initial morpheme after a morpheme ending in a single con
sonant. According to the general patterns above, [pailniiy] ‘butter’ should have 
a short vowel in the first syllable. But this word is a transparent compound of 
[pail] ‘milk’ and [ni:y] ‘oil’, phonemically /pal'niy/. The plural of [kail] ‘foot’ is 
[kailk] ‘feet’ not *[kalk]. The plural marker -k introduces a morpheme boundary 
so the plural is phonemically /kal'k/. Similarly, the verb [toihtain] ‘I showed’ 
consists of the root toh-, the past tense marker -1- and a personal ending, phone
mically /toh'-t-an/. Andres extends the mnemonic use of the diacritic ' to these 
cases: it reminds the reader that the cluster results from a productive morpholog
ical process. These examples require revision of the rule governing vowel 
length: vowel length is predictable in terms of morphemes, not syllables.

Certain roots with the shape #(Ci)VC2 C3 appear not to justify the insertion of 
a morpheme boundary between C2 and C3, e.g. [deihk] ‘jump up and down’. An
dres shows they are historically complex stems consisting of a basic verb root 
(here /deiv/ ‘jump’) and the plural action suffix -k; hence, deh'k. Other excep
tions include recently borrowed words: [sa:yke:l] ‘bicycle’, [daikteir] ‘doctor’, 
[aiskuir] ‘axle’, [so:vta] ‘overnight’ (< Halbi). One of the few non-conforming 
words with a Dravidian pedigree is [poird] ‘sun’ (DEDR 4559 *pozutu); some 
speakers, particularly younger ones, do regularise this as [pord]. These words 
are marked as exceptional with a following asterisk, i.e. saykel*, dakter*, 
askur*, sovta*, and pord*.

Generally, vowels in non-initial syllables are short if followed by two or more 
tautosyllabic consonants; otherwise, they are long. Here, too, certain refine
ments are needed. A vowel may appear short before an h in non-initial syllables. 
There are no vowel sequences within individual morphemes; when such 
sequences arise in the process of word formation, the second vowel in the 
sequence is generally deleted.

Muria Gondi has twenty-one consonants: ten stops: p, b, t, d, t, d, c, j, k, g; 
three nasals: m, n, fi\ one fricative: s; three approximants: v, y, h\ one lateral: /; 
two trills: r, R; and one flap: r. Aspiration is not distinctive in this dialect of 
Gondi. The segment /N/, which represents the nasalisation of a preceding vowel, 
can appear in the ‘spelling’ of a word. While sequences of up to five consonants
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may appear intervocalically within a word, no clusters may appear at the begin
ning of a word. Many words in transcription appear to end with a consonant; 
however, an enunciative vowel, either i or w, is often added in pronunciation. 
Certain final geminate clusters may be reduced. Muria Gondi morphophonology 
is elaborate, so that the segmentation of surface forms is often approximate. 
Stress, which is non-phonemic, falls on the initial syllable of a word.

Gondi lacks a written literary tradition. Recent attempts to reduce the lan
guage to writing have generally employed the Devanagari writing system in 
which Hindi is written.

10.3 Morphology and the Parts of Speech
Muria Gondi morphology distinguishes free forms, or words, from clitics which 
necessarily combine with free forms. Gondi morphology is agglutinating and 
strictly suffixal. Words may consist of a root, derivative suffix and inflectional 
suffixes, in that order. Words are basic or derived, simple or compound. Derived 
words, but not basic words, contain derivative suffixes. Compound words con
tain an internal word boundary, while simple words do not.

Gondi parts of speech distinguish primarily between nominal and verbal 
forms. Nominal forms bear inflections for case, and participate in the system of 
deictic pro-forms. Included under this heading are nouns, personal pronouns, ad
jectives and adverbs. Verbal forms bear inflections for such verbal categories as 
tense, and participate in the opposition of positive and negative polarity.

Verb-to-noun derivation utilises the morphological device of derivative suf
fixes. Noun-to-verb derivation, by contrast, uses the syntactic device of com
pounding. Among nominal forms, derivational morphology may be elaborate 
and inflectional morphology relatively simple. Among verb forms, inflectional 
morphology is highly developed, and derivational morphology relatively simple. 
These patterns correlate with the observation that the set of verbal bases is 
largely closed, while the set of nominal bases is open.

In Muria Gondi, rules of subject-predicate agreement apply to nominals and 
verbals alike, adding personal endings that mark person, number and gender. If 
a word occurs in a designated predicate position, it bears personal endings that 
agree in person, number and gender with its subject. In specific circumstances, 
adjectives agree with the nouns they modify. The concord markers are virtually 
the same as the personal endings used in subject-predicate agreement.

10.4 Nominal Morphology

Nouns
Nouns are basic or derived, simple or compound. Derived nouns come from oth
er nouns, verbs, adjectives or adverbs. Compound nouns consist of several types. 
The compound kall-gotm ‘stone pellets’ consists of kail ‘stone’ and gotin
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‘pellet’; pal-niyy ‘butter’, of pal ‘milk’ and niyy ‘oil’; batt-nul ‘cotton thread’ of 
batt ‘cotton’ and nul ‘thread’. Further, sarkar-peysan ‘government money’ con
sists of sarkar ‘government’ andpeysan ‘money, coins’; koRR-meNj ‘hen’s egg’, 
of koRR ‘chicken’ and meNj ‘egg’; and marm-patan ‘wedding songs’, of marm 
‘wedding’ andpatan ‘songs’.

Kin classifier compounds consist of a kin term and a masculine or feminine 
classifier. The bare kin term is used for a relative of the speaker or addressee; 
otherwise, kin classifier compounds are used. maRR-haral ‘someone else’s son 
(not yours or mine)’ consists of the kin term maRR ‘son’ and the male classifier 
-haral (DEDR 2460); ar-hari ‘someone else’s wife (not yours or mine)’ consists 
of ar ‘wife’ and the female classifier -hari.

Nouns typically mark gender, number and case. Gondi has three genders, hu
man and non-human (also, neuter), with human subdivided into feminine and 
masculine. Gondi distinguishes singular from plural number, but plural number 
may also involve honorification. There are six cases: nominative, vocative, da- 
tive-accusative, genitive, instrumental-locative, and associative-ablative. The 
oblique of a noun is the basis for all cases other than the nominative.

Gender determines much of a noun’s grammar: the cases it occurs with, the 
allomorphy of certain suffixes, etc. Human nouns, masculine and feminine, se
lect the oblique suffix -n-\ neuter nouns select Feminine nouns typically se
lect the plural allomorph -k- and the honorific suffixes -k- and -s-. Masculine 
nouns select the plural allomorphs -lor, -r or -/ and the honorific suffixes -lor and 
-I. Neuter nouns select the plural suffixes -in or -k, and no honorific suffixes. 
Each gender has subclasses.

Honorific suffixes occur only on human nouns, mostly titles and names. The 
allomorphs are -k, -s, -lor, -I. The first and third are normally used by a speaker 
to refer to someone older or in a position of respect. If the term is a name or re
fers to one’s own relative, the honorific suffix is attached to that term; if it refers 
to someone else’s relative, the honorific suffix appears in the genitive form of 
the name of the person whose relative it is (with the oblique form -kun, as in ex
ample (2a)).

Feminine nouns typically refer to females, but include two neuter nouns as 
well (see Table 10.1).

Table 10.1 Honorific suffixes: female nouns

Stem Gloss Oblique Plural Honorific 1 Honorific 2

yayal
pegid
bapi
tali
rediyo

‘mother’ 
‘daughter’ 
‘father’s mother’ 
‘cow’
‘radio’

yayan-
pegid't-
bapin-
talin-
rediyon-

yaya.s-(k)
peki.s-(k)
bapi.s-(k)
tali.s-(k)
rediyo.s-(k)
-  rediyon

yaya.s-(ku)
pegi.s-(ku)
bapi.s-(ku)

yayas
pekis
bapis

-t-.
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Masculine nouns all refer to human males (see Table 10.2).

Table 10.2 Honorific suffixes: male nouns

Stem Gloss Oblique Plural Honorific 1 Honorific2

pepi ‘father’s elder 
brother’

pepin- pepi-lor pepi-lor pepil-

mamal ‘mother’s
brother’

maman- mamalor mamalor mamal-

leyyoR
maRR
tammo
R
maney

‘young man’
‘son’
‘younger
brother’
‘person’

leyyon-
maRRin- makk 
tammoRn- tammohk

maneyt- maney'lor

leyyor

~ mul

All nouns that denote non-human objects, except tali ‘cow’ and rediyo ‘radio’, 
are neuter. Neuters include de-adjectival nouns denoting human females. Neu
ter nouns do not mark honorification, and seem to lack vocative forms.

Table 10.3 Oblique and plural forms of some neuter nouns in Muria 
Gondi

Stem Gloss Oblique Plural DEDR

kail ‘stone’ kadd- kallk 1298
kal ‘foot’ kad- kal'k 1479
arj ‘bear’ arjt- arsk 857
kunj ‘pick’

‘chicken’
kunjt- kus'k 71719

koRR koRRd- kokk 2248
ap ‘thorn’ apt- ah'k 2468
Ion ‘house’ lot- lok 494
min ‘fish’ min't- min'k 4885
marra ‘tree’ marrat- marrak 4711
arm ‘buffalo’ arm't- armiii 816
pata ‘song’

‘bottle’
patat- patan 4065

sisi sisit- sisin —

Gender conditions case. Human nouns do not occur in the locative-instrumen- 
tal; and, further, feminine nouns do not occur in the associative-ablative. Gaps 
in the declension of human nouns are typically filled by postpositional phrases. 
For example, (2e) uses a postpositional phrase to substitute for the lack of an as
sociative-ablative form.

The nominative case is unmarked morphologically and syntactically. Nouns 
in the nominative function as the subject of a clause (la-c), a predicate nominal 
(lb) or a partitive object (lc).
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(1) a. suliyaro attin'ta.
Suliyaro-nom cook-imprf-npst-3n 
‘Suliyaro is cooking.’

b. veRu nava tammoR.
this.man-nom my-gen younger.brother-nom 
‘This one is my younger brother.’

c. nanna eR unnenan.
I-nom water-nom drink-subj-ls
‘I would like to drink some water.’

The five remaining cases combine with the noun’s oblique form. In plurals, the 
oblique is added to the plural marker. The genitive case has two functions. It
serves adnominally to mark a relation, such as possession or source, with anoth
er noun (2a-d). And certain postpositions govern the genitive case of the nouns 
they combine with (2e-g). The genitive is marked by -a or -0. The -0  allomorph 
occurs with human honorific nouns that take the oblique marker -kun; -a occurs 
elsewhere.

(2) a. suliyaros'kun-0 babo-haral illeR.
Suliyaro-hon-obl-gen father-cls-nom be.located-neg-3m 
‘Suliyaro’s father is not here.’

b. idd pite belosan-a.
this ribbon-nom Belosa-gen 
‘This ribbon is Belosa’s.’

c. niy-a motor mannta?
you-s-gen car-nom be-imprf-prs-3nm
‘Do you have a car?’ lit. ‘Does your car exist?’

d. idd kuti marrat-a. 
this-nm pin-nom wood-gen 
‘This pin is made of wood.’

e. niy-a sudda vay'kan.
you-s-gen company come-pdc-ls 
‘I will come with you.’

f. jelo-n-agga mannta.
Jelo-gen-place stay-imprf-prs-3nm 
‘She stays at Jelo’s place.’

g. buto nav-a pottar arrtu.
work-nom I-gen on.top fall-prf-pst-3nm 
‘The work fell on me.’

The dative-accusative case marks direct and indirect objects. Applied to neuter 
nouns, it signals a non-partitive object. The dative-accusative allomorphs are 
-kun, -un, and -0. -kun occurs with all masculine plural nouns and the first and 
second person pronouns; -un with all nouns that select the -t- oblique marker; -0
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elsewhere (namely, where the oblique markers -kun- or -n- are used).

(3) a. eR'tun undakan.
water-dat/acc drink-pdc-ls 
‘I will drink the water.’

b. silpekan g2[niyyi us'ma]^ inntorom]^. 
boy-dat/acc oil-nom smear-neg-imp tell-imprf-npst-lplex 
‘We tell a boy, “Don’t apply any oil”.’

c. vehhoR kalla nakun.
tell-neg-3m certainly I-dat/acc 
‘He certainly didn’t tell me.’

d. bar a kiya niya  rediyon tavvi?
why you-2-gen radio-dat/acc bring-neg-2s
‘WHiy didn’t you bring your radio?

e. pen'tun kaRsin'torom. 
god-dat/acc dance-imprf-npst- lplex 
‘We dance playfully for the god.’

The instrumental-locative case expresses an object’s use as an instrument in an 
activity or its location. The location is a goal or a containing location in an event 
or activity. The case suffix is -e, glossed variously as ‘with’, ‘by’, ‘into’, ‘in’, ‘on
to’ or ‘on’. Human nouns do not take this suffix; instead, they use postpositional 
phrases with agga ‘there’ or akke ‘there’ to express location, as in (2f) above.

(4) a. ned-e arrta.
ground-inst/loc fall-prf-pst-3m 
‘He has fallen on the ground.’

b. ned-e minji mannta.
ground-inst/loc embed-cnj be-imprf-prs-3nm 
‘It is embedded in the ground.’

c. kutud-e uddkan. 
stool-inst/loc sit-pdc-ls 
‘I will sit on the stool.’

d. kutud-e hitoR. 
stool-inst/loc hit-prf-pst-3m 
‘He hit (someone) with a stool.’

The ablative-associative case, marked by -ah(k), signals an object in close asso
ciation or proximity with another, the place from which someone comes, the path 
along which an object moves, the place from which a person or object moves, 
the time from which an event is in effect.
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(5) a. kisst-ah unjtek sinnarin s M arin  an'ta.
fire-abl/ass sleep-cnd patterns patterns become-imprf-npst-3nm 
‘If we sleep close to the fire, we get all blotchy.’

b. seyn-ah seyn-ah gurin'torom.
companion-abl/ass companion-abl/ass lie-imprf-prs-lplex 
‘We each lie with our companion.’

c. idd pila ijjek'-tah ayo.
this child-nom now-abl/ass become-neg-3nm
‘This child is not from now (i.e. it was bom some time ago).’

d. varriy'-tah karrinhin'ta? 
air-abl/ass pass-caus-imprf-npst-3n
‘Does it (the airplane) make you go through the air?’

e. bekke-dah ki  bekke-dah van'ta. 
where-abl/ass or where-abl/ass come-imprf-npst-3nm 
‘It comes from somewhere or other.’

f. jagdel'pur't-ekke-dah vati?
Jagdalpur-obl-place-abl/ass come-pst-2s 
‘Do you come from Jagdalpur?’

Locative postpositional phrases with more specific meanings are typically 
formed by combining a noun in the genitive with an inflected form of a post
position, agga ‘there’ or akke ‘there’.

Pronouns
The personal pronouns distinguish three persons and two numbers. While Muria 
Gondi lacks a pronominal distinction between inclusive and exclusive plural, 
this distinction is marked in the personal endings that signal subject-predicate 
agreement. Consider the first and second person pronouns.

Nom. Dat./Acc. Gen. Abl./Ass. Instr./Loc.

1 singular nanna nakun nava neyah —
2 singular nima nikun niya niyah —
1 plural mammat makun mava meyah —
2 plural nimat mikun miya miyah —

These forms, which mark inherently human gender, lack an instrumental-loca- 
tive case form. All third person pronouns mark deixis. There are six degrees of 
deixis in Gondi: proximal, distal, interrogative, speaker-proximal, addressee- 
proximal and ultra-distal. Proximal is signalled by /-, distal by a-lo- and interrog
ative by bo-. Consider the paradigms in Table 10.4.

The lack of ablative-associative and instrumental-locative case forms in these 
paradigms is supplemented by postpositional phrases based on agga ‘there’ and 
akke ‘there’. The first expresses bounded, limited locations; the second, general 
locations.
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Table 10.4 Third person deixis in Gondi: proximal, distal and 
interrogative

Nom. Dat./Acc. Gen. Abl./Ass. Instr./Loc.

SINGULAR
3 sing, masc.: prox. veR ven vena venah

dist. oR on ona onah
inter. boR bon bona bonah

3 sing, neut.: prox. idd idden -  ten iddena -  tena
dist. add adden -  tan addena -  tana
inter. bodd bodden boddena

PLURAL AND HONORIFIC 2 
3 plur. masc.: prox. ver ver'kun vera verah

dist. or or'kun ora orah
inter. bor bor'kun bora borah

3 plur. neut.: prox. ivv ivven ivvena ivvne
dist. avv avven avvena avvne
inter. bow bovven bovvena bav'ne

HONORIFIC 1
3 plur. masc.: prox. ver ver'kun ver'kun

dist. or or'kun or'kun
inter. bor bor'kun bor'kun

3 plur. neut.: prox. ivves(k) ivves'kun ivves'kun
dist. avves(k) avves'kun avves'kun
inter. bovves(k) bovves'kun bovves'kun

(6) a. meyagga manntoR.
our place be-imprf-npst-3sm 
‘He lives at our place (i.e. our home).’ 

b. meyakke manntoR.
our place be-imprf-npst-3sm
‘He lives in our place (i.e. community, village).’

The distal pronouns are the least marked, and typically function as general- 
purpose third person pronouns. They appear in such contexts of neutralisation as 
the head of a correlative clause (7a).

(7) a. nima vati aske, mavan polloyin punnvi.
you-nom come-pst-2s that.time our-pl speech-pl know-neg-2s
‘When you came, you didn’t know our language.’

b. ne de arrtan, aw  en pehkikan
ground-inst/loc fall-prf-pst-3npl they-dat/acc pick up-pdc-ls 
Ί  will pick up the ones that have fallen on the ground.’

Consider the three remaining degrees of deixis. Ultra-distal forms, signalling 
‘way over there’, are characterised by ho- or h-: hodd ~ hadd ‘that way over 
there’, hona ‘that man’s way over there’, how  ~ haw  ‘those things way over
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there’. Similar forms exist in Küvi; these seem historically to be compounds of 
*cên-l*cëy- ‘distance’ (DEDR 2807) and the distal pronouns. Speaker-proximal 
forms are compounds of ill- (cf. Kannada illi ‘here’) and proximal pronouns: illid 
‘this one close to m e’. Addressee-proximal pronouns are compounds of all- (cf. 
Kannada alii ‘there’) and distal forms: allad ‘that one close to you’, olloR ‘that 
man close to you’.

Adjectives
Both functional and formal criteria define adjectives in Gondi. Functionally, ad
jectives modify nouns; formally, they occur prenominally or in predicate posi
tion. Many, but not all, carry personal endings to mark concord with the nouns 
they modify. The distinction between adjective and noun blurs because nouns 
may also bear these personal endings in predicate position. Furthermore, adjec
tives may be inflected for case, though usually not the full range of cases that 
nouns may bear. It is therefore often difficult to distinguish between a combina
tion of an adjective and noun and a noun-noun compound.

Unlike most other Dravidian languages, Muria Gondi exhibits extensive 
adjective-noun concord. There are Dravidian sources for this phenomenon. In 
Tamil, for example, postposed quantifiers may show concord with the nouns 
they modify, so that in the phrase manitar naluvar ‘four men’, the numeral nalu- 
var ‘four men’ agrees in number and gender with manitar ‘men’. Further, nom
inals may be inflected in predicate position to agree with a subject in person,
number and gender, as in Old Tamil pentir-êm allëm ‘we are not women’ (see
Chapter 3). Hindi, which has extensive adjective-noun concord, may well have 
influenced the extension of this pattern from predicate to prenominal modifiers. 
As the forms serving as adjectives lose more of their nominal morphology, they 
may come to constitute a new part of speech.

Non-inflectable adjectives form a small set, with between twelve and fifteen 
members. Some such as dodri ‘hollow’, lal ‘red’ and juvvan ‘mature’ occur pre
nominally (8a) or in predicate position (8b).

(8) a. dodri marra oRngi'nta.
hollow tree-nom break-imprf-npst-3sn 
‘A hollow tree breaks.’

b. igga loppa dodri mannta.
here inside hollow be-imprf-npst-3sn 
‘It is hollow inside here.’

Others such as arruk ‘thin’ appear only in predicate position (9a), while still oth
ers such as uriya ‘unmarried’ appear only in prenominal position (9b).

(9) a. kaget arruk atan.
paper-nom thin become-pfc-pst-3sn 
‘The paper is thin.’
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b. uriya pekor tinntor.
unmarried boy-pl-nom eat-imprf-npst-3plm 
‘Unmarried boys can eat [it].’

The class of non-inflectable adjectives includes several quantifiers (sappa ‘all’, 
dulpe ‘the whole’, uccuk ‘a few’) and deictic forms (idd ‘this’, add ‘those’, bodd 
‘which’).

Inflectable adjectives include nouns in the genitive case, numerals and many 
adnominal verb forms. Nouns in the genitive do not mark concord when the mod
ified noun refers to the possessor’s kin. Certain adjectives, noted below, modify 
only non-human nouns, and therefore lack gender and person marking. They are 
by and large cognate with nouns in other Dravidian languages.

Singular Plural Gloss DEDR

bata bata-n ‘what kind of’ 5151
parrana parrana-n ‘old’ 3999
pandi pandi-n ‘ripe’ 4004
nattral nattra-s ‘red’ 3748
pahhna pahhna-n ‘fresh’ 3821

a. ivv bata-h kaget-in
these-nom what.kind-pl paper-pl-nom 
‘What kind of papers are these?’

b. niyan kall-k malliya-s.
you-gen hair-pl-nom brown-pl 
‘Your hair is brown.’

c. ivv marra-k kokta-s atan.
these-nom tree-pl-nom gnarled-pl become-prf-3snm
‘These trees are gnarled.’

Adjectives that can modify both human and non-human nouns additionally mark 
gender. Some occur only in predicate position, others in predicate position or 
prenominally.

(11) a. puna gattla peyyti.
new-n cloth-n-nom buy-pfc-pst-2s 
‘You bought a new cloth.’

b. oR punoR.
he-sm-nom new-3sm 
‘He is new.’

c. mayir pekor eNd dan'tor.
big-pl-hum boy-pl-nom dance-inf go-imprf-npst-3pl-hum
‘The older boys go to dance.’

(10)
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d. mayin mes'k tas'vas. 
big-pln egg-pl lay-subj-3pln 
They lay big eggs.’

e. ikkedor leyyor annor. 
this.place-gen-3pl-hum youth-pl go-neg-3pl
‘The young men of this place (=our village) will not go.’

Adjective-noun concord appears on possessive or genitive adjectives when 
the possessed noun does not refer to one’s own kin. Example (12a), which ex
hibits concord, refers to a group of daughters not all of whom are daughters of 
the speaker. Example (12b) cannot have concord since the possessed noun refers
to kin of the possessor. As (12c) shows, this restriction applies only to genitive
pronouns, not to other adjectives in the noun phrase.

(12) a. mavan miyyas'k vatan.
we-gen-pl daughter-pl-nom come-pfc-3pln
O u r daughters have come.’

I-gen(*-pl) father-nom be-imprf-prs-3sm 
‘My father is alive.’

c. nava pattatoR dadal ayoR.
I-gen belly-gen-3sm elder.brother-nom become-neg-3sm
‘He is not my elder brother by the same mother.’

(13) a. arrva miyyar tattoR.
accept-neg-adn-f daughter-nom fetch-pfc-pst-3sm 
‘He fetched a girl from a group that was not acceptable.’

b. oR seygo motnoR.
he-nom very fat-gen-3sm 
‘He is very fat.’

Numeral adjectives are typically accompanied by classifiers: tar'k ‘entity’ for 
non-human (14a) and jan ‘people’ for human nominals (14b).

(14) a. muNd tar'k pekis attan.
three entity-n-pl girl-pl go-pfc-pst-3pl 
‘Three girls have gone.’ 

b. nal'vom jan annlerom.
four-lplex people go-pfc-pst-lplex 
‘Four of us had gone.’

Comparison is carried out syntactically. The object of comparison appears in the 
genitive case followed by the postposition -attale/-ale ‘than’.

b. nava(*l) babal manntoR. 
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(15) a. venattale uddulor pekor kaNjintor.
he-gen-than small-pl boy-pl-nom shoulder-impfc-prs-3n 
‘Boys smaller than him shoulder loads.’

b. navattale barhoR.
I-gen-than old-3sm 
‘He is older than me.’

The following paradigm illustrates the adjective barho- ‘elder’ as inflected for 
personal endings.

Person Singular Plural

First barhonan barholal (incl.)
barhorom (excl.)

Second barhon barhorir
Third: masculine barhoR barhor

non-masculine barha barhan

Adverbs
Adverbs by and large appear to be defective nouns. Many may be inflected for 
some cases, but not all; in particular, adverbs cannot be inflected for the dative- 
accusative case. Syntactically, they tend not to be arguments of a verbal predi
cate. Semantically, they may qualify either a predicate or a sentence. Many of 
these so-called adverbs may bear personal endings under the proper conditions. 
In the simple sentence oR ninne.t-oR ‘he (is of) yesterday’, viz. ‘he is the one 
who was here yesterday’, the adverb ninne ‘yesterday’ bears a personal ending 
to agree in number and gender with the subject oR ‘he’.

10.5 Verbal Morphology 

Roots, Stems and Conjugation Classes
Verbs mark such categories as tense or aspect. All verbs express positive or neg
ative polarity. Gondi lacks an independent negative adverb such as English not, 
and marks negative polarity instead in the verb conjugation. The class of verb 
bases is closed in Muria Gondi. New verbal expressions are formed by com
pounding nouns with existing verb bases. A verb stem may consist of a simple 
verb root or a verb root and a suffix. The most common suffixes are the transitive 
suffix and the causative suffix.

All Muria Gondi verb stems belong to one of two major conjugation classes. 
Class I stems end in a consonant, select the imperative suffix -a and undergo no 
morphophonemic change in inflection. This class includes most verbs in the lan
guage, including all transitive/causative stems. Class II stems end in a long vow
el, select the imperative suffix -m or -0  and undergo stem reduction in many
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inflectional environments. Class II includes three subclasses. Class Ha, which 
corresponds largely to Class III verbs in Küi, include iya ‘give’, kiya ‘do, make’, 
eR miya ‘bathe’, hiya ‘strike’, veya ‘cook\p a ya  ‘strike, beat’, maya ‘be’, haya 
‘die’, oya ‘take’ and noya ‘hurt, feel pain’. Class lib, corresponding to Class IV 
verbs in Küi, include anda ‘go’, manda ‘live’, inda ‘say, think, suppose’, tinda 
‘eat’, punda ‘know’. Class lie includes two verbs, tatta ‘bring, fetch’ and katta 
‘request, reply’, which appear to have historically incorporated the so-called 
transition particle that appears in Küi, Küvi, Pengo and Manda. The verb manda 
‘live’ has in the negative paradigms a suppletive variant il- ‘not be’.

The suffixes that follow the verb root to form stems exhibit allomorphy to a 
greater or lesser degree. Furthermore, the suffixes that follow verb stems, gen
erally personal endings, also exhibit allomorphy.

Muria Gondi verbs have two basic categories: imperative and indicative. All 
imperative forms are finite; only indicative verb forms distinguish between fi
nite and non-finite forms. Imperative forms include injunctives, whose subjects 
are second person, and hortatives, whose subjects are first or third person. Both 
occur in positive and negative polarity. Verb forms are illustrated in Table 10.5 
with forms of the verb oil ‘bend over’ (DEDR 5314 *vafai-).

Table 10.5 Injunctive and hortative of the verb oil ‘bend over’

Positive Negative

INJUNCTIVE 
2 sing.
2 plur.

oll'a ‘bend over’ 
oil'at ‘bend over’

ollma ‘don’t bend over’ 
ollmat ‘don’t bend over’

HORTATIVE 
1 sing. add.
1 plur. add.
3 sing. masc.
3 plur. masc.
3 sing, non-masc.

oll'in ‘let us bend over’ 
oil'it ‘let us bend over’ 
oll'eR ‘let him bend over’ 
oll'ir ‘let them bend over’ 
oll'in ‘let her/it bend over’

ollmakin ‘let us not bend over’ 
ollmakit ‘let us not bend over’ 
ollmakeR ‘let him not bend over’ 
ollmakir ‘let them not bend over’ 
ollmakin ‘let them not bend over’

The distinction between the two hortative forms oll'in ‘let us bend over’ and 
o il it ‘let us bend over’ in Table 10.5 is not an inclusive-exclusive one: the 
former refers to a single addressee, the latter to many addressees.

Finite indicative forms agree in person, number and gender with their sub
jects. They additionally encode such verbal categories as aspect, tense and 
mood. There are two aspects (perfective and imperfective), two tenses (past and 
non-past) and two moods (predictive and subjunctive).

Not all implied permutations of aspect, tense and mood may be found in sim
ple verbs. There are eight finite indicative paradigms, seven with positive and 
one with negative polarity. Some of the gaps are filled by syntactic construc
tions, as in the negative. Moreover, since the data on this dialect are fragmen
tary, the indicative system is not fully understood.
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The finite indicative forms are: imperfective past, imperfective non-past, per
fective past, perfective non-past, perfective, predictive, subjunctive and nega
tive. The first seven encode positive polarity, the last negative polarity. The first 
four encode aspect and tense; the last three do not. The predictive and subjunc
tive encode mood: the predictive makes a stronger ontological commitment than 
the subjunctive to the status of the narrated event.

The imperfective past consists of a verb stem, the imperfective aspect marker 
the past tense marker -t- and a personal ending. An imperfective past form 

such as oll-n-d-an means ‘I was bending over, I used to bend over’:

Singular Plural

1 ollndan ollndal (incl.)
ollndom (excl.)

2 ollndi ollndir
3 masculine ollndoR ollndur

non-masculine ollndu ollnduii

The imperfective past indicates an ongoing (16a) or a habitual (16b) event prior 
to the speech event. The imperfective past of ay a ‘become’ is idiomatically used 
to express kinship relations or one’s place of origin (16c).

(16) a. paRR van'du.
rain-nom come-impfc-pst-3nm 
‘It was raining.’

b. attndu. 
cook-impfc-pst-3nm 
‘She used to cook.’

c. nava tammoR an'doR.
my-gen younger.brother-nom become-impfc-pst-3sm 
‘He is my younger brother.’

The imperfective non-past indicates that an event is ongoing (17a) or in effect 
(17b) at the time of the speech event.

(17) a. vantonan.
come-impfc-npst-1 s 
‘I am coming.’

b. mannta.
be.located-impfc-npst-3snm
‘She is alive’, ‘She is at home’, ‘I have one’, or ‘It is there’.

The imperfective non-past consists of a verb stem, the imperfective marker -«-, 
the non-past marker -to- and a personal ending:

-n-,

a.

(17)
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Singular Plural 

oll'in'tonan oll'in'tolal (incl.) 
oll'in'torom (excl.) 

2 oll'in'tun oll'in'torir 
3 masculine oll'in'toR oll'in'tor 

non-masculine oll'in'ta oll'in'tail 

The perfective past, as shown below, refers to an event that took place before a 
past reference time. The event associated with the past reference time need not 
be expressed. 

(18) naNgan vay'lenan, matti nima illvi. 
earlier come-pfc-pst-ls but you-nom be.located-neg-2s 
'I had come earlier, but you were not there.' 

Note that in (18) the perfective past vay'lenan establishes the past time refer
ence of the negative verb illvi 'you are/were/will not be', which itself encodes 
no tense. The perfective and past tense markers combine to form a portmanteau 
morph -le-. 

Singular Plural 

1 oll'lenan oll'lelal (incl.) 
oll'lerom (excl.) 

2 oll'len oll'lerir 
3 masculine oll'leR oll'ler 

non-masculine oll'le oll'leil 

The perfective non-past indicates that an activity has been completed, or a state 
come into effect, by speech time and that it has consequences relevant at speech 
time. 

(19) a. udditonan. 
sit-pfc-npst-1 s 
'I am sitting', 'I have sat down.' 

b. vatonan. 
come-pfc-npst-1 s 
'I am coming.' 

c. mittas ata. 
good.tasting become-pfc-npst-3snm 
'It tastes good.' 

A perfective non-past verb consists of a stem, the perfective marker -t-, the non
past marker -to- and a personal ending: 

11
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Singular 

olltonan 

2 oil tun 
3 masculine olltoR 

non-masculine ollta 

Plural 

olltolal (incl.) 
olltorom ( excl.) 
olltorir 
oil tor 
oil tan 

The simple perfective does not mark tense: it indicates that an event is over. 
When it is the main verb of the sentence, the event is represented as over at the 
speech time (20a). If it is embedded in a subordinate clause, the time reference 
is prior to that of the main clause (20b-c ). 

(20) a. ninne vatom. 
yesterday come-pfc-1 pr 
'We came yesterday.' 

b. akke<;lah vati tekke, parhe kiya vay'kom. 
thence come-pfc-2s after reading do-inf come-pdc-lplex 
'We will come to study after you have come back from there.' 

c. nima vati aske, mavan polloyin punnvi ati. 
you come-pfc-2s then our speech know-neg-2s be-prf-2s 
'When you came, you did not know our language.' 

Perfective forms, as shown below, consist of a verb stem, perfective marker 
-t- and personal ending: 

Singular Plural 

oil tan olltal (incl.) 
olltom (excl.) 

2 oil ti olltir 
3 masculine olltoR olltur 

non-masculine olltu ollun 

The predictive does not overtly mark tense. It has two modal uses: the first ex
presses that an event is likely or expected after a reference time (21a-b). The 
second expresses a likelihood about a state of affairs in the absence of external 
evidence (21c). 

(21) a. vay'kan. 
come-pdc-ls 
'I will come'. 

b. day'nur. 
go-pdc-3plm 
'They will go.' 

1

1
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c. iccohnoR ay'noR.
this.big-3sm become-pdc-3sm 
‘He must be this big.’

Predictive forms consist of a stem, predictive marker and personal ending. The 
predictive marker is -k- in the first and second person, -y- in the third person non
masculine singular and -n- in the remaining third person forms.

Singular Plural

1 ollkan ollkal (incl.)
ollkom (excl.)

2 ollki ollkir
3 masculine ollnoR ollnor

non-masculine ollyaR ollnun

The subjunctive makes a weaker ontological commitment than the predic
tive: it expresses what the subject would do -  or would have done -  under certain 
conditions. It marks neither tense nor aspect. When the main verb appears in the 
subjunctive without any condition stated, it expresses what the subject would do, 
would persist in doing or would have done (22a). In conditional sentences with 
an overt protasis, the main verb in the apodosis appears in the subjunctive. If the 
verb in the protasis appears as the non-finite conditional form, the sentence is 
understood as an ordinarily conditional (22b). If the verb in the protasis occurs 
as a subjunctive followed by the connective tekke ‘if’, the sentence is understood 
as a counterfactual conditional (22c).

(22) a. pat an keNj'cor keNj'cor likkah kevenan.
songs listen-cnj listen-cnj letter make-subj-ls 
‘I would like to write while listening to songs.’

b. patan vehhtek, vay'vas'k. 
songs play-cnd come-subj-3plnm
‘If you played songs, they would come.’

c. varsameNd mannen tekke, kodimeNd'co peysan tallihks
year.full be-subj-2s if twenty.full rupee ask.for-inf 
annenany marmin kiyalay.
go-subj-ls wedding-dat/acc do-inf
‘If you had lived here for a full year, I would have gone ahead and 
asked you for twenty rupees to arrange the marriage.’

Subjunctive forms are as follows:
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Singular Plural

1 oll'enan oirelal (incl.)
oirerom (excl.)

2 oiren oirerir
3 masculine olleR oll'er

non-masculine ollval ollvas'k

Corresponding to these seven positive forms (i.e. imperfective past, etc.) is a 
single simple negative conjugation. It does not mark tense, aspect or mood. Neg
ative finite forms consist of a verb stem, negative marker -v- (with allomorphic 
variation) and personal ending.

(23) a. maNdi annvi?
festival go-neg-2s 
‘Aren’t you going to the festival?’

b. buto kiya paRRon.
work do-inf be.able-neg-ls 
‘I cannot work.’

The negative conjugation is as follows:

Singular Plural

1 οΙΓοη ollval (incl.)
oirom (excl.)

2 ollvi ollvir
3 masculine olloR ollor

non-masculine οΙΓο οΙΓοή

Serial verb constructions are used to syntactically combine negative polarity and 
other verbal categories: a negative finite verb is followed by the auxiliary ay a 
‘become’ inflected for the desired category. Negation is encoded in the main 
verb and the other relevant categories in the auxiliary; both are inflected for con
gruent personal endings. Such constructions occur in Old Telugu, and form the 
basis of the past negative in Konda. The five most common negative serial verbs 
are the negative perfective (24b), negative imperfective past (24a), negative 
imperfective past, negative predictive and negative subjunctive (24c).

(24) a. ur'on an dan.
watch-neg-ls become-impfc-pst-ls 
‘I wasn’t watching.’

b. punnon atan.
know-neg-ls become-pfc-ls 
Ί  didn’t know.’
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c. nanna panj'on ay'enan.
I-nom be.satiated-neg-ls become-subj-ls 
‘I would not get satiated.’

Muria Gondi has numerous non-finite verb forms. One major set embeds a sub
ordinate clause under a main clause, and consists of two subclasses. The first 
subclass qualifies the superordinate clause in a general way, expressing com
parison (25), condition (26), result (27) and anticipation (28); the subjects of the 
two clauses need not be the same. The second subclass specifies the main clause 
more specifically; the subjects of the two clauses tend to be the same. Non-finite 
forms belonging to the first subclass are tabulated below.

Function Perfective Imperfective Negative

Manner/Comparison oll-t-ap oll-n-ap oll-v-ap
Conditional oll-t-ek oll-n-ek oll-v-ek
Resultative oll-n-ah oll-v-ah
Anticipative oll-n-ac

(25) a. octap likkah kintonan.
drink-pfc-cmp letter make-impfc-npst-1 s 
‘I am writing like one who has become drunk.’

b. nel kassiNg'nap anta.
ground-nom tremble-impfc-cmp become-impfc-3snm 
‘The ground is like it is when it is trembling.’

c. bennek oc'vap pito vehh'in'toR.
well drink-neg-cmp story tell-impfc-npst-3sm
‘He tells stories well, as one does when one has not got drunk.’

(26) a. alltek, per tohhcakan.
drop-pfc-cnd again wrap-pdc-ls
‘If [the bandage] drops off, I’ll wrap it up again.’

b. kaRsnek kaRsnek mutttan.
play-impfc-cnd play-impfc-cnd fall-pfc-pst-ls 
‘While playing and playing, I fell down.’

c. marek levek, pitten paRRiy paRRon.
wings be-neg-cnd birds fly-inf be.able-neg-3plnm 
‘If they do not have wings, birds cannot fly.’

(27) ihhe pang viyynah udds annit.
thus day dawn-impfc-rlt sit-cf be-hrt 
‘Let’s go on sitting like this until the day dawns.’
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(28) eR ukkrah panac udditun. 
water boil flow-impfc-antc sit-impfc-npst-3plnm 
'They are sitting until the water boils.' 

The second subclass consists of three forms that behave like conjunctives in oth
er Dravidian languages. The conjunctive (Andres' time-relational) form tends to 
express a sequential relation between the two clauses (29-30); the simultanei
tive (Andres' progressional), a simultaneous relation (32-33); the negative con
junctive, a lack of relation (34-35). It should be noted that certain auxiliary 
verbs, such as anda 'go on', iya 'give', ur 'look' and manda 'be located', com
bine with main verbs in the perfective conjunctive form (31). 

Perfective Imperfective 

Conjunctive oll-si oll-sor 
Progressional oll-sin oll-on 
Negative oll-vay oll-va 

(29) a. koyysi, ran<;l diyan vattin'tan. 
reap-pfc-cnj two day-pl dry-impfc-npst-3plnm 
'When they [the rice stalks] have been reaped, they dry for two 
days.' 

b. gato tm)l gottude vay'kan. 
foot eat-pfc-cnj gottul-loc go-pdc-ls 
'Having eaten a meal [rice], I will come to the gottul.' 

(30) a. tak'sor atum attom. 
walk-impfc-cf market go-pfc-pst-lpl 
'We went walking to the market.' 

b. jokksor likkah kis anntun. 
mistake-impfc-cnj letter do-pfc-cnj go-impfc-npst-2s 
'You keep making mistakes in writing.' 

(31) a. pang viyynah v[v1[udds]v1 vz[annit]vz]y. 
day dawn-rlt-antc sit-pfc-cnj go.on-hrt 
'Let's keep sitting until daybreak.' 

b. nakun gato v[v1[atrslv1 v2[evi]v2lv? 
me-dat/acc rice cook-pfc-cnj give-pdc-2s 
'Won't you cook rice for me?' 

c. tinji ur' a. 
eat-pfc-cnj see-imp 
'Taste it.' 
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(32) a. motorte uddsin daki?
bus-loc sit-pfc-sml go-pdc-2s
‘Will you go by bus?’ [lit., ‘Will you go sitting on a bus?’] 

b. kissi mas'sin at'hin'torom.
fire stoke-pfc-sml heat-caus-impfc-npst-lplex 
‘We make heat radiate by stoking the fire.’

(33) per viyy'on viyy'on viyytu.
again dawn-impfc-sml dawn-impfc-sml dawn-pfc-pst-3snm 
‘Again, dawning and dawning, it (finally) dawned.’

(34) a. punn-vay vehhmat.
know-neg-pfc-cnj tell-neg-imp 
‘Don’t tell [her] without knowing [it].’ 

b. vay'vay manndi aske mavan polloyin
come-neg-impfc-cnj be-pst-2s when our-pl speech-pl-dat/acc
punnvi.
know-neg-2s
‘When you had not yet come here, you didn’t know our language.’

(35) kiss leva ballah pin vasso ay'val.
fire be-impfc-neg-cnj how cold feel-neg-3sn become-subj-3sn 
‘There not being a fire, how could one not feel cold?’

Members of the second major set of non-finite verbs have an adjectival function, 
and thus resemble adnominal forms in other Dravidian languages. Eventative 
forms are adnominal in that they combine with a noun that follows in linear order 
and stands in a superordinate clause (36-38).

Perfective Imperfective

Eventative oll'en(n) ‘that had bent over’ oll'in ‘while bending over’
Negative ollva ‘not bent over’

(36) a. oRslen makkanun ‘oRs makkari inntorom.
plant-pfc-evt-pl mango-pl-dat/acc say-impfc-npst-lpl
‘We call mangoes that have been planted, “oRs makkan”.’

b. ijjek-ta mac'le neli naNditek, bork'in'ta.
just dung-pfc-evt-pl floor get.wet-cnd peel-impfc-npst-3sn
‘If a just-dunged floor gets wet, it will peel.’

c. jo la peyyle pahhar tindakom
desire catch-pfc-evt time eat-pdc-lpl
‘We will eat when we get an intense desire to.’
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(37) eh'cvan nukanun a{fna ayo. 
winnow-neg-evt-pl rice-pl-dat/acc cook-vn become-neg-3snm 
'One should not cook unwinnowed rice.' 

(38) a. paRR pahhar vay'ki, vanjin koyy'in hok. 
harvest time come-pdc-2s rice-pl reap-impfc-evt-pl time 
'You will come during harvest season, at the time when rice is being 
reaped.' 

b. jav unn'in pahhar barra gato tinntorom. 
gruel eat-impfc-evt time also rice eat-impfc-npst-1 pl 
'We also eat rice at breakfast time (=gruel-eating time).' 

The analysis of several other non-finite forms remains unclear. Examples of 
some of these forms are given below. The infinitival form in -lay 'in order to' in 
(39) is probably a contraction of a verbal noun in *-al and an inflected form of 
aya 'become', cf. Tamil varal aka. The -van form in (40) appears to be cognate 
with the Tamil supine form noV<i!J 'why fault' in eytava!) irukka, ambu no-V<i!)=e!J 
'Why fault the arrow when the archer is here?' However helpful these etymo
logical observations may be, they are no substitute for a synchronic analysis. 
The remaining forms are not fully understood because there are few examples 
in the corpus and because they seem to appear in restricted contexts. 

(39) a. nelin pand-lay parili peyy'in'torom. 
field-dat/acc make-inf boundary-pl draw-impfc-npst-lpr 
'We draw boundaries to make fields.' 

b. niss'in'toR, vay'lay. 
be.embarrassed-impfc-npst-3sm come-inf 
'He is embarrassed to come.' 

(40) ballah rojj tinnvan; askat vay'val. 
how daily eat-sup boredom come-subj-3sn 
'How could one eat them every day? One would get bored.' 

(41) lf,olf,atun vanlf,an vanlf,an attek, ussul 
stream-dat/acc overflow-sup overflow-sup come-end eddying 
pussul dan'ta. 

go-impfc-npst-3sn 
'If [water] keeps overflowing the stream, it spreads in eddies.' 

(42) a. puna a{fna leyyatun peyyti. 
new cook-vn-? girl-dat/acc get-pfc-pst-2s 
'You got a new girl to cook.' 
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b. kaRRihnan pa fan vehhki?
entertain-vn-? song-pl recite-pdc-2s
‘Will you play songs for entertaining people?’

(43) a. mava lehka bennek vark punnvine.
we-gen like well talk-inf know-neg-2s=prt
‘You still can’t talk well like us.’

b. udduk nind pissndu anni paRR van'du.
a.bit fill-inf remain-impfc-pst-3sn and rain come-pfc-pst-3sn 
‘There was a bit yet to fill up, and the rain came.’

c. cahha unda vay'lerom.
tea drink-inf come-impfc-pst-lplex 
‘We had come (earlier) to drink tea.’

d. bore orriy (h)ema. 
anyone enter-inf give-neg-imp 
‘Don’t let anyone enter.’

10.6 Syntax
Muria Gondi syntax is robustly SOV, and resembles in many points the syntax 
of other South-Central Dravidian languages. Certain departures from common 
Dravidian patterns do occur, however. It is possible, for example, to postpose a 
greater variety of constituents than in many other Dravidian languages; genitive 
nouns may be postposed rightwards over the nouns they modify, as in examples 
(2b) and (2d) above.

The construction of complex sentences is effected through many of the same 
devices as in Telugu or Konda. However, the use of adnominal forms, which are 
used in other languages to create relative clauses, factive clauses and the like, 
appears more limited in Muria Gondi. In many cases, adnominal forms have 
fused with head nouns creating a form with a much more specific and limited 
use, such as the temporal non-finite forms in -ap which probably come from an 
adnominal form and a reduced form of a noun meaning ‘time’. In this, it resem
bles parallel forms in colloquial Tamil, vantappa ‘when X came’ from vanta 
‘which came’ + pozutu ‘time’.

Muria Gondi sets limits on the number and position of finite predicates within 
a sentence. Two basic rules govern their distribution. First, each sentence has 
one finite predicate, which appears at the rightmost boundary of the sentence 
and c-commands all other predicates. Second, all other predicates in the sen
tence are non-finite. Non-finite forms are treated above in the discussion of verb 
morphology. For the purposes of these two rules, it does not matter whether the 
predicates are nominal or verbal forms.

There are, in fact, principled exceptions to this pattern. Certain structures may 
contain several finite predicates: their number and position vary directly with a 
set of devices used to combine clauses. One set of structures contains certain
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forms that function as subordinating conjunctions (e.g. aske ‘when’) or co
ordinating conjunctions (e.g. anni ‘and’, matti ‘but’). The co-ordinating conjunc
tions include free words such as anni ‘and’ (44a, cf Telugu ani ‘having said’), 
matti ‘but’ (44b, cf Tamil marru ‘but’) and the clitic - e  ‘or’ (44c).

(44) a. pen k  tattom, anni otom matavandi.
gods bring-prf-pst-lplex and take-prf-pst-lplex Matavand-dat/acc 
‘We brought the gods and took them to Matavand.’

b. peysan even se, matti accon jek boR
money given-subj-2s obviously but that.muchfar who-nom 
annval.
go-subj-3snm
‘Naturally you would have given money, but who would go so far?’

c. vay'nur=e vayor-e . 
come-prd-3plm=or come-neg-3plm=or 
‘They may come or they may not come.’

Certain other forms can embed a finite predicate in a subordinate clause: the 
form tekke ‘some, if, when’ (< *atekke ‘if becomes’) embeds finite predicates, 
as in (45a) and (45b). The form accon ‘therefore, and so’ also has this ability

baske vayaR tekke, nanna punnon.
when come-prd-3snm some I-nom know-neg-ls 
‘I have no idea when she is coming.’ 
akkedah vatu tekke vay'kan.
thence-abl/ass come-prf-3snm when come-prd-ls 
‘I will come after she has come from there.’ 
oc'leR accon hitoR.
drink-imprf-pst-3sm therefore hit-prf-3sm 
‘He had gotten drunk so he hit [her].’

A second set of structures with multiple finite verbs is the serial verb construc
tion (see Steever 1988), which is used in Muria Gondi to form complex negative 
forms such as the negative subjunctive (see above).

Finally, certain examples in Andres’ corpus suggest that complex sentences 
may be formed paratactically, as in (46). In such cases, the personal endings ap
pear always to be congruent.

(46) undi nattur'torom, undi pen'torom, undi puttul'torom.
one blood-gen-lplex one god-gen-lplex one offspring-gen-lplex 
‘We are of one blood, of one god and one ancestral line.’

Such exceptions to the rules governing the distribution of finite predicates are

(4jc). 

(45) a.

b.

c.
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limited; the devices that permit them are easily enumerated; and unless they are
specifically used, the two basic rules dominate the construction of the sentence
in Muria Gondi.
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11 Kolami

P .S . S u b ra h m a n ya m

11.1 Background 

Sources and Dialects
Kolami is spoken by 80,000 people who live near Wardha and Kinwat in Maha
rashtra and in the Adilabad district of Andhra Pradesh (1981 Census). The lan
guage comprises three dialects: Adilabad (A), Naikri (N) and Wardha (W). The 
speakers call themselves kölavar (W)/kolavar (A) ‘Kolam’ and their language 
kölav päna (W)/kolava gotti (A) ‘Kolami’. Most Kolams also speak Marathi, a 
fact that has naturally influenced the structure of Kolami. While Grierson (1906: 
561-5) first recognised Kolami as a distinct Dravidian language, others had not
ed its distinctiveness earlier. As a Central Dravidian language, Kolami is most 
closely related to Gadaba, Naiki of Chanda and Parji.

Authoritative information on Kolami appears in Emeneau (1955), the stan
dard work on the language. Emeneau gathered material in 1937-8 from Kolams 
of Mandwa village nineteen miles from Wardha; hence, the name Wardha dia
lect. Besides a description of the Wardha dialect, Emeneau (1955) includes a 
summary of Sethudmadhava Rao’s 1950 sketch of the Adilabad dialect, along 
with notes on the Kinwat and Pändharkavra dialects, based on materials collect
ed by Burrow and Bhattacharya. It also addressses the comparative position of 
Kolami within Dravidian, and provides texts and a vocabulary list that includes 
cognates from other Dravidian languages and Indo-Aryan loans from Marathi 
and Hindi. Bright (1956) adds lexical items elicited from Kolams from Sun- 
gapuram village in Adilabad district.

Further material on the Adilabad dialect was collected by P.S. Subrahman
yam during field trips in 1965 and 1975, but this remains unpublished. K. Tho- 
masaiah (1986) reports material on the Naikri dialect which he and P.S. 
Subrahmanyam gathered in 1984-5 from inhabitants of Sinna Böddi village, 
four miles from Boath Road Station near Kinwat. The present chapter is based 
on Emeneau’s (1955) treatment of the Wardha (W) dialect. Minor differences of 
transcription are introduced: use of a macron for long vowels, and use of j  and j  
for Emeneau’s z and j, respectively. Important features of the Adilabad and 
Naikri dialects are noted where pertinent.

3 0 1
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11.2 Phonology 

Phonemic Pattern
Kolami has twenty-nine core phonemes in common use: nineteen consonants 
and ten vowels (see Table 11.1). c and j  occur only in Marathi loanwords.

Table 11.1 The phonemes of Kolami

Labial Labio Dental Post Retroflex Palatal Velar
dental dental

CONSONANTS

Stop
Voiceless P t t k
Voiced b d d g

Affricate
Voiceless c
Voiced j J

Trill r
Lateral 1
Nasal m n ή
Fricative V y

Front Central Back
short long short long short long

VOWELS
High i I u Ü
Mid e ë 0 Ö
Low a ä

Besides these core sounds, Kolami has some rarely occurring sounds. The 
Wardha dialect has a, ä, ts, / and h in Marathi loanwords. The first four mainly 
occur in imperfectly nativised numerals: d optionally becomes a\ dkra/akra 
‘eleven’, sdttdr!sattar ‘seventy’. The postdental voiceless affricate ts occurs 
only in tsöta ‘fourth’, tsavda ‘fourteen’ andpätsva ‘fifth’. The retroflex lateral / 
occurs in sola ‘sixteen’, calis ‘forty’ and other non-nativised Marathi loans such 
as k§l ‘pushbutton’. In the Naikri dialect, however, / commonly contrasts with / 
in native words. The voiceless glottal fricative h occurs initially in Marathi loans 
but these also have nativised variants without it: hdttilhettiletti ‘elephant’. Here 
the nativised variant is taken as the norm. However, in native words and Marathi 
loans, h is pronounced between two vowels of the same quality. As it is predict
able, it does not appear in phonemic representation: saatun [sahatün] ‘I am go
ing’, doo [dohö] ‘big’, daa [dahä] ‘ten’ (< Marathi). It also appears between 
words: va andum [vahandüm] ‘we used to come’.

Aspirated stops in some Marathi loans retain aspiration, especially in slow 
speech, but are in rapid speech replaced by the corresponding unaspirated stops.
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Aspiration is sporadically carried over into native words so that an intervocalic 
voiced consonant may be aspirated in slow speech.

Allophones
Long and short vowels contrast only in word-initial syllables: mak ‘neck’ vs mäk 
‘tree’, sir ‘female buffalo’ vs sir ‘nit’, ur ‘plough!’ vs ür ‘village’, endar ‘they 
are arriving’ vs êndar ‘they are dancing’, onktin ‘she carried (child on her hip)’ 
vs sönktin ‘she entered’. Elsewhere vowel length is predictable: vowels in me
dial syllables are always short, those in final syllables always long. For example, 
phonemic tinetan Ί  did not eat’ is phonetically [tinetän]. Due to the absence of 
contrast in non-initial syllables, Emeneau (1955) does not mark vowel length in 
non-initial syllables.

j  (Emeneau’s z) has a voiced postdental sibilant allophone z in clusters: pujdun 
[puzdun] ‘I used to puli’. Except for such native words as vënj- ‘thatch’, kônj- 
‘thread’ and raj- ‘talk nonsense’, it occurs mainly in Marathi loans. As j  (Eme
neau’s j) is highly restricted, contrast with j  is rare, as between jät ‘caste’ and 
Jästi ‘more’, n has a retroflex allophone before a retroflex, a postdental allo
phone before s and j, and a palatal allophone before j; however, it contrasts with 
ή before k : pankatun ‘I am sending’ vs manktan ‘I slept’. / and r each have ret
roflex allophones after a retroflex as in gödl ‘fingernails’ and pötri ‘calf of a 
leg’, s is palatalised before i as in posia ‘ball of the foot’. In the speech of some 
individuals, t becomes s before t: kattanlkastan ‘I built’.

Distribution of Consonants
All consonants except ή and y occur initially. Clusters occur medially and finally, 
but not initially. All consonants except b, c and j  occur singly in final position. 
Single and geminate consonants except n j  and y contrast medially, mostly after 
a short vowel in the initial syllable of a word. In the Wardha but not the Adilabad 
dialect, vowels may occur in consecutive syllables without an intervening con
sonant: slatun ‘I am giving’, aliak ‘male buffalo’. As noted above, if both vowels 
have the same quantity, h is automatically inserted.

Morphophonemics
Word-final a is deleted before a word beginning with any vowel: ella ‘house’ + 
anda ‘it is’ > ell anda ‘(that) is a house’, pilla ‘girl’ + ittin ‘she told’ > pill ittin 
‘the girl told’. Word-final e is deleted before any vowel except i: gurralpode ‘on 
the horses’ + utter ‘they sat’ > gurral pod utter ‘they sat on the horses’. Word- 
final u is deleted only before u: cäku ‘knife’ + uttin ‘it fell down’ > cäk uttin 
(compare ad cäku anda ‘that is a knife’). Word-final i is optionally deleted, but 
only before i: vêndi ‘hot’ + Ir ‘water’ > vênd(i) Ir ‘hot water’ (compare adpilli 
anda ‘that is a cat’).

d in ad ‘that (one)’ and id ‘this (one)’ is assimilated to the initial t/s/j/c of a 
following word: at tin ‘that tin’, as sak ‘that egg’, is säl ‘this year’, aj jäm  ‘that 
animal’, ic cäku ‘this knife’ (see below for discussion of these noun-noun
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compounds).
Stem-final g , d and j  in nouns and verbs are replaced by voiceless k, t and s 

before suffixes beginning with voiceless stops: dig- ‘descend’ vs dik-t-en ‘he de
scended’, ud- ‘sit’ vs ut-t-an ‘I sat’, vênj- ‘thatch’ vs vëns-t-an ‘I thatched’, gej 
‘brass pot’ vs ges-t ‘in the brass pot’.

k, t and t at the end of a verb base are replaced by their voiced counterparts,
g , d and d , before suffixes beginning with voiced stops: tig-d-an ‘he will die’ 
(<tik- ), kad-d-un ‘I used to tie’ (< kat-), pud-d-un ‘I used to cut’ (< put-). The 
numeral ät ‘eight’ shows similar variation before words that begin with d and j: 
äd divos ‘eight days’, äd jen mäsur ‘eight men’.

As in Gadaba, the Wardha dialect of Kolami exhibits anaptyxis. Monosyllabic 
noun and verb stems ending in a consonant cluster have disyllabic variants with 
a copy (always short) of the first vowel before the final consonant or nasal + con
sonant (in the latter case, they should be preceded by another consonant). The 
monosyllabic variant occurs before a vowel within the word; the disyllabic vari
ant occurs elsewhere, namely, before a consonant within a word or when it func
tions as a word itself. (In the Adilabad and Naikri dialects, the corresponding 
stems are monosyllabic in all circumstances.) The verb stem alùg-ialahg- ‘kill’ 
illustrates this alternation: monosyllabic alng-e-n ‘I didn’t kill’ contrasts with di
syllabic alank-t-an (with devoicing) ‘I killed’ and alang ‘kill’ (<aln- (A), aln- (N) 
everywhere). Similar verbs include ärp-lärap- ‘make dry’, nindp-lnindip- ‘fill’, 
tïrp-/tïrip- ‘finish’, sutk-lsutuk- ‘wash (clothes)’, sülp-lsülup- ‘make (someone) 
get up’, perp-lperep- ‘rear (children)’, sêrp-lsërep- ‘lean’, kork-lkorok- ‘bite’, 
and ödp-lödop- ‘bathe’. The noun stem tedp-ltedep- ‘cloth’ also exhibits this al
ternation: monosyllabic tedp-ul ‘cloths’ contrasts with disyllabic tedep-t ‘in the 
cloth’ and tedep ‘cloth’ (the Adilabad dialect has the stem tedp everywhere). 
Other examples include kudg-ikudug- ‘thigh’ and surnd-lsurund- ‘honeycomb’. 
Other morphophonemic changes affecting individual suffixes are taken up 
below.

11.3 Morphology and the Parts of Speech
Kolami morphology distinguishes between free forms and clitic particles. Free 
forms, or independent words, distinguish primarily between nouns and verbs ac
cording to morphology and syntax. Nouns are inflected for the category of num
ber and case while verbs are inflected for such categories as mood and tense. 
Minor word classes include adjectives, adverbs and conjunctions. Postclitic par
ticles combine with free forms, and are discussed below.

11.4 Nominal Forms
Noun phrases in Kolami consist of a noun, optionally preceded by one or more 
modifiers. Prenominal modifiers, or adjectives, are discussed first; the treatment 
of nouns then follows.
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Prenominal Modifiers
Prenominal modifiers in Kolami have traditionally been called adjectives, but 
this classification is misleading. They do not constitute a formal class with dis
tinctive lexical or morphological traits, but rather include diverse forms that are 
syntactically defined by their position within a NP and by the possibility of con
cord with the head noun. These modifiers always occur before a noun and are 
subdivided into two broad classes: those that are invariant and those that agree 
in number and gender with the head noun. Emeneau (1955: 125) notes that this 
division is not observed in all cases: There is in the material much variation, 
which seems to be “free” (i.e. without difference in meaning), between an ad
jective form (i.e. not in congruence) and the noun forms derived from an adjec
tive (i.e. in congruence), in this construction.’ Formal concord between adjective 
and head noun is an Indo-Aryan feature: the Wardha dialect appears to have 
borrowed it from Marathi. The existence of the old and new systems side by side 
suggests that this convergence took place in comparatively recent times, a con
clusion further supported by the absence of this kind of concord in the two other 
dialects (except numerals, see below).

Invariant Prenominal Modifiers
Invariant prenominal modifiers include six sets of forms. First are the demon
strative and interrogative words ä ‘that’, ï ‘this’, ê ‘which’, as in âlîlê ür ‘that/ 
this/which village’. These may be substituted by the corresponding deictic pro
nouns (see below). The second set includes the numeral modifiers ok ‘one’ (ok 
sid ‘one day’), in ‘two’ (in nal ‘two days’), münd ‘three’ (münd ul ‘three days’) 
and näl ‘four’ (näl udul ‘four days’). These seem to occur only with some re
stricted nouns. The third set contains such qualitative prenominal modifiers as 
doo ‘big’ (doo sir ‘big buffalo’), telmi ‘white’ (telmi küte ‘white cow’), vëndi 
‘hot’ (vênd Ir ‘hot water’),pulle ‘sour’ (pulle sentarel ‘sour oranges’); the fourth, 
attributive nouns such as gaddi pidia ‘a bunch (pidia) of grass’, diäm ella ‘tem
ple’ (< diäm ‘god’ + ella ‘house’). In the fifth set are genitive nouns and pro
nouns: vädi-t-apuvul ‘garden flowers (puvul)', vadgi-ne mäsal ‘carpenter’s wife 
(mäsaiy , anne per ‘my name’, avre ella ‘their house’. The corresponding forms 
with concord are discussed below. Finally, the sixth set includes adnominal verb 
forms: drt-a gaddi ‘hay’ (lit. ‘dried grass (gaddi)'). See below for corresponding 
forms with concord.

As this list shows, ‘adjectives’ or prenominal modifiers are a functionally de
fined class whose members include nouns, prounouns and even non-finite verbs.

Prenominal Modifiers with Concord
Prenominal modifiers that agree in number and gender with their head noun are 
fundamentally nouns since they may function independently as such. There are 
three sets. First, demonstrative and interrogative pronouns with a modifying 
function agree in number and gender with the head noun:
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(1) a. [am mas], [im mas], [em mas] 
that.man man this.man man which.man man 
'that man' 'this man' 'which man' 

b. [avr mas-ur], [ivr mas-ur], [er mas-ur] 
those.men man-pl these.men man-pl which.men man-pl 
'those men' 

c. [ad mak], [id 
'these men' 

mak], [ed 
'which men' 
mak] 

that.one tree this.one tree which.one tree 
'that tree' 'this tree' 'which tree' 

d. [adav makul] [idav makul] [ev (- edav) makul] 
those.ones tree-pl these.ones tree-pl which.ones tree-pl 
'those trees' 'these trees' 'which trees' 

Note that the pronouns amd 'that man', imd 'this man' and emd 'which man, 
who' lose their final d when they function adjectivally, as in (1 a). 

Second come numerals. 'One' has two forms, masculine okkon (okkon mas 
'one man' and non-masculine okkod ( okkod pi/la 'one woman', okkod ate 'one 
dog'). The numerals 'two' to 'four' (and, in the Adilabad dialect, 'five') have 
separate masculine, feminine and neuter forms. As noted below, the creation of 
a separate feminine form of these numerals is a feature of the Kolami-Parji sub
group, assumed to have taken place at the Proto-Kolami-Parji stage (Emeneau 
1955: 142). 

'two' iddar miisur lral pillakul idin sir/./ 
'two men' 'two women' 'two buffaloes' 

'three' muggur miisur muyal pillakul miindin si<j/ 
'four' nalgur miisur nallav pillakul niilin sirj.l 
'five' sevur miisur (A) seyyav pillakul (A) ayd sir/.[ 

The masculine forms for 'two', 'three', 'four' and ayd 'five' are loans from Tel
ugu. For 'five', both ayd, which is invariant, and the Marathi loan pas occur in 
the Wardha dialect. All numerals above 'five' in all dialects come from Marathi. 
The presence of native masculine and feminine forms for 'five' in the Adilabad 
dialect is notable. Numerals borrowed from Marathi are normally but not invari
ably followed by the classifier jen (<Marathi jal)) in the case of a masculine 
noun andjenikul in the case of a feminine noun: 

(2) a. pa] Jen masur - ayd masur 
five cls-m man-pl five man-pl 
'five men' 

b. paj jenikul pillakul - ayd pillakul 
five els-nm woman-pl five woman-pl 
'five women' 



(3) a. saa jen masur 
six cls-m man-pl 
'six men' 
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b. saa jenikul pillakul 
six els-nm woman-pl 
'six women' 

Neuter nouns by contrast take no classifier. 

(4) a. ayd ate/ 
five dog-pl 
'five dogs' 

b. saa sit:jl 
six buffalo-pl 
'six buffaloes' 

Pronominalised forms derived from nominal and pronominal modifiers as well 
as from adnominal verbs agree in number with the nouns they modify. The nom
inal modifiers take the suffix -d (non-masculine singular) or -v (non-masculine 
plural). 

(5) a. vegafad danda b. anne-t per (d > t -Ip) 
field-loc-pl work 1-gen-s name 
'work in the field' 'my name' 

c. balane-v kl-I d. amne-v te(ip-ul 
child-gen-pl hand-pl he-gen-pl clothes-pl 
'the child's hands' 'his clothes' 

Adnominal verbs also show concord with the head noun: they take the suffix 
-n (masculine singular), -r (masculine plural), -d (non-masculine singular) or -v 
(non-masculine plural). This is optional, however, as there are instances of ad
nominal verbs above that do not show concord. 

(6) a. var-e-n amd b. 

c. 

come-neg+adn-ms that.man 
'the man who does not come' 

ver-e-d ad d. 
come-neg+adn-nms she/it 
'she/it who does not come' 

Noun Morphology 

Classification and Structure 

var-e-r avr 
come-neg+adn-mpl those.men 
'those men who do not come' 

var-e-v adav 
come-neg+adn-nmpl those.things 
'those things that do not come' 

The class of nouns includes common nouns, proper names, pronouns, numerals, 
deverbal nouns and nouns derived from modifiers (including adnominal verb 
forms). Most common nouns are monomorphemic, kl 'hand', mak 'tree', pana 
'language', gurjrji 'bear', but some contain derivative suffixes. Noun stems, 
basic or derived, may be followed by plural suffixes and case suffixes (including 
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postpositions) in that order. When these suffixes do occur, only one member of 
each class may occur in a given word.

Some masculine nouns incorporate the suffix -k (~ -ak) or -n : käko-k ‘father’s 
younger brother’ (voc. käko), däda-k ‘elder brother’ (voc. däda), bêr-ak ‘deaf 
man’, bäs-ak ‘sister’s son’; bä-n ‘father’ (voc. bä), sänji-n ‘younger sister’s 
husband’, nêku-n ‘headman’. Some feminine nouns incorporate the suffixes -/, 
al, -ral or -d. -i occurs only in Marathi loans: ba-i ‘sister’, bër-i ‘deaf woman’, 

bäs-i ‘sister’s daughter’, putn-i ‘brother’s daughter’, -al occurs primarily in kin
ship terms: komm-al ‘daughter’, kor-al ‘younger brother’s wife’, murt-al ‘old 
woman’, pod-al ‘spouse’s mother’, törnd-al ‘younger sister’, -ral occurs mainly 
with names of social groups: bosse-ral ‘woman of bosse exogamous division’, 
buddi-ral ‘woman of basket maker caste’ (cf. masc. buddi-ak), slpi-ral ‘woman 
of tailor caste’ (masc. sïpi-ak), mälik-ral ‘wife of master of house’ (masc. mälik), 
telgi-ral ‘Telugu woman’ (masc. telgi). -d is suffixed to the genitive form in -ta- 
of nouns denoting social groups: dïvar-îa-d ‘woman of the fisherman caste’ 
(masc. divari), kölav-ta-d ‘Kolam woman’ (masc. kölavan), bämar-ta-d 
‘brahmin woman’ (masc. bäma).

Deverbal Nouns
Deverbal nouns are rare in Kolami: ayak ‘rubbish’ from ayk- ‘sweep’, kët ‘win
nowing basket’ from kêd- ‘winnow’, pät-a ‘song’ from päd- ‘sing’ and tivv-a 
‘force of a stream’ from tiv- ‘puli’. When suffixed to a verb base, -ud yields ac
tion nouns: sl-ud ‘giving’ from si- ‘give’, kak-ud ‘making, doing’ from kak- 
‘make, do’. Such derivatives may refer to the result of an action: emg-ud ‘excre
ment’ from emg- ‘defecate’, umbul-ud ‘urine’ from umbul- ‘urinate’, pand-ud 
‘ripe fruit’ from pand- ‘ripen’.

Pronouns
The first and second person pronouns are presented in Table 11.2; they are cited 
in the nominative, oblique base and genitive where this differs from the oblique. 
The first person plural distinguishes between an exclusive and an inclusive form.

The demonstrative pronouns, which function as third person pronouns, are 
formed from the deictic bases a-lav- ‘that’ and i-liv- ‘this’. Interrogative 
pronouns, formed from the base e-/ev- ‘which’, pattern similarly. They appear 
below in their nominative and oblique forms.

Distal Proximal Interrogative
Masc. sing. am(d)/am(n)- im(d)/im(n)- em(d)/em(n)-, ën(d)
Masc. sing. (Adilabad) avnd/av(n)- ivnd/iv(n)- ënd/ën-
Masc. plur. avr/avr- ivr/ivr- ër/ër-
Non-masc. sing. ad/ad- id/id- ed/ed-
Non-masc. sing. (Adilabad) ëd/ëd-
Non-masc. plur. adav/adav(l)- idav/idav(l)- edav/edav(l)-, ëv
Non-masc. plur. (Adilabad) ëv
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Table 11.2 First and second person pronouns

Singular Plural

FIRST EXCLUSIVE
Nominative än äm
Oblique an- am-
Genitive ann-e amm-e

INCLUSIVE
Nominative nënd/nëm (A)
Oblique nënd-/nëm- (A)
Genitive nënd-/nëm- (A)

SECOND
Nominative nïv nir
Oblique in- im-
Genitive inn-e imm-e

Where the interrogative pronouns function as predicates, they are preceded by 
tän-, as in inné pêr täned/tand ‘what is your name?’ (A) and also in tand-un/tän 
(A tän-un) ‘why’.

Plural Nouns
As with other languages of its subgroup, Kolami has many plural suffixes: -er (-r, 
-ur), -I (Naikri -/, but -/ after front vowels, r, or n), -ul (Naikri -ul), -kul (Naikri 
-kul), -sil, and -ev. Their conditioning involves both phonological and non- 
phonological criteria. Most but not all masculine nouns select -er. The variants 
-r and -ur occur with one noun each: kölava-r ‘Kolam men’ (sing, kölavan), mäs
ur ‘men’. Masculine nouns with the derivative suffix -k form their plural with 
-er: bäsak-er ‘sister’s sons’, dädak-er ‘elder brothers’, mämak-er ‘mother’s 
brothers’. Some masculine nouns form plurals with -/, -kul or -sil: donga-l 
‘thieves’, tören-l ‘younger brothers’, dïvad-Ι ‘fishermen’ (sing, dïvari), 
magvand-l ‘husbands’ (sing, magvan), maland-l ‘barbers’ (sing, malan), sälni-kul 
‘younger sisters’ husbands’ (sing, sänjin), marand-l/maran-sil ‘spouse’s broth
ers’ (sing, maran), têkam-sil ‘men of têkam exogamous division’.

The remaining plural suffixes occur mainly with non-masculine nouns, though 
there are some exceptions. Feminine nouns take -sil, -kul or -ev; none of these, 
however, is exclusively feminine. Those with the derivative suffix -al form their 
plural by dropping the / of -al and suffixing -sil: komma-sil ‘daughters’ (sing. 
komma-l), mäsa-sil ‘wives’ (sing, mäsa-l). Those with the derivative -ral or -tad 
form their plural by replacing the final consonant of the derivative suffix with si 
and adding the plural suffix -kul: buddirasi-kul ‘women of the basket maker 
caste’ (sing, buddiral), telgirasikul ‘Telugu women’ (sing, telgiral), kölavtasi- 
kul ‘Kolam women’ (sing, kölavtad), gondortasi-kul ‘Gond women’ (sing. 
gondortad). Additionally, -kul occurs in pilla-kul ‘women, babies, daughters’ 
(sing, pilla), and -sil in ay-sil/ayka-sil ‘mothers’ (sing. ay). The following nouns
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form their plural with -ev: all end in a and insert k or n between the stem and -ev: 
appak-ev ‘father’s sisters’ (sing, appa), sanmak-ev ‘mother’s younger sisters’ 
(sing, sanma), amman-ev ‘mothers’ (sing, amma), kolaman-ev ‘wives’ (sing. 
kolama), vannan-ev ‘elder brothers’ wives’ (sing, vanna).

Non-human nouns form their plural with -/, -ul, -kul, -sil or -ev. -/ occurs with 
nouns that end in a vowel other than i or u or in n, d, r, -am, or t (only monosyl
lables in the case of t). Note that nlrlm become nd/d/0 before /. Examples in
clude elka-l ‘rats’, päta-l ‘songs’, kl-l ‘hands’, äte-l ‘dogs’, kand-l ‘eyes’ (sing. 
kan), pund-l ‘wounds’ (sing, pun), ed-l ‘bullocks’, gund-l ‘stones’, täd-l ‘ropes’, 
göd-l ‘fingernails’ (sing, gör), üd-l ‘villages’ (sing, ür), dïa-l ‘gods’ (sing, diam), 
gurra-l ‘horses’ (sing, gurram), dut-l ‘hips’, pät-l ‘saris’, -ul occurs with nouns 
that end in consonants other than those noted above. Certain nouns that end in 
am, however, take -ul. Examples include kev-ul ‘ears’, kom-ul ‘branches, horns’, 
puv-ul ‘flowers’, sak-ul ‘eggs’, päm-ul ‘snakes’, capot-ul ‘slaps’, datam-ul 
‘doors’, gaddam-ul ‘chins’, sondam-ul ‘elephant trunks’.

-kul occurs after nouns that end in i (dïvari ‘fisherman’, plur. dlvad-l ‘fisher
men’ is the only exception) or u: mudi-kul ‘knots’, gäddi-kul ‘donkeys’, cäku-kul 
‘knives\jämbu-kul ‘guavas’; after monosyllables with a short vowel + /: pal-kul 
‘teeth’, tal-kul ‘heads’, val-kul ‘grains of rice’; and after the specific nouns sälni- 
kul ‘younger sisters’ husbands’ (sing, sänjin), bäla-kul ‘sons’, däna-kul ‘grains’, 
ella-kul ‘houses’, mäla-kul ‘men of the Mahar cast e',pilla-kul ‘women’, pên-kul 
‘lice’, and sir-kul ‘nits’.

-sil tends to occur with certain nouns that end in consonants other than a non- 
retroflex stop, j, s, or v, but the conditioning is largely lexical: dör-sil ‘cattle’, säl- 
sil ‘years’, büram-sil ‘floods’, citran-sil ‘cheetahs’, tipon-sil ‘seeders’, titor-sil 
‘scorpions’, pöd-sil ‘boils’, nät-sil ‘pieces of timber’, kodva-sil ‘sickles’ (sing. 
kodval) and tirga-sil ‘grinding stones’ (sing, tirgal). Some feminine and mascu
line nouns noted earlier also take -sil.

All non-human nouns ending in k form their plural with -ev: aliak-ev ‘male 
buffaloes’, kediak-ev ‘tigers’, koliak-ev ‘jackals’, mittuk-ev ‘parrots’, senduk-ev 
‘boxes’.

Case
Kolami has seven cases: nominative, accusative, instrumental, dative, ablative, 
genitive and locative. The oblique cases, namely those other than the nomina
tive, consist of the oblique nominal stem and the appropriate case suffix. Few 
nouns have an oblique stem distinct from the nominative, however. Apart from 
the pronouns noted earlier, examples include vêgad ‘field’ (obi. vêgat-), nal 
‘day’ (obi. nat-) and ür ‘village’ (obi. üd-).

The nominative is the unmarked case. It has no distinctive suffix so that the 
stem itself functions as the nominative.
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(7) a. än vattan
I-nom come-pst-ls 
‘I came’

b. ella anda(d)
house-nom be-prs-3nms 
‘(the) house exists’

The accusative case suffix is -un. The allomorph -n occurs after nouns ending 
in vowels (except ki ‘hand’) or / and after polysyllabic nouns ending in r or v: 
ella-n ‘house’, ellakul-n ‘houses’, mäsur-n ‘men’, üdl-n ‘villages’, kediakev-n 
‘tigers’, -un occurs elsewhere as in ki-un ‘hands’, ür-un ‘villages’, kev-un ‘ears’, 
mäs-un ‘man’, an(-un) ‘m e’, in(-un) ‘you (sing.)’, amd-un/amn-un ‘him’. The ac
cusative is generally not used with inanimate direct objects, which appear in the 
nominative, or unmarked, case form.

(8) a. än pält ïr vänktan
I-nom milk-loc water-nom pour-pst-ls 
‘I poured water into the milk.’

b. än kist sivval turuktan 
I-nom fire-loc fuel-nom put-pst-ls 
‘I put fuel on the fire.’

The instrumental case suffix is -ad. Its allomorph -nad occurs with the first and 
second person singular pronouns and with nouns that end in a vowel: an-nad ‘by 
m e’, in-nad ‘by you’, kl-nad ‘by hand’, gelli-nad ‘with a bow’, -ad occurs else
where, as in tupak-ad ‘with a gun’, bedtal-ad ‘with sticks’, mäsur-ad ‘by men’.

The dative case suffix has the allomorphs -ή, -un, -nadan, and -adan. -ή occurs 
with non-human nouns that end in vowels and -un after those that end in conso
nants: ella-ή ‘to the house’, gäli-ή ‘to the wind’, mäk-un ‘to the tree’, mäkul-un 
‘to the trees’, végat-un ‘to the field’ (nom. vêgad), an-un ‘to m e’, amd-un/amn- 
un ‘to him’, adavl-un ‘to them’, -nadan (freely varying with -nan) occurs with hu
man nouns, but after the plural suffix has the variant -adan: mäs-na(da)n ‘to the 
man’, mäs-ur-adah ‘to the men\pilla-na(da)n ‘to the woman’,pilla-kul-adan ‘to 
the women’. In the case of pronouns, it freely varies with -un: an-un/an-na(da)n 
‘to m e’.

The ablative case suffix is -tanat, with the rare variants -at and -nattat: ella- 
tanat ‘from the house’, mäk-tanat ‘from the tree’, -at occurs in three forms: itt-at 
‘from here’, att-at ‘from there’, ett-at ‘from where’, -nattat occurs only with 
some human nouns: patlak-nattat ‘from the headman’, säyeb-nattat ‘from the 
gentleman’.

The genitive case suffix is -ne with allomorphs -e and -ta. -e occurs after the 
personal pronouns (nasals geminate between short vowel and -e) ann-e ‘my’, 
amm-e ‘our (excl.)’, nênd-e/nêm-e (A) ‘our (incl.)’, inn-e ‘your (sing.)’, and imm- 
e ‘your (plur.)’; after the plural demonstrative and interrogative pronouns avr-e 
‘of those men’, ivr-e ‘of these men’, adavl-e ‘of them (non-masc.)’; and after the 
plural suffix -/ (puv-ul-e ‘of the flowers’), -ne occurs elsewhere: am-ne ‘his’, ad- 
ne ‘of her/it’, vadig-ne ‘of the carpenter’, lakde-ne ‘of wood’, -ta seems to be in
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free variation with -ne after nouns, but not pronouns: kis-ne/kis-ta ‘of the fire’.
The locative case suffix is -1, which seems to freely vary with -en in the plural: 

ella-t ‘in the house’, ella-kul-t/ella-kul-en ‘in the houses’, kom-t ‘on the branch’, 
kom-ul-tlkom-ul-eû ‘on the branches’.

Postpositions are independent words that follow nouns and behave like case 
markers. While some follow the nominative, others govern the accusative or da
tive case of the noun they combine with. Those that follow the nominative in
clude mêra(n) ‘near’ in mâle mera(û) ‘near the hill’, bötal ‘around’ (< Marathi 
bhovtälä) in ür bötal ‘around the village’, dokodi ‘until’ in ä sid dokodi ‘until that 
day’ and indi dokodi ‘until today’, and löpal ‘inside’ (< Telugu löpala) in ella 
löpal ‘inside the house’, {löpal may itself be inflected for the ablative case, as in 
ella löpal-tanat ‘from inside the house’.) Two postpositions that govern the ac
cusative are pode ‘on’ in gäddi-n pode ‘on the donkey’ and méke-n pode ‘on a 
goat’ and vetta ‘along with’ in an vetta ‘along with m e’. In the case of demon
stratives, however, vetta follows the nominative case of the pronoun, as in am 
vetta ‘with him’, ad vetta ‘with her/it’ (but also with the accusative ad-n vetta 
‘id.’), avr vetta ‘with those men’. Finally, two postpositions that govern the da
tive are satti ‘for the sake of’ (< Marathi sät(h)i) in in-un satti ‘for your sake’ 
and amdperis ‘(other) than’ (< Marathiparls) in amd-unperis ‘(other) than him’.

11.5 Verb Morphology 

Classification and Structure
The verb base forms the nucleus of the verb. Most bases are monomorphemic 
and, as such, are inherently intransitive or transitive, with no overt marker of 
transitivity. But some verb bases may be augmented with a transitive-causative 
suffix. Verb forms are classified for morphological and syntactic reasons as fi
nite or non-finite.

Finite verbs are structurally divided into four types: past negative, imperative, 
prohibitive and the remaining finite forms. The past negative consists of a verb 
base, negation marker, past tense marker and personal ending. The imperative, 
formed only in the second person, consists of a verb base and personal ending. 
Similarly, the prohibitive -  a negative imperative -  consists of a verb base, ne
gation marker and personal ending. All remaining finite verbs, including the 
past, present-future, future, durative and negative, share a common structure: 
they consist of a verb base, tense or negation marker, and personal ending. Mor
phologically, all finite verbs incorporate both tense or negation markers and per
sonal endings; syntactically, they occur only in specific positions in syntactic 
structures.

Non-finite verbs are morphologically distinguished from finite verbs by the 
absence of personal endings; nor can they form the basis of an independent pred
ication. They include four classes: infinitive, conjunctive (gerund in Emeneau 
1955), concessive and conditional, and adnominal.
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Transitive-causative Suffixes
The transitive-causative suffixes -p-, -ip-, -k-, -t- and -t- are morphologically 
conditioned. As the name suggests, when added to an intransitive base, this mor
pheme makes the resulting stem transitive as in ml- ‘(cattle) graze’ and ml-p- 
‘graze (cattle)’ and, when added to a transitive base, makes the resulting stem 
causative as in dät- ‘cross’ and dät-ip- ‘make cross’. Many stems thus formed 
exhibit idiosyncratic morphophonemic changes, -ip- seems the most productive; 
it alternates with -p- in some verbs and -t- in one. Examples with -p- include äd- 
p- ‘make play’ {äd- ‘play’), an-p- ‘keep in a place’ {an- ‘be in a place’), ml-p- 
‘graze (cattle)’ {ml- ‘(cattle) graze’), melg-p-lmelg-ip- ‘shake (something)’ 
{melg- ‘(something) shake’), di-p-ldig-ip- ‘make descend’ {dig- ‘descend’). Ex
amples with -ip- include ud-ip- ‘make sit’ {ud- ‘sit’), dät-ip- ‘make cross’ {dät- 
‘cross’), tin-ip- ‘make eat, feed’ {tin- ‘eat '),pand-ip ‘make ripe’ (pand- ‘ripen’). 
-k- occurs only in kin-k- ‘break (something) into pieces’ {kini- ‘(something) 
break into pieces’) and ir-k- ‘tear (something)’ (ir- ‘(something) tear’), -t- occurs 
only inpar-t- ‘wound, win turn in a game’ (pad- ‘be wounded, turn in a game be
won’) and ur-t- ‘give to drink (with one’s hand)’ {un- ‘drink’, also un-ip ‘make
drink’). Finally, -t- occurs only in ö-t- ‘smash to pieces’ {öd- ‘burst in pieces’).

Personal Endings
Finite verbs have personal endings that agree with the overt or covert subject. In 
most cases the final consonant of the personal ending is the same as that found 
on the corresponding pronoun. The following list gives the allomorphs of the per
sonal endings along with their conditioning.

Person, Gender, Number Personal ending

First singular -an (past tense)

First plural

( - /v _ )
-un (elsewhere) 
-am (past tense) 
-m (- /V _)
-um (elsewhere)

Second singular -iv (- /C _) 
-v (-/V _)
-0  (imperative)

Second plural -ir (-/C__)
-r (-/V__)
-ur (imperative)

Third masculine singular -e« (-/C _) 
-n (-/V _) 
-er{-!C _)  
-r ( - /V _ )

Third masculine plural

-n
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Third non-masculine singular -in (past)
-un (after durative -0,
but also -d after irregular verbs)
-(d) (elsewhere)

Third non-masculine plural -ev (-/C_)

-v (-/V _)

The first person singular ending -un is optional in the present-future and future 
paradigms. Although the first person plural pronouns distinguish inclusive and 
exclusive forms, there is only one set of personal endings for both.

There are six finite paradigms, past, present-future, future, durative, negative 
and past negative, which are inflected for all persons. The imperative and pro
hibitive are finite forms that have only second person forms.

Past
Past tense forms incorporate the suffix-t-l-d- between the verb base and person
al ending, -d- occurs in only six bases; -f-, everywhere else. In the examples be
low, several idiosyncratic morphophonemic changes may be noted, -d- occurs in 
tin-d- ‘eat’ (tin-), an-d- ‘be in a place’ (an-), un-d ‘drink’ (un-), ed-d ‘become, 
happen’ (er-), göd-d- ‘beat’ (göl-), and sed-d- ‘go’ (ser-). Past stems in -t- distin
guish eight subclasses according to the morphophonemics of the base: (1) sl-t- 
‘give’ (si-), en-t- ‘say’ (en-), äd-t- ‘play’ (äd-), vin-t- ‘hear’ (vin-), ar-t- ‘weep’ 
(ar-), vêl-t- ‘ask’ (vêl-)\ (2) ut-t- ‘sit’ (ud-), ën-t- ‘dance’ (end-), dik-t- ‘descend’ 
(dig-), kükt-t ‘call’ (küg-), dähk-t- ‘hide’ (däng-), ras-t- ‘say, speak’ (raj-), vêns-t- 
‘thatch’ (vênj-); (3) adak-t- ‘walk’ (adg-), kayank-t- ‘laugh’ (kayng-), kinik-t- 
‘break into pieces’ (kink-), perep-t- ‘rear a child’ (perp-); (4) at-t- ‘thirst for’ 
(add-), it-t- ‘tell’ (idd-); (5) mut-t- ‘talk’ (mud-), ot-t- ‘wash’ («od-), sut-t- ‘cook’ 
(sud-), it-t- ‘put’ (id-), kakal at-t- ‘abuse’ (äd-), opa-t- ‘be found’ (<opad-), 
magu-t- ‘vomit’ (magud-); (6) kü-t- ‘leak’ (küi-), sü-t- ‘get up’ (sül-), tü-t- ‘run’ 
(tül-), umbu-t ‘urinate’ (umbul-), rä-t- ‘fall’ (A) (rä-l-); (7) tï-t- ‘be finished’ 
(fïr-), ü-t- ‘wind on’ (ür-), vï-t- ‘sell’ (vir-), tigu-t- ‘thunder’ (tigur-); (8) vat-t- 
‘come’ (var-), kot-t- ‘give’ (kor-). Past tense paradigms are given for si ‘give’, 
tin- ‘eat’, and var- ‘come’.

Verb si- ‘give’ tin- ‘eat’ var- ‘come
Past stem Sl-t- tin-d- vat-t-

Cell 1 sing. sl-t-an tin-d-an vat-t-an
1 plur. sl-t-am tin-d-am vat-t-am
2 sing. sl-t-iv tin-d-iv vat-t-iv
2 plur. sl-t-ir tin-d-ir vat-t-ir
3 masc. sing. sl-t-en tin-d-en vat-t-en
3 masc. plur. sl-t-er tin-d-er vat-t-er
3 non-masc. sing. sl-t-in tin-d-in vat-t-in
3 non-masc. plur. sl-t-ev tin-d-ev vat-t-ev

-ev /

-
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Present-future
Present-future forms incorporate -at- (~ -a-) between the verb base and personal 
ending. -at- appears in the first and second persons; -a-, in the third. The irregu
lar verbs er- ‘become, happen’, ser- ‘go’, var- ‘come’, kor- ‘bring’ and an- ‘be’ 
have the present-future stems a-, sa-, va-, ko- and and- (sometimes an-). Further, 
the personal endings that follow ko- harmonise a to o (e.g. ko-ot(un) ‘I am bring
ing’). In the Naikri dialect the present-future suffix is -ent-, as in ser-ent-am ‘we 
are going’. Present-future forms refer to present or future time, depending on 
context; they may consequently substitute for future tense forms where future 
time reference is intended .

(9) a. än amdun öl-at-un b. än amdun öl-dat-un 
I-nom he-acc see-prs-ls I-nom he-acc see-fut-ls
‘I am seeing/will see him.’ ‘I will see him.’

Present-future paradigms for si- ‘give’,pwf- ‘cut into pieces’ and var- ‘come’ are 
given below.

Verb base si- ‘give’ put-
‘cut into pieces’

var- ‘come

Present-future stem sl-at- put-at- va-at-

Cell 1 sing. sl-at(-un) put-at(-un) va-at(-un)
1 plur. sl-at-um put-at-um va-at-um
2 sing. sï-at-iv put-at-iv va-at-iv
2 plur. sï-at-ir put-at-ir va-at-ir
3 masc. sing. sl-a-n put-a-n va-a-n
3 masc. plur. sl-a-r put-a-r va-a-r
3 non-masc. sing. sl-a(-d) put-a(-d) va-a(-d)
3 non-masc. plur. sl-a-v put-a-v va-a-v

Future
Future tense forms incorporate -dat- (~ -da-) between the verb base and personal 
ending: -dat- occurs in the first and second persons; -da-, in the third, er- ‘be
come’, ser- ‘go’ and var- ‘come’ have two future stems, one with and one with
out r: namely, er-te-, ser-lse- and var-tva-. After stems with r and after the verb 
kor- ‘bring’, the d  of the future tense suffix is dropped: compare present er-at-un 
‘I am becoming’ with future e-dat-un ‘I will become’. Future tense forms refer 
to habitual actions as well as to events with future time reference. The Adilabad 
and Naikri dialects have -sat-/-sa- in place of -dat-l-da-. Paradigms are given for 
si- ‘giv e \p u t-  ‘cut’ and var- ‘come’.
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Verb base si- ‘give’ put- ‘cut’ var- ‘come’
Future stem sl-dat- pud-dat- var-at-/va-dat-
Cell 1 sing. sl-dat(-un) pud-dat(-un) var-at(-un)/va-dat(-un)

1 plur. sl-dat-um pud-dat-um var-at-um/va-dat-um
2 sing. sl-dat-iv pud-dat-iv var-at-iv/va-dat-iv
2 plur. si-dat-ir pud-dat-ir var-at-ir/va-dat-ir
3 masc. sing. sl-da-n pu-da-n var-a-n/va-da-n
3 masc. plur. sl-da-r pu-da-r var-a-r/va-da-r
3 non-masc. sing. si-da(-d) pu-da(-d) var-a(-d)/va-da(-d)
3 non-masc. plur. si-da-v pu-da-v var-a-v/va-da-v

Durative
Durative forms incorporate the durative tense suffix between the verb base and 
personal ending: -d- in the first person, -0- in the third person non-masculine sin
gular and -n- elsewhere. Some stem-final consonants undergo morphophonemic 
changes in the first person, er- ‘become’, ser- ‘go’, var- ‘come’ and kor- ‘bring’ 
have two durative stems, one in n and one in d: en-led-, sen-1sed-, van-lvad-, kon! 
kod-, respectively. Moreover, the third person non-masculine singular of these 
verbs has two variants, e.g. en-0-d/er-0-un ‘it becomes’, sen-0-d! ser-0 -un ‘it 
goes’, van-0-d! van-0-un ‘it comes’ and kon-0-d/kon-0-un ‘it brings’, an- ‘be’ 
has one durative stem, but in this cell also has two variants: an-0-dlan-0-un ‘it 
is’.

Durative forms express continuous action with past time reference or in a 
habitual sense.

Durative paradigms are given for si- ‘give’,pwi- ‘cut’ and var- ‘come’.

Verb base si- ‘give’ put- ‘cut’ var- ‘come’
Durative stem si-d- put-/pud- van-/vad-

Cell 1 sing. sï-d-un pud-d-un vad-d-un
1 plur. sï-d-um pud-d-um vad-d-um
2 sing. sï-n-iv put-n-iv van-n-iv
2 plur. si-n-ir put-n-ir van-n-ir
3 masc. sing. sl-n-en put-n-en van-n-en

(10) a. an piifa pii<,lenna anun olnen 
1-nom song sing-cf I-ace watch-dur-3ms 
'As I was singing a song, he was watching me.' 

b. indikul iim itten vaddum 
last.year we-nom here come-dur-lpl 
'Last year we used to come here.' 

c. epucj, epucj, kecj,iakun karu vand, iipucj, iipucj, 
when when tiger-dat hunger come-dur-nms then then 
arun 
roar-dur-3nms 
'Whenever a tiger gets hungry, it roars.' 
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3 masc. plur. sl-n-er put-n-er van-n-er
3 non-masc. sing. sI-0-un put-0-un van-0-un/van-0-d
3 non-masc. plur. sl-n-ev put-n-ev van-ne-v

Negative
Negative forms incorporate the negative marker -e- between the verb base and 
personal ending: they indicate absence of action, generally with non-past time 
reference. Paradigms illustrate sï- ‘give’, tin- ‘eat’ and var- ‘come’.

Verb base sï- ‘give’ tin- ‘eat’ var- ‘come

Cell 1 sing. sl-e-n tin-e-n var-e-n
1 plur. sl-e-m tin-e-m var-e-m
2 sing. sl-e-v tin-e-v var-e-v
2 plur. sl-e-r tin-e-r var-e-r
3 masc. sing. sl-e-n tin-e-n var-e-n
3 masc. plur. sl-e-r tin-e-r var-e-r
3 non-masc. sing. sl-e(-d) tin-e(-d) var-e(-d)
3 non-masc. plur. sl-e-v tin-e-v var-e-v

The defective verb tôt- ‘not be, not be in a place’ occurs only in the negative and 
past negative (see below), e.g. töt-e-n ‘I am not’. tö(d) ‘she/it is not’ is a truncat
ed form of the expected töted.

Past Negative
The past negative finite verb consists of a verb base, negative marker -e-, past 
tense marker -t- and personal ending. The past tense marker has no variants in 
this paradigm, tôt- ‘not be’ has the past stem tôt- to which the past tense marker 
is directly suffixed, e.g. töt-t-an ‘I was not’ instead of *tot-e-t-an. The etymology 
of this paradigm, explaining its unusual morphological structure, is presented in 
Steever (1993). Paradigms are presented for sï- ‘give’, tin- ‘eat’ and var- 
‘come’.

Verb base sï- ‘give’ tin- ‘eat’ var- ‘come

Cell 1 sing. sl-e-t-an tin-e-t-an var-e-t-an
1 plur. sl-e-t-am tin-e-t-am var-e-t-am
2 sing. sl-e-t-iv tin-e-t-iv var-e-t-iv
2 plur. sl-e-t-ir tin-e-t-ir var-e-t-ir
3 masc. sing. sl-e-t-en tin-e-t-en var-e-t-en
3 masc. plur. sl-e-t-er tin-e-t-er var-e-t-er
3 non-masc. sing. sl-e-t-in tin-e-t-in var-e-t-in
3 non-masc. plur. sl-e-t-ev tin-e-t-ev var-e-t-ev
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Imperative
Imperative forms occur only in the second person singular and plural. They con
sist of the verb base and a personal ending -0  in the singular and -urf-r in the 
plural. Bases with the shape (C)Vn/d- lengthen the vowel in the singular; an- 
‘be’, however, has a long vowel in both the singular and plural, var- ‘come’, ser- 
‘go’, and kor- ‘bring’ drop the stem-final r and have CV in the singular and CV 
in the plural. The plural allomorph -r occurs only with these irregular verbs, kor- 
has two sets of stems with different meanings, ko- ‘give’ and kota- ‘bring’, where 
the latter appears historically to incorporate the *tä/taru ‘give to you or me’ 
(DEDR 3098). Examples of singular and plural imperatives appear below.

Verb base Singular Plural

tin- ‘eat’ tin tin-ur
mud- ‘talk’ müd mud-ur
an- ‘be in place’ än än-ur
var- ‘come’ vä va-r
ser- ‘go’ sé se-r
kor- ‘ bring ’ ko ta 1 bring ! ’ kotar ‘ bring ! ’

kö ‘give!’ ko-r ‘give!’

Prohibitive
The prohibitive, or a negative imperative, occurs only in the second person with 
the structure: verb base, negative marker -ne- and -m in the singular and -r/-d 
(A) in the plural. Bases with the shape CYd- have long vowels in both singular 
and plural, er- ‘become’, ser- ‘go’, var- ‘come’ and for- ‘bring’ have the prohib
itive stems en-, sen-, van- and kon-, respectively. Examples of the prohibitive are 
given below.

Verb base Singular Plural

tin- ‘eat’ tin-ne-m tin-ne-r ‘don’t eat!’
müd- ‘talk’ müd-ne-m müd-ne-r ‘don’t talk!’
ser- ‘go’ sen-n-em sen-n-er ‘don’t go!’
var- ‘come’ van-ne-m van-n-er ‘don’t come!

Non-finite Verb Forms
The infinitive suffixes -en(g) to the verb base, e.g. in (11) kor-en is the infinitive 
of kor- ‘bring’.

(11) penda kor-en vadgan send
dung bring-inf cowshed-dat go-dur-3nms 
‘She used to go to the cowshed to bring cowdung.’

Apart from its use to mark purposive and circumstantial clauses, it also serves
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as a hortative when construed with the first person inclusive plural pronoun, e.g. 
nênd tin-en ‘let’s eat’. The first usage is non-finite, the second finite.

Continuative Conjunctive
The continuative conjunctive (called gerund in Emeneau 1955) suffixes -a to the 
verb base, e.g. tin-a ‘eating’ (tin-). Bases with the shape CVd- have stems with 
a long vowel, e.g. müd-a ‘talking’ (mud-), er- ‘become’, ser- ‘go’, var- ‘come’, 
kor- ‘bring’ and kak- ‘do’ have the stem alternants a-, sa-, va-, ko- and ka-, e.g. 
sa-a ‘going’, ko-o ‘bringing’ (note a > o). In rapid speech -a (12a) is deleted 
before vowels but in slow speech is replaced by -ay (12b).

(12) a. targ-0 andatun b. targ-ay andatun
cut-cont.cnj be-fut-ls cut-cont.cnj be-fut-ls
‘I am cutting’ ‘I am cutting’

Completive Conjunctive
The completive conjunctive suffixes -1 to the verb base. To this form the clitic 
=na is optionally added, but not before auxiliary an- ‘be’. Examples include sï- 
t(=na) ‘having given’ (sï-), ma-t(-na) ‘having forgotten’ (mad-), kük-t(=na) 
‘having called’ (küg-), vêns-t(=na) ‘having thatched’ (vênj-), ayak-t(=na) ‘hav
ing swept’ (<ayk-), it-t(-na) ‘having told’ (idd-) and go-d(=na) ‘having beaten’ 
(göl-). Many of these stems resemble the past tense stems discussed earlier; 
however, some differences exist. The completive -1 has no -d allomorph as found 
in the past tense form except in go-d(=na) ‘having beaten’. The other five verbs 
with the past tense allomorph -d have -t in the completive: e-t(=na) ‘having be
come’ (er-), se-t(=na) ‘having gone’ (ser-), tin-t(=na) ‘having eaten’ (tin-), un- 
t(=na) ‘having eaten’ (un-) and an-t(~na) ‘having been’ (an-). The sandhi of / + 
t>  t is optional in the completive, e.g. sül-t(=na)/sü-t(=na) ‘having got up’ (note 
also ïd-t(=na)/ï-t(=na) ‘having put’ < id-), r + t > t does not occur in this form: 
vïr-t(=na) ‘having sold’. Bases with the shape CVd- have stems with long vow
els but no assimilation of consonants, e.g. müd-t(=na) ‘having talked’ (mud-).

Most bases in the Adilabad and Naikri dialects have the suffix -ut; -t occurs 
only with irregular verbs and a few others, e.g. tül-ut 'having run’, vïr-ut ‘having 
sold’, va-t ‘having come’ (var-). The Wardha dialect may originally have had 
this suffix whose u was subsequently lost; this would explain the distinct mor- 
phophonemic behaviour of the past tense marker and the completive conjunctive 
in this dialect (Subrahmanyam 1971: 167).

Future Conjunctive
The future conjunctive suffixes -ak to the verb base; this form always co-occurs 
in an auxiliary verb construction with the auxiliary tôt- ‘not be’ (see below).
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Negative Conjunctive
The negative conjunctive suffixes -sel/setay (A) to the verb base, e.g. tin-sel/ti- 
setay (A) ‘not having eaten’ (i/72-).

Conditional and Concessive
In the Wardha dialect, the conditional is formed by cliticising - te  to a finite verb; 
in the Adilabad dialect, a conditional non-finite verb is formed by suffixing -e to 
the past stem, as in tü-t-e ‘if runs’ (tül-). The concessive conditional is formed by 
cliticising -tiri to a finite verb, as in vaatun=tiri ‘although I came’. See Steever 
(1988) for etymologies of these two clitics.

Adnominal Verbs
Kolami has four adnominal verb forms. The continuative consists of a verb base 
and -a (e.g. tin-a ‘which is eating’); the completive consists of a past stem and 
-a (e.g. tin-d-a ‘which ate’); the future consists of a verb base and -eka (e.g. tin- 
eka ‘which will eat’); and the negative consists of a verb base and -e (‘which did/ 
does/will not eat’).

Periphrastic Forms
The Wardha dialect contains a number of periphrastic constructions in which a 
non-finite form of the main verb is combined with an inflected form of the aux
iliaries an- ‘be’, tôt- ‘not be’ and kal- ‘may be, possibly be’. These periphrastic 
forms supplement and extend the simple ones. Due to the limited material avail
able, the meaning of these constructions is stated approximately. Most of these 
constructions are absent in the Adilabad dialect.

The continuative conjunctive form figures in six periphrastic constructions. In 
keeping with SOV word order, the non-finite main verb always precedes the in
flected auxiliary. WHien the continuative of the main verb combines with the 
present-future of an- ‘be’, a present-future continuative form is created: än 
targ(ay) andatun ‘I am cutting’. When it combines with the past of an-, a past 
continuative is formed: amd ur anden ‘he was ploughing’. This construction 
appears in conditional sentences with irrealis meaning (13a). When combined 
with the durative of an-, it forms a durative continuative (13b). When combined 
with tôt- ‘not be’, it yields a continuative negative (13c). And when combined 
with the past of kal-, it forms a potential (13d).

(13) a. an idn tin-0 an<J,an=te, anun vessa 
I-nom this-ace eat-cont.cnj be-pst-ls=cnd I-dat fever 
va-0 an<}, in 
come-cont.cnj be-pst-3nms 
'If I had eaten this, I would have become feverish.' 

b. amd vannen=te, iin tin-ay andun 
he-nom come-dur-3nms=cnd I-nom eat-cont.cnj be-dur-ls 
'Whenever he came, I used to be eating.' 
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c. än idn tin-a tottan=te, anun vessa
I-nom it-acc eat-cont.cnj not.be-pst-neg-ls I-dat fever 
va-a tottin
come-cont.cnj not.be-pst-neg-3nms
‘If I hadn’t eaten this, I wouldn’t have become feverish.’

d. amd tin-a kaltan
he-nom eat-cont.cnj be.able-pst-3ms 
‘He may be eating.’

Five periphrastic constructions use the completive conjunctive form of the main 
verb. When combined with the present-future of the auxiliary an-, it yields a pro
gressive or perfective construction: än il-t andatun ‘I am standing’. When com
bined with the past of an-, it yields a past progressive or perfect: än tü-t andan ‘I 
was running’. When combined with the durative of an-, it yields an iterative 
meaning: ëpud êpud seddun, äpud äpud am(d) tin-t annen ‘every time I went, he 
had finished eating’. It can also combine with the non-past or past of tôt- ‘not be’; 
the second construction so formed can substitute for the simple past negative: än 
va-t töten!an varetan ‘I didn’t come’. Finally, it combines with the past of kal-: 
am(d) va-t kaltan ‘he may/might have come’.

The future conjunctive form combines with tôt- and in this capacity may sub
stitute for the simple negative: än var-ak töten! an var en ‘I will not come’. The 
negative non-finite verb combines with the past of kal-: am(d) tin-sel kaltan ‘he 
may/might not have come’.

11.6 Minor Word Classes

Conjunctions
While non-finite verbs figure prominently in the formation of complex syntactic 
structures in Kolami, the language also makes use of certain conjunctions, ini 
‘and’ conjoins nouns as well as predications, as in amd ini än ‘he and I’ and nïv 
ïr od ini anun ipate kak kö ‘you bathe and make bread for m e’, ginni ‘but’ is 
another conjunction.

Exclamations
?e ?ê ‘yes’ and gi gï io!, look!’ are typical exclamations, cü is uttered to set a 
dog on someone, boa in uddative te ud boa ‘if you will sit on it, then sit!’ may 
also be an exclamation.

Adverbs
Some nouns commonly function as adverbs and are in this capacity normally re
duplicated: ïr magga magga vaa ‘the water runs slowly’ (magga ‘slowness’), 
gedlitanat tern tern jära ‘it leaks from the pot drop by drop’, nïv ipate kak vadi 
vadi ‘you make bread quickly!’, okkod puv jästi uttin ‘there was (lit. sat) one 
flower more’.
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Echo Words
Echo constructions are a kind of reduplicating compound in which one member 
imperfectly repeats -  hence, echoes -  the basic form. In most instances the echo 
word replaces the initial CV of the basic word with gi9 as in pal gil ‘tooth or the 
like’, ir gir ‘water or the like’, mäsur gisur ‘men or the like’. For verbs Emeneau 
records two variants of the prohibitive verb aras-nem ‘don’t be afraid’: aras-nem 
giras-nem ‘don’t be afraid or anything’ which echoes the entire form and araz- 
giras-nem which echoes just the verb stem. With some nouns, the echo form be
gins with m , as in ir mir ‘water or the like’, kütel mütel ‘cows or the like’. The 
nouns bäla ‘child’ has the idiosyncratic form bäla süla ‘children or the like’.

Clitics
Kolami clitics are exclusively postclitic, and are cliticised to nouns and verb 
alike. As the examples below indicate, they have various conjoining, quantify
ing, temporal and adverbial functions. The clitic =i ‘just, only’ has a quantifica- 
tional function in imd=i ‘just this man’, okkon-i bäla ‘just one son’. The co- 
ordinative =na(y), when added to plural pronouns and numerals, means ‘all’: 
muggar=na(y) ‘all three men’, nir=na(y) ‘all of you’. Otherwise it means ‘also, 
and’: niv=na(y) vattiv ‘you also came’. It attaches to both nouns in a co-ordina
tion, as in am=na(y) än=na(y) vattam ‘he and I came’. When cliticised to an in
terrogative pronoun and construed with a negative verb, the whole construction 
means ‘no one V-ed’, as in ên=na(y) vat töten ‘no one has come’. (Compare 
Tamil yär=um vara.v illai ‘id.’, Telugu evar-ü rä lêdu ‘id.’.) The clitic -tir i has 
two functions. When added to an interrogative pronoun or the numeral ‘one’, it 
serves as an indefinitiser: tän-et=tiri ‘something’ (< täned ‘what’ + =tiri), nënd 
okkon-tiri ‘some one of us’. When added to a finite verb, it means creates a con
cessive conditional: vaatun=tiri/varatun=tiri/vadat=tiri ‘although I come’ (see 
Steever 1988 for the history of this form). The interrogative clitic =a is added to 
the end of a sentence: amd vattan=a ‘did he come?’. The clitic =gi followed by 
enan ‘how’ also functions as an interrogative: än=na vadatun=gi enan ‘Shall I 
come, too?’. The forms =te ‘when, if’ and =na ‘because’ are cliticised to finite 
verbs: serativ=te ‘when, if you go’, saatun=na ‘because I was going’ (see Steev
er 1988 for the history of =te). =gi ‘after’ is cliticised to a past finite verb: tin- 
dan-gi ‘after I ate’. =pena conveys the meaning ‘besides’: avrun=pena kükt(na) 
kotar ‘Call and bring them besides’. =na is added optionally to a completive ger
und (see below): sit(-na) ‘having given’. This may be related to the co- 
ordinative clitic =na(y).

11.7 Syntax 

Sentence Structure
Kolami sentence structure closely resembles that of other Dravidian languages. 
Normal word order is S(ubject) O(bject) V(erb), but this may be varied to focus
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a particular constituent. It is a head-final language: nominal modifiers precede 
the nouns they qualify; main verbs precede auxiliaries. Apart from this, there is 
flexible word order in the sentence.

A major predication in the Wardha dialect contains one finite verb; all other 
verbs in the sentence are non-finite (where the hortative use of the infinitive 
counts as a finite verb). Unlike many Dravidian languages, this dialect lacks ma
jor predications with a predicate nominal and must use the copula an- ‘be’ (14a). 
The Adilabad dialect, by contrast, does have major predications with a predicate 
nominal unsupported by a copula (14b), which may be compared with Telugu mi 
pêru êmiti ‘what is your name’ without a copula.

(14) a. inne-t pêr täned anda
you-s-gen name what-nom be-prs-3nms
‘What is your name?’

b. inne-t per täned
you-s-gen name what-nom
‘What is your name?’

A vocative, optionally preceded by gi, is a minor sentence type: (gi) lakma! Ό  
Lakma!’. As finite verbs incorporate personal endings that refer to the subject, 
this may be omitted in an utterance.

Subordinate clauses precede main clauses and are linked to them in three 
ways: non-finite verb forms, clitics such as -tiri ‘even if’ and correlative con
structions such as amd ed ed kedavar dolnen, ad ad kedavar avr gölner ‘on what
ever side he fell, on that side they beat (him)’.

Copula Verb
Although absence of a copula is the norm in Dravidian, the Wardha dialect ap
pears to have acquired its use through Indo-Aryan influence: innet pêr täned 
anda ‘What is your name?’ (cf. Telugu mi pêru êmiti ‘id.’ without copula); am(d) 
mâs bêrak andan ‘that man is deaf’. This is a matter of convergence rather than 
borrowing as use of a Dravidian verb, an- ‘be’, has been extended into this 
context.

Use o f Conjunctive Forms
A continuative, completive, future, or negative conjunctive form may precede 
the main verb. All qualifiers and nouns associated with the conjunctive verb pre
cede it. A sentence may contain more than one conjunctive form, which may be 
reduplicated to indicate iteration or continuity of action. The conjunctive form 
and the main verb on which it depends often have the same subject, though in 
certain circumstances subjects may differ.
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( 15) a. an tdcj, tiv-a puttan 
1-nom rope pull-cont.cnj break-pst-ls 
'Pulling the rope, I broke (it).' 

b. 51 [an 52 [ir 6<i-t=na]s2 bomboin saatun]s1 
1-nom water bathe-cplt.cnj=clt bombay-dat go-fut-ls 

'I, having bathed, will go to Bombay.' 
c. andar=nay tin-a tin-ay, mite siil tufin 

all=clt eat-cnj eat-cnj hare-nom rise-cnj run-pst-3nms 
'While all (of them) were eating, the hare got up and ran away.' 

Special Uses of the Dative 
Besides its allative sense, the Kolami dative exhibits special uses. One is the 
'dative subject' construction in which an experiencer or owner appears in the da
tive case while the feeling experienced or possession owned appears in the nom
inative; verb agreement is with the nominative case noun: anun ari vattin 'I 
became afraid' (lit. 'to me fear came'), anun karu vattin 'I got hungry' (lit. 'to 
me hunger came'), paflakun okkod pill( a) am:}.in 'the headman had a daughter' 
(lit. 'to the headman one daughter was'), makun do#e kaytin 'the tree bore fruit' 
(lit. 'to the tree fruit was produced'). 

The dative may also mark an adjunct of reason or time: galin mak <;J,ola 'be
cause of (lit. 'for') the wind, the tree fell'; in nafuni takten 'he remained for two 
days', ale hara vastan 'at twelve 0, clock at night'. 

11.8 Quotations 
As in many other Dravidian languages, reported speech is embedded in the re
porting speech by means of a quotative marker en-a, the non-finite continuative 
form of en- 'say' (DEDR 868) (16a-b). ena may also mark reason clauses, as in 
(16c). 

(16) a. s1[amd anun 52[va]s2 ena iftan]s1 
he-nom 1-dat come-imp say-cnj say-pst-3ms 

'He told me to come.' 
b. s1[amd s2[niv tiinun vattiv?]s2 en-a velt olten]s1 

he-nom you-nom why come-pst-2pl say-cnj ask-pst-3ms 
'He asked, "why did you come?'" 

c. 51 [52[ni"v saativ]52 ena iin artan]s1 
you-pl go-prs-2pl say-cnj I weep-pst-1 s 

'Thinking you were going, I wept.' 
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11.9 Special Developments 

Historical Features
Burrow and Bhattacharya (1953: xi) first argued that Kolami, Naiki of Chanda, 
Parji, and Gadaba constitute a subgroup within Dravidian, a proposal elaborated 
by Emeneau (1955) and Subrahmanyam (1969b, 1971). The following shared in
novations are the primary evidence for this claim. First is the creation of sepa
rate feminine forms of the numerals two to five, using *-ά/ in most instances.

Number Kolami Naikri Naiki Parji Gadaba DEDR

‘2 ’ Irai irai ira irai irai (0 1 ) 474
‘3’ muyal muyal muy(y)a muyal muyal (S) 5052
‘4’ nallav nallal nelal nandal/nandal 3655
‘5’ seyyav ceyal 2826

The innovation is not in the suffix, since it occurs elsewhere in Dravidian, but in 
its combination with these roots.

Second is the extension of the non-human plural marker *-v (found originally 
in *<z-v ‘those things’, etc.) to some non-masculine nouns: Kolami amman-av 
‘mothers’, Parji tall-ον ‘mothers’, Gadaba (Ollari) ile-v ‘brides’ (Subrahmanyam 
1969a: 99). Third is the innovation of *-c// as one of the plural suffixes: Kolami 
ay(ka)-sil ‘mothers’ (sing, ay), Parji terva-cil ‘swords’ (terva), Gadaba (01) kora- 
sil ‘daughters-in-law’ (koral). This suffix may come from *cila/kela ‘few, some, 
small’ (DEDR 1571); although *k- does not normally palatalise in Kolami, 
Bright recorded cil-elka ‘mouse’ < ‘small’ + *eli ‘rat’ (DEDR 8 8 8 ). Fourth is an 
infinitive with reflexes of *-ÇV)fik: Kolami kor-efi ‘to bring’, Naiki tin-en ‘to eat’, 
Parji tin-un ‘to eat’, Gadaba sür-un ‘to see’.

The change of *r > d occurs in these languages except Gadaba, whose corre
sponding y may be a subsequent change (Subrahmanyam 1983). Tulu is the only 
language outside this subgroup that shows this change.

Kolami is distinct from the other members of this subgroup in at least eight re
spects. PDr *z becomes r (r in Parji). The non-masculine plural pronouns ad-av 
(distal) and id-αν (proximal) develop by suffixing the earlier distal form *<2 v to 
the singular forms ad and id. The past marker -t- is generalised. Negative *ä- 
becomes e. The non-past adnominal verb in -eka develops. A completive con
junctive in *-wi develops, but not *-i/*-ci as elsewhere in CDr. The negative non- 
finite verb in -sei, most probably a reflex of *cil ‘not be’ (DEDR 2559), develops. 
And prohibitive forms in -nem (sing.) and -ner (plur. ) are innovated.

Some evidence suggests that the Kolami-Parji subgroup and the Telugu-Küvi 
subgroup were originally two branches of an earlier Central Dravidian (Subrah
manyam 1969b, 1971: 522). The change of the PDr oblique bases of the first and 
second pronouns from *yän- (*yän ‘I’, DEDR 5160), *yäm- (*yäm ‘we (excl.)’, 
DEDR 5154), *nin- (*nï(n) ‘you’, DEDR 3684) and *nim- (*nlm ‘you all’, DEDR
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3688) to *an-, *am-, *m- and */m-, respectively. These latter forms have direct 
reflexes in Kolami-Parji while undergoing metathesis in Telugu-Küvi (Subrah- 
manyam 1993). Loss of initial *n in second person pronouns: there are many 
analogical changes that conceal this change (Subrahmanyam 1993: 41).

Further arguments include the creation of female kinship terms by suffixing 
*-<z/ to PDr roots: Telugu kôdalu ‘daughter-in-law’, Konda korya, Pengo koriya 
gär, Manda kuriya gär, Kolami koral ‘younger brother’s wife’, Naikri koral 
‘daughter-in-law’, Naiki kola, Parji korol ‘bride’, Gadaba koral ‘son’s wife’ < 
PCDr *köza-ä!, DEDR 2145 (see also DEDR 2783, 4508, 4762).

Conversion of the non-human plural suffix *-kal, *-/, optional in PDr, into an 
obligatory one (Subrahmanyam 1969a). Transfer of ‘female’ component from 
original human plural pronouns *avar, *iver, etc., to original non-human plural 
pronouns *<zv, */v (this change is absent in Telugu, however).

Convergence and Borrowing
As most Kolams also speak Marathi, some Indo-Aryan features have naturally 
entered Kolami. Such features include lengthening of vowels in final syllables, 
‘adjectives’ agreeing with their head nouns, and use of a copula verb in the 
Wardha dialect.

Kolami has borrowed words from Marathi and Telugu, two major regional 
languages. While it is often difficult to distinguish native Kolami words from 
Telugu loans since both are Dravidian, Emeneau (1955) formulated some prin
ciples for identifying loans from sister languages. He estimates that of 931 words 
in the Wardha corpus, 55 per cent are Dravidian, 35 per cent Indo-Aryan and 10 
per cent unknown. He further estimates that about 30 per cent of the Dravidian 
words (213 out of 720) come from Telugu.

Dialect Differences
The most important isogloss among Kolami dialects is preservation of */ in the 
Naikri dialect, save after front vowels, as against its change to / everywhere else 
in Kolami and, indeed, in Central Dravidian. A defining feature of the Adilabad 
dialect is the loss of word-final v or / except before an immediately following 
vowel: amba töted ‘there is no cooked rice’ but ambal-ut ‘in the cooked rice’ and 
ambal ansad ‘there is cooked rice’. Some differences in grammar have been giv
en above, such as the presence of a copula in the Wardha dialect as against its 
absence in the Adilabad dialect. Examples of lexical differences among the 
three main dialects are given in Table 11.3.
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Table 11.3 Lexical differences among Wardha, Adilabad and Naikri

Wardha Adilabad Naikri Gloss

alng- aln- aln- ‘kill’
ale äle äie ‘night’

‘bread’ipate ippate ippat
göl- göl- göl- ‘beat’
titor titor/tuntor kitor ‘scorpion’

‘run’tul- iül- tüi-
dag dag dag ‘cough’

‘cattle’dor dör döryak
dodde pan pan ‘fruit’
bäla kîke kike ‘son’
budiak pabg poblak ‘old man’
magvan mas mudgan ‘husband’
murtal murtal murtal ‘old woman’
sak sank gabba ‘egg’
savvi tirre savva ‘sweet’
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12 Gadaba

Peri Bhaskararao

12.1 Background and History
Speakers of Gadaba live in a continuous area that traverses the north of Andhra 
Pradesh and the southwest of Orissa. The word ‘Gadaba’, sometimes spelt as 
‘Gadba’, is a term that outsiders use; the speakers themselves use two names, 
konekor and mundli. Of these two, mundli is probably the older and its etymology 
is unknown. In Gadaba konekor means ‘hill people’. To confuse matters some
what, Gadaba is also applied to another group living in the same area: this group 
speaks a language called Gotub Gadaba. Gotub belongs to the Munda branch of 
the Austroasiatic languages, and has no connection with the Dravidian lan
guage. konekor gadaba has, in the past, also been called Poya in the literature, 
but this term is now avoided.

The earliest systematic study of this language is Bhattacharya (1957); in this 
work and some others, the language is called Ollari. Burrow and Bhattacharya 
(1962-3) note that Ollari and Konekor Gadaba are two local variants of the 
same language. While the Census of India does not distinguish between 
Konekor Gadaba and Gotub Gadaba, the size of the Konekor-speaking popula
tion is estimated at a few thousand.

12.2 Phonology
Gadaba has nineteen consonant and ten vowel phonemes (Table 12.1). The con
sonants contrast in five places of articulation: bilabial, dental, retroflex, palatal 
and velar. Manner of articulation includes stop, nasal, fricative, trill, lateral and 
approximant (or glides). All consonants except λζ, η and y may occur in word- 
initial position; all may occur in word-medial position; and all except c may 
occur in word-final position.

The ten vowel phonemes contrast in five qualities and two lengths, as noted 
in Table 12.2. Further, the nasalisation of vowels appears to be distinctive as in 
the contrast between müde ‘cow’ and müde ‘rabbit’. Many instances of nasalised 
vowels may be traced to an underlying sequence of non-nasal vowels and con
sonants, as discussed below under phonological processes; but it remains 
unclear whether all occurrences of nasalised vowels can be analysed in this 
manner.

3 2 8
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Table 12.1 Consonant phonemes of Gadaba

Labial Dental Retroflex Palatal Velar

Stop
Voiceless P t t c k
Voiced b d <J j g

Nasal m n n η
Fricative s
Trill r
Lateral 1
Glide V y

Table 12.2 Vowel phonemes of Gadaba

Front Central Back
Short Long Short Long Short Long

High i î u Ü
Mid e ê 0 Ö
Low a â

All vowels may occur in word-initial and word-medial position; however, only 
short vowels appear to occur in word-final position. The restriction against long 
vowels in word-final position is a restriction on the spelling of words in the dic
tionary, i.e. no two lexemes contrast according to vowel length in word-final po
sition. However, in verbal inflection, long vowels may occur in the imperative 
of certain verbs, e.g., kê ‘you do (it)!’.

There are no vowel sequences, i.e. diphthongs, in the language. Clusters of 
two or three consonants do occur in word-medial position. The biliteral conso
nant clusters that do occur are listed in Table 12.3.

Only seventeen three-consonant clusters occur in the language: qgn, ndr, ntk, 
ndk, ndg, ndr, ndl, ndv, mbr, ykt, ykc, ykp, ygd, yyk, yyg , yyd, rsp. Note that all 
these clusters except rsp begin in n, m, or y. Four syllable types are possible in 
the language: V, VC, CV, CVC.

Morphophonology
The alternants of several suffixes and some lexical stems utilise a rule of labial 
harmony in Gadaba. For purposes of this rule, stems are grouped into labial and 
non-labial stems. The part of the stem that is relevant for labiality is the nucleus 
and coda, viz. -V(C)(C)(C). A labial stem is one that contains a labial segment 
in part of the stem: the labial consonants are p , b, m and v, while the labial vow
els are the back rounded vowel qualities u and o. Examples of both kinds of 
stem, including nouns and verbs, are illustrated in Table 12.4.

Five common inflectional suffixes have two sets of alternants. In the labial 
set, the suffix has the vowel m, while in the non-labial set, it has the vowel i.
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Table 12.3 Two-consonant clusters

Ci C2

P p, t, c, k, r, 1
t p, t, c, k, r
t p, t, t, c, k, n, 1
c c, r
k p, t, c, k, n, r, 1
b b, r
d k, b, d, g, r, 1, v
d p, t, k, d, d, g, r, s, v
j j ,g
g d,g
m p, t, c, k, b, d, j, g, m, s
n p, t, c, k, d, j, g, n, s
n p, t, c, k, d, g, s, v
η p, t, c, k, d, d, g
r p, t, t, c, k, b, d, j, g, m, n, η ,  r, s, 1, v, y
s p, t, t, k, d, m, n, r
1 p, t, c, k, b, d, g, s, 1, v
V p, t, t, c, k, n, r, 1, v
y p, t, c, k, d, g, m, n, η ,  1, y

Table 12.4 Labial and non-labial stems

Labial stems Non-labial stems
Stem Gloss Stem Gloss

kiyb- knife ilj- bear (n)
akp- tear(v) verg- cat
savl- chew min- fish (n)
ämk- yawn idg- descend
ulg- banana sen- go
pudg- stomach pirg- open (v)
kork- gnaw pars- scratch (v)

These suffixes, which include both nominal and verbal forms, appear in Table
12.5.

Table 12.5 Labial and non-labial suffixes

Suffix Labial alternant Non-Labial alternant

Nominal
Locative -tun -tin
Plural -kul ~ -gul ~ -tul ~ -ul -kil -  -gil ~ -til ~ -il
Oblique -un -in

Verbal
Progressive -uda- -ida-
Infinitive -un -in
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The labial alternants of the suffixes are used with labial stems, the non-labial 
alternants with non-labial stems. Labial harmony has a somewhat broader appli
cation than these suffixes. Many nominal and verbal stems end in a cluster of 
two or three consonants; during certain processes, an anaptyctic vowel is insert
ed within that cluster. If a stem has the shape (Co)VjCi 0 2 (0 3 ), an anaptyctic 
vowel, V2 , is inserted between Q  and C2 resulting in (Co)ViC]V2 C2 (C3 ). The 
vowel V 2 is u if stem is labial, and i if it is not. This process is illustrated in 
Tables 12.6 and 12.7.

Table 12.6 Inflection of labial stems

Stem Gloss Plural Locative Oblique Progressive Infinitive

kiyb- knife kiyb-ul kiyub-tun kiyb-un
ulg- banana ulg-ul ulug-tun ulg-un
pudg- stomach pudg-ul pudug-tun pudg-un
ämk- yawn ämk-uda ämk-un
savl- chew savl-uda savl-un
akp- tear akp-uda akp-un
kork- gnaw kork-uda kork-un

Table 12.7 Inflection of non-labial stems

Stem Gloss Plural Locative Oblique Progressive Infinitive

ilj- bear ilj-il ilij-tin ilj-in
verg- cat verg-il verig-tin verg-in
mïn- fish mln-il min-tin mïn-in
idg- descend idg-ida idg-in
sen- go sen-ida sen-in
pirg- open pirg-ida pirg-in
pars- scratch pärs-ida pars-in

Vowel anaptyxis takes place when a stem occurs alone or when followed by 
a suffix beginning with a consonant. Anaptyxis also takes place when the follow
ing suffix has a zero morph, as in the singular imperative. Consider the following 
inflected forms of the labial stem kürk- ‘nap’: kürk-e-n ‘I napped’ and kürk-a-n 
‘I will not nap’ take no anaptyctic vowel since the stem is followed by a suffix 
beginning with a vowel while küruk ‘nap!’ and kürug-da-n ‘I will nap’ take 
anaptyctic vowels because the stem is followed by a suffix with a zero morph 
and one beginning with a consonant, respectively. The same pattern of anaptyxis 
occurs with the non-labial stem idg- ‘descend’: idg-e-n ‘I descended’ and idg-a-n 
‘I will not descend’ take no anaptyctic vowel while idig ‘descend!’ and idig-da- 
n ‘I will descend’ do take one.

Vowel anaptyxis commonly occurs in one other environment: when the caus
ative marker -p- is suffixed to a verb stem. Since the causative marker is a labial

the
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segment, the anaptyctic vowel is always u, never i. Compare the following pairs 
of basic verb stem and their causative counterparts: ayg- ‘climb’ vs ayuk-p- 
‘make climb’, idg- ‘descend’ vs idug-p- ‘make descend’, iyl- ‘drop’ vs iluy-p- 
‘make drop\p irg -  ‘open’ v spiruk-p- ‘make open’, vatr- ‘boil over’ vs vatur-p- 
‘make boil over’, sirl- ‘rotate’ vs silur-p- ‘make rotate’. While the causative 
marker is a suffix, the resulting form is a stem so that all causatives in -p- belong 
to the stem of labial stems.

A variety of other phonological processes occur in the language. For example, 
regressive voicing takes place in stem-final voiceless consonants when followed 
by the non-past marker -da-, the conditional form -got or the plural -gil, as in 
kürug-da-n ‘I will nap’ (< kürk-), këj-got ‘if one shaves’ (< kês- ‘shave’), keyid- 
gil ‘wood apples’ (< keyt-). (It should be noted that in këj-got ‘if one shaves’, j  
has the allophone [z].) Regressive devoicing occurs in stem-final voiced conso
nants when followed by the plural -kil, permissive -ka or causative -p-, as in 
pont-kil ‘faces’ (< pondu ‘face’), pöt-ka ‘let it be wet’ (< pöd-) and piruk-p- 
‘make open’ (< pirg-).

Certain phonological processes affect manner of articulation. A stem-final 
consonant may be assimilated in manner of articulation to a following stop. For 
example, r + t become tt in verb inflection, e.g. kar- ‘deliver’ vs kat-t-e ‘it deliv
ered’, nor- ‘wash’ vs not-t-e ‘it washed’. Observe this process also in the forma
tion of causative stems, e.g. karv- ‘be charred’ vs karupp- ‘make (something) 
dry’. Before the non-past suffix -da-, stem-final c, t, d, s, y become yg; similarly, 
final nj, nd, ny and ~s becomes yq.

The final WnC of a base changes to Vs before the plural suffix -kil, the condi
tional suffix -got and the permissive suffix -ka. Examples include mäskil ‘kinds 
of raw rice’ (< manjig ‘raw rice’), äjgot ‘if one climbs’ (< anj- ‘climb’) and 
käjkan ‘let him carry on shoulders’ (< känj- ‘carry on shoulders’).

The final vowel of a morpheme is deleted when it is followed by a morpheme 
with an initial vowel. The two following examples show that this process occurs 
in both internal and external sandhi: sitte ‘it is extinguished’ (< /sit-o-e/), 
korkarb-irdam ‘we.keep2  an.eggj’ (< /korkarbe+irdam/).

The consonant cluster Cl undergoes metathesis before a vowel with an initial 
vowel or before a suffix with a zero morph. Observe the following forms of the 
verb stem savl- ‘chew’: savl-e-n ‘I chewed’, saluv ‘chew!’, saluv-da-n ‘I will 
chew’. An intervocalic n freely varies with nd except when the segment occurs 
in the environment #VC. For example, the name konekor ‘Konekor people’ al
ternates with kondekor ‘id.’ and tanaka ‘bamboo screen’ with tandaka ‘id.’. 
However, and-ida ‘(one) is hungry’ does not have an alternant *anida.

12.3 Noun
The set of nominals includes common nouns, pronouns, numerals and proper 
names, among other forms. A noun consists of a root and optional elements. The 
root can be a nominal, adjectival or verbal root. A root followed by an optional
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derivative suffix is a nominal base. The plural marker is suffixed to the base. 
Further, case markers are suffixed to the nominal base, and follow the plural 
marker, if any.

Derivation
Certain derivative suffixes have very limited scope, and may no longer be con
sidered productive. This appears to be the case in a number of de-verbal nouns 
such as vïtit ‘seed’ (<vlt ‘sow’), kodumkur ‘cough’ (< kodm- ‘cough’), uruskur 
‘perspiration’ (< urj- ‘perspire’), kêtiy ‘winnowing fan’ (< key- ‘winnow’) and 
soymur ‘an itch’ (< soy- ‘itch’). Certain other derivative suffixes are more pro
ductive, combining with any form that belongs to a specified class. These in
clude suffixes that apply to adjectival and verbal bases to form nouns listed in 
Table 12.8.

Table 12.8 Nominal derivative suffixes

Singular Plural
Adjectival Verb Verb Adjectival Verb Verb

positive negative positive negative

Masculine -on -n -on -or -1 -or
Non-masculine -e -ni -ad -ev -nil -av

( 1 ) a. niya-t-on b.
good-inc-3ms 
‘good man’ 

c. niya-t-e d.
good-inc-3nms 
‘good woman/things’

(2 ) a. üs-te-n b.
spit-adn-3ms 
‘the man who spat’ 

c. üs-o-ni d.
spit-adn-3nms 
‘woman/thing who spat’

(3) a. üs-a.y-on b.
spit-neg+adn-3ms 
‘man who didn’t spit’ 

c. üs-a.y-ad d,
spit-neg+adn-3 nms 
‘woman/thing who didn’t spit’

niya-t-or 
good-inc-3mpl 
‘good men’ 
niya-t-ev 
good-inc-3nmpl 
‘good women/things’

üs-te-l
spit-adn-3mpl
‘men who spat’
üs-o-nil
spit-adn-3nmpl
‘the women/things who spat’

üs-a.y-or
spit-neg+adn-3nmpl 
‘men who didn’t spit’ 
üs-a.y-av
spit-neg+adn-3nmpl 
‘women/things who didn’t spit’

Note that in (1) an inflectional increment (inc) stands between the lexical root 
and the nominal suffix.
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There are two sets of inflectional categories for nouns. The first includes per
son, number and gender; the second, case. As in many other Dravidian languag
es, specific combinations of person, number and gender may be simultaneously 
expressed in a single suffix. The individual cases are expressed by their charac
teristic suffixes. Gadaba nouns are divided into several sets according to the 
kinds of inflectional morphology they exhibit.

The first major class of nouns are those that distinguish between singular and 
plural number; singular is unmarked and plural is formed by the addition of a 
plural suffix. In the process of pluralisation, the final part of a noun base may be 
deleted. For example, /, d, m, η, n, r, / and lin are deleted before the plural mark
ers -/ and -sil; further, it, iy and ig are deleted before the plural marker -kil; in 
before the plural marker -gil; and i before the plural marker -til.

For this first noun class, Gadaba has a broad range of plural markers. The plu
ral marker -lu occurs with a small set of nouns, e.g. kövel-lu ‘temples’ (sing. 
kôvel ‘temple’, cf. Tamil kövil ‘id.’, < *kö ‘king’ (DEDR 2177) + *// ‘house’ 
(DEDR 494), viz. ‘palace, temple’). These nouns appear to be borrowings from 
Telugu, as does their plural marker (cf. Telugu -lu). All nouns that take the plural 
marker -sul have a rounded vowel in their final syllable, e.g. keko-sul ‘ears’ 
(sing, keko), kondro-sul ‘necks’ (sing, kondroy). The plural marker -sil occurs 
with some nouns with a rounded vowel in their final syllable, e.g. atö-sil ‘attics’ 
(sing, äto); the remaining nouns with which it occurs have unrounded vowels in 
their final syllable, e.g. pakk-sil ‘wooden planks’ (sing, pakki). Both -sil and its 
labial alternant -sul appear to come from the quantifier *kil- ‘some’ (DEDR 
1571), which in such languages as Tamil may be postposed after the noun it 
modifies, e.g. manitar cilar ‘some.ones2  m enj’ viz. ‘some men’. If this suffix 
proves to come from an independent word, it would help to explain why the two 
variants do not entirely obey the labial harmony rule, which is an internal sandhi 
rule. The plural suffix -/ is added to certain nouns ending in d, n, t, m, y and to a 
majority of nouns with vowel-final bases, e.g. koduku-l ‘fats’ (sing, kodukud), 
karcil ‘firewoods’ (sing, karcit) and vindu-l ‘bows’ (sing, vindu).

Still within the first noun class are four sets of suffixes, governed by labial har
mony. The suffixes are -guU-gil, -kull-kil, -tul!-til, -ull-il. Examples are present
ed in Table 12.9. The plural suffixes -tul!-til appear to have a collective

Table 12.9 Plural suffixes

Gloss Singular Plural

‘face’ pond(u) pont-kul
‘pond’
‘marking nut’ 
‘hand’

band(u) bant-kil
konun kön-gul
kiy kiy-gil

‘member of Onsol clan’ onsol onsol-tul
‘fisherman’ jälar jälar-til
‘termite’ elb elb-ul
‘leaf’ ëg ëg-il
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meaning: onsoltul does not mean simply ‘members of Onsul clan’, but ‘Onsul 
clan’; similarly, jälar-til does not mean simply ‘fishermen’, but ‘fisherman 
caste’.

The second major class of nouns are those derived from adjectival and deictic 
bases. Similar to the derivative suffixes in (1), (2) and (3), number and gender 
are expressed by a single suffix. Consider the examples in (4).

(4) a. i-pat-on b. i-pat-or

The third and fourth major classes of nouns consist of the numerals. The third 
class consists of the numerals ‘one’ through ‘four’ (Table 12.10). Here we have 
a three-way gender distinction among masculine, feminine and neuter whereas 
the rest of Gadaba morphology distinguishes only between masculine and non
masculine gender.

Table 12.10 Gender distinction in the numerals ‘one’ to ‘four’

Gloss Masculine Feminine Neuter

‘one’ okur okal(i) okut/ukut
‘two’ iruvul irai iddig
‘three’ muvur muyal müdug
‘four’ naluvur nandal nälig

Numeral bases from ‘five’ onwards constitute the fourth noun class. These nu
merals distinguish between masculine and non-masculine gender (Table 12.11). 
The forms -gur and -mandi are classifier-like suffixes that seem to have been 
borrowed from Telugu (cf. äruguru ‘six people’, padimandi ‘ten people’).

Table 12.11 Gender distinction in the numerals ‘five’ and above

Gloss Masculine Non-masculine

‘five’ aydu-gur aydu
‘six’ äru-gur äru
‘ten’ padi-mandi padi

The fifth and sixth major noun classes embrace the set of pronouns. The fifth 
set includes the personal pronouns of the first and second person as well as the 
reflexive pronouns (Table 12.12). Note that Gadaba lacks a distinction between 
first person plural inclusive and exclusive pronouns.

this-type-3ms 
‘man of this type’

this-type-3mpl 
‘men of this type’

c. i-pat-e
this-type-3nms 
‘woman/thing of this type’

d. i-pat-ev
this-type-3nmpl 
‘women/things of this type’
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Table 12.12 Personal and reflexive pronouns

Singular Plural

First än äm
Second In Im
Third reflexive tän täm

The sixth and last set consists of third person deictic pronouns (Table 12.13). 
Deictic pronouns mark two degrees with characteristic vowels: proximal (/-), 
distal (ö- ~ a-). As elsewhere in Dravidian interrogative forms marked by the 
characteristic vowel (e-) pattern with the demonstratives. This set of forms dis
tinguishes at least four forms: masculine singular, masculine plural, non-mascu
line singular and non-masculine plural.

Table 12.13 Deictic and interrogative pronouns

Proximal Distal Interrogative

Masculine singular iyon ön eyin
Masculine plural iyor ör eyir
Non-masculine singular id(d)u ad(d)u ëdi
Non-masculine plural iv(v)u av(v)u ëvi

Case
The nominative is the unmarked case. The remaining cases are the oblique, loc
ative, ablative and instrumental-sociative (or comitative). The oblique form of 
virtually all nouns combines three non-local case functions: accusative, dative 
and genitive. The allomorphy of the oblique and locative case markers is gov
erned by labial harmony.

The oblique case has three allomorphs. The allomorph -n is suffixed to nouns 
that end in a vowel, while -un and -in are suffixed to nouns that end in conso
nants. These latter two are distinguished according to labial harmony. The fol
lowing examples illustrate this distribution: märe-n (nom. märe ‘tree’), elb-un 
(nom. elb- ‘termite’) and verg-in (nom. verg- ‘cat’). While the oblique case form 
of third person deictic pronouns resembles that of nouns, the first and second per
son pronouns have a different treatment. These forms have an oblique form 
which functions exclusively as a genitive. The dative and accusative functions 
are expressed by suffixing -un!-in to the oblique form (Table 12.14). As else
where, the selection of -un and -in is controlled by labial harmony. Note that, in 
common with other Dravidian languages, the nominative case forms have a long 
vowel which is shortened in other members of the paradigm.

The two allomorphs of the locative case, -tun and -tin, are governed by labial 
harmony, as can be seen in the contrast between elub-tun ‘in the termite’ (nom. 
elb-) and verig-tin ‘in the cat’ (nom. verg-). The ablative case marker is -kut as
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Table 12.14 Case forms

Nominative Oblique Dative-accusative

First singular an an an-in
First plural äm am am-un
Second singular in in in-in
Second plural Im im im-un

in äto-kut ‘from the attic’. The comitative case has an invariant form, -nät, as in 
vindu-nät ‘with a bow’ (nom. vindu) and äsmal-nät ‘with the woman’ (nom. 
äsmal). This case combines the functions of an instrumental and a sociative 
case.

Postpositions combine with nouns to create a nominal expression with a more 
specific meaning than a case form. Common postpositions include vaditi ‘like’ 
in guncil vaditi misai ‘moustache3 like2  crowbars^; nundi ‘because of’ in sêpal 
nundi ‘because.of2  children^; tandrel ‘inside’ in kuy tandrel ‘inside2  the.wellj’; 
poytan ‘upon’ in talpoytan ‘upon2  one’s head]’; and digel ‘toward’ in an ayal 
digel ‘toward3 my] wife2’. Certain meanings which in other Dravidian languag
es would be conveyed by case marking are expressed by postpositions in Gada
ba. The postposition payit combines with the oblique/genitive form of a noun to 
convey the meaning of a dative, as in köndelirj payit sara mana ‘there.is.no4  

grass3 for2  the.cowS]’. An ablative expression may be formed with the postposi
tion -peltuy ‘out of, from’, as in êgil märin peltuy lletev ‘leaves] fell4  from3 

the.tree2’.

12.4 Verb
A verb root is the nucleus of any verb form. The root may function by itself as a 
simple verb base, e.g. vet- ‘run’, or it may take a causative suffix to form a com
plex causative base, e.g. vet-p- ‘make run’. A causative base is derived by suf
fixing -up- or -upp- to the simple verb root (Table 12.15).

Table 12.15 Simple and causative verb bases

Gloss Simple base Causative base

‘flow out’ väq- väq-p-
‘run’ vet- vet-p-
‘go’ sen- soy-p-
‘walk’ täk- täk-up-
‘grow’ sand- sand-up-
‘eat’ tin- tin-up-
‘get up’ silp- sin-up-
‘weep’ äd- äd-upp-
‘play’ ënd- ënd-upp-

-p-,
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As noted earlier, simple bases that end in a consonant cluster take the anap- 
tyctic vowel u when the causative marker -p- is suffixed to the base because p  

is a labial segment, e.g. piruk-p-  ‘make open’ (simple base,p/rg- ‘open’), iduk- 

p-  ‘make climb down’ (simple base, idg-) and karup-p- ‘bum’ (simple base, 
karv- ‘be charred’). Not all verb bases that end inp  are causative because they 
lack -  at least in modem Gadaba -  non-causative counterparts without a final p. 

Several verb bases that end in -ap- are borrowings from Telugu, e.g. kukkap- 

‘stuff’, gillap- ‘pinch’, nokkap- ‘press’.
A reflexive/reciprocal verb stem may be formed by adding the verb ër- ‘be

come’ to a verb base, for example süd-ër  ‘to look at each other’ consists of süd- 

‘see’ and ër- ‘become’. If the bare verb base in Gadaba were treated as a form 
capable of combining with other words, not simply suffixes, this formation might 
alternatively be considered another kind of auxiliary compound verb construc
tion. Support for such a position, at least in a diachronic perspective, might be 
found in Konda where the verb ä- ‘become’ is an auxiliary verb that combines 
with a main verb to form a reflexive/reciprocal construction.

Two series of verbal inflections may be suffixed to the base, simple or com
plex. The first series consists of finite verb inflections; the second, non-finite in
flections. All finite verb forms comprise two groups of suffixes: the first marks 
tense and polarity, while the second consists of personal endings that identify the 
subject. The verb form vet-e-n ‘I ran’, for example, consists of the verb base vet- 

‘run’, the past tense marker -e- and the personal ending -n which marks agree
ment with a first person singular subject. Gadaba has eight finite paradigms: im
perative, negative imperative, permissive, progressive, past, past negative, non
past and non-past negative. All remaining verb forms are non-finite. There are 
four primary non-finite forms: conjunctive, infinitive, conditional and adnominal 
(called relative participle in the literature). These four function in a variety of 
syntactic capacities, noted in the section on syntax.

Gadaba has four conjugation classes. Class 1 consists of twelve bases: ir- ‘be’, 
uy- ‘take along’, ey- ‘grind’, nor- ‘wash\ p i y -  ‘live’, kë- ‘do’, vë- ‘be burned’, sä- 

‘die’, si- ‘give’, ër- ‘become’, vär- ‘come’, ind-r ‘bring’. Class 2 consists of six 
bases that end in n: in- ‘say’, un- ‘eat’, tin- ‘eat\ p u n -  ‘know’, ven- ‘hear’, sen- 

‘go’. Class 3 consists of all bases that end in p  except tap- ‘drop’ and kop- ‘be 
full’. Examples of Class 3 verbs include akp- ‘tear’, pëpp-  ‘cause to go’ and 
kanuyp- ‘yoke’. Class 4 verbs consist of all other verb bases, e.g. ag- ‘be tom’, 
nag- ‘laugh’, adb- ‘press’, nambr- ‘close eyes’, park- ‘speak’, 1rs- ‘comb’.

The verb classes exhibit different patterns of morphophonemic alternation 
when inflected. The final -p- of Class 3 verbs is a case in point. It remains un
changed in the imperative and non-past negative stems. It is replaced by -t- in 
the past and non-past stems, by -c- in the conjunctive stem and by -k- in the in
finitive, conditional, progressive and permissive stems, as shown in Table 12.16.

In the selection of these base alternants and the suffixal alternants that follow 
them, an interesting rule ordering is found. Let us take the progressive form of 
the verb silp- ‘get up’ as an example and examine the steps involved in obtain-
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Table 12.16 Verb stem alternation

Base
Imperative 
Non-past negative 
Past
Non-past negative
Conjunctive
Infinitive
Conditional
Progressive
Permissive

silp- ‘get up’ 
silup ‘get up!’ 
silp-a-n ‘I will not get up’ 
sil.t-o-n ‘I got up’ 
sil.t-a-n ‘I did not get up’ 
sil.c-i ‘having got up’ 
sil.k-un ‘getting up’ 
sil.k-ot ‘if one gets up’ 
sil.ku-da-n ‘I am getting up’ 
sil.ka-n ‘let him get up’

gïtap- ‘wink’ 
gïtap ‘wink!’
gltap-a-n ‘I will not wink’ 
gïta.t-o-n ‘I winked’ 
glta.t-a-n ‘I did not wink’ 
glta.c-i ‘having winked’ 
glta.k-un ‘winking’ 
gïta.k-ot ‘if one winks’ 
gïta.ku-da-n ‘I am winking’ 
glta.k-an ‘let him wink’

ing the final form sil.ku-da-n  ‘I am getting up’. The first step begins with the base 
silp- and the progressive suffix -Vda, where V  stands for u or i. In step two, the 
quality of V  is chosen. Since the suffix is preceded by a labial segment in the 
base (viz. the final p  of silp-), vowel u is chosen in the place of V  in the suffix 
and the shape of the suffix changes to -uda. In step three, the base-final p  is 
changed to k, resulting in the base alternant silk-. Thus labial vowel harmony 
precedes base alternant selection. If steps two and three were reversed, we 
would get the ungrammatical form *silk-idan.

The verb bases of Classes 3 and 4 that end in a consonant cluster take an anap
tyctic vowel. The base alternants are governed by the rule of labial harmony. 
Compare, for example, ämk- ‘yawn’, ämug-dan  ‘I will yawn’, ämuk  ‘yawn!’, 
ämuk-kan  ‘let him yawn’ with ämk-en  ‘I yawned’, ämk-udan  ‘I am yawning’. In 
four bases from Class 2, the final n changes to y  or nd  before the past and non
past suffixes: sen- ‘go’, tin- ‘eat\ p u n -  ‘know’and ven- ‘hear’. Their past alter
nants are sey ~ send, tiy ~ tind, puy ~ pund  and vey ~ vend. Their non-past alter
nants are seyy tiy , puy  and vey.

Before the non-past suffix, base-fmal c, t, d, y, s are replaced by y  g and base 
final n j, nbd, ny, s are replaced by γ η .  Examples include kiygdan  ‘I will pluck’ 
(< kic- ‘pluck’), kumuygdan  ‘I will carry on head’(< kumt- ‘carry on head ') ,pöyg-  

dan  ‘I will become wet’ (< pöd-  ‘become wet’), këygdan  ‘I will shave’ (< kês- 

‘shave’) and eygdan ‘I will grind’ (< ey- ‘grind’).
The final y  or r changes to t and final n changes to nt or nd  before the past suf

fix in the case of the following Class 1 and 2 bases: piy-  ‘live’, ey- ‘grind’, nor- 

‘wash’, ir- ‘keep’, ven- ‘hear’,/?««- ‘know’, in- ‘say’, un- ‘eat, drink’. Examples 
include pitton  ‘I lived’, itton ‘I kept\p u n to n  ‘I knew’, undon  ‘I ate’.

After the verb bases undergo these changes, they typically take one of the 
tense-mode suffixes that are presented below. The distinction between past and 
present-future in Ollari (Bhattacharya 1957: 33) corresponds to the distinction 
between past and non-past classification in Gadaba. All the verbs of Gadaba in
flect for these two tenses. Interestingly, however, the verb ‘be’ exhibits a three- 
way distinction between past, present and future tense. In the context of this 
verb, the past tense suffix -o- retains the meaning of past tense. The non-past 
suffix -da-, however, has the meaning of future tense in this case. A separate
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present tense suffix -a- is used only with the verb ‘be’. The allomorphs of the 
verb ‘be’ and the accompanying tense suffixes are tabulated in Table 12.17.

Table 12.17 Stem alternants of the verb ‘be’

Tense Base alternant Tense suffix

Past mant- -o-
Present mey- -a-
Future säy- -da-

The verb ‘be’ also functions as an auxiliary when it combines with the conjunc
tive form of main verb. Here the three-way distinction of the verb ‘to be’ is main
tained: the past tense auxiliary base mant- signifies past perfect aspect; the 
present tense auxiliary base mey- signifies present perfect aspect; and the future 
tense auxiliary base säy- signifies dubitative mode.

On the basis of their morphological and syntactic characteristics, all verbs in 
Gadaba are either finite or non-finite. Finite verbs mark both tense and subject- 
verb agreement. Gadaba has five full paradigms: past, non-past, progressive, 
non-past negative and negative. It also has other finite verbs, such as the imper
ative, negative imperative and the permissive, which lack full paradigms and 
are restricted in occurrence to a specific person and time reference. Non-finite 
verbs, by contrast, do not mark subject-verb agreement; they include such forms 
as the conjunctive, the infinitive, the conditional and the adnominal.

The past tense suffix has two alternants: -e- occurs with bases of Class 4 and 
-o- occurs with all remaining bases. Examples of past stems are shown in Table 
12.18.

The finite past tense paradigms of the Class 4 verb ênd- ‘play, dance’ (past 
stem ênd-) and the Class 3 verb käp- ‘guard’ (past stem kat-) are presented in 
Tables 12.19 and 12.20. Note that in the third person non-masculine forms of

(5) a. 

c. 

polub-tun ma."(lf-o-n b. 
village-loc be-pst-ls 
'I was in the village.' 
sorgu/-tun siiy-da(-d) 
field-loc be-fut-3nms 
'She/it will be in the field.' 

polubtun me.y-a-n 
village-loc be-prs-1 s 
'I am in the village.' 

In negative conjugation, however, the verb 'to be' shows the regular two-way 
distinction between past and non-past. 

(6) a. po/ub-tun man-uf-o-n 
village-loc be-neg-pst-ls 
'I was not in the village.' 

b. sorgul-tun man-a-( d) 
field-loc be-neg.pst-3nms 
'She/it is not in the field.' 
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Table 12.18 Formation of the past stem

Base Past stem

‘play’
‘gnaw’
‘tear’
‘bury’
‘go’
‘keep’

ënd-
kork-
akp-
medup-
sen-
ir-

ënd-e-
kork-e-
ak.t-o-
medu.t-o-
sey-o-
itt-o-

Table 12.19 Past tense paradigm of the Class 4 verb ênd- ‘play’

Singular Plural

1 person ënd-e-n ënd-e-m
2  person ënd-e-t ënd-e-r
3 person: masc. ënd-e-n ënd-e-r

non-masc. ënd-e-te ënd-e-tev

Table 12.20 Past tense paradigm of the Class 3 verb käp- ‘guard’

Singular Plural

1 person kät-o-n kät-o-m
2  person kät-o-t kät-o-r
3 person: masc. kät-o-n kät-o-r

non-masc. kät-e (< kät-o-e) kät-ev (< kät-o-ev)

käp- ‘guard’, the characteristic vowel of the past tense is deleted through inter
nal sandhi.

The non-past tense suffix has two alternants: -da- occurring after bases of 
Classes 1 and 4 and -a- occurring with the rest of the bases. Examples of the non
past stem and finite paradigms are provided in Tables 12.21, 12.22 and 12.23.

The progressive suffix signals a present progressive meaning, and has two al
ternants, -uda- and -ida-, whose selection is controlled by the labial harmony 
rule. Two full finite paradigms are given in Tables 12.24 and 12.25.

Note that in Table 12.25, the progressive stem has the suffix alternant -uda- 
with a labial vowel even though the stem alternant of the verb (käk-) lacks a 
labial segment. Recall from the earlier discussion that the labial alternant of the 
suffix is selected on the basis of the original terminal /p/ present in the base 
before stem alternation replaces it with /k/.

The characteristic suffix of the non-past negative is -a-. A sample paradigm 
is illustrated (Table 12.26), again with the verb base ênd- ‘play’.

Bhattacharya (1957: 38) observes that the non-past negative paradigm can be 
used for both past and non-past time reference; this paradigm formally continues
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Table 12.21 Non-past stem formation

Base Non-past stem

‘keep’ ir- 
‘grow’ sand- 
‘dig’ adg- 
‘ask’ pörp- 
‘push’ turuyp- 
‘hear’ ven-

ir-da-
sayq-da-
adig-da-
pört-a-
turuyt-a-
vey-a-

Table 12.22 Sample non-past paradigm of the verb adg- ‘dig’

Singular Plural

1 person adig-da-n
2  person adig-da-t
3 person: masc. adig-da-n

non-masc. adig-da-(d)

adig-da-m
adig-da-r
adig-da-r
adig-da-v

Table 12.23 Non-past tense paradigm of the verb pörp- ‘ask5

Singular Plural

1 person pört-a-n
2  person pört-a-t
3 person: masc. pört-a-n

non-masc. pört-a-(d)

pört-a-m 
pört-a-r 
pört-a-r 
port-a-v

Table 12.24 Progressive tense paradigm of the Class 4 verb ênd- ‘play’

Singular Plural

1 person ënd-ida-n
2  person ënd-ida-t
3 person: masc. ënd-ida-n

non-masc. ënd-ida-(d)

ënd-ida-m
ënd-ida-r
ënd-ida-r
ënd-ida-v

Table 12.25 Progressive tense paradigm of the Class 3 verb käp- ‘guard’

Singular Plural

1 person käk-uda-n
2  person käk-uda-t
3 person: masc. käk-uda-n

non-masc. käk-uda-(d)

käk-uda-m
käk-uda-r
käk-uda-r
käk-uda-v
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Table 12.26 The non-past negative of énd- ‘play’

Singular Plural

1 person ënd-a-n ënd-a-m
2  person ënd-a-t ënd-a-r
3 person: masc. ënd-a-n ënd-a-r

non-masc. ënd-a-(d) ënd-a-v

the so-called ‘tenseless’ negative conjugation of Proto-Dravidian. However, 
sporadic examples in the Ollari dialect that Bhattacharya describes show that it 
is innovating a past negative paradigm. One of the verbs for which such a para
digm exists in all recorded dialects is man ‘be’, which functions as an auxiliary. 
The Konekor dialect studied by Bhaskararao contains far more examples of the 
past negative paradigm. The suffix of the past negative paradigm is -uto-. A 
sample paradigm is illustrated in Table 12.27 with the verb base ênd- ‘play’.

Table 12.27 Past negative of ênd- ‘play’

Singular Plural

1 person ënd-uto-n ënd-uto-m
2  person ënd-uto-t ënd-uto-r
3 person: masc. ënd-uto-n ënd-uto-r

non-masc. ënd-ut-e (< /ënd-uto-e/) ënd-ut-ev (< /ënd-uto-ev/)

The permissive is a finite verb that occurs only in the third person. The char
acteristic suffix of this form has two alternants, -a- occurring after bases of Class 
3, e.g. silp- ‘get up’ and -ka- after other bases, e.g. kac- ‘bite’ (Tables 12.28 and 
12.29).

Table 12.28 The permissive of Class 1, 2 and 4 verbs

Singular Plural

3 person: masc. kas-ka-n kas-ka-r
non-masc. kas-ka- 0 kas-ka-v

Table 12.29 The permissive of Class 3 verbs

Singular Plural

3 person: masc. silk-a-n silk-a-r
non-masc. silk-a- 0 silk-a-v
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The imperative occurs only in the second person. A bare verb base may func
tion as a singular imperative form, while the suffix -ur is attached for the plural 
imperative. Note the following imperative forms:p ä r  ‘you sing \ \p ä r - u r  ‘you all 
sing!’ (< p ä r - ‘sing’) and tödup ‘you show!’, tödp-ur  ‘you all show!’(< tödp- 

‘show’). The suffix for the negative imperative is -me-n in the singular and -me-r 

in the plural; these combine with the non-past negative stem, e.g. täk-me-n  ‘you 
don’t walk!’, täk-me-r ‘you all don’t walk!’ (< täk- ‘walk’).

Finite verbs terminate in a personal ending that agrees with the subject in one 
or more of the categories of person, number and gender. Gadaba has two groups 
of personal endings, described in Table 12.30. Members of the first group com
bine with the imperative and negative imperative stems. They distinguish be
tween singular and plural number. The singular has two allomorphs in the 
imperative and one in the negative imperative: -ut occurs with imperative stems 
formed from disyllabic bases of Class 3; -0  occurs with imperative stems formed 
from monosyllabic bases of Class 3 verbs and all other verb bases; -n occurs with 
negative imperative stems of all classes.

Table 12.30 Personal endings for the imperative

Gloss Stem Singular Imperative/ 
Negative imperative

‘bury’
‘loosen’
‘say’
‘go’
‘play’

medup-
ivp-
in-
sen-
end-me-

medup-ut
ivup- 0

in- 0

sen- 0

ënd-me-n

Imperative 
Imperative 
Imperative 
Imperative 
Negative imperative

The plural has two allomorphs: -ur occurs with imperative stems, -r with pro
hibitive stems as in ênd-ur  ‘play ! ’and ênd-me-r  ‘don’t play ! ’, both from the bases 
ênd- ‘play’.

Members of the second group appear in paradigms that distinguish among 
first, second and third person. These personal endings further distinguish be
tween singular and plural number in all three persons. Finally, the third person 
personal endings make a further distinction between masculine and non
masculine gender, which gives rise to four combinations in the third person: mas
culine singular, masculine plural, non-masculine singular and non-masculine 
plural. The first and second person personal endings (Table 12.31) include the

Table 12.31 Personal endings of the first and second person

Singular Plural

First Person ënd-e-n ënd-e-m
Second Person ënd-e-t ënd-e-r
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first person singular -n , the first person plural -m, the second person singular -t 

and the second person plural -r, as illustrated with the past tense of the verb ênd- 

‘play’.
By comparison, the allomorphy of the personal endings of the third person is 

more complicated. The personal ending for the masculine singular has a singular 
form -«, as in the past tense forms ênd-e-n  ‘he played’ (< ênd- ‘play’, past stem 
ênd-e-), udlat-o-n ‘he drove’ (< udlat- ‘drive’, past stem udlat-o-) and adg-e-n  

‘he dug’ (< adg- ‘dig’, past stem adg-e-). Similarly, the personal ending for mas
culine plural has a single form, -r. This personal ending is illustrated with forms 
of the verb ênd- ‘play’: ênd-e-r ‘those men played’, ênd-uto-r ‘those men did not 
play’, eyy-da-r  ‘those men will play’ and ênd-a-r ‘those men will not play’.

The personal ending of the third person non-masculine singular has three al
lomorphs. The allomorph -te occurs after past stems of Class 4 verbs; -e occurs 
after past stems of Class 1,2 and 3 verbs, as well as after all negative stems; and 
-d  occurs after all other stems. The -d  allomorph is frequently omitted in speech 
(7a); however, it is retained when the verb is followed by a word beginning with 
a vowel or when the verb is to be emphasised (7b).

(7) a. säy-da-(d) b. säy-da-d inji

die-npst-3nms die-npst-3nms think-cnj
‘it will die’ ‘thinking that it will die’

These three allomorphs are illustrated in Table 12.32.

Table 12.32 Personal endings of the third person non-masculine singular

Base Past stem Past negative Other forms

piy- ‘live’ pit-e (< pit-o-e) piy-ut-e Non-past negative:
piy-a-(d)

in- ‘say’ int-e (< int-o-e) in-ut-e Progressive:
in-ida-(d)

käp- ‘guard’ kät-e (< kät-o-e) käp-ut-e Progressive:
käk-uda-(d)

udv- ‘comb’ udv-e-te udv-ut-e Non-past:
uduv-da(d)

The personal ending of the third person non-masculine plural has two allo
morphs: -ev occurs after past stems of Class 1, 2  and 3 verbs and after all past 
negative stems; -v occurs after all other stems, as illustrated in Table 12.33.

The four principal non-finite verb forms in Gadaba are the infinitive, the con
junctive, the conditional and the adnominal. These versatile forms serve a vari
ety of functions, ranging from the formation of compound verbs to the creation 
of complex sentence structures.

The infinitive suffix has two alternants, -un and -in , whose selection is
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Table 12.33 Personal endings of the third person non-masculine plural

Base Past verb Past negative Other forms

piy- ‘live’ pit-ev (<pit-o-ev) piy-ut-ev Non-past negative: 
piy-a-v

in- ‘say’ int-ev (<int-o-ev) in-ut-ev Progressive:
in-ida-v

käp- ‘guard’ kät-ev (<kät-o-ev) käp-ut-ev Progressive:
käk-uda-v

udv- ‘comb’ udv-e-v udv-ut-ev Non-past:
üduv-dav

controlled by the labial harmony rule. Compare äv-un  ‘leaping’ (< äv- ‘leap’) 
and sen-in  ‘going’ (< sen- ‘go’).

The conjunctive suffix has two alternants, -ji which occurs after bases of Class 
5 and -i which occurs after other bases. Compare the Class 5 base in- ‘say’ and 
its conjunctive in-ji ‘having said’ with tärg- ‘swallow’ and its conjunctive tärg-i 

‘having swallowed’. While the affirmative conjunctive form is created by add
ing the conjunctive suffix -ji or -i to a verb base, as in in-ji ‘having said’ (< in- 

‘say’), the negative conjunctive form is created by adding the suffix -gunta to a 
non-past negative stem, e.g. ênd-a-gunta  ‘not having played’ (< ênd- ‘play’, non
past negative stem ênd-a-) and adb-a-gunta  ‘not having pressed’ (< adb- ‘press’, 
non-past negative stem adb-a-).

The conditional suffix has three alternants: -kot occurs after a negative non
past stem, -ot after bases of Class 3 and -got after other bases. Take, for exam
ple, pat-a-kot ‘if one does not catch’ (pat- ‘catch’), kaj-got ‘if one bites’ (kac-) 
‘bite’ and silk-ot ‘if one gets up’ (silp- ‘get up’). The negative counterpart, the 
negative conditional, is based on the non-past negative stem. This stem may also 
take the conditional suffix -kot to form a negative conditional e.g. pat-a-kot ‘if 
one does not catch’(< pat- ‘catch’, pörp-a-kot ‘if one does not ask’ (< pörp-  
‘ask’).

The adnominal (adn) forms, also called relative participles, are adjectival in 
function. Gadaba has two primary adnominal forms: the subject adnominal and 
the object adnominal forms. The first occurs when the subject of the clause is rel
ativised; the second occurs when the object is relativised. The subject adnominal 
has two alternants, -te- which occurs with the masculine suffix and -o- which 
occurs with the non-masculine suffix. The subject nominal also takes suffixes 
denoting number and gender, in effect, forming a derived nominal. The object 
relative participle is -dan-. The negative adnominal form consists of the (non
past) negative stem and suffix denoting person; in essence, these forms are 
derived nouns. For example, the non-past negative stem adg-a- is the basis for 
the derived noun adg-a.y-on  ‘man who did not dig’.
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(8) a.

c.

adig-te-n  

dig-adn+sb-m 
‘the man who dug’ 
adg-o-ni 
dig-adn+sb-f
‘the woman/thing who dug’

b.

d.

adig-te-l

dig-adn+sb-plm
‘the men who dug’
adg-o-nil

dig-adn+sb-plf
‘the women/things who dug’

(10) a.

c.

adg-a.y-on  b.
dig-neg+adn-3ms 
‘man who did not dig’ 
adg-a.y-ad  d.
dig-neg+adn-3nms 
‘woman/thing who did not dig’

adg-a.y-or

dig-neg+adn-3mpl
‘men who did not dig’
adg-a.y-av

dig-neg+adn-3nmpl
‘women/things who did not dig’

The non-past negative also serves as the base of another negative adnominal 
form, one that takes no personal ending and functions adjectivally. It is formed 
by suffixing -ydun to the non-past negative stem, as kac-a-ydun  ‘which did not 
bite’ as in kacaydun nette ‘dog2  which.didn’t.bitej’ or sarp-a-ydun  ‘who did not 
drive (away)’ as in müdelin sarpaydun äsmal ‘womanß who.didn’t.drive2  (away) 
cattlej’.

Furthermore, the non-past negative stem figures in a series of adverbial con
structions. The form -belan , for example, combines with the non-past negative 
stem to make an adverbial expression, signifying ‘at the time when something 
did not V ’, e.g. örg-a-belan  ‘when (somebody) did not call’; -mundel combines 
with the non-past negative stem, signifying ‘before V ’, e.g. örga-mundel ‘before 
somebody called’. In the positive counterpart of the form with -belan , the form 
-neI combines with a verb base, signifying ‘at the time of V ’, e.g. örug-nel ‘at the 
time of calling’.

The conjunctive form by itself may function as a non-finite verb; however it 
may also appear as a component of a compound verb construction. In such com
pound constructions, the main verb appears in its conjunctive form and combines 
with a following auxiliary verb that is inflected according to the demands of the 
syntactic context. Such auxiliary verbs may convey notions of intensive aspect, 
completive aspect, benefactive voice, perfect tense and dubitative status. The

(9) a. u<j-dan sorgul (< u<j- 'plough') 
plough-adn+obj field 
'(the) field that is ploughed' 

b. k<ib-dan ulle (< k<ip- 'guard') 
guard-adn+obj house 
'(the) house that is guarded' 

c. sarub-dan mude (< sarp- 'chase') 
chase-adn+ob cow 
'(the) cow which is chased' 
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four auxiliary verbs that may appear in such a compound include sen- ‘go’, kê- 

‘do’, si- ‘give’ and man- (~ säy-) ‘be’. The auxiliaries sen- ‘go’ (11a, b) and kë- 

‘do’ ( 1 2 a, b) convey a completive or intensive meaning, as illustrated in the ex
amples below. The auxiliary si- ‘give’ (DEDR 2598) conveys a benefactive 
meaning (13a, b).

( 1 1 ) a. pot-i sende b.
swell-cnj go-pst-3 nms
‘it became completely swollen’

( 1 2 ) a. kuy-i kenon  b.
cut-cnj do-pst-ls
‘I cut (something) away’

vet-i sende 

run-cnj go-pst-3nms 
‘it ran away’

t in-ji kedan  

eat-cnj do-npst-ls 
‘I will eat up (something) 
completely’

(13) a. kuy-i sinon

cut-cnj give-pst-ls 
‘I cut (it) for (somebody)’

b. kêg-i siyur 

do-cnj give-imp 
‘please do (it) (for me/ 
somebody)’

The auxiliary verb man- ‘be’ functions as an auxiliary to express a perfect tense 
series. When the auxiliary occurs in the past tense, the compound conveys past 
perfect tense (14a); in the present tense, it conveys present perfect tense (14b); 
and in the future, it conveys future perfect tense (14c). The future perfect con
veys an added sense of dubitative mood. The auxiliary man- ‘be’ has three allo
morphs: man- in the past tense, mey- in the present tense and say- in the future 
tense.

(14) a. ëndi manton  b. ëndi mey an

play-cnj be-pst-ls play-cnj be-prs-3ms
‘I had played’ ‘he has played’

c. ëndi säydan

play-cnj be-fut-3ms 
‘he might have played’

The infinitive form can function as a non-finite verb, and is used as a verbal 
noun. It also appears in two further contexts: in auxiliary compound verbs with 
modal auxiliaries and as a form to which invariant modal suffixes are added. 
The auxiliaries that can combine with an infinitive included to form a compound 
verb are the potential öd- (15a), the inceptive sen- (15b), the permissive sl- 

(15c), the permissive ir- (15d) and the hortative ekam  (15e).
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(15) a.

c.

e.

êndin öd-en  

play-inf be.able-pst-ls 
‘I was able to play’ 
êndin sïnuton  

play-inf give-neg-pst-ls 
‘I did not allow (somebody) 
to play’ 
êndin ekam  

play-inf go-hort 
‘let us play!’

d.

êndin sey-on

play-inf go-npst-ls
‘I am going to play’
êndin irdan

play-inf be-npst-ls
‘I will let (somebody) to play’

The invariant modal suffixes that combine with the infinitive include the obliga
tive -gäle (16a), the negative obligative -küdera  (16b), the subjunctive -occuni 

(16c, see the auxiliary use of Telugu vaccu  ‘come’) and the past negative -mana 

(16d).

(16) a. êndin gäle

play-inf must 
‘(one) must play’

c. êndin occuni

play-inf may 
‘(one) may play’

b. êndin küdera

play-inf must.not 
‘(one) must not play’

d. êndin mana

play-inf not.be 
‘(one) did not play’

A number of operators combine with non-finite verb forms and often have tem
poral meanings. For example, pö li  ‘after’, which is homophonous with -  and 
likely derives from -  the conjunctive of the verbpö l  ‘finish’, may follow the con
junctive form of a verb to signal completion, as in ênd-i pö li  ‘after2  playing^. 
The form entane ‘as soon as’ combines with an infinitive, as in adin südun entane 

‘as.s0 0 n.as3 (he) saw2  itj’. The form pay  ‘for the purpose of’, which may func
tion as a postposition with a dative meaning, combines with an infinitive, as in 
sen-in pay  ‘for2  going!’.

12.5 Operators
Gadaba has a wide range of grammatical operators that perform various adjec
tival, adverbial and modal functions. Most of them attach to individual words in 
clauses; some attach to phrases. These operators include clitics, postpositions 
and independent words; the latter often have defective morphology and restrict
ed privileges of occurrence. We have already seen examples in the discussion 
of postpositions, as well as the suffixes -nel, -belan and -mundel which combine 
with verb stems.

One of the more important clitics is the interrogative =ä, used to form yes-no 
questions. It may attach to any constituent of the sentence. When it attaches to 
the finite verb (17b), it forms a simple yes-no question; when it combines with

b.
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another constituent (17c, d), it focuses on that constituent.

(17) a. ön aykôsun cêdel sinon.

he-nom king-obj porcupine give-pst-3ms
‘He gave a porcupine to the king.’

b. ön aykôsun cëdel s inon -ä .

he-nom king-obj porcupine give-pst-3ms=int
‘Did he give a porcupine to the king?’

c. ön=ä aykôsun cêdel sinon.

he-nom=int king-obj porcupine give-pst-3ms
‘Was it he who gave a porcupine to the king?’

d. ön aykösun=ä cêdel sinon.

he-nom king-obj=int porcupine give-pst-3 ms
‘Was it to the king that he gave a porcupine?’

Further operators, such as inji ‘that, saying’ and ki ‘that, or’, are discussed in the 
following section.

12.6 Syntax
The basic word order pattern of Gadaba is SOV, or subject-object-verb. As is 
typical of robust SOV typology, postpositions occur instead of prepositions, com
plements precede main clauses, main verbs precede auxiliaries and genitives 
precede the nouns they modify. Thanks to explicit nominal and verbal morpho
logical marking, however, the gross constituents of a clause enjoy a certain de
gree of freedom as to their positioning within the sentence.

(18) êlki pêta  müde.

somewhere come.out-npst-3nms rabbit-nom 
‘A rabbit comes out from somewhere.’

A pronominal subject may optionally be deleted from a sentence; in (19a, b), for 
example, the identity of the subject may be recovered from the personal ending 
on the finite verb.

(19) a. (dm) müdelin pëptam.

we-nom rabbit-pl-obj come.out-caus-npst-lpl 
‘We will make the rabbits come out.’ 

b. (äm) seyom

we-nom go-npst-lpl 
‘we go’

Similarly, truncated sentences without a verb occur in conversation because the 
‘missing’ verb can be recovered from the context, as in (2 0 ).



(20) an okuf sari kiygafin seyon. cedel kiygatin. 
1-nom one time hunt-obj go-pst-ls porcupine hunt-obj 
'I once went on a hunt; (I went) for a porcupine hunt.' 
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A nominal group consists of nominal modifiers and a noun. These modifiers in
clude demonstratives, numerals and other nouns. Although finite verbs may not 
be conjoined, nouns may be. The operator pafen 'and' as in OIJ paten an 'he1 
and2 13 ' conjoins two pronouns. Gadaba also conjoins two or more nouns by 
lengthening the final vowel of each word in the conjunct; in on=u an=u 'he and 
I', for example, the enunciative vowel is lengthened on each member of the con
junct, as occurs in Telugu. The operator ki 'or' in erif ki okuf kuce 'some1 or2 
another3 vegetable4 ', viz. 'some vegetable or other' conjoins two nominal mod
ifiers which are themselves nouns. The syntax of forms with an adjectival func
tion is rather complex; full discussion may be found in Bhattacharya (1957) and 
Bhaskararao (1980). 

As is common among the Dravidian languages, the predicate of a simple sen
tence may be a finite verb (21) or a predicate nominal (22). Sentences without 
predicate nominals are well-formed without a copula; however, such sentences 
are negated by using the negative conjugation of the verb man- 'be'. The agree
ment system may be considered as a nominative-accusative pattern as long as 
we recall that the Gadaba objective case combines accusative, dative and gen
itive functions. Gadaba also exhibits what in other Dravidian languages would 
be considered a dative-subject construction, even though the subject appears in 
the all-purpose objective case, rather than a dedicated dative case. In example 
(21a), the dative-accusative form anin 'to me' marks the subject of the verb bep
'feel'. 

(21) a. viiyil)-sil arj-da-v 
rain-pl-nom fall-npst-3nmpl 
'the rains will fall' 

b. anin santosam bete 
1-dat+acc happiness-nom get.a.feeling-pst-3nms 
'I felt happy.' 

(22) a. OIJ kalgertel) 
he-nom rich.man-3ms 
'he is a rich man' 

b. i kor eyr-ne? 
this fowl-nom who-gen 
'whose fowl (is) this?' 

A complex sentence consists of two or more clauses. Gadaba has inherited the 
Dravidian restriction against multiple finite predicates. The conjunctive form is 
commonly used to conjoin two or more clauses (23a). The infinitive also serves 
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to combine two or more clauses, as in (23b ), where a clause of purpose has been 
postposed to the right of the main clause with the finite verb. 

(23) a. so[s 1 [pa~t;iu vit;li]s1 sz[bali kedar]szlso· 
pig buy-cnj sacrifice do-npst-3mpl 

'They will buy a pig and sacrifice it.' 
b. so[raytul iruvar=ki muvur=ki siiydar SI [megeltin 

farmer two-mpl=or three-mpl=or be-npst-3mpl goat-obj 
manda kiikun]silso 
herd guard-inf 
'There will be two or three farmers to guard the herd of goats.' 

Along with the restriction against multiple finite predicates, Gadaba has also in
herited the morphosyntactic means of embedding finite predicates, such as inji 
'saying', the conjunctive form of in- 'say' (<*en- 'say, think' (DEDR 868)). In 
(24a) inji embeds the finite predicate kedam 'we shall do'. The language has 
also borrowed complementisers from lndo-Aryan, such as ki 'that' which in 
(24b) embeds the finite predicate porce/e 'you got'. The borrowed complemen
tiser ki also serves to embed complements under verbs of doubt (24c), in much 
the same way as the clitic =o 'or, some' does in Tamil, Telugu and Km:u;la, 
among others. 

(24) a. so[s1[enan kedam]s 1 znJl vergin pokke~]so 
what-obj do-npst-lpl say-cnj cat-obj ask-pst-3ms 

'He asked the cat, "what shall we do?".' 
b. so[s1[ad in e/en porce/e]s1 ki anin pok]so 

that.thing you-nom how get-pst-2s that 1-dat+acc tell-imp 
'Tell me how you got that thing.' 

c. so[s1[0~ vano~]s 1 ki sz[viira]sz ki anin 
he-nom come-npst-3ms or come-neg-3ms or 1-dat+acc 

telsera]so 
know-neg 
'I do not know whether he will come or not.' 

12. 7 Lexicon 
The lexicon consists of native and borrowed lexical items. For the dialect that is 
studied, Telugu seems to be the major source of borrowings though a few lexical 
items come from Oriya. The set of nominals is open while the set of verbs is less 
susceptible to borrowing. When a lexical item is added to the set of verbs, the 
suffix -ap is added to the borrowed item or the auxiliary verb er- combined with 
the borrowed item to form a compound; -ap serves primarily to derive transitive 
verbs while er- serves to derive intransitive verbs. The verb er- 'become' also 
combines with a large number of verbs that come for the most part from Telugu, 
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e.g. küd ër- ‘get accumulated’ (cf. Teluguküdu  ‘join ' ) ,p ê l  ër- ‘explode’ (cf. Tel
ugu pëlu  ‘to explode’). Examples of derived transitives include nokk-ap  ‘press’ 
(< Telugu nokku  ‘to press’), kür-ap  ‘stuff in’ (< Telugu küru  ‘to stuff in’), namm- 

ap  ‘believe’ (< Telugu nammu  ‘believe’) and päm-ap  ‘rub’ (< Telugu päm u  

‘rub’); examples of intransitives, nän-er ‘be soaked’ (< Telugu nänu  ‘be 
soaked’), mann-er  ‘last long’ (< Telugu mannu  ‘last long’). While the borrowed 
lexemes function as verbs in Telugu, they appear to be borrowed as nouns in 
Gadaba. The following Gadaba verbs combine with borrowed nouns to form lex
ical compound verbs: kë- ‘do’, bëp- ‘get a feeling, sensation’, at- ‘beat, strike’, 
puc- ‘take out’. Examples include gösa kë- ‘make noise’ (< gösa  ‘noise’ + kë- 

‘do’), kayar bëp- ‘become angry’ (< kayar ‘anger’ + bëp- ‘feel’), Isa at- ‘whistle’ 
(Isa ‘whistle’ +at-  ‘strike’) and üpiripuc-  ‘breathe’ (<üpiri ‘breath’ +puc-  ‘take 
out’).

Iterative and echo compounds commonly occur in Gadaba. Iterative com
pounds invest a distributive meaning in the nouns as repeated nouns, as in okur- 

okur  ‘one by one’ (okur ‘one’) and idig-idig ‘two at a time’ (idig ‘two’). Balance 
compounds result from the joining of two nouns with a similar semantic range, 
e.g. suvur kuce ‘meals in general’ combines suvur  ‘soup’ and kuce ‘vegetable’, 
while parub  punam  ‘festivals in general’ combines parub  ‘festival’and punam  

‘full moon day’). These are found in other Dravidian languages (see Chapter 13 
on Malto, and Steever 1988). The conjunctive form of a verb can be reiterated 
to signal continuous action, e.g. unji unji ‘having eaten continuously’. Echo com
pounds also occur in Gadaba. The echo word is formed by replacing the initial 
syllable of the echoed word by the echo syllable gi-. The vowel of the echo syl
lable has the same length as the initial syllable of the echoed word, e.g. ödur- 

gïdir  ‘marriage and the like’ which is based on ödur  ‘marriage’ and pidir-gidir 

‘name and the like’ which is based on pidir  ‘name’. As in other Dravidian 
languages, echo compounds in Gadaba tend to occur in rhetorically marked 
contexts such as the negative conjugation.

(25) pollu-gillu enade mana.

husk-echo any be-neg-3nms
‘There won’t be any husks or the like (in the seeds).’

12.8 Dialect Differences
The description of Gadaba in this chapter is based on Bhaskararao’s (1980) 
grammar of the Konekor dialect in the Srikakulam District of Andhra Pradesh. 
This dialect differs in some respects from that described in Bhattacharya’s 
(1957) grammar of the Ollari dialect spoken in the Koraput District of Orissa. 
Some examples are provided to illustrate these dialect differences.

The phonological inventories of the two differ. For example, Ollari has two 
post-dental affricates ts and dz that do not occur in Konekor, e.g. tsöka ‘coat’, 
dzum  ‘red’ (=Konekor ju m  ‘id.’), dzulap- ‘cause to swing’. In Konekor, the
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conditional suffix is -kot, while in Ollari it is -koren, which may be shortened to 
-kor. The personal ending for the third person masculine singular is -n in 
Konekor, but -nd in Ollari. The Ollari form more directly reflects the Proto- 
Dravidian suffix *-anru.

The inventory of finite paradigms differs between the two dialects. It was not
ed earlier that the past negative is more fully developed in Konekor than in Ol
lari. Both Konekor and Ollari have a (present) progressive tense, but Ollari also 
has a past progressive paradigm. The past progressive m arker-in-/-un-, or its ex
tended form -ίηίη-Ι-uyin-, is suffixed to the verb stem. The verb is then conjugat
ed as a past tense form of Class 3 verb, e.g. sür-un-on ‘I was seeing’, narupk-in- 
ot ‘you were scaring’, indr-iqin-on ‘I was bringing’, köndel tin-in-ev ‘cowsj 
were.grazing2\  Ollari also has a negative past progressive paradigm (Bhatta
charya 1957: 42-3). It is a serial verb compound: the main verb is inflected for 
the (non-past) negative and the auxiliary man- ‘be’ is inflected for the past tense; 
both verbs have congruent personal endings. In addition, the so-called union 
vowel -i attaches to the main verb: ïlan-i maton ‘I was not falling’ consists of ïlan 
‘I do not fall’, -i and maton ‘I was’. Although in Ollari the (present) progressive 
is generally negated through use of the (non-past) negative verb, e.g. süran ‘I do 
not see’, this dialect also has another serial compound, the past progressive neg
ative. It matches the past progressive negative in every respect except that the 
auxiliary man- is inflected for the present, not the past tense: ïlan-i mayan ‘I am 
not falling’ consists of ïlan ‘I do not fall’, the union vowel -i and the present tense 
mayan ‘I am’. Such serial verbs have direct cognates and structural correlates in 
Parji and Pengo (Steever 1988).

The Konekor dialect appears to borrow more heavily from Telugu since that 
is the dominant regional language; similarly, the Ollari dialect leans more 
towards the Dësiya dialect of Oriya.
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13 Malto

S a n fo rd  B . S teever

13.1 Background
Malto, the northernmost of the Dravidian languages in India, is spoken by nearly 
100,000 people in the Rajmahal Hills of Bihar. Pockets of Malto speakers also 
live in the states of West Bengal, Tripura and Orissa. Speakers of Malto call 
their language mal sapa ‘man’s language’ or malto ‘of the man’, and they call 
themselves maler ‘men’. Three dialects have been identified: Kumarbhag, 
Malpaharia and Sawriya.

All North Dravidian languages, including Malto, retain initial *k before */ and 
*F; their treatment of *k before other vowels varies. In Malto, *k usually be
comes q before other vowels. Malto’s closest relative, Kurux, is also spoken in 
Bihar. These two languages have, for example, innovated distinct personal end
ings for the second person singular masculine and the second person singular 
feminine. The cognates listed below further demonstrate their kinship.

Gloss Malto Kurux DEDR

‘bite’ qär xär 1124
‘blood’ qës xëso 1931
‘dry’ qay xay 1458
‘eye’ qän xan 1159
‘you’ ninu nln 3688

The rough terrain of the Rajmahal Hills has so isolated Malto speakers that their 
existence remained unknown to outsiders until the very end of the eighteenth 
century c e . Malto is a non-literary language and lacks official status. The earli
est records of the language date to the last century. It has come into contact with 
neighbouring Indo-Aryan languages such as Hindi, Oriya and Bengali.

This chapter draws extensively from Mahapatra’s description of the Malpa
haria dialect of Malto. His grammar must be considered authoritative for the 
language.

3 5 9
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Table 13.1 Malto consonants

Labial Dental Alveolar Retroflex Palatal Velar Uvular Glottal

Stop P t t c k q
b d d j g

Nasal m n n ή
Fricative δ  s Y h
Trill r
Lateral 1
Rap r
Glide w y

13.2 Phonology
Malto retains the common Dravidian vowel system of ten vowels, five short and 
five long: <2 , ä , /, Γ, w, w, e, ê, 0 , 0 . These vowels appear to occur in all positions. 
No Malto word contains vowel clusters. Malto has twenty-four consonant pho
nemes, presented in Table 13.1. There are eleven stops, six voiceless and five 
voiced: p y t, ;, c, k , q, b, J, </,y, g. There are four nasals: m, η, η, ή; four fricatives: 
5, s, y, one tap: r; one lateral: /; one flap: r; and two glides: w, y. Malto lacks 
an aspirated series of stops which occurs in neighbouring Indo-Aryan languages.

Two junctures are marked in transcription, # and +. The first represents sen
tence juncture, the second a formative juncture that defines the domain of cer
tain phonological rules. For example, Malto has a retroflex prosody that carries 
from one syllable into the next when no juncture intervenes, e.g. tetu ‘hand’, 
danda ‘staff’, dade ‘forest’. The prosody does not cross a juncture, however: 
kat+tan ‘I crossed’, tüd+du ‘tiger’. Vowel features also respect the presence of 
a juncture. In Malto long vowels occur only word-initially; elsewhere vowels are 
short. However, a long vowel may follow a juncture, as in a compound word, e.g. 
böl+täwe ‘strong man’. The uvular obstruents q and y do not occur before a front 
high vowel unless a juncture intervenes, e.g. toq+in ‘I break’, qêy+in ‘I buy’.

All stops may occur in all positions. However, any word that ends in a conso
nant may in isolation be pronounced with an enunciative u. The fricatives ö and 
y do not occur initially. Further, the fricative h, which occurs mainly in borrowed 
words, alternates with 0  in initial position, e.g. had ~ ati ‘elephant’. Consonant 
clusters do not occur initially in Malto except in two borrowed words:prani ‘life’ 
andpraja ‘tent’. There are approximately 230 two-consonant clusters and a far 
smaller number of three-consonant clusters. These triliteral clusters appear only 
between the first and second syllables of a word.

Prosodies
Malto exhibits patterns of consonantal prosody between the onset and offset of 
syllables in terms of the place of articulation. In defined instances, a consonant 
with a specific place of articulation in the onset is balanced by a consonant with

h;
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the same place of articulation in the offset, and vice versa. The retroflex prosody 
was noted above. Further, syllables with a velar consonant require another ve
lar, not a uvular, e.g. kuk.du ‘head’, kag.te ‘paper’. Conversely, syllables with a 
uvular consonant require another uvular, not a velar, e.g. qoq ‘behind’, qeyr 
‘bend one’s hand’. Similar patterns are observed for dentals and retroflexes, e.g. 
titra ‘kind of bird’, tut.wa ‘leper’. These phonotactic patterns tend to apply with
in morphemes: as noted above, the retroflex prosody will carry into successive 
syllables if no formative junctive intervenes.

With no writing system of its own, Malto has been written in the Roman and 
the Devanagari writing systems.

Morphology and Parts of Speech
Malto formally distinguishes between nouns and verbs. Membership of these 
categories depends both on the inflectional patterns a word exhibits and on the 
grammatical categories it encodes. In those Dravidian languages where the set 
of verbal roots is closed, category membership could be determined by identify
ing the lexical root, but the existence of robust cross-categorial derivation in 
Malto, including noun to verb, renders this procedure nugatory. The minor parts 
of speech such as adjective, adverb and conjunction are defined by their func
tion, but formally may belong to one of the two main categories. Their claim to 
being formally defined parts of speech is somewhat bolstered by the defective 
morphology they often exhibit.

It is unclear whether Malto distinguishes between free forms and clitics. The 
forms that correspond to clitics in other Dravidian languages appear in Malto to 
be independent words with invariant forms. Like clitics, these Malto particles 
appear after the forms they in some sense modify and they typically modify 
phrases or clauses rather than a single word. Since Malto is an SOV language, 
it is expected that forms that mark scope, such as quantifiers, will occur after the 
elements they modify. Further, there is scant evidence one way or the other that 
they combine with the preceding form to constitute a phonological word.

Nominals
Nouns are inflected for case, number and gender. The morphemes in a noun are 
segmented into noun stem, number and case. Number and gender interact close
ly, particularly in the subsystem of noun classifiers, a phenomenon largely ab
sent in other Dravidian languages. The number-gender system has three layers: 
nouns, pronouns and numerals.

Nouns
All nouns in the nominative singular mark gender: nouns denoting male persons 
are masculine while all others are non-masculine. In the plural, the gender op
position is between human and non-human. The masculine singular is marked 
by -A, e.g. male-h ‘man’, gole-h ‘a Hindu man’, ike-h ‘who’, tanyade-h ‘son’; the 
non-masculine singular is marked by -ö, e.g. malni-ö ‘woman’, maqo-ö  ‘girl’. A
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subset of non-masculine nouns which end in the formative -du take -d  after drop
ping -du , e.g. tüd- δ  ‘tiger’, öy- δ  ‘cattle’, maq-d  ‘insect’, tumgl-d ‘dream’. The 
only exception to this pattern is aba ‘one’s own father’, which takes the non
masculine suffix -d; similar words such as abo ‘your father’ and tambako ‘his 
father’ take the expected masculine suffix -h.

Pronouns
In the second layer of the number-gender system, pronouns exhibit a tripartite 
gender distinction: masculine, feminine and neuter. The example sentences 
here and below come from Mahapatra (1979: 62).

( 1 ) a. palna desinso ort räjah bedyah. maler
certain country-loc one+cls king-m-nom be-pst-3sm people 
ahin pöka räjah ännar.
he-acc sick king-m-nom call-prs-3pl
‘In a certain country, there was a king. People call him the sick king. ’

b. nin maqeki bohu beyid. aöin oce dadeno pitke 
your son-dat wife be-prs-3sn her-acc take-cnj forest-loc death 
kuhoL·
throw-opt
‘Your son has a wife, take her and kill her in the forest.’

c. sat batan moydeno maqond säre beyid. aöen ocer 
seven herd cattle-loc one-cls bull be-prs-3sn it-acc take-cnj-pe 
bisck.

sell-imp
‘There is one bull in the seven herds of cattle. Sell it.’

Pronouns exhibit the tripartite distinction in the accusative, ablative, locative, 
and instrumental cases. In the nominative, however, the pronouns mark only a 
two-way distinction between masculine (äh ‘he’) and non-masculine (äd  ‘she, 
it’).

Malto has two numbers: singular and plural. Only human nouns may take a 
plural suffix. The plural marker appears as -r following vowels: male-r ‘men’, 
maqe-r ‘boys’, aba-r ‘fathers’; and as -er elsewhere: pel-er ‘women’, jen-er 
‘people’, ätar-er ‘they’. Non-human nouns do not in themselves distinguish 
between singular and plural.

Certain human nouns always occur in the plural. These are collective nouns 
that denote persons in specific kinship relations: undql-er ‘siblings’, mamql-er 
‘maternal uncle and nephew \jö rq l-er  ‘husband and wife’. All these nouns seem 
to incorporate the formative -<?/-, probably an ossified form of the Dravidian 
plural suffix *-kal.

Plurality in Malto, as elsewhere in Dravidian, may also express social con
cepts such as respect. Malto kin terms fall into two sets. One, labelled 
bäycnaqpor ‘relationship of mutual avoidance’, is characterised by behavioural
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patterns of restraint, formality and politeness. This relationship generally holds 
between affinal relatives. Many kin terms in the set of baycnaqpor incorporate 
the plural marker as a sign of social distance, regardless of the number of the 
referent. In the following pairs of kin terms, the second member belongs to the 
set of baycnaqpor and incorporates the plural marker: baya ‘brother’: bayanda-r 
‘husband’s elder brother’; bäyi ‘sister’, bäynal-er ‘female relative elder to one’s 
wife’; aba ‘father’, abanda-r ‘father-in-law’. Conversely, aba ‘one’s own fa
ther’ may incorporate the non-masculine singular marker -d as a sign of social 
closeness.

Numerals
The third layer of the number-gender system occurs in noun phrases that contain 
a numeral modifying a noun. The numeral first combines with a noun classifier, 
which then combines with the noun. This system compensates for the lack of 
plural marking among neuter nouns, and is examined further under the section 
on Adjectives.

Case
Malto has seven cases: nominative, accusative, dative, genitive, instrumental, 
ablative and locative. Nominative is the unmarked case both semantically and 
morphologically. It marks the subject of a sentence or a predicate nominal.

(2 ) a. räjah awdah.
king-m-nom say-pst-3sm 
‘The king said.’ 

b. ï maler enki pêrar.
this man-pl-nom I-gen relative-pl-nom 
‘These men are my relatives.’

The accusative marks the direct object of a transitive verb (3), the object of 
motion with an intransitive verb of motion (4), an instrument in a causative con
struction (5), and an indirect object with a double transitive verb (6 ). The allo
morph -a(n) occurs with nouns of the -du class; elsewhere, -n occurs after vowels 
and -in after consonants.

(3) a. äh dad-in qohdah.

he-nom branch-acc cut-prs-3sm 
‘He is cutting the branch.’

b. kamareh goware-n bïkyah.
blacksmith-nom cowherd-acc call-pst-3sm 
‘The blacksmith called the cowherd.’

c. räjah uka-n am-an cicah. 
king-nom hukka-acc water-acc give-pst-3sm 
‘The king offered hukka and water.’
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(4) niim bijno ene mene piiwa-n ekey. 
we-incl-nom sun come-adn time path-ace go-fut-lplin 
'When the day breaks, we will go on our way.' 

(5) ii jogyeh bora-n maqer-in pehtarah. 
that beggar-nom sack-ace boy-pl-ace load-caus-pst-3sm 
'The beggar got the sack loaded by the boys.' 

(6) en qepor-in i" saba-n aw{iatan. 
1-nom villager-pl-ace this news-ace tell-pst-ls 
'I told the villagers this news.' 

Note that in (3c) above and (13b) below the accusative appears on both members 
of a co-ordinate direct object. 

The dative case allomorphs are -k after nouns ending in a vowel and -ik else
where. Dative case marks the indirect object of a transitive verb (7), purpose or 
goal (8). It serves also in dative-subject constructions to mark such notions as 
possessor and undergoer (9, 10). 

(7) iir maqen man-ik argtarah. 
they-nom boy-ace tree-dat climb-caus-pst-3pl 
'They made the boy climb the tree.' 

(8) em beiije-k ekdam. 
we-excl-nom wedding-dat go-prs-1 pr 
'We are going for a wedding.' 

(9) a. maqe-k fetu mackarao. 
boy-dat hand-nom dislocate-pst-3sn 
'The boy's hand got dislocated.' 

b. dokanawe-k faka {iunyao. 
shopkeeper-dat money-nom get lost-pst-3sn 
'The shopkeeper lost his money.' 

(10) a. riima-k maqond kuco beyio. 
Rama-dat cls+one dog-nom be-prs-3sn 
'Rama has a dog.' 

b. maqe-k pura nuiijtario. 
child-dat stomach-nom ache-prs-3sn 
'The child's stomach hurts.' 

c. riima-k dudiki cii{ie lagyao. 
Rama-dat milk-nom want hit-pst-3sn 
'Rama wanted the milk.' 
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The genitive case is purely adnominal, and signals such notions as possession or 
close association. It is marked by the morpheme -ki. The genitive may occur be
fore the noun it modifies (11) or in predicate position (12). In the latter case, the 
genitive noun is inflected to agree in person and number with the subject. 

( 11) a. riimeh dasrote-ki tanyadeh mafijah. 
Rama-nom Dasaratha-gen son-nom be-pst-3sm 
'Rama was Dasaratha's son.' 

b. cafij-ki miikdu esa sawadio. 
deer-gen meat-nom much be tasty-prs-3sn 
'The deer meat is very tasty.' 

(12) a. i kisdu <;larje-ki-o. 
this pig-nom forest-gen-3sn 
'This pig is of the forest.' 

b. i maqer sardare-ki-r. 
this boy-pl-nom chief-gen-3pl 
'These boys are the chief's.' 

A noun in the genitive case may optionally exhibit concord with its head noun if 
the head noun is in the nominative or accusative case. 

(13) a. tanyade-ki-o pel-o barcao. 
son-gen-3sn wife-3sn come-pst-3sn 
'The son's wife came.' 

b. em riima-ki-n faka-n pesa-n funrjlaydam. 
we-excl Rama-gen-ace rupee-ace paisa-acc see-neg-prf-npst-lpr 
'We have not seen Rama's money.' 

The instrumental case conveys the meanings of 'by' and 'with'. The case marker 
has three allomorphs: -et for -du noun bases, -t for bases ending in a vowel, and 
-it elsewhere. 

(14) iden cur-it moca. 
it-ace knife-inst cut-imp 
'Cut it with a knife.' 

The ablative case marks source: the allomorph -nte occurs after bases ending in 
a vowel; -inte elsewhere. 

(15) a. maqer iskule-nte kirnar. 
boy-pl-nom school-abl return-prs-3pl 
'The boys are returning from school.' 
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b. qep-inte ëm goda-k ëkanam.
village-abl we-excl Goda-dat go-fut-lplex 
‘We shall go to Goda from the village.’

The locative case, conveying the general meaning ‘it, at’, is realised by -no ~  

-ino. -no occurs after -du noun bases and bases ending in a vowel, e.g. man-no 
‘in the tree’; -ino occurs elsewhere, e.g. maler-ino ‘in the people’. When the em
phatic particle i ‘too’ follows -no, the locative has the variant -ni (and an epen
thetic -h- appears between the case marker and the particle), e.g. qeql-ni.h-i ‘in 
the earth, too’, maqer-ini.h-i ‘in the boys, too’.

(16) a. dar-ino pesa bey id.
cloth-loc money-nom be-prs-3sn 
‘The money is in the cloth.’ 

b. äh päw-no ëka jimrah.
he-nom road-loc go-cnj-pe meet-pst-3 sm 
‘He met on the road.’

When nouns in the nominative or genitive case appear in predicate position, they 
are inflected with personal endings to mark agreement with the subject. Consid
er the following paradigm:

ën endo-n.
I younger sibling-Is 
‘I am (your) younger sibling.’

nïn endo-y. 
you-s younger sibling-2 s 
‘You are (my) younger sibling.’ 
äh efido-h.
he younger sibling-3sm 
‘He is (my) younger brother.’ 
äd endo-δ .
she younger sibling-3sf 
‘She is (my) younger sister.’

Similarly, nouns in apposition also take the same set of personal endings to mark 
concord.

ëm endo-m.
we-excl younger sibling-lplex
‘We (not you) are younger siblings.’
näm endo-y.
we-inc younger sibling-lplin
‘We are younger siblings.’
nïm endo-r.
you-pl younger sibling-2 pl
‘You are younger siblings.’
är efido-r.
they younger sibling-3pl
‘They are younger siblings.’

(17) a. ën to male-n klr-et kabu manjatan.
I very onem an-ls hunger-instr succumb be-prf-npst-Is 
‘I, this very man, have succumbed to hunger.’
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b. ëm dadeno dôku male-m, iker jahan
we-excl forest-loc dwell-adn men-lplex who also
cinyomalar. 
know-neg-prs-3pl
‘No one knows us, we who are forest dwellers.’

Malto has five personal pronouns: ên(u) ‘I’, nln(u) ‘thou’, êm(u) ‘we (not you)’, 
näm(u) ‘we (and you)’ and nïm(u) ‘you’. Note that Malto distinguishes inclusive 
and exclusive first person plural forms both in the pronouns and in the personal 
endings of nouns and verbs. The final -u on the pronouns is optional. The declen
sion of these five is as follows. The oblique form may function as a genitive or
serve as the base to which postpositions are attached. Note that Malto has pre
served the common Dravidian quantitative alternation between long vowels in 
the nominative case and short vowels in the other cases.

1 sing. 2 sing. 1 plur.cx 1 plur.in 2 plur.

Nominative ën nin ëm näm nïm
Oblique en- niii- em- nam- nim-
Genitive en(-ki) nin(-ki) em(-ki) nam(-ki) nim(-ki)
Accusative en-en nin-en em-en nam-en nim-en
Dative en-e niii-e em-e nam-e nim-e
Instrumental en-et nin-et em-et nam-et nim-et
Ablative en-ente nin-ente em-ente nam-ente nim-ente
Locative en-eno nin-eno em-eno nam-eno nim-eno

The third person pronouns in Malto mark two degrees of deixis: proximal, 
marked by Γ-, and distal, marked by â-. The distal forms are semantically un
marked. The basic third person pronouns in the nominative case are as follows:

Distal Proximal

Masculine singular äh ‘that man’ ih ‘this man’
Non-masculine singular äd ‘that one, woman’ Id ‘this one, woman’
Plural är ‘they, those ones’ ïr ‘these ones’
Collective plural ätarer ‘all those’ ïrtarer ‘all these’

While the nominative forms all have long vowels, the oblique forms and the 
forms built on them have corresponding short vowels. In the nominative, geni
tive and dative cases, as well as the oblique form to which postpositions attach, 
the non-masculine pronoun does not distinguish between neuter and feminine; 
but in the accusative, instrumental, ablative and locative cases, such a distinc
tion is made.
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Distal neut. Distal fem. Proximal neut. Proximal fem.

Nominative Ά0 äd Id Id
Oblique adi- adi- idi- idi-
Genitive adiki adiki idiki idiki
Dative adik adik i&k idik
Accusative ade(n) a din ide(n) idin
Instrumental adet adit idet idit
Ablative adente adinte idente idinte
Locative adeno adino ideno idino

There are three basic interrogative pronouns, ike ‘who, what’, nëdu ‘who’ and 
indr du ‘what’, ike is the most general and in certain contexts varies freely with 
nëd  ‘who’.

(18) a. iker jahan barlar.
who-pl also come-neg-pst-3pl 
‘No one came.’ 

b. nëd jahan barlah.
who also come-neg-pst-3sm 
‘No one came.’

nëdu is always singular, while ike may be singular or plural, ike, but not nëdu , 

may occur in predicate position, and take personal endings.

(19) a. ën ike-n. b. nlm ike-r.
I who-Is you-pl who-2pl
‘Who am I?’ ‘Who are you?’

In the nominative case, ike can stand for non-human nouns (20). In the non
nominative cases, nëd  (oblique, nek-) stands for human nouns (2 1 ).

(20) ikd taryrad. 
who-nom break-pst-3sn 
‘What broke?’

(21) Id nek tanyadiö.
this-nm-nom who-gen daughter-3sn 
‘Whose daughter is this?’

Human sing. Human plur. Human plur. Neut.

Nominative ike-h/d ike-r nëd(u) indr
Accusative iken ikerin neken indra(n)
Dative ikek ikerik neke indrik
Genitive ikeki ikerki nekki indrki
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Genitive/Oblique nek
Instrumental iket ikerit neket indret
Ablative ikente ikerinte nekente indret
Locative ikeno ikerino nekeno indreno

When compounded with other nouns, nëdu and indrdu give a generalising 
meaning such as ‘et cetera, and the like’.

(22) a.

b.

äh maqen ne ken blktarah. 
he-nom boy-s-acc who-acc call-pst-3sm 
‘He called the boys, etc.’ 
äh patlino indreno jägu bitah. 
he-nom pot-loc what-loc rice steam-pst-3sm 
‘He was cooking rice in the pot or what not.’

Reflexive and emphatic pronouns follow the distinction between third person 
and non-third person. Reflexive and emphatic forms in the first and second per
sons are created by adding the particle -i ‘too, even’ to the personal pronouns,
e.g. en-i ‘I, myself’. The third person reflexive pronouns are based on singular 
tän (oblique, tan-) and plural täm (oblique, tarn).

(23) nlm nlm-i kandr manoma.
you-pl you-pl-emp fight be-neg-imp 
‘Do not fight among yourselves.’

Singular Plural

Nominative tän-i täm-i
Oblique/Genitive tan/tanki tam/tamki
Accusative tanen tamen
Dative tane tame
Instrumental tanet tamet
Ablative tanente tamente
Locative taneno tameno

Malto noun morphology also exhibits several derivational processes. These pro
cesses convert a root into a noun stem, or one noun stem into another. These 
stems are subsequently inflected for case, number and gender. Proper nouns, for 
example, may have paired masculine and feminine forms. The feminine form 
ends in -i while the masculine ends in any other vowel.

Masculine Feminine

rama
gande

rami
gandi
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sanjo sanji
loku loki

Some proper names are not paired, and these are generally epithets based on an
imals or on qualitative adjectives: cido ‘muskrat’, qäqa ‘crow’, anylo ‘open- 
mouthed’, cäpo ‘short’. Like other nouns, proper names take gender suffixes in 
the nominative case.

Many common nouns exhibit masculine and feminine pairs, as well. In one 
prevalent pattern, the masculine derivational suffix -e corresponds to the femi
nine form -ni.

Masculine Feminine Basic meaning

rakse raksni ‘demon’
gondye gondyni ‘fisher’
qalwe qalwni ‘thief’
mastare mastami ‘teacher’

Some nouns such as särye ‘friend’ have no feminine counterpart, and some 
nouns such as bagmanni ‘goddess’ lack a masculine counterpart. When the mas
culine suffix -awe or its feminine counterpart -ani are suffixed to a noun, an oc
cupational derivative is formed.

Basic noun Masculine Feminine

mandr ‘medicine’ mandrawe ‘medicine man’ mandrani ‘medicine woman’
ory ‘house’ ory-awe ‘house owner’ ory-ani ‘house owner’
dokani ‘shop’ dokan-awe ‘shopkeeper’ dokanani ‘shopkeeper’

From a syntactic and semantic point of view, Malto nouns fall into three classes: 
mass, count and abstract. These three show different patterns of co-occurrence 
with certain phrases and classifiers. The phrase ëna gur ‘how much, how much’ 
occurs with mass and count nouns, but not with abstract nouns.

(24) a. äh ëna gur isynam qeyyah.
he-nom how much oil buy-pst-3 sm
‘How much oil did he buy?’ 

b. âdek ëna gur maler bar car.
there-dat how many man-pl-nom come-pst-3pl 
‘How many men came there?’

Count nouns may substitute a classifier for gur (< DEDR 1847 *kuri ‘mark, fea
ture, kind’) in the phrase ëna gur ‘how much, how many’, while mass nouns may 
not. In sentence (24b) the phrase ëna gur ‘how many’ modifies the count noun 
maler ‘men’; it alternates with the phrase in sentence (25a) where the human 
classifier jen  ‘people’ substitutes for gur ‘kind’. Mass nouns such as isynam ‘oil’
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or tadi ‘toddy’ do not exhibit this alternation. Further, count nouns may occur in 
frames which contain a numeral and classifier, as in (25b).

(25) a. ädek êna jen maler barcar.

there-dat how many els man-pl-nom come-pst-3pl 
‘How many men came there?’ 

b. ädek tini jen maler barcar.
there-dat three els man-pl-nom come-pst-3pl 
‘Three men came there.’

Adjectives
Adjectives are functionally defined as attributes to nouns. They may occur in 
prenominal or predicate position. In prenominal position, they bear no inflection; 
in predicate position, they take the same personal endings predicate nouns take 
to mark agreement with the subject.

(26) a. bëdo maleh. b. nlm bêdo-r.
big man-sm you-nom big-2 pl
‘a/the big man’ ‘You are big.’

Adjectives are qualitative or quantitative. Qualitative adjectives denote such 
general qualities of objects as colour or size. Quantitative adjectives include nu
merals, which occur freely or in certain frames. All free numerals have been 
borrowed from Indo-Aryan: eike ‘one’, düye ‘two’, tine ‘three’, cäre ‘four\p ä c e  
‘five’, söye ‘six’, säte ‘seven’, äte ‘eight’, noye ‘nine’, däse ‘ten’, egare ‘eleven’, 
bäre ‘twelve’, têre ‘thirteen’, cäda ‘fourteen\  pandra ‘fifteen’, sola ‘sixteen’, 
satra ‘seventeen’, atara ‘eighteen’, unes ‘nineteen’, köri ‘twenty, score’. The 
system is vigesimal, so that ‘twenty-one’ is köri+ond êke ‘one score one (-ond is 
a bound form meaning ‘one’, see DEDR 990).

Unlike free numerals, the numeral classifier construction consists of a numer
al and a classifier that indicates certain qualities of the nouns it occurs with. Ex
cept for ‘one’ ortl-ond and ‘two’ irwl-s, the only remnants of Dravidian numerals 
in Malto, all numerals in the classifier construction are the same as the free 
numerals. Numeral classifiers are uninflected in prenominal position, but take 
personal endings in predicate position.

(27) a. ort maleh. b. ên orte-n.
one+cls man-sm I-nom one+cls-ls
O ne man.’ ‘I am one (alone).’

The structure of the numeral classifier construction for ‘three’ and above is 
numeral, classifier, noun.
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(28) a. tlni jen maler.
three els man-pl 
Three men.’

b. tlni maq öydu. 
three els cow 
T hree cows.’

When the number is ‘one’ or ‘two’, a different order is used: classifier, numeral, 
noun. Here the numerals exhibit allomorphic variation depending on the noun 
being human or non-human (29). When the modified noun is human, portman
teau forms are used: ort ‘one human’ (27) and jörond  or irw ‘two humans’.

Classifier systems, which occur throughout Southeast Asia, are somewhat un
common in India. Of all the Dravidian languages, Malto has developed the most 
elaborate classifier system. As noted above, Malto classifiers occur in numeral 
classifier constructions. The choice of classifier is based on salient features of 
the noun that is classified: it may select status, dimension, state, or quantity. Sta
tus classifiers classify objects as human or not. The classifier jen  ‘person’ (< 
Indo-Aryan jana  ‘people’) is used for humans, e.g. fini jen male-r ‘three men’, 
fini jen qalwe-r ‘three thieves’; maq (< DEDR 4616) for animate non-humans,
e.g. fini maq goro ‘three horses’, fini maqpujdu  ‘three birds’, fini maq büte ‘three 
ghosts’. Dimensional classifiers sort objects according to the three basic dimen
sions of length, breadth and roundness. The classifier dara (?< DEDR 3056 
*tantu ‘stalk, stem’, or Oriya dhara ‘bamboo pole’) is used for long, large ob
jects, e.g. fini dara qeddu ‘three legs’, fini dara nadi ‘three rivers’; kati (?< Oriya 
kathi ‘stick, twig’) for long, small objects, e.g. fini kati täli ‘three hairs’, fini kati 
cabi ‘three keys’; panda for long, flexible objects, e.g. fini panda dawra ‘three 
ropes’, fini panda päwdu  ‘three roads’; para  (< DEDR 4004) for fruits or long 
pods, e.g. fini para kaldi ‘three bananas’, fini para simbi ‘three string beans’; 
pata  for flat, broad objects, e.g. fini pata badli ‘three clouds’, fini pata tarte 
‘three tongues’; pata  for flat, broad and thin objects: fini pata ätye ‘three leaves’, 
fini pata citi ‘three letters’; kanda for flat, broad, cotton objects: fini kanda komle 
‘three blankets’, fini kanda moja ‘three socks’; got for round, heavy objects and 
miscellaneous objects: fini got qändu ‘three eyes’, fini got caka ‘three wheels’, 
fini got tumgldu ‘three dreams’; and pula  for round, light objects: fini pula püpdu 
‘three flowers’, fini pula ösdu ‘three mushrooms’.

Mahapatra identifies a set of five unique classifiers which occur with only one 
noun each; the classifier is identical in form to the noun it classifies. These five 
‘echo’ classifiers are qep ‘village’, e.g. fini qep qepdu ‘three villages’; man 
‘tree’, e.g. fini man mandu ‘three trees’; klr ‘grass’, e.g. fini kïr kïrdu ‘three 
grasses’; kari ‘cave, den, hole’, e.g. fini kari kari ‘three caves’; and kuji 
‘shadow, reflection’, e.g. fini kuji kuji ‘three shadows’.

A third set classifies nouns according to state or condition, and includes the

(29) a. maq-ond öydu.
cls+one cow 
O ne cow.’

b. maq-s öydu 
cls+two cow 
Two cows.’
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classifiers baha ‘area’, tada ‘small area’, dika ‘puddle’, topa ‘cluster’, cawda 
‘portion’, pöbi ‘cross-section’. Examples of state classifier constructions include 
fini baha tïqldu ‘three mounds of rice’, fini topa tätqe ‘three bunches of mangoes’ 
and fini dika gobri ‘three puddles of cow dung’.

A fourth set classifies nouns according to quantity of length, depth, volume, 
weight, girth, time, and groups. Only a few examples are given below. The clas
sifier karm  ‘waist deep’ is used for depth, e.g. karm-ond amdu ‘water one waist 
deep’; mukt ‘cubit long’ for ‘length’, e.g. mukt-ond suta ‘thread one cubit long’; 
mut ‘fistful’ for volume, e.g. mut-ond tïqldu ‘one fistful of rice’; kars ‘pitcher’ 
also for volume, e.g. kars-ond dudi ‘one pitcherful of milk’; and mehn ‘month’ 
for time, e.g. mehn-ond tolope ‘one month’s salary’.

Verbs
Verbs in Malto consist of a verb stem and a set of suffixes that mark certain ver
bal categories. Verb stems may be simple, complex or compound. A simple stem 
consists of a bare verb base; a complex stem, a bare verb base and a derivative 
suffix; a compound stem, more than one verb base.

Verb bases in Malto may contain up to three syllables, and all end in a conso
nant. Monosyllabic bases are the most common, trisyllabic the least. Verb bases 
may consist of a simple verb root, or a noun root and a verbalising suffix. See 
below for cross-categorial derivation.

Simple stems fall into three classes. The first class consists of 100 roots that 
end in -y, most of which are borrowed: rahy ‘live’, bujy ‘understand’, sêwy 
‘serve’, etc. In the past tense, this class exhibits the stem alternants -cal-ce, e.g. 
bujca-tan ‘I understood’. The second class consists of 140 roots that take the 
stem formative -a/-e in the past tense, e.g. the stem alq ‘laugh’ alternates with 
alqa in the past tense form alqa-tan Ί  laughed’. The remaining verb roots do not 
take any stem formative in the past, e.g. cumq ‘kiss’ has the past tense form 
cumq-tan ‘I kissed’.

Complex stems consist of a verb base and a derivative suffix. The most com
mon complex stem is the intransitive-reflexive stem, formed by suffixing -r ~ -yr 
to a verb root, e.g. caq ‘to pierce’ vs caq-r ‘to pierce oneself, nud ‘to hide’ vs 
nud-yr ‘to hide oneself’. While some stems appear to incorporate the intransi
tive-reflexive morpheme, the corresponding simple root is not attested in the 
language: both mödr ‘to forget’ andpälyr ‘to dawn’ occur, but the implied simple 
roots *möd and *päl do not. The simple roots may once have existed in the lan
guage and fallen into disuse: *päl may be cognate with DEDR 3805 *pakal ‘day
light, morning sun’.

The causative stem consists of a verb base and the causative morpheme, with 
the allomorphs -tar-, -d- and The first allomorph is the most common by far,
the second occurs with five roots, the third with one. Examples include oktar ‘to 
make sit’ from ok ‘sit’, qandr-tar ‘to put to sleep’ from qandr ‘to sleep’, nal-d ‘to 
make dance’ from näl ‘to dance’, and amt ‘to give a bath’ from amy ‘to take a 
bath’. A double causative stem is formed by suffixing -tita-f-tite- to the causative

-t-.
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stem, e.g. caq-tar-tita ‘to cause to pierce by someone’ from caq ‘to pierce’.
The reciprocal stem suffixes -naq- to the verb base. For example, cicr-naq ‘to 

exchange news’ comes from cicr ‘to give news’, teny-naq ‘to converse’ comes 
from teny ‘to speak’. Finally, a passive stem suffixes -wur- to the verb base, so 
that car-wur ‘to be cut’ comes from car ‘to cut’.

Malto syntax divides verb forms in finite and non-finite subsets. Finite verb 
forms occur in specific syntactic frames; non-finite verbs, elsewhere. Finite 
verbs mark mood and subject-verb agreement. There are four kinds of finite 
verb: indicative, subjunctive, imperative and optative.

There are ten indicative paradigms, five affirmative and five negative. The 
five affirmative paradigms are past, present, future, past perfect and non-past 
perfect. Each has a corresponding negative form. Each paradigm exhibits a de
gree of allomorphic variation in the tense marker, the personal endings, the neg
ative marker, or some combination.

The affirmative past tense consists of a verb stem, past tense marker and per
sonal ending. Its negative counterpart incorporates a negative marker between 
the verb stem and the tense marker (Table 13.2). Allomorphy is primarily con
ditioned by the distinction between third person and non-third person. The para
digms in Tables 13.2 to 13.7 are illustrated with the verb amb ‘to leave’.

Table 13.2 Past affirmative/negative of amb ‘to leave’

Singular Plural

PAST AFFIRMATIVE

1 amb-t-an amb-t-am (excl.)

2 masculine amb-t-e
amb-t-ey (incl.) 
amb-t-ar

feminine amb-t-i
3 masculine amb-y-ah amb-y-ar

feminine amb-y-ad

PAST NEGATIVE

1 amb-la-t-an amb-la-t-am (excl.)

2 masculine amb-le-t-e
amb-le-t-ey (incl.) 
amb-la-t-ar

feminine amb-le-t-i
3 masculine amb-la-h amb-la-r

feminine amb-la-ô

The present affirmative and negative paradigms (Table 13.3) have a similar 
structure, differing from their past tense counterparts only in substituting the 
present tense morpheme for the past tense morpheme, amb ‘leave’ has the 
negative stem ambo- in the present negative.

The affirmative future paradigm consists of a verb stem, future tense marker 
and personal ending; its negative counterpart inserts the negative morpheme
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Table 13.3 Present affirmative/negative of amb ‘to leave’

Singular Plural

PRESENT AFFIRMATIVE

1 amb-in amb-d-am (excl.)

2 masculine amb-d-e
amb-d-ey (incl.) 
amb-d-ar

feminine amb-d-i
3 masculine amb-d-ah amb-n-ar

feminine amb-iö

PRESENT NEGATIVE

1 ambo-mal-t-an ambo-mal-t-am (excl.)

2 masculine ambo-mal-t-e
ambo-mal-t-ey (incl.) 
ambo-mal-t-ar

feminine ambo-mal-t-i
3 masculine ambo-mal-ah ambo-mal-ar

feminine ambo-mal-ad

Table 13.4 Future affirmative/negative of amb ‘to leave’

Singular Plural

FUTURE AFFIRMATIVE

1 amba-n amba-n-am (excl.)

2 masculine ambe-n-e
ambe-y (incl.) 
amba-n-ar

feminine ambe-n-i
3 masculine amba-n-ah amba-n-ar

feminine ambe-n-id

FUTURE NEGATIVE

1 amb-l-an amb-la-n-am (excl.)

2 masculine amb-le-n-e
amb-le-y (incl.) 
amb-la-n-ar

feminine amb-le-n-i
3 masculine amb-la-n-ah amb-la-n-ar

feminine amb-le-n-id

between the stem and tense marker (Table 13.4). In the future affirmative, amb 
‘leave’ has the stem variants, ambe-lamba-, depending as the personal ending 
begins in a front vowel or not.

The past and non-past perfect tenses (Tables 13.5 and 13.6) refer to comple
tion of an action or event in past and non-past time, respectively. The structure 
of the affirmative is verb stem, aspect marker, tense marker and personal end
ing. The negative counterpart places the negative marker between the stem and 
the aspect marker -y -. Note that in the affirmative paradigms amb ‘leave’ has 
the stem variant ambi-.
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PAST PERFECT AFFIRMATIVE
1 ambi-y-t-an ambi-y-t-am (excl.)

ambi-y-t-ey (incl.)
2 masculine ambi-y-t-e ambi-y-t-ar

feminine ambi-y-t-i
3 masculine ambi-y-c-ah ambi-y-c-ar

feminine ambi-y-c-ad

PAST PERFECT NEGATIVE
1 amb-la-y-t-an amb-la-y-tam (excl.)

amb-la-y-t-ey (incl.)
2 masculine amb-la-y-t-e amb-la-y-t-ar

feminine amb-la-y-t-i
3 masculine amb-la-y-c-ah amb-la-y-c-ar

feminine amb-la-y-c-ad

Table 13.6 Non-past perfect affirmative/negative of amb ‘to leave’

NON-PAST PERFECT AFFIRMATIVE
1 ambi-y-in ambi-y-d-am (excl.)

ambi-y-d-ey (incl.)
2 masculine ambi-y-d-e ambi-y-d-ar

feminine ambi-y-d-i
3 masculine ambi-y-d-ah ambi-y-n-ar

feminine ambi-y-iö

NON-PAST PERFECTIVE NEGATIVE
1 amb-la-y-in amb-la-y-d-am (excl.)

amb-la-y-d-ey (incl.)
2 masculine amb-la-y-d-e amb-la-y-d-ar

feminine amb-la-y-d-i
3 masculine amb-la-y-d-ah amb-la-y-n-ar

feminine amb-la-y-id

The affirmative and negative subjunctive paradigms (Table 13.7) occur in 
conditional propositions in both the protasis and the apodosis. Segmentation of 
these forms is approximate. The subjunctive form in the apodosis is often fol
lowed by the form gan.

(30) a. en awrj-el tan nin qaf-1-e gan. 
1-nom ask-sub-ls that you-s give-subj-2sm part 
'If I had asked, you would have given.' 

b. em awrj-1-em tan tihu qaf-1-o-h gan. 
we-excl ask-subj-lpr that he give-neg-subj-3sm part 
'If we had asked, he would not have given.' 

Table 13.5 Past perfect affirmative/negative of amb 'to leave' 

Singular Plural 

Singular Plural 
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Table 13.7 Affirmative/negative subjunctive of amb 'to leave' 

Singular 

AFFIRMATIVE SUBJUNCTIVE 

1 amb-el 

2 masculine 
feminine 

3 masculine 
feminine 

amb-1-e 
amb-1-i 
amb-le-h 
amb-al 

NEGATIVE SUBJUNCTIVE 

amb-1-o-n 

2 masculine 
feminine 

3 masculine 
feminine 

amb-1-o-y 
amb-1-o-yi 
amb-1-o-h 
amb-1-o-o 

Plural 

amb-le-m (excl.) 
amb-le-h (incl.) 
amb-le-r 

amb-le-r 

amb-1-o-m (excl.) 
amb-1-o (incl.) 
amb-1-o 

amb-1-o-r 

The Malto imperative formally distinguishes between a future and a non-future 
imperative, and between affirmative and negative forms. While all imperative 
forms make implicit reference to the second person, they do not distinguish be
tween masculine and feminine forms. The four basic forms appear below. The 
negative imperative stem consists of the affirmative stem plus the suffix -o. In 
the non-future negative, the final -a is often omitted. 

Non-future 
Future 

Affirmative 

amb-a 
amb-ke 

Negative 

ambo-m(a) 
ambo-ma-ke 

Malto has additional forms with imperative force; these consist of the affirma
tive verb stem and particles such as -ore, -ok, and -owa, e.g. amb-ore 'leave it!', 
bis-ok 'sell it!', and oy-owa 'take it!'. Das (1973) notes that in the Sawriya dia
lect, -owa marks proximity to speaker while -oka marks distance from speaker. 

The Malto optative is marked by -ande- suffixed to the verb stem, which in the 
negative has the formative o. All optative forms have third person reference and 
thus distinguish among masculine singular, feminine singular and plural. 

Masculine singular 
Feminine singular 
Plural 

Affirmative 

amb-ande-h 
amb-ande-o 
amb-ande-r 

Negative 

ambo-m-ande-h 
ambo-m-ande-o 
ambo-m-ande-r 

All remaining verb forms are non-finite. While they do not mark such catego
ries as mood, they may take personal endings to mark agreement (see Steever 

1
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1988). Among the more common non-finite forms are the three adnominal 
forms, all based on the present stem. The present adnominal is marked by the 
suffix -u, e.g. baj-u ‘who strikes’; the past adnominal, by -pe , e.g. baj-pe ‘who 
struck’; and the habitual adnominal, by -po , e.g. baj-po ‘who usually strikes’. 
These verb forms combine with a nominal head to form such constructions as 
relative clauses.

The present adnominal combines with a following head noun to form relative 
clauses. In attributive position, it functions adjectivally.

The present adnominal form can combine with pronominal head, realised as a 
personal ending, so that the whole expression functions as a verbal noun.

(32) a. ory ula ok-u-h enki bäyeh.
house in sit-prs+adn-3sm I-gen brother-3sm 
‘The man sitting inside the house is my brother.’

b. ä pesa qäl-yr-u-h ä päwan êkdah.
that money steal-intr-pres+adn-3sm that road go-prs-3sm 
‘The man who was robbed of his money is going on that road.’

When the present adnominal form occurs in predicative position, it takes person
al endings as other adjectives do. The paradigm below, based on the present ad
nominal form bit-u ‘cooking’, follows adjectival inflection.

Singular Plural

1 ën bit-u-n ‘I am a cook’ ëm bit-u-m ‘we are cooks’ (excl.)
näm bit-u-y ‘we are cooks’ (incl.)

2 nln bit-u-y ‘you are a cook’ nïm bit-u-r ‘you are cooks’
3 masc. äh bit-u-h ‘he is a cook’ är bit-u-r ‘they are cooks’

fern, äd bit-u-ö ‘she is a cook’

The past adnominal in -pe functions both attributively and predicatively. In 
attributive position, the final e is omitted.

(33) a. key-p pacge. b. sindra qapr-p dari.
die-pst+adn old man vermillion smear-pst+adn cloth
‘dead old man’ ‘cloth smeared with vermillion’

The past adnominal form may combine with a pronominal head, and serve as a 
noun marked for gender, number and case.

(31) a. oly-u maqeh 
cry-prs-adn child 
'The crying child.' 

b. ma/ moq-u jogyeh 
man eat-prs-adn sorceror 
'A man-eating sorceror.' 
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The habitual adnominal form in -po functions attributively (35a, b) and predica- 
tively (35c).

(35) a. lap-po slje. b. dole nah-po kati
eat-hbt+adn thing drum strike-hbt+adn stick
‘things which are eaten’ ‘a stick for beating a drum’

c. ï pän parb bêr moq-po. 
this fruit festival time eat-hbt+adn 
‘These fruits are eaten at festival time.’

This form may combine with a pronominal head to form a verbal noun, and may 
be marked for case, number and gender.

(36) a. bäyc-naq-po-r barcar.

avoid-rcp-hbt+adn-3pl come-pst-3pl
‘Those who should be avoided came’, i.e. O ur affinal relatives 
came.’

b. äd moq-po-n qeyyad.

she eat-hbt+adn+3sn-acc buy-pst-3sf 
‘She bought things which are edible.’

Other non-finite forms combine with following verbs. Malto has several con
junctive forms, often called participles in the literature. There are two perfect 
conjunctive forms which are interchangeable and, in specific frames, take per
sonal endings (Steever 1988). The perfect conjunctives are formed by suffixing 
conjunctive morphemes -a and -ka to the past stem, e.g. lap-a ‘having eaten’ 
from lap ‘eat’ and barca-ka ‘having come’ from bar ‘come’. To these conjunc
tive forms are added the personal endings shown in Table 13.8. Note that the 
final a of the conjunctive forms is replaced by e in certain cells of the paradigm. 
The conjunctive in -a is illustrated with the verb oy ‘take’, past stem oc-\ the 
conjunctive in -ka is illustrated with on ‘drink’, past stem onda-.

(37) a. maqond siyared inor ê-ki-d tundid.
cls+one jackal-nom there go-cnj-3sf look-pst-3sf 
‘A jackal, having gone there, looked at it.’

(34) a. ar bit-pe-n lapyar. 
they cook-pst+adn+3sn-acc eat-pst-3pl 
'They ate cooked things.' 

b. topy-pe-h marinte cocah. 
bury-pst+adn+3sm-nom grave-ab! rise-pst-3sm 
'The buried one arose from the grave.' 
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Table 13.8 Conjunctive forms in -a and -ka

Singular Plural

1 oc-a-n oc-a-m (excl.)
oc-e-y (incl.)

2 oc-e oc-e-r
3 masculine oc-a-h oc-a-r

feminine oc-e-d

1 onda-ka-n onda-ka-m (excl.)
onda-ke-y (incl.)

2 onda-ke onda-ke-r
3 masculine onda-ka-h onda-k-ar

feminine onda-ki-d

b. aden jahan tür-ka-r oc-a-r bitar.
that-acc also dig-cnj-3pl take-cnj-3pl cook-pst-3pl 
‘And having dug them up, they took them and cooked them.’

When the conjunctive in -a immediately precedes the verb that determines the 
personal ending it takes, the personal ending may be truncated. The final conso
nants are dropped leaving behind either -a or -e depending on the vowel as
signed by the full personal ending.

(38) a. ën näran and-a corntan.
I-nom ghost-acc find-cnj-tpe be startled-pst-ls 
‘Having found the ghost, I was startled.’ 

b. nïm oc-e bätyok.
you take-cnj-tpe distribute-imp 
‘Having taken them, you distribute them.’

Finally, when the -a conjunctive occurs reduplicated before the finite verb that 
assigns its personal ending, the personal endings and even the formative may be 
dropped, leaving only the past stem.

(39) ën ondr ondr bätyan.
I buy-cnj buy-cnj distribute-fut-ls
‘Having bought and bought them, I shall distribute them.’

The negative counterpart of this form is invariant, consisting of the present stem 
+ a + balo.

(40) a. ä maqoö tund-a-balo patlino pudyaö.
that girl see-cnj-neg pot-loc pour-pst-3 sf 
‘That girl poured into the pot without seeing (it).’
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b. mën-a-balo ikni ciyene. 
ask-cnj-neg how give-fut-2s 
‘How will you give without asking?’

The conjunctive in -ka- combines with the past stem and always takes personal 
endings, e.g. onda-ka-n ‘I, having drunk’. The corresponding negative consists
of the present stem, the negative marker -la-----le-, -ka-, and a personal ending,
e.g. on-la-ka-n ‘I, not having drunk’.

There are two imperfect conjunctive forms: one consists of the present base + 
-ne, the other of the present base + -no. The former takes personal endings, the 
latter does not. Both forms, particularly the second, are frequently reduplicated 
to indicate durative action. The first is illustrated below with the verb ëk 'g o’.

Singular Plural

1 ëk-ne-n ëk-ne-m (excl.)
ëk-ne-y (incl.)

2 masculine ëk-ne-y ëk-ne-r
feminine ëk-ni-y

3 masculine ëk-ne-h ëk-ne-r
feminine ëk-ni-ô

maqeh pita min-ne-h min-ne-h ëkyah.
boy-nom bread eat-imprf-cnj-pe eat-imprf-cnj-pe go-pst-3sm 
‘The boy went on eating the bread.’ 
är oly-ne-r pär-ne-r awdar.
they cry-imprf-cnj-pe shout-imprf-cnj-pe speak-pst-3pl 
‘They spoke crying and shouting.’

(42) ëk-no ëk-no päwno ort maleh eka
go-imprf-cnj go-imprf-cnj path-loc one+cls man go-cnj-tpe 
jimrah.
meet-pst-3sm
‘A man met (me) on the road while going.’

Reason clauses are marked by a verb form that consists of the past stem + -ko. 
Verbs with marked past stems do not take that stem formative before -ko, so that 
the conditional of bar ‘come’ is barc-ko, not *barca-ko. The negative counter
part consists of the present stem + -loko.

(43) a. ën tüd barc-ko cirqtan.
I-nom tiger-nom come-rsn shout-pst-ls 
‘I shouted because the tiger came.’

(41) a. 

b.
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b. bikar-loko em kirtam. 
sell-neg-rsn we-excl retum-pst-1 pl0 x 

'We came back because it did not sell.' 

The gerund consists of the present base + -e. It occurs as a subject and as an 
attribute. As an attribute, the final -e is dropped. 

(44) a. i<f.no birin one dose. 
here bidi-acc smoke-ger punishment-nom 
'Smoking here is punishable.' 

b. elc male 
frighten-ger man 
'a frightened man', i.e. 'a coward' 

The infinitive consists of the present stem and -oti. In connected speech, the final 
i is elided. 

(45) a. en pupa toq-ot benlin. 
1-nom flower pluck-inf stretch the hand-prs-ls 
'I am reaching out to pluck the flower.' 

b. ar enemene raji bacr-naq-ot lagyar. 
they each other land take-rep-inf begin-pst-3pl 
'They began to take away each other's land'. 

Compound Verbs 
Certain verbal categories are encoded, not in simple verb forms, but in com
pound verb constructions. The characteristic structure of the Malto compound 
verb is V 1+V2. V 1 is the past stem, without the stem formative in the case of 
marked bases. This form is the main verb in the compound: it lexically identifies 
the entire compound. The verbs that can occupy the V2 position are limited to a 
set of about ten auxiliaries which convey such categories as aspect and voice. 
The auxiliary et 'take' signals the abrupt termination of an action. It modifies 
such main verbs as ko<f. 'lie down', ek 'go', bar 'come', and bony 'run'. 

(46) a. ah v[v1[oklv1 v2[etyahlv2lv· 
he-nom sit-pst take-pst-3sm 
'He sat down.' 

b. ah v[v1[bony]v1 v2[etyahlv2lv· 
he-nom run-pst take-pst-3sm 
'He ran away.' 

Similarly, the auxiliary on signals the completion of an action. It co-occurs with 
main verbs such as lap 'eat', otr 'bring out', tey 'send' and kaj 'wash clothes'. 
Auxiliary ek 'go' signals the continuation of an action when it co-occurs with 
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such verbs as komar ‘decrease’ and bed ‘search’. The auxiliary kud signals the 
exaggeration of an action when it occurs with main verbs such as gurar ‘wan
der’, nih ‘shoot’ and nal ‘dance’. The auxiliary bar ‘come’ signals an action that 
is oriented towards the speaker, and co-occurs with such main verbs as kir ‘re
turn’, band ‘pull’ and irmb ‘slip’. This particular auxiliary occurring in this con
struction is ancient, and has cognates in Old Tamil.

Adverbs
Functionally, adverbs are attributes to verbal phrases; formally, they are unin
flected monomorphemic words. However, many appear to be nouns. Simple ad
verbs cannot be segmented, e.g. inor ‘today’, bäg ‘fortunately’, laboh ‘much’. 
Some adverbs can be segmented into roots and adverbial suffixes. The most 
common suffixes include -ond ‘one’ and the ablative suffix -t ‘-ly’, e.g. dinond 
‘one day’ < dina ‘day’ + -ond ‘one’, räget ‘angrily, from anger’ < räge ‘anger’ 
+ -t ‘-ly’. Finally, some adverbs are compound, e.g. nêl+benje ‘day after 
tomorrow’.

13.3 Syntax
Within the clause, Malto syntax is robustly SOV; between clauses, Malto shows 
symptoms of both SOV and SVO order. A simple clause consists of a subject or 
predicate. The subject may appear in the nominative or, in limited environ
ments, the dative case. The predicate may be a finite verb or a predicate nomi
nal.

Morphology plays an important role in combining clauses in Malto. Non-finite 
verb forms such as the conjunctive, discussed on p. 379, and the infinitive com
bine two clauses. Malto also has a set of conjunctions, independent words that 
are not immediate constituents of the expressions they combine. Some of the 
common conjunctions, borrowed from Indo-Aryan sources or evolved from Dra
vidian, include tan ‘that’, ye ‘that’, ki ‘that’, ar ‘and’, mala ‘or\  päre ‘but’, ate 
‘otherwise’ and andih ‘therefore’.

(47) a. s1[ar aw<f,nar je s2[nim tiql lotan ondratar]s2Jsi· 
they say-prs-3pl that you rice pot-ace take-pst-2pl 

'They say that you took the pot of rice.' 
b. si[s2[icJen oya]s2 mala s3[acJen oya]s3Js 1. 

this-ace take-imp or that-ace take-imp 
'Take this or that.' 

c. si[s2[nim baksan ondratar]s2 andih em 
you box-ace take-pst-2pl therefore we-excl 

kirtaratam] s 1• 

return-tr-pst-1 pl ex 

'Since you took the box, we returned it.' 
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13.4 Compound Word Formation
Derivational morphology, discussed above under the sections on noun and verb 
morphology, treats the formation of words through the addition of suffixes to lex
ical roots. Here we explore the formation of compound words in Malto. Com
pounds consist of two or more primary lexical roots. The final member of the 
compound generally determines what part of speech the compound belongs to, 
viz. noun or verb.

Compound noun stems consist of two or more primary lexical roots. General
ly, the preceding root modifies the second root in the compound. Some com
pounds have become lexicalised; that is, their meanings are not merely the sum 
of the meanings of their component parts, but are in some sense idiomatic. The 
compound mal-tüd ‘sadist’ is an example: it consists of the roots mal- ‘man’ and 
tüd- ‘tiger’ which when combined yield the meaning ‘man who is a tiger’. On the 
other hand, a compound such as nena-mäk ‘fat meat’ transparently consists of 
neha ‘fat’ and mäk ‘meat’ which combine with a meaning ‘meat that is fat(ty)’. 
The Malto compound kulp-kati ‘key’ consists of kulp- ‘lock’ and kati ‘stick’, i.e. 
a stick for a lock; it co-exists alongside the borrowed cabi ‘id.’. The compound 
têni-rasi ‘honey’ consists of têni ‘bee’ and rasi ‘juice’. The first root may also be 
verbal, as in the compound arg-bêr ‘rising sun’ in which the verb root arg- 
‘climb’ modifies the noun bêr ‘sun, time’.

A prominent feature of Malto compound nouns is the balance noun. This con
sists of two noun stems: the whole signifies a general meaning of which the 
meanings of the two component parts are specific exemplars. Take, for exam
ple, the compound pesa-taka ‘money’ which consists of the components pesa 
‘paisa, coin’ and taka ‘rupee, bank-note’. The balance compound saba-kata ‘dis
cussion’ consists of saba ‘language’ and kata ‘talk’; teho-tambakor ‘parents’ 
consists of teho ‘mother’ and tambakor ‘father’; male-goler ‘people’ consists of 
male(-r) ‘Maltos’ and goler ‘Hindus’; maqer-ponder ‘dependents’ consists of 
maqer ‘children’ and ponder ‘women’. The second root in a balance noun may 
have a limited co-occurrence; some occur only in these compounds. The com
pound cotr-motr ‘filth’ consists of cotr ‘body filth’ and motr, a nonsense word 
with no meaning independent of the compound. Similarly, saje-baje ‘ornaments’ 
consists of saje ‘dress’ and the nonsense word baje.

Verbal compounds also commonly occur in Malto. Noun-verb compounds are 
very productive in the language. Verbs that occur in this construction include 
man ‘be’, nan ‘do’, kor ‘enter’, garar ‘build’ and lag ‘feel’. The compound 
räjaram manjar ‘be happy’, for example, consists of the noun räjaram ‘happi
ness’ (probably a variation of rämräjya ‘Rama’s realm’ viz. ‘utopia’) and man 
‘be’. The compound bepari nanyar ‘conduct business’ consists of bepari ‘busi
ness’ and nan ‘do’; mêd korcaö ‘become feverish’ consists of mêd ‘fever’ and 
kor ‘enter’. There are many idiomatic compounds of this type: qän lag ‘cast an 
evil eye’ consists of qän ‘eye’ and lag ‘feel’, qän ey ‘to rest’ consists of qän ‘eye’ 
and ey ‘cool’, êr beqr ‘to hang oneself’ consists of ër ‘goat’ and beqr ‘choke’.

Malto also has balance verbs which combine two verb stems to create a com
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pound whose meaning is a generalisation of the meanings of the two stems. The 
compound döka-oka ‘settle comfortably’ consists of döka ‘stay’ and oka ‘sit’; 
arya-pesga ‘dig laboriously’ consists of arya ‘dig’ andpesga ‘poke’; tunda-aqa 
‘know critically’ consists of tunda ‘see’ andaqa  ‘know’; nada-pära ‘enjoy thor
oughly’ consists of nada ‘dance’ and pära ‘sing’; gurara-carara ‘walk aimless
ly’ consists of gurara ‘wander’ and carara ‘walk’.

13.5 Dialect Differences
As noted earlier, Malto has three dialects: Sawriya with about 54,000 speakers, 
Malpaharia with 40,000 speakers and Kumarbhag with 12,500 speakers. Dialect 
differences permeate all levels of linguistic structure. These differences reveal 
that, apart from certain phonological developments in the Kumarbhag dialect, 
the Kumarbhag and Malpaharia dialects show a greater affinity with each other 
than either of them shows to the Sawriya dialect. The Sawriya dialect is more 
conservative in preserving a three-way deictic distinction and a greater propor
tion of inherited Dravidian vocabulary. Further, it has not innovated aspectual 
distinctions in the finite verb system. Mahapatra argues that this dialect situation 
reflects the social rankings among the three, in which Kumarbhag is rated high
est and Sawriya lowest. Malpaharia, being intermediate, has adopted certain 
cultural and linguistic features of Kumarbhag.

The Kumarbhag dialect has an extended vowel system. The vowel qualities
a, e and o contrast not only according to length, but also according to voicing. 
This dialect thus has sixteen vowels rather than the ten-vowel systems of the oth
er two dialects. Voiceless vowels occur only word-initially. Contrast etin ‘I am 
getting down’ with etin ‘I am dusting’; êso ‘this year’ with ëso ‘red’; ote ‘heavy’ 
with ote ‘having cut’, at ‘spread’ with at ‘give’. The low and mid vowels that be
came voiceless in initial position in the Kumarbhag dialect appear to come from 
earlier forms with a voiced initial vowel. The low and mid vowels that are 
voiced in initial position historically descend from words in which the vowels 
were preceded by an initial consonant, which was in many cases lost after the 
vowel-initial words underwent devoicing. The word eso ‘red’ comes from an et
ymon with an initial k- (DEDR 1931). In some cases, the initial consonant that 
blocked the devoicing remains in the other two dialects: Kumarbhag äp ‘watch’ 
corresponds to Sawriya and Malpaharia qäp ‘id.’ (DEDR 1416). While q- has 
been lost in initial position in the Kumarbhag dialect, in other positions it has 
become a glottal stop.

The demonstrative adjectives also differ from one dialect to the next. The plu
ral demonstrative in the Kumarbhag and Malpaharia dialects ends in -tar, e.g. 
K. qtarm a7er ‘those boys’, M. ätar maqer ‘id.’, K. ätar patli ‘those pots’, M. ätar 
patli ‘id.’, while in the Sawriya dialect it ends in -ber for animates and -wal for 
inanimates, e.g. S. äber maqer ‘those boys’, S. äwalpatli ‘those pots’. The de
monstrative proforms in Sawriya exhibit a three-way contrast, including a 
medial degree, where the other two have a two-way contrast between proximal
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and distal.

As an innovated phenomenon, the Malto classifier system clearly shows varia
tion across dialects. Correspondence across the three dialects is regular for the 
animate categories, e.g. K ,m a ?+ondboda ‘one snake’, M. maq+ondboda ‘id.’, 
S. maq+ond neru ‘id.’. For ‘shaped’ categories, the Sawriya dialect has a single 
general classifier, bah+ond, which may nevertheless be replaced by a more 
specific classifier.

General Specific

bah+ond tetu dan+ond tetu ‘ one hand ’
bah+ond ätye pat+ond ätye ‘one leaf’
bah+ond manu man+ond manu ‘one tree’

While verb bases are classified into two sets, Class I and Class II, in all dialects, 
depending on whether they take the -al-e formative in the past tense or not, the 
membership of an individual verb in a specific set varies across dialects. In the 
Kumarbhag and Malpaharia dialects, ary ‘dig’ and piq ‘milk’ belong to Class I, 
while Sawriya arya ‘dig’ and piqa ‘milk’ belong to Class II. Conversely, in the 
first two dialects, awda ‘speak’ belongs to Class II while in Sawriya the corres
ponding lexeme awd belongs to Class I.

In the past tense, the Kumarbhag and Malpaharia dialects have the tense 
marker -t- in the first and second persons and -y- in the third person while the 
Sawriya dialect has -k- in the first and second persons and -y- in the third person. 
In the future tense, the Kumarbhag dialect has the marker -n- in all cells of the 
paradigm except first person singular; the Malpaharia dialect has it in all cells 
except first person singular and first person plural inclusive; and the Sawriya di
alect has the marker -n- only in the second person forms.

In the future negative, the Kumarbhag and Malpaharia dialects have verbs 
with the following structure: V => Base-Negative-Future-Agreement, while in 
word-formation rule for the corresponding form in the Sawriya dialect, the struc
ture is V => Base-Negative-Agreement-Future. Thus the future negative form 
amb-la-n-e ‘you (masc.) will not leave’ in the first two dialects corresponds to 
amb-n-e-la ‘id.’ in the Sawriya dialect. Finite verbs in the Kumarbhag and 
Malpaharia dialects mark aspect, while those in Sawriya do not.

In lexis, the Sawriya dialect appears to retain more of its Dravidian heritage 
while the other two dialects have borrowed more heavily from Indo-Aryan 
sources. Sawriya aya ‘mother’ (DEDR 364) corresponds to dudu ‘id.’ in the other

Kumar. Malp. Sawriya 

Proximal lhu lhu lhu 'this man' 
Distal qhu iihu iihu 'that man (who is not present)' 
Medial niihu 'that man (who is present)' 
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two. Sawriya punu ‘wound’ (DEDR 4268) corresponds to Kumarbhag gäyi 
‘id.’and Malpaharia gäöi ‘id.’.
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14 Brahui

Josef Elfenbein

14.1 Introduction

Habitat and Speakers
Brahui, the conventional spelling for brähöi (Persian/Urdu brähüi), designates 
both a tribal group and a language. The two are not coterminous: many Brahui 
tribesmen do not speak Brahui even as a second language; further, some Balochi 
tribes use Brahui as a second language. The main habitat of Brahui tribesmen, 
as well as the main area where Brahui is spoken, extends continuously over a 
narrow north-south belt in Pakistan from north of Quetta southwards through 
Mästung and Kalat (including Nushki to the west) as far south as Las Bela, just 
inland from the Arabian sea coast. This belt is approximately 100 miles wide 
(from 65 degrees 30 minutes to 67 degrees east longitude, roughly as in Grierson 
(1921:327)).

Substantial numbers of nomadic or semi-nomadic Brahui speakers inhabit the 
Afghan Söräwäk desert northwest of Nushki, in an area extending west along 
the Hilmand River into Iranian Sistan. Brahuis are not considered to be ethnical
ly distinct from the Baloch in Afghanistan or Iran. There seem no longer to be 
any Brahui speakers in Iran south of Sistan, although G.P. Tate (1909) men
tioned colonies of Brahuis as far south as Khäs. A small number of Brahui speak
ers are settled in Turkmenistan, mainly in the Marw oasis: together with the 
Baloch, they are late nineteenth- and early twentieth-century c e  arrivals from 
India and Afghanistan. Many Brahui speakers are more or less permanently set
tled in the large cities of the Pakistani Sind: Karachi, Hyderabad, Sukkur and 
Larkana, mainly as casual labourers.

The only census data for Brahui come from pre-Partition India, and all are 
marred by the confusion between ‘Brahui tribesman’ and ‘Brahui speaker’. For 
centuries, Brahuis have customarily described themselves as Baloch to outsid
ers, thus leading to consistent overestimates of the number of speakers and un
derestimates of the number of tribesmen. These issues are discussed in the 
literature (Elfenbein 1987: 221-2; Encyclopedia Iranica: 433-44; Bray 1913). 
The major conclusions, extrapolated to 1996, are as follows. There are approx
imately 700,000 Brahui tribesmen, mainly in Pakistani Baluchistan and in Af
ghanistan. Of these, approximately 100,000 are primary speakers of Brahui,
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mainly in Pakistan; perhaps 300,000 are secondary speakers of Brahui in Paki
stan and Afghanistan. Among the secondary speakers, the primary language is 
the Iranian language, Balochi. Further, most primary speakers of Brahui speak 
some Balochi as well. But fully 300,000 Brahui tribesmen speak no Brahui at all.

At present 27 tribes constitute the ‘Brahui Nation’; eight are considered nu
clear tribes and 19 peripheral. Some 90 per cent of Brahuis belong to the periph
eral tribes. Only two of the nuclear tribes are primary speakers of Brahui; one 
consists of primary speakers of Balochi; four are bilaterally bilingual in Brahui 
and Balochi; and one is bilaterally bilingual in Brahui and Siraki. Of the periph
eral tribes, only three seem to be primary speakers of Brahui while the remain
der are either bilaterally bilingual in, or primarily speakers of, Balochi. The 
largest tribe, the Mengal, are primary speakers of Balochi.

History
What little we know of the history of the Brahuis is summarised in the Encyclo
pedia Iranica (436-8) and in Elfenbein (1987: 226ff). The Brahuis first emerge 
in an historical light in the seventeenth century CE when, in reaction to Mughal 
pressures, they participate in the well-organised polity of the Brahui Confeder
acy, or the Khanate of Kalat, in close alliance with the Baloch and Dehwars. 
Later called Kalat State, the khanate was absorbed into modem Pakistan in 1948 
after some 250 years of semi-independent existence.

The name Brahui is probably non-Brahui in origin: it likely comes from Siraiki 
brähö, itself a Siraiki borrowing of Ibrâhïm, the name of a prophet. It appears to 
have become the native designation only after the Brahuis migrated into Sindh 
and became Muslims, perhaps 1,000 years ago.

Brahui prehistory is entirely obscure. I have argued against the traditional as
sumption that Brahuis are a relic of the original Dravidian migrations into India,
c. 3000 b c e , who remained in Kalat as the first group to separate from other Dra- 
vidians. In my view a more prosaic history is far more likely. The Brahuis, never 
a very close-knit group, migrated northwest from the Central Deccan in India 
across Gujarat and into Sindh in many waves from about 800-1100 c e . After
wards they entered the Kalat highlands. Their subsequent political importance 
developed out of early contact with the eastward-migrating Baloch (c .  1000 c e ).  

This picture fits the grouping of Brahui in the North Dravidian group with Kurux 
and Malto, from whom the Brahuis probably separated more than a millennium 
ago.

Dialects and the Written Language
The position of Brahui in the North Dravidian subgroup with Kurux and Malto is 
now well established. The principal isoglosses are the treatment of PDr *k- (Bur
row 1943), the formation of the -ö- future of verbs (Zvelebil 1977) and the re
flexes of the Proto-Dravidian interrogative pronouns *ya-le- (Emeneau 1962a).

Language use among the approximately 300,000 secondary speakers of 
Brahui is extraordinary. Bilaterally bilingual in two genetically unrelated lan
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guages, Brahui and Balochi, the speakers use both languages every day, but con
sciously keep them apart. Even so, the mutual influence of the two languages on 
each other is evident. An account of the linguistic sociology of this group appears 
in Encyclopedia Iranica, 438ff.

Brahui lacks major dialect differences. However, at least two important 
isoglosses allow the division of Brahui into a northern dialect, Saräwän, and a 
southern dialect, Jahlawän. These isoglosses deal with the treatment of /h/ and 
the distribution of postclitic pronouns. Saräwän Brahui pronounces phonemic /h/ 
as aspirate [h] while Jahlawän pronounces it as a glottal stop [9]. This difference 
was noticed by Emeneau (1937) in the speech of his NlcärT informants from Jahl
awän and by Elfenbein in the speech of Abdur-rahmän Brähül, among others, 
who consistently used [?] for Bray’s /h/. In initial and final position, as well as 
before a consonant, Bray’s /h/ is pronounced as [h] in the central areas around 
Kalat and to the north in Saräwän. It tends to be pronounced p ] to the south in 
Jahlawän. Bray’s transcription of it thus reflects Kalati pronunciation. This vari
ation could be the result of Balochi influence: the dialect of Balochi spoken in 
Saräwän, southern Raxsänl, has a very unstable /h/, often pronounced as a glot
tal stop.

The distribution of postclitic pronouns (also called ‘suffixed pronouns’) con
stitutes another basis for dialect differentiation. These postclitic pronouns are 
joined to fully inflected verbs or nouns, as described below. The third person 
postclitic pronoun is in general use everywhere. However, it is only in Jahlawän 
that the first and second person postclitic pronouns are also in common use. The 
‘best’ usage is perceived to be that of Kalat, where /h/ is pronounced as [h] and 
where all three persons of the suffixed pronouns are used.

Brahui is essentially a spoken language, but does possess a certain literary 
tradition (Bausani 1969). The first work known to be written in Brahui is Tuhfat 
al-^ajtfib ‘Gift of Wonders’, composed c. 1759-60 by Malikdäd Gharsln Qalätl, 
a poet at the court of Naslr Khän I, who ruled 1749-95. It consists of 1,275 verses 
on religious matters, in a ‘revivalist’ vein. The original manuscript has been lost, 
and our information comes from the 1916 edition published in Lahore by Mullä 
Nabö-jän Sähib (died 1926). Nabö-jän was a disciple of the Darkhän! School 
founded by Maulänä Fazl Mohammed Khän Darkhän! who had been educated 
at one of the Deoband schools in India and assumed their mission of a revival of 
Islam using local languages around the 1880s. Nabö-jän and Maulänä Fazl set 
themselves the task of creating a Brahui written language based on Perso- 
Arabic script. Instead of using Pashto writing conventions, they chose Urdu style 
with an extra sign for the voiceless lateral /lh/, represented by a lam with three 
dots. This style of writing Brahui continues to the present.

These two enthusiasts were later joined by Mohammed cOmar Dïnpürî 
(1882-1949), also educated at a Darkhän! school. He lived in a small village 
near Sukkur in Sind, a centre of the Brahui movement in the first decades of the 
twentieth century, which he renamed Dïnpür and adopted as a surname. He was 
very active in the Islamist revival, took part in the IQiiläfat movement and lived
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in Kabul for some years. He retired to DTnpur in 1921 where, as the main repre
sentative of the Dlnpüri school, he wrote and published prolifically in Brahui.

An offshoot of the Dïnpürî school was the first Brahui association, called 
BrähüT Jamä(at, in Pandrän near Sibl. Its leading figure was Sardär GajI Khän 
Pandrän! (1938—); another important figure was its Secretary, Nür Mohammed 
Parwäna. Several literary magazines were founded, most notably Ilum ‘Brother’ 
(I960-) in Mästung, which has been sporadically published ever since. It is, to 
my knowledge, the only surviving magazine of this group. Now the most impor
tant publishing centre for Brahui is the Brahui Academy in Quetta, founded in 
1966. Its present secretary is Abdul-rahmän Brâhüï (see Abdur Rehman Brahui 
1983); the academy has published more than 14 books, and is considered to be 
the centre of Brahui culture.

Vanishingly small numbers of Brahuis are literate in Brahui. Sir Denys Bray 
gave a figure of 6,500 in 1911, and it cannot be significantly greater now.

The foundation of all Brahui language studies was laid by Sir Denys Bray in 
his Brahui grammar, a work still unsurpassed today. It is on all counts an aston
ishing work. Bray was an Indian civil servant in the country around Kalat for 
only four years at the turn of the century. In the best tradition of the civil service, 
he took interest in local language and culture. All subsequent studies of Brahui 
necessarily begin with Bray’s work, which remains valid today with only minor 
modifications.

14.2 Phonology
Study of Brahui clearly reveals that the entire sound system has been ‘Balochi- 
fied’, eliminating all oppositions foreign to Balochi except for the voiceless lat
eral lh and 7.

While a phonemic transcription of Brahui follows Bray’s transcription in 
broad terms, it nevertheless deviates from his practice in certain respects. His 
transcription sometimes includes subphonemic detail, especially in his treatment 
of vowels and diphthongs. As revealed in his treatment of the voiceless lateral 
[i] as lh and his transcription of the voiced velar fricative [γ] as gh, he uses se
quences of graphic symbols to represent a single phoneme. Apart from the sec
tion on phonology, this chapter follows Bray’s transcription, including phonetic 
or phonemic detail where these are deemed necessary. Particular occurrences 
of certain segments, among them n and -y-, are considered to be epenthetic rath
er than part of a morpheme. Such segments are preceded by a full stop.

The vowels are presented in Figure 14.1 where arrows indicate variation and 
non-phonemic variants are bracketed.

There are eight vowel phonemes: three short, a, i and u, and five long, à , F, ü, 
ê and ö. Bray’s short e was effectively analysed by Emeneau (1962: 7) as an al
lophone of /e/. Stressed é tends to [ë] and unstressed to [ε]; stressed ό tends to 
[ö], unstressed to [o]. Both ê and ö shorten to [ε] and [o], respectively, before two 
consonants. Minimal pairs for ö : ü and ê : ï as distinct phonemes may be cited:
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Figure 14.1 Brahui vowels and variants

söb : süb ‘victory’ : ‘mourning’; körk : kürk ‘stony ground’ : ‘soft wool’; ê(d) : ï 
‘that’ : T ;  de : di ‘day’ : ‘then’. Often in final position -Ü and -δ appear to be free 
variants, as in the third personal verb endings. However, the diminutive suffix -ü 
(< Persian) in gös-ü ‘calf’ andpiss-ü ‘kitten’ has no -ö variant, while the prohib
itive suffix -bö ‘do n o t . . . ’ has no -bü variant.

Brahui has two diphthongs, /ay/, /aw/, as in Balochi. Other apparent diph
thongs are sequences of two vowels. Bray’s ei is a variant of ay, phonetically 
[æ:i], and occurs infrequently, as in bai [bæ:i] ‘a grass’ and sayl [sænl] ‘specta
cle’ (the latter is a Balochi borrowing). The diphthong /aw/ [a:u, æ:u] tends to 
[o:] in the south, probably under the influence of Balochi. Where aw becomes a 
monophthong, minimal pairs such as maun : mön ‘black’ : ‘face’, maur : mör ‘a 
wild oil seed’ : ‘peacock’ become homophonous.

The twenty-eight consonant phonemes of Brahui include eight stops: k, g , t, d , 
t, d , p, b; two affricates: c,y; four sibilants: s, s, z, z; three fricatives: jc, y,/; two 
laterals: /, Ur, two flaps: r, r; three nasals: m , n, n\ two glides: w, y; and two glot- 
tals: h, The velar nasal, η, is allophonic. These are presented in Table 14.1.

Table 14.1 Brahui consonants

Labial Dental Palato-
Alveolar

Retroflex Velar Glottal

Stops P b t d t d k g ?
Affricate c J

Fricative f x Y h
Spirant s z s z
Nasal m n n (q)
Lateral i 1
Flap r r
Semivowel w y

front back 
u 

o 
u 

(ə) 
e 

i 
i 

( ) (æ) ( ) 

a 

?.
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This inventory closely resembles that found in Balochi; however, certain fac
ets of their articulation require comment. The voiceless glottal fricative [h] ap
pears in all positions in the north, but tends in the south to a glottal stop in initial 
and intervocalic positions and is lost before consonants and in final position.

North South Gloss

hust 7ust ‘heart’
himpa 7impa ‘don’t go!’
sahi affat sa7I affat ‘I don’t know’
pöh pö ‘intelligence’
sahd sa7d, sad ‘honey’

Further, the glottal stop, a positional variant of [h] in the south, is often 
pronounced before vowel-initial words in the south.

The three fricatives x , y, and/, which occur in Balochi only as recent loan
words, occur in native Brahui words; many appear to be reflexes of earlier Dra
vidian sounds. The following Brahui words all have Dravidian etymologies: ö ß  
‘they’ (DEDR 923), bärifing ‘they make dry’ (DEDR 5320), xulis ‘fear’ (DEDR 
1806), xäxar ‘fire’ (DEDR 1458), mux ‘waist’ (DEDR 4986),jaxxing ‘to pierce’ 
(DEDR 2278), yuddü ‘small’ (DEDR 1670), ke'ray ‘bottom’ (DEDR 1619). Initial 
/occurs only in loanwords, and tends to become p.

The velar nasal [η], represented by Bray as ng, occurs only before the velar 
stops k and g; however, Bray’s spelling of -ing for infinitival suffix represents 
[iqg]. The velar nasal becomes [m] before p  and b, e.g. harsing-pa ‘don’t turn 
around’ becomes [harsimpa].

The voiceless lateral lh [i] occurs neither in Balochi nor in any other neigh
bouring language. Its occurrence is limited to postvocalic position in a few 
words; it minimally contrasts with / in all but one or two cases, e.g. télh : tel ‘scor
pion’ : ‘oil’; mêlh : mël ‘sheep’ : ‘assembly’; pälh : päl ‘milk’ : ‘omen’; mölh : 
möl ‘smoke’ : ‘muffling’; hïlh : hïl ‘fly’ : ‘hope’. While its origins are obscure, it 
appears to arise, along with /, from PDr *-/ and *-/, under conditions as yet un
determined. While têlh ‘scorpion’ almost certainly comes from *-/ (cf. Tamil tê[ 
‘id.'), pälh 'milk’ appears to come from *-/ (cf. Tamil päl ‘id.’).

lh and / appear to vary in certain verbs: xalling ‘to strike’ has the imperative 
xalh, ‘strike!’, tilling ‘to sit’ has the imperative tülh ‘sit!’ and hailing ‘to seize’ 
has the imperative halh 'seize!’. The form xalling is the conflation of three ety- 
mologically different roots: the first means ‘strike’, the second ‘steal cattle’, the 
third ‘uproot (plants)’. Only under the first meaning, that of ‘strike’, does the 
lh : / alternation occur.

Unlike Balochi, where retroflexes do not occur in native words except as po
sitional variants, Brahui has retroflexes in its native Dravidian stock, t occurs in 
irat ‘both’ (DEDR 474), but ‘hillock’ (DEDR 5474), muttux ‘knotted’ (DEDR 
4921), as well as in first person verb endings, d appears in pid ‘belly’ (DEDR
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4193), guddü ‘small’ (DEDR 1670), and others. The retroflex flap r ft], which 
does not occur initially, appears in biring ‘to milk’ (DEDR 4183), harsing ‘to turn 
around’ (DEDR 446), and others. In certain forms of northern Brahui, r becomes 
retroflex before t, d, s, z, as in xürt ~ xürt ‘tiny’, lurd ~ lurd ‘turbid’, harsing ~ 
harsing ‘to turn around’, and others.

Aspiration, which is not phonemic, nevertheless occurs in certain circum
stances. Aspiration may accompany the voiceless stops p , t, k in more or less free 
variation in the northeast, e.g. pök ~ phôk ~ phôkh ‘wasted’, küring ~ khüring ‘to 
roll up’, tikat ~ thikath ~ thikhath ‘ticket’. Aspirated ch, bh, dh, gh and jh , mostly 
from Indo-Aryan sources and mainly in initial position, are occasionally heard 
in the south where they freely vary with their non-aspirated counterparts, e.g. 
chär ~ cär ‘marsh’, dhôbï ~ dôbï ‘washerman’, gharl ~ garl ‘clock’. Aspiration 
is also used for expressive purposes such as emphasis, particularly in initial po
sition, e.g. bhäz ‘many’, ghat ‘inaccessible’.

Stress, while audible, is not phonemic in Brahui. Long vowels attract stress; 
where more than one long vowel occurs in a word, the first one is stressed. Poly
syllabic words with no long vowels are generally stressed on the first syllable. 
For further discussion of Brahui phonology, the reader is referred to Elfenbein 
(1997) and DeArmond (1975).

14.3 Morphology 

Nouns
Brahui morphosyntax distinguishes free forms from clitics, which combine with 
free forms. Free forms largely correspond to independent words. There is no 
grammatical gender in either noun morphology or in personal pronouns. Clitics 
are distinguished from ordinary suffixes in transcription by the marker = . Brahui 
morphology is agglutinative and primarily suffixing. The general order of mor
phemes in a word is stem, derivational suffix and inflectional suffix. The parts 
of speech in Brahui distinguish primarily between nominal and verbal forms.

A noun phrase consists of a nominal expression, with or without modifiers. An 
indefinite article, -as, may be suffixed to the head noun. Nominals have basical
ly one declension and inflect for case and number, but not gender. The case sys
tem is nominative-accusative, although the dative-accusative case has certain 
specialised uses. Brahui has eight cases: nominative -0, genitive -nä, dative- 
accusative -ê, ablative -än, instrumental -at, comitative/sociative -tö, locative I 
-ati (‘in’), locative II -äl, -ä (‘on, by’).

The nominative plural has a special, portmanteau form -k (Zvelebil 1970, 
1977). Nominals in -a, however, take .y-ak, e.g. bäva ‘father’ becomes bäva.y- 
ak ‘fathers’. Most stems ending in stops and fricatives suffix -äk\ stems in -r suf
fix -k and elide -r, as in mär ‘son’, mak ‘sons’.

The plural of non-nominative cases is formed by adding the case suffixes to 
the plural marker -tê-. Elision occurs in the genitive plural where *-tê-nâ is
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replaced by -ta. A sample declension is provided below Wxihxal ‘stone’ (DEDR 
1298):

Singular Plural

Nominative xal xal-k
Genitive xal-nä xal-tä
Dative-accusative xal-ë xal-tê
Ablative xal-än xal-tê-ân
Instrumental xal-at xal-të-at
Comitative xal-tö xal-tê-tö
Locative I xal-(a)tï xal-të-tï
Locative II xal-ä(I) xal-tê-â(ï)

Bray’s grammar provides some other rarely used suffixes, mainly locative in 
meaning. Both basic nouns and deverbal nouns mark case; case-marked verbal 
nouns serve important functions in a variety of verbal constructions. The locative
I case in -atl means ‘in, inside’ and one of its main uses is in the continuous ver
bal construction (see below). The locative II has a broader semantic range, 
closer to that of the Balochi -ä case.

(1) a. kanä uräyä(i) ba
I-gen house-locll come-imp 
‘Come to my house.’

b. ï kalätä akawa
I-nom Kalat-locII go-impfc-prs-ls 
‘I am going to Kalat.’

c. öde dayarä bëtët
he-dat/acc ground-locll throw-pst-ls 
‘I threw him to the ground.’

d. ï öde narring-ä(I) xanät
I-nom he-dat/acc run-inf-locll see-pst-ls 
‘I saw him running off/as he ran off.’

There is some evidence of group-inflection, but it is largely confined to dvandvä 
compounds, e.g. sësü-ô-kakkaw-nâ genitive singular ‘of hill partridge’, xazm-ö- 
gadda-tä genitive plural ‘of deer and (of) sheep’.

Postpositions and Prepositions
Postpositions are more usual than prepositions; postpositional phrases are 
formed by collocating nouns -  generally inflected for the genitive -  with postpo
sitions. The phrase kanä nêmayâï ‘towards m e’ is formed by adding nêmayâï ‘to
wards’ (cf. nêma ‘side’) to the genitive pronoun kanä ‘of m e’. In draxtanä
kêrayân ‘from beneath the tree’, the postposition kêrayân (< kêray ‘bottom’), in-

the g
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fleeted for the ablative, is added to draxtanä ‘tree’. In häkimnä mönäl ‘before 
the ruler’, the postposition mönäl ‘before’ (cf. mön ‘face’) is added to häkima 
‘ruler’. Use of the genitive indicates that the phrases were originally colloca
tions of two nouns, with the second developing an abstract, generalised meaning 
over time. Most of the instances cited in Bray have exact equivalents in Balochi.

Only four prepositions are in common use: bayayr ‘without’, be(d) ‘without’, 
savä ‘without’ and pa ‘to, on’. All except the last, which appears only in fixed 
expressions and is borrowed from Balochi, govern the ablative. The first three 
are loanwords from Perso-Arabic; all except savä occur in Balochi as well. Cer
tain forms of nouns have become specialised as postpositions. For example, 
kätumal ‘on top of’ is the locative II of kätum ‘head’.

Table 14.2 Declension of personal pronouns

Singular Plural

FIRST PERSON

Nominative 1 nan
Genitive kanä nanä
Dative-accusative kanë nanê
Ablative kanëân nanëân
Instrumental kanëat nanëat
Comitative kantö nantö
Locative I kanëtï nanëtï
Locative II kanëâ(I) nanëâ(ï)

SECOND PERSON

Nominative ni num
Genitive nä numâ
Dative-accusative në numë
Ablative nêân numëân
Instrumental nëat numë at
Comitative nëtô numtö
Locative I nëtëtî numëtï
Locative II nëâ(ï) numëâ(ï)

THIRD PERSON

Nominative ô(d) ofk [ofk)
Genitive onâ oftâ
Dative-accusative ôdë oftë
Ablative ôrân oftëân
Instrumental ôrat oftë at
Comitative örtö oftëtô
Locative I öti oftëtï
Locative II örä(I) oftëâ(I)

Personal Pronouns
The personal pronouns are declined in Table 14.2. The first person plural does 
not distinguish between inclusive and exclusive, and the third person does not
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distinguish gender. The origin of the k in the first person stem kan- is discussed 
in Emeneau (1989).

The shortening of ö to o [o] is normal before two consonants. The third person 
pronoun also serves as a demonstrative. Third person pronouns have commonly 
used postclitic forms, singular = ta, plural - tä , similar to their Balochi counter
parts, which is the probable source of this usage. First and second person post
clitic pronouns also exist. When suffixed to a nominal, the clitic has a genitive 
meaning; when suffixed to a verb, it has a dative-accusative meaning.

(2) a. bäva=ta pare
father-nom=3sobl say-pst-3s 
‘His/her father said.’ 

b. bäva-tä pârê=tâ
father-nom=3plobl say-pst-3s=3plobl 
‘Their father said to them.’

Reflexive Pronoun
There is only one reflexive stem, ten- ‘self’ (DEDR 3196), with genitive tênâ, 
dative-accusative tênê, ablative tênëân, etc. This form does not morphologically 
encode person.

Demonstrative Forms
Demonstrative forms make a three-fold deictic distinction among proximal 
(‘here’), medial (‘there’) and distal (‘yonder’). As is common usage in Dravidi
an, the distal form functions as the third person pronoun given above.

Proximal Medial Distal
Sing. Plur. Sing. Plur. Sing. Plur.

Nominative dä(d) däfk ë(d) ëfk ö(d) ofk
Genitive dänä däftä enä eftä ona öftä
Stems dä- etc. etc. etc. etc. etc.

dad-
där-

Interrogative Pronouns
The common interrogative forms are dër ‘who?’ for animates, with an irregular 
genitive in din-nä and all other forms regularly built on the stem dër-. The inan
imate ant ‘what?’ has a regular declension. The form arä ‘which’, used for ani
mates and inanimates, functions as an adjective and has forms built on the stems 
arä-, aräd- and arär-.

Adjectives
Adjectives function primarily as nominal modifiers. Most are monosyllabic or
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bisyllabic bases. One important group ends in -un or -kun (but blngun ‘hungry’ < 
bln ‘hunger’). The adjectival suffix -ën is borrowed from Balochi, e.g. kubën 
‘heavy’. Other adjectival markers noted by Bray include -ak, -ar, -ör.

The adjective characteristically distinguishes between definite and indefinite 
forms. The indefinite is formed by suffixing -ö to the definite base: asi catt-ö 
mär-as ‘a lazy (catt) lad’, ball-ö inäm-as ‘a large (balun, ball-) reward’, jwän-ö 
kârëm karök-ö banda-y.as ‘a good (Jwän-) work (kârëm) doing (karök) man 
(bandayas)\ i.e. ‘a man who does good work’. The definite form is usually 
‘strengthened’ or ‘amplified’ by suffixing -ä , or -angä to monosyllables: sun- 
angä sahr ‘the deserted (sun) village’, pïyun-a hullï ‘the white (piyun) horse’. 
Epenthetic y, which is not etymological, is often inserted between vowels: 
zëbâ.y-â/zëbâ-à masir ‘the pretty girl’. The adjectival suffix -ikö indicates defi
nite position: awal-Jkö dë ‘on the first day’, nï kanä räst-ikö dü us ‘you are (at) 
my right hand’.

Adjectives can be transposed from their prenominal, attributive position for 
emphasis: hullï-as jwän-ö hath δ bar(ak) ‘get a good (Jwän) horse (hullï) and 
come’. Any adjective in indefinite form may function as a noun: ë hullï-âï swär 
mafa, ël-ô jwän-angä.r-äiswär ma ‘do not ride (swär mafa) on that horse, ride on 
the other (ël-δ) good one (Jwän-angä)\ An indefinite adjective can function 
alone as a noun: aga ball-ö xwäh-isa, ï hucc-ë hësunut; aga rïsï-ô xwäh-isa, ï hët- 
ë hësunut ‘if it is a big one (ball-ô) you want (xwäh-), I have brought the camel; 
if it is a bearded one (rïsï-ô) you want, I have brought the nanny-goat’.

The comparative suffix -tir (< Persian through Balochi) is in fairly common 
use: jwän-tir ‘better’ (< jwän ‘good’), bat-tir ‘worse’ (< bad ‘bad’), but appears 
to be optional. Superlative degree is not marked morphologically, but syntacti
cally, e.g. kanä hullïkull-än jwän ë ‘my horse (hullï) is the best (Jwän ‘good’) out 
of all (kull-änY.

Indefinites and Quantifiers
Some common indefinite and quantificational nominals are mana(t) ‘some, 
any’, macci(t) ‘a little, some’, girä(s) ‘some(thing)’. Others include däxadar, 
‘this much’, öxadar ‘so much’, ëxadar ‘that much’, and axadar ‘how much?’. 
These latter are formed by combining a Dravidian demonstrative base, e.g. da- 
‘this’, etc., with the Persian/Arabic/Balochi qadr ‘amount’. These compounds 
are subject to a certain amount of variation so that däxadar ‘this much’ also ap
pears as däxar, däxa and däxas.

Numerals
Only the cardinal numbers for one, two and three are Dravidian; all others from 
four onwards come from Balochi.

1 
2 
3 

asi(t) 
irii(t) 
musi(t) 

(DEDR 990) 
(DEDR 474) 
(DEDR 5052) 

6 
7 
8 

fas 
haft 
hast 
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4 cär 9 nö(h)
5 pane 10 dah

The forms of the numerals from one to three without the final t function only 
as adjectives or articles. Ordinals are formed from cardinals by suffixing -imïkô, 
except for ‘first’, awalïkô, which is formed on the Perso-Arabic stem awal-. Fur
ther examples appear in Bray.

Adverbs
As might be expected, most adverbs in Brahui are inflected forms of nouns, 
though one important group is formed from pronouns. Examples of adverbs from 
nouns include monatl ‘forward’,padäi ‘backward’ and digartö ‘in the late after
noon’. Examples from deictic pronouns include däsa ‘now’ and däskän ‘up to 
now’ from dä(d) ‘this one’; ôrëk ‘thence’ from ö(d) ‘that one yonder’; ërëskân 
‘up to there’ from ë(d) ‘that one nearby’; and arängäl ‘towards where?’ from arä 
‘which one’. One group of temporal adverbs, though not as developed as in 
Balochi, are of interest: aynö ‘today’, darô ‘yesterday’, mulxudô ‘day before 
yesterday’, kümulxudö ‘three days ago’ (from kü- ‘after, before'),pagga ‘tomor
row’ (< *Persian), palmé ‘day after tomorrow’, küdé ‘three days hence’, kümâdé 
‘four days hence’. Similar series are based on the words for ‘tonight’ and ‘this 
year’. Most appear to be reflexes of Proto-Dravidian lexemes.

Verb Morphology
Brahui verb morphology is far more complex than noun morphology. Only a 
sketch is presented here; readers should consult Bray for a more exhaustive de
scription. Two major oppositions characterise the Brahui verb: affirmative vs 
negative and imperfective vs perfective. As is common in many Dravidian lan
guages, Brahui expresses negation directly in a separate conjugational series.

Imperfective forms are generally formed from their basic perfective counter
parts by the use of the affix a, which is sometimes a prefix and sometimes a suf
fix. This imperfective a is not used with negative imperfective forms, nor with 
the durative-continuative construction which is borrowed from Indo-Aryan, nor 
suffixed to endings with a final a. The contrast between imperfective and per
fective forms occurs in the present, past perfect and pluperfect tenses, but not in 
the future or conditional tenses. The situation is muddled by the existence of 
periphrastic tense forms, such as Bray’s present of actuality, which do not them
selves encode imperfectivity but which are syntagmatically opposed to simple 
forms that do.

A classification of Brahui tenses along aspectual lines, using Bray’s terminol
ogy, reveals that not all tense forms participate in the perfective/imperfective 
opposition.
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Neutral!perfective

Present indefinite 
Probable future 
Past conditional 
Past
Pluperfect
Perfect

Durative! imperfective

Present of actuality 
Present-future

Imperfect
Durative pluperfect 
Durative perfect

Tense formation is achieved through the use of certain endings suffixed to the 
verb stem: future and conditional -ö-, past -ä-, perfect -än-, pluperfect -äs-. The
matic vowels of the tenses can vary greatly for different verbs in an irregular 
manner. Some verbs are further subject to suppletion. Apart from the copula 
verb ut ‘I am’, there are nine verbs that show suppletive variants and other ir
regularities. One group includes mann- (stems ma-, mar-) ‘become’ (DEDR 
4778); bann- (stems ba-, bar-) ‘come’ (DEDR 5270); kann- 0ka-, kar-) ‘make, do’ 
(DEDR 1957); and dann- (stems da-, dar-) ‘take away’ (DEDR 3773). Other ir
regular verbs include tin- (stems tir-, êt-, ti-) ‘give’ (DEDR 3098); ca- (stems ca-, 
ta-, *tir-) ‘understand’; hur- (stems hur-, hu-) ‘look’ (DEDR 2735); hat- (ha-, 
hat-) ‘bring’ (DEDR 3098); and hin- (kä-, hin-) ‘go’ (DEDR 809, 1419).

The causative stem is formed by suffixing -if- to the verb root, e.g. bin-if-iw ‘I 
cause someone to hear’, though with some formal irregularities.

Stress plays a part in determining the vowels of the personal endings; personal 
endings may be elided in the past when the past stem ends in a.

Examples of Brahui conjugation are given below with the verb ut ‘be’ and the 
root tix- ‘put’. The verb ut ‘be’ is suppleted by the verb man ‘become’ in other 
series. The regular conjugation of tix- ‘put’ is given in Table 14.3.

Affirmative
Singular Plural

Present
1 ut ‘I am’ un ‘we are’
2 us ‘thou art’ ure ‘you are’
3 ê ‘it is’ ö ‘they are’

Past
1 assut ‘I was’ assun
2 assus assure
3 ass assur, assö

Negative
Singular

affat ‘I am not’
affês
affak

Plural

affan ‘we are not’
off ère
affas

allawat Ί  was not’ allawan 
allawës allawêre
allaw allaw

These paradigms present finite verb forms. While their labels suggest their 
general meaning, certain forms have conventional ‘extended’ uses. For exam
ple, the second person present form may serve as a polite imperative.
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Table 14.3 Regular conjugation of tix- ‘put’

Affirmative
Singular Plural

Negative
Singular Plural

IMPERATIVE

2 tix ‘put’ tixbö tixpa ‘don’t put’ tixpabo

PERFECTIVE PRESENT (BRAY’S PRESENT INDEFINITE)

1 tixiw ‘I put’
2 tixis
3 tixé

tixin
tixirê
tixir

tixpar ‘I don’t put’
tixpês
tixp

tixpan
tixpêrê
tixpas

IMPERFECTIVE PRESENT (PRESENT-FUTURE)

1 atixiwa
‘I am putting’

2 atixisa
3 atixik

atixina

atixirê
atixira

tixpara
‘I am not putting’ 

tixp ë sa 
tixpak

tixpana

tixpêrê
tixpasa

PERFECTIVE FUTURE (PROBABLE FUTURE)

1 tixöt
‘I shall put’

2 tixös
3 tixôê

tixôn

tixôrê
tixör

tixparöt
Ί  shall not put’ 

tixparös 
tixparôê

tixparön

tixparôrê
tixparör

PERFECTIVE CONDITIONAL (PAST CONDITIONAL)

1 tixösut
‘if I had put’

2 tixösus
3 tixösas

tixösun

tixösure
tixösur

tixparösut
‘if I had not put’ 

tixparösus 
tixparösas

tixparösun

tixparösure
tixparösur

PERFECTIVE PAST (PAST)

1 tixät
‘I put’

2 tixäs
3 tixä

tixän

tixäre
tixär

tixtawat
‘I did not put’ 

tixtawës 
tixtaw

tixtawan

tixtawêrê
tixtawas

IMPERFECTIVE PAST (IMPERFECT)

1 atixäta
‘I was putting’

2 atixäsa
3 atixäka

atixäna

atixäre
atixära

tixtawata
‘I was not putting’ 

tixtawêsa 
tixtawaka

tixtawana

tixtawêrê
tixtawasa

PERFECTIVE PERFECT (PERFECT)

1 tixänut
‘I have put’

2 tixänus
3 tixànê

tixänun

tixânurê
tixänö

tixtanut
‘I have not put’ 

tixtanus 
tixtanê

tixtanun

tixtanurê
tixtanö
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Table 14.3 Regular conjugation of tix- ‘put5 (Continued)

Affirmative
Singular Plural

Negative
Singular Plural

PERFECTIVE PLUPERFECT (PLUPERFECT)

1 tixäsut tixäsun tixtawësut tixtawésun
‘I had put’ ‘I had not put’

2 tixäsus tixâsurê tixtawësus tixtawêsure
3 tixäsas tixäsur tixtawësas tixtawésur

IMPERFECTIVE PLUPERFECT (NOT RECORDED IN BRAY)

1 atixäsuta atixäsuna tixtawësuta tixtawésuna
‘I had been putting’ ‘I had not been putting’

2 atixäsusa atixäsure tixtawësusa tixtawêsure
3 atixäsasa atixäsura tixtawêsasa tixtawësura

(3) dä kârêm-ê kës
this work do-prs-2 
‘Please do this work.’

The Jahlawan dialect uses the (perfective) conditional as an irrealis or counter- 
factual conditional where Saräwän uses the past imperfective.

(4) a. jmlï cirrëng-ân kârêm karösus, nä guzrän
empty wandering-loc work do-prf-cnd-2s your living
marôsas.
be-prf-cnd-3s
‘Instead of wandering about emptily, if you had worked, you would 
have had your living.’

b. fawjanä banning-än must p is  tammö sur ê, numä mäl
army-gen arrive-vn-abl before forth set-prf-cnd-2pl your property
hintawaka.
go-neg-impfc-pst-3s
‘If you had set forth before the arrival of the army, your property 
would not have been lost. ’

As a verb in the main clause, the conditional serves as a hortative.

(5) iray kun-ing-än must dü-t-ê sillosus.
food eat-vn before hands wash-prf-cnd-2s 
‘You should wash your hands before eating.’

The future may be used to indicate indefiniteness.
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(6) numii fahra{i at ura/o? dah dwtizda-as maror. 
your village-loci how.many houses. ten twelve-one be-pfc-fut-3pl 
'How many houses are in your village? There will be some ten or 
twelve.' 

Non-finite verbs and verbal nouns appear below. Brahui has an 'infinitive' (ver
bal noun) in -ing, the negative in -tix-ing. Such forms encode neither tense nor 
perfectivity; nor do they govern a subject in the nominative. The verbal noun in 
-ing may be used as a noun. 

(7) dusman-na xall-ing ]wan e 
foe-gen strike-vn good be 
'Striking of the foe is good.' 

Besides functioning as nouns, infinitives also appear in certain compound 
verb constructions. A periphrastic potential form is formed from collocating the 
verbal noun in -ing with an inflected form of kann- 'do', e.g. hin-ing kew 'I can 
go'. Bray's 'tenses of actuality', which express the notion 'in the act of ... ', are 
constructions in which the infinitive -ing is inflected for the locative I case in -a!'i 
followed by an inflected form of the auxiliary ann-lmann- 'be, become'. 

(8) a. I tix-ing-afi uf 
1-nom put-vn-locl be-prs-ls 
'I am putting.' 

b. I tix-ing-afi marot 
1-nom put-vn-locl be-fut-ls 
'I shall be putting.' 

c. i tix-ing-ati massunut 
1-nom put-vn-locl be-pfc-prs-ls 
'I have been putting.' 

Though the construction has an exact parallel in Balochi, its exact source is un
clear. It cannot be a calque on the Balochi form since this is itself a recent inno
vation from the eastern reaches of the Balochi-speaking area. It could as well be 
borrowed into Balochi from Brahui. A passive, seldom used, is formed with the 
doubled suffix -inging-, e.g. tix-inging-iw 'I am placed'. 

Bray's present adjectival participle in -ok is a nomen agentis borrowed from 
Balochi (e.g. tix-ok). It functions as either a noun or an adnominal form. The 
agentive nominal in -ok can signify a state or permanence. In example (9), xacok 
(< xac-ing 'sleep') means 'sleepers' so that the clause preceding ki 'that' is an 
equational sentence. 
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(9) duzzak xiicok assur ki nan kiitumiii=ta tammiin. 
thieves sleepers be-pst-3pl that we-nom upon=3pl fall-pfc-pst-lpl 
'The thieves were asleep when we fell upon them.' 

In example (1 Oa), where this form functions as an adnominal verb form, xal-ok
ii (< xall-ing 'toss') means 'the habitual tosser', while in (10b) xiic-ok-ii (< xiic
ing 'lie down, sleep') means 'those who habitually sleep'. As a consequence of 
its adjectival status, it may be inflected as definite or indefinite. 

(10) a. xal-ok-ii xar-iis. 
toss-vn-def bull-def 
'The bull who always tosses (people).' 

b. xiic-ok-ii aris-k. 
sleep-vn-def person-3pl 
'People who always lie abed.' 

Bray's noun of obligation in -oi is a participium necessitatis (pn); its several uses 
include functioning in a compound verb construction. 

( 11) a. i hin-oi uf. 
I go-pn be 
'I must go.' 

b. i dii kiireme kar-oi uf. 
I this work do-pn be-prs-ls 
'I must do this work/I am to do this work.' 

c. i nii xal-oi uf, ki ni dawn apiisa? 
I you hit-pn be that you thus speak-impfc-prs-2s 
'Am I to be struck by you because you are speaking in this way?' 

The meaning of example (1 la) is also conveyed by kane hinoi e, lit. 'my going 
is (to be)'. As examples (11) and (12) show, this verbal noun is neutral with 
respect to voice, so that karoi may mean 'that which is to be done' besides 'that 
which X does'. 

(12) dii gira-as ki ni apiisa, kanii karoi-o kiirem-as 
this thing-def that you speak-impfc-prs-2s I-gen do-vn-indef work-def 
aff 
be-neg-3s 
'This thing that you mention is not a matter/work to be done by me.' 

Though this construction seldom occurs in the negative, example (13) juxtaposes 
the positive barol 'that which must come' with its negative counterpart bafaroi 
'that which must not come'. 
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(13) ne nanii urayaz baroi e, hum pii; 
you-dat/acc we-gen house-locll come-vn be-prs-3s so say-imp 
bafaroi e, hum pii. 
come-neg-vn be-prs-3s so say-imp 
'If it is for thee to come to our house, say so; if it is not for thee to come, 
say so.' 'Say whether you have to come to our house or not.' 

Brahui has a conjunctive verb form, also called a present adverbial participle or 
an absolutive in the literature, e.g. tix-isa 'putting' from tix- 'put'. This form also 
has the following variants: tix-isa-af, tix-isa-ao 'id.'. It functions as a component 
of a compound verb construction or a complex sentence. Consider the following 
two compound verb constructions. 

(14) a. narr-isa kaik b. 
run-cnj go-pfc-prs-3s 
'She/he is always running.' 

iipiir-isa bassanuf 
say-cnj come-prf-ls 
'I keep saying.' 

Although the conjunctive does not encode such verbal categories as tense, it 
governs a subject in the nominative and is crucial to the formation of certain 
complex structures. 

(15) a. kasar-iii nane sikar kar-isa-afl-isa-ao nan tammii 
path-locll we hunt do-cnj night fall-pst-3n 
'Night fell upon us while we were hunting along the route.' 

b. o hoy-isa-o pi!f-isa tena xa/kanii piirayiii 
3s weep-cnj-and curse-cnj 3s-gen house-gen towards-dat/acc 
dudengiika 
run-impfc-pst-3n 
'She/he having wept and cursed was running towards her/his house.' 

In example (15b), the conjunctive is part of a complex form. What Bray called 
the present adverbial participle in -isau/o seems to be the conjunctive in -isa with 
o 'and' added. 

Perfective vs Imperfective 
The contrast between the perfective and the imperfective series is not well un
derstood, in part because not all tenses exhibit the opposition. The following ex
amples are meant to be suggestive of the invariant meanings of the two series. 
An initial analysis suggests that the perfective series presents the action or state 
expressed in the narrated event as bounded, whole or complete, while the im
perfective presents it as unbounded, partial or incomplete. In (16), the a- prefix, 
which marks imperfectivity, signals continuous action. 
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(16) a. harCI ki nan must a-bassuna, ofk-k 
more that we forward come-impfc-pst-3pl they-pl 
a-narriira. 
flee-impfc-pst-3pl 
'The more that we came forward, (the more) they fled.' 

b. nan dii mulke har siil a-dasena. 
we this land every year cultivate-impfc/pst-lpl 
'We used to cultivate this land every year.' 

In the present tense, the occurrence of the imperfective prefix often appears to 
be optional, and not to affect the meaning of the sentences. 

(17) a. I <f.ayiire namb ( a)kewa. 
I ground moisten do-(impfc)-prs-ls 
'I am moistening the ground.' 

b. ofk Jang (a)karera 
they fight do-(impfc )-prs-1 s 
'They are fighting.' 

In (18), however, the presence of a- does affect meaning. In (18a), it expresses 
indefiniteness. In (18b), it presents an ongoing background against which a def
inite event takes place. And in (18c), it represents an uncertain consequence of 
a definite action. 

(18) a. f a-kiiwa, num handiire tulbo. 
I go-impfc-prs-ls you here sit-Imp 
'(Though) I may be going, you remain here.' 

b. ayn6 kanii banday-ak a-hiniira, pir tore=tii. 
today I-gen man-pl go-impfc-pst-3pl rain hold-pfc-pst-3s=3plobl 
'Today my men were going, but the rain stopped them.' 

c. I narriifa, laskar mucciii a-narraka. 
I run-pfc-prf-ls army altogether run-impfc-prf-3 
'If I had run, the army would have run altogether.' 

In the pair in (19), the imperfective expresses an ongoing event while the per
fective expresses a bounded event, 'travelling to N' vs 'make a trip to N'. 

(19) a. ofk noskeiii a-kiira. 
they Nushki-dat/acc travel-impfc-prs-3pl 
'They are travelling to Nuski now.' 

b. ofk noskeiii kiir. 
they Nushki-dat/acc travel-impfc-prs-3pl 
'They are going to Nushki (sometime)/they will be making a trip to 
Nushki.' 



The following pairs exhibit a similar contrast. 

(20) a. ni a-kiisa, i neto a-barewa. 
you go-impfc-prs-2 I you-soc come-impfc-prs-ls 
'If you are going (now), I will come with you (now).' 

b. ni kiisa, i neto barewa 
you go-pfc-prs-2 I you-soc come-fut-ls 
'If you are going, I will come with you.' 
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(21) a. har kas kanii hukme mannitawaka, i dii fahriin 
everyone my order obey-neg-impfc-pst-3s I village out of 
kasfata=ta. 
drive-pst-ls=3pl 
'I should have driven out of the village everyone who was not obey
ing my order.' 

b. har kas kanii hukme mannitaw, i dii sahriin 
everyone my order obey-neg-pfc-pst-3s I village out of 
kassiwa=ta 
drive-fut-1 s=3pl 
'I shall be driving out of the village everyone who did not obey my 
order.' 

In the following pair, the imperfective appears where in the corresponding situ
ation in a South Dravidian language, a compound verb signalling durativity 
would appear. The perfective version of this sentence presents the act of dying 
as abrupt. 

(22) a. pi1)£iingiin ni kaskus-a, Jwiin ass. 
begging-ab! you die-impfc-pst-2s good be-pst-3s 
'If you died, it would be better than begging.' 

b. pi1:1dingiin ni kaskus, 1wan ass. 
begging-ab! you die-pfc-pst-2 good be-pst-3s 
'If you up and died, it would be better than begging.' 

To complicate matters further, simple verbs in the perfective and imperfective 
often stand in contrast with the durative present, a periphrastic perfective form 
whose auxiliary marks perfective aspect. The simple verbs express habitual 
events or generic statements; the periphrastic, actual events. 

(23) a. siilkot-ati harwaxt dii mosum-iii pir a-kek. 
Quetta-locl always this season-locll rain do-impfc-prs-3s 
'In Quetta it always rains in this season.' 
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b. pir dasa das-i-k. 
rain now sow-pfc-prs-3s 
'It will rain in a moment.' 

c. pir dasa das-ing-a{i e. 
rain now sow-vn-loc be-prs-3s 
'It is raining (now).' 

(24) tena illana-malhe zara-as arj, ete, ki 
your cousin little-def shelter give-2s that 
1. irave tayar a-kewa. 

food prepare do-impfc-prs-1 s 
ii. irave tayar kew. 

food prepare do-pfc-prs-1 s 
iii. irave tayar kanningafi uf. 

food prepare do-vn-locl be-prs-ls 
'Detain your cousin for a moment while I 
i. am busy preparing the food.' 
ii. prepare the food.' 
iii. am preparing the food.' 

Brahui lacks a subjunctive mood; its force is conveyed periphrastically as in the 
following constructions. 

(25) a. ]wan e ki i dasa kaw 
good be that I now go-prs-1 
'It is good that I should go now.' 

b. o tena ust-afi pare ki i duzziw=ta. 
he his heart-loci say-pst-3 that I steal-fut-ls=3obj 
'He said in his own heart that he would steal it.' 

Such periphrastic constructions, as well as the formation of compound verb con
structions, show that, like other Dravidian languages, Brahui employs syntactic 
means to complement its morphological resources. The literature notes other 
types of verbal formations, such as the inchoative, the frequentive and the inten
sive. These are properly treated in the lexicon, not the morphology. 

14.4 Lexicon 
The following estimate of the composition of the Brahui lexicon is based on 
word-counts taken from Bray, Emeneau, the Dravidian Etymological Dictio
nary, and Elfenbein (1983). Approximately 10 per cent is Dravidian, 20 per cent 
Inda-Aryan, 20 per cent Balochi, 30 per cent Perso-Arabic and 20 per cent un
known. The low Dravidian percentage is to be expected given the long separa
tion of the Brahuis from other Dravidian speakers and a prolonged exposure to 
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Indo-Aryan during their migrations. However, the number of core words is suf
ficient to demonstrate the Dravidian character of the language. The two strong
est influences on the Brahui lexicon have come from Indo-Aryan, largely 
through Sindhi-Lahndä, and Perso-Arabic, through an Indo-Aryan intermediate. 
Balochi has also exerted a strong influence since at least the twelfth century c e . 

In view of the general inadequacy of Sindhi lexical sources, it seems most prob
able that much of what is labelled as of unknown origin in Brahui will eventually 
turn out to come from Indo-Aryan.

14.5 Syntax
Word order in Brahui is basically SOV, but Indo-Aryan influence has altered 
this, particularly in complex clauses.

(26) [bïsê harrifêr, [në dunyâtï syäl arë?]]
ass-dat/acc ask-pfc-prs-3pl you-dat/acc world-loc relation persons 
[pârë [sasôlï Jakkas axalëk]].
say-pfc-prs-3s Sasoli boast strike-impfc-prs-3pl
‘They ask the ass, “Do you have any living relatives?” He replies, “The
Sasoli is boasting about it”.’

Example (26) illustrates that within single clauses nominal arguments and their 
modifiers precede the verb, which marks the end of the clause. In keeping with 
SOV word order harmonics, Brahui has mainly postpositions; it has only four 
prepositions. Genitives precede the nouns they modify, and auxiliary verbs fol
low main verbs in compound verb constructions.

Example (26) also shows that complex sentences diverge from SOV patterns 
seen in other Dravidian languages. The complement of the main verb follows 
rather than precedes the matrix clause. Where the two clauses of a complex sen
tence are kept distinct, the clause order tends to be SVO, with complement fol
lowing the matrix. But where clause union occurred between matrix and 
complement, the clauses tend to follow the older, Dravidian SOV, order. Clause 
union often appears in participial constructions, particularly where arguments 
are deleted under identity. It also occurs when a subordinate clause verb is nom
inalised, often resulting in the loss of certain verbal functions, e.g. the ability to 
take a nominative subject, and the ability to express verbal categories such as 
tense. In (27), the subordinate clauses are nominalised: the subordinate verb is 
a verbal noun inflected for nominal morphology. In (27a), the subject appears in 
the genitive case; in (27b), in the dative-accusative.

(27) a. [[kanä bann-ing-iska.n] ad ka].
I-gen come-vn-until shelter wait-imp 
‘Wait until I come!’ (‘wait for my coming’)
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b. [i [ode narr-ing-ii(i)] xanaf] 
1-nom he-dat/acc run-inf-locll see-pfc-pst-ls 
'I saw him running off/as he ran off.' 

A simple sentence consists of a subject and predicate. The use of nominal pred
icates, though more limited than in other Dravidian languages, is attested in 
Brahui. In (28a), urii 'house' functions as a predicate nominal. And in (28b), the 
subordinate clause contains the nominal predicate are 'persons'. 

(28) a. numii Jahrafi af urii/o? 
your village-loci how.many houses-nom. 
'How many houses (are there) in your village?' 

b. [bise harrifer, [ ne dunyiifi syiil are?]] 
ass-dat/acc ask-prf-pst-3pl you-dat/acc world-Joe relation persons 
'They asked the ass, "Do you have any living relatives?".' 

Example (28c) illustrates that in special circumstances, the subject appears in 
the dative/accusative case, indicating that the subject is a possessor. Such sen
tences may have a predicate nominal or a verbal predicate. 

(29) banday-as-e zra miir assur 
man-one-dat/acc two son be-pst-3pl 
'A man had two sons.' 

Example (30) is an equational sentence, syntactically composed of two verbal 
nouns without a copula, 'their shouting is (equal to/contemporaneous with) our 
entering the house'. 

(30) oftii tawiir kann-ing, nanii urii-nii peh-ing. 
their-gen shout do-vn our-gen house-locll enter-vn 
'When they were shouting, we were entering our house.' 

In the following exchange, the first sentence, a question, dispenses with a verbal 
predicate. Note that the response does contain one. 

(31) numii Jahr-afi af urii/o? dah dwtizda-as maror. 
your village-loc how.many houses. ten twelve-one be-fut-3pl 
'How many houses are in your village? There will be some ten or 
twelve.' 

In the main, however, Brahui appears to favour simple sentences with a verbal 
predicate. And it favours a nominative-accusative agreement pattern. Questions 
are marked through intonation; Brahui lacks interrogative postclitic particles 
such as Old Tamil =o or Kannada =ii. 



(32) a. numa fohrafi af ura/o? 
your village-loci how.many houses-nom. 
'How many houses (are there) in your village?' 

b. dufoe xanisa? 
snake see-impfc-prs-2s 
'Do you see the snake?' 

c. iray kumpar, mis pakkiw? 
bread eat-neg-ls dirt gobble-pfc-prs-ls 
'If I don't eat bread, will I gobble up dirt?' 
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Brahui distinguishes between finite and non-finite verb forms, and restricts the 
distribution of both in syntactic structures. In simple sentences with a single 
clause, the predicate is finite. In complex sentences, with two or more clauses, 
the main clause contains a finite predicate while other clauses, co-ordinate or 
subordinate to the main clause, may contain finite or non-finite verbs. Due to the 
common use of para taxis, as well as such complementisers as ki 'that' ( < Balo
chi) and such conjunctions as o 'and', the distribution of finite and non-finite 
forms in Brahui diverges from that in many other Dravidian languages. 

A co-ordinate structure may be formed with the conjunction o 'and', as in the 
following example where two clauses with finite imperative main verbs are 
conjoined. 

(33) hullf-as jwan-o hath o bar(ak) 
horse-def good-indef get-imp and come-imp 
'Get a good horse and come.' 

In (34), o appears to conjoin two subordinate clause non-finite verbs with the 
same subject. 

(34) o [[hOyisa]-o [piffisa]] tena xalkana parayai 
3s weep-cnj-and curse-cnj 3s-gen house-gen towards-dat/acc 
dudengaka 
run-impfc-pst-3n 
'She/he having wept and cursed was running towards her/his house.' 

Subordinate clauses are formed para tactically or with the help of complementis
ers. In (35), the two clauses are collocated paratactically without any overt lex
ical or morphological marking. 

(35) ayno kana banda.yak a-hinara, pir tore=ta. 
today I-gen man-pl-nom go-impfc-pst-3pl rain hold-pst-3sn=3plobl 
'Today my men were going, but the rain stopped them.' 

The complementiser ki 'that', borrowed from Balochi, may be the most general 
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in the language. Not only does it embed a subordinate clause to a main clause, 
but it also can be used in correlative constructions to embed a subordinate clause 
to a nominal head in the main clause (see below).

(36) [ö tënâ ust-atï pârë ki [ï duzziw=ta]]. 
he-nom his heart-locl say-pst-3 that I steal-fut-ls=3sobl
‘He said in his own heart that he would steal it.’ (‘He said in his own 
heart, “I will steal it”.’)

Relative clauses and related structures are formed with a variety of morphosyn- 
tactic strategies. As elsewhere in Dravidian, adnominal verb forms may be used 
to embed a subordinate clause under a nominal head. In the following example, 
the adnominal form kar-ök ‘man who does’ subordinates the embedded sentence 
jwän-ö kârëm kar- ‘do good work’ to a nominal in the main clause: jwän-ö kârëm 
karök-ö banda-y.as ‘a good work (kârëm) doing (kar-ök) man’, i.e. ‘a man who 
does good work’. In this example, the adnominal verb form and the nominal 
head have morphologically fused.

A correlative strategy is also used to embed a relative clause under a nominal 
expression in the main clause. In (37), the clause har kas kanä hukmë manni- 
tawaka ‘everyone who was not obeying my orders’ is subordinated to the (unpro
nounced) nominal expression har kas ‘everyone’ in the main clause. Although 
har kas has been deleted under identity, it has left a clue to its presence in the 
clitic pronoun =ta, cliticised to the main clause verb kassata ‘I should have driv
en’. The correlative strategy is chosen here because an adnominal verb form 
cannot be used: the clitic pronoun =ta combines finite verbs, not with a non- 
finite adnominal form.

(37) har kas kanä hukmë mannitawaka, ï dä sahrän
everyone my order obey-neg-impfc-pst-3s I village out of 
kassata-ta.
drive-?-ls=3plobl
‘I should have driven out of the village everyone who was not obeying 
my order.’

In the relative construction in (38), the complementiser ki ‘that’ embeds a rela
tive clause under a main clause nominal hamëkucak-as ‘the same dog’. Here the 
order reflects Indo-Aryan word order, with the subordinate clause following the 
main clause nominal. Once again, the use of clitic pronouns =në appears to block 
the use of an adnominal verb strategy, thus requiring an alternative one.

(38) kunë-në hamë kucak-as ki drust kë=në
bite-prs-3s=2obl same dog-def that knowledge do-prs-3s=2obl 
‘The dog that bites you is the same dog that knows you.’
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Suffixed/Enclitic Pronouns
The enclitic pronouns of the third person are commonly used everywhere; those 
for the first and second persons occur largely in the Jahlawän dialect. The first 
singular is =ka, the second singular =në (no plurals), the third singular = ta, the 
third plural =tä. As noted earlier, when combined with a noun, they function as 
a genitive pronoun.

(39) a. malhë=ka hic pâpës
son-pl=lobl thing say-neg-imp 
‘Say nothing to my sons.’ 

b. mârê=nê sälköt-än hësut
son-dat/acc=2obl Salkot-abl bring-pfc-pst-ls
‘I brought your son from Quetta (=Salkot).’

But when combined with a verb, the clitic pronouns function as a dative-accusa
tive object.

(40) a. Xalkus-ka
strike-pfc-pst-2s= 1 obi 
‘You struck me.’

b. kunê=nê hamê kucak-as ki drust kê=nê
bite-prs-3s=2obl same dog-def that knowledge do-prs-3s=2obl
‘The dog that bites you is the same dog that knows you.’

c. nï kanä sasmïkô hur us. aga illiw=nê,
you ls-gen sixth finger be-prs-2s if leave-fut-ls=2obl
ganda xaningatï ë tariw=në, dü-ka xalh
bad look-vn-loc be-prs-3s cut-fut-ls=2obl hand-dat/acc pain
këk.
do-prs-3s
‘You are my sixth finger: if I leave you alone, it looks ugly; if I cut 
you off, it hurts my hand.’

Although certain other Dravidian languages, such as Küi and Pengo, mark 
object-agreement with suffixes, the Brahui construction is different because it 
employs clitics. It is possible to treat the development of clitics attached to nouns 
as a special instance of the postposition of nominal modifiers, seen above in the 
discussion of adjectives and numerals. Under such an analysis, the clitic pro
nouns are reduced forms of postposed genitive pronouns. This explanation, how
ever, cannot be invoked to explain the development of postposed pronouns on 
verbs. Thus, the analysis of this phenomenon, as with much else in Brahui, 
remains a challenge for future linguistic research.
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Gadaba 346 
Konda 256 
Malto 374-6

Proto-Dravidian 23, 24 
affricates 

Brahui 392 
Kolami 302t 
Old Telugu 182t, 183 
Telugu 208 
Tulu 161 

Akattiyalmkam, Ca. 84 
allophones 

Brahui 392 
Kolami 303 
Old Tamil 77 
Telugu 207 

alveolars 15 
Konda 244t, 246 
Malto 360t
Modem Tamil 102t, 103 
Old Tamil 76, 77t 
Old Telugu 182t 
Proto-Dravidian 14t, 16-17 
Telugu 206t 

anaphoric pronouns 
Kannada 134 
Old Tamil 82 
Tulu 165 

Andres, Susie 8, 271, 272, 273 
Annamalai, E. 92-3 
anterior conjunctive 

Kannada 139, 143, 147, 150 
Old Telugu 198 
Tulu 170, 172 

anusvära 47-8, 61 
‘apical displacement’ 16 

Telugu 202 
approximants 

Gadaba 328, 329t 
Gondi 273 
Modem Tamil 102t 
Old Tamil 77t 
Old Telugu 182t 
Proto-Dravidian 14t 

articles 19 
Modem Tamil 109 

Ashokan Brahmi script 5, 6, 40,45, 103, 
209 

aspect 
Brahui 399 
Gondi 285, 286
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Konda 256, 261-2 
Modem Tamil 114 
Telugu 216 
Tulu 165 

aspiration 
Brahui 394 
Gondi 273 

assimilation 
Gadaba 332 
Kannada 131 
Konda 245-6 
Modem Tamil 103 
Telugu 237 

attributive compounds 
Telugu 238-9 

auxiliary verbs 7, 12, 24, 25-6, 28 
Brahui 409
Gadaba 340, 343, 347-8, 352 
Gondi 270, 290, 292 
Kannada 140, 142-4 
Kolami 319 
Konda 262, 338 
Malto 382-3
Modem Tamil 75, 113-15, 118, 127
Old Tamil 85, 87,89
Old Telugu 194
Telugu 217, 221
Tulu 165, 166

Badaga 4, 6, 7, 12 
Bhaskararao, Peri 9, 353 
Bhat, D.N.S. 159
Bhattacharya, S. 325, 328, 341, 343, 353 
borrowings 17 

Brahui 21, 393 
Gadaba 352-3 
Kannada 130, 131, 146 
Kolami 326 
Malayalam 12 
Modem Tamil 103, 123 
Old Tamil 97, 98 
Old Telugu 182 
Telugu 206, 207, 237-8 
Tulu 173 

Brahmi script 40-1,49, 67, 78 
Brahui 4 ,7 , 11, 12, 13,388-413 

dialects 389-90 
habitat and speakers 11, 388-9

history 9, 11, 389 
lexicon 21,408-9  
morphology 394-408 
phonology 391-4 
script 5, 390-1 
syntax 31,409-13 

Bray, Sir Denys 391 , 395,403 
Bright, William 131, 301 
Britto, Francis 126 
Bühler, G. 40 
Burrow, Thomas 5
Burrow, Thomas and Bhattacharya, S. 325, 

328
Burton, Sir Richard 6

Caldwell, Bishop Robert 3 
Caldwell’s Law 15 
cardinals 

Brahui 398-9 
Telugu 211-12, 213 
see also numerals 

case 12, 19, 20 
Brahui 394-5 
Gadaba 333, 336-7 
Gondi 274, 275, 281 
Kannada 132, 135-7, 138 
Kolami 304, 310-12 
Konda 247, 250-1, 254 
Malto 361,363-9 
Modem Tamil 104-8, 117 
Old Tamil 79, 80-1,86  
Old Telugu 184,189-93 
Telugu 210, 213-16 
Tulu 163-4, 170, 171 

causative verbs 
Brahui 400
Gadaba 331-2, 337t-8 
Gondi 284 
Kannada 139 
Malto 373-4
Modem Tamil 75, 111, 112 
Old Tamil 75 
Old Telugu 194, 195 
Telugu 217, 231 
Tulu 163,166, 176 

Census (1981)3,4  
centamiz 125, 126, 127 
Central Dravidian languages 9, 12, 13
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see also Gadaba; Kolami 
classifiers 

Gondi 275, 283 
Kolami 306 
Konda 254
Malto 9, 370, 371-3, 386 

clauses 25, 32 
Brahui 409,410,411-12  
Gadaba 349, 350, 351-2 
Gondi 276, 288, 291-2, 293^ , 295, 296 
Kannada 142, 146, 147-8, 149 
Kolami 323, 324 
Konda 250, 265, 266, 267-9 
Malto 378,381,383 
Modem Tamil 94, 105, 107, 112, 117, 

120-1
Old Tamil 82, 86, 87, 89, 90, 91, 92, 93-

4, 94-6, 98 
Old Telugu 196, 199, 220, 227, 231, 

232-3, 234-6 
Proto-Dravidian 31, 33, 34 
Tulu 171, 172 

clefting 
Kannada 145 
Modem Tamil 123 
Old Tamil 97 
Telugu 230 
Tulu 171 

clitics 18, 35 
Brahui 394, 397,412,413 
Gadaba 349-50 
Gondi 274, 296
Kannada 131, 140, 143,145-6, 150,

151, 152, 153 
Kolami 304, 319, 320, 322, 323 
Konda 264-5 
Malto 361
Modem Tamil 104, 108,109, 111, 117, 

119,121, 122 
Old Tamil 78,79, 85, 86, 91, 96 
Telugu 210, 226-7, 230-1 
Tulu 169,170, 171, 172 

comitative case 
Brahui 394 
Gadaba 336, 337 
Telugu 213, 214 

comparative case 
Brahui 398

Old Tamil 20 
Telugu 214 

complementisers 35-6 
Brahui 411-12 
Gadaba 350, 352 
Konda 266, 268-9 
Malto 36
Old Tamil 82, 95-6 
Telugu 231, 233-4, 235-6 

completive conjunctive 
Kolami 319, 321,325 

complex sentences 31-7 
Brahui 409,411 
Gadaba 345, 351-2 
Gondi 295, 296 
Kannada 147-53, 156 
Konda 266, 267-9 
Modem Tamil 104,120-3 
Old Tamil 92-7 
Proto-Dravidian 33, 34, 35 
Telugu 232-6 
Tulu 169, 170, 171-2 

compounding 
Brahui 403,404,405,407,408  
Gadaba 345, 347, 348, 353 
Gondi 274-5
Kannada 28-9, 140, 142, 146, 148, 155 
Konda 253, 260-2, 263, 266, 269 
Malto 382-3, 384-5 
Modem Tamil 105, 112,113-16, 121, 

124-5, 127 
Old Tamil 78, 83,85, 87-9,98  
Old Telugu 190, 199-200 
Proto-Dravidian 25, 26, 28 
Telugu 219,220-1, 227, 231-2, 238-9 
Tulu 169, 171 

concessive 
Kolami 312, 320, 322 
Telugu 236 

conditionals 24, 25, 32-3 
Brahui 4011, 402 
Gadaba 332, 338, 340, 346 
Gondi 289
Kannada 142-3, 148 
Kolami 312, 320 
Modem Tamil 112, 120, 121 
Old Tamil 85, 86 
Old Telugu 199

94-6
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Telugu 236
Tulu 169, 171,172, 175 

conjugations 24 
Brahui 400,4011—2t 
Gadaba 338,340, 351 
Gondi 24, 284-5 
Kannada 139-40 
Küi 24
Modem Tamil 112, 113t 
Proto-Dravidian 24 
Tamil 24 
Telugu 222 

conjunctions 
Brahui 411 
Gondi 296
Kannada 146, 152-3, 156 
Kolami 321 
Konda 266 
Malto 361,383
Modem Tamil 104, 116, 117, 120 
Old Tamil 96 
Old Telugu 184 
Tulu 169 

conjunctive 25, 32, 34 
Brahui 405
Gadaba 338, 346, 347, 349, 353 
Gondi 292 
Kannada 142, 143 
Kolami 312, 319-20, 323-4, 325 
Malto 379-81, 383 
Modem Tamil 112, 114, 120 
Old Tamil 85-6, 92, 93 
Old Telugu 198 
Telugu 220, 232 
Tulu 169, 170, 171, 172 

consonants 4t, 48, 49 
Brahui 392-3
Gadaba 328-9t, 330t, 331, 332 
Gondi 15, 272-4 
Kannada 15,49, 5 5 ,130t—1,140 
Kolami 302t, 3 03^
Konda 243, 244t, 245, 246, 247, 248 
Malayalam 61, 62t 
Malto 360t—1
Modem Tamil 16, 101—2t, 102-3 
Old Tamil 76, 77,78, 84 
Old Telugu 182t, 183-4,188 
Proto-Dravidian 14t—16t, 17

scripts 40, 45-6 
Tamil script 67, 70
Telugu 49, 59t, 206t-7, 208, 210, 213, 

237
Tulu 160t—1, 162-3, 176 

continuative conjunctive 
Kolami 319, 320 

co-ordination 31-2 
Konda 253, 260, 261 
Modem Tamil 117, 120 
Old Tamil 96-7 
Telugu 231,232, 238,239 

copula verbs 29 
Brahui 400 
Kolami 323, 326 

correlative clauses 
Old Tamil 94 
Proto-Dravidian 35 
Telugu 234

dative case 29 
Gadaba 336, 337t
Kannada 132, 133t, 136, 138, 142, 146, 

155
Kolami 310, 311, 312, 324 
Konda 250, 251 
Malto 363, 364, 367, 383 
Modem Tamil 105, 106t, 107, 108,

118
Old Tamil 80,81,89, 95 
Old Telugu 191-2, 193 
Proto-Dravidian 20 
Telugu 213, 214, 228,236 
Tulu 163, 164t, 170, 171 

dative-accusative case 
Brahui 394,409-10  
Gondi 273, 274, 275, 277-8 

declaratives 
Modem Tamil 119 
Telugu 229 

declension 
Brahui 394 
Gondi 276 
Kannada 133 
Modem Tamil 105, 106t 
Old Telugu 190, 191 
Telugu 215-16 

definite articles 109
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deictic pronouns 
Gadaba 336t 
Kolami 308 
Old Telugu 194, 195t 
Proto-Dravidian 22-3t 

deixis 
Gondi 279, 280t-l 
Malto 367 

demonstrative pronouns 
Brahui 397 
Kannada 134t 
Kolami 305-6, 308 
Konda 250, 252 
Old Tamil 82 
Old Telugu 193 
Telugu 210, 233 

demonstratives 
Kolami 305,312 
Modem Tamil 118, 121, 124 
Old Telugu 193 

denominal verbs 18 
Old Telugu 196 

dental-alveolars 
Telugu 206 

dentals 
Brahui 392 
Gadaba 328, 329 
Kannada 130 
Kolami 302 
Konda 243 
Malto 361 
Modem Tamil 102t 
Old Tamil 76, 78 
Old Telugu 182, 183 
Proto-Dravidian 14t, 15,17 
Tulu 174 

derivation 18 
Brahui 394 
Gadaba 333-6 
Gondi 274 
Kannada 154 
Kolami 307, 308, 309 
Konda 251-4, 262, 263, 268 
Malto 361,369, 370, 373 
Modem Tamil 104 
Old Telugu 185, 186, 194 
Proto-Dravidian 28 
Telugu 216,238

Tulu 172 
desiderative clauses 

Telugu 236 
desiderative verbs 

Konda 256, 258-9 
determiners 

Telugu 225 
deverbal nouns 

Kolami 308 
Modem Tamil 113t 
Telugu 238 

dialects 
Brahui 389-90 
Gadaba 353-4 
Gondi 8, 270, 271 
Kannada 129,130 
Kolami 301, 326-7t 
Konda 8, 241 -2  
Malto 9, 359, 385-7
Modem Tamil 6,101,103,109,114,127  
Telugu 8, 37, 203-6 
Tulu 158-9, 161, 165, 166, 167, 173, 

173-6 
diglossia 

Kannada 129-30 
Modem Tamil 6 ,125-7 

diphthongs 14,47 
Brahui 392 
Gadaba 329 
Kannada 130 
Konda 245 
Malayalam 60t 
Modem Tamil 101, 103 
Old Tamil 76-7 
Old Telugu 182 
Proto-Dravidian 14 
Tamil 14 
Tulu 161,162 

distals 22, 23t 
Brahui 397 
Gondi 279, 280t, 281 
Kannada 134 
Malto 367 
Old Tamil 82 
Tulu 165 

doubling 
Modem Tamil 103 
Old Tamil 78,81
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Dravidian-Finno-Ugric hypothesis 37 
durative

Kolami 316-17, 320, 321 
Konda 256, 257t, 259 

dur ativ e-continuativ e 
Brahui 399

echo compounds 28 
Gadaba 353
Kannada 125, 154, 155-6 
Kolami 322 
Modem Tamil 124-5 
Telugu 239 

Elamo-Dravidian hypothesis 37 
elision 

Brahui 394-5,400  
Konda 245, 246 

Emeneau, M.B. 7,11, 301, 303, 305, 322, 
326, 390 

emphatic pronouns 
Malto 369 

enclitic pronouns 
Brahui 413 

English
impact on Dravidian languages 5 

equational sentences 
Brahui 410 

equative sentence 
Konda 266 
Telugu 227, 228 

equative-ablative case 
Old Tamil 80-1 

exclamations 
Kolami 321 

extentive 
Konda 259, 260 

external affiliations 37

factive clauses 
Modem Tamil 121 
Old Telugu 199 

feminine 21 
Gadaba 335 
Gondi 275
Kannada 132, 153, 154 
Kolami 306-7, 308, 309 
Malto 362, 369, 370 
Modem Tamil 105

Old Tamil 82t
Old Telugu 185, 186-8, 191, 196 
Tulu 165 

finite predicates 35, 36 
Brahui 411 
Gadaba 351,352 
Gondi 295-7 
Kannada 147, 150-3 
Konda 268, 269 
Modem Tamil 119-20, 121-2 
Proto-Dravidian 34 
Tulu 166, 169 

finite verbs 24, 26, 32 
Brahui 400-3,411  
Gadaba 338, 340-5, 351 
Gondi 285-91 
Kannada 140-2, 146, 147 
Kolami 312-18, 322, 323 
Konda 255-6, 267 
Malto 373-7
Modem Tamil 112, 113t, 116,118, 119 
Old Tamil 83,90, 93,98 
Old Telugu 196-8
Telugu 216,218,219-20,229,230,234, 

236
Tulu 165-6, 170, 171, 172 

flaps 
Brahui 392t, 394 
Gondi 273
Konda 243, 244t, 255 
Malto 360t 
Modem Tamil 102t 
Old Telugu 182t 
Telugu 206t 

fricatives 
Brahui 391,392t, 393, 394 
Gadaba 328, 329t 
Gondi 273 
Kannada 130 
Kolami 302t 
Konda 244 
Malto 360 
Old Tamil 77 
Telugu 206 
Tulu 160t, 161 

future 
Brahui 40It, 402-3 
Gadaba 348
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Kannada 140, 142 
Kolami 315-16, 319, 321 
Malto 374-5t, 386 
Telugu 218, 219

Gadaba 4 ,9 , 28, 325, 328-54 
background and history 328 
dialects 353-4 
lexicon 352-3 
morphophonology 329-32 
nouns 20, 332-7 
operators 349-50 
phonology 328-32 
syntax 35, 350-2 
verbs 337-49 

geminates 
Gondi 272-3, 274 
Kolami 303 
Konda 245 
Old Telugu 190 
Telugu 208, 210, 219 

gender 20 
Brahui 394, 397 
Gadaba 334, 335 
Gondi 275,276-7, 281,285 
Kannada 132 
Kolami 306-7
Konda 247, 251-2, 252-3, 254 
Malto 361-2, 369, 370 
Modem Tamil 105, 108 
Old Tamil 82
Old Telugu 184-5, 186-8, 191, 193, 194 
Proto-Dravidian 21 
Telugu 210 
Tulu 163, 165 

genitive case 
Brahui 394, 396,409,413 
Gadaba 336
Gondi 275, 277, 279, 282, 283 
Kannada 132, 133t, 136-7, 138 
Kolami 305, 308,310,311-12  
Konda 250-1 
Malto 363, 365, 366, 367 
Modem Tamil 105, 106t, 107, 118 
Old Tamil 87-8 
Old Telugu 191, 192 
Proto-Dravidian 20 
Telugu 212

Tulu 163, 164t 
gerunds 

Malto 382 
Telugu 220, 234-6 

glides 
Brahui 392t 
Gadaba 328, 329t 
Kannada 130 
Malto 360
Modem Tamil 103-4 
Old Tamil 76, 77 
Old Telugu 182t, 183 
Proto-Dravidian 14t 
Telugu 207 
Tulu 161,162 

glottals 
Brahui 392t, 393 
Konda 244t 
Malto 360t 
Modem Tamil 102t 
Old Telugu 182t 

Gondi 3, 270-97 
background and history 8, 270-2 
dialects 8, 270, 271 
habitat and speakers 8, 270, 271 
lexicon 27-8
morphology 19, 22, 23, 24, 274-84 
phonology 14, 17, 272-4 
script 274 
syntax 30, 295-7 
verbal morphology 24, 284-95 

Gotub 328 
Grantha script 45 
graphemes 

Old Tamil 77 
Grierson, George 3, 271, 301

Hislop 271 
honorification 

Gondi 275-6 
Modem Tamil 109 
Old Telugu 193 
Tulu 165 

hortative 
Brahui 402 
Gondi 285t 
Kannada 142 
Kolami 319
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Old Telugu 198 
Telugu 218t, 219, 222 
Tulu 168, 169, 175

imperative 24 
Brahui 401t 
Gadaba 338, 340, 344 
Gondi 285 
Kannada 142 
Kolami 312, 318 
Konda 256, 258 
Malto 374, 377 
Modem Tamil 116, 119 
Old Tamil 83t 
Old Telugu 184, 198 
Telugu 218t, 219, 235 
Tulu 168-9 

imperfective 
Brahui 399,401t, 405-8 
Gondi 286-7, 292 
Konda 259 

indéclinables 
Kannada 144-5 
Tulu 163
see also adjectives; adverbs 

indefinite adjectives 
Brahui 398 

indefinite articles 19 
Brahui 394 
Modem Tamil 109 

indefinite pronouns 
Kannada 135 
Modem Tamil 109, 111 
Old Tamil 82t 
Old Telugu 193 
Telugu 213 
Tamil 20 

Indie system 40 
occlusives 42t-43t 
vowels 41t 

indicative 
Gondi 285-90 
Malto 374 
Modem Tamil 111 
Old Tamil 83-4 

Indo-Aryan 5, 6, 11,15, 25, 31, 270, 323, 
326, 409,412 

Indus Valley 37

infinitive 32 
Brahui 403
Gadaba 338, 340, 345-6, 348-9, 351-2 
Kannada 140, 142, 144, 148 
Kolami 312, 318-19, 325 
Konda 255, 257t 
Malto 382, 383
Modem Tamil 112, 114, 115, 120, 126, 

127
Old Tamil 85, 86, 92-3 
Old Telugu 199 
Telugu 217, 220, 227 
Tulu 169 

inflection 18 
Brahui 394, 395 
Gadaba 331t, 332, 333-4, 338 
Gondi 274, 290 
Kannada 131, 132, 138-9, 153 
Kolami 304 
Konda 247
Modem Tamil 104, 112, 117, 118 
Old Tamil 78, 79, 80, 83, 84, 85, 87 
Old Telugu 185, 191, 192, 193 
Telugu 216, 219, 221,226 
Tulu 163, 171 

injunctive 
Gondi 285t 

instrumental case 
Brahui 394 
Kolami 310, 311 
Malto 362, 363, 365, 367 
Modem Tamil 105, 106t, 107-8 
Old Telugu 191, 192 
Telugu 213, 214 

instrumental-ablative case 
Konda 250, 251 

instrumental-locative case 
Gondi 278, 279 

instrumental-sociative (comitative) case 
Gadaba 336 

interjections 
Konda 265 
Telugu 236-7 

interrogative clitics 
Gadaba 349-50 
Kannada 145 
Kolami 322 
Old Tamil 86
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Telugu 226 
interrogative pronouns 

Brahui 397 
Gadaba 336t 
Gondi 279, 280t 
Kannada 135
Kolami 305-6, 308, 309, 322 
Konda 250, 252 
Malto 368-9 
Modem Tamil 109 
Old Tamil 82t 
Old Telugu 193 
Proto-Dravidian 22, 23t 
Tulu 165 

interrogative sentences 
Modem Tamil 119 
Telugu 229-30, 234-5 

intonation 
Kannada 131 
Modem Tamil 103 

intransitive verbs 
Telugu 216-17, 219 

Irula 4, 6, 7, 12 
isoglosses 

Brahui 389, 390 
Gondi 271 
Kolami 326 
Konda 241 
North Dravidian 11 
South Dravidian 7 
South-Central Dravidian 8 
Tulu 158, 175-6 

iterative compounds 
Gadaba 353 
Konda 260-1

Jatapu 3 
junctures 

Malto 360

Kannada 2, 12,129-56, 158, 159 
background and history 7-8,129-30  
dialects 129,130 
diglossia 129-30 
habitat and speakers 3 ,4 ,7 ,129  
lexicon 125, 153-6
morphology 20,22,23,26,28-9,131-46  
phonology and orthography 17,130-1

scripts 4, 40-1, 45, 48, 49-59, 131, 162 
syntax 34-5,146-53  

Kamatic music 2 
kinship 

Gondi 275, 283, 286 
Kannada 132 
Kolami 308, 326 
Konda 252, 265 
Malto 362, 363 
Old Telugu 186 
Telugu 211 

Kisan 3
Kodagu 3, 5 ,7 ,12 , 14 
Kolami 3, 301-27 

dialects 301, 326-7t 
habitat and speakers 3, 9, 301 
historical features 325-6 
minor word classes 321-2 
morphology 304-221 
phonology 302-4 
quotations 324 
sources 301
special developments 325-7 
syntax 322-4 

Konda 8, 241-69, 270, 338 
adjectives 262-3 
adverbs 263-4
background and history 241-3
clitics 264-5
dialects 8, 241-2
habitat and speakers 3, 8, 241
nouns 247-54
phonology 243-7
scripts 5
syntax 32, 33, 35, 265-9 
verbs 254-62 

Kondh 3-4, 12, 20, 27 
Kota 3, 4, 6,7, 12,13 
kotuntamiz 125, 126, 127 
Koya 3
Krishnamurti, Bh. 37, 241
Küi 3,4, 8,12, 13, 23, 24, 25, 285, 413
Kurux 3,4, 5, 9, 12, 13,359
Küvi 4, 8, 13,23,281

labials 15,16 
Brahui 392t
Gadaba 329, 330t, 331-2
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Kannada 130t 
Kolami 302t 
Konda 244t 
Malto 360t 
Modem Tamil 102t 
Old Tamil 77 
Old Telugu 182, 183 
Proto-Dravidian 14t 
Telugu 206 
Tulu 160t 

laterals 8
Brahui 391, 392t, 393 
Gadaba 328, 329t 
Gondi 273 
Kannada 130t 
Kolami 302t 
Konda 244t 
Malto 360t 
Modem Tamil 102t 
Old Tamil 76, 77t 
Old Telugu 182t, 183 
Proto-Dravidian 14t 
Telugu 206t, 207 
Toda 15 
Tulu 160t, 161 

Lehmann, Thomas 100, 112 
lexicon 25 ,26-9 

Brahui 21, 408-9 
Gadaba 352-3 
Kannada 125,153-6 
Modem Tamil 123-5 
Old Tamil 97-8 
Telugu 237-9 
Tulu 172-3 

liquids 47 
Gondi 272 
Konda 243
Modem Tamil 102, 103 

literature 1-2 
Brahui 390-1 
Modem Tamil 101 
Old Tamil 75-6, 97 
Old Telugu 181-2 
Telugu 203 
Tulu 159-60 

loan-words see borrowings 
locative case 20 

Brahui 394, 395,403

Gadaba 336 
Gondi 278, 279 
Kannada 132, 133t, 137, 138 
Kolami 310, 312 
Konda 250, 251 
Malto 362, 363, 366, 367 
Modem Tamil 105,106t, 108,109,123, 

126
Old Tamil 79, 80,81 
Old Telugu 184, 191,192, 193 
Telugu 213, 214-15 
Tulu 163,164t, 171

Malayalam 2, 4, 6, 12, 13 
phonology 6, 15 
scripts 4, 6, 45, 60-6 
speakers 3,4, 6 

Malto 4,12, 13, 359-87 
background 359
compound word formation 384-5 
dialects 9, 359, 385-7 
habitat and speakers 3, 9, 359 
morphology and parts of speech 23, 25, 

361-83 
phonology 360-1 
syntax 31, 36, 383 

Manda 4, 8, 13,23 
masculine 21 

Gadaba 335, 344, 345 
Gondi 275, 276t 
Kannada 132, 153 
Kolami 306-7, 308, 309 
Konda 247, 249, 250 
Malto 361, 362, 369, 370 
Modem Tamil 105 
Old Tamil 83t
Old Telugu 185,186-8,190,191-2,194, 

196
Telugu 210, 211 
Tulu 165 

Middle Tamil 6, 75, 84, 100 
Middle Telugu 8, 181, 182, 203 
modals 

Kannada 144 
Modem Tamil 111 
Telugu 220-1 

Modem Tamil 6, 30,75, 9 2 -3 ,100-27 
background and history 100-1
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dialects 6, 101, 103, 109, 114, 127 
diglossia 6, 125-7 
habitat and speakers 6,100  
lexicon 123-5 
literature 101
minor parts of speech 116-17 
nominal morphology and parts of speech 

104-11
phonology and orthography 16, 101-4 
script 103
syntax 94, 113,117-23 
verb morphology 111-16 

Modem Telugu see Telugu 
modifiers 20 

Brahui 397 
Gadaba 351 
Gondi 281
Kolami 304, 305-7, 323 
Konda 263 
Modem Tamil 118 
Tulu 171 

monopthtongs 14 
mood 

Gondi 285, 286 
Kannada 139, 140 
Kolami 304 
Malto 374
Modem Tamil 111, 114, 115 
Old Telugu 184, 194 
Telugu 216 
Tulu 163, 165 

morphemes 
Gadaba 332 
Gondi 273 
Kannada 132 
Konda 243-4, 247, 253 
Malto 361
Modem Tamil 103, 105 
Old Tamil 79,184  
Proto-Dravidian 16,18 
Telugu 207, 208 

morphology 18-26, 32 
Brahui 394-408 
Gondi 274-95 
Kannada 131-46 
Kolami 304-22 
Malto 361-83 
Modem Tamil 104

Old Tamil 20, 25, 78-86 
Old Telugu 184 
Proto-Dravidian 18,19 
Telugu 210-27 
Tulu 163-70 

morphophonemics 
Gadaba 329-32 
Kolami 303-4 
Konda 245-7 

Muria Gondi see Gondi 
murreccam 93

Naiki 4, 9, 37 
Nannaya 181 
Narayan, R.K. 2 
nasals 47-8 

Brahui 392t, 393 
Gadaba 328, 329t 
Gondi 272, 273 
Kannada 130 
Kolami 302t 
Konda 243, 244t 
Malayalam 60t, 63 
Malto 360
Modem Tamil 102t, 103, 126 
Old Tamil 76, 77t 
Old Telugu 182t, 183 
Proto-Dravidian 14t, 15, 16t 
Telugu 202, 206t, 207 
Tulu 160t, 161, 163, 166, 175, 176 

negation 
Brahui 399
Gadaba 338, 340, 344, 346 
Gondi 290
Kannada 140, 141, 142, 147 
Kolami 312, 317 
Malto 347-8, 377, 380-1 
Modem Tamil 112, 114 
Old Tamil 82, 84-5 
Old Telugu 198, 200 
Proto-Dravidian 23, 24 
Telugu 218, 219-20, 222, 228, 230 
Tulu 170, 172 

neuter 
Gadaba 335 
Gondi 276t 
Kannada 132 
Kolami 307
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Malto 362 
Old Tamil 82t
Old Telugu 186, 187, 188, 191, 196 
Tulu 165 

nominal compounds 28 
Old Tamil 97-8 
Telugu 238 

nominal predicates see predicate nominals 
nominative case 

Brahui 394 
Gadaba 336, 337t 
Gondi 275, 276-7 
Kannada 132, 133, 135, 138, 146 
Kolami 308,310,312, 323 
Konda 250, 251, 254 
Malto 363, 365, 366, 367, 368, 383 
Modem Tamil 104, 105, 106, 109,118, 

119,123 
Old Tamil 80, 89, 97 
Old Telugu 190, 191,192 
Proto-Dravidian 20 
Telugu 213, 228 
Tulu 163, 164t, 170, 171 

nominative-accusative case 12, 30 
Brahui 394 

non-finite verbs 19, 25, 32, 33 
Brahui 403,411 
Gadaba 338, 345-9 
Gondi 291-5
Kannada 138, 140, 142-3, 146, 153 
Kolami 312, 318-21, 323 
Konda 255-6, 259-60, 268-9 
Malto 373, 377-82, 383 
Modem Tamil 112-13t, 116-17, 120 
Old Tamil 82-3, 85-6t, 87, 92, 93, 95 
Old Telugu 196, 198-9 
Proto-Dravidian 24, 25 
Telugu 220, 221 
Tulu 165,169-70, 171 

non-masculine 
Gadaba 335, 344 
Kolami 306
Konda 247, 248, 249, 250, 254 
Malto 361,362 
Telugu 210, 211 

non-past
Gadaba 338, 339, 340, 341, 342t, 343t, 

346, 347

Gondi 286-7 
Kannada 140 
Konda 256, 257-8 
Malto 374, 375, 376t 
Old Tamil 79, 84 
Old Telugu 196, 197, 200 
Proto-Dravidian 24 
Telugu 218t, 219 
Tulu 165,167t, 168 

North Dravidian languages 9-11, 31, 359 
see also Brahui; Malto 

noun phrases (NP)
Kannada 20, 135,138, 146 
Kolami 304, 305 
Konda 266-7 
Modem Tamil 107, 118 
Old Tamil 78, 86, 87-8, 91-2,94, 96,97 
Proto-Dravidian 29 
Telugu 213, 214-15, 225, 227, 228-9, 

232, 233, 234 
Tulu 170,171 

noun-verb compounds 
Kannada 28-9 
Konda 262 

nouns 20-1 
Brahui 394-5, 396, 398, 399,403, 409, 

413
Gadaba 332-7, 346, 351, 353 
Gondi 274-81, 281-2, 295 
Kannada 132-9, 146, 147, 148, 149, 

153-4, 155 
Kolami 9, 304, 305-6, 307-12, 321, 322 
Konda 247-54, 262, 267-8 
Malto 361-73, 383, 384 
Modem Tamil 104-8, 112, 116, 117, 

118, 120, 123, 124, 126 
Old Tamil 78, 79-82, 86, 87,90, 96, 97 
Old Telugu 184-94 
Proto-Dravidian 20 
Telugu 209, 210-16, 225, 234, 237-8 
Tulu 161,163-5,171,172,173,175,176  

number 
Brahui 394 
Gadaba 334, 335 
Gondi 275, 285 
Kannada 132 
Kolami 304 
Konda 247, 252, 254
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Malto 361,362, 369 
Modem Tamil 105 
Old Tamil 79, 8 0 ,8 3 ,9 0  
Old Telugu 184, 188, 193 
Proto-Dravidian 21 
Telugu 210 
Tulu 163, 165 

numerals 19, 28 
Brahui 389-9 
Gadaba 332, 335t 
Gondi 281,283 
Kannada 133, 139 
Kolami 305, 306-7, 322, 325 
Konda 247, 254, 262, 263 
Malto 28, 361,363, 371-2 
Modem Tamil 109 
Old Telugu 187-8, 190 
Telugu 210,211-12, 213, 225 
Tulu 164,171 

object-verb agreement 8,12, 30 
Gondi 270 

objective case 
Gadaba 351 

obligative 
Konda 256 

oblique case
Gadaba 20, 336, 337t 
Gondi 273, 275, 277, 278 
Kannada 133t 
Kolami 308,310 
Konda 250, 251, 253-4 
Malto 367
Old Telugu 189-90,191, 192, 194 
Telugu 212-13 

obstruents 
Gondi 272
Konda 243-4t, 245, 247, 249 
Malto 360 

occlusives 48t 
Indie 42t-43t
Kannada and Telugu 5It, 52t—53t,56t— 

57t
Malayalam 60t, 61, 63, 64t-65t 
Tamil 67t 

Old Tamil 6, 75-98, 100 
background and history 75-6 
lexicon 97-8 
literature 97

morphology and parts of speech 20, 25, 
78-86

phonology and orthography 16, 76-8 
special features 98 
syntax 30, 87-97 

Old Telugu 8 ,181-201,270 
background and history 181-2 
literature 181-2 
morphology 184 
phonology 182-4 
script 183, 184 

optative 
Kannada 142 
Malto 374, 377 
Modem Tamil 116 
Old Tamil 83t 
Old Telugu 198 
Proto-Dravidian 24 

orthography 
Kannada 130-1 
Konda 246 
Modem Tamil 101-4 
Old Tamil 76-8 
Telugu 209

Padmanabha, K. 159 
palatals 

Gadaba 329t 
Kannada 130t 
Kolami 302t 
Malto 360t 
Modem Tamil 102t 
Old Tamil 77t 
Old Telugu 182t 
Proto-Dravidian 14t, 15 
Telugu 206t 
Tulu 160t, 161 

palato-alveolars 
Brahui 392 

Pallavas 2, 5 
Paniyadi, S.U. 162, 163 
Paramasivam, Kumar 111 
parataxis 

Brahui 411 
Kannada 146 

Parji 3, 5, 9, 35, 36, 325 
participles 19, 33 

Brahui 403-4
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Gadaba 346-7 
Gondi 293 
Modem Tamil 112 
Old Telugu 199 

passivisation 
Modem Tamil 123, 126 

past affirmative 
Konda 256, 258 

past negative 26 
Gadaba 338, 343t, 354 
Gondi 290 
Kolami 312, 317 
Konda 256, 258 

past perfect 
Brahui 399,400 
Malto 374, 376t 

past tense 
Brahui 401t
Gadaba 338, 339, 340, 341t, 348 
Kannada 139-40, 141t 
Kolami 314,317,319, 325 
Konda 256, 257t 
Malto 374, 375, 386 
Modem Tamil 113 
Modem Telugu 197 
Old Tamil 84, 85 
Old Telugu 196-7, 200 
Telugu 8, 218t, 222 
Tulu 165,166, 167t 

Pengo 4, 5, 8, 9, 13, 23,413 
perfect tense 26 

Brahui 401t 
Gadaba 347, 348 
Modem Tamil 114 
Pengo 9 

perfective 
Brahui 399,401t, 405-8 
Gondi 288, 292 
Konda 260 

perfective non-past 
Gondi 287-8 

perfective past 
Gondi 287 

periphrastic verbs 
Kolami 320-1 
Modem Tamil 114 

permissive 
Gadaba 338, 340, 343t

Tulu 168,169 
personal endings 21, 30-1 

Brahui 400
Gadaba 338, 344t-5, 346t, 354 
Gondi 274, 279, 281, 284, 285, 290, 296 
Kolami 312, 313-18, 323 
Konda 256, 259 
Malto 366-7, 377, 378-81 
Old Tamil 84 
Old Telugu 186, 196 
Proto-Dravidian 24, 26 
Tulu 165,167, 168t 

personal names 
Konda 265 
Telugu 211, 226 

personal pronouns 22 
Brahui 394,396t-7 
Gadaba 335, 336t 
Gondi 279 
Kannada 133t-4 
Konda 254 
Malto 367, 369 
Modem Tamil 109-10t 
Old Tamil 78, 82t 
Proto-Dravidian 18, 211 
Telugu 213 

phonology 
Brahui 391-4 
Gadaba 328—32 
Gondi 14, 17, 272-4 
Kannada 17 ,130-1 
Kolami 302-4 
Konda 243-7 
Malayalam 6, 15 
Malto 360-1 
Modem Tamil 16 ,101-4 
Old Tamil 16, 76-8 
Old Telugu 182-4 
Proto-Dravidian 13-18 
Telugu 17, 206-9 
Tulu 160-3 

phrases 
Gadaba 349 
Konda 265, 266, 267 
Malto 370
Modem Tamil 113, 118 
Old Tamil 87-9 
Telugu 231,232
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pluperfect 
Brahui 399,400, 402t 

plural 21 
Brahui 39Φ-5 , 396 
Gadaba 334t-5, 344 
Gondi 22, 273, 275, 277 
Kannada 132
Kolami 307, 309-10, 322, 325, 326 
Konda 247, 248-50, 251, 258 
Malto 361, 362-3
Modem Tamil 22, 105, 106t, 109, 110t 
Old Tamil 79, 80,81 
Old Telugu 185,186-7,188-9,190,193, 

194t, 196 
Proto-Dravidian 21, 191 
Telugu 210, 212 
Tulu 161, 163, 164t, 165, 168 

poetry 2
Old Tamil 76 
Old Telugu 182 
Telugu 203 
Tulu 159 

portmanteau 
Brahui 394 
Malto 372 
Old Tamil 84 

Portuguese
influence on Telugu 237 

postclitic pronouns 
Brahui 390 

postpositions 20-1 
Brahui 31, 395-6, 409 
Gadaba 337, 349, 350 
Gondi 276, 277, 278, 279, 283 
Kannada 136, 137-8 
Kolami 312 
Konda 266, 268 
Malto 367
Modem Tamil 108-9, 118 
Old Tamil 79, 81,87 
Old Telugu 191, 192-3 
Proto-Dravidian 20-1 
Telugu 213-14, 215, 216, 226, 229, 233 
Tulu 164 

predicates 31, 35 
Brahui 410,411 
Gadaba 351,352
Gondi 274, 276, 281, 288-9, 295-7

Kannada 135, 146, 147, 150-3 
Kolami 309, 323 
Konda 255, 266, 268, 269 
Malto 383
Modem Tamil 104, 105, 117, 118,119- 

20, 121-2 
Old Tamil 89-90,91,94,95  
Old Telugu 186-8, 191 
Proto-Dravidian 29, 30, 34 
Telugu 227-31,233 
Tulu 166, 169, 170, 172 

predictive 
Gondi 288-9 

prefixes 
Brahui 399
Kannada 131,153,154, 156 
Old Telugu 184 
Telugu 210 

prenominal modifiers 
Kolami 304, 305-7 

prepositions 
Brahui 21, 395-6 
Modem Tamil 118 
Proto-Dravidian 31 

present perfect tense 
Tulu 167t, 168 

present tense 
Brahui 399, 400,4011 
Gadaba 340 
Kannada 140 
Malto 374, 375t 
Modem Tamil 113t 
Old Tamil 84 
Old Telugu 199 
Telugu 219 

present-future tense 
Gadaba 339 
Kolami 315, 320 
Tulu 165 

progressive 
Gadaba 338,340, 341,342t 

prohibitive 
Kolami 312, 318, 322 
Konda 256, 258 
Tulu 168 

pronominal suffixes 
Konda 262
Old Tamil 80, 82, 85t, 88
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Old Telugu 19, 195t 
pronouns 21t-3, 27 

Brahui 390, 396-7, 399,412, 413 
Gadaba 332, 335-6t 
Gondi 277, 279-81, 283 
Kannada 2 2 ,133-5, 146, 155 
Kolami 305-6, 308-9t, 311, 312, 325-6 
Konda 247, 250, 252, 254, 266 
Malto 361, 362-3, 367-9 
Modem Tamil 109, 125 
Old Tamil 82
Old Telugu 185, 187, 191,193-4t, 196 
Proto-Dravidian 21t—2, 23t, 35 
Tamil 22
Telugu 210-11, 213, 233, 234 
Tulu 164-5, 176 

proper names 
Gadaba 332 
Malto 370 

prosodies 
Malto 360-1 

prospective 
Tulu 168, 169 

Proto-Dravidian 191 
lexicon 26-9 
morphology 18-26 
phonology 13-18 
syntax 29-37 

proximal pronouns 22, 23t 
Gondi 279, 280t, 281 
Kannada 134 
Old Tamil 82 
Tulu 165 

Pure Tamil Movement 123 
purposive case 

Old Telugu 191, 193 
Telugu 214

quantifiers 20 
Brahui 398
Kannada 132, 135, 146 
Malto 361
Modem Tamil 104, 118, 121,124 

questions 
Brahui 410 
Gadaba 349 
Kannada 145, 152 
Konda 264

Modem Tamil 119 
Old Tamil 91 
Telugu 227, 229, 230 
Tulu 171, 172 

quotations 
Kolami 324

Rama, M. 168 
Ramanujan, A.K. 2 
Ramasamy, K. 94 
Rao, G. Sambasiva 18, 160, 173 
reduplicated compounds 28 

Kannada 155,156 
Kolami 321, 322 
Modem Tamil 124,125 

reflexive compounds 
Konda 262 

reflexive pronouns 27 
Brahui 397 
Gadaba 335, 336t 
Kannada 134t 
Malto 369
Modem Tamil 107, 109 
Old Telugu 193, 194 
Proto-Dravidian 22 
Telugu 217 
Tulu 163 

reflexive-continuative 
Tulu 166 

relative clauses 
Brahui 412
Kannada 134, 143, 149, 151 
Konda 267-8 
Malto 378
Modem Tamil 112, 121, 122, 123 
Old Tamil 93 
Old Telugu 199 
Telugu 233, 234 
Tulu 171 

relative participles 33 
Gadaba 346
see also adnominal forms 

resultative 
Konda 259-60 

retroflexes 
Brahui 392t, 393-4 
Gadaba 329t 
Kannada 130t
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Kolami 302t 
Konda 244t, 246 
Malto 360t, 361 
Modem Tamil 102t, 103 
Old Tamil 76, 77t, 78 
Old Telugu 183t 
Proto-Dravidian 14t, 15, 16-17 
Telugu 206t 
Tulu 160t, 161, 174 

roots, nominal 
Gadaba 332—3 
Gondi 273, 274 
Kannada 132 
Konda 247, 251, 252, 253 
Malto 361, 369 

roots, verbal 
Gadaba 337 
Gondi 284, 285 
Kannada 139,140 
Konda 254—5 
Malto 373 
Telugu 217

sandhi 
Gadaba 332, 334 
Kolami 319 
Konda 245-6 
Telugu 207-9 

scrambling
Modem Tamil 123 
Old Tamil 97 

scripts 4-5, 40-70 
Brahui 5, 390-1 
general characteristics 45-9  
Gondi 274
historical background 40-5 
Kannada 4 ,40-1 ,45 ,48 ,49-59 ,131 , 

162
Malayalam 4, 6,45, 60-6 
Modem Tamil 103 
Old Telugu 183, 184 
Tamil 4, 6 ,45 ,46 ,48-9 , 67-70, 78 
Telugu 4 ,40 ,45 ,49-59 , 209 
Tulu 4, 5 ,7 ,162-3  

Semitic writing systems 40 
sentences 19, 29-37 

Brahui 409-13 
Gadaba 345, 350-2

Gondi 289, 295-7 
Kannada 145, 146-53,156 
Kolami 320, 322-4 
Konda 265-9
Modem Tamil 104, 112, 118-23 
Old Tamil 89-97 
Old Telugu 196
Proto-Dravidian 29, 30, 31, 33-4, 35 
Telugu 227-36, 239 
Tulu 165-6,169,170-2  

sibilants 48t 
Brahui 392 
Telugu 206, 208, 237 

simple sentences 29-31 
Brahui410-11 
Gadaba 351 
Kannada 146-7 
Konda 266
Modem Tamil 118-20 
Old Tamil 89-92 
Telugu 227, 229 
Tulu 170-1 

simultaneous conjunctives 
Kannada 147 
Konda 259, 260 
Old Telugu 198, 199 
Tulu 172 

singular 24 
Gadaba 334, 344 
Gondi 275
Konda 247, 248, 249, 250, 251, 258 
Malto 361, 362 
Modem Tamil 105, 106t 
Old Telugu 184, 185, 186-7, 188,196 
Telugu 210, 211 
Tulu 164t, 165,168 

sociative case 
Brahui 394
Modem Tamil 105, 106t, 107 
Old Telugu 191, 192 
Telugu 214 
Tulu 163,164t, 171 

sonorants 48t 
Kannada 132, 133t, 137 
Konda 243^t, 245, 247 

South-Central Dravidian languages 8-9,
12, 13, 16
see also Gondi; Konda; Modem Telugu;
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Telugu
South Dravidian languages 6-8 ,11 ,12 ,13  

see also Kannada; Modem Tamil; Old 
Tamil; Tulu 

South-Indian scripts 45, 47 
spirants 

Brahui 392t 
Konda 243 
Old Telugu 182t, 183 

Sridhar, S.N. 129, 131 
Steever, Sanford 258 
stems XV, 9, 23, 24 

Gadaba 329, 330t, 331t-2 
Gondi 273, 284-5 
Kannada 132,139,140 
Kolami 9, 304, 307-8, 313, 319 
Konda 247, 249, 250, 251-2, 253, 254-

5, 262 
Malto 369, 373 
Modem Tamil 111-12 
Old Tamil 77-8, 79,98  
Old Telugu 185,186,188,189,190,194, 

196
Telugu 210, 212-13, 217, 219, 220, 

222-4 
Tulu 162,166, 167 

stops 12 
Brahui 391, 392t, 393, 394 
Gadaba 328, 329t 
Gondi 272, 273 
Kannada 130t, 131 
Kolami 302t-3, 304 
Konda 242, 243, 244t 
Malayalam 6,12,15, 60t 
Malto 360t
Modem Tamil 102t, 103 
Old Tamil 76, 77t 
Old Telugu 182t, 183 
Proto-Dravidian 14 t, 1 5 ,16t 
script 48,49, 61, 67 
Telugu 206t, 207, 208 
Tulu 160t, 161,163,174 

stress 18 
Brahui 391,394,400  
Gondi 274 
Kannada 131 
Konda 243, 244-5 
Modem Tamil 103

subject-object agreement 24 
subject-verb agreement 8, 24 

Gadaba 340 
Kannada 140 
Malayalam 6 
Malto 374
Modem Tamil 107, 112 
Old Tamil 82, 8 3 ^ , 93 

subjunctive 
Gondi 289-90 
Malto 374, 376-7t 

Subordination 
Brahui 409,410,411-12  
Gondi 288,291, 296 
Kannada 147,148,149 
Kolami 323
Koruja 260, 261, 267-8, 269 
Modem Tamil 117,120 
Pro-Dravidian 31, 32, 33 
Telugu 220, 232, 234 
Tulu 172

Subrahmanyam, P.S. 26, 160, 173, 271, 
301

suffixes 19, 23-4 
Brahui 392,394, 395,398,399,400,413  
Gadaba 329-31, 332, 333-5, 336, 337t, 

338, 339-41, 343^ , 345-6, 349, 352 
Gondi 273, 274, 275t-76t, 278, 284, 285 
Kannada 132, 139,142, 153-5 
Kolami 307-8, 309, 310-11, 313, 315— 

16, 318-20, 325 
Konda 247, 251, 252, 254-5,256-7, 

258-9, 262, 263, 264 
Malto 362, 370, 373-4, 378, 379, 383, 

384
Middle Tamil 75 
Modem Tamil 104, 105,111 
Old Tamil 77,78,79, 83, 84, 85t-6, 97 
Old Telugu 184, 185-7, 189, 190, 192, 

194-5,198-9  
Telugu 210, 211, 214, 216, 221-2, 223- 

4, 228, 238 
Tulu 161-2,163-4, 165,166-9, 169-70, 

171, 172-3, 174-5, 176 
suprasegmentale 

Modem Tamil 104 
surnames 

Telugu 226
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syllables 46 
Gadaba 329, 353 
Gondi 17, 272, 273 
Kannada 17, 131 
Kolami 303 
Konda 242, 243, 244-5 
Malto 361,373 
Modem Tamil 103 
Old Tamil 77
Proto-Dravidian 13, 17t—18 
Telugu 17, 181, 207, 208, 209 

syntax 29-37 
Brahui 31, 409-13 
Gadaba 35, 350-2 
Gondi 30, 295-7 
Kannada 3 4 -5 ,146-53 
Kolami 322-4 
Konda 32, 33, 35, 265-9 
Malto 31, 36, 383 
Modem Tamil 94 ,113 ,117-23 
Old Tamil 30, 87-97 
Telugu 227-37 
Tulu 170-2

Tamil 2 ,4 ,5 , 12, 13,28,37  
morphology 22, 24, 25 
phonology 14
script 4, 6,45, 46,48-9, 67-70, 78 
speakers and habitat 3,4, 6 
syntax 30, 31, 32, 33, 35 
see also Modem Tamil; Old Tamil 

taps 
Malto 360 
Proto-Dravidian 14t 

Telugu 2, 202-39, 270
background and history 8, 181, 202-6 
borrowings 206, 207, 237-8 
dialects and standard language 8, 37, 

203-6 
lexicon 237-9 
morphology 210-27 
phonology and orthography 17, 206-9 
script 4,40, 45,49-59, 209 
speakers and habitat 3,4, 202 
syntax 227-37 

tense 25 
Brahui 399^400 
Gadaba 338, 339-43, 348

Gondi 274, 284, 285, 286, 287-8 
Kannada 139, 140, 142 
Kolami 304,312,314-16,317  
Konda 254, 259 
Malto 374-5 
Middle Tamil 84 
Modem Tamil 112, 114,115,121 
Old Tamil 82, 83-4, 93 
Old Telugu 184, 194, 196-7, 199, 200-1 
Proto-Dravidian 23, 24 
Telugu 216,218t, 219 
Tulu 163,165,166-67t, 168, 169, 172 

Thomasaiah, K. 301 
Toda 3,4, 7, 12, 13, 14, 15 
transitive verbs 12 

Gondi 284
Telugu 214, 216, 217, 219, 231 

transitive-causative suffixes 
Kolami 313 
Konda 254-5 

trills 70 
Gadaba 328, 329t 
Gondi 273 
Kolami 302t 
Konda 243, 244t, 255 
Malayalam script 63 
Malto 360t 
Old Telugu 182t, 183 
Tamil script 70 
Telugu 206t, 207 
Tulu 160t, 161 

Tulu 7 ,1 2 ,158-76, 325 
background and history 158-60 
dialects 158-9,161, 165, 166, 167, 173, 

173-6 
lexicon 172-3
morphology and parts of speech 23, 

163-70 
phonology 160-3
relation with other Dravidian languages 

173
script 4, 5, 7, 162-3 
speakers and habitat 3, 5, 158 
special features 173-6 
syntax 170-2 

Tyler, Stephen A. 271

Upadhyaya, U.P. 163
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velars 
Brahui 392t 
Gadaba 329t 
Kannada 130t 
Kolami 302t 
Konda 244t 
Malto 360t 
Modem Tamil 102t 
Old Tamil 77t 
Old Telugu 182t, 183t 
Proto-Dravidian 14t 
Telugu 206t 
Tulu 160t 

verbal nouns 
Brahui 395,403,404  
Gadaba 348 
Gondi 294
Kannada 142, 145, 149 
Konda 255 
Malto 379 
Modem Tamil 121 
Old Tamil 86, 98 
Old Telugu 199 
Telugu 233 
Tulu 169, 171, 172 

verbal phrases 
Konda 266, 267 
Telugu 229, 231 

verbal predicates 
Brahui 410 
Konda 266 
Telugu 229-31 
Tulu 170, 172 

verbs 23-6, 28, 32, 36 
Brahui 399-405,407,408,409,411  
Gadaba 337-49, 351, 352-3, 354 
Gondi 270, 273, 274,284-95 
Kannada 28, 131,139-44,146,147, 

148, 150-1, 154-5 
Kolami 304, 312-21, 322, 323 
Konda 254-62, 268-9 
Malto 373-83, 384-5, 386 
Modem Tamil 104,105,106-7,111-16, 

117, 118, 119-20, 121-2, 124, 125, 
126-7

Old Tamil 78 ,79 ,82-6,87,88-9,90,91, 
92,93, 95-6,97, 98 

Old Telugu 184, 191,194-201

Proto-Dravidian 12, 19, 24, 25, 26, 34 
Telugu 209,210,214,216-24,229,230,

231.232, 234, 236, 238
Tulu 23, 161, 163,165-9, 171, 172 

viräma 61 
visarga 48 
vocative case 

Gondi 275 
Kannada 132 
Kolami 323 
Konda 265 
Modem Tamil 108 
Telugu 236-7 
Tulu 164 

voicing 15,48t, 112 
Gadaba 332 
Gondi 273
Konda 243, 244, 245, 247 
Malayalam 63 
Malto 385 
Modem Tamil 114 
Proto-Dravidian 15 
Telugu 216-19 
Tulu 174, 175 

vowel symbols 45-6, 47 
Kannada 49 
Malayalam 60t 
Modem Tamil 103 
Tamil 67t, 68t-69t, 70 
Telugu 49 

vowels XV, 8 , 9, 22, 47t 
Brahui 391-2, 394,400 
Gadaba 328-9t, 331,332,334,336,338,

351,354 
Gondi 14, 272-4 
Indie system 41t 
Kannada 50t, 130-1, 140 
Kodagu 14
Kolami 302t, 303, 304, 326 
Konda 243-4t, 244-5, 247-8 
Malto 360, 367, 385 
Modem Tamil 101—2t, 103 
Old Tamil 76, 77t, 78,81,84  
Old Telugu 182t, 183, 188, 190 
Proto-Dravidian 13t—14,17, 21, 27 
Telugu 50t, 202, 206t-7, 207-8, 209,

210.213.223.231.232, 235 
Toda 14
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Tulu 160t-l, 162, 163, 164, 170, 174, 
175, 176

word order 30, 36 
Brahui 409,412 
Gadaba 350 
Gondi 295 
Kannada 146 
Kolami 322-3 
Malto 383
Modem Tamil 117-18, 119 
Old Tamil 91-2

Old Telugu 184 
Proto-Dravidian 31 
Telugu 229 
Tulu 171 

writing systems see scripts

zero allomorph 
Tulu 166, 168 

zero morph 
Gadaba 331,332 
Old Tamil 85 

Zvelebil, Kamil 7,16
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